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The FriendlyComputer
$299.95

•M-'mi'mI-N-'iI "'c

Full Computer Keyboard Memory Expansion to 32K RAM
16 Colors/4 Sound Generators Includes Microsoft' M/PET® BASIC
66 Graphics Characters Connects to TV or Monitor

Recreation, Education & Personal Computing Programs

Peripheral Equipment: Joystick, Paddles, Disk Drive, Printer, Cassette unit

Telephone Modem for Communicating with outside Information Sources

4 Programmable Function Keys

For more information on the VIC-20's exciting

Space Games, Personal Software, and Programming capabilities,

visit your Commodore Dealer, or write:

VIC-20, Commodore Business Machines, 681 Moore Road, King of Prussia, PA 19406
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printer

• Print.

Print.

New Microbuffer II lets you use your printer
without tying up your computer.

Time. As an important resource
it shouldn't be wasted. One
such waste is in printing, where
your computer must wait for

your printer. Now there's a way
to eliminate this waste.

Introducing the

Microbuffer K™, a buffered

parallel printer interface for the

Apple II " computer with 16K
characters of memory (user ex-

pandable to 32K). It accepts
data as fast as your computer
can send it. allowing you to use
your computer while the

Microbuffer ][ is in control of

your printing.

The Microbuffer ](. compatible

with Applesoft, CP/M* and
Pascal, comes with complete
print formatting features as well

as advanced graphics dump
routines for most popular
graphics printers.

The Snapshot™ option per-

mits you to dump the text

screen or graphics picture to

the printer while any program is

/WICROBUFFERH

running — without interuption.

The 16K Microbuffer I is

available for $259. And the 32K
version, for $299. The Snapshot
option is $69.

So why waste time while your
computer waits for your printer?

Ask your computer dealer for

the Microbuffer ]| or call us for

the name of a dealer near you.

j'ler I and Snapshot are trademarks of Practical
Peripherals inc

CPrM is a registered trademark or Digital Research inc

Apple I '.idemark o* Apple Computer

PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS, Inc.
31245 La Baya Drive
Westlalce Village. California 91362

(213) 706-0339
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The Galaxy Invaders Have

&±1*£>
Returned in Th,s Newest Game

> *> ^^ of Skill and Excitement.

rj ""?*

CZD

WF^WR
P.O. Box 9078-185 Van Nuys, CA 91409 (213) 782 6861

Prices per Game TRS 80 16K Lev2 Modi Mod3 Cassette S15 95
TRS-80 32K Lev2 Modi Mod3 Diskette S19.95
Optional Joystick for Model 1- S39.95

10 discount for 2 items, 15" for 3 or more.
Please add SI. 75 per order for postage & handling, Calif, residents add 6
sales tax.

Outside USA (except Canada) please add S3. 00 per order for postage &
handling.

All Games 1980. 1981 by Bill Hogue & Jeff Konyu.
Programs are written in machine language for high quality graphics & sound
effects.

Voice & other sound effects are playable through the cassette AUX plug.

High scores are automatically saved after each game on disk versions.

Call or write for our complete catalog.
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ANNOUNCING ft R€VOLUTION
IN TH€ COST OF PBOfCSSIONfll SOFTWARE

VISflCCOUNT is o fully Integrated business ond occounting

system designed for use in small businesses. VisAccount is

extremely comprehensive ond professional, yet It is very easy to

use. The system Is controlled from o series of Interconnected

menus permitting user-friendly operation, everything you med to

set-up and operate the system is provided with the Visflccount

package.
ALL SVSTCMS Is able to provide you Visflccount at this incredible

low price because it runs on so many different machines. Through

volume soles we ore able to substantially reduce our prices.

OUR GUfiflflNT€€ — Buy both our software ond that of our

competitors (who will no doubt charge several times our price

because they need to recapture their development cost). Compare

the two systems and we know you'll return theirs (make sure

they'll let you return their software). If you decide not to keep our

system, then return it within 45 days for o full refund. Once you've

used our system we're confident you'll be delighted.

visnccouNT
What Vou Receive
• Nine 5Vi" double density disks (or six 8" single

density disks)

• €osy-to-use operator's manual (over 200 pages)

Available for Apple*, TRS-80 I. II & III, Osborne,

Heoth/Zenlth, North Stor, Vector, ond most other

CP/M computers.

•The Apple version requires the Microsoft Z80 softcord.

CSCR has CBRSIC2, CP/M ond Microsoft Z80 softcord in stock.

Send $199 for the VISflCCOUNT system

FH€€: MAILING LIST PROGRAM
Requirements: 48 H CBRSIC 2

2 DISK DfllV€S CP/M

ALL 5VjTc/v\J 332 €ost 30th Street

o dWtwon of Computer Service* Corporotton of flmenco

Order Toll Free 1 800 221 2486
For New Vork ond Technical Number 1-212-685-0090

New vortt. New Votk 10007

New Vork. New Vork 10016

ALSO

WORD STAR $290
SUP€RCAIC $249
DATA 8ASC- SVST€M $190

CP/M for TR580 MOD€L II $99
TCRMINAL PROGRAM FOR
MOD€LIICP/M $39

Name

Address

City/State/Zip

Master Charge L ] Visa I i American €xpress

No. €xpires _

1981 Computer SsrvK«s Corporation of Bm«rKO

Vour System

Disk Size I SV*" double density D 8" single density
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utput. . . input/©utput . . . input

Hand to Hand Wombat
Dear Editor:

Michael Potts's program ("Wombats," p. 216. Oct. '81) is

very special! In the process of entering it I have been able to

sharpen my typing skills quite a bit. He notes that it is written

for 16K (and up) Model I TRS-80, and since my system is 48K
disk, without lower case, some simple modifications were
needed.

Additionally, some problems came up with features which
didn't function as it seemed they should have. The following

comments may help others who have tried this program which

does have a lot of appeal to the otherwise unattentive student.

Line # Comment

110 To avoid an overflow in statement 3400. add :IF

NMX>443 THEN PRINT"443 is the maximum.
Tryagain!":GOTO110

Also, if the PRINT before the INPUT in that line is changed to

a PRINT@384."" then the thing doesn't scroll off the screen
when you respond to the "object" requests in line 120.

212

1190

Since this line refers to line 216. and there is no 216.

212 should be deleted and :GOTO210 added to 214
in place of the :STOP.
Change IFNQ=NOTHEN to either IFNO=
NQTHEN.... or IF(NQ=NO)THEN.... as the NO
THEN doesn't get interpreted correctly (the NOThen
may be the problem).

Change to I$="":I$=INKEY$:I%=I%+1:1FI%>
100THEN1740 ELSE IRIS <>"P"r(IS<>"Q ')

THEN1725.
Delete ..

Delete ..

Change to NR=NR + 1:PRINTSTRINGS( 50,61):

IFIS="Q"THEN1970ELSE200

The above changes to lines 1725-1780 were necessary for me
to get the "Inventory" portion of this program to function

properly.

Several other changes which have been made to my listing, but
aren't necessary for actual operation, include:

Line # Comment

280 Insert K9=0: at the beginning of the statement and
change GOSUB1700 to GOTO 1700.

1023 Insert K9=K9+1:IFK9 3THENPRINT" Three
unassisted trys are the limit!": GOTO1030 ELSE at

the beginning of the line.

90 The CLEAR statement needs only 1000 as over 30

exercises built the string space to only 840.

1840 Change "gotten" to "made." "Gotten" just bugs me!
1850 Change the limit for the superlative "very" to 94

College standard!

1890 Change the Input variable to S9. so as not to mess up
IS.

1970 Change the NT=NR to NT=NR-1. This makes the

inventory list come out with the proper number of

examples.

3120 Add :GOTO3150.

I'm not sure I agree with the comment about students not

liking tests, since computer games of skill seem to sell pretty

well, and some of them are little more than tests with sparse

feedback.

My wife is a teacher and uses our computer to tutor primary

grade children who have difficulty with some subject or other.

Her success rate has been astounding, judging by the results

the students show in classroom improvement. "Wombats" is a

very helpful addition to the tools she uses.

Jon M. Rueck, P.E.

103 Sage Road
Silver Lake. KS 66539
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TheManagerSeries from Microsoft
turns a personal computer into

an executive toolbox.
Better management tools. The
Manager Series from Microsoft

turns an inexpensive personal

computer into an executive's

toolbox. Not a computer program-
mer's toolbox. An executive toolbox.

Computerized management tools for

non-computer people.

Time, people, projects. The Series

is a system of software tools that

work together to help you plan, organize

schedule and record your business and

personal affairs. Time Manager.* Project Manager
and Personnel Manager* are the first packages in

the Series.

Write it once. All programs in the Manager Series allow

you to transfer information between programs. That

means you can enter information in one program and

transfer it for management by another.

Time Manager. The key. Time Manager helps you
manage your personal time, appointments and priorities.

It can also help you manage expenses, costs and job

schedules. Or. keep a running tally of costs and hours by

day, week, month or year. And Time Manager can act as

an "executive" to manage other programs in the Series.

Project Manager. Describe the components of a

project to Project Manager. It will create timing, task and

resource charts to help you focus on critical tasks. Change
one piece of information and Project Manager will

recalculate the entire project. Project

Manager even flags overcommitted
personnel resources.

Personnel Manager. Manage
information about people, companies,
customers or prospects. From names

and addresses to skills, position, and
characteristics. Personnel Manager lets

you enter any kind of people-related

information. Then, organize and retrieve

it almost any way you want.

Management software. Even if

you've never used a computer
before, you should be able to productively

use the Manager Series in a very short time.

And. when you've learned to use one in the Series,

you've virtually learned them all.

Seeing is believing. Ask your local computer store for

a demonstration of the Manager Series. It's a series of

management tools that could be your best reason to own
a personal computer.

"Trademarks of The Image Producers. Inc

/UCROSDfT
V CONSUMER^ PRODUCTSf

A Division of Microsoft. Inc

10700 Northup Way • Bellevue. WA 98004
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GRM of an Idea
Dear Editor:

Pertaining to your review of VisiPlot ( 1 2/8 1 ) and the slowness
of entering data with VisiCalc. you can set recalculation to

occur manually or automatically by using the /GRM and
/GRA commands. Once set to manual, recalculation can be
triggered by keying in an exclamation point.

This is thoroughly covered in the 16-sector manual on pages
2-78 and 2-79 (Lesson 4). and on page 3-26 (Command Reference
Section). And the reference card covers it briefly. The information
is also given on the reference card and on page 4-10 of the 13-

sector manual (no command reference section in that one).

The other problem area you mentioned was printing. You
left an incorrect impression about VisiCalc when you stated

that the program does not take advantage of buffers or built-in

intelligence. I have a Comet 8300P printer at home, and an
IDS 560 at work.

Both of these printers work bidirectionally with VisiCalc.

and each does a full page in 90 seconds or less. Both printers

have buffers, and VisiCalc definitely uses them. The IDS 560
will print for a full 20 seconds or more after using CTRL-C to

stop a printout. In addition, the short-line-seeking logic works
fine, and no empty spaces are printed. You probably had a

setup problem—your interface card may have needed dip-

switch resetting.

Reed Jenney

525 Clark Court

Los Altos, CA 94022

Several comments. First, this was a review of VisiPlot and
VisiTrendand I mentioned VisiCalc only incidentally. Creative

Computing carried an in-depth review of VisiCalc in June
1980.

You are correct about the recalculation feature. However,
in my application. I wanted to see the new percentages and
subtotals as I went along so I elected not to use later recalcula-

tion.

With respect to the printer, we have had no trouble with bi-

directional printing with the Apple, however, with the TRS-80
Model III. the Diablo printer works fine (fast, bi-directional)

with Scripsit. but not with VisiCalc. There may be a fix but

three reasonably competent people have not been able to

determine what it is. —DHA

Grade Expectations

"We might as well build the raft next. According to this, there isn t a ship

anywhere in the viciniiv

Dear Editor:

Many thanks for printing W. Teoh's Grades program in your
October issue. Since we are both college teachers, my wife and
I purchased our Apple computer two months ago with the
hope that it would prove to be a timesaver. We have both used
Grades and have found it easy to use and flexible, and it has
significantly reduced the recordkeeping chores for our larger

classes.

By the way. anyone using Grades should be aware that

Figures 1 and 2 in the article are switched.

William L. Moore, Ph.D.

Associate Professor

Management Sciences Department
California State University, Hayward

Cross Breeding

Dear Editor:

I hope Creative Computing continues to print articles such
as "Apples Can Blossom Daisies" by Jamie Tietjen in the July

1981 issue. I was looking for a daisy wheel printer for my Apple
II and like Tietjen thought the Radio Shack daisy wheel should

work on my Apple II. Unlike him, I was unable to try it out. My
local Radio Shack Computer Center was less than helpful in

the question of connecting their Daisy Wheel Printer II to my
Apple (indeed, the impression created was that they cared

little whether or not they sold me the printer since I did not

have a TRS-80).

There appears to be an error in Figure 1 of the article. This

figure indicates connecting, via an SPDT switch. Pin 9 of the

Centronics Amphenol Connector to Pin 17 of the Apple Parallel

Printer Card or Ground (Pins 15 or 18 of the Centronics
Amphenol Connector).
According to the Radio Shack interface connector data

supplied with the Daisy Wheel Printer II. Pin 18 is +5V DC
and not ground.

Also, as a point of interest, the Apple Centronics cable is

supplied with the Apple Parallel Printer Card Pin 2 (BUSY)
connected to Pin 10 of the Centronics Amphenol Connector
(the same connection is shown in the Apple Parallel Printer

Card manual). Tietjen correctly shows this as being connected

to Pin 11.

One final comment: Tietjen comments that his switch solution

results in the switch being closer to the printer than to the

computer (the implication being that this is possibly undesirable).

By cutting into the DP7(MSB) line closer to the computer and
using a longer wire to reach the Centronics Amphenol Connector,

the switch can be as close to the computer as you wish.

Alan Westwell

23 Weeks Ave.
Trenton. Ontario

K8V 1X4
Canada
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it's Here! The computer Strategy
Came with Bounce!

For:
Apple
Atari
TRS-80

Have you ever

seen an exciting

action game combined
with the intense

strategy of chess,

backgammon or Othello?

Ricochet...the first

abstract strategy game designed
exclusively for the computer owner. .

.

is both. And loads of fun.

You maneuver your blocks, both to

protect your own goal from attack and
to hit your opponents goal. Two launchers

to fire. Your shots ricochet off the
blocks, earning you points on the way
to their targets, it's twice as challenging

because the position changes with both
your own and your opponent's moves
and shots.

You don't have to play alone, either.

Play against any one of four different

opponents (each a different personality)

inside your computer, or against

another human.

And Ricochet is truly competitive. . .if

you want it to be. A "smart clock" lets

you put more pressure on your opponent
by forcing him to play faster than you.
But you've got to win two out of three
(or three out of five) games to claim

victory. Your computer rates you after

each match, so you can compare your
mastery of the game with that of other
players—perfect for tournament play.

So perfect that mind toys and Automated
Simulations are sponsoring the first

national Ricochet tournament. See your
local dealer to find out how you can
become a regional or national champion.

Price $19.95

© 1981, AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS, INC.
P.O. Box 4247, Mountain View, CA 94040.Another Mind Toy

From Automated Simulations
•APPLE, atari and TRS-80 are trademarks of Apple Computer, inc.. Atari, Inc. and Tandy Corp., respectively.
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Hooked on Fission

Dear Editor:

As a new user of a Tektronix 4050 Series Graphics Computing
System. I was looking for an interesting program that could be
adapted to the 4050 System and help me develop some skill in

using the graphics capabilities available.

1 was drawn to the December 19H0 issue of Creative Computing
and especially intrigued with the article by Stephen R. Berggren
on his nuclear power plant simulator. This seemed like the
best place to sharpen my skills in Basic, since I needed to
convert from working in Fortran, while trying to understand
the 4050 graphics.

The particular attraction to the nuclear power plant simulation
was its technical nature. There has been considerable social

attention given to the use of nuclear reactors, and it looked
operationally challenging from the brief description given.

Since the Applesoft dialect of Basic is less formal than the
4050 Series Basic, there was quite a bit of translation required.
All variables were converted to the more primitive single

alpha character followed by a numeral.
All statements were entered on their own numbered line. I

laid the Apple graphics out by hand to see what the picture

looked like: then drew a higher resolution version of the plant

schematic taking advantage of this system's high speed
capabilities. (Sec diagram.)

In what seemed like a painful undertaking, I reproduced the

program as listed in Creative Computing and operated it as

shown in the example to convince myself that it was working as

designed. Now it was time for the 4050 conversion.

A graphic header with giant N P P letters introduces the

simulation. To add some variety, the user's request to operate
is occasionally rejected by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
The operation of the program now combines the daily status

report with the graphic representation of the operating plant.

n-«5» USER DEFINABLE key
1 >Ja KU POWER OUTPUT <NAX 2808
138.2.3 t-M DAY A»l

GENERATOR

• 5 to conttMM w/o chann

STATUS REPORT

DAY 7

HLEUEL 388
FLOW 9

EMERGENCY COOLANT

A weekly and monthly Plant Operation Summary —all graphs-
were included.

The monthly summary and the end-of-game summary includes

a simulation-to-date graph of the daily and average power
output. Finally, the meltdown ending displays a disaster area
map with the region of contamination shown, when appropriate.

The program contains WO lines of code, just under 20K characters

and requires 25K of my 32K machine to run.

If any readers are interested. I will provide a tape copy of
the program for the cost of the tape— $35 which includes
postage.

Now that this program is running satisfactorily. I can say

that my objectives have been met. The 4050 Series dialect of

Basic is a more natural language for me as is the graphics
software. The simulation has proven to be as challenging as

expected and a lot more fun.

Thanks for the opportunity to share my experience.

P.E. Perkins

10295 SW Brookside Ct.

Tigard. OR 97223

Aw, Shoot

PRIMARY COOLANT

LEVEL 128

FLOW 84
SECONDARY C00LAHT

Dear Editor:

I currently have a subscription to your magazine, and I think

it is one of the best computer-oriented publications on the

market. The information you provide is almost always useful,

so I don't mind when you occasionally publish an article which
is not helpful to me, since, undoubtedly, someone will like it.

However, some articles look to me completely pointless. I

speak specifically about your article "Home on the Range" in

the December 1981 issue of Creative Computing. The article

tells how to score the 6th annual Vancouver Island Police

Combat Championships. It seems to me that the only people

interested in this event are the people involved with it. A game
program simulating it might be interesting, but a program
which keeps score? 1 believe that if you take a good look at the

article, you will agree. I suggest you also look at the "Comic
Relief" article in the same issue.

Your magazine has always been excellent, and I would like

it to stay that way.

B. Cohen

We disagree with you on the utility of the Range Scoring

Program. As is, it can be used to score other pistol matches.

With slight modifications, it can be used to score other sporting

events. And lestyou think that such scoring is pointless, there

is a company in Rialto. CA that makes a successful busin.

score keepingfordistance runners on Apple computers. Quite

often, what one person considers useless makes thefortune of
another. We try to live up to our name and offer a wide variety

of Creative Computing applications. —GB

10 March 1982 c Creative Computing



OTHERS MAY SEE
THE ERRORS OF YOUR WAYZ

ONLY MICROSPELL
CORRECTS THOSE WAYS.

Lifeboat Associates, the world's foremost

source for microcomputer software, proudly
presents MicroSpell,'" the first program that not

only isolates spelling errors in your text, but ac-

tually corrects them.
MicroSpell works with your word processor.

And if you have the best word processing system,

why settle for anything less than the best spell-

ing corrector?

Goes Beyond The Competition
Other spelling programs function primarily as

spelling checkers, merely pointing out words
with suspect spelling. It's left up to you to deter-

mine the correct spelling and then type it in.

MicroSpell, the only spelling program that

knows how to "spell." corrects the error automat-
ically. Here's how it works: MicroSpell will read

your text, carefully looking for words that might
be spelled incorrectly. When it comes across a
word that it's not absolutely sure of. it stops and
shows you that word, along with its context. Then
it searches through its own built-in dictionary

and presents a list of guesses which it "thinks"

might be correct. All you have to do is press a key

and the misspelled word is corrected. There is no

need to bother with your own dictionary, or even
to type in the change. MicroSpell will do it all for

you!

The Most Complete Built-in Dictionary

MicroSpell uses word stems and suffix strip-

ping routines, so its dictionary of 25,000 word-
parts can deliver over 150.000 words to you. And if

that's not enough, MicroSpell will let you add
thousands of additional words, so you can create

and store specialized dictionaries of technical

terms, unusual expressions, even acronyms. And
you can let MicroSpell know just when any of

these special dictionaries are wanted.
MicroSpell is highly interactive and designed

to complement word processing systems that

create ASCII text using a CP/M " compatible
operating system. It requires minimum disk stor-

age capacity of 70K per drive.

So why settle for a program that merely finds

your mispellmgs when you can get the one that

corrects your misspellings? MicroSpell. It cor-

rects the errors of your ways.
MicroSpell is brought to you exclusively and

supported completely by Lifeboat Associates.
Call or send us the coupon below.

LIFEBOAT WORLDWIDE often you the world's largest library of software. Contact your nearest dealer or Lifeboat:

I ifeooat Associates

1651 Ttwd Aire

He* *ik N V 10028

Tel (212)860-0300

IfIn 640693 flBSOnNYW
TVW 710 581 2524

Lifeboat Associates GmbH
Hmterberestrasse
Posttach ?51
6330 Cham Saitrerland

lei 042 36 8686
lelei 865265 IMIC0 CHI

lifeboat Inc

OK Bide 5F

1 2 8 Shiba-Daimon
Minato-«u Tokvo 105. lapan

let 03 437 3901

Tetei 2423296 (IBJTY0)

mtersott GmbH

Lifeboat Associates Ltd

P0Boil25
London WC2H9LU England
lei 01 836-9028

lelei 893709 IIBS0FTG)

Lifeboat Associates SARI
10 Grande Rue Charles de Gaulle

0-8045Tsmanine W German* 92600 Asnieres France

Tel 1-733-08-04

Tele. 5213643 HSOf 0) Wei 250303 (PUBLIC X PARIS!

Schlosseartenaee 5

0-80451smaninj I"

Tel 089 %6-444*

| Mail coupon to: Lifeboat Associates,

I
1651 Third Avenue, New York, New York 10028

I or call (212) 860-0300.

I

a Please send me more information on MicroSpell.

G Please send me a free Lifeboat catalog.

dl

lifeboat Associates
World's foremost software source

Name

Company-

-Title-

-State .City
MicroSpell is a trademark of Bob Lucas.

CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research. Inc

Copyright G 198L by Lifeboat Associates

-Zip.

2607

Software With
Full Support

J
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Computer Swap America
John Craig has announced plans to take

Computer Swap America across the

country. This will be accomplished by
extending the shows to qualified individuals

or organizations in various states. Craig

will be offering use of the Computer Swap
America trademark and a total package
which describes co-op advertising and pro-

motion programs and the mechanics of

putting on such a show.

Computer Swap America will return to

the Bay Area on April 24. 1982 at the

Santa Clara County Fairgrounds in San
Jose. CA. Hours are from 10:00 a.m. to

6:00 p.m. Admission is $3. For more
information, call (415) 494-6862 or write

Computer Swap America. P.O. Box 52.

Palo Alto. CA 94302.

VisiCalc

Creator Honored
Daniel S. Bricklin. Chairman of the Board

of Software Arts. Inc.. and co-creator of

VisiCalc. has been named winner of the

Grace Murray Hopper Award by the

Association for Computing Machinery.

The prestigious award is given in recog-

nition of major computing achievements

made by individuals under 30 years of age.
Bricklin and Robert M. Frankston. president

of Software Arts, created VisiCalc in 1979.

It is the most popular microcomputer
program ever developed, having sold over

150.000 copies in less than two years.

vp
"...I can't wive you raise bul here's

computer enhancement of your lalary..."

Correction
There was a misprint on page 12 of the

January. 1982 issue. Line 30 should read:

30 FOR M = -32768 TO -32176:PRINT
#l.CHRS(PEEKiM)l: :NEXT

COPY SERVICE

22&*
Information

Outside California Call

(800) 854-1 5 1 5 or (800) 854-1 5 1

6

In California Call Collect (7 1 4)436-4351

E a

The Best
Your program is finally fin-

ished. You type RUN Your
computer replies READY It has
just eaten five hours of your
life. What do you do9
Try to maintain your sense

of humor— reach for Trie Colos-
sal Computer Cartoon Book
Laugh at the original adventures
of Edu-Man Chuckle at car-

toons by Creative Computing
favorites Sandy Dean. Har-
baugh. Swan, and Johsn Smile
sympathetically at the ways
others have suggested to get
even with the infernal machines
The Colossal Computer Car-

toon Book contains hundreds
of clever cartoons to tickle the

funny bone of anyone who has
ever loved or hated a com-
puter
To order one for yourself or

a friend, send $4 95 plus $2 00
for postage and handling to

Creative Computing. 39 E Han-
over Ave . Morris Plains. NJ
07950 Credit card buyers call

toll-free. (800)631 -81 12 in New
Jersey. (201)540-0445

creative
computing

Morris Plains. NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631 -81 12
(In NJ 201-540-0445)
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Chartyourfinancial future
withMicroFinesse

In this fast-paced business world, the

best way to stay competitive is to be

able to see your financial alternatives

clearly and make decisions fast.

That's why P-E Consulting Group

Ltd. developed MicroFinesse, a com-

plete package providing professional

financial forecasting PLUS full high-

resolution color graphics

support, including pie

charts, histograms and
graphs, for the financial

projections you create.

Now this evolutionary

financial resource planning

tool eliminates the time-

consuming reprogramming
required for financial model

consolidation or expansion. Micro-

Finesse's menu-driven command
format can also generate up to 15 user-

defined reports per model, with

visuals, without reprogramming.
Previously available only for main-

frame applications, the MicroFinesse

program can now be purchased at

leading Dealers nation-wide.

MicroFinesse is specifically

designed for the 48K
Apple II with the Apple
Language Card.
So when your variables

are many and your time is

limited, take a good look at

the financial artistry of

MicroFinesse.

MicroFinesse
Distributed by: ^J^OSBORNE/McQraw-HIII

630 Bancroft Way, Berkeley, CA 94710, (415) 548-2805

Apple II isa registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.

CIRCLE 217 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Hte Proofreader Porgrams
Stephen Kimmel

No, the title isiTt a mistake; its a joke
Also its an illustration of a very common
error that this group of programs is designed
to catch; the simple typographical error.
For those of us who are only marginally
talented typists, it seems our fingers some-
times don't do what our brains tell them to
do. We know that "the" isn't spelled "hte."
Our fingers just got a little confused. Were
probably the same folks who could never
rub our tummies and pat our heads at the
same time.

To add insult to injury, our eyes are in
on the conspiracy to make us look like
fools. If I had put "porgrams" in the text
instead of the title, a sizeable percentage
of us would never have found it. Add to all
of this the fact that, at the end of a long
day, even the words you know are right
look wrong.

Is there hope for us otherwise intelligent
individuals? Are we forever doomed to
the mocking laughter of our cohorts when
they read our letters? Was all that time
spent sleeping in English Composition
wasted?

Look! Up in the sky! Its a bird! It's a
plane! No. not one. not two. but five spelling
programs for the TRS-80. (I don't know if

there are analogous programs for the Apple
or the Atari other than Spellguard which
requires CP/M. Perhaps the presumption
is that anyone smart enough to buy an
Apple is smart enough to spell.)

Before we get too excited by all of this,
allow me to throw a little cold water on
the subject. It should be noted that no
program available on any machine checks
yourgrammar. (With the possible exception,
that is. of the recently announced Gram-
matik from Soft-Tools. More on this late-
breaking development at six.) None of them
will be able to tell if you should have said
"sale" or "sail." Or even "them" or "then."
"win" or "wine." "a cross" or "across."
Consider the difficulty of writing a

proofreading program. You can't just say
"computer, pick out all the words that
aren't right." You have to instruct the
computer how to tell if a word is wrong.
Consider the title. Everyone would recog-

Sicphen Kimmel. 4756 S. Irvimjlon Place. I "Iff,OK 74135.

nize "hte" as a misspelling since "hte" isn't
even a legal combination of letters in
English. "Porgrams" however, could be a
word -perhaps a trade name for a new
line of super cheap software. In the context
of this magazine, however, and in the
common experience of everyone reading
it. it almost certainly is an error.

The poor dumb computer doesn't have
your experience. So how does it decide
whether a word is right or wrong? It checks
all the words in a document against a
dictionary of several thousand words stored
in memory. If the word isn't on the list

then it asks (At this level the program
becomes so simple that I'm tempted to
offer it as a programming exercise.) thus
gaining the benefit of your experience. Or
at least your ability to look in a bigger
dictionary. That's why the size of the
dictionary is featured so prominently in
the ads for this type of program. The more
words it knows, the fewer times it has to
ask you.

How many words is enough? Webster's
New Collegiate Dictionary contains over
150.000 entries. Few folks, however, know
anywhere near that many words. Many
secretaries have little books of about 20.000
words. My third novel contained only 4.000
unique words. This article has less than
1,000 unique words. Hence, a program
should probably contain, at least, 10,000
words to be adequate, and be able to expand
to fit your particular word choice.

Some of the programs seek to expand
their effective dictionaries by recognizing
suffixes and prefixes. I have mixed feelings
about this, since it can get you into trouble.
Suppose your program ignores the last
letter "s" unless it is "ss." For lots of words
this is all right. However "alumnus" would
become "alumnu" and incorrectly called
wrong while "alumnas" would become
"alumna" and called, again incorrectly,
right. Words such as "has," "was." "this"
and "metropolis" would also fall into the
cracks. The results could be disastrous if

you were to rely too heavily on the com-
puter.

I suspect that this sort of game could be
played for any common prefix or suffix.
Name a suffix or prefix and find a word in
which that letter combination isn't a prefix

14

or suffix. Would "rely" disappear com-
pletely?

The other approach would be to list the
legal suffixes and prefixes in the dictionary.
That seems awkward and doesn't gain you
that much. However, most suffixes and
prefixes do follow the rules and this
technique does reduce dramatically the
number of times a program must stop to
check variations on the same word. It won't
keep you from having to check the words
yourself.

Which brings us to the great Achilles'
heel of this sort of program. No group of
computer programs illustrates the fallacy
of relying on computers more graphically
than these. It comes back to the old saw,
"garbage in, garbage out." Although I prefer
a more current rendition of the same maxim:
"A computer can make mistakes in seconds
that would take a dozen men days to
make."
You see, the computer assumes you know

what you are talking about, whether you
do or not. If you tell it to spell the word
"seperate" "or accross." it will believe you.
Your proofreader program will then repeat
your mistake with amazing speed. When
the program truly fits your vocubulary. it

will contain all your own errors and won't
be proofreading at all. Further, as you
may have deduced, what these programs
do is tell you which words to look up in a
dictionary. You are paying to have a
program tell you which words it thinks
you should check. Nothing more. Nothing
less.

Thus, this entire class of programs is of
rather minimal utility. On the other hand,
lots of people like me have problems with
simple typos. That's why no 'fewer than
seven of these programs have appeared
essentially simultaneously.

I had available to me for this review five
of the nine programs of which I am aware.
A brief discussion of the missing programs
seems in order; prefaced by the comment
that I am unqualified to comment exten-
sively, since I haven't actually seen any of
the others. Most of this information is

derived from manufacturers' advertisements
and literature.

The entry of Radio Shack into the
proofreading sweepstakes was to be avail-
able at the end of November, 1981. Initial
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TWO NEW GAMES FROM SSI FOR THE
APPLE
AND THE
TRS-80!

THE BATTLE OF SHILOH in of the first grand battle of the Civil War.

I
the Confederate Army against Grant s troops and Union gunboats.

J Va- Jh£B*

H
Vw J

Tr ».t ™»l i i jM

We know it hasn't been easy

for you TRS-80® owners to see so

many great made- for Apple-only

games from SSI pass you by. But

then it hasn't been easy for us to

design games for a 16K cassette

format good enough to meet our
critical standards

After all. we've got a reputa-

tion to protect, a reputation in

strategy gaming for unsurpassed

sophistication, innovation, realism,

and payability.

Well, our designers have been

hard at work, and we've not only

met but surmounted the challenge.

We're delighted to announce two
historical wargames — deserving

of the SSI label — for both the

Apple® and the TRS-80" ( 16K
cassette for the TRS-80 Model I

and III: 48K disc for Apple II with
Applesoft ROM card).

Combining our extensive war-

game-design experience and superior

programming techniques, we've

given a fresh new look and feel to

these favorite classic battles.

At $24.95 each for TRS-80
cassette and $39.95 each for Apple

disc these are extraordinary games
at quite an ordinary price.

So head on down to your
local store and check them out

today)

VISA and M/C holders can

order by calling 800-227-1617.

ext 335 (toll free). In California,

call 800-772-3545. ext. 335.
To order by mail, send your

check to: Strategic Simulations Inc.

Dept CC6. 465 Fairchild Drive.

Suite 108. Mountain View.

California 94043.
All our games carry a 14-day

money- back guarantee.

TIGERS IN THE SNOW: dark.

i ofthe Ardennes agal :nent level

simulation of Hitler's last desperate atl

As part of our demanding standards of excellence, we use iTIBXBll flopp> disss.

- idemark of Apple Computer Inc TRS-80 is i

•TKATECilC SIT AnoNS inc
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Proofreading, continued.

reports are that it has a 30.000 word
dictionary on the Model I I II and a 60.000

word dictionary on Model II. and will cost

S149. It appears that the Model II version

may be worth the effort but that's too

much money for the Model I 111. Based

on Radio Shack's record, you'll be able to

buy it sometime in March. 1982.

Spellguard

A review of Spellguard appeared in the

July issue of Creative. Advertisements for

it claim that it will proofread 10.000 words
in one minute. I am somewhat suspicious

of that claim. My 48K TRS-80 wont hold

10.000 words (about 60.000 bytes) in a

single load. That could be 10.000 very

short, essentially all correct words on a

multidrive system with a 4Mhz clock CPU.
Maybe.

A general comment on speed is in order

here. None of the claimed speeds include

you looking up any words in an outside

dictionary. They tell you how long it will

take the program to compare the text to

their dictionary. Be aware that it takes

longer to proofread a document than they

imply, unless the document didn't need
proofreading anyway.

Superspell

Also available for CP/M users is a

program called Superspell that comes as

part of the Select word processing program.

An "S" keystroke from within your word
processor invokes the proofreader and its

10,000 word dictionary. This program is

not cheap at about $395, but then it is a

complete word processing package.

Now for the main subject of the review.

These are arranged in the order that I

received them.

Proofreader

The Soft-Tools Proofreader program is

a three-disk package that includes two
dictionary disks and the main program
disk. It was written by Bruce Wampler in

what appears to be Fortran. The approach

is as unique as the choice of language.

You invoke this program entering

"PROOFRDR" from DOS. Proofreader then

asks for a file to proofread. It takes your

text and creates a list of the unique words

in your document. It will check for the

word "and " only once.

The program can handle a document of

essentially infinite length, as long as there

are only 1100 unique words. The list is

then sorted and compared to the next disk.

The unknown words, which presumably

include the misspelled words, are then

displayed and/or printed and/or saved to

a disk file. To that extent, the operation of

the program is very simple and almost

SOFTWARE AUTHORS!
for Apple, Atari. TRS-80, NEC, Hitachi. . .

.

Brederbund Software is looking for new authors to Join Its

international team of programmers. If you have a product for

the micro market, let us show you the advantages of working
' with our team of design, production and distribution
specialists.

Call or write for our free Authors Kit today or send us a

machine readable copy of your work for prompt review under
strictest confidence. ^v ^v

derbund Softwar
wrm

2 Visto Wood Wou SonRofeol.Cfl 94901 (415)4566424

—!. I II I
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bulletproof. The task remains for you to

decide if the remaining words are misspelled

or simply not included in the 38,000 word

dictionary. You have to find them in the

text— not a big deal with the automatic

search feature of most word processors—

and make the changes.

Proofreader makes a single effort at

recognizing suffixes. It assumes that a final

"s" preceded by a consonant is plural unless

that consonant is also an "s." There are

very few words for which this isn't true.

Typically, these are verb combinations and

you won't get into trouble there.

At $54, Proofreader is the least expensive

of the group and at the same time contains

one of the most extensive dictionaries.

The dictionary can -be expanded to an

additional disk of plain text words. As the

documentation states, though, the more
extensive the added dictionary, the slower

the program will run. For the user who is

willing to do a little extra work and who is

as tight with his dollars as I, Proofreader is

the program of choice.

Soft-Tools, which recently changed its

name to Aspen Software Company, has

recently announced Proofedit, a program

that will make Proofreader interactive with

Scripsit. Proofedit will also give the user

full ability to add and delete words from

the dictionary. Although I haven't seen

this combination, it should make the work

quite a bit easier for the user. The price

for the combined package is just $84.

Soft-Tools has also announced an entirety

different sort of program in Grammatik.
This program will check punctuation, repeat

words and do at least a minimal check on

your grammar and style. I'll be doing a

more extensive review on Grammatik in

another article.

Unseal
Hexspell by Hexagon Systems requires

two disk drives, and they aren't kidding

about that. It can, however, be supported

on a single double-density disk and an

appropriate system. Hexagon reports that

sometimes there is excessive disk activity.

It is much easier to run than Proof-

reader—once you get it running. Because

of their scrupulous honesty, their program

is one of the hardest to get running. Radio

Shack— bless their pointed little heads— told

them that they couldn't include even a

minimal TRSDOS so they sent out the

program with no system at all.

Before you can use this program you
have to copy their programs and data files

onto a TRSDOS (Or other DOS. Hexspell

appears to work with most systems. NEW-
DOS 80 appears to give it the most trouble)

diskette. No fun at all. Surely all those

other disk programmers aren't writing their

own systems! Kudos to Hexagon Systems

for their integrity. A Bronx cheer to Radio

Shack for their shortsightedness.

Once you get Hexspell running, it is a

pretty spiffy program. Here you begin with
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WF&S&ff7h£

1ST WE GOT RID OF

THE LOWER CASE ADAPTER

and put lower case on the screen

WITHOUT HARDWARE THEN WE GOT RID OF

THE 80 COLUMN 80ARD
and put seventy columns of text on the screen

WITHOUT HARDWARE.

THEN WE GOT RID OF

WASTED EDITING TIME
by developing printer spooling

AGAIN WITHOUT HARDWARE!

AND WERE ALWAYS LOOKING FOR

NEW WAYS TO SAVE YOU TIME AND MONEY.

When ON-LINE SYSTEMS began work on SUPERSCRIBE II. we wanted to make it the

most powerful word processor on the market. We began by putting in bokIfactng.

underlining, form letter capabilities, global search and replace, support ofrnultplcd.sk

drives, full macro capabilities, generation of up to four ind,c«: <°7'ete '"^H

aV
Se

b
mov°e

da
h
V
at put u, over the top was the introduction of printer spooling' which allow, you to do your editing while printing.

m
t:,ns7™^
•^iXZZ:^^;*U™ -* APPIE P-M or SSM *0 interface, and EPSON prin,er.,APPLE - -. APPLE . ft. «« revered trad.

marks of APPLE COMPUTER INC , A .

We Don't Think That Word Processing Should Cost An Arm And A Leg,

And At On Line Systems, We Won't Stand For It.

SUPERSCRIBE H run, on any 48K APPLE II II Plus with DOS 3 3 and » available now al your local computer store or order directly from

ADD ONE DOLLAR FOR SHIPPING VISA. MASTERCHARGE. CHECK. COD.

systems
36575 MUDGE RAKCH ROAD COARSBGOLD. CA 93614 209-683 6658
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Proofreading, continued...

Program Name

Available From

Cost

Proofreader

Aspen Software
MHE Box 14

Tijeras, NM 87059

$54

Required System

Supplied Dictionary Size

Time to Correct
this Article

Words Questioned

32K - 1 Disk

38,000 words

17:35 minutes

80

Comments Non-correcting. The
user must make
changes manually.
Least expensive.

Table of Programs.

Hexspell

Hexagon Systems
Box 397 STN A
Vancouver, BC
Canada V6C 2N2

$69 US

48K - 2 Disk

10.000 words

32:40 minutes

212

Creates file with

corrected document.

Microproof

Cornucopia Software
P.O. Box 5028
Walnut Creek, CA 94596

Spellguard

Pelican Programs
49 Pelican Ct.

Syosset. NY 11791

$220 (as reviewed)

32K - 1 Disk

50.000 words

13:45 minutes

73

$295

CP/M

20.000 words

Automatically corrects
original file. Works
from within Scripsit.

Reviewed July 1981

Creative Computing.

"BRUN SP" which starts the Microsoft
compiler run module. Again you enter the
name of the file you want to proof. The
program checks through your document
one word at a Ume, displaying the document
as it goes. The chosen speed is about 200
words per minute.

At this pace you should have little

problem reading along, and the Evelyn
Wood crowd may find it drags a little. This
gives Hexspell one of the slowest times of
the group.

The display is vaguely similar to Scripsit's.

If it finds a word that isn't in its dictionary
(up to 28,000 words), it stops and asks.
You are shown several words before the
word in question and the rest of the
sentence. Thus, you see the word in context.
You can leave it alone, replace it with a
corrected word or add it to the dictionary.
A corrected version of the document is

automatically saved to the disk.

Actually the program can leam many
more than 28,000 words. The file is struc-
tured so that when word 28,001 is learned,
the least used word is thrown away. The
program changes to match your word
selection exactly. Hexspell's 28.000 words
then are more than adequate. If you have
two disk drives and are still tight with your
dollars, then Hexspell may be your
program.

One brief sour note. If you are running
with a lower case modification, then be
sure to have a lower case driver working
before you run Hexspell. The program
doesn't have a driver and has our old friend,
the TRS-80 keyboard reverse, working.
Any words you replace will be all caps. It

might also give you problems cleaning up
the dictionary.

Cbextext

Chextext from Apparat is a solidly
designed program for $79.95. It has a
dictionary of 10,000 words which can be
expanded up to 50,000— if you have a dual,
80-track disk drive. Presumably it works
with NEWDOS 80 to support that kind of
equipment. For a $3.00 handling fee,
Apparat will send you a 20.000 word
dictionary on a diskette that will handle
twice the capacity. Chextext needs more
diskette for its dictionary, because they
haven't encrypted the dictionary. This
makes Chextext's dictionary maintenance
one of the simplest and most exhaustive
around.

You have two choices in using Chextext.
You can operate it as a separate program
with "CHEXTEXT" or you may use a
Scripsit modification routine that is supplied
and invoke Chextext from within Scripsit
with a "P.CHX" command. The program
then begins the usual Scripsit print check.
This can be a hassle ifyou weren't expecting
it to find formatting errors. But you have
to correct them sometime and it might as
well be now.

Then you get into Chextext itself and
the program begins to proofread your
document to eliminate multiple checks.
That finished, it checks the words against
the dictionary and saves any unmatched
words to an internal "suspect" word list.

After all the words are checked you are
given the choice of ignoring the word,
adding it to the dictionary, marking the
word in the document (the last letter is

changed to a # sign wherever it occurs) or
forgetting the whole thing. If you mark
misspelled words it is still incumbent upon
you to go through the document using the
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search and replace option to correct the
words.

Operated as a separate program, it is

very similar to Proofreader. Everything is

menu-driven. It appears that you have to
work through the program separately to
gain the full advantage of the dictionary
maintenance and the other features of the
program.

As expected, this is a solid bit of pro-
gramming with nothing to be said against
it. I found only one bug in the program,
and it was merely an annoyance rather
than a genuine problem. The dictionary is

adequate, but there are larger dictionaries
available. There are programs available
that don't require two disk drives and
programs available that work faster. Dic-
tionary maintenance is the strong suit

here.

Microproof
The last program to arrive may very

well change my mind about the importance
of price. At $220, it is the most expensive
of the group, but it has the largest dictionary,

works the fastest and is the easiest to use.
I'm speaking of Microproof by Cornucopia
Software. It comes in less expensive con-
figurations. One version that costs $125
works much like Proofreader. For another
$60 you can get it to make the corrections
as Hexspell does. The final $35 buys you
the ability to invoke the proofreader from
within Scripsit or Electric Pencil.

The claims for Microproof are. like those
of Spellguard. so strong that I was originally

tempted to reject them out of hand. The
50,000 word dictionary is the largest claimed
by 30%. It is claimed to be infinitely

expandable. (Infinite is a whole lot and
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The Word Chextext WordSearch Superspell M1Z Spell

Oasis Systems
2765 Reynard Way
San Diego. CA 92103

Apparat, Inc.

4401 S. Tamarac Blvd.

Denver, CO 80237

KEYbits Inc.

P.O. Box 592293
Miami. FL 33159

Select Information

919 Sir Francis Drake
Kentfield. CA 94904

Programs Unlimited
Dept. 881M
Box 265
Jericho, NY 11753

$75 $79.95 $195 $395, Apple; $595, Z-80 $49.95

CP/M 48K - 2 Disk CP/M CP/M Model I 48Kdisk

45,000 words 10.000 words 8,000 words 20.000 words 18.000 words

21:20 minutes

267 words

Solid, reliable program.
Dictionary in ASCII.

A full featured word
processing program.

•Not available for testing.

would probably require an infinite number
of disks. I don't have that many.)

It also claims to proofread and correct

10 pages of text (single-spaced pages have

about 600 words each) in less than a minute.

All this and more on a 32K single 5" disk

system? Well, closer examination shows
the claim to be for double-spaced pages

using the CP/M version of the program.

The author, Phil Manfield. admits that the

TRS-80 version is much slower.

But it is still fast. And it combines the

approaches of the other systems. Integrated

with Scripsit or Electric Pencil, the program
can be invoked with a single command
from within the word processor program.
The first thing the program does is save

the text to diskette. It then reads the file

back in creating a unique word list as

Proofreader does. The program compares
the words to the dictionary. The program
calls for the appropriate diskette changes
so it can work with one disk drive. A list of

unknown words which is usually very small

is then displayed. Finally, the program will

go back through your file, searching for

the occurrences of the changed word and
makes the changes. If there were words
you wanted to see in context they will be
shown at this time. I was dazzled by how
quickly it worked. Like the others though,

it slows down considerably while waiting

for me to look through the dictionary to

check my spelling.

A dictionary of 50,000 words? All of the

programs except Chextext use various

systems to encrypt their words and reduce
the amount of memory required. Micro-

proof goes further in this reduction than

any other. I have no idea if the dictionary

actually contains that many words, but

there are quite a few words in this article

that only Microproof caught. Fifty thousand

words may be a bit excessive, but in this

type of program it is best to have the

largest number of words you can afford.

Microproof does the best job of recog-

nizing the suffixes and prefixes. I think it

does this by encoding what type of suffix

goes with what type of word. You are

given the option of describing a new word
as a noun, a verb, an adjective or an adverb.

1 can think of no other reason for doing
this.

So far, I have been unable to find a

Microproof claim that didn't appear to be
true.

The Test

Proofreader is the cheapest. Microproof
the most expensive. Proofreader is the

most difficult to use. Microproof is the

simplest. This doesn't really begin to give

the complete picture of what is happening
here, however.

You want something that has an accept-

able speed, contains all the words you
have doubts about, and most important,

will make your life easier. That, after all, is

what the computer is all about.

So I ran a test on the programs. How
fast do they work? How many times do
they stop to ask you what you meant? I

chose something available to everyone— this

article. I'll leave it to you to judge how
representative my word choice is.

I have thrown in a few odd ones just to

check the vocabularies. Few people
routinely work "kudos" into their daily

conversation. This article contains, pending

editoral intervention, approximately 3600
words and fills about 16 double-spaced
pages or eight single-spaced pages.
Excluding the Table of Programs, it contains

942 unique words, counting the intentional

misspellings. As such, it is a little longer
than most business letters and comparable
to most reports.

As I noted before, the time involved in

proofreading a document has to include

going to the dictionary to check everything

out. None of the advertised times include

any allowance for this. Yet, if you are like

me, you'll end up checking some words
that look all right to you. To be fair, I

allowed time to check ten words in the

dictionary. All of the programs questioned
more than ten words so this seemed reason-

able to me.
The times required vary considerably,

and are shown in the attached tables along
with the number of words checked. The
results? Microproof was overwhelmingly
the fastest, taking less than fourteen minutes

to proof and correct the document. Proof-

reader was quite respectable at seventeen
minutes. This was largely due to human
shortcuts. Hexspell took quite a while

because of the feature which displays words
at reading speed.

Recommendations
For the average user— meaning someone

who doesn't earn his living writing on his

computer—a proofreading program is of

minimal value. So if you are going to get

one it is best to get the least expensive you
can find. The best program in the low
price class is Proofreader. It had acceptable

speed and the ability to match itself to

your vocabulary.

For those who can justify the added
expense to go first class, then there simply

is no finer program available than Micro-
proof for the TRS-80, Apple or CP/M
system. n
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Superscribe

A Very Versatile Word Processor

Michael D. Shetter

creative compatiRg
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: SuperScribe

Type: Word Processor

System: 48K Apple II or II Plus and

one disk drive. DOS 3.2 and

3.3 (requires 3.2 DOS for

text files)

Format: Disk

Language: Machine

Summary: Very versatile

word processor

Price: $89.95

Manufacturer:

On-Line Systems

3675 Mudge Ranch Rd.

Coarsegold, CA 93614

I purchased my Apple II two years ago

primarily for word processing. Since then

I've written two books and several articles,

all of them using the Apple. During that

time I used a popular word processing

program and was pleased with it. However,

it has some limitations. Because of these

limitations I am always on the lookout for

new software that will overcome them.

When my Apple isn't being used for

word processing it is being used for games.

Through the games I came to appreciate

the programming of Ken and Roberta
Williams of On-Line Systems. So, when
On-Line Systems announced their Super-

Scribe word processor I was interested.

When the ads indicated that their system

would handle indexes and page headers,

one of the big limitations of Supertext II, I

decided it was worth a closer look.

Michael D. Shelter. 122 W. Soulh. Geneseo. IL

61265.

This "closer look" proved to be very

revealing. SuperScribe is written by Dave
K idwell and distributed by On-Line Systems.

To begin with, SuperScribe provides not

only complete upper and lowercase screen

display with no hardware adapter, but the

new release provides 70 columns of text

without an 80-column board.

Looking first at the upper and lower

case: SuperScribe uses hi-res graphics to

create high quality upper and lower case

characters. In addition, all control charac-

ters are displayed on the screen as a squatty

character with an underline. With Supertext

II, I used both Dan Paymar's lower case

adapter and later the Videx Keyboard
Enhancer. The SuperScribe display is

comparable in quality. The software will

also support the shift key modification

and there are instructions included on how
to install it.

70-Column Display

The new version of the program gives

you a second character set which provides

a 70-column display without any additional

hardware. The 70-column display is easy

to read on a monitor. You can see it on a

standard TV, but eye strain might prove

to be a problem in a short time.

You have the choice of which character

set you want to use and you can change

back and forth between them as you are

working. The screen size you set as you
create text will not affect the pre-set print

parameters you can use when you print

the document.

The real benefit of 70 columns becomes
apparent when re-editing text. For example.

I usually print a copy of a document, then

make my editing notes on that copy. The
hard copy uses the margins that will be

used in the finished text. When I transfer

the changes back to the computer. I am
forced to hunt in a 40-column screen for

editing changes I have made on the much
wider hard copy. With the 70-column

character set , I set my line length to the

actual line length of the document and the

displayed text follows the hard copy, making

changes easy.

In comparing the screen display of

SuperScribe with a typical 80-column board

there is a difference. Most 80-column boards

use a 5 x 7 matrix to make up letters.

SuperScribe uses a 3 x 7 matrix. As a result

some of the letters are difficult to read.

"M"s and "N"s are difficult to distinguish

from one another. However, generally the

display is very acceptable and considering

the cost saving, the slight loss in readability

is justified.

But, 70 columns and upper and lower

case are just the frosting on the literary

cake. The basic program has two parts,

the "editor" and the "run-off."

The editor will do
everything that good
word processors do.

Editor

Looking first at the editor, suffice it to

say the editor will do everything that good
word processors do, including word wrap,

search and replace, move, line center, etc.,

but that's just the start.

The screen is divided into two areas.

The top of the screen is where you create

your text; the bottom four lines are reserved

for information and commands. The infor-

mation includes the amount of disk memory
left, the current tab stops, and the files

designated as input file and output file.

From the command line you can execute

word processing commands such as search

and replacement, save, etc. You can also

find out the length of a document in either

words or characters. Most of these com-
mands can be accessed from the text modes
by using the control key.

Text can be entered in either of two

ways. The insert feature allows you to
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enter text by pushing existing text ahead

in the document. The change feature lets

you overwrite existing text. You can easily

switch between change and insert mode.

Before going farther it is necessary to

look at the philosophy behind the program.

Unlike other word processors that are built

to do some things well and others not at

all. Superscribe is capable of doing many

things not found in the normal word

processor.

The flexibility of the system is limited

only by the creativity of the user and his

ability to understand the documentation

(more on that later). To provide this

flexibility there are several commands that

can be embedded in the text. These can

be embedded by typing the codes as you

are creating the text or they can be accessed

through SuperScribe's "macro" capa-

bility.

Special Functions

This macro feature is very powerful for

anyone with unique, but repetitive, writing

requirements. Any key or group of keys

can be designated with a macro. For

example. I press shift/control/P (remember

this can be any key or combination of keys

that makes sense toyou) and Superscribe

will print, on the screen, the necessary

embedded characters to perform a carriage

return and indent for a paragraph.

I use another more complex example of

the macro capability for script writing. In

writing a script I use a two column format.

The right column is the picture, the left

for the sound. With the macro, shift/

control/V (for visual) I create a print format

that sets the margins at 5 and 25. it turns

the right justification off. places the text in

all caps, and creates a line of text that says

"SCENE." I then write the scene description.

Then I hit shift/control/S (for sound) and

the macro sets the margins at 30 and 70.

turns right justification on. allows upper

and lower text and creates a text line that

says "NARRATION (VOICE OVER)."

This is a great time saver. It allows you

RAM+
Expansion Memory for

IBM
Personal Computer
• Every RAM + card has an RS-232 serial port which

uses IBM supplied software.

• Every RAM + card has sockets for up to 256K of

memory.

• Available in 64K, 128K, 192K, 256K. Priced from

$475 to $1075. 64K expansion kits available— $210.

• Fully assembled, tested, guaranteed 90-days.

Call for location of nearest dealer

(Dealer queries solicited)

ITER
1114 Industry Dr. Seattle WA 98188

Information hotline — 206/575-1830
CIRCLE 233 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Yes. its priced very low. but then again it does

come with a defect.

"
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"BASF
DISKETTES
BASF Diskettes at compe-

titive price. Call TOLL FREE
(800) 235-4137 for prices and

Information. Visa and Master

Card accepted.

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES

olhill BIU
San l.iiisOtviipvv CA
'M40I ihC.il

CIRCLE 169 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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ALL ATARI " HARDWARE H
15%-25% •IV.

* OFF LIST PRICE ATARI
"J on wet SAVE

Atari 400 w/16K $369 10%
Atari 800 w/16K *810 25%
Atari 410 cassette * 69 25%
Atari 810 disk drive $480 20%

ALL ATARI ' ACCESSORIES
10%-20% OFF LIST PRICE

8K Memory Board $45 10%
16K Memory Board $85 15%
Joysticks (pair) $18 10%
Paddles (pair) $18 10%

PUIS 10%-20% OFF ALSO 3» PARTY
ALL ATARI " SOFTWARE HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
To order C*i «» 9M 3060 AT COMPARABLE SAVINGS
Ask for m*l craei. Or **4t

> The Bit Bucket
1J» Wasfwtalon Street 'H lft

WCM Norton. OAA 09163 ftiT 964 KXKJ
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Super Scribe, continued.

to establish your own special function keys
based on your own logic. For example, if
you want a line centered you can establish
the center macro to be shift/control/c or
whatever makes sense to you.
Indexing

The run-off or print mode has some
neat features. True to the advertising.
Superscribe is capable of creating up to
four indexes. These indexes are generated
as the document is printed. So ifyou change
the number of lines per page or the margins,
the page index numbers will change
accordingly. You tell SuperScribe the words
you want included in each index by sur-
rounding the words with the special char-
acters you designate.

Also in the print mode you can designate
up to four titles that will be printed on the
top of each page, you have a fifth line that
is designated as the date line, and a page
header line. These titles, date line, and
page line can be turned on and off from
embedded commands within the text. From
the print mode you set page format, page
numbering, number of copies, and justifi-
cation.

Complete proportional
spacing Is available.

One comment on page numbering: you
can number pages with either Arabic
numbers or Roman numerals. All variables
such as page number, titles, and dates can
be positioned either flush left, flush right
or centered, and by line number. All print
variables can be changed with embedded
commands as the document is being
printed.

In the run-off mode there is a text com-
mand. This command turns on the 70-
column display and displays the text on
the screen, exactly as the finished document
will look.

Overprint

Another nice feature is overprint. As
you are creating text you can surround
any word or groups of words with a
control/o. When the document is printed,
the first time the paper is run through the
printer everything except the text sur-
rounded by the control/o is printed. You're
then instructed to take the paper back to
the beginning. On the second pass only
the text surrounded by control/o is printed.
This feature is very helpful if you want to
switch printing elements many times within
a document, such as normal type and italics.

If you only have to make the change a few
times, the program allows you to place a

"pause'' code within the text that allows
you to change printwheels.
A new feature on the latest release is

hyphenation. You set the hyphenation
limit -typically five characters from the
end of the line. When you are printing in
the justified mode and the program senses
that it cannot fit a complete word within
the justified margin, it gives you the option
of hyphenating the word or carrying it to
the next line.

Complete proportional spacing is avail-
able. You merely indicate the type of printer
you are using and the program evens out
line length using the capabilities of your
printer.

Even with all these features there are
still more surprises in SuperScribe, including
a form letter capability. You create a file
of variables: addresses, names, or whatever
you want inserted in the form letter. You
then create the letter, indicating what part
of the variable file you want inserted and
where. Then in the print mode the appro-
priate elements are merged to create an
excellent form letter.

Other nice features include the fact
that the system works with standard 3.2
DOS. This allows you to use the word
processor to edit Basic programs. You
change the program to a text file using a
one line addition to your program, load
the program into SuperScribe, make
changes using the power of the word
processor, save the program, then EXEC
it back to Basic.

Another advantage of the standard DOS
is that you can back-up your program disk.
All the files will copy using a standard
copy program. The back-up disk will not
boot up or run, (because of some alchemy
On-Line Systems does to their disks) but,
should you bomb the program disk, you
can copy the files back onto the program

YOUR
WEIGHT

AND
FORTUNE

54 YOU WILL MEET
A KNIGHT |K|

SHINING
ARMOUR.
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disk where they will work like new. The
only protection you don't have is for
complete physical destruction of the disk.
This is covered by a back-up copy of the
program disk available for $5 when you
send in your registration card.

Documentation
Naturally all is not perfect. The biggest

problem with the program is the docu-
mentation. Because of the flexibility of
the system, you must understand it in order
to use it. The documentation is poor and it

takes a great deal of work to figure out
what is meant and how it works. A total
rewrite with many more examples and a
tutorial would help a great deal. (According
to On-Line Systems a rewrite is in the
works.)

It would also be an advantage if the
program also supported 3.3 DOS. Super-
Scribe will boot on either 3.2 or 3.3 but
you must save your text to 3.2. With text
processing, the additional capacity of 3.3
would be beneficial.

The biggest problem
with the program is
the documentation.

The only other problem I had with the
program was in working with files larger
than memory. The program will work with
text files as large as the capacity of the
disk. It merely reads and writes material
as needed. In some of the early versions of
the program there was a bug that caused
the system to become "confused"; this has
been corrected. The program works well
with a 16K RAM card, which allows more
of the text to be held in the computer at
one time and increases access speed.
One final comment about the program

and On-Line Systems. In dealing with
software vendors and authors, many times
customer support is rather limited. I was,
therefore, pleasantly surprised with the
help and assistance I received from both
Ken Williams and Dave Kidwell. They
took the time to listen to my problems and
suggested solutions.

One of my basic concerns was how I

could convert the 15 disks full of files

created with my first word processing
program to use with SuperScribe. They
discovered a method that does the job
without violating anyone's software copy-
rights.

As it now exists SuperScribe is a flexible
and very powerful word processing program.
This is especially impressive when you
consider the program costs less than
$90. n
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Explosive hiresaction from BtfderbundSoftware!

by Olaf Lubeck

Your civilization is under attack by the stinging

space meanies and vicious thud putters. A pro-
tective shield slows their assault, but without
quick counteraction your defenses will crumble
one by one. Requires 48K Apple II Integer or

Plus and will boot on either DOS 3.2 or 3.3.

$29.95

Space Warrior5>paCe WarriOr by Marc Goodman

On the far outposts of the galaxy the Space
Warrior waits — protecting the Empire from the

attacks of the dreaded ram ships. Requires 32K
Apple II Integer or Plus and will boot on either

DOS 3.2 or 3.3. $24.95

• Each game is lully guaranteed It it ever tails to boot, lor any reason whatever. .

S return the disk to Brpderbund Software, Inc lor a Iree replacement It the disk •

• has been physically damaged, you will be charged the cost ol a replacement •

; disk

Ask your dealer or send check or money order to:

2 Visto UJooc

M : Br0derbund Software, Inc. • son nc**.. cf
2 Visto Wood Woy

Son Rofoel, Cfl 94901

(415) 456-6424

Apple and Apple II Plus are trademarks of Apple Computer Co.
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The Axiom GP-80M Printer
(onjiuting

The Little Prints

Less than three years ago, printers were
commonly categorized as "over $2000" or
"under $2000." With a few exceptions,
the $2000 mark separated the dot matrix
printers from the daisy wheels.

New developments have brought about
significant reductions in the prices of new
entries into the market in both dot matrix
and daisy wheel designs; however, the
dot matrix entries have seen the most
startling improvements in their pricing

structures. A recent new entry, the Axiom
GP-80M, has introduced a new pricing

category, "under $400." For the computerist
who needs a good utility printer, it is truly

a little giant.

Print Quality

The GP-80M is not intended to be a
letter quality printer. It is quite adequate
for writing letters to your Aunt Maude,
the local newspaper editor, or your Con-
gressman, but it is not recommended for

submissions of manuscripts to editors of
major magazines, such as. Liberty, Collier's

(oops, I am dating myself)— such as,

Cosmopolitan, Red Book, Playboy, etc.

Those markets, if you are aspiring to
become a top professional writer, require
that you put your best font forward. For
them, stay with your electric typewriter
or a daisy wheel printer on your com-
puter.

C. A. Johnson. 3619 SiiRarhill Dr.. San Antonio.
TX 78230.

C. A. Johnson

The Axiom GP-80M is tractor feed,

printing 80 columns on 8" paper. It uses a
5x7 format, but looks better because it is

12 pitch (12 characters per inch), which
brings the dots closer together. Except
for the lack of descenders in lower case
the type has an appearance similar to

some of the 7 x 7 and 9 x 9 dot matrix
printers in quality. The lack of descenders
on the letters, "g," "p," "q," and "y," gives
the print a strange look, at first. However,
it is quite readable, and I have not found
it to be distracting.

The printing mechanism is. to my
knowledge, unique. Instead of a series of

wire ends, it uses a single hammer to

form the letters, with the hammer making
a strike for each dot in each character.

The amazing thing about this is that, even
with the amount of pounding the hammer
must do, it maintains a respectable print

speed. It has a uni-directional speed of 30
characters per second, and offers a full

96-character ASCII set (A negative side

of this design is the noise level. With the
cover off the printer is quite loud. With
the cover on, the noise is bearable— DL).
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The GP-80M has impressive capabilities.

It will print a mixture of double-width
and standard size characters on the same
line, and can produce surprising

graphics.

Documentation
The big disappointment was in the

documentation. Like so much of the
technical literature being produced, the

manual for the GP-80M assumes that the

buyer already knows enough to use the

printer. The individual who is new to the

computer world or who is not technically

inclined may have difficulty relating the

section on print controls and the binary
character chart and figuring out how to

use them. In extreme cases, he might
never learn how to get the most out of his

printer.

It is not that it is difficult to use the
controls, it is just that the manual tends
to obscure rather than explain them.
Without the examples that came with the
interface cable, I might still be trying to

puzzle it out.

The Self-Test

When you get your GP-80M, I recom-
mend that you do not try the self-test,

even though the manual tells you how.
You activate the self-test by connecting
pin 35 to ground at the cable connector
on the back of the printer.

This would be alright, except that pin

36 is the 5-volt power supply for the
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is your microprocessor becom
a major problem?

ountain Computer introduces
low cost data entry.

rapid,

%

IJW Mountain Computer
I N COB FOB AT I D

300 El Pueblo, Scotts Valley, CA 95066
TWX: 910 598-4504 I408I438-6650

Model 1100A Intelligent Card Reader
Ideal applications include time reporting,

job costing, inventory control, market surveys

etc. . . .

Contact us or see your computer dealer today!

CIRCLE 210 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Little Prints, continued..

Print method Uni-hammer impact dot matrix

Character matrix 5x7
Character set 96 upper/lower case, 8-bit ASCII

Character spacing 12 characters/inch

Maximum columns 80

Print speed 30 characters/second

Linefeed spacing 6 lines/inch (character mode)

9 lines/inch (graphics mode)

Paper feed Pin feed

Paper width 5.4 to 8 inches

Multiple copies Original plus two

Ribbon Single color, inked roller built in

Size 12.75" x 6.375" x 5"

Power requirements 117, 220. 240 VAC, 50/60 Hz

Power consumption 15 watts maximum (printing)

5 watts (idling)

F000- 20 23 EC JSR •EC23
F003- R9 00 LDR #•00
F003- 83 RB STR •RB
F007- 20 flfl E7 JSR •E7RR
F00R- fl9 70 LDR #70
F00C- R0 F0 LDY ••F0
F00E- 20 R7 E7 JSR •E7R7
F011- A3 R2 LDR •R2
F013- 48 PHR
F014- 10 0D BPL •F023
F016- 20 R0 E7 JSR •E7R0
F019- A3 R2 LOR •R2
F01B- 30 09 BMI 9F026
F01D- A3 16 LDR 916
F01F- 49 FF E0R #«FF
F021- 83 16 STR •16
F023- 20 00 EE JSR fEED0
F026- A9 70 LDR #•70
F028- A0 F0 L0Y •«F0
F02R- 20 BE E7 JSR •E7BE

Table I. Specifications. Sample printout ofa disassembly.

interface board, and is adjacent to pin 35
and very close to it. I tried it and brushed
pin 36, blowing the fuse.

The manual shows a single fuse located

in an easily accessible compartment in

the bottom of the printer. I examined the

fuse, and when it appeared to be all right.

I tested it with my ohm meter. It passed

the continuity test. Stymied, I took the

top cover off to examine the printer

mechanism. This revealed the main power
supply —and another fuse! I tested it with

my ohm meter. It, too, passed the conti-

nuity test.

I examined the part of the mechanism I

could see and looked over the printed

circuit boards. I found nothing that looked

out of place. The screws holding the print

mechanism to the case bottom were visible,

but not readily accessible to my straight

shafted screw driver, so I did not attempt

to remove the bottom of the case. I called

Axiom on the phone.

I discussed what I had done and was
told that I had, indeed, blown a fuse—

a

third one at the bottom of the printed

circuit board.

Once I knew where to look, I could see

the fuse through one of the ventilation

slots. It was a simple matter to slip a thin

screwdriver through the slot and flip the

fuse from its holder. The problem,
obviously, was how to insert the replace-

ment. There was no port in the case to

give access to it, and I did not want to try

to remove the bottom of the case without

the proper tools.

The manual assumes
that the buyer already
knows enough to use

the printer.

I finally solved it by inserting the loop

end of a doubled piece of heavily waxed
thread through the ventilation slot and
working it to a position where I could
catch it with a small crochet needle. I

looped the thread around the body of the

fuse, the wax providing enough stiffness

to keep it in place. I then pulled the fuse

down into place with the thread, snapped
it into place with the thin screwdriver,

and pulled the thread out.

I suggest that Axiom remove the refer-

ence to self-test from the manual or install

a microswitch for that purpose. I would
guess that a significant percentage of people

who try the self-test as it is now will blow
the fuse. I also suggest that they provide

easier access to that fuse.

Being a writer, my main interest was to

produce draft copies of manuscripts
cheaply for editing and to take the load

off my daisy wheel printer. As a result, I

gave the GP-80M a thorough workout
using both Scripsit and Electric Pencil. It

worked well with both. Pencil feeds an
extra line, but it is easy to set the printer

prior to loading Pencil and the text so

that it will double space when double
space mode is called for by Pencil. Since

the printer continues operating in any
mode in which it is set until you either

change the mode or turn the printer off, a

single command is sufficient to set it up.

If you wish to make it a relatively perma-
nent change, you can do so by inserting a

jumper wire in one of the circuit boards

set up for that purpose.

Character set of the GP-80M.

1

! "#•*/£««'< )*+,-. •0123436789' )<«>?lflBCDEF
CHIJKLHN0PQR8TUVMnZC\] A .**bCd»f 9hi Jk I MKl
oPflrstuvwxnz* 1 >

"
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TASC. TheApplesoft Compiler.
It turnsyourApple into

a power tool.
Step up to speed. TASC, the Applesoft Compiler,

converts a standard Applesoft BASIC program
into super-fast machine code. By
increasing program execution speed
up to 20 times, Microsoft gives

you a power tool for Applesoft

BASIC programming.
Highest capacity available.

TASC will compile and run

larger programs than any other

Applesoft Compiler. As a

disk-based system, it doesn't

require the simultaneous pres-

ence of compiler and program
in memory. The memory you save
allows you to compile significantly

bigger programs.
Power without bulk. Code expansion of up to 100%
severely restricts other compilers. TASC's special

code compression schemes typically limit code
expansion to only 25%. You'll really appreciate that

with complex programs or programs that utilize

Apple's hi-res graphic pages.

More BASIC power. TASC's powerful new
commands increase Applesoft BASIC programming
capability. Chain with COMMON allows compiled

programs to share variables, so a main menu
•Applesoft is a trademark of Apple Computer. Inc

supports several programs in a

single runtime environment.
TASC's True Integer Arithmetic

and Integer FOR... NEXT
capabilities maximize the execu-
tion speed of compiled programs.
TASC's near total compatibility

with Applesoft speeds compil-

ation of existing programs
with little or no modification.

What about mistakes? You
perfect your programs inter-

actively with Applesoft. If some-
thing does slip by, TASC recovers

from errors discovered in compilation

and traps all runtime errors. It even permits
graceful interruptions during compilation.

See for yourself. Ask for a demonstration of

TASC at your Microsoft dealer. Discover the software
package that turns your Apple into a power tool.

/HJCftOSOFT
V CONSUMER^ PRODUCTS P

A Division of Microsoft Inc

10700 Northup Way • Bellevue. WA 98004
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4- FEATURE U
ACCOUNTING

TUST $365

The INSOFT ACCOUNTANT it a professional menu-driven accounting
system organized into 4 packages — General Ledger, Accounts Receiv-
able, Accounts Payable and Payroll. Each package may be used indepen-
dently or will post directly to the General Ledger. Designed for easy
startup, the INSOFT ACCOUNTANT is supplied with comprehensive
training manuals and complete sample data files for training and practice
before actual installation. The price of S365 includes all packages, sample
data files, and manuals handsomely packaged In individual binders.

GENERAL LEDGER
# Summary — Shows current and YTD values

Comparative — Above plus budget and last year
{Summary — Shows current. YTD values and %

Comparative — Above plus budget, last year,
month and YTD

9 Dept. Income Statements, comparative and summary
Complete transaction detail by account number

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
Invoice: Quick single billing or batch inv. entry; allows discounts
Statement: Automatic billing; invoices automatically entered
Aged Receivables: Detail or summary reports with 4 aging periods
Customer Activity: Reports to video screen or printer

Balance Sheet:

Income Statement:

Trial Balance:

Checks:

Cash Requirements
Check Register:
Query Vendor:
Aged Payables:

Payroll Checks:

94tA:
W-2:

APPLE (A4-1):

8 Disk (S8-0):

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
Uses commercially available forms; allows automatic
payments

: By due or discount date; excellent cash management tool

Check Record for general use and audit
Account status by vendor to video screen or printer

5 Aging periods

PAYROLL
Comprehensive check stub, uses commercially
available forms
Prints end of quarter report values
Prints end of year forms

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
48K RAM. 2-Disk Drives. Z-80 Softcard, 16K Ramcard
48K RAM. 2-Disk Drives, 80-Col Video Display,
MBASIC.CP/M
In addition, both versions require a 132-col. printer.

UPGRADE YOUR
BUSINESS ACCOUNTING.

Send for our free brochure and sample printouts

10175 S.W. Barbur Blvd. Suite 202B
Portland, OR 97219

(503)244-4181
A«pto. CP/M*. and MBASIC. ara ngnWM tradamarka of Appto Computer Inc.. Digital RMMrch Inc. and Mtcroaott . raapactMa/.

Little Prints, continued.

For the most part, the printer is perfectly

adequate for drafts. It does have a tendency
to get "tired" after a long session of
continuous printing and occasionally fails

to line feed. Ordinarily. I would not be
printing 40 or 50 pages at one time, so
this is not a serious fault. If I had that

much volume, I would get a heavy duty
line printer which is designed for that

kind of service.

Using my accounting program ("Setting
the Records Straight." Creative Computing,
May 1981 ), I print the reports I use in the
management of my business activities. Since
I did my accounting for nearly two years
without a printer, my reports were for-

matted to under 64 columns for screen
viewing. The Axiom GP-80M. being an
80-column printer, is ideal for my program.

The printer is

perfectly adequate
for drafts.

In producing the reports (the journal and
balance sheet) the printer performed well.

I found the print easy to read. The 8"

paper is handy and files easily in a folder,

filing cabinet, or notebook.

The Axiom GP-80M is manufactured
by Seikosha and is imported and distributed

by Axiom Corporation of San Fernando,
CA. An interface cable is available for

just about any computer you would want
to use it with, most notably TRS-80, Apple,

and PET. RS-232 and IEEE 488 interfaces

are also available. At $399, it is one of the

best bargains on the market.

P.S. By the time this article appears.

Axiom will have replaced the GP80 printer

with the GP100. The differences: the GP100
can use standard fanfold paper, and has a

slightly lower list price ($3891.

ilwlv.
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"in conclusion— advances in data communication
technology will enhance cultural, economic and
scientific interchange between nations; alleviate

social stress by reducing the need to maintain
large urban populations in support of centralized

production facilities: and allow a lot of us to work
at home in our jammies.

"
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/MICRO
fiil HEWLETT
MEM PACKARD

IIP125

OUR PRICE $2990.00 Special Of The Month

BUSINESS WORLD INC.
Inhumation Line (213) 996-2252

TOLL FREE MAIL ORDER LINES

(800) 423-5886 ouimo.- CaM

rSHARP
BUSINESS

COMPUTER

MX
* 5.25" diskette
* 284K byte per disk drive
*
2 disk drives per unit

*
Expandable up to 4 units

*
Including SHARP s FD0S (Floppy

*
Disk Operating System)

MSL OUR PRICE £*"\fc
5W5W$3995.00^

y

7321 HEWLETT
VKM PACKARD
HP 125 Microcomputer

HPH Minicomputer

HP 13 Merccomputor

UK E.pMemon, Module

Gtapkcs Plotter 7225

Pefsonekt. Hod For 7225

2(311 ImKUPnMvl
HvyDly

Option 020 For 26319

I Drives lo ChooM
Iron I2902S

9MSA I but Omw
Graphics Tablet 9111A

HP 11C Skm lme Adnnced
HP 12C Stan line Financial

HP 41 CVHe.22

OeTl
list Prtct

37SOOO mo oo

325000 2475 00

2250 00 1777 00

295 00 255 00

2450 00 2075 00

750 00 (WOO

»4HI...
Card koeder For 41CV/C

Printer For 4ICWC
Ophcal »•« For 41 CWC
Quod Uta Epulis

Memory Modules For 41C

trot
HP (7 7

3950 00

15000

130000
6J50 00

2050 00

135 00

15000

325 00

250 00

215 00

315 00

125 00

95 00

3250 00

125 00

1125 00

5500 00

1(7100
11900
129 00

250 00

115 00

1(2 00

219 00

97 00

1100
25 00

595 00

HP34CP
ScrenMrc

HP 3* Prceremb*MM
HP 32! Ad. scwitilc

Jt» 37E I

37500 295 00

15000 117 00

ISO 00

5500
75 00

117 00
4t00
57 00,

flout mixxJoe-ta
1032 32K JO Col Crt

4032 3211 40 Col Crt

40K Ilk 40 Col Crt

1050 DuelDrsl 950k

4040 Dual b»> 343k

C2N Cassette brrve

4022W Col Prmtof

1024 otaamevan TMti
25CPS Spmtrmr

CM IEEE Modem

VIC 70

PET to ME Cab*

JKE to HE CebN

Utt
1495 00

129500
99500
179500

129500
9500
79500
199500
119500
279 00

39500
29900
3995
4995

Owl
Price

1097 00

919 00

7M00
134400
91900
77 00
(3900
154500
1399 00

225 00

325 00

25510
1400
J90Q>

A T

ruRox
Xeroi 1201 51/4" Drsk

Xera. 1202 I" Out
CMJ Operant Sr>M
Word Procm.nl Solraire

JuperCHc

Utt OatPr
299500 2J9900
379500 299500

20000 1(9 00

50000 42100m 00 24900^

ATARI

PERSONAL

COMPUTERS
400 It* IrtH ol «e»
NO IW lyres ol Pan

410 Protrem kocorder

110 0* Drum
125 Pruitei 00 col

CeMroruc 7371

120 Pnotor 140 col

•pact!

130
'

150

A

Att.iVit.cilc

NEC STUDENT

SYSTEM

64K r*
•NEC PC J0001A

'NEC PC 8012 A

•NEC PC M31 A

12- Grn Phs Video Monitor

*fr

PRINTERS

"TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
Tl 99/4A Geese* He*

|

10 Colo. ^^
32k
Speecli Synrkewer

Oak Memory Drrrt

If "

Ii

Punter CSeM Stew

950 00

39995
399 95

14995
499 95

4995
224 95

399 95

33995
31295
127 95

390 95

42 50

115 95

31595

EPSON
MX tO FT

MI N IMPACT

MX 70 IMPACT

MX 100

ANADEX 9501

NEC
5510

5515

3510

3515

ORIOATA
MHtOlME tO

MmrxME k
MmrxMC u
PAPER TIGER
445C ..» Grtpaics

4WC •* Graphics

SSOG He. tun tin

DIABLO (LETTER QUALITY)
(30kl02bidirocM
Vectors

l(40ki09 leroeert

vectors

(30 HO team (My
1650K 13(

tractors

Omt

Utt Price

S 74500' 549.00

(4500 450 00

50000 J90-M

99500 US*
1(5000 129900

319500 2*45.00

3295 DO 2545.10

249500 imoo
254500 H49O0

54500
(4900
105000

39500
54900
7(9 00

795 00 (95 00

139400 19900

1(95 00 1.13900

29(500 2.35000

12- Gin Pet kO 115 Mil

12- Grn PMEOlllHtl

UK
KOI
EOl

12- Cn Pes 120 Hll

12- Colour Compos* Hi lies

Gin Pkl 12-

KCGrn Phs 12'

2oeM 12-

LE MONITOR
• 9-BAW
• 9- Green Phs
• 12" B 1 W
• 12" Green Phs
" 12- Green Phs
• Ant Reflective Screen

•• TV Gnde Screen

SANYO MONITORS
13 Color (new '

h«hr*ikt,

12- GnM Pkl

12-11 W

Utt

219 00
5219 00

27900
439 00

27500
225 00

15900

17900

18900

209 00

22900
199.00

1(5.00

lt5 00

209.00

3I90C
1(5 00

179 00
119 00

15900
16500

11500

199.00

159 00

SS5000
3(0 00

340 00
370 00

235 00

275 00

moo
2(900
239 00
255.00

15900
199 00^

MCI TheHPttSi
ktyim your letters.

" [more.3»000 XSfSSXS

760.00
rtwi tri.»t « iuma ihr r»t;en«inn h

HP DISC DRIVE

Single Master

Model 82902M

Our Price

Dual Master

Model 82901M

$1849.00

.-MSL SI 50000 MSL $2500 00

$1099.00 S~* 401 op 3£« 651 00

XEROX 820

WORD PROCESSING SYSTEM

(INCLUDES SOFTWARE)

SS^I4M0MSL
349500

AVINGS
ERVICE
ELECTION
ATISFACTION

TERMINALS

TELEVBEO

910

iuc
mt

TST "*»
1(99 00 »»MJ
95000 2JJJ»
99500 Jjvee

119500 e***^

DISKETTES sold in boxes of 10

(Min Purchase) $100
litl e?Jt

DYSAN PIKE PCI DtSUTTE

104/1 5- SOFT SECTOR

104110 - bee

bEH SOfT SEC

3740/1 I- SOFT SECTCHI

3740/10 I- 081

bEH SOFT SECTOR

MAXELL
Mb I 5- SOFT SEC
TOR'OBl OEH
Mb 2 • SOFT
SECTOP./OIL SIDE DBL

DEN
Fbl I- SOFT SEC.'bll

DEN
Fbl I- SOFT SEC /OH.

L.SI0E7DII. DEN

(00

(40
725

199

4(0
4 75

EXPANSION BOARD

Q STAR

16K RAM BOARD
LIST OUR PRICE
199.00 129.00

FOR APPLE II

lanfwee System ««i

Ape* Pascal

IPI General Ledee. System

MMb
Vacate

Desktop Plan II

Mrciolab Oetaoase System

lljaBSMBl [IB master

Muse Sepertnl ll

l
Sof|»oo Mate »

20000 15900

15000 11900
229 00 119 00

ISC'"! 119 00

99 00 72 00

—
Qcommoctore

UIC'20

ll

COLOR COMPUTER

VtTVModoal 51900

Vic Cassette SS900

VicOislbmni SCaK

Vic ( Peck Pforem S44 00

MSL
k_299 00

OUR PRICE

$255.00
Save

44.00

SOFTWARE

FOR COMMODORE
Oil The Intomtebon wnard

ordcraft 10

nakk BetMltMtM Ad

Oo. tones Portfolio Mini
Pascal Development PU
Ebs Receivables inwntory

IpiGenereHedter

mom Pro 3 40 Column

Word Pro 4 10 Column

moid Pio 4 Pais

'modems

f3
Utt
395 00

395 00

49500
14900

295 00

75000
39500
25000
375 00
45000

Owr
Prtce

1219 00

21900
31900
119 00

21900
5(9 00

31900
17500
259X
_MMJ

HOVATIOH CAT MODEM
HOkATIOH DCAT
HOVATIOH APPLE CAT
HATES MICkOMODEM
HATES SMAftTMOOEM

Utt
119 95

Oar
Price

140 00

199 00 15000

319 00 JWOO
37900 »«
27900 2».0I^

CALCULATORS,
-

-

.

CUD ::iul Utt
HI 10 Paper Feed ••"U 4995
HP 12 Pstxr Feed

Fk 100 Paper Feed

F» 1210 Paper Feed

PQ20
IC7I5
LC3K5
FX (I Sueatnc

FX II Sccntmc

FX 3M0P ScmMk

54 95
7995
12995
2995
1295
1295
2995
1995
3995

Oar
Price

39.00

4200
5900
9900
2300
1000
10.00

73 00

1700
2995

FX (02P Computer Tea II Memones Pro

Upper t Low Case DM
5f2Stog 12995

FX 702P Solves Problems •« Atoka

Humane Clariti uses Basic

,.-,;«• 19995

9100

15900

TELE. ANSW
DEVICES
PHOHEMATi
900

905 Remote

910

920

925 R

930 k
950te>Me
^yiemote

Utt
11995
19995
15995
19995
23995
29995
3J995
39995

OarPr
MM
144 00

I15X
144 00

17300
21(00
24500m oo

n. iliymril-l BUSINESS WORLD
aerlll H • WAREHOUSE

mmi DBiiiiiia
t8720 0.nird.eioe
Tinini. CA 91356

OUTSIDE CA CALL TOLL FME 1 fOOOl .23SH6 IN CA <?1 h »» 12V

Heme (Pmase pnnt) .

Address ,

Pet Mane Model DetcntMn Pnca Tout

Tele.: IB2BS2
MICKO TZNA

-CaMomie residenrs add 6% safes tai

"Add 3H Sn«»ng a Handing - Add
3* Surcharge tor credit cards Onsets

cannot tie slipped unless accompanmd
sy payment including sn.pp.nq nandl

mg and u. wnere apokceole

TOTAL ORDER t

TAX IF APPIICABLE- _
SHIPPING & HAHDUHG"'
TOTAL ENCLOSED t

CertllHK) Check or MO.
Bank Win TranakM

CREDIT CARD*
E.p Date

Alfow i week! cleenoce lo.

Signature

hl..JMd'

1-IJIM.^
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Missile Command and Asteroids

Atari Arcade Games
The State of the Art

David Small

creative comparing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Asteroids. Missile Command
Type: Arcade games

System: Atari with 16K RAM, joystick(s)

Format: ROM cartridge

Language: Machine Language

Summary: Good versions of popular
games.

Price: $39.95 each

Manufacturer:
Atari, Inc.

1265 Borregas Ave.
Sunnyvale. CA 940S6

The Atari personal computer has been
around for a couple of years now, and
some good software is finally being written

for it. For some time, the only software

available was (usually) either written in

Basic and/or translated from some other
machine, usually the Apple. None of these

programs really took advantage of the
capabilities of the Atari.

Now there are quite a few programs
available which use the features of the

Atari, not just the subset of them required

to translate a program from another
machine. They use high speed, quality

graphics and sound, and were written

specifically for the Atari.

This review will cover two of what we
consider "State of the Art" game software
for the Atari.

They are from Atari Inc., and are clones

of the Atari arcade games Asteroids and
Missile Command. Not surprisingly, they
bear the same names.

Both are on ROM cartridges which plug
into the lefthand slot. Both cost $39.95,

and require 16K RAM (no disk needed)
and joystick(s).

David Small. 11314 Yucca Dr.. Austin. TX 78750.

Missile Command
This is a popular arcade game in which

an evil foreign power launches a missile

attack against the area you defend. You
command anti-ballistic missiles, which you
shoot to intercept the incoming missiles,

satellites, planes and smart bombs.
In the arcade version, a "trackball" is

used to move the cursor for aiming. It

allows very high speed movement, and
very sensitive positioning. (For example,
hitting a "smart missile" exactly on its

Missile Command.

position is required to destroy it; otherwise

the missile dodges). Since no "trackball"

exists for the personal computer, a joystick

is used.

Sound effects include an "air raid siren,"

various explosions, and so forth. They
are quite familiar to anyone who has played

the arcade game, and make good use of
the Atari's capabilities.

Visual effects are also rather well done.
There are no longer three missile bases
controlled by three buttons, as there are
in the arcade version. Instead, there is

one, with "underground reloading" which
enables it to be destroyed, yet pop up
with new missiles a bit later. There are
three missile bases in one, all controlled
by the joystick button.

The enemy starts with single missiles,

moving slowly, then escalates to MIRV's

(missiles which break into multiple missiles),

satellites and planes (both of which drop
missiles), and finally smart bombs which
dodge explosions on the way down. Every-
thing begins to move faster, the bombs
get more dense, and so forth, until you
are finally overwhelmed. As in the arcade
version a bonus city is awarded for every
10,000 points.

There are several variations of missile

command. An attack consisting solely of
smart bombs can be ordered up, if desired,

to allow practice with them (a very useful

option). There is also a two-player version,

and an option to "freeze" the game if you
want to get another beer.

Rating

I rated this game the better of the two.

It is excellently done with one exception,

and that's the joystick handler. I found it

very difficult to position the cursor pre-

cisely.

The problem is twofold. First, the cursor
moves up/down/right/left at the same
speed, but moves diagonally as a double
increment of up-right, down-left, etc. This
makes the diagonal move functionally faster

than the others, which makes linear motion
dam near impossible. I found myself firing

multiple missiles near the same point, and
constantly missing. The fine control of

the arcade version was missing.

I'm not sure how this could be changed.
Perhaps the diagonals could be slowed
down a bit and some sort of fine position

enabled, with coarse movement occurring
a bit later on the same joystick press.

I found the home game just as challeng-

ing as the arcade version; my top score
seems to be limited by not being able to

position the cursor with enough accuracy.
(Particularly important with smart
bombs.)

Despite my reservations, this is a good
game. It's not a replacement for Star

Raiders, but it is well done and fun to play.

Nor does it get boring after a few turns. I

recommend it.
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HEGR4PHIC
DIFFERBM

BETWEEN ATARI COMPUTERS AND ALL OTHERS.

3.7 million reasons why the ATARI
Home Computer is something to see.

The display screen used with our computers
is composed of 192 horizontal lines, each
containing 320 dots. Delivering color and
luminosity instructions to each dot for a
second requires 3.7 million cycles ... a lot

of work for the normal 6502 processor.

That's why the ATARI computer has
equipped its 6502 with its own electronic

assistant Its called ANTIC, and it handles
all the display work, leaving the 6502 free

to handle the rest. What this means to you
is uncompromisingly spectacular display
capabilities without loss of computer
power needed to carry out the demands
of your program.

That's a quality you just don't find in

ordinary personal computers. And it's

one of the reasons some computer
experts say that ATARI computers are

so far ahead of their time.

There's more ... which is what
you'd expect from ATARI.
Language. The ATARI Personal
Computer uses several program-
ming languages to give the user
maximum control of its extraordi-

nary capabilities. PILOT, Microsoft
BASIC* and ATARI BASIC are
understood and spoken by the
ATARI computer. You'll also find

our Assembler Editor cartridge
indispensable for machine
language programming.

Q ATARI

i w,w,ww i

ATARI

Sound. An ATARI computer has four sound
generators, or voices, activated by a sepa-

rate microchip. This leaves the principal

microprocessor chips free to perform other
tasks. And you can take full advantage of

this capability which is designed
for easy programming.

Change. ATARI Home Computers have
been designed to make change and

expansion easy, the ATARI computer has a
modular operating system* that can be easily

replaced as new technology develops. If you
need it, memory expansion requires no more

than inserting additional RAM modules*
And the ATARI ROM cartridge system also

makes it easy to change languages In short.

your ATARI computer won t be obsoleted by
future developments beause it already

incorporates the future.

Sharing. To learn more about the amaz-
ing capabilities of ATARI computers, visit

your local computer store for a demon-
stration. Or send for our Technical

User's Notes, intended for the serious

programmer. They are only $27 and
contain a lot more information about
our computers special capabilities

than most companies could tell.

See your ATARI dealer, or send
$30 ($27 plus $3 postage and

handling), payable to ATARI, to

Technical Users Notes, c/o
ATARI Customer Service. 1340
Bordeaux Avenue. Sunnyvale.

CA 94086

•ATARI 800'" computer only

C 1 981 Atari, Inc. ^J A Wamw Communic*tion» Company
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Amdek
From picture perfect:.

To letter

FCC UL approved

Aindek
Vid

At Amdek, we make monitors for people who
demand state-of-the-art color. And for people who
know that crisp, clear text display is an art in itself.

Our versatile Color-I 13" video monitor features

standard NTSC composite input, front-mounted con-

trols and a built-in speaker with audio circuit. Our
popular Video-300 12" Green Phosphor monitor has an

easy-to-read, non-glare screen, 18 MHZ band width
and 80 x 24 character display.

Both offer easy portability, with lightweight

cabinetry and molded-in handles. And both are fully

compatible with most computer and word processing

systems. So compare our performance with other

monitors. Then compare prices. For guality and value,

you'll choose Amdek.
NEW THIS FALL: our advanced high resolution

Color-Il monitor with interface board for Apple II com-
patibility. Color-II features RGB, TTL input and 560(H)

x 260(V) resolution for crisp 80 x 24 character display

and exceptionally sharp color graphics. Ask your

dealer about an Amdek Color-II, Color-I, or Video-300
monitor today.

2420 E. Oakton Street, Suite "E," Arlington Heights, Illinois 60005 (312) 364-1 180 TLX: 25-4786

CIRCLE 249 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Atari Games, continued

Asteroids

As an addict of the arcade version of

Asteroids. I really looked forward to this

game. I had begun to design an Asteroids

game for the Atari (laid out the player

shapes and so forth, and had the banc
algorithms worked out), but when I heard

Atari was releasing a version. 1 gave up.

I'm not sure I should have.

Asteroids, as you probably know, is a

game which places you in a ship in an

asteroid field. You shoot at the asteroids.

which break into smaller asteroids, and

try to avoid collisions. Occasionally an

enemy ship enters the field and fires at

you.

This version of Asteroids is apparently

written in graphics mode 7 ( Basic I or Antic-

mode 13. This means it has a "chunky"

feeling to its graphics. If you have ever

played TRS-KO asteroids you know what

I'm talking about.

This is particularly surprising when mode
14 is available (graphics 7 1 2 1 with much
better four-color resolution. Indeed. I had

planned to use this mode for my version

and include three different colors of

asteroids. Even graphics H (Antic 151 would

be a possibility if multicolor asteroids were

not required.

Anyway. I find the low resolution look

of the asteroids quite annoying. Also

Asteroids.

irritating is the very large distance between

"turn points" on the ship: in other words,

a minimum turn is a large distance.

The missiles are limited to four and
probably not done with P-M graphics, as

there is an option for up to four players at

once. Ah. well.

The joystick is used as follows: right

and left are rotate, forward is thrust, back

is hyper/flip, your 1W) degrees/shields.

The shields are not "timed" as in Deluxe
Asteroids, by the way. making for a rather

predictable game.

Rating

Alas, this one is not as good as Missile

Command. I liked it. but not enough, and

it could have been done better. Possibly

the video game version and this version

were made as similar as |H>ssible to cut

development costs. I can understand the

problems, having worked this out myself
i for example, how to rotate a rocket in

only 8 bits: it looks pretty weird in some
anglesl. but still, much better resolution

could have been achieved.

The multi-player option is a lot of fun.

and my wife and I spend much time

shooting at each other.

One thing you will notice, again, on
most Atari games is that they are not

CPU bound. On a version written for

another machine, there is a very noticeable

slowing of the game when there are many
asteroids present. This is the result of all

the table updating, checking for collisions,

and so forth. The Atari version runs at a

constant speed, and is fast.

Summary: I play Missile Command much
more than Asteroids.

Conclusion

All in all. these were fun games to play.

Asteroids will entertain those of you not

spoiled by the arcade version, which I

admittedly am. It is a good sign that these

games exist, as it means that more good
software for the Atari is becoming avail-

able.

„€0L0R COMPUTE!
IV ~W^X y^SW* COMPCJVOICE TRS-80 MADNESS & THE

MINOTAUR
I he best advenlure name availat i

language program is a must tor voui library - no „„,„. .... r\ . -»m f
"^ p^-^i

' . __ computer Over 200 roor m ^ S»
hardwat** modific ation needed 444 95 .„„ , /# 1^.

spells loads of treasures written in macl / J» «w

• FXTFND Ml Mow> 'an ''
' '"' "'i'"'*'' 1 H9.9
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RAMCHARGER
. A „„ "Si^SgP

32K UPGRADE . . subhu^ GAMES
'

$ 14 .95 -^ \\ l^ J•LASER ATTACK $10.95 /^A i
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* $7995 -alcatrazii $ 8.95 iUlr<s*-m— _ Complete with Mgl i^J^ A. \

' sound 'idWlw j
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lf, '
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i
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• Fast, Machine Language 'he k.s <ompi*tr ihrouqh iiw rv» sound lynem Hu.iu an<i mm
• Ext. Basic Not Required
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EXTENDED BASIC GAMES __,, • SUPER MONITOR 19.95 ASSOCIATES
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• BATTLEFLEET ^ • MAGIC BOX 24.95 Tacoma. Washington 984661
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Cyborg

so:

David Lubar

One of the problems with Adventure
games is that the player must communicate
with a disembodied "thing." Is this thing

the friendly home computer? Is it some
spectral guide or fairy godmother? Who
knows? Michael Berlyn. writer of the

Adventure Ck>-topos and a published author

of science fiction, has done something about

this problem. His solution comes in the

form of a new Adventure called Cyborg.
Among other strong points. Cyborg takes

Adventures out of the puppet league. And
it does that very well.

Cyborg takes
Adventures out of
the puppet league.

The premise of the game is that the

player is a cyborg. This cybernetic organism

is part human and part machine. The player

communicates with his synthetic half, asks

advice on situations and objects, requests

scans of items, and in other ways depends
on help from his high-tech add-on. Advice,

descriptions, help... sounds like an Adven-
ture format. But the player is no longer

talking to (or at) some ethereal being. He
is being aided by a crucial part of himself

(you are not alone). This is an elegant leap

in the concept of Adventure games. In

essence Berlyn has done for intellectual

appeal what Ken Williams did for visual

appeal.

This leap alone, of course, is not enough
to guarantee a good time. One concept
does not make a game, and one good
concept does not necessarily result in a

great game. Fortunately. Cyborg maintains

a high level of imagination and elegance.

The scenario, the method of play, and the

whole feel of the game revolve around the

cybernetic concept. I hesitate to give specific-

examples as that might spoil the mystery

and challenge the player faces. The fol-

GPeattve computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Cyborg

Type: Adventure

System: 48K Apple, Applesoft.

Disk drive

Format: Disk

Language: Applesoft

Summary: A new wave for text

Adventures

Price: $32.95

Manufacturer:

Sentient Software

P.O. Box 4929

Aspen. CO 81612

lowing description is general, and does

not contain any hints, peeks, or sneak

previews.

When the game begins, the player is on

a path bordered by a forest. He is informed

that he is damaged and that the situation

must be taken care of before he loses too

much power. The mechanics of the game
are the same as those found in most
Adventures: two-word commands are used,

scenes are described in text, and movement
is in terms of compass directions.

At one point in the game, there is a

graphic animated sequence, a mini-game

of skill and coordination that the player

must master. When the player reaches

this portion, he should definitely save the

game before proceeding. The animated

sequence is a guaranteed killer the first

time around, partly because of the difficulty

of the task, mostly because a few attempts

are needed before the player becomes fully

acquainted with the mechanics of this

portion.

The saving process takes about seventeen

seconds. While this might be a long wait

for those who are used to instant computer
response, it is definitely a time saver when
compared to starting fresh. And there are

a lot of ways to get killed in Cyborg. In

some cases, the program allows the player

to continue after returning him to a central

point. In these cases the player loses any

items he may have acquired.

There are two aspects of the game that

are slightly annoying. Since it is in Basic,

the player must, at times, wait for a response

The animated sequence
is a guaranteed killer

the first time around.

to his input. Also, whenever the player

moves to a new location, the disk is accessed.

Though this allows for a larger scenario

and longer descriptions, it also increases

the wait. So Cyborg doesn't give the player

instantaneous response, but it does offer

him a challenging game.
Challenging? Nearly impossible for the

novice, hard for those who are only mar-

ginally familiar with Adventures, and
potentially tough for those who go through

Adventures the way beer drinkers go
through pretzels. As with most Adventures,

it is linear. Without object A you can't get

to location B. In Cyborg, object A can be
pretty tough to obtain. A solution that

seems obvious to one player may never

occur to another. This is not a complaint,

just a warning to those who are still lost in

Adventurvlund. Very few people will get

through this game in one sitting.

1 really can't say more without giving

out hints. It should suffice tOMJ that Cyborg
is imaginative, tough, and a welcome
addition to the world of text Adventures. 1

can't wait to see what leap in imagination

Mr. Berlyn offers next.
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Does your CP/M* # orTRS-80* Word Processor need help?

Aspen Software has the finest document proofreading tools available.

QRAMMATIR"
Beyond Spelling Checking

Spelling checkers are useful, but they are not enough!

Grammatik can find many errors that a spelling checker can't.

It detects many errors commonly found in text entered on
computers, such as doubled words ("the the"), inconsistent

capitalization ("STicky shift key"), incorrect punctuation, and

others. That's not all! Grammatik also checks your document
for good writing style using a dictionary of over 500 misused

phrases as defined in many writer's stvle manuals. It marks
and classifies the problems it finds in the document file for

easy correction with your word processor, and provides sug-

gestions for correcting the problems. The phrase dictionary

can be easily extended to include checking for esoteric jargon

or your own pet peeves. Grammatik also collects other stylistic

information that can be used to revise the document to im-

prove its readability such as average sentence and word
length. It can produce a profile with the number of times each

unique word in the document was used, helpful for identifying

overworked vocabulary. Grammatik is not only a valuable

proofreading tool, it is also a useful learning tool. You will

notice significant improvements in your own writing style after

using Grammatik for only a short time. Grammatik is fast,

easy to use. and works with all popular TRS-80 and CP/M
word processors. Model 1 III version requires a minimum
32K. I drive system. Model II TRSDOS* version requires

64K and I drive. CP/M version requires CP/M release

2 2and48K.

The Aspen Software Company Spelling Checker

Don't buy a spelling checker until you've considered Proof-

reader. Recently, several ads for other spelling checkers have
compared themselves to "others". They weren't comparing
themselves to Proofreader! Proofreader has all the features

von need for cheeking your documents for spelling errors and
typos. Proofreader looks up every word in its 38,000 word
dictionary, and docs not increase its "vocabulary" by using

less accurate root word analysis like some others do. You
won't need to spend as much time adding new words as you
would with a smaller dictionary. Proofreader is easy to use -

you can start checking your documents immediately. Proof-

reader is fast - it can check even your largest document (20

pages or more) in less than S minutes! Unknown words are

listed on the screen, and can be saved in a file for later

manipulation. The Proof-Edit feature (optional on the Model
I 111 version, included with Model II and CP/M) allows you to

interactively correct the unknown words in context. New
words can easily be added to the dictionary, and expansion is

limited only by disk capacity. Proofreader works with all

TRS-S0 operating systems and word processors, so if you
change systems, vou won't need a new spelling checker. On
the I KS St) Model I III. only 32K RAM and I disk drive are

needed. Proofreader also works with all popular CP/M word
processors. Add up the facts and the low price, and you will

conclude that Proofreader is the best value available in

spelling checkers.

Aspen Software programs are professional quality, reliable software

look developed for the IKS-HO and CP M by a Ph.D. in Computer
Science All software is protected by Aspen Software's low COS!

Upgrade privilege for new versions. Othei tools include:

— SOFT-SCREEN*", a powerful, state of the art full screen text

editor. Over a year in development. Soft-Screen is compatible with
.ill IKS so programming languages, including BASK'. FORTRAN.
MACRO. Ratfor. and COBOL. Commands are easy to learn, yet

versatile and complete 10 salislv the most experienced user. Soft-

Screen is also available for P&T Model II CP M

— SOFT-TEXT'". Aspen Software's text formatter. When used
wnh Soft Screen, provides a powerful word processing system. Full

featured, including automatic pagination, even and odd page

headings, underlining, index generation, footnotes, support for

advanced printer capabilities, and much more. Model I III version

supports serial printers at full speed. Soft-Text offers a real alter-

native for Model II TRSDOS users. Please write or call for

more details

— RATFOR. a structured language preprocessor for Fortran de-

veloped at Bell Labs. Aspen Software Ratfor is one of the best
versions available, and the only one with a pretty printer option.

Totally compatible with Microsoft FHO. Includes several extensions.

including "case", "string", and conditional compilation. User's
manual contains all information needed to learn and write Ratfor
programs Requires FORTRAN.

— PP-RATFOR. a pretty printer. Automatically formats and
indents Aspen Software Ratfor source programs. An essential

program development tool.

Model 1 Model II

(64k, Id)

Model III CP/M
(2.2,48k)

Manual only

Proofreader

Proof-Edit

Grammatik

$54.00(32kld)

$30.00

$59.00(32kld)

$119.00

incl.

$99.00

$64.00<32kld)

$30.00

$59.00<32kld)

$129.00

incl.

$149.00

$8.00

Incl.

$8.00

Soft-Screen

Soft-Text

both

So9.00(48kld)

S69.00(4«kld)

$129.00

$99.00

$99.00

$179.00

S7S.00(48kld)

S7S.00(48kld)

$139.00

S99.004P4T)

$99.00

$179.00

$15.00

$15.00

$25.00

Ratfor

PP-Ratfor

both

$49.00(48k2d)

$30.00<48k2d)

S74.00(4Mk2d)

$99.00

$49.00

$139.00

S59.00(48kld)

$34.00

$84.00

$99.00

$49.00

$139.00 $15.00

IMPORTANT 1 Specify computer model, operating system, memory size, and number of drives when ordering! For CP/M,
currently only 8" single "density CP/M versions available. Please Inquire about other CP/M disk formate. All TRS-80 ver-

sions available. Manual only orders can be applied to final purchase. CP/M prices are Introductory.

Orders sent postpaid by first class mail. Terms: Cash, check, money order, VISA, or Master Card.

Proofreader, Grammatik, Soft-Screen, and Soft-Text are trademarks of Aspen Software.

••trademark of Digital Research 'trademark of Tandy Corp.

NM residents add 4% tax.

Box 339 Tijeras, NM 87059 (505) 281-1634
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Programs for the Color Computer

Chromasette Magazine

Chromasette is a monthly magazine for

the TRS-80 Color Computer. Each issue

is shipped by First Class mail on a high

quality 30-minute cassette and contains
six to eight carefully debugged programs.
Chromasette is the sister publication of

Cload magazine. Cload has been supplying

ready-to-run programs for Model I and
III TRS-80s for over three years. Having
purchased past issues of Cload, I decided
to see what Chromasette had to offer to

Color Computer owners.

The first issue of Chromasette, July 1981.

contains six programs written to run under
16K Extended Color Basic. Included with
the cassette are five pages of program
documentation and various other infor-

mation.

The documentation/newsletter is written

by Dave (no last name given), the editor,

in a casual, easy-to-understand fashion.

Dave provides detailed explanations of

interesting techniques used in the pro-

grams.

Let's take a look at the programs them-
selves in the order that they appear on
the tape. The first program on every issue

will always be the Cover program.
July's Cover uses hi-res graphics to good

effect. The word "Chromasette" blinks,

spins and bounces up and down the screen
at a suprisingly rapid speed. The program
is non-ending and pauses only occasionally

to display the copyright notice. The Cover
program contains excellent programming
examples for those who wish to jazz-up

their programming with unique graphic-

displays. Next in line on the tape is

Howfar.

Owen Linzmayer

Howfar made its first appearance in

the July 1979 issue of Cload. This version

has been modified for use on the Color
Computer. The program calculates the

distance between two points on the earth

after you input the corresponding latitudes

and longitudes. Although this program
has limited usefulness to the average
person, it might help a child understand
distance, latitude and longitude.

Blockade is a real-time, fast-moving

action game in which the players control

their "snakes" with either the keyboard
or the joysticks. The object is to slink

across the play field to hit targets (which
are worth 1-9 points). Your snake increases

one unit in length for every point scored.

This program uses sound and machine
language subroutines to create a fun-filled

game for all ages.

Program 4, Acumen, is a Tic-Tac-Toe
type program in which the players attempt

to acquire three words, out of a pack of

nine, that have one letter in common.
The only Color Computer feature Acumen
uses is sound effects. Other than that it is

text-oriented. With six levels of difficulty

this program can play a game that chal-

lenges a wide range of players.

After you rack your brains competing
with Acumen, you may be in need of

some light humor, which is exactly what
Dissertation provides. This program ran-

domly creates nonsense speeches from a
huge list of "fifty-cent words." These gram-
matically correct sentences can be printed

out on the printer or screen at various

speed settings. Run the program and let it

do its stuff, then read the gibberish aloud
with whole-hearted seriousness and lo and
behold, you have a ready-made political

address.

The last of the six programs is Blast.

This "shoot-em-up" game requires joysticks

and has five levels of play. The players'

laser cannons slide up and down the sides

of the screen. In between the weapons is

a shield which slowly deteriorates as shots
hit it. The object is to blow away your
opponent's laser tank before he gets you.
Although this program uses low-resolution

graphics, the novel sound effects and fast

pace make for an interesting game.
Chromasette costs $45 for a full year

subscription and $25 for a half year. Over-
seas subscriptions cost an extra $10.

Chromasette Magazine. P.O. Box 1087,

Santa Barbara, CA 93102. (805) 936-

1066.
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OSI TRS-80 COLOR-80 OSI
GALAXIAN 4K - One of the fastest and finest

arcade games ever written for the OSI, this one
features rows of hard-hitting evasive dogfighting

aliens thirsty for your blood. For those who
loved land tired of) Alien Invaders. Specify

system — A bargain at $9 95 OSI

LABYRINTH 8K • This has a display back-

ground similar to MINOS as the action takes

place in a realistic maze seen from ground level.

This is, however, a real time monster hunt as you
track down and shoot mobile monsters on foot.

Checking out and testing this one was the most
fun I've had in years! - $13.95. OSI

THE AARDVARK JOURNAL
FOR OSI USERS - This is a bi-monthly

tutorial journal running only articles about OSI
systems. Every issue contains programs custom-

ized for OSI, tutorials on how to use and modify
the system, and reviews of OSI related products.

In the last two years we have run articles like

these!

1) A tutorial on Machine Code for BASIC
programmers.

2) Complete listings of two word processors

for BASIC IN ROM machines.
3) Moving the Directory off track 12.

4) Listings for 20 game programs for the OSI.

5) How to write high speed BASIC - and
lots more —

Vol. 1 (1980) 6 back issues - S9.00
Vol. 2 (1981) 4 back issues and subscription for

2 additional issues - $9.00.

ADVENTURES!!!
For OSI. TRS-80. and COLOR-80. These

Adventures are written in BASIC, are full fea-

tured, fast action, full plotted adventures that

take 30-50 hours to play. (Adventures are inter-

active fantasies. It's like reading a book except
that you are the main character as you give the

computer commands like "Look in the Coffin"
and "Light the torch".)

Adventures require 8K on an OSI and 16K on
COLOR-80 and TRS-80. They sell for $14.95
each.

ESCAPE FROM MARS (by Rodger Olsen)

This ADVENTURE takes place on the RED
PLANT. You'll have to explore a Martian city

and deal with possibly hostile aliens to survive

this one. A good first adventure.

PYRAMID (by Rodger Olsen)

This is our most challenging ADVENTURE. It

is a treasure hunt in a pyramid full of problems.
Exciting and tough

!

TREK ADVENTURE (by Bob Retelle)

This one takes place aboard a familiar starship.

The crew has left for good reasons - but they for-

got to takeyou.and now you are in deep trouble.

DEATH SHIP (by Rodger Olsen)

Our first and original ADVENTURE, this one
takes place aboard a cruise ship - but it ain't the

Love Boat.

VAMPIRE CASTLE (by Mike Bassman)

This is a contest between you and old Drac -

and it's getting a little dark outside. $14.95 each.

OSI NEWNEWNEW OSI
TINY COMPILER

The easy way to speed in your programs. The
tiny compiler lets you write and debug your pro-

gram in Basic and then automatically compiles a

Machine Code version that runs from 50-150
times faster. The tiny compiler generates relocat-

able, native, transportable machine code that can

be run on any 6502 system.
It does have some limitations. It is memory

hungry - 8K is the minimum sized system that

can run the Compiler. It also handles only a
limited subset of Basic — about 20 keywords in-

cluding FOR, NEXT. IF THEN, GOSUB, GOTO,
RETURN, END, STOP, USR(X), PEEK. POKE,
»"»*./. . /,\ . Variable names A-Z, and Integer

Numbers frdrfi 0-64K.
TINY COMPILER is written in Basic. It can

be modified and augmented by the user. It comes
with a 20 page manual.
TINY COMPILER - $19.95 on tape or disk OSI

SUPERDISK II

This disk contains a new BEX EC* that boots
up with a numbered directory and which allows
creation, deletion and renaming of files without
calling other programs. It also contains a slight

modification to BASIC to allow 14 character
file names.

The disk contains a disk manager that con-
tains a disk packer, a hex/dec calculator and
several other utilities.

It also has a full screen editor (in machine
code on C2P/C4)) that makes corrections a snap.
We'll also toss in renumbering and program
search programs — and sell the whole thing for -

SUPERDISK II $29.95 (5% ") OSI

BARE BOARDS FOR OSI C1P
MEMORY BOARDS!!! - for the C1P - and they
contain parallel ports!

Aardvarks new memory board supports 8K
of 21 14s and has provision for a PIA to give a
parallel ports! It sells as a bare board for $29.95.
When assembled, the board plugs into the expan-
sion connector on the 600 board. Available now!

PROM BURNER FOR THE C1P - Burns single

supply 2716's. Bare board - $24.95.

MOTHER BOARD - Expand your expansion
connector from one to five connectors or use it

to adapt our C1P boards to your C4/8P - $14.95.

16K RAM BOARD FOR C1P - This one does
not have a parallel port, but it does support 16K
of 21 14s. Bare Board $39.95.

WORD PROCESSING THE EASY WAY-
WITH MAXI PROS

This is a line-oriented word processor de-

signed for the office that doesn't want to send
every new girl out for training in how to type a

letter.

It has automatic right and left margin justi-

fication and lets you vary the width and margins
during printing. It has automatic pagination and
automatic page numbering. It will print any text
single, double or triple spaced and has text cen-
tering commands. It will make any number of
multiple copies or chain files together to print an
entire disk of data at one time.

MAXI PROS has both global and line edit
capability and the polled keyboard versions
contain a corrected keyboard routine that make
the OSI keyboard decode as a standard type-
writer keyboard.

MAXI-PROS also has sophisticated file

capabibilities. It can access a file for names and
addresses, stop for inputs, and print form letters.

It has file merging capabilities so that it can store
and combine paragraphs and pages in any order.

Best of all, it is in BASIC (0S65D 51/4" or
8" disk) so that it can be easily adapted to any
printer or printing job and so that it can be sold
for a measly price.

MAXI-PROS - $39.95. Specify 5'/« or 8" disk.

SUPPORT ROMS FOR BASIC IN ROM MA-
CHINES - C1S/C2S. This ROM adds line edit
functions, software selectable scroll windows,
bell support, choice of OSI or standard keyboard
routines, two callable screen clears, and software
support for 32-64 characters per line video.
Has one character command to switch model
2 C1P from 24 to 48 character line. When in-

stalled in C2 or C4 (C2S) requires installation

of additional chip. C1P requires only a jumper
change. - $39.95
C1E/C2E similar to above but with extended
machine code monitor. - $59.95 OSI

ARCADE GAMES FOR OSI. COLOR 80 AND
TRS-80 (8K OSI. 16K TRS 80 AND COLOR-80)

TIMETREK A REAL TIME, REAL GRAPHICS
STARTRECK. See your torpedoes hit and watch
your instruments work in real time. No more un-
realistic scrolling displays! $14.95.

STARFIGHTER - This one man space war game
pits you against spacecruisers. battlewagons. and
one man fighters, you have the view from your
cockpit window, a real time working instrument
panel, and your wits. Another real time goody.
$9.95

BATTLEFLEET • This grown up version of Bat-
tleship is the toughest thinking game available on
OSI or 80 computers. There is no luck involved
as you seek out the computers hidden fleet. A
topographical toughie. $9.95

QUEST - A NEW IDEA IN ADVENTURE
GAMES! Different from all the others. Quest is

played on a computer generated mape of Alesia.

Your job is to gather men and supplies by comb-
bat, bargaining, exploration of ruins and temples
and outright banditry. When your force is strong
enough, you attack the Citadel of Moorlock in a
life or death battle to the finish. Playable in 2 to
5 hours, this one is different every time.
16K COLOR-80 OR TRS-80 ONLY. $14.95

OSI

Please specify system on all orders
This is only a partial listing of what we have to offer. We offer over 120 games, ROMS, and data sheets for OSI systems

and many games and utilities for COLOR 80 and TRS-80. Send $1.00 for our catalog.

AARDVARK TECHNICAL SERVICES, LTD.
2352 S. Commerce, Walled Lake, Ml 48088

(313)669-3110
CIRCLE 102 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Echo Speech Synthesizer

U&Ofc OS<300QQg>

Michael Tulloch

There has been a lot of talk lately—some
of it by computers. Now 1 know that talking

computers are not new. What is new. is

the technology that lets them talk.

This article is about the Echo speech
synthesizer from Street Electronics (3152

E. LaPalma Ave., Suite D. Anaheim. CA
92806.) Ill describe the hardware, software,

documentation, and some enhancements
for the editor. Finally. Ill review the good
and bad features of Echo and discuss

future offerings.

Hardware Description

Just what do you get for $225? You get

a 6" x 6" x 3.5"speaker, a printed circuit

board, a connecting cable (3' long), a 16-

page manual, and a 13-sector diskette.

The board is a nicely made double-

sided, epoxy laminate of the quality Apple
owners have come to expect. It has six

integrated circuits in addition to the TMS
5200. There are also a few passive compo-
nents and a volume preset control. Unfor-

tunately, there was no information on
voltage and current requirements included

with the unit.

As with most Apple-compatible boards,

there are no connections to the computer
except through the bus. If you have slot

#5 free use it. Although there is a slot

finder routine included in the software,
using slot #5 can make programming easier

under some circumstances. After inserting

Michael Tulloch. 1500 Sontt Sparrow Cl.. Marietta.

GA .10062.

the board, you attach the speaker wire to

the speaker (standard screw driver

required) and plug the other end into its

jack on the Echo board. That's all there is

to installation.

Second in importance only to a piece

of hardware that works is a manual that

lets you make the hardware work. Manuals
are even more important than software.

After all. you do program. If the supplied

software is not good and the manual is

good enough, you can make the software

work.

The Echo manual tells you all you need
to know. An introduction gives a brief

summary of speech synthesis principles.

Installation is covered, and the disk-

38

supplied "speech generator" and slot locator

program are discussed. Requirements for

speaking from an Applesoft program are

illustrated with the actual Basic lines, and
there is a short description of how Echo
creates words from phonemes.
The next seven pages explain how to

use the speech editor program. Commands,
phrase construction, problem handling,

and step-by-step, illustrated examples are

all presented. A sample Basic program to

speak the phrase created by the speech
editor example is listed.

The last two pages list all the words
provided in the sample vocabulary and
the associated addresses. Figure 1 is the
list.

March 1982 ' Creative Computing



micpc lab presents a

Duyfhe
TAXMANAGCR and turn

your apple into a taxdeduction.

Let theTaxLaws work foryou-

buy the TAX-MANAGER In December
and deduct the Apple and the Program THIS YEAR!

Use The Tax-Manager to help

you prepare your taxes. Then
include the cost of this program
and part of the cost of your

computer as a deduction.

You don't have to be an ac-

countant to understand it. Sim-

ply enter your tax information

into this easy-to-use program.

Then sit back and relax while it

© 1981 Micro Lab. Inc

quickly computes the informa-

tion and prints most of your fed-

eral income tax schedules. Get

The Tax-Manager now and start

the New Year with your taxes

under control.

When tax laws change, don't be

concerned. The Tax-Manager
will never be outdated. With

Micro Lab's Extended Warranty

micpc lab

Plan ($30 a year) you can update
to the current version at no ad-

ditional cost. You will not have
to reinvest more money in a new
program. The Tax-Manager,
which is the first of the Micro
Lab Tax Saver group, will keep
you current.

THE TAX-MANAGER IS NOW
AVAILABLE AT THE INTRO-
DUCTORY PRICE OF $150.

Apple is a trademark of Apple Computers. Inc

systems that work

2310 Skokie Valley Road
Highland Park, IL 60035 . 312-433-7550

CIRCLE 186 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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THE
DATA
FACTORY

Come in and test drive
our new, more powerful

1981 model
Our data base has been out-performing its

competition for over two years. This fifth edi-

tion offers such quick performance and
amazing control that it's difficult to imagine

what else you'd want in a data base. The 5.0

version of The Data Factory includes a per-

sonal input routine that allows you to com-
pletely customize your inputs; a new output

routine brings pin point control to your print-

outs; a new sort feature works with amazing
speed (1000 names in under six seconds);

multi-data disks on-line; and other new fea-

tures never before offered on micro comput-
ers. Micro Lab leads the way.

With our Extended Warranty for $30 annually,

a previous owner may trade-in an earlier ver-

sion. The 5.0 edition includes the first years
Extended Warranty at no additional cost. Call

us or see the new Data Factory at your dealer

for $300.

1961 Micro L»t>. Inc Apple is trademark ol Apple Computer!. Inc

micpc lab
systems that work

2310 Skokie Valley Road
Highland Park. IL 60035 • 312-433-7550
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Talk, continued...

Software

I found the editor relatively easy to

use. Since there are only fourteen com-
mands it isn't a burden to remember
them.

There are. however, a few shortcomings.

Perhaps the most unpleasant of these is

the fact that the editor stops when a file is

not found on the disk drive. A simple fix

is shown in Figure 2.

Compounding this problem is the fact

that when the program is terminated for

any reason (even Reset) it cannot be rerun.

The slot finder routine bombs. If Echo is

installed in slot #5, the simple program
modification in Figure 3 will allow the

editor to be rerun.

If you are using another slot you must
"... POKE 255 into the address which
pulls the device select line lo for that

slot." See Figure 4 for the addresses. Reset

and the sequence INT-FP do not work.
Turning off the Apple does work. The
company's approach is to "GO 1000." That
works, but the header is not printed.

Obviously frequent trips to the disk to

store phoneme data are a good idea.

12 PEN •»**»»'l>t >'•> ••»»• • .|»|f|«lltl»»»»t«««****t«t»l»(t<lft
13 rEM FIGURE 2
14 FEM »-J-~-^ ^

t I 111 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I »l I I HI I H
15 [•FiTm 4,"UFITE PROTECTED", 6. "FILE HOT FOUND",?, "DISK FULL",

10, "FILE LOCKED". 999 " "

16 I » 1

17 PE«' EM<I), IF EN' I * *«> THEN 20
IS PE*D EF1' Er*' 1. . I • I li GOTO 17
20 [* = tHFi C4
25 OMEFF GOTO 20000

Another shortcoming is that the editor

assumes that you have your printer inter-

face card in slot P 1 . If your printer is in

another slot you must change line 7010.

Equally as bad, if you fail to load a word
from memory or haven't yet started to

create a word, line 9040 will give a range

error when you ask Echo to speak.

Within the editing process itself there

are some areas which could be improved.
There is no way to correct a command
once it is entered. The entire line must be
reentered. The Modify command also

requires the entire line to be retyped; it

then acts like Insert. A cursor control

approach, although more difficult to

program, would be a great improvement.
Other features I'd like to see imple-

mented are a memory map function and
an auto length function. The memory map
function would allow the user to visualize

where words are going, check to see if

Figure 2.

Avoiding SLOT FINDER Bug. Insert this line into the Editor program. The
program must have been terminated immediately prior to rerunning. Ifslot US is

used, then "yes " can always be entered as a response.

65 INPUT'HASTHE PROGRAM BEEN PREVIOUSLY RUN ":A$:IF LEFT(A $.1

)

="Y"THEN80

Figure .?.

Figure 4.

Echo Enable Address Pokes.

Enable Echo by POKEing 255 into a listed address

which corresponds to Echo 's Slot.

Slot* Hex Addresses Decimal Addre

1 C090 to C09F 53392 to 53408
2 C0A0 to C0AF 53408 to 53424
3 C0B0 to C0BF 53424 to 53440
4 COCO to C0CF 53440 to 53456
5 CODO to CODF 53456 to 53472
6 C0E0 to C0EF 53472 to 53488
7 COFO to C0FF 53488 to 53504

42

The editor teils you
the number ofbytes
used when a phrase
is placed in memory.

they have been properly concatenated,

and help avoid overwriting something
important.

An acceptable variation would be
memory protection so that phrase storage

doesn't intrude into DOS or other essential

software. The auto length function would
improve the procedure for saving phrases

to the disk.

As implemented, the editor tells you
the number of bytes used when a phrase

is placed in memory. When the phrase is

saved to disk you must remember how
many bytes were required. Perhaps the

existing approach is more versatile—you
can save partial phrases— but it is more
error prone and cumbersome.

Finally, the Delete command deletes

just one line at a time. The ability to

Delete a range of lines would also be an
improvement.
Here are a few hints on using the editor.

Save parts of a phrase to the disk fre-

quently. Many editor commands relist all

the lines each time they are used. This
slows editing down considerably, especially

for 30- to 40-line, multi-word phrases.

Remember, when concatenating phrases

the loaded phrase has a one byte end-of-

file marker as the last character. This
byte must be overwritten or the remainder
of the phrase will not be spoken.

March 1982 - Creative Computing



ECHO SERIES™ speech synthesizers
COMPUTERS ARE SPEAKING OUT!

Now you can add intelligible speech to your computer
without using vast amounts of memory! The ECHO ]

[™

speech synthesizer for the Apple* is the first of a

series of synthesizers based on the same technology

that made the Speak & Spell* * a success.

The initial operating system allows the creation of

your own vocabulary with phonemes (word sounds)

while using very little RAM memory (approx. 800 bytes

+ 20 bytes/word). Enhanced operating systems and

vocabulary ROMs will be offered as they become
available.

The ECHO H™ comes complete with speaker, instruc-

tion manual, and a disk containing a speech editor,

sample programs, and a sample vocabulary. Sug-

gested list price is $225.

See your dealer or contact:

ISECj
STREET ELECTRONICS
CORPORATION

'Trademark of Apple Computer

3152 E. La Palma Ave., Suite C
Anaheim, CA 92806 (714) 632-9950

** Trademark of Texas Instruments
CIRCLE 268 ON READER SERVICE CARD

micro lab presents s

New "fax Laws haveyou
bent out of shape?

Get straightened out fast with the

ASSCT-MANAGCR.
The new tax laws change the way individuals,

companies, and partnerships depreciate assets

In some cases you should file using the old

methods: in others, the new law applies; you
may require a combination of the old and new
laws; or you may even have to refile.

The Asset-Manager takes the confusion out of

the laws It took two college professors to un-

tangle the mess for you Because the authors of

c 1981 Micro Lab. Inc

Apple is a trademark of Apple Computers. Inc

this remarkably easy program are also teaching,

they know how to simplify the problems you will

encounter Just enter your assets and the pro-

gram selects the correct methods of deprecia-
tion, prints the schedules for your taxes, and
even produces reports for your financial state-

ment It uses the accelerated method for your
taxes and the straight line method for your fi-

nancial statement. All this and year-round asset
management too.

Available at your Apple dealer at the introductory
price of $200

^^^ ipsremi rfttr work

2310 Skokie Valley Road
Highland Park IL 60035 • 312-433-7550

CIRCLE 268 ON READER SERVICE CARD



falk, continued.
Table I. Speech Generator Addresses.

Version

1

2

.1

SPEECH GENERATOR.CODEO - S1C00 TO S1FFF
SPEECH GENERATOR.CODE1 - S3C00 TO S3FFF
SPEECH GENERATOR.CODE2 - S4(XK) TO S43FF
SPEECH GENERATOR.CODE3 - $6000 TO S63FF

LoByle HiByle Speak Nxtspk Slol

7168
SICOO

15360
S3C(X)

16384

S4(XX)

24576

S6(XX)

7169
S1C01

1 536 1

I3C01

16385

S4(X)1

24577

S6(X)I

7170

S1C02

15362

S3C02

16386

S4002

24578

S6(X)2

7182

S1C0E

15374

S3C0F

16398

S4(X)E

7197

$1C1D

15389

I3C1D

16413

$401

D

24590 24605

SWX)E $6011)

Selsll

8097
S1FA1

16289

S3FA1

17313

S43AI

25505

S63A1

Two-VoiceMusicSynthesizer
The only two-voice music synthesizer
for the Apple computer that does not

require additonal hardware. I

Only$2995
\

See and hear it at your Apple dealer.

10175 Barbur Blvd. / Suite 202B I Portland, Or 97219 / (503)244-4181

CIRCLE 1 75 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Good Features

The Echo has many attractive features.

The most outstanding of these is its use of

RAM. Although the Echo uses Texas
Instruments' LPC (Linear Predictive C oil-

ing). Street has added a new twist.

Phonemes are stored as LPC data. Words
are then made up of phonemes. Since the

actual phoneme coding is not stored for

each word (only the phoneme code
address), even less memory is used than

would be required in a straight LPC
approach. This advantage increases with

the number of words which can be stored

since there is some overhead. Thus, the

more words you use the more efficient it

becomes. On the average 10 to 20 bytes

are needed per word. With a "rougher"
voice even this can be reduced.

Street Electronics is

also developing
versions of Echo for

other computers.

Echo produces highly understandable
speech in a neutral voice. It is versatile,

and this versatility will be increased by

future offerings. When these positive

features are compared with its short-

comings. I feel that Echo is clearly a good
value.

Future Offerings

There are several future offerings prom-
ised for the Echo. Street Electronics will

be offering vocabularies in ROM. These
will plug right into the onboard sockets.

Owners of female computers will be happy
to know that female voices will be available,

as will an improved male voice.

A Street Electronics developed program
which transcribes text into speech is

promised, and additional products and
services will undoubtedly be made available

by other individuals and firms. These arc-

sure to include an improved editor (see

sidebar) and operating system, and custom
vocabularies, both on disk and in ROM.

Street Electronics is also developing
versions of Echo for other computers.
There will be version for the Radio
Shack computers called Echo 80. and a

general purpose version which uses either

an RS-232 serial or Centronics parallel

input. This version, to be called Echo
GP, is quite sophisticated. It will have its

own 6502. phonemes in ROM. ASCII text-

to-speech in ROM. an input buffer, and
its own power supply.

March 1982 Creative Computing
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SOFTWARE
SPECIAL: "THE BOOK"
OF APPLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE.

19.95 SALE 15.50

_, , , $3995 NOW
Adventures *1. 2. J $39 95 NOW

' Adventures* 4. 5.6 $39 95 NOW
[, Adventures «7 8 9

$39 95 NOW
[ |

Adventures * 10. 11. 1<!
$23 95 NOW

Kid Venture $19 95 NOW
Backgammon 43 $24 95 NOW
ProPicks " $2995 NOW
Stone ot Sisyphus $19500 NOW
16K Expansion Card

$39 95 NOW
i

Temple ot Apshai $3995 NOW
Helllire Warrior $39 95 NOW
Star Warrior.^ $24 95 NOW
The Dragons Eye $75 00 NOW

[ Apple Writer •••••"• •-•—• $29 95 NOW
Crush. Crumble and Chomp »' Qw
Book ot Apple Software Hill NOW

|
Galactic Trader $29 95 NOW
Apple Panic. — $24 95 NOW
Alien Rain (Galaxian)

$24 95 NOW
Alien Typhoon $24 95 NOW
Snoggle (Puckman) $2495 NOW
SpaceWarrior $29 95 NOW
Raster Blaster J24 g& NOW

1 HEA.5£
N

,.. $29 95 NOW
[ I World War III

|2 , g5 NOW
Bridge20 $39 95 NOW
Ultima £££" $34 95 NOW
Home Money Minder

$24 95 NOW
3-D Skiing^ $29^95 NOW
House o Usher

$29 95 NOW

r

1

Sands ot Mars 5 NOW
Compu-Math Arithmetic Hill NOW
Compu-Math Fractions lilll NOW
Compu-Math Decimals

$39 95 NOW
Algebra 1 .»»»•"•• $29 95 NOW
Compu-Read 3.0 $2995 NOW
Spelling Bee $29 95 NOW
The Prisoner coq q^ NOW

, I

Compu-Spell/Req Data Disk |29.||
NOW

Data Disk Leve 4
$1 9 95 NOW

Data Disk Leve 5 $1 9 95 NOW
I Data Disk Leve 6 NOW

Data Disk Leve 7
| g5 NOW

Data Disk Level 8 ..... $1995 NOW
! Data Disk Secretarial

$\l'll NOW
Windfall $19 95 NOW

I i Network $34 95 NOW
I l Sargon II (chess) $3495 NOW
I ] POOJI.5.. .»••_»»; $34 95 NOW
[ ]

Reversal(othello) | g5 NOW
II Shuffle Board . ....^ $295 00 NOW

APPte- ••
Co7«; m NOWr Spellguard for «w™— $375 00 NOW

II Sup R Terminal 80 Col «i* on NOW
Memorex 3401 Box of 10 ^«|-°° NOW

I
W°'d sJar $200 00 NOW

[ i
Super Sort $12500 NOW
Mail Merger

$ , gg5 NOW
•ping Tutor _ ,.„„,„ $399 OO NOW
80 Sottcard With CP/M »|j"» 00 NOW

| CPS Multifunction Card «39.00 N^
I 1 Super Text II $24 95 NOWABM S29 95 NOW

Castle Wollenstein $1995 NOW
Mission Asteroids $24 49 NOW
MysteryHouse $32 95 NOW

I Wizard and the Princess Hill NOW
I Cranston Manor

$29 95 NOW
Pegasus II $89 95 NOW

i |
Superscribe $129 95 NOW

[
SuperscribeCNew) $39.95 NOW
Hi-Res Football $29 95 NOW

I Hi-Res Soccer $29 95 NOW
I |

Soft Porn Adventure $3995 NOW
I

Threshold $24 95 NOW
I i

Gobblers i^Q«i 00 NOW
l Magic Wand 80 Column *395 00 Nuvv

t alcons $24 95 NOW
[ I

Fastgammon »„„ g5 now
I

International Grand Prix *™ 9b nuw

$32.50
$32.50
$32.50
$32.50
$19.50
$16.50
$19.50
$24.50
$149.50
$32.50
$32.50
$29.50
$20.50
$67.50
$24.50
$15.50
$19.50
$24.50
$22.50
$22.50
$22.50
$20.50
$26.50
$22.50
$25.50
$19.50
$34.50
$29.50
$20.50
$25.50
$25.50
$39.50
$33.50
$33.50
$33.50
$25.50
$25.50
$25.50
$25.50
$16.50
$16.50
$16.50
$16.50
$16.50
$16.50
$16.50
$16.50
$29.50
$29.50
$29.50
$29.50

$245.50
$309.50
$24.50

$275.50
$155.50
$99.50
$17.50
$299 50
$189.50
$134.50
$22.50
$25.50
$17.50
$21.50
$29.50
$29.50
$25.50
$79.50
$109.50
$34.50
$25.50
$25.50
$35.50
$19.50
$289.50
$25.50
$20.50
$25.50

EXCITING DISCOUNTS

^CippkZ* SOFTWARE

FREE OFFER

AMFNTURE GAME CONVERTED TO LOAD

Sanyo 9 B/W Monitor *|3| °° NOW

I
SpaceEggs $2995 NOW

(
Orbitron $29 95 NOW
GammaGoblins $39 95 NOW
Gorgon $34 95 NOW
Epoch $29 95 NOW
Outpost $29 95 NOW
Pulsar II $29 95 NOW
Autobahn $29 95 NOW
Sneakers $3495 NOW
Cops and Robbers $29 95 NOW
Galactic Attack

$29 95 NOW
II Starmines $2495 NOW
i Apple 21 (Black,ack) WJ-« ™£w

[ 1 Magic Mailer =.-
$g5^ N0W

system Mnvw

Magic Window Word Proc |99.9| NOW

Personal Filing

!

Personal Report System
$iIo 00 NOW

, ,FO Database Manager f^rjONOW
fl Inventory System 3. Ji'c XX wnuu

?u££z :::::: $120.00 now
o«i»m-f^ $140 00 NOW

Inventory System J J tioRnnNOW
I i Prof Time and Billing *32| 00 Nuvv

I ] Microgammon
J2g g5 NOW

I ] Draw Poker $24 95 NOW
: Roulettes. ^ $240 00 NOW

[1 Payroll System $325 00 NOW
II Apartment Manager iZaai, NOW
I |

Coloring Board Programs
sllgOO NOW

I I D-B Master *
Q q , NOW

I 1
TheWarpFactor |^ ?2 ™JJ

[Flight Simulator . . |^ =^ ™^w
] Saturn Navigator (req 3d) ««•»= """

| The Shattered Aljance ||9.9| J^
$30 00 NOWn A2-3D Graphics Pkg

II Odyssey ^
[ 1 Wilderness Campaign

«""" ™"

[ ; Wilderness and Dungeon $32 .00 nuvv

I 1
Modifiable Database

$40 00 NOW
Program Line Editor I^SonSw
I 1 Higher Text II

™
Q^ NOW

I ) Linguist >cn 00 NOW
I Mailing List Database ||0 00 nuvv

[ Pro Football PI Pred^ *|| || {JoW
[ ! College Football Pt Pred

|^|1| now
[ I

WinAtTheRaces Hill NOW
[1 Space Raiders •SI* no NOW
D V,deo1erm80ColCard 9345.00 NOW

I I Keybd and Disp Enhancer
$11 95 NOW

I I The Forcaster II «?q qs NOW
[ ] Multiple Regression $4995 NOW
I

LowerCaseChip $24 95 NOW
I ]

Microchess2.0 $39 95 NOW
w
0rk^ai $199 95 NOW

Visicalc3.3 $149 95 NOW
!

Visiterm $179 95 NOW
' Visiplot uu 95 NOW

Visitrend/Visiplot $24 95 NOW
[ I

Gammon Gambler ..... J NOW
| CCA Data^a^g^rnentSys $99 9b nun_

! SSster IaSo^nd VISA CODS ADO $5.00

r

$189.50
$24.50
$24.50
$24.50
$33.50
$28.50
$24.50
$24.50
$24.50
$24.50
$28.50
$25.50
$24.50
$19.50
$19.50
$84.50
$57.50
$83.50
$83.50
$99.50
$119.50
$259.50
$24.50
$24.50
$19.50
$205.50
$259 50
$59.50
$189.50
$33.50
$29.50
$22.50
$49.50
$45.50
$19.50
$15.50
$22.50
$59.50
$29.50
$25.50
$28.50
$35.50
$22.50
$22.50
$34.50
$25.50
$279.50
$109.50
$22.50
$25.50
$45.50
$22.50
$33.50
$169.50
$125.50
$149.50
$215.50
$22.50
$84.50

I NAME
I STREET

I CITY

I

STATE ZIP.

CARD «.

I pm> DATE SIGNATURE .••••••••

*518 E ECHO CT., SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92404

{PHONE 0RDERSJ71 4)i_88M761j
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Talk, continue

B - baby
CH - choose
D-dog
DT - butter

F-if

G - get

H - hello

J -jet

K - kick

P- print

Table 2. Sounds With Selectable Variables.

A I -late

A2 - late

AE - dad
AH - bother
AW -call

R-red
S -see

Sh - shoe
T- too

TH - think

E - speak
EH - letter

ER - hurry
I - finger

IV - you
L - like

M - many
N - nice

NG - long
01 -oh
02 -oh
001 - book

THI-then
V -very
W - will

Z - zero

PA - pause

Table 3. Sounds With Preset Variables.

002 -book
Ul -tune
U2 - tune
UH - fun
Y -you
PA I - pause

(A)DD (END)
(AP)PEND (I)NSERT
(C)ATALOG (L)IST
(D)ELETE (LO)AD

(M)ODIFY

(N)EW
(PR)INT
(SA)VE
(SP)EAK
(SPM)EMORY

Table 4. Speech Editor Commands.

Street Electronics has recently
released the Phoneme Generator Ver-
sion 1 .0 for the Echo speech synthesizer
I his is a software change. No new
hardware is involved. Thus, it is com-
pletely compatible with all earlier
boards.

The biggest improvement in the new
version is that words are no longer
referenced by memory locations. Words
are PRINTed as phoneme strings.
This makes it easier to remember what
a program is saying. You don't have tomake a reference list of words and
addresses.

Also, a keyboard editor can be
invoked using the "&" vector. Words
can be created and spoken from the
keyboard, and standard Apple cursor
controls are available to edit words.
To use the new software you must

first set HIMEM to 35328 then simply
BRUN VOICE. Note that you are
limited to three disk buffers because
Voice occupies space just below DOS
The software locates the Echo card
automatically. I have not seen the
program "hang" the way the old editor
did. Strange output to the generator
may produce strange, or more likely
no sounds, but the program returns
normally. If no Echo card is installed
output is just ignored. Again, no
problem.

To invoke the phoneme generator
from a basic program a PRINT state-
ment is executed. The syntax is-

5 V$ = CHR$(22)
10 PRINT VS; "string of

phoneme code"

The phoneme code can be placed in
quotes or stored as a string variable.
To invoke the phoneme generator

from the command mode type <«i

RETURN. A quotation mark will appear
as the prompt. Type a phoneme string
and press Return. The phrase will be
spoken. To exit the generator, a Return
with no preceding character puts you
back in Basic. You can jump in and
out of the phoneme generator while
entering a program without destroying
anything. This method of word genera-
tion is easy and quick.
The number of available phonemes

has also been expanded. There are
now ten vowels, six diphthongs, nine
"R" colored vowels, eleven voiced
consonants, eight stop consonants, five
unvoiced fricatives, nine pauses, a schwa
and a stop.

Four levels of stress are available
and pitch can be controlled by POKFinj;
1 to 63 base frequencies (only about
20 are realistic), by specifying 1 to <)

base frequencies within the phoneme
string, or by indicating rising, falling
or flat from within the phrase. Even
the volume can be controlled from
within the phoneme string to a limited
extent.

As you can see. there has been a
considerable improvement in the soft-

46

ware. The ECHO is now a more ver-
satile and easier to use product. There
are. however, two potentially negative
aspects to the new software.

First is memory allocation. The area
just under DOS is not unused territory
For example, the Mountain Hardware
clock uses the same area. If your
program needs more than three DOS
buffers you're also in trouble.

Street Electronics has just come out

w^t mover Program to relocate
VOICE. That doesn't help the othermemory conflict.VOICE uses a great
deal of page 2. Unfortunately, so does
the software for several other boards
To solve this conflict one or the other
will have to be rewritten. This is a job
for a knowledgeable machine language
programmer.
The second problem is that VOICE

uses the ampersand (&) vector. This
special h<xik is so convenient that other
programs (PLE and AMPERSORT are
just two good ones) frequently use itA call to hex 95FD could be used
instead, but VOICE must be run first
so the other software can set its &
vector correctly.

Well there it is. Great new software
for a great new product. My six year
old enjoys playing with the "puter"
and having it talk back. Your programs
or games can be made more enjoyable
and easier to use with an Echo and
Speakeasy phoneme generator software.
I can't wait to see what comes next!
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Models 82A, 83A & 84A from ASAP
OKIDATA's new printer line represents a breakthrough

in economical, quality printing. These new printers have

more options and features than any previous OKIDATA
printer. Faster print speed and throughput, full 96-

character ASCII, and both Centronics and RS232C

interfaces standard, Sfl St an affordable price. These

models are ideal for home or business, personal or

educational applications. And now, ASAP is offering

these new printers at prices you won't want to miss.

Compare the features below. Then call ASAP to order

your OKIDATA printer today.

Features
Okldata 82A
80 Column Printer

Okldata 83A
136 Column Printer

Okldata 84A
136 Column Printer

Print speed 120 characters per second 120 characters per second 200 characters per second

Throughput @80 char/line 76 lines per minute 76 lines per minute 114 lines per minute

Print technique Bidirectional Bidirectional Bidirectional

Dot matrix 9x9 9x9 9x9
Character set Full 96-character ASCII Full 96-character ASCII Full 96-character ASCII

Graphics characters 64 block characters 64 block characters 64 block characters

Interface

Centronics 8-bit parallel

RS232C (1200 bps)

Standard Standard Standard

Standard Standard Standard

Size (inches) 14.2Wx12.9Dx5.2H 20.2Wx 12.9Dx5.2H 20.2Wx 12.9Dx5.2H

Ribbon Standard typewriter Standard typewriter Standard typewriter

Power 100, 115, 220, 240 VAC
50 or 60Hz

100, 115. 220. 240 VAC
50 or 60Hz

100. 115. 220. 240 VAC
50 or 60Hz

Two New Features

2K Serial bufferboard (RS232) Optional Optional Optional

Optional Optional OptionalOkigraph, HI-RES Graphics

72 vert, x 72 horiz. dots/inch

asap
computer
products, inc.

1196 E Willow SI Signal Hill. CA 90806

Toll free outside California: (800) 421-7701. Inside California: (213) 595-6431 (714) 891-2663

ASAP offers a 30-day buyer protection policy: full money-back guarantee if not totally satisfied.

Ordering Information: name, address, phone, ship by UPS or Mail. Shipping charge: add $2.50 up to 1 lb. for

UPS blue: add $1.50 for U.S. Mail (U.S. only) ($25.00 minimum order). Call for larger shipments.

Terms: We accept cash, check, money orders. Visa & Master Charge (U.S. Funds only). Tax: 6% Calif, res.

COD's and terms available on approval (school PO's accepted).
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We test alkaline, heavy duty, general purpose and
rechargeable cells along with battery eliminators and testers

and come up with some surprising results.

Batteries For
Electronic Games

David H.Ahl

"In six months. I spend more on batteries

than the game cost in the first place."
"No matter how much I yell and scream,

he always forgets to turn it off, and, poof,

another set of batteries shot."

"Alkaline, long life, general purpose—
they're all the same— they all wear out
too soon."

Sound familiar? It's difficult to get along
without batteries in this portable electronic

age. As a result batteries have become a
big business with big ad budgets, lots of

hype and not many solid facts.

One maker claims their alkaline battery

lasts up to ten times as long as an ordinary
battery. Another maker touts the long
shelf life of their batteries. Everyone
"knows" that alkaline batteries are better

and sales figures reflect this bias.

What's the truth? We set out to find

out. First we went on a battery shopping
spree. Our informal survey of electronic

games on the market this holiday season
indicated that C-cells were most often

required followed by AA. 9-volt and D-
cells in that order. Hence, we decided to

test C-cells and assume that differences
between brands, if any, would hold true

for AA, 9-volt and D-cells as well. Further-

more, alkaline cells are the most popular
among consumers so we bought seven
different brands of alkaline C-cells aong
with four "long life" and four standard
batteries. We also bought a battery charger
and accompanying NiCad cells. In addition,

we bought three battery eliminators— two
with specific voltages and one "universal"

type. And, just to be complete, we bought
an inexpensive battery tester.

Test Procedure

The American National Standards Insti-

tute (ANSI) has a standard rating system
for batteries and the battery industry also

has two "standard" tests: "Heavy Inter-

mittent Flashlight Test" and "Light Inter-

mittent Flashlight Test." In our opinion,

none of these comes close to approximating
the usage one might expect in a typical

electronic game. Even in games, the usage
will vary widely. In a chess or backgammon
game, for example, the batteries are likely

to be in operation for relatively long periods

(hours, perhaps, in a chess game). In a
handheld action game, usage is more likely

to be in short 15-minute or half hour
bursts.

The life of a battery is quite different if

it is in continuous use versus intermittent

use because the latter gives it an oppor-
tunity to recover between uses. Alkaline
batteries tend to have less voltage drop in

use than others. Standard carbon/zinc cells

have large voltage drops after an hour of
use. but also rebound substantially over-
night.

Our use test was designed to approximate
use of the "average" toy or game. We
measured the current drain of six repre-

sentative games. The range was from 35
ma (milliamperes) to 220 ma with generally

an additional 20-30 ma when the device
played some sort of tune at the beginning
or end of a game. Hence, we used a
precision 15-ohm resistor as a load which,
across 1.5v, provides a current drain of
100 ma.

While every user is different, we tried

to approximate a typical use cycle. Day
one, say Christmas, we had one hour
continuous use. Day two, one-half hour.
Day three (friends came over), two one-
half hour uses with 1-1/2 hour recovery
between each. Day five through battery

rundown, alternate between one and two
one-half hour uses per day. The discharge

curves for the four battery types are shown
in Figure 1 . This shows the average voltage

in each half hour period of use. Figure 2
is a "close up" of a portion of the curves
in Figure I which shows the decay and
recovery characteristics of the four battery

types.

Test Results

We did not run every battery all the

way down. Our first one-hour test (Table
I) indicated that batteries within types

were roughly similar. Certainly there are

differences— the Ray-O-Vac alkaline C-
cell had a new load voltage of 1.50v; it

dropped to 1.42v after one hour of use

and recovered to 1 .44v after another hour.

In contrast, the corresponding readings

for a Duracell were 1.48, 1.38 and 1.41.

However, we elected to run one repre-

sentative sample from each battery type
all the way down. We chose the Panasonic
alkaline. Ray-O-Vac heavy duty. Sears
general purpose and Gould rechargeable.

Figure 1 shows the results of this test.

The graph shows the average voltage under
load (it does not show recovery time).

Figure 2 shows a "closeup" of the first

eight hours of use including voltage drop
and recovery peaks. Note the much larger

voltage variations (use and recovery) in a
general purpose battery versus an alkaline

cell.
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IMAGINE a computer printer/electronic

typewriter with a 100 character daisy wheel,

controlled by 6 microprocessors (including

2 Z-80's) with an all-electronic keyboard.aii

in one machine!

THATS INCREDIBLE!

THATSTHETYPRINTER221!

AUTOMATICALLY, IT WILL:

Center copy.

Line up decimal points.

Print vertical lines (to separate columns).

Layout columns.

Center titles (over a column).

Print flush right

Return carriage (at end of line).

Paper feed to pre-set starting point.

Indicate end of page.

Set tabs from one to many.

Clear tabs from one to all.

Set temporary margins (wherever you like)

as often as needed.

Repeat all typing keys as needed.

Underline copy.

Print bold face and underline.

Do reverse print (white on black),

sort of "reverse Video".

Allow alphabetic and decimal tabulation.

Indent paragraphs.

Store in non-volatile resident memory.

Often used line formats (margins &

tab stops).

Often used phrases (up to 835 characters)

in 10 "bins".

Up to 10 complete forms (tax,

medical, insurance, etc.).

Up to 14,000 characters in an

additional 26 "bins*".

Print perfectly spaced proportional letters.

Return to typing position after correction

with relocation key.

Allow one character to overlap another (B).

Right margin justification.

Print two columns with both right and lett

margins justified and the center ragged.

Lift off errors (from single character to

entire line).

CIRCLE 190 ON READER SERVICE CARD

IT WILL EVEN:
, .

Allow a carriage return without a linefeed or

a linefeed without a carriage return.

Allow you to pre-set an impression

control for high-quality carbon copies.

Allow both vertical and horizontal

half-spacing.

Allow cancellation of copy before printing.

Allow express and normal backspacing.

Print in four different sizes: 10 pitch pica,

12 pitch elite, 15 pitch micron.

Allow insertion of a missing character

in an already printed line.

Accept paper up to 17" wide.

Backspace 1/1 0,1/1 2, 1/1 5 or even 1/60

of an inch.

Buffer and print out one word at a time, or

one line or as many as 10 pages*.

Print up to 198 columns.

Do 1 12 line spacing for footnotes and

scientific notation.

Accepts carbon film or reusable nylon

ribbons.

IT ka§.

A lighted key to inform you that it's set to

temporary margin.

A factory installed noise reduction shield.

A 16K buffer/automatic spooler*.

A lighted key to indicate upper case only.

A Centronics standard parallel interface

and can be ordered with:

RS-232 Serial interface* or

IEEE (PET) interface*.

A print speed of 20 cps and (because of

logic seeking circuitry) a through-put of

approx. 32 cps.

A built-in anti-glare shield.

IT EVEN HAS:

Carbon film ribbons in various colors.

20 character plasma readout that informs

you as to:

Number of characters to end of line.

Number of lines left to end of page.

The existence of an error condition.

The contents of a memory "bin".

Number of characters left in buffer.

An automatic "feature in use" indicator

(centering, storage, etc.)

With scrolling, both FORWARD and

BACKWARDS.

INCREDIBLE?

THE 221 OFFERS EVEN MORE!

It's totally compatible with all computers

and software.

It will print in English, French, Spanish,

Italian and German. It will automatically

switch between English and foreign

keyboards*. (Under computer control).

Scientific, mathematic, financial and legal

daisy wheels available*.

Tractor feed available*.

Can be used as a stand-alone terminal*.

Can be used to access both TWX and

TELEX networks*.

TRY WHAT YOU'VE BEEN MISSING.

TRY THE INCREDIBLE MACHINE.

TRYTHETYPRINTER221.

Suggested price $2850.00

Dealer inquiries invited.

(Call for store nearest you).

Service available through the world-wide

facilities of the Olivetti Corporation.

1LS HOWARD
f P INDUSTRIES
2051 E. CERRITOS AVE., 8-C

ANAHEIM, CA 92806
714/778-3443



Batteries, continued..

Most games give a low battery signal or
fail to function correctly when the voltage
decreases to about 70-75% of the designvo age. Accordingly, we considered

8"

battery to be dead when its voltage under
load dropped to 1.1 v . We then calculated
the cumulative use time per dollar (average)
for each of the four types

Jl'
S

"T'l'T
fr°m Tab,e

' ,naf Pricesvary w.dely Two Panasonic C-cells for
51.25 (on sale) are an excellent buy while
the regular pnce of Sears general purpose
cells (two for $0.54) has to be considTS

ohT^"
1

; TlqUeMly
-
althou«h Valine

cells certainly have the longest life, we

Jo™ "k,^
TaWe 3 which indicates

comparable prices of different types of
batteries^ One can see from this table that

?«•?,'£ r

24
u
aIka"ne^^ h

e

^ivalent
to Jl.34 for heavy duty cells or $1.10 for
genera purpose ones. Hence, two Sears
general purpose cells for $0.54 are equiv-
alent to $1.25 for a pair of alkaline cells.

What About Rechargables?

A word about rechargeables: assuming
1000 recharges as advertised by the manu-
facturers, they are clearly much better
buy than any conventional cells, even
including the cost of the charger. We did

?2U
Che

u
k ,he validitv of the c|aims of

1U00 recharges, as that would have taken

Figure I. Discharge curves.

General Purpose

20 25 30

Time (Hours)

Volts Figure 2. Discharge curves showing drop during use and recovery.

\ . Alkaline

General Purpose

* * e
Time (Hours)

Brand

C-Cell Alkaline
K-Mart
Ray-O-Vac
Sears

Radio Shack
Panasonic

Eveready
Duracell

Designation

Super Cell
814-2

Die Hard 468.1

Alkaline 23-551
AM2
Energizer E93
MN1400

Retail

Price for
Two Cells

$1.88

1.99

2.39

2.19

1.25(1)

2.49

2.49

C-Cell Heavy Duly
Radio Shack Extra Life
Mallory M14HD
Ray-O-Vac Heavy Duty 4C
Eveready (235

C-Cell General Purpose
Eveready 935
Sears 4671 (A BEST BUY)
Radio Shack 23-467
Treasury Long Life

C-Cell Rechargeable
Gould Again & Again (2 )

(A BEST BUY)

(1) Sale Price
(2) Cost for battery charger and four C-cells. $19.95.

1.10

.99

.89

1.49

.79

.54

.68

.77

New-
No Load

1.55 v.

1.55

1.55

1.58

1.51

1.53

1.52

1.60

1.61

1.59

1.60

1.58

1.59

1.55

1.57

New-
100 ma
Load

1.50 v.

1.50

1.50

1.52

1.48

1.50

1.48

1.57

1.52

1.51

1.52

After
I hour
Load

1.42 v.

1.42

1.42

1.42

1.40

1.40

1.38

1.43

1.39

1.38

1.37

1.40

1.49

1.49

1.46

1.45

.39

1.28

1.25

1.28

1.22

1.28

%of
Original

95%
95
95
93
95

93
93

91

91

91

90

86

84
87
84

92

After

1 hour
Recovery

1.45 v.

1.45

1.44

1.46

1.43

1.42

1.41

1.49

1.43

1.42

1.41

%of
Original

97%
97
96
%
97
95

95

95
94

94
93

1.37

1.38

1.34

1.34

1.28

92

93
92
92

92

s^^^s^^
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The powerful package:

Super-Text II™
Allows you to learn the basics of text editing

quickly. Advanced features will meet your

expanding word processing requirements

far into the future. $150.00

plus Form Letter
Provides automatic repetitive printing of letters.

Allows insertion anywhere in a letter, also direct

entry, optional prompting, special commands.
$100.00

plus Address Book
Stores names, addresses, and telephone

numbers and prints mailing labels. Has
user-definable category system. $49.95

From the leader in word processing
for the Apple II or II Plus

MUSE
Apple II is a trademark of Apple

Computer Corp.

SOFTWARE '"

347 N. CHARLES STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21201
(301)659-7212

Call or write for information and

the name of your nearest MUSE dealer
CIRCLE 223 ON READER SERVICE CARD



latteries, continued...

Average Price Cost Per Hour
Alkaline S2.10 $0.0512
Heavy Duty 1.12 .0509
General Purpose 0.70 .0389
Rechargeable 0.30 .0250

Table 2. Cost per hour of use of two C-cells in an electronic
game drawing 100 ma.

nearly three years. However, our
experience with rechargeable electric

razors indicates that there is noticeable

deterioration in performance after about
18 months (about 500 charges). This
suggests that the theoretical maximum
number of recharges may indeed be 1000.

but that 500 may be a more realistic

working boundary.
The cost of a charger is about $8-12

while two cells cost $6-9. This means the

cost per use plus electricity for operating
the charger based on 500 charges is less

than 6 cents. Even with only 100 recharges,

the cost is under 30 cents per use.

Counterbalancing this cost advantage
is the much shorter use cycle. What this

means in reality is that one must remember
to put the batteries back on charge and
that it is probably worthwhile to have two
sets of batteries to exchange with each
other.

Another problem is that for best life,

the batteries should not be run down all

the way before recharging, nor should
they be recharged too soon. Each time
into the charger for the required 14-16

hours counts as a recharge cycle. So if

one recharges after only 15 or 30 minutes
of use, that's still one recharge cycle
used up. On the other hand, if one can
expect ovr 500 recharges, then $12 to $18
for two new sets of batteries every two or
three years is not at all unreasonable.

Battery Eliminators?

At $5 or $6 for the typical battery
eliminator, its cost can frequently be
justified on the very first set of batteries

for an electronic game— rarely would it

take more than three sets. Some Selchow
& Righter games include discount coupons
for an eliminator making it an irresistible

deal. On the other hand, the obvious
disadvantage of an eliminator is that the
device is no longer portable. Eliminators
just don't work on school buses or at the
beach.

We were curious about the purity of
the DC voltage from eliminators. Displaying

the output on an oscilloscope revealed
nasty sawtooth waves from all three
eliminators. Fortunately the games we
tested weren't at all fussy about well-Filtered

DC. However, we would strongly advise
against using a cheap eliminator with any
microproccessor-based circuit such as an
Atari video computer system. Although it

looks like an eliminator, the Atari power
supply has a whopping condenser inside

that smooths the output voltage consid-
erably.

One problem we experienced with a
so-called universal eliminator is that the
four-way plug/outlet had no shanks on
the plugs and thus would not work with
games that had recessed jacks. More
annoying was the fact that about half of

the games we tested had no provision for

an eliminator.

Battery Testers

Most inexpensive battery testers ($4-

$10) are nothing more than voltmeters
with, generally, five to seven different

ranges to accomodate batteries of different

voltage. The scale is typicaly marked with

just two zones: replace (red) and good
(green). On the 1.5v range on the Radio
shack tester we bought, the division

between the two ranges fell at 1.1 v.

Since we found that most devices started

to malfunction when voltage fell to 1.1, a
tester is an accurate indicator of whether
or not a battery will work, right?

Well, maybe. The Radio Shack tester,

like most others, has three built-in loads
for each voltage range. For 1.5v cells, the
loads were 10 ma (150 ohms). 50 ma (30

Heavy General
Alkaline Duty Purpose
$2.75 $1.47 $1.21
2.50 1.34 1.10

2.25 1.21 .99

2.00 1.07 .88

1.75 .94 .77

1.50 .80 .66

1.25 .67 .55
1.00 .54 .44

Table 3. Equivalent prices of three types
of batteries.

ohms) and 150ma (10 ohms). The instruc-

tions recommend using the heavy load

with D-cells, medium load with C-cells

and light load with AA batteries. However,
our measurements showed that some
electronic games using AA batteries draw
up to 200 ma. Thus a battery might read

"good" on the low range ( 10 ma load) but

would not operate in a game with a 200
ma current drain.

In general, we recommend using the

medium and high load of a tester for all

batteries. There are few devices, even
including calculators, that draw as little

as 10 ma. Even so, a tester will give only a
general indication of condition.

The real test is whether or not the

battery will power a particular game, radio

or flashlight. And the only way to determine
that is to try it in the device.

Conclusions

In tests approximating the use of batteries

in electronic games alkaline batteries lasted

for 41 hours, heavy duty batteries for 22
hours and standard carbon/zinc cells for

18 hours. Our tests in no way substantiated

manufacturer claims for heavy duty bat-

teries (more than twice the life) or alkaline

batteries (up to seven times the life)

compared to general purpose cells.

Assuming the prices we paid were
representative, the cost to operate an
electronic game requiring two C-cells would
be about five cents per hour using either

alkaline or heavy duty cells, just under
four cents per hour using standard cells

and two and one-half cents with recharage-

able batteries.

One of the "laws" of electronic game
use is that the game will be left on overnight

at least once a month. No matter what
kind of cells are being used this will run
them down. Hence, because of this as

well as the comparative cost we recom-
mend rechargeable batteries as the best

buy. Our second choice would be to use a
battery eliminator when the game is used
at home and general purpose cells for

other use. We recommend shopping for

the cheapest general purpose cells and
buying four or five sets. Manufacturer
claims to the contrary, we can find little

reason to pay premium prices for either

heavy duty or alkaline batteries.

For use in cassette recorders or devices
sure to be shut off after every use, alkaline

batteries may represent a convenient (fewer

battery changes) and economical alterna-

tive. But use Table 3 as a price guide. If a
pair of standard cells cots $0.79, a pair of

alkaline cells would have to cost $1.75 or
less to be a better buy. Table 3, incidentally,

is applicable to any kind of battery: D, C,
AA or 9-volt.

Finally, a word of warning. We purchased
one set of Treasury "Long Life" batteries

which seemed to be heavy duty cells. It

turned out they were simply general
purpose cells. Caveat emptor.
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THEY SAY THE JAPANESE
ARE COMINGAND WILL

DOMINATE MICROCOMPUTING,
THE INNOVATORS SAY WELCOME!

In 1978 Exidy introduced
the Sorcerer " Microcomputer
to the personal computer
marketplace.

It was clearly ahead
of its time and the competition in price

and performance The graphics were

superior, upper/lower case characters

were standard and numeric keyboard

was included Printer, communication

and dual cassette electronics were
built-in. not options Twice as much
information was displayed on the screen

The competition created their next

generation to catch up.

In 1980 Exidy introduced
their Integrated desktop
Computer System 80 for the very
small business. It was an extension

of the Sorcerer* computer

not obsoletmg it but

^expanding its capacity

from the home to

the office

Its price/performance

outstripped the

competition in desktop

computers Dual disk drives

with 1.2 million words of information,

letter quality printer and office

automation software a complete
business computer breaking a new
price barrier.

In 1981 Exidy Systems
Introduced Multi-Net 80. the first

multi-processor, multi-user, multi-tasking

computer system with MP/M'".
CP/NET" and CP/NOS'* for the serious

small business. Once again the

Multi-Net is an extension of the same
Sorcerer* Computer purchased in 1978

or 1980. Your 'getting started' computer
becomes your 'getting serious' computer
in a multi-user, multi-task environment

Networking becomes a reality with
Exidy Systems, with our competition
it's a twinkle In their eye.

By adding Multi-Net 80 capacity

to your stand alone computer system

you add a minimum of 35 megabytes of

Winchester storage and true 16 user

capability because each user has their

very own CP/M compatible Z80
microcomputer That's true

upward compatibility in both

hardware and software from the

company that delivers Innovation

in Microcomputing'"

MP/M

1234 Elko Drive

Sunnyvale. California 94086

(408) 734-9831

What do we say
about competition?
We welcome it!!!

INNOVATION IN MICROCOMPUTING
CIRCLE 177 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Johns Hopkins Rewards Inventors

Personal
Computers Help
the Handicapped

Many people talk about the potential

ofpersonal computers to aid the handi-

capped. The entrants in The first

National SearchforApplications to Aid
the Handicappedare anions the first to

begin tapping that potential.

Robin L. Flight types in sentences which are converted into

animated lip movements and displayed on television screen as

means of teaching lip reading.

Dr. Harry Levitt with TRS-M) Pocket
Computer he has programmed to permit
rapid communication by the deaf over
public telephone lines.

A hearing and speech professor at the

City University of New York. Dr. Harry
Levitt, who programmed a TRS-HO Pocket

Computer for rapid communication by the

deaf over public telephone lines, was
awarded the first prize of $10,000 in The
Johns Hopkins University First National

Search for Applications of Personal Com-
puting to Aid the Handicapped.

Dr. Levitt who lives in Livingston. NJ.

was presented the top prize of the year-

long search and contest at the awards dinner

at the Mayflower Hotel in Washington.
D.C. Second prize of $3000 went to Dr.

Mark Friedman, a professor and research

engineer at Carnegie-Mellon University in

Pittsburgh. PA and to colleagues Mark
Dzmura. Gary Kiliany and Drew Anderson
who developed an Eye-Tracker for Com-
munication by severely disabled persons.

The system allows a person to cause a
word or phrase to become audible by
looking at it on a computer screen.

The third prize award of $ 1 .500 went to

Robin L. Hight of St. Louis. MO. who
developed a Lip-Reader Trainer. It aids in

teaching of lip reading by converting typed
sentences into displayed animated mouth
movements.

Seven other inventors received honorable

mention awards of $500 each. All had been
first place winners in regional competitions

held during August. The search was spon-

sored by the National Science Foundation
and Radio Shack, a division of the Tandy
Corporation.

Dr. Levitt's prize winning entry, which
he calls a Portable Telecommunicator for

the Deaf, can be connected to a private or

public telephone for instant communication
between the deaf or those with normal
hearing. Messages stored in the pocket
computer memory can be transmitted

instantly or the user can send a message
via the keyboard. A line printer can be

linked to the pocket computer, and
messages can also be sent from a standard

audio cassette.

"Perhaps the most important advantage
of all is that the use of a pocket computer
as a convenient, inexpensive communi-
cation device introduces the deaf telecom-

municator user to the concept of an
intelligent, computer-based communi-
cations system of almost unlimited scope

and flexibility."

Dr. Levitt says that beside the advantages

of compactness, memory, economy of
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Dr. David L.Jaffe. with "smart wheelchair"

designed to give even quadriplegics inde-

pendent control. Ultrasonic range finders

on the edges of the laphoard can determine

the movement of the operator* head which

can he used to control the movement and

speed of the chair.

telephone time and cost, the system should

reduce communication barriers between

the deaf and hearing users.

Dr. Friedman's Apple-based eye tracking

system allows severely handicapped non-

vocal persons to express words and sen-

tences up to four words long audibly by

viewing them on a screen. It wasdeveloped

to allow a severely handicapped grade-

school girl, who has never had a voice, to

"speak" in tones compatible with her age

and sex. The sequence is triggered by an

infrared camera which associates the look

in the girl's eyes with the word she wants

to vocalize.

Robin Hight. who works for Surface

Systems. Inc.. in St. Louis, describes his

Lip-Reader Trainer (for the hearing

impaired) as an aid to teaching. It instantly

converts typed sentences into animated

mouth movements or high-resolution

graphic images which are displayed on a

screen for use by teacher or student. His

program also includes teaching sequences

which provide choices and corrections for

the student. The system, says Hight. does

not replace face-toface lip reading practice,

but he feels it will augment the teaching of

a skill which can enlarge the communication

scope of the hearing impaired.

An honorable mention award was pre-

sented to Dr. Joseph T. Cohn. of Chapel

Hill. NC. for his Augmentative Communi-
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Dr. Mark Friedman, standing, with "Eye Tracker Communication System.
"

cation Device which turns a personal

computer into a comprehensive control

and communications prosthesis for the most

profoundly handicapped.

Randy W. Dipner of Colorado Springs.

CO. received honorable mention for a

Micro-Braille System which allows pro-

duction of low-volume, low-cost Braille

text using off-the-shelf microprocessor

hardware with minor modifications.

Sandra J. Jackson of San Antonio. TX.

also received a $500 award for Programs

for the Learning Disabled, which is a

computer-based system designed to aid

students with varying degrees of learning

disabilities.

David L. Jaffe of Mt . View. CA received

an award for an Ultrasonic Head Control

for a Wheelchair. The system, employing

ultrasound distance ranging technology.

allows a quadriplegic in a wheelchair

independent mobility.

Raymond Kurzweil of Newton Highlands.

MA. received an honorable mention for a

Reading Machine for the Blind. It converts

ordinary printed or typed materials in any

size, style or format or print into unlimited

vocabulary, full-word synthetic English

speech at speeds up to 1 1/2 times normal

soccch.

Paul F. Schwejda of Seattle. WA received

an honorable mention for a Firmware Card

Training Disk, which turns a computer

into a mechanical pencil and paper for the

severely physically handicapped.

The final honorable mention went to

Robert E. Stepp. Ill, oi Champaign .
IL for

a Braille Word Processor, an inexpensive,

but full-powered Braille word processing

system for use by transcribers of both text

and non-text, including documents and

musical scores.
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The Choice of
RPPfS computer' Sales and Service

Apple 11 +

48K or 64K CALL
Disk II W/3.3 DOS CALL
Disk II only
All 48K s are 1981 models with Apple RAM

APPLE/// CALL
Apple III Profile Hard Disk CALL, in stock CALL

HARDWARE for Apple II/II +

CALL

#Direct Substitute for Apple Drives

T^ r

Micro-Sci A2 is a direct substitute for Apple II
drives Save $300 on a dual disk system. The A2does not include DOS software

Micro-Sci 5
- Drives for Apple || SAVE

A2, 143K .5' Drives
A2 Controller Card lor A2 Drive
A 70. 286K, 5' Drive
A 40, 160K.5" Drive
Controller Card (or A70 or A40

MONITORS
NEC

$ 395
$ 85
$489
S369
$ 79

,320k RAM substitute tor Disk System
AXLON.
RAMDISK 320K Memory System $1145

18%
15%
20%
18%
21%

SANYO:

ZENITH

12" Color
12" Green
9" B4.W

NEW 9" Green
NEW 12" B&W
NEW 12- Green

13" Color

S359
$169
$149
$159
$219
$229
$399

SAVE MISCELLANEOUS:

NEW 13" RGB Color $899
12" Green $119

20%

We are an authorized dealer and repair center and
will repair all Apple equipment regardless ol where
you purchased it, in or out of warranty Normally our
turn-around time on repairs Is 24 hours Call before
sending equipment

Repair Department
(503)772-4401

DISKETTES,5-.bo»ofio
Apple

$ t4
Maxell

, 39
Memorox j 25

80 COLUMN VIDEO CARDS:
Apple, Smarterm « 2ro
Videx Videoterm $ 249MAR Sup R Term $ 319

>V ALS: Smarterm 80 Col Card $ 269

PRINTERS:
Apple, Silentypew/ Interface $329
Qume Letter quality printer

Sprint 9 45RO $2295
Sprint 5 45RO $2395

SOFTWARE

24

22%
31%
31%
30%
30%
28%
25%
20%

21%
33%
45%

26%
18%
19%
30%

17%

20%
20%

Apple: Graphics Tablet
1 Yr Extended Warranty
IEEE-488Card

CCS: Serial Interface 7710A
Parallel Interface 7720A

Hayes: Micromodem II

Smartmodem
Keyboard Company: Joystick II

Game Paddle
Numeric Keypad

M4R: RF Modulator
SUP R FAN

if Microsoft:

Z80 Softcard
16K RAM Card

Mountain: CPS Multifunction Card
Clock/Calendar

Orange Micro Grappler
SSMAIO Serial/Para Interface

3f ALS: Smarterm 80 Col Card
Z-Card <Z-«0)
Addram 16K Card
Synergizer Package

$695
$175
$339
$139
$ 99
$299
$249
$ 45
$ 25
$119
$ 25
$ 39

$279
$159
$209
$239
$129
$159

$269
$209
$119
$549

SAVE
13%
20%
25%
22%
20%
26%
11%
10%
17%
21%
27%
25%

33%
20%
13%
15%
21%
20%
30%
22%
20%
27%

for Apple 11/11 +

Apple Software:

Pascal Software
Apple Fortran

Apple Pilot

Apple Plot

Apple Writer
DOS 3 3
DOS Tool Kit
Dow Jones News & Quotes
Dow Jones Portfolio Eval
Microcourler

Broderbund Software
Payroll

General Ledger
Apple Panic
Many Others

if Central Point Software:
Copy II Plus

Will copy most copy protected
lor your backup in 4J seconds!

Epson. MX 80 Graphics Dump
Hayden, Sargon 11 (chess)
Info, ijnlim. Easywriter (PRO)

$189
$149
$119
S 49
S 59
S 49
S 59
$ 69
S 45
$189

$269
$349
$ 21

CALL

$ 35
software

NEW!
S 9

S 29

$199

SAVE
25%
25%
27%
30%
21%
20%
22%
28%
10%
24%

30%
30%
30%
CALL

10%

30%
22%
13%

# Insofl:

Electric Duet NEW! $ 25 20%
ALD System II or III $110 10%
TransFORTH II or III J no 10%
Accounting Software $355 66%
A lull professional quality integrated GL AIR
A IP. Payroll package Hotline support available
Send lor tree sample printouts Requires 780
and 16K RAM card

Jf Micro Pro
WordStar $239 x%
Super Sort $129 36%
Mail Merger $ 79 36%
0»<» Star $ tag 36%
Spell Star $ 159 35%

Microsoft (on disks):

A.L.D.S. $110 10%
BASIC Compiler $ 299 25%
CobolBO $559 25%
Fortran 80 $149 25%
Olympic Decathlon $ 24 24%
TASC Compiler $159 22%
Typing Tutor II $ 19 30^

Peachtree Software
Personal Software

Desktop Plan II

Visicalc3 3
Visiplot

Visitrend Visiplot
Visidex
Visiterm
Visifile

Soltware Publishing:
PFS Filing/ Data Base
PFS Report

CALL CALL

$159
$159
$ 129
$199
$159
$109
$199

$ 69
$ 69

Stoneware. DB Master (new version) $ 179

21%
25%
28%
31%
30%
27%
30%

28%
28%
22%

For specific software not listed CALL
(800)547-1289

master charge

Computer Exchange
National Sales Dept. of CUSTOM COMPUTER ^B 928
Oft RnvtOSK I—I III. >»_P.O. Box 1380, Jacksonville, OR 97530



Professionals
Prices are for mail order only. Our store showroom is

126 NE "F" St., Grants Pass, OR. Store prices, which include

software service, differ from mail order prices. No mail order

sales at store. CALL ORDER DESK.

ORDERING INFORMATION:
Minimum order $100. Money Orders, Cashier Checks or Bank

Wire welcomed. Visa and MC orders add 3%. Personal or

company checks are accepted (allow 20 days to clear). Add
3% for shipping, handling and insurance; UPS ground is

standard. 6% total for UPS Blue or 10% total for foreign

orders or US Parcel Post. A. P.O. is sent by US Parcel Post.

Include your telephone number. No COD'S. Prices are

subject to change without notice. Order desk hours are

8 to 5 PST, 10 to 3 Saturdays.

REFERENCES:
Custom Computer has been an Apple dealer since 1978. Our
bank reference is First Interstate Bank (503) 776-5620. We
belong to the Chamber of Commerce. (503) 772-6293.

NO SALES TAX
Oregon Order Desk
(S03) 772-3803

TOLL FREE
NATIONAL ORDER DESK

(800)5471289

Technical Hotline
(503)772-3803

(CUSTOMERS ONLY
-PLEASE HAVE INVOICE •

OR PACKING SLIP*)

NEC
Microcomputer

32K Computer PC8001
286K Total Dual Drive PC8031
32K addon and I/O Unit PC8012
NEC PC Software

$989
$989
$589
CALL

SAVE
25%
25%
25%
CALL

A
ATARI

ATARI" 800 16K

$759
SAVE 30%

Atari 820 Printer $249 17%
Atari 810 Disk Drive $ 425 29%
Atari 410 Program Recorder $ 59 34%
Atari 16K RAM Module $ 83 27%
Atari850INterface $149 32%
Atari /Epson Cable S 29 22%
Atari Software CALL CALL

\LRU\ XEROX® 820 System II

Complete system includes monitor,

keyboard, CPU and two disk drives

With 5V4 inch dual drives

With 8 inch dual drives

$2495
$3095

SAVE
18%
19%

:®

'ST SS 3101-10 Terminal S 1295

HEWLETT
PACKARD SAVE

$ 1995 27%

$3095 18%

HP-85A Microcomputer with built-in

printer and monitor

HP- 125 New' Microcomputer
64K CPU / Terminal / Keyboard / Monitor

HP-41CV New! 2 2K Memory Calculator $ 245 25%
HP-41C Calculator $ '85 26%

Memory module tor HP41C * 25 25%
Call tor other HP equipment, software and accessories!

EPSON
MX80
MX80F/T
MX100F/T w/graphics
MX 80/ 100 Apple Interlace and Cable
MX 80 Friction feed adapter
MXSOGraftrax
MX 80/100 Atari Cable
MX 80/ 100 TRS 80 Cable

SAVE
$495 36%
$829 20%
$ 779 22%
$ 95 15%
$ 59 22%
$ 79 20%
$ 29 22%
$ 29 22%

=F=INT^TEC SUPHBRAIN
=..= SYSTEMS WHILE THEY LAST

* Superbrain 64K
Double Density

Superbrain 64K
Quad Density $2895 28%

SAVE

Corvus
_ NEW SAVE
4> 5 Meg Hard Disk $ 2995 21 %

10 Meg Hard Disk $4345 20%
20 Meg Hard Disk $ 5245 20%
Omni-Net CALL CALL
Comtellation CALL CALL
Mirror CALL CALL
Other Accessories CALL CALL

CfTECHIJ;ttlPlot350
JCOIOK PKOflSVOHAl PlOTTtR

Plotter with automatic 3 color
11* wide For Apple and Visicalc. $795 15%
Interlace to Apple II $ 79 15%
Visicalc/Apple II software. Insolt CALL CALL
Serial RS 232 Interface $209 15%

COMPUTER SYSTEMS
ACS 8000-15, 208K , 4 User
Other Altos products

$4,450
CALL

SAVE

11%
CALL

• STAR INDICATES SPECIAL VALUE

Computer Exchange
National Sales Dept. of CUSTOM COMPUTER f9 928

P.O. Box 1380, Jacksonville, OR 97530
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Working at Home:
Can Computers Help?

Thefollowing letter deals with the problem handicapped
people have finding appropriate employment. We know
our readers are creative and responsive, and we urge those

ofyou who have thoughts on the subject to correspond with
Mr. Willoughby.-EBS

Dear Editor:

Some of my handicapped friends and I wonder if your
readers can help us with a problem. The problem starts out
simple and then becomes complicated with frustrating
barriers.

We have found that most handicap situations result in a
mobility problem which effectively leaves the person home-
bound— or vehicle-bound if he is luckier.

The home computer with appropriate telephone modem
accessories seems to offer a tool with which the mobility
problem can be overcome. This tool could open up new
horizons for about 10 million disabled persons and. if effective,

could reach another 30 million senior citizens and 30 million

housewives.

This tool enables the handicapped person to do banking and
shopping by telephone from the home. The deaf person might
use the CRT presentation of the computer and flashing light

warning accessories more than the average person. The blind

person might go to a printer equipped with a Braille printhead.
The tool would enable more communication among handi-

capped people as well as giving them access to electronic

newspapers, electronic mail, and databases with library and
game categories. The problems with this solution become
numerous at this point.

The average handicapped person is in some kind of a minimum
pension situation which barely meets the expenses of just

surviving. Often the spouse of such a person has to work to

meet those expenses. The irony of the problem is that it does
not matter how highly trained the handicapped person is. This
training can be obtained through any Vocational Rehabilitation

Office. If the handicapped person is home-bound, the training

is mostly wasted when it comes to bringing home a salary. The
reasons for this are extremely subtle.

I have approached about 500 companies nationwide from
IBM. ITT. and GTF to Boeing Computer Services. Their
employment sections treat me as a disabled person seeking
employment at their local plant.

Most seem to do a mechanical matchup with available

openings against resume descriptors. From these results a
skeptic might wonder if the whole process could not be done
more efficiently by a computer.
Even writing to company executives reveals that management

and data processing systems can not handle a non-company

person working at home in a service-type of function. Most
people who do this are employees or former employees of the
companies concerned.

The problem becomes still more frustrating when a handi-

capped person uses the normal employment agencies (state.

federal and local). There are endless delays in responses with

only about 30% of the companies even bothering to acknowledge
receipt of your resume (with a form letter or postcard, of

course).

From the company point of view, perhaps there is no opening
of the nature desired. This conclusion leads to interesting

speculation about who is buying all the mcxlems and micro-

computers, as well as the purpose for wh'ch they are being
used.

The problem then becomes what kind of function and ability

can companies purchase off-site (from home-bound handicapped
persons). To suggest to companies the possible areas in which
this can be done. I have drawn a list of areas in which I have
partial or complete software for immediate use or can get it

reasonably quickly. See Figure I.

Figure I.

1. Mailing lists (3000 names/disketiel

2. Bookkeeping
3. Payroll and benefits

4. Inventory management
5. Accounting, hilling

6. Stock market management
7. Data analysis

8. Data processing

9. Statistical analysis

10. Curve fitting

1 1. Modeling
1 2. Life-cycle cost analysis

13. Vehicle/system simulation

14. Costing/pricing

15. Decision making
16. Checks/statement balancing
17. Building cost analysis

18. Efficient assignment of resources or personnel
19. Cash flow

20. PERT network analysis

21. Scheduling

22. Earth distances by spherical triangulalion and
computation

23. Plot functions

24. Annuities, loans, mortgages
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Sams offers five books designed to help you
explore the basic workings of your Apple
microcomputer. Here you'll find all of the

information necessary to understand and
use the limitless computing power of the

Apple system. With these great books from

Sams, your venture into the world of the

Apple microcomputer will be a fruitful one!

APPLESOFT LANGUAGE Beginning

programmers are given a comprehensive,

step-by-step introduction to Applesoft, the

language of the Apple II microcomputer.

No. 21811. $10.95
INTIMATE INSTRUCTIONS IN INTEGER

BASIC This complete introductory overview

of Integer BASIC enables even the most
nontechnical reader to write and use simple

programs. No. 21812. $7.95

6502 SOFTWARE DESIGN The 6502
microprocessor is the heart of your Apple

microcomputer 6502 Software Design

introduces you to programming in 6502
assembly language allowing you to perform
high-speed processing and peripheral

control not generally possible with higher-

language programs. No. 21656. $12.95
MOSTLY BASIC: APPLICATIONS FOR

YOUR APPLE* II Twenty-eight BASIC

language programs for your Apple II

microcomputer are thoroughly outlined

and discussed. These programs are useful in

all facets of the home and business.

No. 27189. $12 95
APPLE* INTERFACING You are provided

with real, tested circuits which interface to

your Apple microcomputer for remote
control, data acquisition, and control of

external electronic and electromechanical

devices No 21862 $10.95
Each book presents a different slice of the

intricate workings of your Apple

microcomputer. To take full advantage of

this powerful machine, you must
understand it from the inside out.

To order these Sams books or to get
the name of your local Sams retailer, call

toll free and reference this number:
AD145
800-428-3696

SAMS BOOKS
Howard W Sams & Co . Inc

4300 West 62nd Street, PO Box 7092
Indianapolis. IN 46206

GET TO THE CORE
OFYOUR APPLE
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forking at Home, continued.

Figure I. continued

25. Population projections

26. Department profitability and comparisons
27. Biorhythms
28. Couple conflict areas

29. Database searches I S.^tX) connect hr. plus S0.50 record
offline print)

30. Computer systems networking

31. Engineering calculations

32. Operations Research and Analysis

33. Distributed Information Networks

34. Electronic medical diagnostics and pharmaceutical
information

35. Electronic Paralegal researching

These are just a few of the areas in which a handicapped
person in a home bound situation can use a home computer to

support client companies.

The handicapped person is often either totally ignorant of

the marketplace or unable to use it effectively. In the future,

disabled people need to know how much computer power is

needed and what training is needed to become a successful

home-business person.

The above analysis is more or less oriented around my
background which includes twenty years of engineering and
computer experience. I have the 64K Radio Shack TRS-HO
Model II with the Lineprinter II and telephone modem. Any
home-bound handicapped person"s situation will fit somewhere
within the boundaries of the above analysis. My handicapped
friends have been using me as a guinea pig to find the conduit
of which I spoke before. Several social workersand counselors
are also interested.

The only thing that I have found which approximates that

conduit is Writer's Market. 9933 Alliance Rd.. Cincinnati. OH
45242. Unfortunately it only caters to writers.

Can your readers suggest other places where the home-
bound person can tap into the market? I almost forgot to

mention that there are numerous cost and lax savings associated

with using a handicapped person in a work situation. A lax

lawyer would have to describe all the details, but I have been
told that 50% or more of the cost to a client could be written

off.

Kenneth Willoughby

Box 317

Fairacres. NM 8X()33

Probably the primary obstacle facingaperson who wants to

work at home is obtaining the necessary training to understand
the goals, needs, priorities, policies, procedures, and work
specifications of the hiring company. The problem is that it is

much more difficult to train people without the immediate
feedback and correction possible in person. Telephone, mail,

or even on-line terminal communications are simply not as

effective. This communication problem also affects supervision.

It takes longer and is therefore more expensive to verify the

quality ofan employee's work without personal contact. However,

once confidence is established, and it is known that the employee
needs little supervision, remote labor is much simpler. Most
people who currently work at home have previously worked in

person at their present company for these reasons. — GB

Bill Budge's

Real
pinball flippers

make this a game of strategy

& skilled shot making

Animated shields

,

can shoot a lost ball back into play

Raster Blaster
for the Apple II and the Apple II

Plus may be the first Apple II

game that is copied for the arcade
machines. It is so technically

sophisticated and fun to play that
it is sure to attract the big arcade
manufacturers But you can get it

right now for your Apple!

Three animated claws
trap the ball if they are enabled
When three balls become
trapped, all are released for

exciting multi-ball play

Three sets of targets
/test your aim and timing

Hit all of them to enable

the claws

Plus kickers,
thumper-bumpers and
an animated spinner help to

provide unmatched realism.

Dealer inquires invited:

BudgeCo, 428 Paia Ave
Piedmont. CA 94611
(415)658-8141

VIDEO
PINBALL
FOR THE
APPLE II
Requires a 48K Apple II

Apple II .'d trademark of Apple Computer. Inc CIRCLE 151 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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High-Resolution Color Graphics
for the Apple and Atari

Graphics

Breakthrough
How many programs have you written

that would benefit from animated high-

resolution graphics? Probably several. It is

this kind of dramatic graphics that distinguish

outstanding programs from ordinary ones.

But if you've ever agonized for hours or

days just to get one image perfected, you're

probably not anxious to do it again. Now
there s a better way.

New Graphics Entry System

Today there is a new graphics system
available that is not only amazingly user-

oriented but surprisingly economical. Called

VersaWriter. it starts with an ingeniously

simple entry board consisting of a 1 4 X 1

2

high impact plastic bed with a tough clear

plastic overlay sheet. The original drawing

ordiagram is fastened with masking tape to

the plastic bed and then covered with the

clear sheet. Instead of using a light pen or

complicated electronic X-Y head, the Versa-

Writer uses a double jointed arm attached

to the top of the entry board at one end and
a magnifying lens with crosshairs at the

other end. The VersaWriter resembles a

draftsman's pantograph on a smaller scale.

At each joint in the arm of the VersaWriter

is a potentiometer. A cable from these
pontentiometers connects to the paddle input

of the computer. No special interface

electronics or board is needed. Since the

arm of the VersaWriter bends only in one
direction, each point on the plotting head
corresponds to a unique set of resistances

on the potentiometers. All that's needed
now is software to translate these resistances

into usable screen coordinates.

Exceptionally powerful software

It is in the software where VersaWriter

really stands out. VersaWriter comes with

two full disks of user-oriented software. First

it has sets of "low level'' commands for

entering, creating and copying drawings

and diagrams. Secondly, it has extensive

sets of application routines for moving,
enlarging, rotating, coloring or animating

drawings that the user has created.

Graphics Systems

Versa Writer $249.00
Kurta Graphics Tablet 695 .00

Summagraphics Digitizer 745.00

Houston Instruments Hi Pad 795.00

Apple Graphics Tablet 795.00

Of course the basic commands let you enter

a drawing freehand or by tracing it. Want a

wider brush stroke? Six widths are available.

Drawings can be independently scaled in

both the vertical and horizontal directions.

An enclosed shape may be filled in with

any of 1 06 colors. No. that is not a misprint-

By the same technique that a printing press

can create hundreds of colors from the

three primary ones, so can VersaWriter.

Here a shape (the letter A) is being

scanned. After putting it in a shape table

it may be used in other programs.

From the shape table, a shape (the letter

A) may be enlarged, rotated, colored or

moved about the screen.

Create Animation for Other Programs

The shapes you create with VersaWriter

can be used and manipulated with ease in

other programs. Up to 255 shapes can be
entered into a shape table. These shapes
may then be placed on the screen in any
position or may be overlaid on a full or

partial screen image. Animation is produced
easily by moving about a portion of the

image created by VersaWriter. For example,

by alternating between two images of an
airplane propeller it will appear to be spinning.

Other VersaWriter software includes text-

writer with which text can be added to

graphics. Upper and lower case, choice of

color, text size, direction and starting point

all may be specified.

The Area/Distance program lets you
calculate distances (or perimeters) by enter-

ing a scale and tracing a shape or map route

with the drawing arm. Areas of figures, open
and irregular, can be similarly calculated.

The software also includes sets of elec-

tronic and computer logic shapes. In addition,

an entire disk of dramatic demonstration

graphics is included. These twelve full-screen

graphics run the gamut from a fully labeled

cross section of a human skull to colored

maps to animated cartoons to an olectronk s

schematic.

Software Updates
You may have read a review of VersaWriter

that indicated that the color fill routine was
slow. It was. But not any more. Several

routines and improvements were added to

the VersaWriter software since its intro-

duction. An added feature, the Expansion

Pac. is also now available. This third disk of

software contains an area distance program,

a microscope feature, and will save your

graphics in the exact colors you prefer. It

also includes shape tables for architecture,

plumbing, electrical, circuit boards, land-

scape, chemistry, games, and more; 350
predefined shapes in all.

At Peripherals Plus, we evaluated every
graphics device. We wanted to handle the

best one regardless of price. VersaWriter

has the best performance bar none. Surpris-

ingly, it also has the lowest price, just

$299.00 for the Apple version. It requires

an Apple II Applesoft in Rom (or an Apple
II Plus), disk, and 48K memory. VersaWriter

comes complete with two disks of software,

a comprehensive instruction manual, and
a 90-day limited warranty. The additional

Expansion Pac is available for $39.95.

The Atari version, which varies slightly

from the Apple version in number and types

of functions performed, is available for

$299.00. As new updates are developed
for the Atari, Peripherals Plus will furnish

them free to all customers— just send us
the disk and we'll supply the updated
material. We make this unique offer because
it is in our best interest to have you make
the best use of your computer. We're also

convinced that if other people see your
VersaWriter in use they'll want one too.

Try VersaWriter for 30 days. If you are not

completely satisfied we II give you a prompt
and courteous refund of the full price plus

shipping both ways.
To order, specify Apple or Atari version,

send payment plus $3.00 shipping and han-

dling to Peripherals Plus. 39 East Hanover
Ave., Morris Plains, NJ 07950. (New Jersey
residents please add 5% Sales tax.) Credit

card customers should include card number
and expiration date of Visa, MasterCard or

American Express card. Credit card cus-
tomers may also call toll-free 800-63 1-8112
(in NJ 201-540-0445).

For spectacular graphics on yourcomputer,
order VersaWriter today.

39 E. Hanover Ave.,
Morris Plains, NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631-8112
(In NJ 201-540-0445)
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The Talking Wheelchair
A ComputerAge Prosthesis for
People with Communications Handicaps

Barbara Deane
For the estimated I 1/2 million people

in the U.S. who are unable to speak
intelligibly, computer science at present
can offer only the old "good news/bad
news" bromide. The good news is that,

yes. there is a "talking wheelchair" that

can communicate for them. But the bad
news is that it is not yet on the market, nor
will it be until a manufacturer is found.
The existing model was put together at

Children's Hospital. Stanford University,
through the efforts of Maurice LeBlanc.
head of its Rehabilitation Engineering
Department, and Psycho-Linguistic
Research Associates, a consulting firm in

Menlo Park, CA. that specializes in human/

11

computer interactions and Charles Lingel.

Engineering Consultant. The project was
funded by a grant from NASA's Ames
Research Center in Mountain View, CA,
and coordinated by the Stanford University

Biomedical Applications Team, a program
established by NASA in 1966 to apply aero-

space technology to the solution of bio-

medical problems.

The talking wheelchair, the formal name
for which is Versatile Portable Speech
Prosthesis or VPSP, adapts existing hard-

ware which is mounted on a wheelchair
and runs off a standard 24-volt wheelchair
battery. Software was developed by Carol
A. Simpson of Psycho-Linguistics, a Ph.D.

in linguistics and Douglas H. Williams, a

Ph.D. in psychology, who drew on their

experience in developing synthesized voice
systems for NASA.

If the VPSP has the appearance of a car
that has been put together from spare parts,

that's because it has: a typewriter keyboard
here, an old TV set there, a button from
who-knows where. The inventors aug-

mented their grant funds by using equipment
donated by manufacturers and by
scrounging. The result is cumbersome, but
it works.

Mounted behind the wheelchair in a
metal box is an S-100 bus Z-80 computer
with 16K RAM, mini-floppy disk drive and
a special interface board for the CRT and
synthesizer. Directly below that is a Votrax
Model ML-1 phoneme speech synthe-

sizer.

The speaker is in a blue wooden box on
the side of the chair. The power supply,

consisting of DC-DC converters to change
the 24-volt wheelchair power to regulated

voltages required for the computer and
synthesizer, is located underneath the chair.

Visual display is provided by a modified 5"

TV set. mounted in front on the right side

of the wheelchair on a metal shelf, facing
the user.

Controlling the System
To control the system, the user has three

choices, depending on his physical capa-

bilities. The easiest and fastest is the

keyboard (a modified standard typewriter

keyboard plugged into the computer) which
can be operated by either finger-touch or
a headstick. Software for the keyboard
user provides a total of 78 pages. Four of

these are for instructions, etc., leaving 74
blank pages of 51 2 characters each for the

user to fill in.

\

The VPSP has the
appearance of a car
that has been put

together from spare
parts.

> r*

/ Simpson. Ph.D. of Psycho-Linguistics Research
Associates, developers of software for the "Talking
Wheelchair" demonstrates the VPSP.

After pushing the red "on" button and
waiting for a 30-second warmup. the user

sees the menu, and a table of contents is

displayed in rows of four-letter codes. He
types the code he has selected, presses the

"go" key and the page appears on the

screen. If he is using a previously prepared
message which is on this page, he selects

it. presses the "talk" button and the message
is recited in the Votrax's understandable.

but-slightly-Swedish accent.

To compose messages, the user types

them out on the keyboard and they appear

Barbara Deane.
44MK.

I67S Kasha Si.. Concord. CA
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on the screen. From here, the system works
like a word processor and the user can
edit his text until he is satisfied with it.

Unless he deliberately erases it. all messages

are automatically stored in the memory
for future use. a feature that all (he

handicapped testers of the VPSP particu-

larly liked.

Additional software had to be designed
for the non-keyboard user, including a

quite different page structure. For those

unable to use a keyboard, picking out each
message individually letter-by-letter would
take too long and be too tiring. So the

joystick and single-switch versions of the

system provide a dictionary of 925 most-

used words in English, an "ask a question"

page, a "make a phrase" page, a page of

connector words, etc. For spelling out words

not in the system, there is a page of letters

laid out in columns in the order in which
they appear in English syllables.

When the system is activated, a page
structure, consisting of four columns of

words and a fifth column of instructions to

the computer, appears on the screen. A
cursor is provided to give directional

instructions.

Those who have the physical ability to

use a joystick move the cursor to the letter

or word they want, then push the "select"

button to tell the computer to execute the

command. The letter or word they select

appears in the message space, and from

then on, the editing, storing and talking

capabilities of the system are the same as

described for keyboard use.

If the user can't manage a joystick but

has some physical movement, he can use a

five-slot switch invented at Children's

Hospital and drive the cursor by placing a

hand, elbow or even a foot in one of the

four slots corresponding to the four direc-

tions in which the cursor moves. A fifth

slot is the "select" instruction to the

computer.
But those who are too severely handi-

capped even for that can still use the VPSP.
In the single-switch mode, the computer
moves the cursor and all the user has to do
is to press a button to stop the scan where
he wants it. He presses it once more and
the computer executes the command.
To use the single switch, the first thing

the handicapped person must do is select

from a list of eight scanning speeds the

speed most comfortable for him to use.

This gave Drs. Simpson and Williams one
of their many time-consuming problems
in programming.
"The simplest thing would have been to

tell the computer to double each previous

speed." Dr. Simpson said. "But when we
did that, we wound up with a first speed so

slow that nobody could stand it and an
eighth speed that no human being could

possibly keep up with."

For a system designed to make commun-
ication as easy as possible for a handicapped

To compose messages,
the user types them out
on the keyboard and
they appear on the

screen.

user, this obviously wouldn't do.

"It took much more memory and code
to come up with eight usable speeds." Dr.

Williams said. "This was an example of

user orientation. We did this project like

aerospace designs which involve the pilots

who will actually be using the system and
get their input every step of the way."

Since many users of the single switch

mode will be cerebral palsy victims who
often make spastic movements and might
hit the switch unintentionally, Simpson
and Williams provided a "verify" device.

In the "verify" mode, the cursor flashes

for a few seconds after the user stops it. If

he has made an error, he can cancel by
hitting the switch while the light is still

flashing. If he doesn't hit the switch, (he

light stops flashing and he can go on.

"In other words," Williams said, "if you
like what you have, you do nothing. This
makes it as easy as possible for the user.

Also, we found that some people developed
better muscular control after they had used
the system for a while and they didn't need
"verify" any more."

The origins of the VPSP go back to a
suggestion made to Dr. Simpson in 1975

by Dr. Kenneth Colby, director of the

Speech Prosthesis Project. Neuropsychiatric

Institute. UCLA, and to the ideas of John
Eulenberg, director of the Artificial Lan-

guage Laboratory, Department of Computer
Science, Michigan State University.

Software Design
In the software design. Charles Lingel

divided the 5 1/4" storage disk into three

parts. The first part is the same for all

three modes of operation: keyboard,
joystick and single switch. Both joystick

and single-switch operation have different

page layouts from the keyboard. Then,
additional programming had to be provided

to drive the cursor in the single-switch

operation.

Votrax now has available text-to-speech

rules in ROM. but at the time this project

began in 1978. this software was not
available. Dr. Simpson was able to borrow
and adapt rule-interpreter software by Dan
Christina/., programmer at UCLA, making
it possible to develop the program which
tells the computer how to pronounce what
the user writes.

The most time-consuming part of the

software design was working out page
layouts that would make it as easy as possible

for users to locate what they wanted. These
took nine months to rough out and another

three months to refine.

During this time. Dr. Simpson conducted
experiments on visual search times using

six different page layouts. She tried corn-

er a conference table at Children 's Hospital, Stanford University, are left to right Dr.

Simpson and Douglas Williams, Ph.D. in Psycho-Linguistics and Maurice A. LeBlanc,
chiefof the Rehabilitation Engineering Department at Children s Hospital. On the table
is the five-slot switch, invented at Children's Hospital, which enables the handicapped
person who can 't use ajoystick to work a switch by placing a hand, elbow orfoot in one of
the slots.
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DYNACOMP
Quality software for*:
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ATARI
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APPLE II Plus
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Wheelchair, continued..

binations with which people are already

familiar: alphabetical order, frequency of

usage and semantic clustering. A random
order of vocabulary items was used as a

control. Presumably, if any of the page
schemes produced a faster visual search
time than random order, it was safe to

conclude that it was making a page display

easier to use.

Eight normal-speaking adults were used
as experimental subjects in order to collect

data norms to compare later with data

collected from handicapped users. Subjects

were timed with a stopwatch.

Based on the results from these experi-

ments, Dr. Simpson designed the word
page layouts with a syntactical pattern of

columns. Alphabetical order is used for

the menu items in each column, as in Figure

1.

The columns are question word/auxiliary

verb/pronoun/verb, the syntactical order

for questions in English. An additional

column on the right (not shown) is a list of

directions to the computer.
"I started out having pages for all the

syntactic categories and pages of semantic

categories, but there was so much overlap,

people couldn't remember where anything

was," Dr. Simpson said. "I found I couldn't

remember myself. So I reduced it to the

simplest possible syntax. There's a page of

time words, place words, and the content

words are in the dictionary in alpha-

betical order."

Grammatical jargon was sidestepped

entirely. Suffixes are simply called "endings."

Use of the dictionary is made easier because

the computer remembers where it has been.

Hit the return button and it will take you
back to the last page at which you looked.

The Stanford Speech and Language
Clinic and San Francisco State University

Department of Special Education provided

subjects and research assistants for the

clinical evaluation of the VPSP. Five speech-

handicapped people were selected and
observed by the research assistants for

two weeks. One week was with their usual

method of communication (paper and
pencil, alphabet wordboard. Handivoice
1 20, etc.) One week was with the VPSP. In

each case, the VPSP proved faster than

their old methods. One cerebral palsy victim

was even using the VPSP to write poetry.

Forone subject, Sally Melancphy . a young
mother who suffers from distonia. a disease

which causes progressive loss of muscle

tone, the use of the VPSP was more than

helpful. It was life-changing. Mrs.
Melanephy took the VPSP to college with

her, and through her new-found ability to

communicate, was put in touch with another

victim of distonia who told her about an
experimental new treatment at Stanford

Medical School. After six to eight months
of treatment, her muscle tone improved
enough to allow her to get back her driver's

Figure I.

HOW ARE HE BUY
HOW MUCH CAN I COME

> > > >
WHAT COULD IT DO
WHEN DID SHE EAT
WHERE DO THEY GET
WHICH DOES WE GO
WHO HAS YOU KNOW
WHOM HAVE LIKE
WHOSE IS MAKE
WHY SHOULD PAY

WERE READ
WILL SAY
WOULD SEE

WANT
WATCH

license, ride a ten-speed bike and speak

(somewhat).

Improvement
However, not all the stories have such

happy endings. Single switch users who
could not control their muscles well enough
to operate the switch at the proper time

reported a great deal of frustration. These
were mainly cerebral palsy victims who
were always hitting the switch just before

or just after they wanted to.

"There has to be a better way to get the

cursor under their control," Dr. Simpson
said.

And in fact, they now have funding for a

new project to design something better

for people with these problems. A voice-

controlled computer is one possibility. The
user wouldn't need to speak intelligibly:

he'd need only be able to make one
consistent sound that could be used to

activate the switch.

Some changes are also projected in the

hardware. The bulky TV set and the floppy

disk will have to go, the designers say.

The biggest problems that engineering

consultant Charles Lingel had to contend

with were the power supply and cooling.

At first, they tried to get by without a fan.

but it was just too hot.

"Our disks looked like phonograph
records left out in the sun." Dr. Williams

said. "So we put in a fan, but there were

still hot spots. We had to use some of the

techniques used to redirect airflow in

aircraft."

Before a manufacturing prototype is

made, they plan to replace the disks with,

possibly, bubble memory or electrically

alterable ROM. The TV set, heavy, bulky

and subject to accidental bumping, has no
suitable replacement as yet. But the new
flat screen, with liquid crystal display sets

may offer a solution. Eventually, the entire

VPSP will be reduced to briefcase size so

that it can be carried around by ambulatory

users as well as mounted on wheelchairs.

How much will all this cost?

The inventors guess that it will be

comparable in price to a good home
computer system. But as the price of

computer hardware decreases, it is difficult

to say how much that will be by the time

the VPSP is ready for sale. For example,

the price of Votrax was $7,000 at the start

of the project; now, it costs $1,000. A
manufacturer could make it even more
cheaply by buying just the chips in volume
from Votrax.

Children's Hospital,

Stanford, owns the
rights to the VPSP;

it will give them away
to a manufacturer.

Children's Hosiptal, Stanford, owns the

rights to the VPSP; it will give them away
to a manufacturer in exchange for a promise

to make the prosthesis with all its capabilities

intact. So far. there have been no takers.

One problem is that the entire field of

voice prosthesis is so new that many third-

party payers don't even recognize the VPSP
as a prosthesis.

"Non-speaking people have mixed
disabilities— cerebral palsy, strokes, neuro-

logical diseases," said Maurice LeBlanc.

"No one organization speaks for them.

And since they're non-vocal, they can't

speak for themselves. It's a population

whose needs have not been well

addressed."

Meanwhile, the VPSP is not totally idle.

It is being used at Children's Hospital to

communicate with patients who come in

to be evaluated for other speech aids.

As so often happens, technology is way
ahead of society's readiness to make use

of it. For those who could benefit from the

VPSP. let's hope it's just a matter of time

before they have it.
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DB MASTER.
THE TOP SELLING

•li\M :fiVi =* >'.M : fiTH
JUSTGOT BETTER.
In less than a year, DB MASTER has become the top selling data

base manager for the Apple II. And for good reason. DB MASTER has the
features that make information management easy and efficient. But we
didn't stop there. You asked for more features. We listened—and made
DB MASTER even better.

MORE FEATURES IN
DB MASTER VERSION THREE.
Computed Fields. Perfect for accounts receivable,

inventory control and similar applications. Each
record may now include up to 10 computed fields.

And field values are automatically re-computed
and displayed each time a record is edited.

Totaling in the Search Mode. Tell DB MASTER
which field to total and which records to use. A
running summary of records found and the field's

sum, average and standard deviation are displayed
on the screen.

Audit Trail. Option to automatically print each new
record as it is entered.

NEW REPORT GENERATOR
OPTION CAPABILITIES:

n Number Formatting with commas.
a Auto-Date Record Selection for printing daily,

monthly or annual reports.

D Printing of averages and standard deviation
when printing column totals.

d Ability to make last minute changes in printer

and report parameters.

PLUS THE FEATURES
THAT MADE DB MASTER NUMBER 1.

Dynamic Prompting T".User designed screen forms.
Short form capability. Powerful report generator.
Custom DOS for faster retrieval and program
chaining. Automatic data compaction. Password
file protection. Multiple sort keys for fast, conven-
ient records retrieval. And much, much more.

* 1981 STONEWARE INCORPORATED
•DB MASTER is a registered trademark of DB MASTER Associates
Data Interchange Format and DIF are registered trademarks of Software Arts Inc.

Vlsicalc and Visiplot are registered trademarks of Personal Software tnc
Executive Secretary is a registered trademark of Personal Business Systems Inc.

Apple II is a registered trademark of Apple Computer

MORE POWER WITH
DB MASTER UTILITY PAK #1.
Restructure. Modify a file format without re-

entering your records. Add, delete, move, modify
or re-name fields—even add new computed fields

to existing files.

Interface. Move data back and forth between your
DB MASTER files and Data Interchange Format
(DIF)* text files. Exchange data with Visicalc*. Visi-

plot*, Executive Secretary*, etc., or your own pro-
grams.

Replicate. Duplicate everything in your DB MASTER
files except the records. Use the replicates for

monthly or yearly files, or send them for data entry
at multiple locations.

Merge. Combine data from two or more files with
the same format (such as Replicates) into one file.

Special "Selective Merge" and "Merge and Delete"
options can maintain separate active and inactive

files, build subfiles, and many similar tasks.

UPDATE YOUR DATA BASE MANAGEMENT
WITH DB MASTER VERSION THREE.

See the new DB MASTER Version Three at your
local computer store. Put it through its paces. Then
add the power of Utility Pak #1 , the first in a planned
series of Utility Paks.

If you're a registered owner of an earlier version of

DB MASTER, send one or both of your program
diskettes, plus $15.00. to STONEWARE for an
update to Version Three.
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"We're going to be doing all our type-

setting right here, on TRS-80's." That was
just one of the many statements I heard

back in June of 1980 when I started with

Creative, and I didn't pay much attention

to it at the time. I had no hint that

computerized typesetting and I would
become linked in a turbulent affair which
would span months of frustration, triumph

and despair.

The prototype system arrived a few

days later. Gathered with a crowd of

onlookers. I watched as the three crucial

components were integrated. There was
the familiar TRS-80 Model 1 with expansion

interface and two disk drives, there was
an Alpha Comp typesetting machine, and
lying between them, the G2 interface. It

was. indeed, a prototype, housed in a

cardboard box and hand labelled. The
interface took ASCII data from Electric

Pencil or Scripsit files and translated it

into codes understandable by the Alpha
Comp. The box was the heart and brains

of the system. The box was the crucial

link. The box almost worked.

Irwin Gretsco. father of the G2 interface,

gave us a demonstration. "Now is the

time for all good men to come to the aid

of their party." he typed on the TRS-HO.

This was followed by a few control codes,

and a few instructions to the Alpha Comp.
"Here it comes." he said. We all craned
forward, staring at the single-line LED
display of the typesetting machine. There
were hums and whirrs. Letters appeared,

showing the text being set. "Now is the

time for all goo men tocome tothe aid of

their party."

Irwin mumbled something and pro-

ceeded to make a few solder changes in

David Lubar

the interface, ignoring the suggestion that

he might want to turn off the power first.

Another runthrough produced similar

results. We were informed that there must

be heavy industry in the area fouling up
the power lines. Since our heavy industry

neighbors at the time were a pizzeria and

a deli, this didn't seem likely. The trouble

was finally traced to a bad cable, and

glitch number one vanished; making way
for glitch number two. Fortunately, these

early glitches soon gave way to transient

problems which, while harder to trace,

did less damage.
We began typesetting on premises (and

on the premise that a new interface would

take care of the problems in the prototype

unit). The system still garbled an occasional

line, but worked well enough to cut down
on the amount of work being sent out for

typesetting. A new interface was delivered

within a few weeks. This one had a metal

case, and wreaked no havoc on misquotes

of Thomas Paine. The typesetters were

getting used to the system, learning the

meaning of DOS ERROR 22. and the

value of triple backup disks. One could

become an instant hero by reviving a dead
disk. The people in typesetting and software

discovered the meaning of synergy. Tech-
nology had finally caught up with us.

Still, the box had a habit of breaking

down just before an issue deadline, pro-

ducing frantic trips to the "professional"

typesetter. The third box had even more
bugs ironed out. and everything finally

68

seemed to run smoothly. Well, not quite.

Now that the box was working, it was
time for the Alpha Comp to go flaky. I

had the misfortune of being present during

the first paper jam.

The fix involved turning the monster

on its side, removing innumerable screws,

and carefully peeling away pieces of paper

from a razor-sharp knife poised on a spring

control. Volunteering for the job once. I

was blessed with it for life. Meanwhile,

the typesetters were learning new joys.

such as end-of-paper lights that didn't go

on. fonts that couldn't tolerate any dust.

and other random problems. But the thrill

of seeing type roll out of the processor

somehow made up for these minor aggra-

vations.

There is a happy ending to this phase

of the story. The system works almost all

the time, allowing us to set the entire

magazine, along with Microsystems and
SYNC, right down the hall from the

editorial offices. Between magazines, the

typesetters also manage to set many of

the new books published by Creative

Computing Press, and all the documenta-
tion for Creative Computing Software

packages. In-home typesetting definitely

gives a boost to productivity.

Soon after this, the company moved to

larger headquarters, taking over a building

that had previously been a printing plant.

In one of the rooms, as if a reminder of

how far we'd come, sat a huge beast known
as a hot-lead machine. This combination
furnace and die caster creates type from

molten metal, and probably doubles as a

sauna. After a consultation with our
efficiency expert, we decided to ignore

the machine and stick with computers.
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EXCITING NEWS FOR TRS-80" MODEL III USERS!

Standard & Poor's unique software and
data system—STOCKPAK—can help you

manage your investments like

a Wall Street Professional! Now for

TRS-80 Model I and Model III users too!

STOCKPAK not only delivers a "stand-alone" Port-

folio Management System but also gives you the soft-

ware for Standard & Pcx>rs monthly Common Stock

Data Service (available to TRS-80 owners on a sub-

scription basis). With STOCKPAK and the Data Ser-

vice you command one of the most powerful and
versatile investment tools available.

Here's HowSTOCKPAK Will Help You:

A 900 COMPANY DATA BASE SERVICE

Monthly Data Service subscribers receive a diskette

containing 30 vital financial items on 900 of the most
widely traded stocks (S&P "500" and 400 NYSE, ASE
andOTC issues). Accompanying this monthly diskette

is an Investors Newsletter highlighting important fi-

nancial news and investment strategies, with sugges-

tions for maximizing the usefulness of the system.

STOCKPAK SELECTION SYSTEM

The heart of STOCKPAK is a powerful, analytical

stock selection tix>l which enables investors to choose

stocks which meet their investment criteria. For exam-
ple, you may wish to select only those oil and gas stocks

with price/earnings ratios of less than 7 and yields of6%
or more. Once a group of stocks has been selected, you
can store it as a separate data file for continuing use.

REPORT WRITER

You can define the report formats you would like to

see on those stocks meeting your investment objec-

tives. Hundreds of calculations and ratios that you

define can be sorted, averaged or totalled, and dis-

played on video screen or optional printer.

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Now you can effectively evaluate and manage your
own stock portfolio of up to 100 securities with as many
as 30 transactions for each. You can record "buy" and
"sell" transactions, price and dividend information and
stock splits for instant retrieval, for record keeping and
tax purposes. You can measure actual performance or
create hypothetical situations to help you make "buy"
or "sell" decisions.

HOW TO ORDER STOCKPAK

STOCKPAK is designed exclusively for TRS-80
users with 32K business systems with two mini-disk
drives. You can obtain the basic software and sample
Data Base, plus a comprehensive User's Manual from
your local Radio Shack Store for only $49.95. The
STOCKPAK Monthly Data Updating Service can be
ordered directly from Standard ck Poor's for $200 an-
nually, or from the order form provided in the basic

package you purchase from Radio Shack.

W
Standard & Poor's Corporation

25 BROADWAY, NHW YORK, NY l(XX)i (212) 248-3993
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Typecasting, continued.

Eight Inch Blues

So. the system could take anything

written under Electric Pencil or Scripsit

and turn the text into typeset strips. That
was fine for the typesetters, but left the

editorial staff with one small problem.

Most of us use systems with eight-inch

disks. For example, the system 1 had
inherited from my predecessor was an

Altair running Electric Pencil under CP/M;
the editor uses a SOL. the publisher has

an Imsai. and two other eight-inch CP/M
systems were lurking about. We had been
told that the typesetting system might be
able to handle eight-inch disks, but had
no clue as to how to achieve that goal.

Dual Omicron drives had been connected
to the IKS-NO when the system was first

set up. This allowed data to be read into

the computer, but didn't seem to catch

the attention or interest of the interface.

Our resident hardware man at the time

lMMW\riWIHI
Text can either be entered directly

into the Alpha Comp. or placed on
disk first. The disk storage is preferrable

for articles since it simplifies changes.

The text contains embedded commands
for the typesetting machine. For exam-

ple, the equal sign indicates the start

of a paragraph, and the percentage

sign marks the end of a paragraph.

The obvious question from here is.

what if you want to print one of the

reserved signs? This is taken care of

by the memory capability of the Alpha
Comp. It can store up to 1024 reserved

characters. These memory fills are desig-

nated in the text with the syml

where N indicates which character to

use. For instance, if a % is needed in

the text, it can be designated as memory
fill number 1. Then, whenever the text

contains the symbols to 1 (a
. it will print

a percentage sign. While this might

seem to be a bit of a bother to enter

into the text, don't forget that text is

entered under Electric Pencil. Global

search and replace takes the drudgery

out of such tasks. The font is also

controlled by text commands. A typical

font disk for the Alpha Comp (this is

the delicate item, dust being attracted

to the combination of glass and film)

contains three typefaces, usually stan-

dard, italic, and bold. With a command
embedded in the text, the font can be

changed at any time. One sentence

can be in normal type. The next can
be in italics. And another sentence or
word can be in boldface type.

After the text is entered, hardcopy
is produced and sent around for final

editing. The changes are made on the

disk, and it's time to typeset. First, the

Alpha Comp is turned on. and any
memory fills are defined. Then the

command mode of Electric Pencil is

used to set print parameters. Next, with

a simple control-P, the characters start

flowing through the interface and into

the Alpha Comp. The flow continues

without interruption unless a word won't

fit on the end of a line. In such cases,

the Alpha Comp beeps and waits

patiently for the operator to hyphenate

the word. Optional hyphens can be

inserted allowing the machine to select

the break which will produce the

most even line of print. The text appears

in a small window, and is sent to special

paper inside the machine. After the

text is finished, the paper is removed
and put through a processor. This

device, which resembles a mangier and

is filled with chemicals that can strip

the flesh from mortal bones, magically

turns strips of paper into useable type.

Voila! The article is typeset and ready

for the art department. The entire

process takes place within these very

walls. From manuscript to camera-ready

boards, we do it all for you.

was sure he could effect a simple solution.

Unfortunately, his efforts, over a period

of a month, left us with a fix that did

nothing whatsoever. He is no longer with

us.

Determined to continue using the Altair.

I got together with a software pro and
decided to trash the original approach,

starting fresh. Together, we came up with

an idea that actually worked; just send

the file right to the interface using the

CP/M TYPE command. The next day,

text was streaming off eight inch disks in

typesetting. Those of us using Altairs.

Inisais. and other vintage models breathed

a sigh of relief. Those four-thousand word
articles no longer had to be split into

several disk files, and DOS ERROR 22 no
longer reared its ugly head. Now. if I

could only find out what's wrong with the

top area of RAM in the Altair....

Changes
A few months after the eight-inch

problem was resolved, the now-flaky TRS-

80 was replaced with a seemingly more
reliable LNW. This killed the eight-inch

interface, making it necessarv to download

ASCII files from the Altair' to a TRS-80.

using LDOS. then take these files to the

LNW. (If that description sounds to you
like alphabet soup, you aren't alone.)

While the above may suggest (hat (here

are a few problems with the system, there

are also definite advantages. The ability

to keep track of a manuscript from start

to finish is a great asset for any magazine.

Also, duplication of work is avoided When
one of the staff writes an article, it doesn't

have to be re-typed by the typesetting

department. They can take the text right

from the disk. Those horrendous monthly

deadlines can be extended slightly because

of the time saved here, so articles thai

would have been two weeks late are now
only one week late. Eventually, we plan

to set up a system that will translate files

from any disk format. Already, some
manuscripts for Microsystems and Creative

Computing are taken straight from the

author's disks, though it might be some

time before the process is applied to SYNC
magazine. The next step might be modems;

we'll keep you posted. D

Sample text with embedded commands.

The font is also controlled by text commands. A typical font disk for the Alpha

Comp (this is the delicate item, dust being attracted to the combination of

glass and film) contains three typefaces, usually standard, italic, and bold.

With a command embedded in the text, the font can be changed at any time. One

sentence can be in normal type. <The next can be in italics>. And another

sentence or word can be in #boldface> type.%
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COMPUTER CENTER
31 East 3 1 it St. (between Matf/«on A Park A v*.j New York ^v
480 Lexington Ave. (between 46th A 47th St.) New York ^.
21 West Street (1 Block from Bklyn Butt. Tun.) New York 1

presenting the LARGEST SELECTION OF SOFTWARE EVER ASSEMBLED.

for ATARI® • APPLE® • PET® • TRS-80® and other Microcomputers

at SUPER DISCOUNT
ATARI

O MISSILE COMMAND {AH 35 95
Q ASTEROIDS (AT) 3595
D SPACE INVADERS (AT) 3595
O ASSEMBLER DEBUG (AT) 5395
O BASKETBALL (AT) 35 95
D VIDEO EASEL LIFE (AT) 3595
D SUPER BREAKOUT (AT) 3595
O MUSIC COMPOSER (AT) 53 95
O COMPUTER CHESS (AT) 28 00
D 3 D TIC TAC TOE (AT) 35 95
O STAR RAIDERS (AT) 44 95
O PADDLES (AT) 17 95
O JOYSTICKS (AT) 1795
O PERSONAL FINANCE (AT . 69 95

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL
D ADVENTURE 40 (APT) 6 25
O ADVENTURE (12 3) (D| (AT.APT) ...35 95
a ADVENTURE (4 5 6) |D| (AT APT) 35 95
D ADVENTURE (7.6.91 |0| (AT.AP.T) 35 95
O ADVENTURE (10 11.12) |0| (AT.AP.T) 3595
D ADVENTURE (specify 1-12) (APT AT) 1795
D PROJECT OMEGA (T) |D| 22 50
O PLANETOIDS |0] (API 17 95
O MEAN CHECKERS MACHINE (T) 17 95
O DR CHIPS (T> 17 95
Q KID-VENTURE 1 (APT) 1795
Q LUNARLANOER (TAT) 1795
Q MOUNTAIN SHOOT |AT| 695
Q SLAG (T| 1795
D STAR TREK 3 5 (ATT) 17 95
OSTARTREK35 |D| (T| 1795
OSUNDAVQOLF (AT).. 1355
D ZOSSED IN SPACE (T) 17 95
O SILVER FLASH (T) 1795
O SILVER FLASH |0| (T) 17 95
Q MISSILE ATTACK (T> . 17 95
D STAR SCOUT (T) 17 95
D GALACTIC EMPIRE (ATT) 17 95

AVALON HILL
a MIDWAY (ATAPPT) 1350
O NUKE WAR (ATAPPT) 1350
O PLANET MINERS (ATAPPT) 1350
Q CONVOY RAIDER (AT.AP.P.T) 13 50
D B1 BOMBER (ATAPPT) 1350
O LOROS OF KARMA (ATAPPT) 1600
Q CONFLICT 2500 (ATAPPT) 13 50
O TANKTICS (ATAPPT) 2150

SPECTRUM COMP.
a GALACTIC CHASE AT |D| 26 95
Q GALACTIC CHASE AT 22 50

CRYSTAL CORIP.
WORLD WAR III AP. AT |DJ .26 95

Q GALACTIC QUEST AP AT [0| 2695
Q WATERLOO AP. AT (D) 4495
Q HOUSE OF USHER AP. AT [D] 26 95
D QUEST FOR POWER AP AT |D| 35 95
O FANTASYLAND2041 AP AT |D| 5395
Q SANDS OF MARS AP. AT |D| 35 95
a PROTECTOR AP. AT |D| 35 95
D FORGOTTEN ISLAND AP. AT |D) 35 95
O LASAR WARS AP AT |D| 26 95
O IMPERIAL WALKER AP AT [D] 26 95
D LITTLE CRYSTAL AP. AT |D| 35 95

EPVX-AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS
a TUESDAY QUARTERBACK |D| (APT) 26 95
O STAR WARRIOR [C.O| (AP.AT.T) 3595
D THREE PACK |D| (AP.P.T) 4500
D STARFLEET ORION |C.O| (APT) 22 80

It you don't tee it

lined, write...

we probebly have
It In •tockt

Check program desired

Complele ordering information

and mail entire ad

Immediate Shipments Irom stock

KEY:
AT-Atari
AP-Apple
P-Pet
T-TRS-80
C-Cassette
D-on Disc.
If not marked-Cassette

ATARI is a trademark ol ATARI INC
APPLE is a trademark ol APPLE COMPUTER INC
IRS-eTJ is a trademark ol IAN0V CORP
PET is a trademark ol C0MM000RE BUSINESS MACHINES

Prices subject lo change without notice

EPTX-AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS
D STARFLEET ORION |C| (PT) 22 50
O INVASION ORION |C D| (AP.AT.T) 22 50
O INVASION ORION |C| (PAT) 22 50
O TEMPLE OF APSHAI |D| (APT) 35 95
Q TEMPLE OF APSHAI |C| (P.T) 35 95
D DATESTONES OF RYN [D.C| (AP.AT.T) ... 17 96
D OATESTONESOF RYN |C] (PAT) 17 95
DMORLOC TOWER |C D| (AP.T) 17 95
DMORLOC TOWER |C| (PAP) 17 95
D RESCUE AT RIGEL |C D| (AP.AT.T) 26 95
D RESCUE AT RIGEL |C| (P.AT) 26 95

HELLFIRE WARRIOR |D| (APT) 35 95
Q HELLFIRE WARRIOR |C| (P| 35 95

MS FIVE SOFTWARE
a ATTACK FORCE (T) 14 30
D GALAXY INVASION (T) 14 30
Q METEOR MISSION II |T| 14 30
Q SUPER NOVA |T I 14 30
D COSMIC FIGHTER (T| 14 30
D ROBOT ATTACK (T) 14 30

MED SYSTEMS
O DEATH MAZE 5000 (API |D| 17 95
O OEATH MAZE 5O00 IT) 1345
O LABYRINTH (T| 13 45
DRATSREVENGE IT) 13 45
D REALITY ENDS (T) 13 45

CAUF. PACIFIC
a ULTIMA (AP) |D| 35 95
D AKALAPETH (AP) |0| 3150
O APPLE OIOS (AP) [D| 26 95
O FENDER BENDER (AP) [D] 22 50
Q RASTER BLASTER (AP) |0| 24 00
O BUDGE S SPACE ALBUM (AP) |0| 35 95
D BUDGES TRILOGY (AP) |0| 26 95

SUB-LOGIC
a 3D GRAPHICS (AP) 45 00
O 3D GRAPHICS |D| (API 53 00
Q A-2 FS1 FLIGHT SIMULATOR (AP) 22 00
D A-2FS1 FLIGHT |D| (AP) 29 00
O T60-FS1 FLIGHT SIMULATOR (T) 23 CO
D 3D GRAPHICS (T) 26 50

SIRIUS SOFTWARE
a OUTPOST (AP) [0| 26 95
D EPOCH (AP) |D| 31 50
n SNEAKERS (AP) |D| 26 95
a GORGON (AP) [0| 33 00
O CYBER STRIKE (AP) |D| 3600
O PHANTOM FIVE (AP) |D| 26 95
Q SPACE EGGS (AP) [D] 24 00
D ORBITRON (AP) |D| 26 95

SIR-TECH
a WIZARDRY |AP)|D| 44 95
D GALACTIC ATTACK (AP) [D] 26 95

CAVALIER SOFTWARE
a ASTEROID FIELD (AP) [0| 22 50
D STAR THIEF (AP) |D| 26 95
D BUG ATTACK (AP) [D] 26 95

MICROSOFT SOFTWARE
a ADVENTURE |D| (APT) 25 50
U ASSEMBLY DEVELOPMENT [0| IT) . 65 00
D BASIC COMPILER |D| (T) 175 00
a EDITOR/ASSEMBLER (Tl 25 50
O FORTRAN COMPILER |D| (T) 65 00

LEVEL III BASIC IT).... 44 00
O MuMATH |D| |T) 64 00
Q OLYMPIC OECATHALON |D| (TAP) 25 00
D OLYMPIC DECATHALON (T) 20 00
O TYPING TUTOR (APT) 13 55
D TYPING TUTOR [D[ (AP) 22 50
O Z-60 SOFTCARO |D| (AP) 315 00
a 16k RAM BOARD (AP) 165 00

MICRO LAB
a CROWN OF ARITHIAN (AP) |D] 31 50
D DATA FACTORY (AP) |D| 13000
D DOG FIGHT (AP) |D| 26 95
O MAD VENTURE (AP) |D| 22 50

PERSONAL SOFTWARE
O DESK TOP PLAN II |D| (AP) 17500
D VISICALC |D| IAT.P.AP) 17000
O VISIDEX (AP) [D| 17000
O VISIPLOT (AP) |0| 16200
O VISITERM (AP) |D| 135 00
D VISITREND (AP) |D| 21000
D VISIFILE IAP) |D| 22000

STRATEMC SIMULATIONS
a SHATTERED ALLIANCE [0| (AP) 5150
Q COMPUTER BISMARCK [D| (APT) 5150
D MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL [D| (AP) 31 SO
O COMPUTER CONFLICT [01 (AP) 3500
D COMPUTER NAPOLEONICS [0[ (AP) 51 SO
D COMPUTER OUARTERBACK [D| (AP) 35 00
a COMPUTER AIR COMBAT |0| (AP) 51 50
D WARP FACTOR |D[ (AP) 3500
Q CARTELS 6 CUTHROATS |D| (AP) 5150
O OPERATION APOCALYPSE [D| (AP) 51 50
D TORPEDO FIRE [D[ (AP) 5150

ON LINE SYSTEMS
a JAWBREAKER [0| AT 26 95
Q SOFT PORN ADVEN |D| AP. AT 26 95
a HI RES ADVEN >0 [0| (AP) 17 95
O HI RES ADVEN »1 [D| (AP) 22 50
D HI RES ADVEN 12 |D| (AP.AT) 29 00
D HI RES ADVEN 43 JDJ (AP) 31 00
D HI RES ADVEN 44 [D| (AP) 31 50
O HI-RES FOOTBALL |D| (AP) 3600
O HI-RES SOCCER |D| (AP) 26 95
O HI-RES CRIBBAGE [D] (AP) 22 50
Q MISSILE DEFENSE [D| (AP) 2695
a SUPERSCRIBE II |D| (AP) 115 00

BRODERRUNO SOFTWARE
a GALACTIC EMPIRE (AP) |D| 22 50
a GALACTIC TRADER (AP) [0| 22 50
D GALACTIC REVOLUTION (AP) |D| 22 50
D GALACTIC TRIOLOGY (T) [D] 3595
TAWALAS REDOUBT (AP) |D| 2695

D HYPER HEAD ON (AP) [D| 22 50
D GALAXY WARS (AP) |D| 22 50
O ALIEN RAIN (AP) |D| 20 00
D APPLE PANIC (AP) [D| 2695
D ALIEN TYPHOON (AP) [D| 22 50
D SNOGGLE ID) (AP) 32 95

SYNERGISTIC SOFTWARE
a DUNGEON 6 WILDERNESS |0| (AP) 2900
Q ARCTURUS [D] (AP) 3150
O ODYSSEY [D| (AP) 2500
O WILDERNESS |D| (AP) 1600
D PROGRAM LINE EDITOR [D| (AP) 3600
O THE LINGOUIST (AP| |D| 36 00
D HIGHER GRAPHICS II (AP) [Dl 3100
a HIGHER TEXT II (AP) |D| 3100

ARCADE PLUS
D GHOST HUNTER (AT) 2695
D GHOST HUNTER (AT) [D| 31 50

SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
D PERSONAL FILING SYSTEM

I
AP) |0| 65 50

PFS REPORT (AP) |D[ 65 50

K-RYTE
O KRAZY SHOOTOUT (AT) CARTRIDGE 44 95

TS PROOUCTS
PADDLES I API 36 00

O JOYSTICKS (AP) 56 00

Ship the above programs as checked to

Mr /Mrs

Address

City

State Zip.

Number ol Programs Ordered. .. .

Amount ot order

N Y residents add Sales Tan

Add shipping anywhere in the US 3.00

Total amount enclosed

Charge my D Master Charge D Visa

I have a
Name ol Computer

Signature

K memory card No
CREAT COMP/MAR 1982 Personal Checks please allow 3 weeks

- Expires

Ma,,to. diqibytB SYSTEMS CORP.
31 East 31st Street. New York. NY. 10016

OUTSIDE NEW YORK CALL TOLL FREE (800) 221-3144
IN NEW YORK CALL (212) 889-8130

__rt|ces subject tt

c

hange withounwtic^ ^ , N NEw YORK CAL|_ (212) ejajg^ejjo ^
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Steve Olsson

The procedure outlined below
enables adventuresome Atari u

upgrade HK memory boards to InK.

While savings of up to $100 per board

are possible, users should be aware
that this mollification voids the warranty

oh the memory boards.

If you have an Atari 800 with two 8K
memory boards and don't want to upgrade

memory by throwing away two expensive

modules, you can now upgrade them to

two 16Ks for a fraction of the cost of new
16K boards. This upgrade can be done by

almost anyone, and does not require

extensive hardware knowledge. All it takes

is a bit of soldering. The theory is as

follows:

The 41 16 dynamic memory is a very

popular memory' chip used by. among
others. Apple. TRS-80. and Atari. This

chip is inexpensive and readily available.

Sieve Olsson. 33M Clipper Dr.. Chino. CA 91710.

It is arranged as a 16K x 1 in a sixteen pin

DIP and comes in many different speeds.

The 4116 memory also has a half brother,

the 4108. The 4108 is very similar to the

4116. except it is arranged as an 8K x 1.

In reality, the 4108 chip is a 41 16. Besides

the label, there is only one real difference:

the 4108 is a 4116 that has a problem.

When the chips are manufactured, bad

ones are thrown into the reject pile and
good ones are shipped. From the reject

pile some chips are again sorted and
shipped. Chips with the upper half bad

and lower half good are sold as 4108-A.

and those with the upper half good are

sold as 4108-B.

Atari now buys a 4108 chip and accesses

only the good half of it on the 8K memory
board. If Atari were to install completely

good 4116 memory chips and access the

entire chip, a 16K memory board would
result.

The point is. instead of throwing away
the 8K module (which is nearly identical

to the 16K module), why not replace the

8K memory chips with 16K memory chips?

Several jumper options must be changed,

and the 8K memory must be removed

72

from its sockets and replaced with 41 16s.

The whole process is extremely easy and
should take about 30 minutes.

In order to begin the procedure, the

first thing to do is order eight 41 16 RAMS
per board being upgraded from a local

supply house. (Care must be taken to

choose a reputable supplier. The parts

should be guaranteed 100% operational).

The cost of the chips ranges from $30 to

S60. The chips must to have a maximum
access time of 200 nS in order to work in

the Atari.

Once the 4116s are in hand, open the

top of the Atari and remove an 8K memory
module. Remove the two screws that hold

the memory module together. Pop off the

metal cover and snap open the module

along the edge connector. The circuit

board now lifts out of the module.

Six jumpers on the front (component

side) of the board labeled A. B. C. D. E. F
are now exposed. They are actually

resistors of very low value but function as

jumpers only.

The edge connector is labeled 1-22 on

the front and A-Z on the back. (Notice

omitted letters G. 0. 0- 1 due to similarities

March 1982 '- Creative Computing



in shape.) The letters connected together

by small pieces of etch are: U-T. S-R. and
N-P. Also notice the etch from W to Z501
pin 15. All of these small etches must be

completely removed with a razor blade

or X-acto knife.

Atari was nice enough to add solder

holes to all of the connections which must
now be soldered. Connectors to be soldered

together with small pieces of wire are:

Z501 pin 15-U. T-S. PR. and M-N.
On the front side of the board, jumper

Program 1.

10 GRAPHICS 8
20 SETCOLOR 2,0,0
30 COLOR 1

40 FOR Y=0 TO 159
50 PLOT 0,Y
•60 DRAW TO 319,

Y

70 NEXT Y

C must be installed and all other jumpers
removed. On the back of the board a

very small solder connection must be made
to the connector H as far away from the

edge as possible. This wire must be added
to hook that signal to jumper D on the

side next to the letter (as shown in Figure

4). Make this connection from the back
of the board even though the letter is on
the front of the board.

The next step is to remove the 8 DIPs
labeled C503. C505. C507, C509. C511.
C513. C515. and C517 from their sockets

and replace them with the 41 16s. Replace

the board in the module, screw it back
together, and the modification is

finished!

In order to test the memory, use the

following procedures: Insert only the

module under test into the Atari then use

the ?FRE(0) command to see if the Atari

recognizes an increase in memory. If

everything looks OK at this point, use

graphics 8 mode. Type SETCOLOR 2. 0.

0. which makes the background black. If

no spots appear, make the screen white

by using Program 1. If. after running this

program, there are no holes in the screen

pattern, assume the last 8K of memory
has no solid errors.

Program 2.

2 Xl«=14*256
4 X2-65*256
6 X-14

10 POKE 106,X:GRAPHICS
20 FOR X-Xl TO X2
30 POKE X.255
40 NEXT X
45 FOR X=Xl to X2
50 IF PEEK (X)<>255 THEN PRINT
"ERR-";X
60 POKE X,0
70 NEXT X
80 FOR X=X1 TO X2
90 IF PEEK (X)O0 THEN PRINT
"ERR-";X
100 NEXT X

After this test run Program 2 to check
more of the memory. This program checks
each memory location (without interfering

with Basic) and reports failures to the

screen. A few failures could mean there

are some bad chips; many failures probably

mean the module was wired wrong or the

chips are very bad. The failure will probably

have to be determined from the failure

report generated by Program 2. which
reports the address of failure. PEEK and

POKE must be used to determine which

bit is bad. Program 2 cannot check the

first 5K of memory in the module, but if

the program runs without strange things

happening it is probably all right.

If a memory board is known to be good,
place it in slot 1 in memory. If the total

memory is now 24K, change lines in Pro-
gram 2 to:

2 XI = 32*256

4 X2 = 96*256
6 X = 32

If the total memory is 32K, change
lines in Program 2 to:

2 XI = 64*256

4 X2 =128*256
6 X = 64

The program can now be run. This will

completely test the new memory module,
and will take about 10-14 minutes to run.

If you had only one 8K module that is

now a sixteen, you will have to hope the

first 5K of memory is good until you get

more. The first 5K is impossible to test

with only one module.
If your computer passes all these tests,

the memory in your Atari has just been
doubled. If you have any trouble that is

not understandable and have rechecked
the procedure to verify that it was done
right, you probably have bad RAMs.

This simple procedure will, I hope, save

many people lots of money, allowing them
to operate with a disk drive and have
plenty of memory left for the other
programs.

Photo I, The open NK module..

Photo 2. The component side of the

memory board.

Photo .V Close up of the lumpen AT

Photo A. Correctly installed I6K jumpers
on hack of board.

Photo S. The etch side of the completed nuxl

r
1 nmniiini"

Photo 2.

Phot,. X Photo I Photo S.
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FEBRUARY SPECIALS
r\

EPSON
MX-80

INTERFACES & CABLES

IEEE $55 RS-232 $70.

APPLE INTERFACE & CABLE $90.

TRS-80 CABLE $35.

$159.00

NEC GREEN 1 2 MONITOR
JB 1201M

PERSONAL
COMPUTERS

CALL OMEGA TOLL FREE!
WEST COAST

1-800-235-3581
OMEGA SALES CO.

3533 Old ConejoRd. #102
Newbury Park, CA 9 1320

1-805-499-3678

CA TOLL FREE 1-800-322-1873 r\

EAST COAST
1-800-556-7586

OMEGA SALES CO.
12 Meeting St.

Cumberland, Rl 02864
1-401-722-1027

OMEGA SALES COMPANY
We Accept C.O.D.'s • Stock Shipments Same Day or Next • No Surcharge for Credit Cards • All Equipment Factory

Fresh w/MFT Warranty • We Carry the Complete Line of Personal Software • Prices do not Reflect Shipping Charges

Rhode Island and California residents please add 6% Sales Tax



/NEC PC-8023 Printer $629.00

NEC 5510 Spinwriter (7710) 2345.00

NEC 5520 Spinwriter (7720) 2695.00

NEC 5530 Spinwriter (7730) 2345.00

NEC JC 1 201 M(A) - Color 1
2" Monitor 359.00

NEC JB 1201 M 12 "Green Monitor 159.00

Okidata Microline-80 379.00

Okidata Microline-82A 499.00

Okidata Microline-83A 729.00

Diablo630 1995.00

Apple II Plus48K 1 199.00

Apple Disk w/3.3 DOS Controller 569.00

Apple Disk w/o Controller 469.00

Hazeltine 1420 799.00

Northstar Horizon II 32K QD 2925.00

Anadex DP-9500/9501 1249.00

Televideo 910 559.00

Televideo912C 669.00

Televideo 920C 729.00

Televideo 950 929.00

CBM8032 Computer 1 149.00

CBM 8050 Disk Drive 1349.00

CBM4032 Computer 1029.00

CBM 4040 Disk Drive 1029.00

CBM 4022 Printer

CBMVIC-20
Leedex/Amdek 100G
Leedex/Amdek Color — 1 13" Color Monitor . . .

Microtek 1 6K Ramboard for Atari 800

Microtek 32K Ramboard for Atari 400 and 800

649.00

269.00

169.00

329.00

79.00

149.00

Qume Sprint 9/45 (Full Panel) 2295.00

Atari 400 16K 349.00

Atari 825 Printer 599.00

Atari 850 Interface 139.00

Atari 830 MODEM 159.00

Atari 810 Disk Drive 449.00

Atari 800 16K 749.00

Epson MX-70 349.00

Epson MX-80 449.00

Epson MX-80 FT 549.00

EpsonMX-100 FT 729.00

PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
WE CARRY THE COMPLETE LINE OF ATARI SOFTWARE, PERIPHERALS AND ACCESSORIES

PERSONALCOMPUTERS
OMEGA SALES COMPANY

OKIDATA MICR0LINE 80A

MATRIX PRINTER

$379.00

ATARI 810 DISK DRIVE

$449.00

AMDEK COLOR- 1 MONITOR

$329.00

EPSONMX-100 FT PRINTER

$729.00

CIRCLE 213 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Overcoming fclo

Part 1: Eliminating

Psychological Blocks

Eugene Raudsepp

Just because you find it difficult to

develop creative solutions does not mean
you are without creative potential. More
likely, your problems are due to psycho-

logical or organizational obstacles that

block the flexibility of thought that makes
creativity possible. Once these obstacles

are recognized and removed, a considerable

upsurge in creative output can be

realized.

The most serious obstacles to creative

thinking are psychological in nature. Not
only are these obstacles the hardest to

recognize, but overcoming them usually

requires changing basic personality traits

that have been many years in the making.

To accomplish such change, you must be

willing to examine yourself honestly and
substitute more flexible ideas and attitudes

for those that are proving to be restric-

tive.

Know, and Be. Yourself

Every person has an inner self from
which his creativity flows. When an indi-

vidual taps this core, he unlocks a vast

reservoir of submerged ideas and feelings

that enable him to take charge of his life

Eugene Rauctoepp, 10 Naaau Si.. P.O. Box 122,

Princeton. NJ (WHO.

and to think creatively. He no longer needs

to blame other people, "the situation." or

fate when things go wrong; he does not

feel he is a "victim of circumstances."

Instead, he can use his own resources to

solve life or work problems in a creative

manner.
The road to self-knowledge and the

expression of true individuality and crea-

tivity is not easy. In his therapeutic tech-

nique, psychologist Carl Rogers encourages

people to act as they really think and feel,

without resorting to the false masks and
roles upon which they are used to relying.

Many people exist only in response to the

demands and expectations of others. They
seem to have no selves of their own. They
think, feel, and behave in the ways that

others want them to. According to Rogers,

once a person realizes how much of his

inner and outer life is predicated on what
others believe he should be or do rather

than on what he wants to be and do. he is

on the road to self-discovery.

Self-knowledge also includes a knowl-
edge of the impression you make on others.

As SHin as two people come into contact—
at a party, business lunch, job interview,

etc.— they form an impression of each
other. Whether positive or negative, this

impression, formed in the first few minutes,

is usually hard to change. One seldom
gets a second chance to make a "first"

76

impression. By finding out how you impress

people, you can determine how well your

true self is getting across.

One easy and interesting way to gauge

your impact on people is to conduct an

informal survey. Make a list of 25 to 30

important personality traits. The list should

include such qualities as "energetic," "deci-

sive," "understanding." "dominant." "crit-

ical." etc. Distribute the list to several

friends and acquaintances. Ask each par-

ticipant to check the four traits from the

list that best describe himself as he believes

others see him most of the time. Next, ask

them to check the four characteristics

they think best describe each of the other

participants (yourself included). If the

exercise is being conducted in a group,

each person can explain why he rated

himself and others as he did.

Most people are more
concerned with the
negative than the

positive aspects of life.
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LOGO
POWERFUL IDEAS IN

MIND-SIZED BYTES

TO POLYSPI :SIDE :ANGLE :INC
FORWARD :SIDE
RIGHT :ANGLE
POLYSPI :SIDE+:INC :ANGLE :INC
END

POLYSPI 1 123 3

This drawing was made by this program using

LOGO'S "turtle graphics ".

The turtle is a Logo-controlled "cybernetic toy" that draws lines as it moves

across the TV screen. Directing the turtle to construct graphic designs, pro-

grammers simultaneously confront aesthetic and mathematical issues.

Logo is more than turtle graphics. Logo was designed to put some of the powerful

ideas of computer science at your disposal— ideas like procedure, process,

local and global variables, list processing, recursion, etc. Its syntax is simple

enough that beginners can write procedures in a first session, yet Logo is

extensible and provides the means to tackle advanced and sophisticated

projects.

Logo has often been described as a language for children. It is so, but in the same

sense that English is a language for children, a sense that does not preclude its

being ALSO a language for poets, scientists, and philosophers.

computer *mJr

systems inc.

222 Brunswick Blvd

Pointe Claire Quebec
Canada H9R 1A6
(514)694-2885

368 Congress St

Boston. Mass
USA. 02210
(617)451-2646
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Creativity, continued...

Accentuate the Positive

In a recent study I conducted with over
1400 people from all walks of life, partici-

pants were asked to list some of the most
pleasant and unpleasant things that had
happened to them during their lifetimes.

The result was surprising. In almost every
case, the pleasant happenings were dis-

pensed with in a few short sentences,
while the unpleasant happenings elicited
long and elaborate essays. This simple
exercise confirmed that most people are

Many apparently urgent
problems and obsessive
negative feelings are

best "solved" by
temporarily forgetting

them.

more concerned with the negative than
the positive aspects of life.

Chronic negativity inhibits creativity.

For example, one of the basic require-

ments for creativity is receptive concen-
tration. But this mental state cannot be
achieved if a person is constantly bothered
by past frustrations and resentments. Such
a preoccupation will inhibit the flow of
new ideas and feelings that provide the
fresh perspectives from which creative
solutions evolve.

Paradoxical as it may seem, many appar-
ently urgent problems and obsessive neg-
ative feelings are best "solved" by tem-
porarily forgetting them. Such deferment
allows a person to bypass the negatives
that inhibit creative thought and get on

with the problems and issues that are
more immediately amenable to solution.

By substituting a constructive, creative

activity for negativistic brooding, a person
can more easily tap his constructive
resources, and seemingly insurmountable
problems will shrink to their proper size.

Then, with the confidence that comes
from constructive and productive action,
the original problems (if they are still there)

can be solved calmly and systematically.

Of course, the best way to deal with

chronic negative attitudes is to analyze
them and eliminate them once and for

all. But this can't be done if you don't

know what they are.

One of the most useful ways to make
you aware of your true attitudes and
feelings is the incomplete-sentence exercise.

While a direct question about a personal
subject often produces a censored or dis-

torted response (even in the privacy of
one's own mind), the incomplete-sentence
exercise usually elicits an honest
response.

Here are some examples of how one
incomplete sentence might be completed:
When people disagree with me ... 1 disagree

with them just to get even; I think they
must be right; I think they're stupid. Typical

incomplete sentences that might be used
in such an exercise include: When 1 make
a mistake. I ...; When I'm criticized. I ...;

My future seems ...; Self-respect comes
from ...; When people interrupt me. I ...:

When I'm under stress ...; What I need
most for my own development is ...

Approach Problems as Challenges
Many people consider the ideal condition

of life to be a nirvana-like state of
untroubled bliss. But this is short-sighted

and self-defeating. People are not vegeta-

bles: they are thinking and feeling beings.

who are constantly trying to improve their

present situations. Thus, problems are an
integral and essential part of living that

act as challenges lo lest and develop a

person's creative capacities. The healthy
individual welcomes such challenges for

the gratifying experience of gaining mastery

over them.
Most non-creative people have one trait

in common: they are passive. They react
to events and situations, rather than acting

to bring about new circumstances. They
expect fate to hand them a trouble-free

existence. When problems occur, they
blame outside circumstances or other
people for their unhappiness. They cannot
sec or admit that the real cause of their

discontent lies within themselves. Even if

external circumstances are difficult it is

an unwillingness to do something effective

about a situation that allows a feeling of

unhappiness to persist. Only when a person
decides to break out of his self-negating

rut—when he begins to tackle his problems
head-on— will he begin to lay a firm founda-

tion for his psychological health and crea-

tivity.

Most creative people
possess a spirit of

adventure, a genuine
willingness to take

chances.

How Early Conditioning Stifles Creativity

Creativity can be blocked early in life through the unthinking
remarks and actions of adults. Consider the example of a ten-
year old girl who is trying to write stories. When the child
attempts to get her mother interested in her efforts, the
mother asks, "Who would want to read what a ten-year old
would write?" After several rebuffs such as this, the child
comes to believe that her attempts at writing are worthless. If

such a pattern is repeated with other projects, the child will
"learn" that creative effort can bring only disappointment
and ridicule.

The early stifling of creativity is not always so direct and
obvious, however. To illustrate more subtle negative condi-
tioning, consider the case of a boy who begs his father for a
house for his dog. The boy looks forward with great anticipation
to the day when he and his father will build the doghouse
together. But the father does not want his son "in the way." so
he assembles the doghouse when his son is away. The boy
returns home to find the job completed. His disappointment
is lost on the father who is pleased with himself at having
completed the project successfully. The father probably lacked

the patience that would have been required
l

to allow his son to develop his building

skills. Such "put downs" are guaranteed

to inhibit creativity.

Perhaps the surest way to block the development of creativity

in young people is illustrated in the story of a young man who
is beset by doubt and feelings of inferiority because his
parents repeatedly ask him, "Do you really think you can do
it'.'" whenever he undertakes an interesting project. Their
distrust of his ability to have a useful idea or to succeed in a
constructive endeavor eventually infiltrates his mind to the
point that he becomes paralyzed whenever original thought
or decisive action is called for.

Such early experiences create the fears, guilts, and inhibitions

that are inimical to creativity. Not only are these "wounded"
people fearful of criticism, but attempts on their part to be
creative evoke guilt-feelings about competing with, or even
attempting to depose, a parental figure from its position of
authority.
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SYNC Magazine
SYNC, a bi-monthly magazine for users and prospective

users of the Sinclair ZX80 computer has expanded its

coverage to include the ZX81 as well.

Now entering its second year. SYNC has been providing

nearly 10.000 Sinclair computer owners with information

on how to make most effective use of their computers.

"Resources." one of the most popular sections of the

magazine, has listed over 100 second source vendors of

software, peripherals and books as well as user groups.

Each issue of the magazine carries complete application

programs, tips and techniques for more effective program-

ming, hardware modifications and in-depth evaluations of

software, peripherals and books.

Subscriptions to SYNC cost $10.00 per year (6 issues).

SYNC. 39 E. Hanover Ave.. Morris Plains. NJ 07950. (201)

540-0445.

TheZX81 Companion
The ZX81 Companion by Bob Maunder follows the

same format as the popular ZX80 Companion. The book

assists ZX8I users in four application areas: graphics,

information retrieval, education and games. The book

includes scores of fully documented listings of short routines

as well as complete programs. For the serious user, the

book also includes a disassembled listing of the ZX81
ROM Monitor.

MUSE reviewed the book and said, "Bob Maunders
ZX80 Companion was rightly recognized to be one of the

best books published on progressive use of Sinclair's first

micro. This is likely to gain a similar reputation. In its 130

pages, his attempt to show meaningful uses of the machine

is brilliantly successful."

"The book has four sections with the author exploring

in turn interactive graphics (gaming), information retrieval,

educational computing, and the ZX81 monitor. In each

case the exploration is thoughtfully written, detailed, and

illustrated with meaningful programs. The educational

section is the same — Bob Maunder isa teacher— and here

we find sensible ideas tips, warnings and programs too."

Softbound, 5 1/2 x 8". 132 pages. $8.95.

The Gateway Guide
to the ZX81 and ZX80

The Gateway Guide to the ZX81 and ZX80 by Mark
Charlton contains more than 70 fully documented and

explained programs for the ZX81 (or 8K ZX80). The book
is a "doing book." rather than a reading one and the

author encourages the reader to try things out as he goes.

The book starts at a low level and assumes the ZX80 or

ZX81 is the reader's first computer. However by the end,

the reader will have become quite proficient.

The majority of programs in the books were written

deliberately to make them easily convertible from machine

to machine (ZX81. 4K ZX80 or IK ZX80) so no matter

which you have, you'll find many programs which you can

run right away.

The book describes each function and statement in

turn, illustrates it in a demonstration routine or program

and then combines it with previously discussed material.

Softbound, 5 1/2 x 8". 172 pages. $8.95.

Getting Acquainted
With Your ZX81

This book is aimed at helping the newcomer make most

effective use of his ZX81. As you work your way through

it, your program library will grow (more than 70 programs)

along with your understanding of Basic.

The book is chock full of games such as Checkers which
draws the entire board on the screen. Other games include

Alien Imploders. Blastermind. Moon Lander. Breakout.

Digital Clock. Roller-Ball. Derby Day. and Star Burst.

But the book is not all games. It describes the use of

PLOT and UNPLOT, SCROLL, arrays. TAB. PRINT AT.
INKEYS. random numbers and PEEK and POKE. You'll

find programs to print cascading sine waves, tables and
graphs; to solve quadratic equations; to sort data; to

compute interest and much more.

Softbound. 5 1/2 x 8", 120 pages $8.95.

master charge

Order Today

To order any of these books, send payment plus $2.00

shipping and handling per order to Creative Computing
Press at the address below. Visa. MasterCard and American

Express orders should include card number and expiration

date. Charge card orders may be called in toll-free to the

number below.

creative computing
39 E. Hanover Avenue Toll-free 8(XV63 1-8112

Morris Plains, NJ 07950 In NJ 20 1 -540-0445
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Creativity, continued...

Most creative people possess a spirit of

adventure, a genuine willingness to take

chances. By adopting this attitude, they

free their imaginations and conquer the

fear of failure or disappointment. The
essence of creativity lies in the willingness

to occasionally leap into the unknown, to

relinquish temporarily the rigid routine

that usually characterizes a person's

thoughts and actions.

Use Experience to Build Self-Confidence
The role that self-confidence plays in

developing a person's creative potential

cannot be over-estimated. A lack of self-

confidence can manifest itself in several

ways: an inability to take criticism, doubt
about one's own abilities, and fears about
being compared unfavorably with others,

appearing foolish or unusual, or failing to

fulfill a commitment.
Developing the confidence to establish

and maintain a detachment from negative

opinion is very difficult. Yet this daring

to transcend accepted patterns of thinking,

call one's own shots, and stick to one's

convictions in the face of possible censure

is the very essence of creative work.

However tough a
person may appear to

be, his thinking will

almost surely be
inhibited by

pre-emptive criticism,

ridicule, or indifference.

Self-confidence can be best developed
through experience, but that experience
need not be successful to be beneficial.

Although it is true that nothing breeds
success like success, the corollary that

failure necessarily breeds failure is not

true. If failures are analyzed and overcome,
self-confidence can be greatly improved.

Self-confidence is hard to develop on
one's own. Young people, especially, need
healthy doses of encouragement and ego-

boosting in order to develop a confidence
that they will succeed eventually, no matter

how many times they fail initially. Once
they develop such confidence, they will

no longer see problems as threats. They
will be able to approach and weigh situa-

tions realistically and be willing to risk

failure as they search for new and different

solutions.

One of the best ways to restore or

improve self-confidence is to take stock
of past achievement. An achievement is

something to be proud of. Contemplating
and analyzing past successes can marshal
one's creative resources and point the

way to future accomplishment.

With this in mind, briefly write down
four of your most significant achievements
to date, either on the job or in your life.

Describe what was achieved in each case,

why you did it. when you did it. where
you did it. who was involved, and what
difficulties were overcome. Next, decide
which of the four is your most important
achievement. Would you want to do it

again? Could you surpass it today? Then
write down the next achievement you want
to accomplish. Determine what must be
done to bring about this achievement.

Learn to Handle Criticism

In a sense, creativity is destructive to

established ways of thinking and doing
things. And since there is a natural human
tendency to maintain the status quo. new
ideas or approaches will invariably be met
with criticism and. perhaps, even censor-

ship.

Most people resent any direct or implied

criticism of their ideas: they seldom have
an unemotional, objective attitude about
their ideas, or can benefit from justified

criticism and ignore the rest. However
tough a person may appear to be. his

thinking will almost surely be inhibited

by pre-emptive criticism, ridicule, or indif-

ference. In extreme cases, such rebuffs

can produce a "creative drought" in a

person a period in which no new ideas

emerge, even in the privacy of his own
mind.

The first step in learning to handle

criticism is to distinguish between the

content and the intent of criticism. People

are subject to a variety of pressures that

sometimes make them behave irrationally

and destructively. Thus, their criticisms

are sometimes aimed at the person offering

a new idea, and not at the idea itself.

( )nce you attain a certain amount of detach-

ment from your creative efforts, you will

be able to respond to the constructive

comments, while ignoring the petty or

misplaced ones.

Sometimes criticism evokes more than

icsentment in a person: it becomes a threat

to his self-esteem. This is because people

fear making fools of themselves. Thus, a

situation in which you are presenting a

new idea will probably produce a certain

amount of anxiety because of an uncer-

tainty about the true merits of the idea.

Recognizing that such anxiety is likely to

occur can help you to reduce its damaging
effects on your creative efforts.

Develop a Personal Standard of Success
Ask people you know to describe what

success means to them, and the chances
are that the great majority of responses

will fall into the category of "material

acquisitions." Yet. these same people will

probably not attribute their happiness and
well-being to material wealth. This merely

emphasizes the truth that the quest for

material goods is rarely satisfying in itself.

The person who believes otherwise will
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find himself preoccupied with goals and
skills which are more conducive to playing

politics than being creative.

Carried to extremes,
togetherness can
result in a loss of

individuality.

For example, a preoccupation with

acquiring material wealth encourages many
people to be shrewd, ruthless, and exped-

ient. Such people are frequently insensitive

toward others and possess an opportunistic,

self-seeking streak that pervades almost

everything they do. They often end up
willing to distort and compromise their

values and convictions to curry favor with

those in positions of power. By denying

their real selves, they become the reposi-

tories of other people's expectations and
demands.

In the final analysis, success is a personal

ideal. It can be a physical, social, intellec-

tual, or aesthetic experience — whatever
makes a person feel effective, good, or

important. While the creative individual

has a strong success-orientation, it is

directed toward extending the range of

quality of experiences that bring him a

sense of accomplishment and a feeling of

self-fulfillment. His life requires an endless

sequence of new challenges.

Related to the mistake of adopting the

standards of others is the tendency to

compare one's achievements with trie
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WHAT'S THE KEY
TO BUYIH6 A COMPUTER?

Look beyond the computer. Look at how the total

system- hardware, software, support, service-

meets your needs, today and tomorrow. That's the

key. When you choose a computer source, you

choose a long term partner who must stand by you

with total support. And no one stands by you like

Heath/Zenith.

Software

Including word processing, business applications,

versatile utility programs, and the Heath Users'

Group library of over 500 low-cost programs for

home, work or play.

And a choice of three operating systems, including

CP/M by Digital Research for compatibility with

thousands of popular CP/M programs.

Languages
For your own custom programs, Microsoft languages

are available in BASIC (compiler and interpreter),

FORTRAN and COBOL.

Self-Study Courses
Learn at your own pace with Programming Courses

that teach you to write and
run your own programs
in Assembly, BASIC,
Pascal or COBOL.

For the business person. Computer Concepts for

Small Business helps you evaluate the ways a com-
puter can benefit your business. And for the novice,

Personal Computing is a complete introduction to

computer fundamentals and BASIC Programming.

Support

Before and after the sale we work with you to con-

figure the system that serves you best. We help you
get your system up and running smoothly. Assist-

ance is always just a phone call away.

Service

Friendly, experienced technicians are available,

either over the phone or at any of the 56 Heathkit

Electronic Centers nationwide.

Visit your Heathkit Electronic Center*

See your telephone white pages for the store nearest

you. And stop in today for a demonstration of how
Heath/Zenith Computer Systems can serve you.

If you can't get to a store, send $1 .00 for the latest

Heathkit Catalog and the new Zenith Data Systems
Catalog of assembled commercial computers. Write

to Heath Co.,Dept. 355-874, Benton Harbor,

Ml 49022.

Pick a strong partner.

Heath/Zenith & You.

HEATH/ZENITH

Your strong partner

"Units of Ven technology Electronics
Corporation m the US
Specifications subject to change without notice

CP-203C



INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY
EXCLUSIVE FRANCHISE IN
AMERICAS MOST PROFITABLE
AND DYNAMIC INDUSTRY IS
BEING OFFERED FOR THE
FIRST TIME IN THIS AREA.
INTERNATIONAL COMPANY
WILL PLACE QUALIFIED
INDIVIDUAL IN "TURN KEY-
BUSINESS. TRAIN KEY PEOPLE,
PROVIDE INVENTORY.
FINANCE YOUR CUSTOMERS.
AND PAY YOU THOUSANDS OF
DOLLARS "UP FRONT" ON
ORDERS WHERE YOUR
CUSTOMERS PAY ONLY ON
FUTURE ENERGY SAVINGS.
EXISTING CUSTOMERS OF OUR
FRANCHISEES READS LIKE
WHO'S WHO" OF FORTUNE
500.

IF YOU QUALIFY. YOU WILL BE
FLOWN TO LOS ANGELES FOR
A TOUR OF INSTALLATIONS
AND PERSONAL INTERVIEW.
MINIMUM INVESTMENT OF
$40,000 TO $100,000. CALL
PRESIDENT AT 1-800-323-6556.
EXT. R-137 OR WRITE: FEDERAL
ENERGY SYSTEMS INC., SUITE
200, 336 N. FOOTHILL RD.,
BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA
90210.
CIRCLE 149 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Creativity, continued.

accomplishments of others. The creative

individual is true to himself. Because he
has a realistic appreciation of his capacities

as well as an awareness of his limitations,

he is in competition only with himself and
his previous creative accomplishments.
He understands that there are so many
gradations of ability and success that simple
comparisons are impossible to make.
There is no surer way to diminish the

joy of creative accomplishment than to

compare what you have achieved with

the accomplishments of someone else. An
individual who makes a habit of doing
this will never really appreciate his past

achievements and will tend to minimize
the effort he puts into future ones.

Put a Little Privacy in Your Life

Many people have an all-pervading fear

of being alone. Being alone or doing things

alone makes them feel odd or disliked.

The result is that most personal and work
activities are planned in such a way as to

foster a false sense of togetherness. Carried
to extremes, togetherness can result in a

loss of individuality. People's personalities

will lend to mirror only what goes on in

their environment, conforming to the dic-

tates of current values and fads.

To think and work creatively, privacy-

must be an integral part of your life and
work. You should retreat periodically from
the tensions of collectively living and doing.

In addition to enabling you to regain a

true perspective of your life and work, it

will provide you with the solitary leisure

so necessary for meaningful creative

thought.

Next month. Mr. Raudsepp looks at

ways ofovercoming organizational bar-

riers to creativity.

VISICALC MEMORY EXPANSION SYSTEM
FOR THE APPLE II

Now you can expand the memory available to
Personal Software's 16 sector VISICALC" using
the SATURN 32K RAM BOARD
and VC-EXPAND™.

With VC-EXPAND™ and one or more SATURN
32K RAM BOARDS, the memory available to
VISICALC" is increased from 18K to:

• 50K with 1 SATURN 32K BOARD
• 66K with 1 SATURN 32K BOARD
and your present 16K RAM card.

• Even more memory available with
the SATURN 128K BOARD

Software is included to relocate DOS onto the W1K
RAM BOARD and to allow its use as a fast disk
drive. Compatible with existing software in place
of a 16K RAM card.

Apple II in ii registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
Visicalc in a registered trademark of Personal Software, Ir

Copyright 1HHI Alpha Iconic HtiNiru-Hs SyNtoniH, Inc.

COMPRKHKNSIVK DOCUMKNTATION
1 YEAR WARRANTY

Total Price *33900
Also available separately

Saturn 32K RAM BOARD $239
VC-EXPAND™ $100

Saturn 128K RAM BOARD $599

Dealer inquiries invited
Visa and MasterCard accepted

ALPHA LOGIC
BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.

3720 Winston Drive
Hoffman Estates, IL 60195

(312)870-82.i0

CIRCLE 250 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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NEED A PRINTER?
UP TO 25% DISCOUNTS! — same day shipment!

CENTRONICS 739
With Graphics and

Word Processing Print Quality

• 18 x 9 dot matrix; suitable for word
processing • Underlining • proportional

spacing • right margin justification • serif

typeface • 80/100 CPS • 9'/?- Pin

Feed/Friction feed • Reverse Platen •

80/132 columns • Top of form

CENTRONICS 739-1 (Parallel) (List $955) SCall

CENTRONICS 739-3 (Serial) (List $1045) $815
ORAPPLER™ Apple graphics interface sCall

ANADEX

Dot Graphics, Wide Carriage

• 11 x 9 dot matrix; lower case descen-
ders • Dot resolution graphics • Bi-

directional, logic seeking • Up to 200
CPS • RS 232 Serial 4 Parallel • Forms
control • X-ON/X-OFF • Up to 6 part

copy.

ANADEX 9501/9500 (List $1650) $ Call

ORAPPLER™ Apple graphics Interface (Call

EPSON MX80/MX70/MX100

Low-Priced
Professional Print Quality

•9x9 dot matrix • Lower case descenders
a£t • 80 CPS • Bidirectional, Logic seeking •

40, 66, 80, 132 columns per line • 64 special
graphic characters: TRS-80 Compatible •

Forms handling • Multi-pass printing • Ad-
justable tractors

liVe also carry a lull line

ol Epson Accessories.

EPSON MX80(& MX80FTI (List $645) SCall

EPSON MX70 Dot graphics, 5x7 matrix (List $450) SCall

EPSON MX100 wide carriage, graphics (List $945) SCall

GRAPPLER™Apple Graphics Interface $ Call

GRAFTRAX 80 MXB0 Dot Graphics $ 95

C. ITOH STARWRITER

Daisy Wheel Letter Quality

• 25 CPS (Optional 45 CPS) • Typewriter
quality • Centronics parallel • RS 232
Serial (Optional) • Proportional spacing •

Bidirectional • Programmable VFU • Self

test • Diablo compatible • Friction feed

(Optional tractors) • 136 printable columns
• Manufactured by TEC.

C. ITOH STARWRITER (List $1895) $1525

IDS PAPER TIGERS
Dot Resolution Graphics, quality print, speed

9 wire printhead

(460) with lower case descenders • Over
150 CPS • bi-directional, logic seeking

• 8 character sizes: 80-132 columns
• Adjustable tractors • High-resolution dot
graphics • Proportional spacing & text

justification

NEC 8023 DOT MATRIX
Dot graphics • 100 CPS • Bi-directional, logic-seeking •

Tractors & friction feed • 5-Alphabet fonts • 8 character sizes

• Proportional spacing

NEC 8023 DOT MATRIX (List $795) $ Call

NEC SPINWRITER
High Speed Letter Quality

• 55 CPS • Typewriter quality • Bidirectional • Plotting • pro-

portional spacing.

7710RO, Serial (List $3055) $2575
7730RO, Parallel (List $3055) $2575

TELEVIDEO CRT'S
AT DISCOUNT PRICES!

QUANTITY PRICING AVAILABLE

TVI910
TVI912C
TVI 920C
TVI950 }

Please Call Toll Free
Prices are too low to

advertise

r
IDS 460G 9 wire printhead, graphics (List$1094) SCall

IDS 560G wide carriage, graphics (List $1394) SCall

IDS PRISM Color Graphics Printer (List $1995 ) SCall

GRAPPLER™Apple graphics interface SCall

CALL FOR INFORMATION & CATALOG

(800) 854-8275
CA,AK, HI (714) 630-3322

RETAIL PRINTER STORES:
Store#1 3150E. La Palma, # I, Anaheim, CA (714)630-3622

Store #2 13604 Ventura Bl. Sherman Oaks. CA (213)501-3486

Store Hours: M-F 10-6 Sat. 10-4

Cot- je Micro, Inc

CRT'S
ADDS VIEWPOINT (List $699) $ 800

PRINTERS
MALIBU 200 wide carriage, graphics, letter quality (List $2995) SCall

QUME SPRINT 9 S Call

DIABLO630 $ Call

ANACOM 150 (List $1350) S Call

INTERFACE EQUIPMENT
EPSON ACCESSORIES S Call

TRS-80 CABLES to keyboard or Exp interface S Call

NOVATION D-CAT direct connect modem. $ 180

HAYES MICROMODEM (Apple II) S Call

* IOrange micro^ inc.
3150 E. La Palma. Suite G, Anaheim, CA 92806

"The Computer Printer Specialists"

Phone order WELCOME; same day shipment. Free use ol VISA & MASTER.
CARD. COD'S accepted. Manufacturer's warranty Included on all equipment.
Prices subject to revision.
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Wetake
the nail-biting

out of mail-order

If the idea of mail-order

shopping makes you
nervous, you're in for a
pleasant surprise.

Nail-biter #1: 1 need to

talk to someone before I

buy it.

When you call Alpha
Byte you won't talk to

an order-taker. Our peo-
ple are state-of-the-art

experts who live and
breathe microcom-
puters. If you're not sure
about exactly what you
need, or you'd like to

discuss the pros and
cons of a particular

piece of equipment, call

us. We love it.

Nail-biter #2: It'll take
forever to arrive.

Not from Alpha Byte.

An order placed today
gets shipped tomorrow.
If an item is temporarily

out of stock, you won't
be charged until stock
is replenished and your

order is shipped.

Nail-biter #3: What if it's

still not right once I get

it?

No problem. Return it

and we'll happily give

you a complete refund.

And, of course, we'll pay
the shipping charges.

Still biting your nails?

Here's the clincher, our
guarantee:

We guarantee
everything we sell for

thirty days. If anything
is wrong, just return the
item and we'll make it

right.

Put us to the test.

You won't be disap-
pointed.

NEW!
NEC PC-8001 SCALL
Alpha Byte now stocks the complete
computer line 1

16K RAM KITS 13.95

Sel of 8 NEC 4116 ?00 ns Gut

DISKETTES
ALPHA DISKS 2195
Single sided certified Double Density 40 Tracks.

witn Hub ring Box of to Guaranteed one full

year

VERBATIM DATALIFE
MD 52501 10 16 26 50

MD 55001 10 16 44 50

M0 557 01 10 16 45 60

MD577 01 11 34 80

FD 32 or 34 9000 36 00

FD 32 or 34 8000 44 95

FD 34 4001 48 60

DISKETTE STORAGE
ASTIC LIBRARY CASE 2 50

8 PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE 3 50

PLASTIC STORAGE BINDER ml Inserts 9 95

PR0TECT0R5''. 150 Disk Capacityl 2195
PROTECTORS "i 50 Disk Capacity I 24 95

INTEGRATED
COMPUTER SYSTEMS
N0RTHSTAR (CALL
AIT0S SCALL
ZENITH 289 {CALL
CALIF COMPUTER SYSTEMS $CALL
MORROW DESIGNS SCALL

PRINTERS
ANADEX DP 9500 1295 00

ANAOEX DP 9501 1295 00
CIT0H 25 CPS PARALLEL 1440 00
CIT0H 25 CPS SERIAL 1495 00

CIT0H 45 CPS PARALLEL 1770 00

-
i CPS SERIAL 1870 00

EPSON MX-80 JCALL

EPSON MX 80 F/T SCALL
EPSON MX 100 GRAPHIC SCALL
EPSON GRAFTRAX 90 00

IDS445G PAPER TiGER 779 00
IDS 460G PAPER TIGER 945 00

IDS 560G PAPER TIGER 1195 00

NEC SPINWRITER 3510 S R0 2195 00

NEC SPINWRlTER 3530 P R0 2195 00

NEC SPINWRITER 7710 S RO 2645 00

NEC SPINWRITER 7730 P R0 2645 00

NEC SPINWRITER 7700 DSELLUM 2795 00

NEC SPINWRITER 3500 SELLUM 2295 00

•II 80 389 00

569 00
799 00

0KIDATA MICROLINE 84 1199 00

0UME9/45 2149 00

MALIBU 200 DUAL MODE 2695 00

CORVUS
FOR S-100, APPLE OR TRS-80
MOD I. Ill

Controller Case/P S Operating System A & T

5 MEGABYTES 3245 00

10 MEGABYTES 4645 00

20 MEGABYTES 5545 00

MIRROR BACK UP 725 00

MOUNTAIN
HARDWARE
CPS MULTIFUNCTION BOARD 199 00

SUPERTALKER SD200 259 00

P.0MPLUS W' KEYBOARD FILTER 179 00
R0MPLUS W'0 KEYBOARD FILTER 130 00

KEYBOARD FILTER ROM 49 00

COPYR0M 49 00

MUSIC SYSTEM 369 00

R0MWRITER 149 00
APPLE CLOCK 252 00

• 3/A 299 00

EXPANSION CHASSIS 625 00



APPLE HARDWARE
VERSA WRITER DIGITIZER 259 00

ABT APPLE KEYPAD 119 00

MICROSOFT 2 80 SOFTWARD 299 00

MICROSOFT RAMCARD 159 00

VIOEX 80 « 24 VIDEO CARD 299 00

VIDE* KEYBOARD ENHANCER II 129 00

VIDEX ENHANCER REV 0-6 99 00

VIDE* SOFT SWITCH 29 00

M & R SUPERTERM 80 » 2« VIDEO BD 315 00

NEC 12 GREEN MONITOR 199 00

NEC 1 3 COLOR MONITOR 399 00

SANYO 12 MONITOR IB &W| 249 00

SANYO 12 MONITOR ii 269 00

SANYO 13 COLOR MONITOR 469 00

SSM AlOBOAROUNTERFACElA&T 165 00

SSM AlO BOARD i INTERFACE i
kit 135 00

»ES GREEN MON 139 00

APPL! 44 95

T'G JOYSTICK 54 95

T/G PAOOLE 34 95

VERSA E7 PORT 2195
MICRO SCI A40 W/CONTROLLER 479 00

MICRO SCI A40 WO CONTROLLER 409 00

MICRO SCI A70 W/CONTROLLER 629 00

MICRO SCI A70W/0 CONTROLLER 549 00

PASCAL SPEED UP 329 00

PROMETHEUS VERSACARD 229 00

CALIF. COMPUTER
SYSTEMS
S-100 BOARDS
2200*

' 459 00

206") 539 00

359 00

279 00

?69 00

199 00

2610 I 80 CPU 259 00

APPLE BOARDS
.-.SYNCHRONOIJ '39 00

OACE 159 00

7424AC-- 99 00

7728A CEI '05 00

VISTA COMPUTER CO.
APPLE 80

MODEMS
MODEM
CONNECT

'. AUTO CAT AUTOANS

UDS 103 LP DIRECT CONN

UOS 103 JLP AUTO ANS

1001

•<PONOGRAPH
'.'ODEM

TERMINALS
TEIEVIW
TELEVIDEO 912C

TELEVIDEO 920C

950C

TRS-80 MOD I

HARDWARE
PERCOM DATA SEPARATOR
PERCOM DOUBLER II

TANDON 80 TRACK DISK DRIVE

TANOON 40 TRACK DISK DRIVE

LNW DOUBLER W/ DOSPLUS 3 30

ISOLATORS
ISO 1 3 SOCKET
ISO 2 6 SOCKET

329 00

549 00

145 00

165 00

219 00

349 00

175 00

209 00

299 00

325 00

249 00

225 00
109 00

639 00

745 00

830 00

995 00

799 00

27 00

159 00

429 00

289 00

159 00

53 96

53 95

MORROW DESIGNS
FLOPPY DISK SYSTEMS
Controller PS Microsoft Basic CP/M*

A&T
DISCUS 20 (Single Drive- 500KI 669 00

DISCUS 2D (Dull Drive - 1 MEGl 1499 00

DISCUS 2*2 (Single Drive - 1 MEG) 1099 00

DISCUS 2 2 (Dual Drive - 2 MEGl 1999 00

HARD DISK SYSTEMS
Controller P S Microsoft Basic CP/M*

A&T
DISCUS M10 1 10 Megabytes! 3099 00

DISCUS M26 126 Megabytes) 3749 00

BARE DRIVES
TANDON 5V4 INCH
100-1 SINGLE HEAD 40 TRK 219 00

100 2 DUAL HEAD 40 TRK 299 00

100 3 SINGLE HEAD 80 TRK 299 00

100 4 OUAL HEAO 80 TRK 429 00

TANDON THINLINE 8 INCH
848 1 SINGLE SIDE 459 00

848 2 OUAL SIDE 549 00

MICRO PRO
APPLE CP/M'
WORDSTAR* 259 00

SUPERSORT- 145 00
MAILMERGE' 90 00

OATASTAR* 21600
SPELLSTAR- 169 00

CALCSTAR- 169 00

CP/M'
WORDSTAR
SUPERSORT
MAILMERGE
DATASTAR
SPfLLSTAR
CALCSTAR

MICROSOFT
APPLE
FORTRAN-

BASIC COMPILER-

COBOL*
1 80 SOFTCARD
RAMCARD
TYPING TUTOR

OLYMPIC DECATHLON
TASC APPLESOFT COMPILER

CP/M-
BASIC 80
BASIC COMPILER
FORTRAN 80

COBOL 80

PEACHTREE
APPLE CP/M-

EOGER
ACCT RECEIVABLE

ACCT PAYABLE

PAYROLL
INVENTORY

CP/M-
GENERAL LEDGER
ACCT RECEIVABLE

ACCT PAYABLE
PAYROLL
INVENTORY
PROPERTY MGMT
CPA CLIENT WRITE UP

APPLE SOFTWARE
MAGIC WINDOW

310 00
195 00

110 00

245 00

195 00

169 00

165 00

315 00

595 00

299 00

159 00

17 95

24 95

159 00

299 00

319 00

369 00

595 00

295 00

295 00

295 00

295 00

295 00

595 00

596 00

595 00

595 00
695 00
799 00

799 00

DB MASTER (NEW) 179 00

PES PERSONAL FILING SYSTEM 79 00

PFS REPORT 79 00

Z TERM* 89 95

ASCII EXPRESS 63 95

HAYDEN APPLESOFT COMPILER 149 00

EASY WRITER PRO 199 00

EXPEDITER II APPLESOFT COMPILER 73 95

A STAT COMP STATISTICS PKG 1 19 00

SUPER TEXT II 129 00

PERSONAL SOFTWARE
DESKTOP PLAN II

CCA OATA MGMT SYSTEM
VISIPLOT

VlSITRENO/VISIPLOT

VISIDEX

VISITERM

VISlCALC 3 3

VISIFILES

159 00

89 00
159 00

199 00
159 00

129 00

159 00
199 00

CP/M- SOFTWARE
THE WORD SPELL CHECK 75 00

d BASE II 599 00

SUPER CALC 229 00
MAGIC WANO 279 00

SPELLGUARD 239 00
P&T CP/M" MOO II TRS-80 175 00
COMMX TERMINAL PROG 75 00

TRS-80 GAMES
TEMPLE OF APSHAI 34 95
HELLFIRE WARRIOR 34 95
STAR WARRIOR 34 95
RESCUE AT R1GEL 24 96
CRUSH CRUMBLE AND CHOMP 24 96
INVADERS FROM SPACE 17 95
PINBALL 17 95
STAR TREK 3 5 17 95

MISSILE ATTACK 18 96

STAR FIGHTER 24 95

TRS-80 SOFTWARE
NEWDOS/80 2 MOD I 139 00
LA2Y WRITER MOD I 125 00
PROSOFT NEWSCRIPT MOD I III 99 00
SPECIAL DELIVERY MOD I III 11900
X-TRA SPECIAL DELIVERY MOD I III 199 00
TRACKCESS MOD I 24 96
OMNITERMSMARTTERMMODMII 89 95

MICROSOFT BASIC COMP FOR MOD I 165 00

APPLE GAMES
PERSONAL SOFTWARE
CHECKER KING 21 95

GAMMON GAMBLER 21 95

BRIDGE PARTNER 21 95

MONTY PLAYS MONOPOLY 29 95

ZORK 32 95

MONTY PLAYS SCRABBLE 34 95

BRODERBUND
TAWALA S LAST REDOUBT 24 95

GALAXY WARS 20 95
ALIEN RAIN |AKA GALAXIAN) 20 95

ALIEN TYPHOON 20 95
APPLE PANIC 24 95

SPACE WARRIOR 20 95

AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS
INVASION ORION 20 95

STAR WARRIOR 32 96

We built a reputation on our prices and your satisfaction.

We accept Visa and Master Card on all orders: COD orders, up to $300 00

Add $2 00 for standard UPS shipping and handling on orders under 50 lbs.

delivered in continental U S Call lor shipping charges over 50 lbs Foreign. FPO and

APO orders, add 15% for shipping Calitornians add 6% sates tax

Prices quoted are lor stock on hand and are subfect to change without notice

To order, or for information, call:

(213)706-0333
31245 LA BAYA DRIVE, WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CAUFORNIA 91362
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TUES MORNING QUARTERBACK 25 <

CRUSH CRUMBLE ANO CHOMP 24 95

THE DRAGON S EYE 20 95

MUSE SOFTWARE
ROBOT WARS 32 95

THREE MILE ISLAND 32 95

ABM 20 95

GLOBAL WAR 20 95

CASTLE WOLFENSTEIN 24 95

ONLINE SYSTEMS
MYSTERY HOUSE 20 95

WIZARD AND PRINCES 29 95
H/R FOOTBALL 32 95
H/R CRIBBAGE 20 95

MISSILE DEFENSE 25 95
CRANSTON MANOR 29 95

SABOTAGE 20 96
SOFT PORN ADVENTURE 24 95

PEGASUS II 25 95

EXPEDITER 73 95

SIRIUS SOFTWARE
PHANTOMS FIVE 24 95

SPACE EGGS 24 95

AUTOBAHN 24 95

PULSAR II 24 95

GAMMA GOBLINS 24 95

GORGON 32 95

SNEAKERS 24 95

EPOCK 29 95

COPS AND ROBBERS 29 95

EDU-WARE
PERCEPTION PKG 19 95
COMPU READ 24 96
STORY TELLER 18 95

COMPU MATH ARITHMETIC 39 96
COMPU MATH FRACTIONS 34 95

COMPU MATH DECIMALS 34 95
COMPU SPELL (REO DATA DISK) 24 95

COMPU SPELL OATA DISKS 1 4 , ea 1 7 95

MORE GREAT APPLE
GAMES
COMPUTER QUARTERBACK 32 95

THE WARP FACTOR 32 95

CARTELS AND CUTTHROATS 32 95

TORPEDO FIRE 49 95

THE SHATTERED ALLIANCE 49 95

COMPUTER BASEBALL 32 95
POOL 15 29 95
ULTIMA 33 95
RASTER BLASTER 24 95
FLIGHT SIMULATOR 27 95
INTERNATIONAL GRAND PRIX 25 95
COSMO MISSION 24 96
SARGON II 28 95
SHUFFLE BOARD 29 95

SUPPLIES
AVERY TABULABLES
1 000 3'/i i 15/16 8 49

3 000 3*1 « 15716 14 95
5 000 3¥» i 15/16 19 95

FAN FOLD PAPER
(Price FOB S.P.)

9Vii11 1816 WHITE 3.000 CI 29 00
14 7/8 » 11 1810 WHITE 3 000 ct 39 00

CP/M is a reg trademark of Digital Researcti

•Regimes 2 80 SottcarO

IPUTER
PRODUCTS



A quiet but dominating presence at the Siggraph confer-

ence, described here, were perhaps two dozen delegates from a

galaxy far, far away: Lucasfilms, a big spread north of San
Francisco where Jedi Master George Lucas is putting together

the computer graphics studio.

All we know for sure is that a great deal of money, rumored
to be in the neighborhood of twenty million dollars, is going

into it. But what we may surmise has staggering implications

for the film and television industry, and for the whole culture

of the world. Because the equipment and programs that can
now be assembled will be able to mimic with absolute realism

any rigid scenery, props, lighting— rockets, planets, moun-
tains. These can easily be blended and matted with motion-
picture photographs from numerous sources to produce effects

previously inconceivable, at low cost.

And not much further on lies the realistic simulation of

writhing monsters, landscapes with trees, even realistic

human actors.

Only a few small steps stand in the way, such as the

problem of "jaggies"— irregularities in a picture due to the

way points are projected from a simulated three-dimensional

scene.

This the Lucasfilm representatives delicately

suggested by their T-shirts, which showed
staircase-jaggies crossed by a "forbidden"

bar.

And so the Lucasfilm folks are both the

cutting edge and the living symbols of computer graphics

today. Truly, they and all the computer
graphic freaks have become—

lOBTFmE
Computer graphics has come from a frontier to a
mature industry in Just eightyears—and is about to

flip Hollywood on its ear.

Ted Nelson

It's not Club Med. but for intellectual

excitement, for the company of many of

the brightest minds of our time, for movies
and pictures and special effects, nothing

beats the SIGGRAPH. as we lovingly refer

Ted Nelson. Box 128. Swarlhmore. PA 1S08I.

to the annual conference of the Special

Interest Group on Graphics of the Associa-

tion for Computing Machinery.

Get there if you can. and before we
start, the next one is in Boston. July 26-30.

1982. The admission price for non-students

is somewhere around $200. which is damned
unfortunate, but utterly worth your while.

Definitely you should be Press if you
have any legitimate cause to be. since that's

a free ticket. Membership in ACM. that

pompous and tiresome society, also reduces

the fee somewhat, but since the Siggraph

is by far the best thing the ACM does, it

may not be worth your while to join.

Computer graphics, the industry, is here

and now. Turn on the TV and see computer-

generated commercials and show logos.

There are production houses on both coasts

(like Bob Abel Studios in Hollywood and
Digital Effects in New York). Open any

technology or science magazine and there

are graphics, charts and shaded pictures

of seeming 3-D objects, all made by com-
puter.
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At this last Siggraph the presence every-

where of Lucasfilm representatives— our

colleagues, drafted from universities all

over— reminded us that computer graphics

is on the verge of remaking everyone's

dream industry. Lucas's magic studio may
not put anything out before 1985. but other

heavy-duty film industry stuff is about to

begin, in several feature productions already

under way.
This will bring new movie realism— but

how much? Long ago I proposed a simple

Turing test for realism in shaded computer

graphics. We will reach the real dividing

line. I said, when you can see a synthesized

movie of a human being and not know
whether the person is real or synthesized

from a data structure. But when will that

time come? There was no way to tell.

The graphics industry has come together

so fast. The first Siggraph was in Bowling

Green, OH. in 1973. According to one
attendee, everyone who came was able to

fit at one long dinner table, and the

entertainment was Ken Knowlton on the

piano.

But the 1974 one. in Boulder, drew
hundreds, and the explosive growth had

begun. By 1979— Chicago— the ten

thousand mark was in sight, and there

were something like 50 exhibitors. (The
Chicago Siggraph was also special because

of the large proportion of female attendees.

This may have had something to do with

the nearness of Canada, where many of

them were from, but it's hard to say.)

Anyway. Siggraphs are among the few

computer conferences left where freaks

and suitniks rub elbows, and a sense of

major community can still be felt.

But "computer graphics" is not just any

one thing. It is a variety of techniques that

can serve any human activity, making
pictures to aid the mind or the emotion.

The pictures can be lines, or scenes that

look like collections of real objects, even

with shadow. Computer graphics can also

provide a front end. a visible handle, for

all kinds of simulations— metal stress, human
population charting, renderings of the

architecture of space stations.

And thus, there are very strange bed-

fellows at the Siggraph. A large number,

perhaps a quarter of the attendees (but

perhaps far fewer), actually want to make
movies— commercially or artistically.

Chemistry researchers are another big

group, since the molecules they study today

simply can't be modelled physically with a

bunch of ping-pong balls, as in the old

days. Machine designers, especially Detroit

and aerospace, are another big category:

now they design machines on screens, and
call it CAD/CAM.
The space program uses computer

graphics: processing and printing the final

flyby shots, of course, but also to pre-

simulate the flybys. as well as aid in the

visualization of equipment and mission

motion. (The one computer graphic freak

Photo appears courtesy of Rediffusion Simulation and Evans & Sutherland.

who has gotten coverage in the lay press is

Jim Blinn of JPL, whose marvelous simula-

tion movies of the Jupiter and Saturn flybys

have been on prime time TV.)

Then, too, the heavy military and spy

organizations are involved, not yet to falsify

photographs (though that will come), but

to prepare fast-response graphical displays

for the Great Shadow Warriors who watch

over us, ready to destroy billions of lives in

an eyeblink.

"He's one of us, " / said

to a friend. "Possibly
two, " was the reply.

Finally, there are the academic algorithm

freaks, always looking for new sets of tricks

that will yield better pictures for less crunch.

(An interesting hero is Nelson Max. well

known for his elegant mathematics films:

of whom more anon.)

There is also a good bit of jealousy and
tension at Siggraph. Computer graphics

freaks, like other moviemakers and chem-
ists, have great jealousies over equipment.
There's a great deal of "If only I had...."

Last August Siggraph was in Dallas. For
those who attended the sessions, it was
four packed days of movie and picture

effects and how they were made. For a

larger number it was exhibits— lots of

equipment and software, much of it in

glorious color. But unlike the personal

computer conferences, there was little of

the stuff offered that individuals could

afford. As the old saying goes. "If you

have to ask how much it costs, you can't

afford it." Very little cost under $20,000.

except color terminals.

Sessions and Collisions

Monday and Tuesday were days of

arriving and of plugging in. The exhibits

didn't open til Tuesday noon, and these

first sessions were called "courses."
Enormous rooms ("ballrooms") were set

with tables for the many who took the

courses (at another $ 1 50 or so each ). People

busily tried to absorb mathematics and
watch slides at the same time. As Reporter

I darted in and out of various sessions,

picking up background stuff. There was
plenty of overlap between what was pre-

sented in sessions called "animation." "image

synthesis," etc.

I talked to superstar Jim Blinn. tall, gaunt

and noble with his long blond hair and
black beard. He's decided to go back to

Jet Propulsion Laboratory from Lucas-

films— the incoming Saturn data told him
he wanted to do movies of the rings for the

next two years.

As part of Blinn's seminar, we got to

hear from an accomplished non-computer
person.

David Em. an artist— thin and craggy,

glasses pushed back on his head California

style—does 3-D art using Blinn's system.

"I don't program," he told us; "I work with
programmers." As to his work: "There are

artists, and people who make pictures."

There are also designers, who are told to

"make something look good." But an artist

has intellectual and emotional concerns.

"The doing of it is less important than

what you're doing."

Using paint and canvas, an artist can
work with perhaps six paintings at a time,

hauling them into position and putting them
back. But with computer tools, he told us.
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Green phosphor screen
High resolution (720h x 350v)

Combination monochrome adapter
and parallel printer Interface

80 characters \ 25 lines

2 1

. Integrated speaker

id colors

256 character
l graphics modes
Simultaneous graphics
and text capability

I

5*W§'

RS232C Interface
I p to 9600 bits per second

(i eord to system unit
Microprocessor-
controlled kevboar

I.utile Itrnnai
10 function ke\ s

10-key numeric pad



System expansion slots

^^^***-

1 optional internal
diskette ilri\is

">^^^-' '•;? ':'#

8088 microprocessor •- rr!^..!

Hlklt ii) ROM

l'.iriix i hecking

160KB
per S 1

, diskette

User memory
expandable
up to 256KB

Becausewe putwhat
youwant into it,you get
whatyouwantout of it.

We unwrapped our package for you, bit by bit.

It's all here. And you're looking at it.

From the 8088 microprocessor and the Macro
Assembler that give you speed and capacity to the

RS232C interface that gives you the world.

All told, no other personal computer offers as

many advanced capabilities. Read all about them in

the Technical Reference Manual available at your

IBM Personal Computer dealer.

Software? IBM Personal Computer DOS. The
UCSD p-System. Plus a documented set ofour

device driver routines. For high level languages,

exactly what you want. Enhanced BASIC in ROM.
Pascal. FORTRAN. But our software story

is still being written.

Maybe by you.

If you're interested,

start by writing to:

IBM Personal Computer
Software, Dept.765,

IBM Corporation,

Armonk, New Ybrk

10504.=== =•

The IBM Personal Computer
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Siggraph, continued.

"I generally work with a hundred images

at once."

He then showed us a lot of weird,

complicated pictures he had made with

Blinn's tools: strangely brocaded rooms
with arches leading to even stranger places:

huge pipes covered with rich colors and
patterns reaching through these chambers;

kaleidoscopic, arabesque architectures

splotched with gold and other colors deep
and rich. These highly textured, complicated

images were part of "an underground
kingdom I've designed that will become a

film." A few wispy things he identified as

"creatures and creaturettes." Other things

he called "fantasy floral studies."

"From the same terminal you can be a

painter, sculptor, architect, film-maker...."

Frame buffers help: now you can see it all

right away.

"I use patches a lot," says Em. Also,

because there were extensive Saturn-ring

LANDSA T Data— Classification processed

bv DeAnza Systems.

3-D mesh plot of altitude data. Sierra

Mountains, bv DeAnza Systems.

LANDSAT— Image processed for coal

mining application in Kentucky, by DeAnza
Systems.

programs. "( got to working with rings for

a while." He also likes "blobby-molecule"

technology, like sculpting clay.

He uttered one sentence to make us all

think about the hubris of mankind. "These

twists were originally developed for creating

galaxies."

There was a time, said Em. that there

used to be a "computer graphics look."

Now ten artists given these tools would

create ten different looks. But artists as a

rule can't deal with a high-tech environ-

ment— "very institutional"—where you have

to go past a guard, you hope there's been

no system crash, and it's 30° in the room."

Em said aside to Blinn: "Jim. are you
aware that when you have 894 polygons

on the screen the bottom falls out?" "Oh
yeah, that's because blah blah blah." replied

Under bright lights by
the expressway there

were disturbingly large

bats catching the moths.

Blinn. (My notes seem to indicate that

those were the actual words.)

Hallways again. Ran into Tom DeFanti.

old pal and former roommate, consummate
politician, now the chairman of Siggraph.

The meeting would gross a million, he

said, and go over 1 1 .000 attendees. We
grinned over the discomfiture of ACM.

Herb
Rounding the booths with some friends.

I ran into His Greminence Herb Grosch.

Feisty, fast-spoken and forthright. Herb
Grosch was my hero when I was still new
to the computer world, reading my Datama-

tions over and over again in 1963. Now
sixtyish, he has lost no energy or enthusiasm.

"Ted," he said, "you predicted all this, and
I didn't believe you."

He actually said that. I have witnesses.

I was floating for a while. "He's one of

us," I said to a friend. "Possibly two," was
the reply.

The Cocktail Reception

The cocktail party was in a big downtown
hotel. We were greeted by the usual clinking

roar, and a strange cardboard cutout of an

unkind-looking cowboy with a sign bidding

us welcome.
The local color was overbearing. There

was a foothill-billy band with twirling

dancerettes whose skirts went out flat when
they twirled. What did this have to do with

computer graphics?

90

Jinner and wa g» jf it.

Tables were heaped high with hors

d'ouevres; waiters grimly sliced meat for

sandwiches as if they were expecting to

take home what you didn't eat.

Hors d'ouevres are always a murderous

trap, because you can't quite stop shovelling

them in but you never feel as though you've

had dinner, even though you may have

ingested three or four dinner equivalents.

Worse, for the thirty bucks you've paid

you feel obliged to eat it all.

Much milling. The people at one end of

the room gradually sat down on the floor

and talked about computer graphics and

related topics. Others in the room seemed
to think there was some other reason to be

in Dallas and at this party, and remained

standing to behave more like cocktail

partygoers. They seemed to disapprove of

those who sat. as did some of the waiters.

Bearlike Video Bill Etra, he of the beady

eyes, menacing grin and immense presence,

demonstrated Aikido throws. This caused

some people acute distress.

A person with twinkling eyes and a long

beard was introduced to me as Ed Emshwil-

ler. Wow! He who made the terrific film

"Sunstone" at NYIT! And who was one of

my favorite science-fiction artists in the

early fifties! Don't remind me of my past."

he said. Emshwiller is now dean at Cal

Arts, the college Disney founded to grow
animators, and is now an independent

institution that wants to do neat stuff. With

Emshwiller there I'm sure they will.

1 also met Bob Berger of Utopia Video.

Todd Rundgren'sdelegate to the conference.

It seems that Rundgren, a rock star and hit

recording producer, has gone heavily into

Apple software as well as video production,

and the presence of this well-informed

gentleman indicates that somebody knows
what's about to break.

Gradually the food ran out. the bars

closed, members of the sitting seminar

rose one-by-one to their feet. By and by I

walked back to my motel through the hot

Texas night. Under bright lights by the

expressway there were disturbingly large

bats catching the moths.

Wednesday
In perhaps the most dramatic departure

from customary methods, a team from

Cornell has created an algorithm that works

backwards from a picture to infer a 3-D

data structure. But the interesting thing is

that it isn't heavy AI; it's Watkins-like.

with scans and endpoints its main elements.

The method is able to scan an existing

picture of simplified curvy objects— blocks

and cylinders, for example—and reduce

them to a classic data structure of 3-D

objects. From this, in turn, new pictures

can be made from new viewpoints— but

the method refrains from guessing what

things were behind one another, and so

the resulting objects are modestly truncated.
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IF YOU'RE WAITING FOR THE
PRICE OF WORD PROCESSORS
TO FALL WITHIN REASON

m

Everyone expected it would happen
sooner or later. . .with WordPro PLUS"
it already has! Now all the marvelous

benefits of expensive and advanced
word processing systems are available

on Commodore computers, America's

largest selling computer line. WordPro
PLUS, when combined with the new 80

column CBM 8032, creates a word pro-

cessing system comparable to virtually

any other top quality word processor

available—but at savings of thousands

of dollars!

New, low cost computer technology is

now available at a fraction of what you
would expect to pay. This technology
allowed Commodore to introduce the

new and revolutionary CBM 8032
Computer.

WordPro PLUS turns this new CBM
8032 Computer into a sophisticated,

time saving word processing tool. With

WordPro PLUS, documents are dis-

played on the computer's screen. Edit-

ing and last minute revisions are simple
and easy. No more lengthy re-typing

sessions. Letters and documents are

easily re-called from memory storage

for editing or printing with final drafts

printed perfectly at over five hundred
words per minute!

Our nationwide team of professional

dealers will show you how your office

will benefit by using WordPro PLUS. At

a price far less than you realize.

Invest in your office'* future. .

.

Invest in WordPro PLUS. .

.

Call us today for the name of the

WordPro PLUS dealer nearest you.

Professional Software Inc.

166 Crescent Road
Needham, MA 02194
(617)444-5224
TELEX: 95 1579
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HAVE WE
GOTA PROGRAM
FORYOU IN'82

Over 150,000 computer owners and novices attended the 1981

National Computer Shows and Office Equipment Expositions,

and more than a quarter of a million are expected to be at the

1982 shows.
Each show features hundreds of companies using thousands

of square feet of display space to showcase and sell millions of dollars

worth of micro and mini computers, data and word processing equipment,

peripherals, accessories, supplies and software.

Under one roof you'll see — and be able to buy— all of the hardware

and software made by every major computer manufacturer for busi-

ness, industry, government, education, home and personal use.

The show includes computers costing as little as $100 to com-
puters selling for $150,000.

Don't miss the coming of the new computers— show up for

the show. Admission is $5, and free for children under five

years of age.

THE

THE
SOUTHWEST

i- COMPUTER
SHOW
Dallas

Dallas Market Hall

Thursday-Sunday
April 15-18, 1982

11 AM to 6 PM Daily

DIRECTIONS:
2200STEMMONS FREEWAY

(AT INDUSTRIAL BLVD)

THE
NEWVORK

- COMPUTER -i
SHOW

Uniondale, Long Island

Nassau Coliseum

Thursday-Sunday
April 22-25, 1982

11 AM to 6 PM Daily

DIRECTIONS: TAKE L.I. EXPWY
TO EXIT 38 NO. STATE PKWY
TO EXIT 31A MEADOWBROOK

PKWY SO. TO EXIT M5
HEMPSTEAD TURNPIKE

THE
MID'fiTLflNTIC
r-COMPUTER^

SHOW
Washington, DC

DC Armory/Starplex
Across from RFK Stadium

Thursday-Sunday
October 28-31, 1982

11 AM to 6 PM Daily

DIRECTIONS:
2001 E CAPITOL ST. SE

(E. CAPITOL ST. EXIT OFF 1-295

- KENILWORTH FRWY)

— — — — BM V—— —• aa

JNS

Ticket Information

Send $5 with the name of the

show you plan to attend to

National Computer Shows. 824
Boylston Street, Chestnut Hill,

Mass. 02167. Tickets can also

be purchased at the show.

THE
MID-WEST— COMPUTER

-

SHOW
Chicago

(Arlington Heights)

Arlington Park Racetrack
Exhibition Center

Thursday-Sunday
November 5-7, 1982

11 AM to 6 PM Daily

DIRECTIONS: EUCLID AVE &
WILKE RD. TAKE NW TOLLWAY

TO RTE 53 EXIT AT

EUCLID AVE EAST

THE
NORTHEAST
COMPUTER
SHOW
Boston

Hynes Auditorium/
Prudential Center

Thursday-Sunday
November 11-14, 1982

11 AM to 6 PM Daily

DIRECTIONS: TAKE MASS
PIKE TO PRUDENTIAL

CENTER EXIT

THE
SOUTHEAST
COMPUTER
SHOW
Atlanta

Atlanta Civic Center

Thursday-Sunday
December 9-12, 1982

11 AM to 6 PM Daily

DIRECTIONS:
395 PIEDMONT AVE NE

(AT RALPH McGILL BLVD)

The National Computer Shows are produced by Northeast Expositions Inc who also produce Electronica — shows featuring home entertainment equipment and personal

electronics — which are held annually in maKX US cities. NEI also produces the Applelest Shows. For more information about any of these events call us at 617-739-2000

or write to the above address
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Super Invasion

Apple II (requires paddles)
licensed from Astar International

48K Diskette DOS 3 2 CS-4505 $19 95
1 6K Cassette CS-4006 $ 1 9 95
Sorcerer 16K Cassette CS-50 11 $19 95
by Matt Hickey

This is the original arcade game, with

superb high resolution graphics, high speed
action, nail biting tension, and hilarious antics

by the moon creatures. Fifty five aliens whiz

across the screen, quickening their descent,

challenging you to come out from behind
your blockades and pick them off with your
lasers before they bomb you. destroy your
shields, or drop down right on top of you.

Super Invasion by John Varela

32K TRS-80 Model I Diskette CS-3520
$19.95
16K TRS-80 Cassette CS-3020 $19 95
A low resolution, high speed arcade game

similar to our Apple and Sorcerer versions.

The aliens move back and forth across the

screen, dropping ever lower to attack you
as you attempt to destroy them with your
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Blisterball and Mad Bomber
By Rodney McCauley
Apple II 48K Diskette DOS 3.2 (requires
paddles) CS-4511 $24.95
A frantic, fast paced romp that can be

played for hours. Blisterball is the first truly

original arcade-type game for a home com-
puter. As the bouncing balls drop from above,
the player moves his laser base and tries to

shoot them. It's easy at first— with just one
ball. Then come two, then three. It's getting

harder. Four balls come, and finally five.

Surviving them, the player gets to shoot at

inelastic bonus balls. If he makes it this far.

the second round starts The balls bounce
lower, the walls close in. Shades of Poe and
Newton! Making Superb use of Apple
graphics and sound. BHsterbaD can be played
by one or two people Mad Bomber, included
on the same disk, is another fast paced
arcade game Racks of bombs fill up above
you. Whenever four bombs are in any rack,

they start to fall. You can shoot them either

in the rack or while they are falling, but
since there are racks all across the top of

the screen, you need to stay ahead of them

/.
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Tsunami
by Rodney McCauley
Apple II 48K Diskette DOS 3.3 (requires
paddles) CS-4526 $29 95

Wave after wave of alien attackers attempt
to overwhelm your defenses. Each wave
comes in a different formation and uses
different attack and defense strategies. You
get dozens of superior arcade games com-
bined into one program. If you ever master
the first set of games on the diskette, where
the attackers are without shields, then you
are ready for the second set. This time the

attackers are sheltered by shields They
can drop bombs right through the shields,

but you cannot shoot through them. Suc-
cessive waves use different strategies. Some
move from shield to shield, allowing you to

shoot while they are in between Others
just come out briefly to attack, and you must
have fast reflexes to get them. Bonus points £ ^
are awarded for beating the clock, with a
countdown timer displayed on screen. This

may be our finest arcade game ever!
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Torax
by Erol Pekoz
Apple II 48K Diskette DOS 3.2 (requires

paddles) CS-4520 $24 95
Defend your home planet against the

invading Torids! Try to protect your nuclear

fuel tanks, which the aliens are intent on
stealing. The Torids drop down, steal a fuel

tank and rise up to escape. They are also

armed, and will not hesitate to shoot at you.

While you whiz by the surface of your planet

at incredible speed, you must avoid enemy
fire, maneuver your ship, and try to shoot

down the Torids without hitting the fuel

tanks'
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ICBM
Audio visual licensed from Atari. Inc.

32K TRS-80 Model I Diskette CS-3521
$1995
16K TRS-80 Cassette CS-3021 $19 95
TRS-80 version of the popular arcade

game where you must destroy incoming
missiles with your own anti-ballistic missiles

before they destroy your cities with nuclear
warheads.
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Apple II is a registered trademark of Apple Computers lr>c t

TRS-80 is a registered trademark of Radio Shack

Sorcerer is a registered trademark of Exidy Systems

7TT

To order any of these software packages,

send payment plus $2.00 postage and
handling per order to Creative Computing.
Morris Plains, NJ 07950 Visa. MasterCard
and American Express orders may be called

in toll-free.
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VISA

Order today at no risk. If you are not
completely satisfied, your money will be
promptly and courteously refunded

Creative Computing Software
Morris Plains. NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631 -81 12
In NJ. 201-540-0445
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Siggraph, continued.

We flew through the
tubes and tunnels
and lobes, as if in

a tiny airplane.

Parallel processing sessions discussed

new hardware— dense dicussions of dense
circuits.

James Clark of Stanford told of the "stan-

dard terminal" they are building. It will

have a 68000 chip, a big bit-map display.

256K memory, and an Ethernet box. (See

"The PERQ." later.) But most originally,

it will use about a dozen identical VLSIs
which can be pipelined for shaded graphics.

They call this the "geometry engine."

Dejaggers

Robert Sproull spoke on how to make
lines look straight on bit-mapped screens.

You have to add carefully-selected grey

squares in just the right places. "Let's not

get scared too quickly," he said, and
presented a simple lookup scheme for

assigning the grey-values with minimal
overhead and no need for multiplication.

Endpoints had to be handled from another

table. (But unfortunately it gets much worse

for multiple lines.)

Jim Kajiya. of the University of Utah,

looked most unusual with his long black

hair and elegant business suit. His Oriental

face goes interestingly with his exceptionally

beautiful English dictionary voice.

Kajiya is one of the signal guys, showing
slides that spatter mathematics all over
the place. The idea is to make text char-

acters look right on bit maps. But from a

sampling point of view this is difficult.

"Text characters have all their energy in

the high frequencies." Sproull's gradient

model, he claimed, would mess up for

graphics in general, but the correct method
Kajiya suggests is pretty heavy even for

text characters. "Unfortunately it would
take 3000 hours to compute a 16 x 16

matrix." But his letters looked good.

First Film Night ( Science and Technology )*

At Siggraph you go an hour early if you
want a good seat for the films; 3500 seats

were set up, and all were filled. We were
told the hall also held $650,000 worth of

projection equipment. By some magical

arrangement, union projectionists are set

aside and smart-aleck volunteers take over

the difficult tasks. The diligence and hard

work of this tekkie nucleus are part of

what makes the Siggraph such a success.

The von Braun of this assemblage seems
to be the redoubtable Dan Sandin of the

University of Illinois at Chicago Circle,

roly-poly and bearded, wearing this night

a pith helmet and shorts rather than the

Pope's miter he occasionally affects.

Pat Cole, a lovely woman of Lucasfilms.

was the person-of-ceremonies; she called

up the different filmmakers to comment
on what they showed.

First came two astonishing fractal moun-
tian overflights: one was Loren Carpenter's

"Vol Libre." It began with the old Teapot.

We flew over an incredible, and totally

convincing, craggy mountain landscape.

A very similar film followed. "Peak." made
from only 45 data points, by Mark Snitily

and Rick Speer. One of the fractal mountain

films. I forget which, had a bad case of the

temporal-jaggy boils— but both were fan-

•Note: I may have mixed up some of these

evening films with films shown at other
sessions. Read for flavor.

tastic. (For more on fractals and how they

conjure up magic scenery, see the Mandel-

brot book in the "Recommended Reading"

box.)

Ron Baecker's new Sorting movie was
excerpted. This film is a review of sorting

algorithms, clarified by beautiful simplified

visualizations that show the different sorting

processes. (A scattergram of random dots

represents unsorted items, a diagonal from
lower left to upper right shows a final

sorted file. X is current position, Y is actual

value in the sort sequence (or vice versa).

This makes it easy to see things go to their

proper places.

After exploring each method. Baecker
presents a race between the sorting methods.

Quicksort emerges the clear winner; we
see it zippering into the final diagonal in

jig time, while Bubble Sort would have
taken hours longer than the half-hour film

could depict.

Then came the extraordinary brain film.

They took leftover human brains that

nobody needed any more, and put them
on a little sled leading to a fine slicer. A
movie camera, locked in place, would take

one frame, then a slice would be removed;
then another frame, and so on til none was
left. This had two results: first, an extraor-

dinary movie, essentially a zoom through

a real brain, and second the data structure

that resulted when they digitized it.

Then they took the data structure to an
Evans and Sutherland vector machine, so

the user could—and we the audience
did— fly through the tubes and tunnels

and lobes, as if in a tiny airplane.

Now came noble Jim Blinn. Satirizing

all the talk of how long various movies
took to compute, he opened by saying.

"The following tape required billions and
billions and billions of CPU cycles."

Then came his great flyby simulation

films from Jet Propulsion Laboratory. These
showed realistic space vehicles— actually

Smooth Curves
I went to the tutorial section on "sculptured surfaces." It was

being conducted by R.A. Barnhill of U. of Utah, bright and
jaunty.

As it happens, just as 1 arrive he has begun to talk about
creating smooth curves using triangular patches. (Most surface

patches are four-sided.) Triangles have a number of advantages:

you can cover surfaces with them, and a given triangle's final

curvature can in principle be based simply on the positions of

its neighbors.

Barnhill shows movies illustrating the advantages of this

method: he definitely prefers designing over triangles to the

usual quadrilateral patches.

(Fascinatingly, the triangular smoothing can be generalized

into four dimensions, interpolating over tctrahedra. says Barnhill.

This might be of interest to Reeves of Lucasfilms (see end of

article).

The chairman of the sculpting session, another guy. told us

that this session was a "historic occasion." that mathematicians

were meeting in this ri>om who had never come together

before. "Everybody" was in the room, including a great professor

from Germany that he'd never met.

The occasion was historic for me too. Almost ten years ago I

filed a patent application based on smoothing curved surfaces

over triangles, and unusual and rather humorous special equip-

ment to do it. The expected backing fell through and so the

effort was abandoned, at least in that form.

Still, I managed to burn out a couple of mathematicians
trying to work out the curvature method in its full generality.

which we never did. Now here it was, encountered as it were
by accident, all worked out by Barnhill and his colleagues. At
least I felt ruefully justified by the difficulties they had
encountered, in that the problem had been mathematically

quite serious.
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Siggraph, continued...

a bit cardboardy— crossing starfields and

gliding around planets. The Saturn Flyby

pre-movie, made before Voyager actually

got there, quite accurately foreshowed the

views of Saturn that actually came back.

(Blinn interjected that he uses Quicksort,

a mundane arranger for his celestial

objects.)

Blinn also showed the DNA sequence

he had made for the Sagan "Cosmos" series.

It's up for an Emmy in the category of

"videotape editing." No, a lot of people do
not understand what's going on.

Now Nelson Max showed a film illustrat-

ing the close-in molecular effects between

DNA and some chemical. "Everyone knows

that atoms, when viewed close enough,

look like shiny plastic balls." he said. He
then proved it with his film. "It's just physical

attraction at this point," said Max archly

as various molecular structures slid into

one another.

Awakening on the
balcony the next

morning, I looked down
and saw ice skaters,

so help me.

After seeing some other film "I got

jealous," said Max. in his dry and delicate

manner, "so I made this one." He then

showed "Carta's Island," a scenic fantasy.

The camera stares at a couple of cupcake
islands surrounded by waves. The camera
does not move, but waves, clouds and
sunset do. And they are amazing, as are

the reflections and ripples. Like much of

Max's work, it's a double whammy: a

remarkable wave simulation done by
extraordinary means in a pipeline-compiled

program for the Cray-1. (See end of article.)

In contrast with the computational
efficiency Max had contrived. Turner
Whitted of Bell Labs showed a short film

with remarkable properties, made in the

least efficient way. Whitted is concerned
with exactness of optical simulation and
so uses ray-tracing in an elaborate tree-

structured model. His film showing a ball

swinging around a glass sphere, lasted only

a few seconds on the screen, but took days

of CPU crunch to compute.
Now came the film from Evans and

Sutherland, made on the CT5, the new
aviation and scene simulator. YOW! First

we are driving down a highway (complete

with oil smudge). Now we are shooting

down helicopters. Now flying behind

another airplane, its red tailburn hot upon
us. Now we are flying above a desert in

twilight fog. with telephone poles and cacti!

Incredible*.

The evening's surprise entertainment was

a marvelous little film that combined
chemistry, beautiful patterns and group-

theoretical geometry.

It was called "Tomato Bushy Stump
Virus," but the Scott Joplin piano was a

tipoff. The virus, a "solved" virus, was a

ball of different-colored threads of atoms,

that bowed to us this way and that, showing

off its symmetries.

After the evening of science films, there

developed the usual collegiate game of

Who-Knows-Where-the-Party-Is? where
groups of people try to go off somewhere
while getting rid of nearby people they

don't want. I ended up at the party of

Digital Effects, hosted by its president.

Judson Rosebush. Rosebush, thirtyish and
grave with long sideburns, has spun from

out of nothing a functioning computer
movie studio in the killer atmosphere of

New York. They now use both a Paint

system and a turnkey 3-D image synthesis

system— all programmed in C.

At the party I talked to Aaron Marcus
of Meta-Graphics, Berkeley — a tall and
thoughtful graphic artist who is bringing a

complex philosophy of art to graphic screen

design. A most unusual individual, he wears

a yarmulkah with Mickey Mouse ears and
no loss of dignity.

I chatted also with one Guy Nouri
(pronounced "ghee newry"). an imposing

young man reminiscent of the young Orson
Welles, who is editing a new mag with the

imposing title of Electronic Publishing and
Computer Graphics. It was getting very

late, but I thought I heard him say the

magazine would be on-line.

The party was high up in something

called the Plaza of the Americas, which
turned out to be a huge glassed-up edifice

with an enormous interior space. We peered

down from a balcony onto sidewalk cafes,

pedestrian malls, shops. The party was
populated by New Yorkers, smoking,
drinking and jabbering, and I played where -

did-you-go-to-high-school with attractive

women. The cynicism and fast talk made
me feel finally at home, and I gradually

went under.

Awakening on the balcony the next

morning, I looked down and saw ice skaters.

so help me. Texas obviously will surprise

you.

Thursday
Richard Bolt, of Bolt. Beranek and

Newman— not Richard Bolt the BBN
founder, but a different Richard Bolt who
works there—showed us his Dataland. (See

"Interactive Systems and the Design of

Virtuality." Creative Computing, November
and December 1980.)

The user (we see in the videotape sly

Nicholas Negroponte of MIT being the

Recursive gift wrapping, donefor Pifco by Cucumber Studios Ltd. and Digital Effects Inc.



Are you ready to step into the world of

The Ultimate

Fantasy Experience

Wizardry—a revolutionary game for your APPLE II com-
puter. Never before has a game done so much, so well, so

fast! Groups of up to 6 adventurers explore a deep and

mysterious maze in search of loot and glory. Brawny
fighters, frail mages, nimble thieves, all must cooperate to

survive. Not only must you battle hordes of monsters, but

you must also solve the secret riddles hidden in the

mazes. Starting from the safety of the castle, you must
map the 3D maze as you move through it, swiftly running

down the corridors and smashing through doors! Sud-
denly you encounter a group of monsters in their hideous

lair! Leaping to the attack, swords swinging, your fighters

wreak havoc amongst the monsters! Mages utter spells,

causing destruction! Thieves skulk around in the corners.

and priests attempt to bring the blessings of the gods
upon your party! After the melee, there may be a chest to
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monsters—44 page illustrated manual and much, much
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Siggraph, continued...

user—Deus in machina) sits on a throne

before a big screen, on which many little

pictures are seen. Each picture is a symbol

or shrunken view. Whatever picture the

user chooses expands to show more.

This World of Windows (a nice acronym)

is a brilliant, clear way of looking into a

data base management system. It requires

hardly any learning whatever— especially

in the manifestation Bolt shows us now,
where the user's turning eyes call up one
thing after another. This is called gaze-

orchestration. (You. of course, need very

special glasses, specially adjusted.)

Other Human Hookups
Ron Baecker chaired a panel on inter-

active interfaces. His opening speech
stressed some of the common funny words:

"English-like." "adaptable." "natural."

Fred Brooks was the first panelist:

diminutive but domineering, a forceful

Southerner.

Brooks was Project Director for the

development of the IBM 360 computer,

and must feel a certain ambivalence about

its reception in the world. IBM has ridden

the 360 to great lengths and great profit,

but many computer people consider it one
of history's atrocities. (Brooks has written

what could be taken as a sort of apologia,

a good book on project management called

The Mythical Man-Month.)
At the University of North Carolina he

and his group have created a facility for

three-dimensional chemical and crystallo-

graphic modelling, intended as a master
facility for use by scientists from everywhere.

Thus they have had to build a system that

Siggraph and ACM
ACM has already been left behind

by one of the two most important

movements in computerdom, personal

computing, and it keeps a slim, fingernail

hold on computer graphics only bv

sponsorship of the Siggraph conference.

But Siggraph is getting to be bigger

than ACM in more and more ways— the

conferen. I a million dollars

this year, and it has outdrawn the annual

ACM conference by a wide margin for

several years.

In short, ACM trying to keep Siggraph

is like Caspar Milquetoast holding a

lion on a leash. Some, like this author,

feel that ACM has been the voice simply

of pompous, stuffy and elite pr<

sionalism for too long, and that Siggraph

should break away.

However. Siggraph's head
summate maneuverer Tom DeFanti,

will undoubtedly use this growing lever-

age to win more favors from ACM.
Perhaps we can also hope for a "baby
Siggraph." with low admissions but the

same sorts of mi personal

computer enth

could be learned quickly by a visitor with

tightly-budgeted time who is staying at a

boardinghouse. Minimum button-pushing,

controls orthogonal to one another are

critical, he says.

Evidently their system works so well it

only requires close instruction for the first

hour, then a counsellor nearby for the

next eight, and counselling "available" for

the first few nights on the system.

Interestingly. Brooks asserted that control

bandwidth must be high: he says the controls

have to be polled at least fifteen times a

second.

Bill Newman (of Newman and Sproull)—

a

crisp Englishman— talked about the evolu-

tion of experimental text and office systems

at Xerox PARC. The "Office Talk" language

evolved, with a control structure that used

shrunken fields at the bottom of the screen

that could be rapidly expanded. He pointed

out a classical tradeoff: the quality of the

interface versus ease of implementing it.

Newman also seemed to claim, interestingly,

that idiosyncratic styles of use can't be
allowed, but I didn't get a chance to question

him further on that.

William Buxton, Toronto musician,

showed his coordinated sound-synthesizer

project. He has many controls for. and
many visualizations of. the sounds his

synthesizer puts out. His CONDUCT
program uses an ASCII terminal and tablet,

which control an ongoing performance.

On the screen he has a "piano-roll" notation,

virtual keyboard, virtual sliders, virtual

knobs. A waveform editor allows sounds
to be carved and combined.
Harmonics can be viewed in 3-D. as

cardboard cutout mountains. (The present

instant in time goes diagonally down and
to the right on the screen, a strange effect.

)

Amplitudes jut like cardboard mountains

from the parallel lines of his notations, yet

are understandable. (He confused us some-
what by referring to the "zed axis," a curious

Canadian way of referring to the last letter

of the alphabet.) Anyway, he can rotate

the Z-axis— however you say it—on his

display of cardboard Alps, for whatever
visualization he prefers. They look interest-

ingly different.

In the question period, I attempted a

brief sermon on the Virtuality* approach

to interface design— viz., that there should

be no interfaces, but rather carefully-

designed comprehensible worlds— but

Baecker cut me off. He doesn't get it.

Lucitron 's Flat Panel

I managed to catch the afternoon pre-

sentation by Lucitron of Northbrook. IL.

Lucitron is really Alan Sobel and Joe Markin

and their colleagues. I've known Alan and
Joe since my first SID convention in 1965.

Again: T. Nelson, "Interactive Systems
and the Design of Virtuality," Creative

Computing, November and December
1980.
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Jiggraph, continued.

Glossary

2-D system: A computer graphic system whose data represents

only a plane.

2 1/2-D system: A computer graphic system whose objects are

flat, parallel surfaces that can cover each other.

3-D system: A computer graphic system whose data objects

are in three dimensions.

ACM: The Association for Computing Machinery, the Official

Society of All Computerdom.
Anti-aliasing: Dejagging.

Aliasing: The mistaking of some object or situation for another,

especially because of the way data is examined. Examples:
movies of propellors and wagon wheels that seem to turn

backward; musical notes that are wrongly analyzed by sequential

measurement (for instance, thought to be an octave too low):

and. especially. jaggies.

Bit map: Picture made of little dots or squares: circuitry

needed for it.

Bit plane: The circuitry' required to make a bit map display:

especially when combinable or "stackable" to allow more than

one bit per pixel. Thus two bit planes give each pixel four

possible colors to select from, five planes yield 32.

CAD/CAM (pronounced cad-cam): A design of physical objects,

to be actually manufactured, on computer screens. Idiotic

term is acronym for Computer-Assisted Design/Computer-
Assisted Manufacture.
Calcomp: The maker of pen-plotters hooked to computers to

draw lines on paper; generically. such a machine.
Classical computer graphics: 2-D line drawing. 3-D line drawing,

or 3-D shaded graphics with each facet having exactly one
shade or color.

"Computer graphics": Any method of making pictures by
computer.
Gouraud shading: The apparent curvature of an object actually

composed of polygons, based on averaging brightness. Can be
merged with Watkins method.
Dejagging: Avoiding or getting rid of jaggies. Increasingly this

is done with pixels of intermediate shades, carefully placed
along the otherwise-jagged object, making it look smoother.
Frame buffer: Hardware to hold a bit-map picture, especially

when hooked up to a computer so that a user may add effects

one by one and see the result.

Halftone: Shaded.

Hidden-line: 1. Referring to lines explicitly removed from a

line-drawing system. 2. Sloppy term for shaded-surface.

Hidden-surface: Shaded-3-D. emphasizing the fact that you're

not seeing some of the stuff.

Image synthesis: 3-D shaded graphics.

Interpolation: Smoothing of a set of data points by providing

intermediate values somehow.
Jaggies: Irregular edges on something that should look smooth,

a byproduct of the method of searching a scene and of too

coarse a bit map.
Paint system: Computer system allowing a user to "paint" a

two-dimensional picture, using a tablet or lightpen. a frame
buffer, and elaborate programs.

Palette box: A hardware arrangement that lets you select a

certain set of colors or shades of gray from an enormous
number of possible ones, then use these colors on a screen by
selecting from them with only a few bits per pixel. For instance,

if you have four bits per pixel — two bit planes— you could have

a palette box selecting from a palette of four different colors at

once. (The Atari 400 and 800 are perhaps the only mass
market computers offering a palette box at this time.)

Patch: A data structure in 3-space representing part of a

curved object. Main types: Coons. Bezier.

Phong shading: Shading based on angles of rays reflected from
a virtual object in 3-space.

Pixel (called by the phone company pel): A picture cell; dot or
square in a bit-map picture.

Polygon: A closed figure with straight edges; often used as the

underlying 3-D data structure for shaded-3-D systems.

Polyhedron: A 3-D object made of polygons.

Raytrace: The simulation of the path in 3-space between the

viewer's eye and an object, possibly extended to take into

account reflection or light. Easy to program, horrendously
slow.

Sampling: Taking parts of any data object. Sampling theory

gets very technical, and considers any object whatever (you
included) as a mixture of frequencies— a startling view to

laymen. Closely related to signal theory, information theory'.

Scene simulation: The simulation of a three-dimensional scene
for computer display.

Shaded-3-D system: A computer system depicting a three-

dimensional scene in a photograph-like picture.

SID: Society for Information Display, a group that preceded
Siggraph but stagnated.

SIG: Special Interest Group of the ACM— a political method
by which ACM co-opts runaway parts of the field.

Simulation: Any imitation, by a computer, of anything.

Specular reflection: A glint, sheen or mirrorlike reflection.

Surface: Part of a 3-D object.

Surface system: A shaded-surface system.

Teapot: A famous object humorously put into many shaded 3-

D pictures by various researchers.

Texture mapping: The process of assigning a previous picture

to a 3-D surface, making the old picture look like a surface

texture.

Vector: 1. Row of numbers. 2. Line on a screen.

Vector processor: 1. Computer that operates efficiently on
rows of numbers (such as the mighty Cray-1). 2. Device for

showing lines on a screen.

Virtual object: Something simulated for depiction in a three-

dimensional space.

Voxel: "Volume element" on Genisco SpaceGraph (by analogy
with pixel).

Watkins method: A nearly-standard method for shaded-3-D
using lists of edges and certain methods for stepping and
counting among them.
Z-buffer: A frame buffer with bit planes holding a distance-

number for each pixel, as well as a color value; thus permitting

each new surface added by the user to be judged, point by
point, as to whether it is in front of the surface point already
stored there— in which case it replaces it.
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simply by switching
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reversible disk.
If you have an Apple. TRS-80, Zenith, North Star or

any other single-sided by*" disk drive, you can
double disk capacity by simply switching to the

Flip/Floppy disk from Omni. It works just like your

present disks, except you can flip it over and
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programs and files that used to require two disks.

You can halve your disk requirements. And save
money.

Each disk comes with some impressive specifica-

tions: They're certified error-free at more than twice

the error-threshold of your system. Rated for more
than 12 million passes without disk-related errors or

significant wear. And precisbn fabricated with such
standard features as reinforced hub rings.

Call Omni toll-free today. Get premium disks. Twice
the capacity. A full money-back guarantee.
Unbeatable price. And if you order a ten pack now,
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I
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Jiggraph, continued.

Saturn Image by Dr. James F. Blinn. as generated on the AED 512
Graphics Terminal.

This time folks were
most rowdy, like a
"Rocky Horror"

audience.

They're still together, a kind of a reverse

Laurel-and-Hardy team—except Clever and
Warm instead of Dumb and Grouchy. For

years they and their group were the R-

and-D arm of Zenith TV in Chicago, until

Zenith dropped the whole Chicago division.

At which point Sobel and Markin and
their team cannily slid off into their own
company.
They showed an 8mm film of their flat-

panel display system. Not quite technically

a CRT, it has a phosphor responding to

gas-cell emissions in an array of cells behind

it. You could tell from the film that the

system was real, and does, indeed, look

and perform like flat TV. It's still under
development, and they say it should be

another year, but they obviously know

Jaggies, Alias Aliasing

There are two ways of thinking about
jaggies. The scene-analytic school sees

them as a result of the way you are

chugging through the scene to make a

picture. The signal-theory people see it

as a special case of esoteric mathematical

frequency analysis. Both are correct.

what they're doing, and they are prepared

to take their time. There have been other

widely-announced flat-panel TVs, but ask

them about the others. They don't knock
anyone else, but their message is clear:

"We're the real one." I believe it.

The afternoon closed with a wine-and-

cheese party in a cavernous hall. Aside

from a few kiosks at which you could get

cheese, you could also file across the stage

to get cheese, and hundreds stood in line

to do so. A bizarre arrangement.

Second Film Night (Art and Entertainment )

This time folks were most rowdy, like a

"Rocky Horror" audience. Tom DeFanti

took the podium in a flickering hard-hat

dotted with LEDs. "Is it anti-aliasing?" yelled

somebody. "It's real time." said DeFanti.

A European commercial spot showed
that they have hidden-surface shading over

there, too.

A Stan Vanderbeek short, called "Curious

Phenomena," had nice visual puns in it.

DeFanti: "Our goal is to mix heavy duty

computer graphics with video weirdness.

because I really think you guys should get

together." So we got some surrealist video.

Palpitating blobs and giggling hippies mak-
ing silly remarks, the Chicago wacky school.

Then an Etra piece. Digital Video Wall-

paper.

New York Institute of Technology
showed a short clip—a few seconds— of a

credible woman swimming. (Apparently

polygons with Gouraud shading.) A remark-

able achievement.

Then, also from NYIT, Bonnie Williams's

"17 symmetries" program. Then footage

of deer loping through a forest, seemingly

by conventional animation— it could've

been from "Bambi." Then the first flim

clip from their under-wraps film. The

Works—a Roving Chromium Ant Robot.

Great cheers. There was some hissing at

Exxon commercials, but then loud cheers

for the closing NYIT logo.

More surrealistic video stuff (by

Vasulka).

Larry Cuba, "Two Space," closely remi-

niscent of John Whitney: Javanese music,

symmetrical little thingies moving all over;

particles appear, then annihilate each other,

all to music.

A sparkling exception to the meaning-

lessness of the video presentations was
Copper Gilroth's delightful tape, "Skippy

Peanut Butter Jars." Unlike most of the

Chicago video, this had meaning and
content. It was a simple anecdote: Gilroth.

when young, wanted to be an artist, and
believed that artists drew nude women.
She practiced drawing nude women, but.

apprehensive of discovery, buried the

drawings in Skippy Peanut Butter jars. On
the tape, her computer drawings illustrating

this touching anecdote are multipled as

we hear her voice overlaid time and again

on the soundtrack, telling the same story.

Bob Abel Studios, of Hollywood, showed
a film of a whole wire-frame model of

downtown Chicago. We fly over the city,

look down on a wire-frame Sears Tower.
Dizzying! Great applause. Abel Studios

also showed one of their wild Levis com-
mercials. An audience favorite was their

paper-airplane sequence, where a paper

airplane darted around a room full of wire-

frame furniture— then out the window and
over and among the wire-frame Chicago.

(Credit went to art director Randy
Roberts.)

A big piece by Sandin, DeFanti et al.

involved their usual palpitating blobs and
spirals. Then came a peculiar videotape

called something like "The B52s Return to

Planet Claire." with various shots of two
attractive young women, sometimes nude,

posing variously to rock music.

But finally came the Triple I presentation

to close the show: "the film that nobody
wanted to be after."

We see a man juggling geometric shapes.

He wears a top hat and tails, and stands on
a checkerboard floor.

Wait a minute. Is he real?

No. He is a simulated man. This is the

first time I wasn 't sure right away. That
was the Turing test. I couldn't tell the

difference. The time has come.
Now the juggler again, in a storm of

geometric shapes. Finally he takes off his

hat, jumps, and disappears into it.

Great applause for Triple I.

More On The Graphical Turing Test

The graphical Turing test is interesting,

but on being thought over gets complicated.

The 3-D scene of the juggler was fully

synthesized— but from a data structure

they had measured off a real person, a

juggler/gymnast named Ken Rosenthal.
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Announcing
The David Hard Disk Subsystem

Compared to cassettes,

floppies were the
greatest thing
since the inte-

grated chip.

But with in-

creased ap-
plications,

data bases,
and speed
requirements,
a lot of busi-

ness people are
spending more time
doing the "Floppy Shuffle"

and less time doing work.

Now with Konan's
/ David Hard Disk Sub-
' system you can have
32 times the storage of

f
a mini-floppy in about

J the same amount of

f space. At a cost per
megabyte that really
makes sense, the David
Subsystem is available
for a variety of micro-
computers.

So if you own a personal
computer, check into the
David Hard Disk Subsystem at

CIRCLE 294 ON READER SERVICE CARD

your local dealer and stop do-
ing the Floppy Shuffle. And if

you want real timesharing
capabilities, a networking
card is available.

The David Subsystem is

available immediately.

Toll-free Information Line

800-528-4563

KONAN CORPORATION
1448 NORTH 27TH AVE. PHOENIX, AZ 85009
(602)269-2649, TWX/TELEX 9109511552



iggraph, continued.

Photo I. Ball-ami ribbon model ofenzyme. Molecular

data courtesy of D. and J. Richardson. Duke
University. Computer graphics by Michael Pique.

University of North Carolina using Brigham Young
University's "MOVIE.BYU" software package.

Photo 2. Surfaces: L Nackman. University ofNorth

Carolina with MOVIE.BYU.

Photo 3. Cape Cod: O. Brown and R. Evans. Dept.

ofMeteorology and Physical Oceanography. RSMAS.
University of Miami.

But now that we're digitizing real people,

what's the distinction between that and
some kind of photograph? Is it the level of

granularity? The number of processing

stages to remove? (I never quite expected

how many intermediate and in-between

and ambiguous layers there might be.)

Epilog: A Poll About Art Video
Personally, I have never been able to

stand surrealistic video. I took an informal

poll after the show and was surprised to

find that most people didn't mind it. even

Herb Grosch. Of the ten people who didn't

like it, all but one were New Yorkers. The
non-New Yorker said: "It really insults the

Triple I and Saturn stuff to have the video

home movies." But apparently most atten-

dees didn't mind.

While everybody else was waiting for

cars, I had a chance to walk across Dallas

with none other than Scott Kim.
Kim is unusually famous for a graduate

student— he's in AI or the like at Stanford—
because of his incredible agility with revers-

ing calligraphic puns, as will be seen in his

book Inversions. He is also— he had to

be—an extremely witty and sensitive, if

not telepathic, individual. The other guy
walking with us. whose card I seem to

have lost, turned out to be the head of the

Forth User'sGroup (demurely called FIG).

Forth is the only decent language for small

computers, but that's another story.

There was partying afoot, but soon I

realized I was too tired. I started walking

home, but, tired or not, there was one
thing I still had to see in Dallas. As I said

before, downtown Dallas is small, and it

took only a few minutes of guesswork to

find Dealey Plaza.

Photo 4. Molecule: M. Pique. University of North
Carolina, sphere plot. B. Low. Columbia University,

co-ordinates.

Siggraph Quotes

"Why didn't they serve popcorn at the

Siggraph movies? Because nobody imple-

mented the kernel."— Stuart Greene
"Why can't computer people tell

Hallowe'en from Christmas? Because
m Heller

"Once you i- ment what you're

doing, you're finished. They don't care

what you're doing, they just want to

hear that you're ahead of schedule.—
Anonymous
"It would take a computer the size of a

Cray-1 to model a housefly."

Dem
"There's a need for all kinds of graphics.

Detroit wants a smooth hood. Schlum-

berger (the oil explorers) wants

from the surface sculpt i;

sion.

"If you have to ask what it costs, you
can't afford it."— Old adajn

iied.

luently
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Nobody was there after midnight, just

an occasional car passing through. But

Dealey Plaza wasn't really there either.

The contours that assassination buffs knew
and loved appear to have been carefully

paved and rearranged with new monuments.

There is no more Grassy Knoll, no more
evidence. A Congressional Committee
recently decided that this was the scene of

a conspiratorial regicide, but it's been paved

over in more ways than one.

Hypertext Repair Manuals
I stumbled out of bed on the morning of

Friday the seventh to hear a dawn pre-

sentation from Brown University on "com-

puter-based documents."
What they described was a documenta-

tion system to hold on-line repair manuals

for complex equipment (a task evidently

dictated by the source of funding, but

providing some good opportunities for

generalized development). The whole
computer, graphic display and database

are all intended to go. by and by. into a

repairman's ruggedized suitcase.

The screen holds both text and illustra-

tions; the pictures of equipment are nice

colored pictures in a frame buffer, projected

from three-dimensional data structures onto

bit-map displays.

Their hypertexts are built of "pages"

nested into "chapters." which are in turn

hierarchical. Strictly tree-structured, as far

as I could tell, and linked to a DBMS
which keeps track of the chapter pieces,

graphical hierarchy, etc. The controls, too,

are color pictures. Links, timeline and
BACK are buttons. A "session timeline" is

a nice touch, allowing the repairperson to

go back to something he did earlier by

pointing to the historical trace. Whether
this could itself be recursive—going back

to going back, etc.—was not touched upon.

"We try to make document creation like

creating graphics." said the speaker, a

remark that becomes increasingly puzzling

the more you think about it.

I galloped over to a standards meeting.

It was intense, and had attracted hundreds

of the sort of people who would get up on
the fourth morning of a Siggraph convention

to attend a standards meeting.

Thisgroup was, according to the program,

concerned with the standardization of a

"Metafile" which would apparently become
some sort of computer graphics interface.

I figured I had better find out about it.

whatever it was.

Well, they are working on the standard

called ANSI X 3H3. They talked about

standardizing a VDI, Virtual Device Inter-

face, which would be a piece of software

acting as a cushion between device-

dependent stuff—your own weird display

and keypads and joymice— and device-

independent stuff.

Aha. Sounded good. Here we were really

going to get to something. A universal,

device-independent kind of interior struc-

ture that would be the very essence of

March 1982 - Creative Computing
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jraph, contini

Raster Technologies offers a powerful
frame buffer with as many gradations as

anybody could want.

generalized computer graphic data.

zow.
The Metafile was to be a mechanism for

retaining and/or transporting graphic data

and control information. Supposedly this

would yield a picture transfer and storage

standard independent of both devices and
installations. It would have "required"

functions and "nonrequired" functions,

leading to a "minimum metafile" and an
"extended metafile." The virtual device

interface will supposedly handle query and
response, support multiple device drivers,

allow distributed functions, provide for

extensions and escapes, and have low over-

head.

But this stuff went on and on and seemed
progressively murkier. 1 stood up and asked

very politely what the hell they were talking

about. What is computer graphics but all

kinds of different windows looking at four

things— bit-map pictures, 2-D line pictures,

3-D line pictures, and 3-D surface structures

(like the Great Teapot)? And we are going

to have to make links to, and annotate,

these objects and structures. Wasn't that

what they were describing?

/ noticed people all

over the audience
feeling their faces and
contorting them in

weird expressions as
he talked.

No, chided the chair. They were con-

cerned really with things like vector graphics

and pie charts.

Oops. This was a group set up to stan-

dardize a virtual Calcomp. (With extensions

for interaction and animation.) They think

they're dealing with contained pictures,

not larger bit-map tapestries or represen-

tations of physical objects.

No wonder those people had looked so

intense. Among all the 3-D whizbang movie

stuff, they had felt lonely, and missed the

clacking of the pens. The moving storm of

computer progress leaves many stagnant

puddles. Like all stagnant puddles, they

teem with interesting life.

Back to the main sessions. An interesting

paper on how the National Command
Authorities— the Master Bombers you don't

want to think about— handle maps for

"austere" graphics as required for fast

response in dire military "scenarios."

Basically they simplify the map outlines.

To quote the proceedings, they have to

keep these data maps compactly stockpiled

in "deployable command centers that arc

capable of enduring through nuclear as

well as conventional warfare." For this

most austere system, it was found that

they could simplify map outlines consider-

ably; "... there are particular geographic

regions which are cluttered with small

islands. Since these islands have little or

no significance in the command and control

environment, a method was needed to

remove them from the data base...." (From

the Proceedings.)

That's a good hint about where to move
to. If you're not in the data base, maybe
you can survive a good command and
control orgy; they can't see you to nuke
you.

An E&S presentation showed how they

swap an infinite number of polygons in

and out of their simulators, making possible

round-the-world missions— bombing runs

or civilian pilot training— all smoothed with

the latest interpolation formulas. And they

showed more of their glorious dogfight

and landing films.

The Animation Session

Away the sinister stuff. Now the anima-

tion. Steve Piatt, of the University of

Pennsylvania, talked about problems of

animating faces. The multidisciplinary

project he is on is studying sign language,

the physiology of expression, the way face-

flesh slides across bone. (I noticed people

all over the audience feeling their faces

and contorting them in weird expressions

as he talked.) While encoding the surface

structure is relatively straightforward, the

deep structure is hard.

Next we heard from Bruce Wallace of

Cornell— and Hanna-Barbera. Pointedly

illustrating with drawings and overlays of

Fred Flintstone. Wallace showed us how
they can now handle cleanly the input

scan of paper artwork and its low-cost

superimposition into composite cartoons.

(This is especially important for the limited

animation that has been the Hanna-Barbera

trademark since they left their quality Tom-
and-Jerry animation at MGM to go grind

out the Flintstone stuff for television.) The
anti-aliasing Wallace uses at the picture

edges is not unlike the same techniques

we heard about from Sproull and Kajiya.

but extended to bit-map masking. To speed

processes, he deals as much as possible

with enclosed subpictures, using run-length

encoding and taking advantage, where
possible, of frame-to-frame continuities.

Then came the Lucasfilm presentation

everyone was panting for, by Bill Reeves
of the University of Toronto— and Lucas-

films. It wasn't what anybody expected:

no rocketships, no adventure. He threw us

a curve.

In classical animation, they began with

certain drawings— the key frames— and
then drew the in-betweens. When computer
animation started, first they tried the same
thing. Then came Ron Baecker's animation,

where he moved shapes along a preset

moving line (the p-line). Reeves, however.
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Professional Software Introduces

POWER
by Brad Templeton
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COMMODORE COMPUTER
POWER produces a dramatic improvement in the

ease of editing BASIC on Commodore's computers.
POWER is a programmer's utility package (in a 4K
ROM) that contains a series of new commands and
utilities which are added to the Screen Editor and the

BASIC Interpreter. Designed for the CBM BASIC
user, POWER contains special editing, programming,
and software debugging tools not found in any other

microcomputer BASIC. POWER is easy to use and is

sold complete with a full operator's manual written by

Jim Butterfield.

POWER'S special keyboard 'instant action' features

and additional commands make up for, and go beyond
the limitations of CBM BASIC. The added features

include auto line numbering, tracing, single stepping

through programs, line renumbering, and definition

of keys as BASIC keywords. POWER even includes

new "stick-on" keycap labels. The cursor movement
keys are enhanced by the addition of auto-repeat and
text searching functions are added to help ease pro-
gram modification. Cursor UP and cursor DOWN
produce previous and next lines of source code.
COMPLETE BASIC program listings in memory can
be displayed on the screen and scrolled in either direc-
tion. POWER is a must for every serious CBM user.

Call us today, for the name of the Professional
Software dealer nearest you.

Professional Software Inc.

166 Crescent Road
Need ham, MA 02194

Tel: (617) 444-5224 Telex #951579



Siggraph, continu

has taken an astonishing step. He treats

the change of a picture over time as

essentially a three-dimensional interpolation

problem— time isadimension. right'.'— and
Lo!— interpolation between 2-D pictures

over time, through 3-D Coons-patches, turns

out to have the nicest motion quality.

Original, important, and coming soon to

your neighborhood theater.

A wave-simulation paper from Camegie-
Mellon demonstrated that a generalized

scene-simulator, getting down to the details

oifine light waves, could generate complete
optics simulations- the scene, the camera.

and the pictures the camera would take.

They actually simulate a camera, physically

in 3-space. with all the light rays and
including both what"s in and out of focus.

And yes (in an answer to the audience), it

can do holograms.

Cook and Torrance, listed in the Pro-

ceedings as being at Cornell (but now at

Lucasfilms). gave us an analysis of reflective

coloration. Their mathematical model
almost perfectly simulates with a few
numbers the glints and highlights of copper,

stainless steel, rust, rubber—anyway, reduc-

ing any substance to a simplified set of

reflectance parameters. ("For any set of

numbers you can probably find some
substance." says Blinn archly.)

Fantasy Island

As the conference finale. Nelson Max
got up to discuss his Island film (from the

second night). (The conference planners

deliberately put it at the end to induce

everybody to stay.) Max is a heavy-hitter,

a mean mathematician devoted to making
pretty pictures and complex ones— pretty

complex pictures indeed— like his movie
of the topological inversion of a sphere.

In dusty, acerbic tones. Max told us

how he had reduced the enormous com-
plexity of his wave-island-cloud scene to

simple analytic polynomial structures, non-

recursive, to avoid random disoptimizaiions

on the Cray. There were no fractals, he

stressed: his beautiful clouds looked like

Recommended Reading

W.M. Newman and R.F. Sproull. Prin-

ciples ofInteractive Computer Graphic*.

(Second Edition 1979.) McGraw-Hill.

Theodor H. Nelson. Computer Lib.

Published by the author. $10 plus $2

postage from The Distributors, 702 S.

Michigan, South Bend. IN 46618.

Siggraph 81 Conference Proceedings.

ACM Order No. 4288 10 from the Asso-

ciation for Computing Machinery. 1 133

Avenue of the Americas, New York.

NY 10036. ($30; $21 for members.)
Benoit B. Mandelbrot. Fractals: Form.
Chance and Dimension. W.H. Freeman
& Co.. San Francisco.

fractals, but they were done by polynomials.

His polynomial clouds had various cosine

terms and adjustments to curve them prop-

erly.

He optimized everything in the program

to shoot through the Cray-1 computer—

a

superfast numerical vector machine—
exceptionlessly and at high speed. That
meant no wild reflections, and every pixel

reduced to a clean raytracing sequence.

Each island had three sections: a lumpy
polynomial top. simple sides, and an easy

beach. More important, each point on the

island had at most two reflections. The
intricate, realistic waves were lists of

coefficients of cosines in a Fourier series.

"It just involves the square root of the

discriminant to determine the piercing-

point." Max explained with some satisfac-

tion. And the sun was added in the output

minicomputer. (How it went behind the

clouds is obscure: but the output mini-

computer was an Eclipse, so that might

have helped.)

The Zibbits

The Siggraph exhibits were many and
marvelous. Here are the things 1 thought

were important. The first few topics are

super-important. The rest is just good.

Shaded-3-D Graphic Packages!

We have come to the point where you
can get shaded-3-D graphic systems from

a number of suppliers.

It used to be that if you wanted a shaded -

surface simulator for pretend aerial dog-

fights or anything else, there was only one
turnkey supplier. Evans and Sutherland,

of course: a name synonymous with the

highest-quality graphics equipment. And
E&S is still the top of the line, and the only

serious real-time simulator that is com-
mercially available. Those that can afford

it know whom to call: it's not even at the

booth.

(Unfortunately, the high-ticket nature

of the equipment has had its effects on the

E&S salesmen, some of whom were too

haughty and busy talking among themselves

to want to talk to passersby.)

But now there's turnkey software.

Brigham Young University is offering (by

brochures found on tables) a full shaded-

3-D movie package for only $1000 ($500 to

nonprofit organizations). It's a big time-

sharing Fortran program for 32-bit machines

combining Watkins graphics. Gouraud
shading and animation, with slicing, labelling

and titling. A Tektronix option, also offered,

would seem to be a must for input and
control of the thing. (Contact: Hank
Christiansen, Civil Engineering. 368 CB.
Brigham Young University. Provo. UT
84602.) They also offer a version for 16-bit

machines.
Digital Effects of New York was not

advertising it in the booths, but they are

offering 3-D graphics software also. Unlike

the Brigham Young Fortran packages, it is

programmed in C. perhaps making it the

connoisseur's choice. Prices are negotiable,

as I understand it. (Talk to Judson Rose-

bush.)

Ikonas. of Raleigh. NC. offers shaded

surface generation in a mix of hardware

and firmware. The Ikonas full system

package, at about $60K. essentially allows

real-time surface generation in firmware

refreshment of a real-time frame buffer.

It's a fast bit-slice device. (They actually

handed out a bit-slice primer, which is the

wrong level of explanation and surely the

other extreme in sales slickness from E&S.
The $60K price is a lot less than the millions

you'll need for an Evans and Sutherland

system, friend, but it's not yet exactly a

slick turnkey package. The pictures are

beautiful but it's not clear how many surfaces

they can handle.

Megatek. which has long been selling

interactive 3-D line-drawing systems, has

found an ingenious new way to add surface

display to their 3-D vector processor. It's

actually a simple add-on. a circuit card!

The price of the basic Megatek "Whizzard"

box is $60,000 with 1 28K of vectormemory—
which at 2 or 4 bytes per vector, gives you

a lot of lines. A new word in the display

list, recognized by the add-on card, says

"fill between the following vectors:" the

add-on color surface card kx>ks at the

brightness and color bits; firmware then

takes care of the buffer fill. It works for

both convex and concave surfaces (as many
do not), and permits islands and holes.

However, color is somewhat raw (only 16

colors from a 4K palette).

Comin' At Ya
The first commercially-available three-

dimensional viewing system for 3-D data

that requires no glasses is now available:

the Genisco SpaceGraph. $100K.

SpaceGraph is essentially a 3-D terminal

(or perhaps you might say a viewing booth ).

It uses a pulsating Mylar mirror (actually

sealed over a woofer) to alter the apparent

position of a reflected CRT.
You think you're seeing a white wire-

frame image in space; actually you're

looking into a throbbing sheet of Mylar,

and that Mylar sheet is in turn reflecting a

CRT image. ( I described this in Computer
Lib, but in those days it was a lab toy.)

Naturally, the actual displaying of the

image on the CRT is extremely tricky:

from the programmer's point of view, there

are 32,000 virtual frames, one in front of

the other like a deck of cards, and each
capable of holding one dot. You. the

programmer, or a picture compiler for

this device, slice the picture-volume front-

to-back like a carrot, dividing the available

dot-times into whatever stack of dots must
be presented to make your effect.

Anyway, the effect is fabulous. (And it's

almost ready to market as a video game—
with a little more software and a dollar bill

slot.)
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80 COLUMN GRAPHICS

The image on the screen was created

by the program below.

10 VISMEM: CLEAR
20 P=160: Q»100
30 XP-144: XR=1. 5*3. 1415927
40 YP»56: YR=1: ZP=64
50 XF-XR/XP: YF-YP/YR: ZF=XR/ZP
60 FOR ZI—Q TO Q-l
70 IF ZK-ZP OR ZI>ZP GOTO 150
80 ZT-ZI*XP/ZP: ZZ=ZI
90 XL-INT (.5+SQR(XP*XP-ZT*ZT)

)

100 FOR XI=-XL TO XL
110 XT=SQR(XI*XI+ZT*ZT)*XF: XX-XI
120 YY=(SIN(XT)+.4*SIN(3*XT) ) *YF
130 GOSUB 170
140 NEXT XI
150 NEXT ZI
160 STOP
170 Xl-XX+ZZ+P
180 Y1»YY-ZZ+Q
190 GMODE Is MOVE XI, Yl: WRPIX
200 IF Y1»0 GOTO 220
210 GMODE 2: LINE X1,Y1-1,X1,0
220 RETURN

™ Visible Memory for

the PET has now been
redesigned for the new
12" screen 80 column
and forthcoming 40

column PET computers
from Commodore. Like

earlier MTU units, the

new K-1 008-43 package
mounts inside the PET
case for total protection.

To make the power and
flexibility of the 320 by 200

bit mapped pixel graphics display easily accessible, we have

designed the Keyword Graphic Program This adds 45

graphics commands to Commodore BASIC. If you have been

waiting for easy to use, high resolution graphics for your

PET, isn't it time you called MTU?

K-1008-43M Manual only $10 (credited toward purchase)

k-1008-43 Complete ready to install package $495

Mastercharge and Visa accepted

Write or call today for our full line catalog describing all

MTU 6502 products, including our high speed 8" Floppy

Disk Controller for up to 4 megabytes of PET storage.

I uMW
Micro Technology Unlimited
2806 Hillsborouqh Street

PO Box I2I06
Raleigh NC 27605 USA

I919I833 I458

NOW 80 COLUMN PETS CAN HAVE MTU HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHICS
CIRCLE 224 ON READER SERVICE CARD



ibbits, continued.

The PERQ
The PERQ from Three Rivers is the

first to be commercially available of the

new breed of super personal computers.

These are the ones in the $15K to $40K
class, with high-performance CPUs, big

bit-map screens (500 by 1000) and Win-
chesters.

The prototype, of course, was the Alto
from Xerox Palo Alto Research Center,

designed by Alan Kay and supposedly never

advertised or sold (but with lots of peeking

allowed by research colleagues, and various

Prestige Placements).

PERQ was announced as a product two
years ago. and is now being delivered.

Announced but mostly not yet delivered

are the Xerox Star (kid brother of the

Alto), the Apollo, and various academic
boxes with commercial potential: the Lisp

machine, the Nu-machine from MIT. and
consoles from such other places as Carnegie-

Mellon and Stanford.

Anyway, here were PERQs. several of

them, zipping away, each presenting a super

little movie on its screen that showed its

fonts, its animation— what can I tell you.

It's wonderful but pointless to describe.

1* fcw-*yt- Winchester D«*k

KcyhMr* •nd romiinc bvln

7M X I OM4 MUMP Miki DU*Uy

£ERftr-y • vt>
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The PERQ screen displays its fonts ana
animation.

Frame Buffers

There were plain frame buffers from
DeAnza. Cromemco (low price, high per-

formance and Cromemco reliability);

Genisco; Datacubc— offered for the Multi-

bus.

Raster Technologies Inc. offers a power-
ful frame buffer— IK by IK by 6 bits (thus

offering 64 levels of gray or colors), or 5 1

2

by 512 by 24 bits— offering as many gray-

dations as anybody could want, or perhaps
useful as a z-buffer. It's $19K. (Their

brochure shows a shaded picture of some
sort of robot arm. Unfortunately, the picture

misled everybody into thinking you could

get the shaded-surface software from them.

They're not offering the software— yet.)

iut the People's Choice was clear.

Advanced Electronic Design. Inc. AED
was at the big Siggraph in '79. but it looked

like a two-man outfit back then; now it's

really big.

There was a constant crowd at the AED
booth. The AED is the only affordable

(under $15,000) color frame buffer, in a

terminal configuration offering lovely color,

smooth scroll and pan, 512 x 483 pixels

with 256-color palette box. The AED box
also offers subdivided animation of co-

stored frames, and even "polygon fill."

which is just short of 3-D shaded graphics.

It 's just on the threshold
of what a boy or girl

filmmakermightbe able
to afford.

Gorgeous. It emulates a Tektronix but

adds reconfigurable bit-mapping, recir-

culating animation, downloadable micro-

code. And it's just on the threshold of

what a boy or girl filmmaker might just be

able to afford.

CAD/CAM
Vectoring displays for CAD/CAM—

designing physical equipment on screen—
was all over: Vector General. Data Tech,
Adage. Vector Automation. Imlac. Lundy,
Megatek, Harris and of course Evans and
Sutherland.

Applicon offered an interesting variation:

software forCAD/CAM with shaded color

screen output.

A high-resolution display was introduced

for the VAX by DEC, also targeted for

CAD/CAM but obviously applicable for

other vectoring markets— if there are any
at those prices.

A desktop VLSI design system was
offered by Redac; a color VLSI design

system is available from Applicon.

Hi-Res Hardcopy And Film Boxes
Dicomed was there: they offer the top-

of-the-line output camera for squirting

computer-generated movies from the com-
puter onto film.

But coming up fast is MacDonald
Dettwiler Associates, who presently make
an extremely high-resolution laser printer

for single photographs. I talked to David J.

Nims. their extremely bright manager, and
asked if the pressures at the show would
influence them to make a movie-film
recorder. He said there had been a lot of

pressure to that effect, and that, indeed,

they might.

So far nobody has opened a service

bureau that will make movies from your
disks and tapes. There will be an enormous
demand but nobody seems to know it.

Maybe it'sdestined to be done by Fotomat.

The Usual

There was, of course. 3-D vectoring from

Lundy, Megatek, E&S, Interactive

Machines Inc.

There were color terminals from Terak.

Phoenix, IDT, Lundy, Datamax. Ramtek,
Tektronix and Chromatics— whose equip-

ment ran from $4K to a top-of-the-line

$24K. with 68000 processor and Unix
operating system.

And, of course, there was a variety of

high-resolution picture input scanners, such

as Optronics. And various business graphics

packages requiring mainframes, such as

DISSPLA and MIRAGE.

Whatever
A company called "Superset" offered a

high-performance bit-slice Fortran engine

for under S30K. able to compile and run

Fortran subroutines at blast rates, fed by

another machine. Hmm, put that together

with Brigham Young's shaded-3-D software

package, a Dicomed camera and you've

got yourself a studio....

A crowd favorite was the three-dimen-

sional sonic input pen from Science Acces-

sories (Southport. CT). offering full spatial

input for about the usual cost of an industrial

tablet.

A firm called Lyon/Lamb sold a videotape

controller whose purpose was to add frames

sequentially to videotape from any cartoon-

ing or graphic system, computer or not.

Their sample videotape had a naked lady

with nipples, perhaps a first for a computer
conference.

General Electric showed its big projection

TV monitor. Sharp, all right. (They adver-

tised a color model, but exhibited the black-

and-white.) $60K color, $53K in black and
white.

At the very bottom of the price scale,

RCA had its terminal-inside-keyboard there,

looking for dealers. Also on the low side of

prices. West Coast Consultants was offering

2-D graphics software for the Apple and
Atari.

Apple had a booth (why not). I believe

they were the only usual personal computer
manufacturer to exhibit.

A color conversion (factory only) for

the DEC VT100 terminal was offered by

ID Systems Corp. (This may have been
shortcircuited by DEC's recent announce-
ment that the VT100 can be converted to

a Z80 computer.)

The only blatantly non-industrial pitch:

Datamax pushing DeFanti's Zgrass language

with their computer for "artists and com-
municators."
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COLLIDE

ROCKRgy

Lead your own company in. a
game of corporate survival to

become"ChairmanoftheBoard9.

Conglomerates Collide" as you battle Multi-National cor-

porations for world dominance Land atop your own
corporate headquarters and prepare to acquire growth
companies, handle bankers and deal in world markets
to build the value of your company. Pay close attention

to rapidly changing inter-

est rates, earnings and
the P/E ratio. Global news
events that effect trade
conditions will be re-

ported to World HO and
challenge even the most
clever of Presidents. At
Decision Central ypu are
on-line to 5 corporate data

banks for ready access to

vital information

Each player's progress is instantly charted with Rock-
Roy s exclusive color line performance graph (Illus-

trated). Easy to learn rules and 3 different game play

options: solitaire. 2-4 players, or multiple computer op-
ponents. For high scoring Chairmen of the Board"
each game disk comes with 3 entries to the RockRoy
prize competition.

For your Apple " (48K, Disk with Applesoft in ROM).
$39.95 includes shipping and handling Visit your local

dealer today. To order by mail send your check to

RockRoy. VISA and M/C holders order by calling toll-

free 800-528-2361 15 day money back guarantee.

7721 E. Gray Road
Suite 103

Scottsdale. Arizona 85260
Toil-Free 800-528-2361

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc
CIRCLE 221 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Conglomerates Collide is a trademark of RockRoy. Inc
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feacuRes
A GALAXY of features makes the LN.W80 a

remarkable computer. As you explore the
LNW80. you will find the most complete,
powerful, ready to run. feature-packed per-

sonal and business computer ever made into

one compact solid unit.

QUALITY CONSTRUCTION - Instrumenta-

tion quality construction sets LNW80 com-
puters apart from all the rest. Integrated into

the sleek solid steel case of the LNW80 is a

"professional 74-key expanded keyboard that

includes a twelve key numeric keypad.

HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHICS & COLOR -

The stunning 480 X 1 92 resolution gives you
total display control - in color or black and
white. The choice of display formats is yours;

80, 64, 40 and 32 columns by 24 or 1 6 lines in -

any combination of eight colors.

PERFORMANCE - Lift-off with a 4MHz Z80A
CPU for twice the performance. The LNW80
outperforms all computers in its class.

MODEL I COMPATIBILITY - The LNW80 is

fully hardware and software compatible with

the Model I. Select from a universe of hardware
accessories and software - from VisiCalC to

space games, your LNW80 will launch you
into a new world of computing.

FULLY LOADED A full payload includes £n Our down to earth price won't send you into

controller for 5 V and 8' single or double
sided disk drives. RS232C communications
port, cassette and parallel printer interfaces

are standard features and ready to go. All

memory is fully installed - 48K RAM, 16K
graphics RAM and 12K ROM complete with

Microsoft BASIC.

LNW Research Corp.
\ \I.M I I

CIRCLE 278 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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New from NRI!

The first at-home training in

videocassette recorder repair

with exclusive videotaped lessons.
Learn Video/Audio

Servicing... includes RCA
state-of-the-art VCR, NRI
Action Video lessons, plus

full training in color TV
and audio repair.

Now, you can learn the hottest, most

wanted skill in home entertainment elec-

tronics. . . servicing and repairing videocas-

sette recorders and video disc players. Well

over 2 million units have already been sold

and the demand is just starting! Already,

qualified VCR technicians are in short sup-

ply. . .people are waiting up to a month for

VCR repair. Good jobs at good pay are

going begging. And NRI can get you in

on the action with convenient and effective

at-home training.

Choice of Specialized
Training

NRI offers you three Master Courses

in Video/Audio Servicing, each complete,

each with equipment and training for the

specialty you want. Each course thoroughly

prepares you for color TV plus audio and

video equipment. Then, you take the spe-

cialized hands-on training on the equipment

you select.

Learn as you work with equipment

you keep.

You can get specialized audio

experience as you build your own

AM/FM stereo system complete with

speakers. Or gain real bench ex-

perience with hands-on TV

training as you build a 25" /,

(diagonal) fully-computer-

ized, programmable color

TV and professional test

instruments. Or train with

your own RCA video

-

cassette recorder and NRI s

exclusive Action Video ser-

vicing lessons on videotape.^

State-of-the-Art VCR
This modern VCR features high-tech-

nology design with electronic pushbutton

tuning, remote control, three recording

speeds with up to 6-hour capacity, high-

speed visual search, built-in clock/timer,

memory rewind and audio dubbing capa-

bility. Direct drive motors and azimuth

recording give outstanding picture

reproduction.

It's yours to keep, as part of your

training. You'll not only use it to learn

operation and servicing techniques, but to

play the absorbing NRI Action Video lessons

that come as part of your specialized train-

ing. In word and picture, you'll leam

theory, construction, and service proce-

dures, see them explained in graphic

closeups. And you get this unique training

only with NRI!

Learn at Home
at Your Convenience
No need to quit your job or tie up

your evenings at night school. No time

away from your family or expensive travel.

NRI comes to you. You are a class of one,

getting both theory and practical hands-

on training backed up by our staff of ex-

perienced educators.

NRI the Pros' Choice
More than 65 years and a million

and a half students later, NRI is still the

first choice in home-study schools. A na-

tional survey of successful TV repairmen

shows that more than half have had home-

study training, and among them, it's NRI

3 to 1 over any other school.

That's because you can't beat the

training and you can't beat the value. Only

NRI combines exclusive fast-track training

techniques with modem state-of-the-art

equipment to give you the skills you need

for success quickly and easily. Only NRI

offers such complete training with so many

timely options for specialized bench exper-

ience. Send for our free catalog and get all

the facts on these exciting Master Courses

in Video/Audio servicing.

Free Catalog...

No Salesman Will Call

Mail the postage-paid card today for

your free copy of our 100-page look into

tomorrow. It shows all the equipment you

get, describes each lesson in detail. And it

tells you about other important career op-

portunities in Microcomputers and Micro-

processors, Digital and Communications

Electronics, Electronic Design Technology,

and more. Send today and get started on a

big new future for yourself. If card has

been removed, please write to us.

NRI SCHOOLS
McGraw-Hill Continuing

Education Center

3939 Wisconsin Ave.,

Washington, DC. 20016

We'll give you tomorrow.

»



How to Solve It- With the Computer

Spirolaterals

Donald T. Piele

I gave a talk recently to the Rotary Club in Racine. WI.
about the virtues of personal computers. As I usually do. I

spent a few minutes explaining how computers can be used in

education—CAI. simulation, programming, problem solving— the
usual laundry list. And then I paused for a moment to wax
philosophical.

"You know, one of the primary results that we have always
expected from mathematics courses is that they teach our
students how to think logically and clearly for themselves.
Mathematics is so clear and precise— what better subject
could there possibly be to teach this very important skill?

Teachers of mathematics appreciate the difference between
rote learning and concept development and try very hard to
teach concepts. It is not easy, and most of us are not very
effective at it. As a consequence, we emphasize what we know
everyone can learn — the manipulative skills.

"Mortimer Adler tells us, 'The idea is to teach not by telling

but by asking.' This is a nice expression, but it is not easy to
carry out in the classroom. As teachers, we are programmed
for telling. Unfortunately, this is the least effective method for
teaching logical thinking and problem solving skills. But there
is another approach. It uses a device that asks each user to be
completely logical, and if he is, it will ask him to try again. It is

an instrument that will explore to the bitter end the consequences
of any algorithm the student asks of it. It is a machine that
students love to ask. It's a microcomputer."

Donald T. Piele. University of Wisconsin Parkside. Box 2000.
Kenosha. WI MI4I

Afterwards, one of the Rotarians in the audience came up,
introduced himself and said. "I know exactly what you are

talking about because of what happened to my son after we
purchased an Apple II. He was doing very poorly in school. He
really didn't care whether his written ideas were accurate or
spelled correctly or whether his mathematics assignments were
done. Then he got involved in teaching himself to program,
and now I can't even keep up with him. In fact he just submitted
a program to a computer magazine, and they are going to

publish it and pay him $100. And his grades— you wouldn't
know it was the same kid.

Problem Solving

This was not the first time I had heard about or seen the

effect of computers on kids, and I'm sure that many of you
have seen or even felt it yourselves. What this suggests to me is

that we should pay careful attention to what the computer can
do to kids and not so much on what it can dofor kids. Sure we
can write the programs to tell kids about any subject we want,
perhaps in a more dynamic and interesting way than has been
possible before. But that is just another form of telling. How
can we set up part of the curriculum to let the students ask

themselves the questions we haven't even thought of yet? Why
can't we let each student learn what it means to be an independent
problem solver. And won't the skills learned in this context be
applicable to many other environments entirely separate from
mathematics or computing? Isn't this what the National Council
of Teachers of Mathematics had in mind in its recommendation
for the 1980's to take full advantage of computers in the

development of problem solving skills?
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low to Solve it, continue

The Four Phases of Problem Solving
In 1943. George Potya outlined what he considered to be the

four phases of problem (Diving in his book. How To Solve It. It

is interesting to compare these steps with the corresponding
steps that a programmer must go through to write a complete
and correct program. If we accept his four phases of problem
solving as generally valid, then since writing a program is a
problem itself, its solution should follow the stages set forth by
Polya.

Notice how specific each step becomes when it is translated

into its programming equivalent. Every successful program
that a student writes is another successful problem solving

experience. If the programming problems are selected properly,

each student is able to create an original solution. And for

some reason which I do not fully understand, students are
highly motivated to stick with a programming task until it is

absolutely perfect. What a golden opportunity we have in

mathematics today to pump new life into the teaching of

problem solving.

Let's turn to a specific example of a programming activity

that has both mathematical and programming interest.

Spirolaterals I

A collection of geometric patterns, called spirolaterals. is

generated from a very simple set of logically constructed rules.

On a sheet of rectangular graph paper, begin by imagining that

you are a robot standing at a point in the middle of the

paper and facing north. An instruction in code form has been
placed into your memory and the RUN button pushed. The
code reads simply — RRR. You know exactly what to do because

Polya

/. Understand the problem

a. What are the givens?

b. What arc the goals?

c. What are the conditions'.'

2. Devise a plan

a. Employ subgoals

b. Look for patterns

3. Carry out the plan

a. Make adjustments

b. Does it work?

4. Look hack

a. Complete and correct

each detail

b. Make each part as simple
as possible

C. Scrutinize the methods that

led to the solution

Programming

/. Understand the task

a. What is the input?

b. What is the output?

c. What relationships

exist between the

variables?

2. Structure the program

a. Use subroutines

b. Write algorithms

.?. Write the program

a. Correct the errors

b. Does it run correctly?

4. Review the program

a. Debug the program

b. Simplify the program

c. Document the program

You are
the sole surviving

m

Naval Commander
ol the Free Space Con-
federation The Galac-
tic Empire has overrun
the entire solar system
except foryour remote out-

post on a moon at the outer
limits Exploiting the un-
matched ship SHADOWHAWK I

you prey on the Empire's mer-
chant fleet tocaptureenemy male-
rial, which can be bartered for better
weaponry, shielding, missiles, etc . for SHADOW HAWK I

But the Empire's interceptors, corvettes, lancers, destroyers,

and cruisers are probing the galaxy for you You must evade
them and the deadly battle stations throughout
Your skill is measured by nine rankings, up to STAR LORD.
Warning You must be very, very good to reach STAR LORD
rank! Very good indeed 1

SHADOW
HAWK I ~ uses

THREE-AXIS rota-
tion, high resolution 3-D
graphics! On Apple W.

DOS 3.3 or Atari 800 • 48K
(L wiih disk drive Joysticks re-^ quired Specify Apple or

Atari on your order Games
are on Dyson™ diskettes

Game time 15-30 min $49.95 ppd
VISA & MasterCard accepted
DEALER INQUIRIES ARE WELCOME

107 E Main #2. Medlord. OR 97501

(503) 779-0078

Appl* a and Atari 800 dre registered

trademarks respectively ol Apple Com-
puter Inc and Alan Inc
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Our High Quality Software Is More ThanA
Stroke Of Genius... It's AWork Of Art.

a PM EDITOR: by Dennis Zander (Atari. 16K)
Create your own fast action graphics game for the

Atari 400 or 800 using its player missile graphics tea
tures By using player data stored as strings, players can
be moved or changed (for animation) at machine Ian
gudge speed All this is done with string variables
(P0|(Y)=SHIP4) This program is designed to permit
creation of up to 4 players on the screen store them as
string data and then immediately try them out in the
demo game included m the program Instructions for

use m your own game are included PM EDITOR was
used to create the animated characters in ARTWORK
RINGSOF THE EMPIRE andENCOUNTER AT QUESTAR IV

PRICE $29 95 cassette $3395 diskette

ROCKET RAIDERS by Ric hard fv ,'4K )

Defend your asteroid base against pulsar bombs roc

Kets. lasers and the dreaded stealth saucer as aliens

attempt to penetrate your protective force field Precise
target sighting allows you to fire at the enemy using mag
netic impulse missiles to help protect your colony and
its vital structures
PRICE $19 95< Mtttt* $23 95 Ishette

O INTRUDER ALERT! by Dennis Zander (Atari 16K)
This is a fast paced action game m which you must

escape from the Dreadstar with the secret plans
The droids are after you and you must find and enter

your ship m order to escape It you fail, the rebellion

is doomed PRICE $1695cassette $20.95diskette

THE RINGS OF THE EMPIRE: by Dennis Zander
(Atari 16* >

The Empire has developed a series of battle station 1
-

protected by one or more rings of energy You must des
troy these weapons by attacking them in your Y wing
fighter armed with Zydon torpedoes Each time you
blast through the rings and destroy the statu

Empire develops a new station with more protective rings
PRICE $16.95 cassette »20.95d.shette

[ I fOREST FIRE!: by Richard Petersen (Atari 24K>
Using excellent color graphics, your Atari is turned m

to a tire scanner to help vou direct operations to contain
a forest fire You must compensate for changes in wind,
weather and terrain Not protecting valuable property
can result in startling penalties Life like variables make
FOREST FIRE a very suspenseful and challenging simu
lation PRICE $1695cassette $2095diskette

1 ] GIGA TREK by John Shepard
(Atari (16K), Apple. North Star and CP/M(M BASIC)
Giga Trek has features not found in other Star Trek

games including movement and a trigonometric coordi
nate system for navigation It is your task during play
to destroy the combined fleet of Klingons and Romulons
that are menacing the Federation throughout the galaxy
PRICE $14.95cassette $18.95diskette

a ALPHA FIGHTER, by Douglas McFarland (Atari. 16K)
Consisting of two different programs. ALPHA FIGHTER

requires you to destroy the alien starships As you
become more successful, the games get harder and
harder PRICE $14.95cassette $1995 diskette

D GIANT SLALOM: by Dennis Zander (Atari. 16K)
Bring the Winter Olympics to your computer anytime of

the year* Use the joystick to guide your skiers path
down a giant slalom course consisting of open and
closed gates Choose from three levels of difficulty

Take practice runs or compete against from two to
eight additional skiers
PRICE $15.95 cassette $19.95d.skette

HOOGE PODGE by Marsha Meredith
(Apple48K. Applesoft or Integer BASIC)

This captivating program is a marvelous learning device
for children from 18 months to 6 years HODGE PODGE
consists of many cartoons, animations and songs which
appear when any key on the computer is depressed A
must for any family containing young children and an
Apple
PRICE $19.95 diskette

THE PREDICTOR by T nomas Barker
(Apple. Atari TRS-80. North Star and CP M (M BASIC)
This is a complete package that covers least squares

fitting of parameters for two or more variables THE
PREDICTOR can be used for predicting sales and pro
cess behavior, trend analysis, model building and many
other uses calling for multilinear regression techniques
Each option in the program is prompted with simple
YES/NO commands making it very easy to use
PRICE $29 95 diskette

-TYPC'NTALK*

$24 95d.skette

ARTWORK is ottering the fantastic TYPE- N TALK"
from Vortrax* This easy to use unit connects to your
computer's serial port Text is automatically translated
mto electronic speech enabling the TYPE- N-TALK"
hobbyist to use and enioy it immediately
PWCE $32900

The following ARTWORX programs are available for

TYPE N TALK
STUD POKER ( Atari 24K) $16 95 cassette

$20 95diskette
TEACHER'S PET (Atari, 24K, North Star i $16 95/ $20 95
BRIDGE 2 i Atari ?4K. North Star) $19 95 / $23 95
NOMINOES JIGSAW (Atari ?4K) $17 95/ $2195
Please specify TNT" version when ordering programs

CRANSTON MANOR ADVENTURE: by Larry Ledden
(Atari. North Star and CP'M)

You must enter mysterious Cranston Manor and attempt
to collect its many treasures This extemely challenging
program will provide you with many hours (days') of
adventure The program may be interrupted at will and
your st. i- mediskette
PRICE

n PILOT: by Michael Piro (Atari. 16K)
Pilot your small airplane to a successful landing using

both joysticks to control throttle and attack angle PILOT
produces a true perspective rendition of the runway
which is constantly changing Select from two levels of

pilot proficiency
PRICE $16.95cassette $2095 diskette

TEACHER'S PET: by Arthur Walsh (Atari Apple
TRS 80.PET North Star and CP M(MBASIC) systems)

This is an introduction to computers as well as a team
mg tool for the young computenst (ages 3 7) The pro
gram provides counting practice, letter word recognition
and three levels of math skills

PRICE $14 95 KSCtt* $18 95:

FORM LETTER SYSTEM: (Atari North Star and Apple)
This is the ideal program tor creating personali/ed form

I* text editor tor pro
ducmg fully justified letters Addresses are stored in a
separate tile and are automatically inserted into your
form letter along with a personalized salutation Both
letter •

. mpatibie with ART-
WORK MAII ,1 ,ndTEXTEDlTORprograms
PRICE $3995diskette

TEXT EOITOR: (Atari and North Star)
This program is very user friendly yet employs aM

essential features needed for serious text edit •

minimal memory requirements Features include com
mon sense operation, two different lustiticatton techni
ques automatic line centering and straightforward
text merging and manipulation TEXT EDITOR li •

compatibiewith ARTWORX FORM LET TER S
PRICE $3995diskette

o

MAIL LIST 3.0: (Alan Apple and North Star)
The very popular MAIL LIST 2 2 has now been up

graded Version 3 offers enhanced editing capabilities
to complement the manv other features which have made
this program so popular MAIL LIST is unique in its
ability to store a manmum number of addresses on one
diskette (typically between 1200 and 2500 names')
Entries can be retrieved by name, keyword(s) or by *ip
codes They can be written to a printer or to another
file for complete tile management The program pro
duces 1. 2 or 3 up address labels and will sort by /ip
code<5 or 9 digits) or alphabetically (by last name) Files
are easily merged and MAIL LIST will even find and
delete duplicate entries' The address files created wilh
MAIL LIST are completely compatible with ARTWORX
FORM LETTER SYSTEM
PRICE 149 95 diskette

THE VAULTS OF ZURICH: by Fein and Ted Herlihy

(Atari. 24K PET)
Zurich is the banking capital of the world The rich and

powerful deposit their wealth m its tamed impregnable
vaults But you as a master thief have dared to under
take the boldest heist of the century You will journey
down a maw of corridors and vaults, eluding the most
sophisticated security system m the world Your goal is

lo reach the Chairman's Chamber to steal the most trea
sured possession of all THE OPEC OIL DEEDS'
PRICE S219Scassette $29.95 diskette

BRIDGE 2 by Arthur Walsh (Atari (24K) Apple
TRS 80 PET North Star and CP'M(MBASIC) systems)
Rated »1 by Creative Computing BRIDGE 2 is the

only program that allows you to both bid for the contract
and play out the hand (on defense or offense') Interest
mg hands may be replayed using the duplicate bridge
feature This is certainly an .deal way to finally learn to
play bridge or to get into a game when no other (human)
players are available
PRICE $17 95cassette $2l.99d.skette

ENCOUNTER AT QUESTAR IV: by Douglas McFarland
(Atari. 24K)

As helmsman of Rikar starship. you must defend
Questar Sector IV from the dreaded Zentanans Using
your plasma beam hyperspace engines and wits to avoid
Zentanan mines and death phasers. you struggle to stay
alive This BASIC 'Assembly level program has super
sound full player missile graphics and real time action
PRICE $23 95

;
assette $27 99diskette

I : THE NOMINOES JIGSAW PUZZLE:
byC Mmns/B Brownlee (Atari 24K TRS 80 and Apple)
We Quote "A bramteaser supreme the concept

ot NOMINOES JIGSAW is bnllant this video ngsaw
game is so clever and completely original that only
the most hardhearted ouzzie hater could fait to be charm
ed -ELECTRONIC GAMES MAGAZINE
PRICE $17 95 cassette (also available for TRS 80 color

compute'! $21 95d'Skette

Highest Quality

Software*.
Guaranteed

ARTWORX SOFTWARE COMPANY
150 North Main Street Fairport. NY 14450 (716)425 2833

Call ARTWORX toll-free number to order direct:

800828 6573 InNewYork Alaska Hawaii call (716)425 2833

All orders are processed and shipped within 48 hours.

Shipping and handling charges:

Within North America Add$2 00
Outside North America Add 10"" (Air Mail)

New York State residents add 7% sales tax

Quantity Discounts:

Deduct 10 when ordering 3 or more programs

Ask for ARTWORX at your local computer store.

•ATARI APPLE TRS 80. PET NORTH STAR CP/M.and TYPE N TALK are registed tradenames and'or trademarks •
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How to Solve it, continued..

CODE = RRR

_J ^
Cycle. 1

Figure I.

Tl
a

Cycle 2

*
Cycle 3 Cycle 4

N = 3

you have been programmed to accept and act upon instructions

that consist of a sequence of R's. To carry out the instruction

RRR, you begin by turning right 90 degrees and walking
forward one unit. Next you turn right again and this time walk
forward two units. Then you turn right a third time and walk
forward three units. Now you check to see whether you have
returned to where you began— call it home. If you have, then

you stop. If you have not returned home, then repeat the same
sequence of moves— turn right and move one unit, turn right

and move two units, turn right and move three units. Keep
repeating this cycle of moves until you return home. The path
you would trace out is called a spirolateral of order 3 (see

Figure 1. Code= RRR and order N = 3).

The code is very simple. Each R indicates a right move and
each move is one unit longer than the previous move. To
complete a spirolateral, it is necessary to repeat the pattern of

turns and moves in sequential order until the home position is

reached. Surely a computer program can be written to trace

out and study these elementary spirolaterals of order N, N = 1

.

2,3,4....

Problem 1

Write a computer program that will accept an integer N and
print out the Nth order spirolateral.

Discussion

We have defined the terms and set the task. The input must
be an integer, and the output a pattern on the screen. Now it is

up to the student to solve the problem. It seems to be a

harmless enough problem— in the LOGO language with Turtle

Graphics it is a snap. It could also be easily programmed in

Pascal. But, like it or not. Basic is the language that everyone

has available and in Basic this problem presents a nice challenge.

Besides, most of us do not have the luxury of language options

today. If you do, then by all means use them.

With the Apple II, there are three choices of formats that we
could use to display each spirolateral. We could use the text

screen with horizontal and vertical tabs—HTAB, VTAB. the

low resolution graphics screen with PLOT commands, or the

high resolution screen and HPLOT commands. It would be

nice to have solutions in each of these formats. The major

problem to be solved is how to represent the right turns. This is

not a built-in function in Basic as it is in LOGO. The process

which the students must go through to find out how to handle
this problem is what problem solving is all about. Let them do it

on their own. Let them ask questions. Let the computer be the

final judge.

A Solution

In the usual cartesian coordinate system, a single step toward
the north can be represented by the point (0,1 ). This is one unit

north of the origin (0,0). Similarly, (1,0) is a single step in the

easterly direction, (0,-1) a step in the southerly direction, and
(-1,0) a step in the westerly direction.

N
W-|- E

S

(0.1)

(-1,0) -(-(1,0)

(0.-1)

Right turns result from clockwise movements in the direction

the robot is facing as follows:

Right Turns

From To

N
E
S

W

E
S

W
N

From

(0,1)

(1.0)

(0,-1)

(-1,0)

To

(1,0)

(0.-1)

(-1,0)

(0.1)

If (D1.D2) represents the current direction that the robot is

facing, then what will be its new direction after a right turn?

Can we find a simple algorithm that will work successfully for

all four of the moves listed above? It appears that a right turn

interchanges the Dl and D2 values and changes the sign of the

second coordinate. This can be represented by
(D1.D2) — (D2.-D1).

This is carried out in Basic by performing a swap

T=D1
D1=D2
D2=-T

N « 1

Spirolaterals I

N = 2

*
N = 3

^ I&
Er^

N = 4 N = 5 N = 6

Spirolaterals I

N = 7 N = 8 N = 9

a
N - 10 N = 1 1 N = 12
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GHOST HUNTER
a

m
n

(3

I I c

THE ULTIMATE GAME
OF HIDE AND SEEK.

Ip the beginning. . . there was Star Raiders.®

Then. . .came Missile Command. M

Now. . . Arcade PLUS introduces Ghost Hunter,® the first in a new generation of software for

the Atari® 400/800® personal computers.

Your mission in Ghost Hunter"'* is simple— rid the mansion on Huckleberry Hill of ghosts. .

.

before they get you!

Ghost Hunter 1" begins where most computer games end!

• 51 game variations!

• One or two player game. . .you can play alone or head-to-head against another player!

• Choose from 16 different "floor plans" or let the computer randomly choose for you!

• Special features allow you to "Build-A-Hunter" and "Hide-Instantly"!

• Fast paced, 10 color action with 4-channel music and simulated sound effects!

Ghost Hunter® is available on cassette or disk for Atari* 400/800® computers with 16K

minimum memory from your local Atari computer dealer. Or send $29.95 (cassette)/$34.95 (disk)

+ $2. 50 postage and handling (CA residents please add 6% sales tax).

© Wttl. Arcade PI

St.ir Raklefi and MiMilc Command
arc trademark* ut Atari, Inc.

i Shott Hunter it a trademark

,.t Arcade PLUS 5276 Hollister Avenue Suite 208 Santa Barbara, CA 93111 (805)683-2305
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How to Solve it, continued.

Spirolat era Is II

^ jt a
RRRL RRLR RLRR

Sp i r o 1 at era 1 s II

RRRLL RRLLR RLLRR

^*^?
LLRRR RRLRL LRRRL

The Program
Listing 1 is a simple spin 'lateral program written in Applesoft

Basic using the low-resolution graphics screen for the coordinate

plane.

Listing I.

10 REM
20 REM

"SPIROLATERALS I - LOW RESOLUTION GRAPHICS"
"DONALD T. PIELE"

40 A - 25 : B - 20 2 REM (A.B) i» home.
50 X • A : Y - B :REM (X.Y) is current

post ion
60 INPUT "ENTER THE ORDER "SN

70 OR
80 Dl=l : D2-0 >REM (1.0) initial dir.
90 COLOR •= 9 I PLOT X.Y :REM Plot home oranse.
100 COLOR - 15 I REM S«t the path white.

no FOR I - 1 TO N
120 T=D2 : D2-D1 « Dl—

T

:REM Turn risht.
130 FOR K«l TO I

140 X=X+D1 « Y-Y+D2 (REM Move forward
150 PLOT X.Y I *tePS.
160 NEXT K
170 NEXT I

180 IF X=A AND Y=B THEN END IREM Stop at home.

190 GOTO 110 SREM Repeat the crcle.

Program Notes

The coordinate system on the low-resolution screen begins

with the origin (0,0) in the upper left hand corner. When we
established the directions for north, east, south, and west, we
were working with the usual coordinate system, which places

the origin in the lower left hand corner. Thus, the north— south
direction on the Apple is just the opposite of what we are

accustomed to, and the direction of ( 1 ,0) in line 80 actually

faces south. Also, to get a true right turn on the screen we must
use the expression in line 120.

The program listed above is a minimal one which can easily

be embellished upon.
1. A check should be made each time a move is taken to see

whether the robot has moved off the 40 x 40 low-resolution

graphics screen. When this happens, one can either terminate

the program or skip the next PLOT command. This is done by
inserting the line

145 IF X<0 OR Y<0 OR X>39 OR Y>39 THEN 160.

2. The size of a single robot step can be easily changed in

order to see the patterns more clearly. For example, to double
the step size simply replace I in line 130 with 2*1.

120

3. The spirolaterals can also be drawn on the text screen.

The major difference is that we must replace PLOT X.Y with

its text equivalent HTAB X : VTAB Y : PRINT ;. Since the

text screen is only 40 x 24, we also need to adjust 'home' to

A=20:B= 12. If these adjustments are made and the GR and
COLOR commands deleted, then the program will run on the

text screen.

4. The high resolution screen is really the best place to draw
spirolaterals. Here we have a 280 x 192 grid to roam around in.

To switch to the high resolution screen a few changes must be
made:

40 A = 140 : B = 85
70 HGR
75 POKE -16302,0 : REM Set full graphics screen.

90 HCOLOR= l : HPLOT X.Y
100 HCOLOR=3
150 HPLOT X,Y

To avoid an error when the robot wanders off the screen,

add the line:

145 IFX<0ORY<0ORX>279ORY> 191 THEN 160.

Spirolateral I Behavior

Writing a program to display spirolaterals is only half the

fun. Investigating the properties of spirolaterals by running the

program opens up all kinds of problem solving activities. In

this mode, we are using the computer to extend our knowledge
about the behavior of spirolaterals. There are a number of

interesting questions that arise about these figures:

1) Which spirolaterals wander off the screen and never
return home?

2) Some of the spirolaterals return home after two cycles of

the code and some after four cycles. Is there any way to

predict what will happen to a spirolateral of order N?
The answer, of course, is "yes" to both of these questions,

and the search for a solution is a nice problem solving activity.

It turns out that if N is a multiple of 4 (N mod 4 = 0). then the
spirolateral wanders off the screen and never returns home. If

N mod 4 = 1 or 3, then the spirolateral returns home after four

cycles. If N mod 4 = 2. then it returns home in two cycles.

Students usually have no difficulty arriving at the same conclusion,

but they usually express it differently.

Spirolateral II

What would happen if we gave our robot the ability to turn

left as well as right? For example, what would the spirolateral

look like if the robot followed the instructions RRRL? or any
other combination of Rs and Ls? Presto! We have a new
problem.
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Personal— Entertainment— Business

SOFTWARE
Low Discount Prices / 15 to 25% Discount oft List Price

Fast Convenient Service / We ship same or next day
Large Selection ot Software / Call or Write for our FREE Catalog'

r
Call Toll Free: (800) 423-5290 In California: (213) 991-9641

We have all the latest

software-ASK USI

TRS-80, PET, ATARI:

send for

FREE catalog!

All products below are on Disk unless otherwise noted * *'*<> •»«w«m« on ca*»atta

AUTOMATED Retail

Mm
Invasion Orion i 24.95

Morloc's Tower * .19.95

Datestoncs of Ryn * 19.95

Dragon's Eye 24.95

* Temple ol Apahal 39 95

* Hellf ire Warrior 39.95

Star Warrior 39 95
Rescue at Rigel 29 95
Crush. Crumble* Chomp 2995
The Upper Reaches of Apshai NEW. 1 9 95
The Keys ol Acheron NEW. 1 9 95

BRODERBUND
Payroll 395 00
General Ledger 495 00
Space Warrior 24.95

Apple Panic 29 95
* Space Quarks 29.95
Genetic Drift 2995
Red Alert NEW.. 29 95
* David's Midnight Magic NEW. 34.95

The Arcade Machine NEW. 44 95

Track Attack NEW 29 95

CAL PACIFIC

Our
Price

21.20
18 95
16.95
21.20
29.95
29.95
33.95
25.45
25.46
16.95
16.95

335.75
420.75
21.20
2S.4S
22.45
2S.4S
2S.45
26.20
36.20
25.45

33.95
25.45
29.70
33.95

MICROSOFT flefa/i

Price

Typing Tutor II 24 95
Olympic Decathlon 29 95
Adventure 29.95

Sortcard 399 00
RAMcard 195 00
* TASC Compiler 175.00

Our
Price

21.20
25.45
25.45

339.15
165.75
131.25

MUSE

Bill Budge s 30 Graphics 39.95

Apple-oids 29.95

Akalabeth . 34.95

Ultima 39.95

CAVALIER
The Asteroid Field 24 95
• Star Thief 29.95

Bug Attack NEW- 2995

EDU-WARE
The Prisoner 29.95

Empire I World Builders NEW. 32 95

Empire II Interstellar Sharks NEW- 32 95

Empire III Armageddon NEW. 32 95

HAYDEN
Sargon II . 34.95

* Reversal » 34.95

Assembly Lang Dev Sys 39 95
Applesoft Compiler 20000

HOWARD
Tax Preparer (1982) NEW...150.00
Real Estate Analyzer 1 50 00
Creative Financing NEW. 150 00

INNOVATIVE DESIGN
Pool 15 34.95

* Shuftleboard 29.95

Trick Shot NEW 39 95

MICRO LAB
Dog Fight 3000 25. SO

• Data Factory 150.00 112 50

Mini Factory 7500 63.75

21.20
22.49
25.45

25.45
26.00
28.00
26.00

29.70
26.20
33.95

170.00

127.50
127.SO
127.50

29.70
22.45
33.95

21.20
127.SO
33.95
33.95
2S.4S

16.9S
21 .20

26.00
29.70
29.70
64.95
33.95
25.45
22.45

101.95
64.95
84.9*
23.45
33.95
97.45
64.95
67.95
22.4*
33.95
29.70

ABM 24.95

Super Text II 15000
Three Mile Island 39.95

Robot War 39.95

Castle Woltenstem 29 95

ON-LINE SYSTEMS
HIRES Adv-0 Mission Asteroid 19 95
HI RES Adv-1 -Mystery House 24.95

HI-RES Adv 2 Wizard & Princess 32.95

HIRES Adv 3 Cranston Manor 34 95
HI-RES Adv-4. Ulysses 34 95
HIRES Adv 5 Time Zone 99.95

HI-RES Football 39 95
HI-RES Soccer 29.95

* Cross Flra 29 95
USA Educational System 1 19 95
The Dictionary 99 95
General Manager 99 95
Pegasus II 2995
Threshold 39 95
* Superscribe II Word Processor 129.95
Expediter II (4 Ol NEW. 9995
LISA Assem Lang Dev System 79.95

* Jawbreaker NEW.. 29.95
Mouskattack NEW 3995
Marauder NEW- 34 95

PERSONAL
Monty Plays Monopoly v 34.95 29.70

Bridge Partner - 24 95 21.20

Desktop Plan II 200 00 170.00

Visiplot 160.00 153.00

Vlsitrend/Visiplot 280.00 221.00

Vlsidex 20000 170.00

Vlsiterm 150 00 127.50

v1sicalc33 20000 170.00

Vlsifile 25000 212.50

Checker King * 24 95 21.20

Gammon Gambler 24 95 21 .20

MicroChesS' 24.95 21.20

Monty Plays Scrabble 34 95 29.70

STONEWARE
DB Master 229.00 194.65
* DB Master Utility Pak I NEW. 99.00 74.25

SENTIENT
Oo Tbpos 32.95

Cyborg NEW. .32.95

TG PRODUCTS
Game Paddles 39.95

Joystick 59 95
* Select a Port (aces ) NEW. 59.98

SIRIUS SOFTWARE "•'•"
Price

E-Z Draw 33 49 95
Space Eggs 29 95
* Autobahn 29.95
Gamma Goblins 29 95
Gorgon 39.95

Sneakers 2995
Epoch 34.95

* Copts * Robbers 34.95
Outpost 2995
Beer Run 34 95
Pascal Graphics Editor 99.95
Hadron NEW 3495
Dark Forest NEW. 2995
Borg NEW 2995
TheJoyport NEW. 74 95

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS
Computer Ambush 59.95

Computer Air Combat 59 95
Operation Apocalypse 59.95

Computer Conflict . 39 95
The Warp Factor 39 95
The Cartels ft Cutthroats 39 95
* Computer Quarterback (2nd Ed.) 39.95
The Shattered Alliance 59 95
Computer Baseball 3995
President Elect 39 95
The Battle of Shiloh 39 95
Tigers in the Snow 39 95
Southern Command NEW 39 95
* Napoleon's Campaigns NEW. 59.95

DATAMOST
Snack Attack 29 95
Thief 29 95
County Fair NEW 29 95

Our
Price

42.45
25.45
22.45
25.45
33.95
25.45
29.70
28.20
25.45
29.70
64.95
29.70
2S.4S
25.45
63.70

50.95
50.95

50.95
33.95
33.9*
33.95
29.95
50.95
33.95
33.95
33.95
33.95
33.9*
44.95

25.45
25.45
25.45

28.00
28.00

33.95
50.95
50.95

We also carry complete Unas from tha follow-

ing companies:

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL
ARTSCI • AVALON HILL

BUDGECO • CONTINENTAL
DAKIN5 • DATASOFT

GEBELLI • HIGHLANDS
MICRO PRO • PICCADILLY
QUALITY • RIVERBANK
SENSIBLE • SIERRA
SIR-TECH • SOFTAPE

SOFTWARE PUBLISHING CO.
SUBLOGIC • SYNERGISTIC

UNITED • VERSA
II you don t see it, Ask Ust

CALSOFT
6610 Tamarind St.

Agoura, CA 91301

Call Toll Free: (800) 423-5290 In California: (213) 991-9641

We accept Mastercard & Visa (include No. and Expiration Date.) California residents add 6%
sales tax. Include $2.00 tor shipping. ($3.00 tor UPS Blue Label.) Checks, COD ($ 1.50) or Money
Order.
* Sale pricas ara through February only! Pricas subject to change without notica.
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How to Solve it, continue

Spirolaterals III
Spirolaterals III

RRRRR

o
RRLRR

RRRRL RRRLR

RLRRR LRRRR

Problem II

Write a program that will accept a sequence of Rs and Ls
and draw out the corresponding spirolateral.

Discussion

Since the turns are no longer necessarily in the same direction,
we must build into the program the ability to read a sequence
of letters and act upon each instruction individually. This
means we need to know how to handle strings.

A string of letters can be entered into the computer with the
input statement. INPUT N$. Suppose we enter the sequence
RRRL (N$="RRRL"). Each letter in this string can be examined
through the use of the string function MIDSlNS.I.l). The
parameter I represents the position of a character in N$. as
measured from left to right, and the number 1 specifies how
many characters to read after the Ith position. Thus MIDSlNS.
l,l)="R"andMID$(N$.4.1)="L"if N$="RRRL".
The other thing we need to know, is how to make a left turn:

(D1.D2)— (-D2.DI).

The Program
Listing 2 is a sample spirolateral program written in Applesoft

Basic using the high-resolution graphics screen.

Listing 2.

10 REM
20 REM

"SPIROLATERAL II - HIGH RESOLUTON GRAPHICS"
"DONALD T. PIELE"

30 TEXT: HOME
40 A=
50 X-

140 :

A :

B- 89
Y= B

60 INPUT "ENTER A STRING "!N»

70 HGR
75 POKE -16302.0
80 Dl-1 : D2=0
90 HC0L0R - 3
95 HPLOT X.Y
100 N = LEN(N«>

110 FOR I • 1 TON
120 IF M1D»(N», I.

1

>="R"
THEN T=D2:D2=bl:Dl«-

130 IF MID»(N». I,1)="L"
140 THEN T=D1:D1=D2:D2«-

iREM (A.B) is home.
:REM <X,Y) is current pos.

iREM Set full graphics screen
:REM (1.01 initial direction
JREM Set path to white
iREM Plot first Point
:REM N is the order

:REM Risht turn
r

:REM Left turn

150 FOR K=l TO I

160 X = X + 3«IU : Y»Y+3»D2
170 HPLOT TO X.Y
180 NEXT K

190 NEXT I

200 IF X=A AND Y=B THEN END
210 GOTO 110

* REM Move forward I steps

RRRRRLLLRRRRR

Program Notes
This is a "bare bones" program which can easily be changed

to meet individual needs.
1. Each stop in line 140 is three dots long (3*D1,3*D2). This

makes it easier to see the smaller spirolaterals. When the
order. N. gets beyond 10 or so. a smaller step size works better.

2. A check in line 145 should be added to avoid an error
when the robot wanders off the screen:

145IFX<0OR Y<0ORX>279OR Y>I91 THEN 160.

Spirolateral II Behavior
We are now in a position to explore the behavior of these

more versatile spirolaterals.

1. Suppose we call the number of cycles that it takes for a
spirolateral to return home the degree of the spirolateral.
Remember, the order is the length of one cycle. Do all spirolaterals

of the same order have the same degree?
2. Under what conditions will the robot wander off the

screen?

3. Is the degree of a spirolateral of order N completely
determined by the number of Rs and Ls in the input string, or
does it depend upon their arrangement?

4. Find a way to classify completely the degree of any
spirolateral.

Spirolateral III

We are not done yet. What would happen if we added the
ability of the robot to turn right or left at a fixed angle different

from 90 degrees? Not only do we have a new and interesting

programming problem, but we also have the same set of
mathematical questions to answer as before, taking into account
the new parameter— the angle of the turn.

Problem III

Assume that the robot can turn right to left at an angle of 45
degrees. Write a program that will accept a sequence of Rsand
Ls and draw out the corresponding spirolateral.

Discussion

The only thing that needs to be changed in the previous
program is the algorithm for a right and left hand turn. This is

the crux of the problem—your problem. The solution will be
given next month. The result should look like the figures
shown under Spirolaterals III.

References

1 ) Odds. Frank C. "Spirolaterals.

66:121-24. February 1973.

The Mathematics Teacher.

2) Schwandt. Alice K. "Spirolaterals: Advanced Investigation
From an Elementary Standpoint." The Mathematics Teacher.
72:166-69. March 1979.
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Whyuse their flexible discs:
Athana, BASF, Control Data, Dysan, IBM, Maxell, Nashua,

Scotch, Shugart, Syncom, 3M, Verbatim or Wabash

when you could be using

MEMOREX
for as low as $1.94 each?

Find the flexible disc you're now using on our cross reference list...

then write down the equivalent Memorex part numberyou should be ordering.
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Memorex Flexible Discs.. .The Ultimate in Memory Excellence
Quality
Memorex means quality products that you can depend on
Quality control at Memorex means starting with the best

materials available Continual surveillance throughout the

entire manufacturing process The benefit of Memorexsyears
of experience in magnetic media production, resulting, for

instance, in proprietary coating formulations The most sophis-

ticated testing procedures you'll find anywhere in the business.

100 Percent Error Free
Each and every Memorex Flexible Disc is certified to be 100
percent error free Emch track of mmch flexible disc is tested.

individually, to Memorex* stringent standards of excellence

They test signal amplitude, resolution, low-pass modulation,

overwrite, missing pulse error and extra pulse error. They are

torque-tested, and competitively tested on dnves available

from almost every major drive manufacturer in the industry

including drives that Memorex manufacturers Rigid quality

audits are built into every atep of the manufacturing process

and stringent testing result in a standard of excellence that

i you, our customer, of a quality product designed for

i data reliability and consistent top performance-

Customer Oriented Packaging
Memorex s commitment to excellence does not stop with a
quality product They are proud of their flexible discs and they

package them with pride Both their packaging and their

labeling have been designed with your ease of identification

and use in mind- The desk-top box containing ten discs is

convenient tor tiling and storage Both box labels and jacket

labels provide full information on compatibility, density, sec-

toring, and record length Envelopes with multi-language care

and handling instructions and color-coded removable labels

are included A write-protect feature is available to provide

data security

Pull One Veer Warranty — Your Assurance of Quality

Memorex Flexible Discs will be replaced by Memorex if they

are found to be defective in materials or workmanship within

one year of the date of purchase Other than replacement.

Memorex will not be responsible for any damages or losses

(including consequential damages) caused by the use of

Memorex Flexible Discs

Quantity Discounts Available

Memorex Flexible Discs are packed 1 discs to a carton and
10 cartons to a case Please order only in increments of 100
units for quantity 100 pricing. We are also willing to accom-

modate your smaller orders. Quantities less than 100 units ere

available in increments ot 10 unite at a 10% surcharge

Quantity discounts are also available Order 500 or more
discs at the same lime and deduct 1%; 1 .000 or more saves

you 2**; 2.000 or more saves you 3*»; 5.000 or more saves you

4%: 10.000 or more saves you b%: 25.000 or more saves you

S%. 50.000 or more saves you 74b and 1 00.000 or more discs

earns you an 8% discount off our super low quantity 1 00 price.

Almost all Memorex Flexible Discs are immediately available

from CE Our warehouse facilities are equipped to help us get

you the quality product you need, when you need it H you need
further assistance to find the flexible disc that's right tor you.

call the Memorex compatibility hotline Dial 800-538-8080

and ask for the HexiWe disc hofline extension 0997 In California

dial 800-672-3525 extension 0997.

Buy with Confidence
Togei the fastest delivery fromCC ot your Memore« Fleiibkt Discs, send
orphorveyouronk>rdirertrvtoouiCoinpu1«rPro*iClsOiv*on Be sure

tocatCulateyourpnceuelngtheCtpriceeinthtaBd Michigan residents

piMf add 4% mm tax Written purchase orders are accepted from

approved government agencies and most wreM rated firms at a 10**

surcharge for net 10 twhng. AM sates are subject to avenebHrty.

acceptance and vefWicarion All sates are final Pncea. terms and

apecrficationa are subject lo change vrrthout notice Out of stock items

vrrll be placed on beckordar automatically unlets CC is instructed

dm-erentty Minimum order $50 00 International orders are invied with

a $20 00 surcharge tor special handling m eddrtwn to shipping charges

All shipmenit are F O B Ann Arbor. Michigan No COO » please Non-

certrtied and foreign checks require bank clearance

Mail orders !o CommuMcettons Electronics Box 1002. Ann

Arbor. Michigan 48106 USA Add $800 per case or parfsi-eaee of

100 8-mch discs or $600 per case of 100 Svmcft miro-disee for

UPS ground Shipping and handling In the continental U S A It you

have a Master Card or Viss card, you may call anytime and place

a credit card order Order toH-free m the United Stales Call

anytime 800-S21-4414 W you are outside the US or in Michigan,

dial 313-994 4444 Ostler inquiries invited All order Nnet at

Communications Electronics are started 24 hours

Copyright 'IBS 1 Communication* Electronics"

<^£> gft
wm [~-<*-

Order Toll-Free!

(800)521-4414
In Michigan (31 31 994-4444

For Data Reliability—Memorex Flexible

COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRONICS"

Computer Products Division
854 Phoenix Box 1002 G Ann Arbor. Michigan 46 106 U.S.A.

Call TOLL FREE (800) 521 -4414 or outalda U.S.A. (113) M4-4444
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Musical
^Subroutines

Phil Tubb is the inventor of the ALF
Music Synthesizers. Here he shares his

thoughts on the importance of sub-

routines in a computer music lan-

guage.

Lightning flashes through the pale glow
of a full moon peeking through deep black

clouds. Thunder explodes through the

howling winds as they sweep up the

mountain peak to a desolate and decaying
mansion whose musty interior is filled

with the dim phosphor glow of rows of

computer displays. Mad scientists and their

demented assistants are gathered around
a computer from which alien sounds drift

forth.

It is the stroke of midnight, and re-

searchers at ALF Products are about to

realize the culmination of a fiendish

undertaking— the joining of programming
subroutines and a music notation language.

"It will never work," screams Allen L.

Foster. "God will punish us for trying!"— but

the music proves him wrong: the marriage
of music and subroutines is done and no
power on Earth can separate them.

Years have passed since that fateful

night, and the bond between music and
subroutine programming has grown and
strengthened. The pair have remained
faithful to their masters, and even today
impressive music subroutine capabilities

are found in some music languages. In

this article. I shall describe the secret behind
their awesome power.
Turn on the radio, and chances are

you'll hear a song that goes something
like this: a first verse followed by a second

Phil Tubb. ALF Products Inc.. 1 44* EMM, Denver,
CO 80215.

Phil Tubb

verse, then a guitar and/or synthesizer

solo, and finally a third verse. If you are

programming that song into a computer,
you won't want to have to program each

verse in separately: you would rather

program it once and have it played back
three times since all three repetitions are

identical.

Some of the early music notation

schemes allowed you to put a "start repeat"

before the first verse, then put a "repeat"

command at the end of the verse to cause

the second verse to occur. Then you could

program the solo, but you would have to

enter the verse again to have it play the

third time.

While this scheme has the advantage of
looking a great deal like sheet music ("stun

repeat" is t in sheet music and "repeat"
is .1 ), you can see it is rather limiting. In

sheet music, a complex scheme of "first

and second endings." "Da Capo." "Dal
Segno." "al Fine." "al Segno" and so forth

is used. While these are convenient for

performers they are not particularly useful

in a music notation language for computer-
controlled playback.

The repetitious nature
of music is very similar
to the repetitious nature
of computer algorithms.

The repetitious nature of music is very

similar to the repetitious nature of com-
puter algorithms. In programming lan-

guages, one of the most common ways to

allow an algorithm to be used from several

points in the program is to use subroutines.

Subroutines can be applied to music
notation very effectively. In the radio

example, one would simply create a

subroutine which consists of the verse:

the musician would alert the computer
program that a subroutine is required and
then enter the notes of the verse "into"

the subroutine structure provided by the

music language. (Note: only a few of the

popular music languages have a subroutine

capability.)

When the verse is fully entered, the

musician alerts the computer program that

the subroutine is complete and goes to

the "normal" entry procedure. If no
subroutine or repeat functions were avail-

able, the musician would start the song
by entering the verse, then he would enter

the verse again for the second playing,

then enter the solo, and finally enter the

verse yet again for the third time playing.

With the subroutine capability just

mentioned, the musician would simply

enter a command referencing the sub-

routine, which would serve as the first

playing, then enter the command again to

use the subroutine for the second playing,

then enter the solo, and finally enter the

subroutine reference a third time for the

third playing. If the verse consisted of 300
commands and the solo of 200 commands,
the no-subroutine entry method requires

the entry of 1,100 commands (3 times 300
for the verses plus 200 for the solo), whereas
the subroutine method requires 505 com-
mands (one to create the subroutine. 300
for the verse, one to end the subroutine,

two subroutine calls. 200 for the solo, and
one more for the final call). You can see

that a great deal of work will be saved by
using subroutines, and very long pieces
often save even more commands than
this example.

Most music is "polyphonic" ("poly"—
many, "phonic"— sounds). That is. more
than one pitch is played at a time. Several

pitches may be played simultaneously to

sound a chord, or because more than one
instrument is playing at the moment, or
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H l)NT INGTCN CCM IPUT IING
! ONE OF THE WORLD'S LARGEST INVENTORIES

ilOOOO-
5250 00 a

HMOO.
5150 00.
$129 95 a

S250 00.
S375 00a
abOOO .

S34 9Sa
SS95O0a
5249 00 a

S29 95a
S32 9Sa
519 95 a

529 95 a

S29 95.
529 95 a

S29 95a
S29 95a
SI9 95a
S29 95a
529 95 a

WORD PROCESSORS
Apple • Winer
May.c Window
Easy Writer Professional
letter Perfect

Super Teit
Superscribe
Executive Secretary
Apple ' Wordstar
Hebrew H
Apple' Writer Eatended
Select
Word Handier

GAMES
Red Alert

Empire I Work) Builders

Golden Mountain
Space Eggs
Apple* Pan<
Thiel

Snack Attack

Med Fly Mania
The Book
Hi Res Soccer
Apple' Ok)s
Wurat of Huntington Computing
Ultima
Autobahn
Battle Cruiser Action
Gorgon
Super Stellar Trek
Helltire Warrior

Gamma Gobims
Mission Asteroid
Wizardry
Warp Factor
Microsoft Adventure
Wi/ard and the Princess
Flight Simulator

Odyssey
Sargon II

Space Eggs
Hi Res Cnbbage
Lords ot Karma Icass )

Oh Shoot
ABM
Computer Conflict

Computer A.r Combat
Temple of Apshai
2ork II

All Nibble Software
Robot Wars S39 95
Cranston Manor S34 95
Dragon s Eye S24 95
Twaias Last Redoubt S29 95
Snoggle 524 95
Alien Ram S24 95
Alien Typhoon S24 95
Raster Blaster 529 95
Creature Venture 524 95
Hodge Podge S23 95
Meteoroids m Space 519 95
Dragon Fire S49 95

MISCELLANEOUS
$375 00
S279 0O
S1094 00
SI 394 00

516 95
an do

**>.*

539 95
S29 95
544 95
539 95
539 95
539 95
529 95
St9 95
549 95
539 95
529 95
532 95
S34 95
529 95
534 95
S29 95
S24 95
520 00

524 95
39 'is

559 95
539 95
539 95

D C Hayes Micromodem
D C Hayes Smart Modem
460G Paper Tiger

560G Paper Tiger

Tiger Traji

Z 80 Softcard

NEC 12 Green on Black UCOOOa
V'dei 80 col 5350 00 a

TG Joystick 559 95 a

TG Game Paddles 539 95 a

Paymer LCA Rev 7

Dragon F.re atttta
Jawbreaker -"' '*' a

Hadron i34 95 a

Dark Forest iZ9 K <

Southern Command 539 95 a

Beer Run 529 95
Hungry Boy 524 95 a

Ring ol Saturn 539 00 a

Streets ot the City A Trucker 524 95 a

Race lor Midnight 529 95 a

Galactic Empire 524 95 a

Space Warrior 524 95 a

Pulsar II 529 95 a

Star Cruiser 524 95 a

Both Barrels 524 95 a

Cyber Strike 539 95 a

Phantom 5 »"• '>'• '

tut eat

ttiT-*e
tiai-ayo
til*.J*
till.**HUH
l».tl
tl*.»«

o. tS-l3.Se
o. til*.**

o. IU.M
aa> tl*-**— tl*-*«
o. ti*-**
o. $1*.**
o. tll.l*
O. tH.1*
o» flatLS*
Of. til.**
o. 111.11
o- tlS.lt

tte.ee
o. fii.a*
o. till*
o. I1MI
o. tu-a*
or. tu-**
o. fll.*«
o. »l».l*
o> tIT.**
o. Mlatt
o. til.**
or. till*
o. tat*.**
or. tl*-*«
Of. tll.l*
or. lie.ae
o. tll.l*
o. till*
oar t!4.*«
Of. tl***
o. till*
o. til.**
O. til-**
o. tii-a*
Of. til.**
IfxrHllat
O. til-**
o» tl»»*
oar til. I*
or. tll.l*
o> tll.l*
o. tll.l*
o. tll.l*
Of. tll.l*
o. tll.l*
Of. tll.l*
o. tt4.ee
Of. Mi.**

or. tl**.tM
o. tlaW.M
«~ t**t.**
o. ins ee
Of. tll-11

Httie

llttH
t«* a*
til.a*
ti».»*
tan**
tia.i*
tia.e*
ti*.i*
tat.**
tie. it
tll.l*
tn.a*
tll.l*
tii.i*
tn.ee
lit it
tii.i*
tl*.**
tiiJ**
tie.**
tll.l*

Softlights
By Fred Huntington

There are several new exciting pro-

ducts this month for the Apple "

.

We've got Amdek's super new mon-
itors - the no-glare green/black and also

the HIRES color monitor - all at special

prices. Both of these are absolutely

beautiful.

Write for information on the niftiest

piece of business software to come out

in a long time - VersaForm from Applied

Software Technology. It's a business
forms processor which is a sophisti-

cated, yet simple to use transactional

management program.
Speaking of monitors, check out the

new Kaga 12 green/black monitor. I

liked it so much I took the first one home
and kept it for my personal use on my
Apple " . Our special price is $ 1*>9.00.

We've got the best deal going on 5' 4

diskettes. We're very proud to be carry-

ing the Elephant Memory Systems disk.

They have hub rings, a life-time

guarantee, and are among the best

disks you can buy at any price. Don't be
fooled by our low introductory price of

$14.99. Well match these disks

against any made.
The most exciting printer to be intro-

duced yet, the Prism Printer - from IDS.

is now available. Print speeds of up to

200 cps, friction and traction feed, four

color printing and much more. A bargain

at $1995. but even more so at our price

Please call.

Learning to type a bore? Not when it's

a game! We have the new Masterlype

from Lightning $35.09. Educational

Courseware has many delightful pro-

grams including ones to help teachers

teach by providing their own questions in

American history, biology, etc. Each is

$20.79 (list S32.00)
We have much more than what is

listed in our ads or catalogs. If you see it

advertised in this magazine, chances

are you can get it at a 10 to 15 percent

discount from us, both hardware and
software.

COMING SOON!
California Toll-Free Number

800-692-4146

STOCK PROGRAMS
Portfolio Master 575 00
Market Charter SI2995*o. *ll*.l»
Dovfiog lor Market Charter 599 95 ao. t**.**
investment Decisions 599 95 *o. !•*••
Stock Tracker $190 00... tl»l.**
Stock Tracker lAulO Ver I 5300 00 ao. 111*.**

BUSINESS APPLICATIONS
Invoice Factory (Special! S200 00«o. tl**.—
Regression Trend Analysis 526 95 rtaa. ttS-aHt
Multiple Regression 529 95 ao. till*
Microsoft Fortran 5200 00 ao. t !*•.**
Microsoft Cobol 80 S750 00*oo lellft*
Business Pac 100 599 95 ao. t**.**
Desktop Plan II 5200 00 aor. tl**-**
V.sicaic 3 3 Special 5200 00 ao. tl**.**
Visiplol 5179 95*0. till-**
Visitrend Visiptol 5259 95 rot. til*-**
Visiterm 5149 95r>Of. til*-**
Complete Mailing lAvanl Garde) 559 95roo t»*-*»
DB Master 5229 95*.. tl**-**
PFS 595 00 no. *•*.*•
PFS Report S95 00 ao. *•*.*«
Thinker 5495 00... *>»•*•
RaquMI S225 00a»» *l*l.l*
Super Kram St 75 00 ao. tl**-»*
ASCII E»press 599 95*.- *•*.*•
BPI Accounts Receivable 5395 00 ao. tin**
BPI General Ledger S395 00 ao. till**
The Marl Room 529 95 ao. till*
Continental General Ledger 5250 00 ao. tin-**
Com Accounts Receivable S250 00*o« tllLat*
Com Accounts Payable S250 00*.. till-**
Continental Payroll 5250 00 ao. till-**
Broderbund Payroll 5395 00 ao. till**
Informer II 549 95 no. t*ia**
Creative Financing $15000»o. till.**
Real Estate Analyzer $1S0 00«o. til*-**
Accounting Assistant icass I S7 95
Spell Star 5250 00

Muse Form Letter 5100 00
Property Management System S225 00

PERSONAL/HOME
Interlude idisk i

Handwriting Analysis

Decision Master
The Correspondent
Diet Planning
Win at the Races
Pro Football i SDLi
College Football iSDLi
Grocery Lrsl

Financial Management System
MnrT'i- lion*! atanrjtt

MISCELLANEOUS
Verbatim Dataiife plain w hubs
Dysans
Flipsort Bo.
Scotch Disk Cleaner

E2 Port

Atar.' TRS80' Per
The Book S19 95ao- tl*.**
Escape from ActuruS 529 95 no. t»*.l*
Base Mailer $69 95*.. t**-**
Memory Management II 549 95 ... *4)1-**

Castle Woilenstem 529 95 *e» tll.l*
upper Reaches ot Apshai 51995*.. tl*.**
Bridge Tutor 539 95 no. tll.l*
Crossfire 529 95 -o. tl».l*
Epoch S29 95-0- tll.l*
DulWHW 52995*0. *1».1»
IJtVUM 534 95 a— •»••••
Spac* ouari 52995*0. tii.i*
Beneath Apple DOS Ibooki 5t9 95ao. tltkaV*

Birth ot the Pnoeni. 514 95*0. til**
Goblins 527 50 ao. tll.l*
Painter Power 539 95 *o» tSaVaW
U S Conslitulion 529 95 ro- tll.l*
Margex 549 96r«v. t*i^*
Supei Stellar Trek 539 95 ao. t»3*
LISA S79 95*o- t*T^»
Brain Surgeon 549 95 ao. ***>•»
Into Master 5150 00ao. tl»»v**
Waterloo II 549 95 a— Mil*
Speedstar Sl39 95«o. til*-**
Kaves ot Karkhan 549 95 ao. **1-1«
OosBoss 524 00*0. tl*.l*

519 95 a

529 95.
544 95 a

524 95 a

539 9') a

526 95a
526 95 a

S19 95.
>W 9"> ,

534 95.

529 95.
524 94.

till.**
I**-**

11*1.1*

tl*.**
ti»a*
tii-i*
tn.ii
tii.i*
tn.a*
tii-a*
til.**
ti»J*
tn^«
tit.at

tihfiit.n
itf-tat.tt

tl*.**
tl».*«
tll.l*

ONE OF THE WORL0 S LARGEST INVENTORIES

Call Toil-Free 800-344-41 1 1 (Outside California)

PostOMiceBo« 1235

Cofcoran Calilotnia 93212

Order by Phone 800-344-41 1

1

In California (209) 992-541

1

Apple ' is a tegistefed trademark ot Apple Computer Inc

Pet is a registered trademark of Commodore
TRS-80 is a registered trademark ol Tandy Corp

Alan • is a tegistefed trademark of Atari, inc
Wa uraerDyrnoneouu-jft-tni - - M *J catalog Prices subject to change 'a«
ri In California (209) 992-5411 WW ^1

We take MasterCard or VISA (Include card

» and eipiration date) California residents

add 6°. ta« Include S2 00 (01 postage

Forergn and hardware e«tra Send for free

catalog Prices subject to change
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Musical Subroutines, continued.

for maybe a combination of these reasons.

For a variety of technical reasons, most
music notation languages for playback

use a multiple monophonic ("mono"—one)
approach where the original polyphonic

score is broken into several monophonic
"voices" or "parts." Each monophonic part

plays only one pitch at a time.

Lest we begin an unnecessary explana-

tion of why these schemes seem to be
easiest to use. let's stipulate that multiple

monophonic entry is in fashion this season.

Figure 1 shows the beginning of the sheet

music for "America, the Beautiful" (or

"Matema." if you prefer); meanwhile Figure

2 shows how this would commonly be
broken into three monophonic parts.

During playback, each of these parts is

processed (and thus played back) simul-

taneously so the song sounds the way it is

shown in the original sheet music (Figure

1).

We all know that "America the Beautiful"

has several verses, and is no doubt, thus,

a candidate for subroutines. By allowing

each part to call a subroutine, this is easily

accomplished. Each monophonic part is

programmed into a different subroutine,

as shown in Figure 3. To play the song
with four verses, each part is programmed
as shown in Figure 4. This presents the

author of the music notation language/play-

back system with a small challenge since

each part can simultaneously have a
subroutine call active (further, some parts

may call a subroutine while others do
not).

Obviously, complicated repetitions are

easily mastered. A part may consist of

CALL VERSE A. CALL CHORUS. CALL
VERSE B. CALL CHORUS. CALL
VERSE A, (solo programming). CALL
VERSE B, (additional solo). CALL
CHORUS, (flashy ending) in which three

subroutines are used (VERSE A. VERSE
B, and CHORUS) and two solos and an
ending are programmed "in place" without
using subroutines. Of course if the two
solos were identical, another subroutine
would be used to avoid entering the solo

twice. In a polyphonic song with two parts,

six subroutines (VERSE Al. VERSE A2.
VERSE Bl. VERSE B2. CHORUS 1. and
CHORUS 2) would be needed so each
part would have its own set of sub-
routines.

Often, a section of a song is played two
or more times but the ending is different

each time. This is easily programmed by
putting only the start of the section, which
is the same in each playing, in the sub-
routine. The part is then programmed as
CALL THEME, (programming for first

ending), (programming for melody until

"theme" occurs again). CALL THEME,
(programming for second ending), (more

Figure I.
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Figure 2.
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The music language
author must take

various precautions to
make sure each part
winds up at the right

subroutine and comes
back to the right place.

programming), CALL THEME, (program-

ming for third ending), and so on.

Similarly, a section that is played at

several points but begins differently can
be programmed, as can a theme which
starts and ends differently. [Note that my
choices for subroutine names such as

VERSE, CHORUS, and THEME are
chosen at random. In some music languages

the subroutines are numbered rather than

named, just as subroutines are numbered
in Basic (GOSUB 50). | With a little

imagination and an eye for notes that

occur more than once, you can save a
great deal of entry effort by making
extensive use of subroutines.

Figure .?.
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Musical Subroutines, continued.

So far. you get the impression that since
there are n sections to be repeated and i

monophonic parts, you "II always have n
times i subroutines. In some systems this
is true, but in more sophisticated systems
you can do some interesting things with
subroutines. Cast your eyes on Figure 5
which shows the sheet mgsic for "Row.
Row. Row Your Boat." The more astute
readers, knowing that song is a "round."
will know what's coming up.

Figure 6 shows how "Row. Row. Row
Your Boat" is normally played (or sung as
the case may be). It certainly looks
repetitious, but not in the same fashion as
the previous examples. Using subroutines,
it is easy to program the melody shown in

Figure 5 into a subroutine, which I shall

call MELODY. Now to achieve a playback
as shown in Figure 6. part 1 should be
programmed as CALL MELODY, (four
whole rests); part 2 should be programmed
as (two whole resjts), CALL MELODY,
(two whole rests); and part 3 should be
programmed as (four whole rests). CALL
MELODY.

You will notice that at one point the
subroutine MELODY is being called by
all three parts at once, though none will

be at the same note within the subroutine
as the other two. The music language
author must take various precautions to
make sure this all gets sorted out properly
and each part winds up at the right

subroutine and comes back to the right

place (but since the language designer
has done this work, the music language
user will never have to give it a thought).

We could add another CALL MELODY
after each CALL MELODY already present

if we wanted the song to play longer, and.
obviously, additional parts could be
added.

In a round (or fugue) it is probably
desirable to have different sound para-
meters assigned to each part so they don't

"blend" together. This is usually done either

by having separate sound specifications

for each voice (in simple systems) or by
having sound specifications which can be
changed at any point in the music. With
the more advanced "any point" scheme,
each voice would set up different sounds
before calling the MELODY subroutine.
Additionally, the first part might read:

(set up mellow sound), CALL MELODY,
(set up funky sound). CALL MELODY,
(rest) so that the second repeat of the
round can sound different.

This brings up another common use of
subroutines in some music languages.
Sounds are specified using one or more
commands (such as Attack, Decay, Sustain.

Release, and so on). If a sound change
requires the use of three or four commands,
many musicians simply place these sound
change commands in a subroutine. This
subroutine can be called at any point

f^Mfi

< All M'HKOI I INI J

i'J Hlj.'iJ.UJ^ r

M
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' f fri 'i u
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WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD
CP/W Software Software/Manual only
Computer Pathways
Pearl (level 1) $ 99/S25
Pearl (level 2) S299/S40
Pearl (level 3) $549/$50
Digital Research
PL/l-80 S459/S35
BT-80 $179/$30
Mac $ 85/S15
Sid $ 65/S15
Z-Sid $ 90/S15
Tex $ 90/S15
DeSpool $ 50/$10
Micropro
WordStar $319/$60
Customization Notes $ 89/Sna
Mail-Merge $109/$25
WordStar/Mail-Merge $419/$85
DataStar $249/$60
WordMaster $119/$40
SuperSort I $199/$40
Spell Star $175/$40
Microsoft
Basic-80 $289/$na
Basic Compiler $329/$na

Fortran-80 $349/$na

Cobol-80 $574/$na
M-Sort $124/$na

Macro-80 $144/$na

Edit-80 $ 84/$na
MuSimp/MuMath $224/$na
MuLisp-80
Organic Software

$174/$na

Milestone $269/$30
Supersoft
Diagnostic I $ 49/S20
Diagnostic II $ 84/S20
Disk Doctor $ 84/S20
Forth (8080 or Z80) $149/$30

Fortran $2 19/$30
Fortran w/Ratfor S289/S35
Other less 10%
Unicom
Mince $149/$25

Scribble $149/$25

Both $249/$50

Data Base
FMS-80 $649/$45

dBASE II $595/$50
Access/80 $699/$50
Pascal
Pascal/MT-t- S429/S30
Pascal/M $189/$20
Miscellaneous
SpeMGuard $299/$25
The Last One $549/$na
SuperCalc $269/$50

CBASIC-2 $ 98/S20
MicroStat $224/$25

StatPak $449/$40

Micro B + $229/$20
Apple Software (Business)

Micropro
fM

Wordstar ,^ a2aaV $269
MailMerge HP $ "
Wordstar/MailMerge I $349
SuperSort I ilk *159
Spellstar m $129
Personal Software
Visicalc 3.3 $159
CCA Data Mgr $ 84
Desktop/ Plan II $159
Visiterm $129
Visidex $159
Visiplot $149

$229
$ 34

$219
$127
$ 59

28
24
29
26
18
29
22
29
28
26

Personal Software (cont)
Visitrend/Visiplot

Zork
Miscellaneous
Micro Courier
Super-Text II

ASCII Express
Apple Software (Entertainment)
Wizard & Princess
Mystery House
Flight Simulator
Raster Blaster

Space Eggs
Sargon II

ABM
Micropainter
Apple Panic
Pool 1.5

Apple Accessories
Z-80 Softcard
Keyboard Enhancer
Apple Joystick
Sup-r Mod
CPS Multifunction Card
Videx Board
16K Card
Sup-r Fan
ALF9 Voice Board
CCS Cards
CCS Parallel Model 7720
CCS Serial Model 7710D
CCS Centronics Model 7728
Disk Drives For TRS-80* Model 1

mBBa^^ CCI-100 5V< ", 40 Track

^^ Add-ons for Zenith Z-89
CCI-189 5V4-, 40 Track

I Z-87 Dual 5 v* " system
I Drives for Z-90

External card edge and power supply

01 included. 90 day warranty/one year on
— power supply.

Corvus 5M
Corvus 10M
Corvus Mirror

Shugart 8" 801 R Raw Drive

TANDON 5V4" Raw Drive

Power Supplies
Diskettes— Box of 10

Maxell 5'/4"

Maxell 8*

BASF/Verbatim 5 1/i"

BASF/Verbatim 8"

Plastic File Box— Holds so 5%
Plastic Library Case 5%"
Plastic Library Case 8"

Head Cleaning Diskette
Floppy Saver
Floppy Saver Rings
16K RAM Kits

One Kit

Two Kits

200ns for TRS-80', Apple II,

(specify): Jumpers $ 2.50

Computer Systems
Altos ACS8000 Series
Atari 400
Atari 800
Call for other Atari products
Zenith Z89. 48K
Zenith Z90, 64K
Call for other Zenith products
For fast delivery, send certified checks, money orders or

call to arrange direct bank wire transfers. Personal or

company checks require one to three weeks to clear. All

prices are mall order only and are subject to change
without notice. Call for shipping charges.

$299
$110
$ 49
$ 25
$199
$249
$159
$ 39
$149
SCall
SCall
SCall
SCall

$299

$389
$995
SCall

$3089
$4489

699
399
Call

Call

40
45

$26.95
36
19
3
4

25
$10.95
$ 6.95

19
37

Call
359
789

$2149
$ Call

Terminals
Adds Viewpoint
Zenith Z-19
Televideo 910
Televideo 920C
Televideo 950
S-100 California Computer Systems
Mainframe
Z80CPU
64K RAM
Floppy Disc Cntrl

Integrated Sys. w/int. cables, tstd.

2P + 2S I/O

4 Port Serial I/O

4 Port Parallel I/O

Casio Calculatora
Pocket Comp. FX702
Desk Printr/Calc. FR100

$ 349
$ 239
$ 569
$ 339
$1975
$ 269
$ 249
$ 179

Scientific Calc.
Game Watch
Game Watch
Calendar Watch
Printers

$199.00
$ 79.95
$ 49.95
$ 49.95
$ 69.95

59.95

FX8100
CA90 Plastic

CA901 Steel
AX210
NEC Splnwriter
7710 R.O. Ser $2395
7710 Ser w/tr. $2595
7720 KSR w/tr. $2795
7730 R.O. Par $2395
7730 R.O. Par w/tr.$2595
NEW 3500 Series $ Call

Epson MX-70 $ Call

Epson MX-80 $ Call

Epson MX-80FT $ Call

Epson MX-100 $ Call

PaperTiger 445 Gr. & 2K $ Call

PaperTiger 460 Gr. & 2K $ Call

PaperTiger 560 Gr. $ Call

IDS Prism 80 $ Call

IDS Prism 132 $ Call

PaperTiger Access. $ Call

Anadex DP-B0O0 $ 849
Anadex DP- 9500/ 01 $1389
Okidata Mlcroline 80 Frtc. * pm feed $ Call

Okidata Mlcroline 82A Frtc a ptn teed $ Call

Okidata Mlcroline 83A 120 cps $ Call

Okidata 84 200 cps $ Call

Centronics 739 $ 739
C.Itoh Starwriter I 25 cps, par. $1525
C.ltoh Starwriter I 25 cps, ser. $1620
C.ltoh Starwriter II 45 cps, par. $1950
C.ltoh Starwriter II 45 cps, ser. $2075
Axiom GP-80M $ 319
Data South 180 cps $ Call

Olivetti DY 211 Daisy Wheel $ Call

Monitors
Leedex 12" B&W $ 129

Leedex 12" Green Screen $ 139

Leedex 13" Color $ 329
Sanyo 9" B&W $ 149

Sanyo 12" Green Screen $ 238
Sanyo 12" B&W $ 219

Sanyo 13" Color $ 399

Zenith 13" Color $ 349

Zenith 12" Green Screen $ 129
Telecommunications
Prentice Star Modem 1-yr. guar. $ 125

Univ. Data System UDS103LP $ 149

Univ. Data System UDS103JP $ 215
Novation Cat $ 139
Novation D-Cat $ 149
Novation Auto-Cat $ 199
Novation Apple Cat II $ 339

D.C. Hayes Smart. Modem $ 249

D.C. Hayes Micro-Modem II $ 295
CCI Telnet Com. Package $ 135

dealer (national/international) inquiries invited Send for FREE Catalogue

The CPU SHOP TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-343-6522

TWX: 710-348-1796 Massachusetts Residents call 617/242-3361

420-423 Rutherford Ave., Dept. CC3M
Charlestown, Massachusetts 02129

Hours 10AM-6PM (EST) Mon.-Fri. (Sat. till 5)

Technical Information call 617/242-3361

Massachusetts Residents add 5% Sales Tax

Tandy Corporation Trademark/" Digital Research
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Musical Subroutines, continued..

(and from any part) whenever the sound
is needed. Also, if the sound doesn't come
out as the musician imagined it. changing
the subroutine sound commands will

change the playback sound all through
the song (without the musician having to

find and change the commands everywhere
the sound was needed in the song).

Some musicians have even programmed
rapid note sequences (with many sound
changes) which have a total duration equal
to, say. an eighth note. They then call this

subroutine once for an eighth note, twice
for a quarter note, and so forth; and select

the "pitch" of the complex sound by setting

different transposition values before each
call. Using this technique, it is necessary

to specify note durations shorter than most
music languages allow.

Many songs lend themselves to compli-
cated subroutine arrangements. For
example, the popular Christmas song The
Twelve Days of Christmas" has a theme
which plays one in the first verse, twice in

the second, three times in the fourth, and
so on. The sixth through twelfth themes
are all the same. Figure 7 shows the
subroutines used.

Notice that the notes for the first part
of the song, which are played before each
set of themes, are programmed into SUB
14, the notes of the usual theme which is

played for the sixth through twelfth verses
are programmed into SUB 13. and the
notes of the first through fifth verses are
programmed sort of "in place" in SUB 1

through SUB 5. Now, to play the song,
the part should contain:

CALL SUB 14, CALL SUB 1 . CALL SUB
14, CALL SUB 2, CALL SUB 14. CALL
SUB 3, CALLSUB 14, CALLSUB 4. CALL
SUB 14, CALL SUB 5, CALL SUB 14.

CALL SUB 6, CALL SUB 14, CALL SUB
7, CALL SUB 14, CALL SUB 8, CALL
SUB 14, CALL SUB 9. CALL SUB 14.
CALLSUB 10. CALL SUB 14, CALL SUB
11, CALL SUB 14, CALL SUB 12.

Each "CALL SUB 14" plays the melody
that precedes the one-to-twelve repetitions

of the theme, and the other calls (SUB 1

through SUB 12) play the theme one to
twelve times. The calls become rather
complicated. For example, on the sixth
verse, SUB 6 is called which calls SUB 13.

SUB 13 plays the sixth theme, then returns
to SUB 6 which calls SUB 5. SUB 5 plays
the fifth theme, then calls SUB 4. SUB 4
plays the fourth theme, then calls SUB 3.

SUB 3 plays the third theme, then calls

SUB 2. SUB 2 plays the second theme,
then calls SUB 1 . SUB 1 plays theme 1

.

then (since it has no more commands to
execute) returns to SUB 2. SUB 2 then
returns to SUB 3, which returns to SUB 4,

Figure 7.

SUB 1: (sound settings for first theme), (notes for first theme)
SUB 2: (sound settings for second theme). ( notes for second theme). CALL SUB
1

SUB 3: (sound settings for third theme), (notes for third theme). CALL SUB 1

SUB 4: (sound settings for fourth theme ). (notes for fourth theme). CALL SUB 1

SUB 5: (sound settings for fifth theme), (notes for fifth theme). CALL SUB 4
SUB 6: (sound settings for sixth theme). CALL SUB 13. CALL SUB 5

SUB 7: (sound settings for seventh theme). CALL SUB 13. CALL SUB 6
SUB n: (sound settings for nth theme). CALL SUB 13. CALL SUB n-1

SUB 12: (sound settings for twelfth theme). CALL SUB 13. CALL SUB 1

1

SUB 13: (notes for the usual theme)
SUB 14: (notes for the first part of the song)

which returns to SUB 5 which returns to
SUB 6. SUB 6 has no further commands,
so it returns to the part that originally did
the CALL SUB 6. As most programmers
already know, these are called "nested
subroutines."

Most languages have a limit on the
number of nested subroutines (commonly
called the "nesting depth" limit), and Basics
often have a maximum depth of nine or
ten. So, a sophisticated music system must
be designed for a greater nesting depth
than is usual for languages if it is to handle
something like a CALL SUB 12 from the
previous example.

Music synthesizers are
not particularly good at
simulating the sound of

conventional
instruments.

Incidentally, you will notice that each
subroutine in the one through twelve series

began with a sound setting. This lets each
of the twelve verses play with a different
sound to add variety (and to let the listener

figure out which verse is playing when no
one is singing along). You can see now
how important it is to be able to change
the sound at any point in the musical
score—songs would be pretty dull with
only one sound per part.

I have been saying "sounds" because
there are many different ways that music
synthesizers use to create different timbres.
In conventional music, each different

"sound" would actually be a different

instrument: to make a sound change the

composer would simply have one performer
stop playing and another (playing a different

instrument) begin, or perhaps have a
performer who has been playing softly

begin to play louder while another per-

former begins to play softer.

Despite advertising claims you may have
read, music synthesizers are not particularly

good at simulating the sound of conven-
tional instruments (although some very
expensive synthesizers do come very close
to simulating a small number of different

instruments). However, you can reasonably
expect them to produce a variety of
different sounds, and to have sounds that

fit the mood of the song. Some sounds
will be very familiar and make most people
think of a particular conventional instru-

ment (although anyone who has played
that instrument will be quick to point out
the differences in the sound); other sounds
will be familiar but not easily defined,
and, of course, some sounds will be unique
to the music synthesizer itself.

Some synthesizers have a wider variety
of sounds than others, although since such
different techniques are used it is difficult

to compare all the available models. But
if the model you pick is a little limited,

you can rely on subroutines to help you
expand the sound possibilities (if sub-
routines are available and operate in the
manner I am about to describe). And if

your synthesizer already has a good range,
you'll be able to expand that range even
more!
The first technique is the pseudo fre-

quency shift. Let's say you are using a
simple "ping" (attack-decay) type envelope,
where each note gets loud rapidly and
then dies away (rather like a plucked string).

You begin by programming what would
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SEC
Microcomputer

PC-M01A 32K Computer CALL
PC-B0I2A I/O Unit w'32K RAM CALL
PC-S013A Dual Mlnl-DIek Drive Unit CALL
PC 8001 Multl ( .rdw.rc <H>I O ft 32KI CALL
CP M 2 2 Oper.llna Sv.trn, lo, NEC 129
WordStar < onftau.ed lor Nf

<

.299
SuperCak ronlloured lor Nl • .279
NEC Wordproreeeoc ft Accounting Sofnrn CALL
Many mora .ortw.tr- package, and l.neuage.:
(Paacal. Fortran. Cobol. etc) ere avallabla configured for

the NEC (tOOl A Computer
Pleaae call or write for a product price Hat.

/ J
ATARI

tfj 800

$749
Atari 400 w/lnK. .

410 Program Recorder. . . .

810 DUk Drive . .

925 00 col. 7«8 Dot marria Impact
822 40 col Quiet Thermal Printer
850 Interface Module
Atari I6K Ram Module . .

A. Ion Ramcram 32K Module.

.349

. 65

.449

.699

.349

.139
69

.189

Video Monitors
Amdek/Leedea Video 100 12" BftW |55
Amdek Leaden Video I00C 12" Green Pho.pher ... 179
Amdek (Hitachi) 13" Color n audio output 389
NEC ir Green Pkoaoker Dlaplav JB 1201M CALL
NEC I 2" Lo Re. Color Dl.pl.y CALL
NEC 1r HI Re. RGB Color Dl.pl. v CALL
Sanyo 9- BftW Dlaplay 185
Sanyo 9" Green Pko.pk.t Dkrpiay CALL
Sanyo 12" BftW Ul.pl. v .269
Sanyo 12" Green Phoapher Dlaplay 283
Sanyo 1 3" Color Dlaplay. . 449
ZenHk 12" Green Ptio.pherDI.pl.vZVM 121 149

ZENITH
12"

GREEN

$149

VIC20 $259
Personal
Computer
Color ' Sound * Graphics
C«|| or write for more Info.
Disk drive* available soon/

ttappkz computer
^mw Authorized Dealer

APPLE It PLVS
16K now $1025
48K NOW $1089
64K* now $1199
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Apple Cards and Hardware
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Vide. VideotermM cokarna card .

Vide. Keyboard Enkancar
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. . .379

. . .84*

.. .199

...3*9

. . .2*9

...11C

.299

. .1*9

...1*9

Software for the Apple
Vl.tCelc vereion 3.3 .

VlelFUe (NEW data an
VialTrend VtelPlot
DBMaatar
WordStar (Applet* col. vaealon)
Dow Jonaa Portfolio Eva tnntoe
Apple Poet ...
Apple Write,
Dow Jonaa Newa ft Qatarae Bapotlar .

Apple Plot
Taa Preparer
Real E.lale Anak/ier

. .1*9

. .199
, .219
.1*9
.249

. . .4*

. . .43

...*•

16K RAMBOARD by Co«c.
for Apple II Computers

FOR ONLY 12995

AVAILABLE NOW

100
California Computer

Systems
Floppy Disk Controller $369
64K Dynamic Ran. Board. 200n« $499
Z-80 CPU board w monitor ROM $269

3*9
599
473
299

16K Starter

32K Static memory board. I

S 100 12 Slot M.lnrrame
4 Port Serial Interlace
2- Port Serial 2-Port Parallel Interface .

4-Port Parallel Interlace 229

Printer*

Silentype
• Apple If Interface

$349
Epson
MX 80 or
MX-80FT
CALL

Anada. 9301 w;2K I

C. ho* Stnrwrtrac 23 CPS .llipak.al.
C. Itok Starwritet 43 CPS liliraklil

.

Epaoa MX-70
Epaon MX 80 ft MX-80 F 1
Epaon MX in.

NEC 1023 Impact Dot Matr.
NFC Splnwrltcr. (Cleat modcl.l
Paper Traer IDS-44SG w graphic.
Paper Tlaer IDS-460G w grapklr.
Paper Ttaer IDS 560C, w graphic.
Silentype Printer a, Apple Interfax

DalMnheaa. (Latent an nil.l

.

1349
.1449
.1*4*
CALL
CALL
CALL
. .69*
CALL

CALL
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The Captain 80 Book of

BASIC
ADVENTURES

EIGHTEEN ADVENTURES:
D Atlantean Odyssey

Dog Star

D Thunder Road
D Deadly Dungeon
D Revenge of Balrog

The Fortress at Times-End
D Temple of the Sun
D Lost Ship

D Spider Mountain
D Lost Dutchman's Gold

Journey to the Center of the

Earth

D King Tut's Tomb
D Voyage to Atlantis

D House of Seven Gables
D Sorcerer's Castle

CIA Adventure

Q Arctic Adventure
D Adventureland

All these program listings plus

an Adventure Generator not
available from any other

source!

$19.95*
Although all programs are
written for TRS-80 Model I &
Ml. these programs will easily

convert to any other machine
using Microsoft" BASIC.

Send to :

80 Northwest Publishing
3838 South Warner St.

Tacoma, WA 98409
(206)475-2219

Name
Address
City

State. Zip

Visa/MC
Exp. Date
•Please add $2.05
Shipping and Handling.
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Musical Subroutines, continued...

normally be part 1, for example, as sub-

routine 1. Now program part 1 as CALL
SUB 1. This doesn't seem to gain you

anything; so far. it is as if you had

programmed everything in part 1 and not

used any subroutines. Now, create a second

part, and program in it a one octave

transpose, a small rest, and a CALL SUB
1. Obviously, both parts are going to play

exactly the same thing, except part 2 is

going to play it a little later and one
octave higher (or lower, as the case may

be). By selecting the right duration for

the small rest, you can get the two parts

to reach the loudest point of each note

one right after the other. When you listen,

each note will seem to start at the normal

pitch but end up one octave higher, since

at first the normal frequency will be louder

but then the transposed frequency will

become louder. A third part with a different

transpose and a longer rest can be added

Subroutines are mostly
a way to reduce

repetitious entry and to

reduce the amount of
memory required to

represent a musical
score.

to create an additional "frequency shift."

This assumes that your music language

allows a subroutine to be called from
several parts not in sync (which is the

aW
X

"You'll be fine once we gel the bugs out.
"

same as the "round" capability mentioned

before), allows dynamic transposition that

affects subroutine playback, and allows

very short rests.

Even if the music language you are

using doesn't allow transposition during

playback, you can still use the above

technique to good advantage if your system

has stereo. Simply by having part 1 be on

the left and part 2 on the right, each note

will seem to move from left to right. An
"echo" or "reverb" effect is also provided.

In fact, even if you don't have stereo you

can create an echo effect just with round-

type subroutines and very short rests.

You may have read articles about

"additive synthesis" where several "har-

monics" or "partials" are added together

to create a complex sound. You may not

have realized that subroutines can be used

to endow any multi-channel (or multi-

voice) music card with a form of additive

synthesis. You begin by programming what

would normally be an entire part into a

subroutine, just like the frequency shift

scheme just described, and call that

subroutine from several parts. Now just

select different sounds on each part, and

(since each part is playing the same melody)

the various sounds playing at once will be

added together— "additive synthesis."

Short rests can be used in some parts if

you wish to increase the reverb or large

room feeling. Usually, each part will have

a fairly similar sound; often the sound of

each voice is identical except that each

voice uses a different envelope rate or

shape (or some other simple change). A
dynamic transpose is particularly useful

here since additive synthesis is usually

done by adding different frequencies

together. It takes a little bit of experi-

menting to get a sound to work out well,

which is why I have explained the fre-

quency shift example above.

Subroutines are mostly a way to reduce

repetitious entry and to reduce the amount
of memory required to represent a musical

score. If you don't mind entering the same
notes over and over again, and if your

computer has infinite memory, you may
be able to do all the things I have mentioned

here without using subroutines. Unfortu-

nately the music systems which are

advanced enough to have subroutines are

usually the ones that are carefully written

to pack the most music in the smallest

amount of memory as well.

So if you happen to be writing your

own music language, or perhaps purchasing

an available one. you'll want to keep these

subroutine uses in mind. And if you've

found any new uses for musical subroutines,

write me a note. I've got a feeling we're

just beginning to scratch the surface 1
. Q
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CULLbGb BUAKDSAI* KKEPSEKIE
TRS-80, APPLE, PET, OSI, ATARI, CP/M, PDP-1

1

Each program confronts the user with a virtually limitless series of questions and answers. Each is based on past

exams and presents material on the same level of difficulty and in the same form used in the S.A.T. Scoring is

provided in accordance with the formula used by College Boards.

S.A.T., P.S.A.T., N.M.S.Q.T. — Educator Edition set includes 25 programs covering Vocabulary, Word Relationships,

Reading Comprehension, Sentence Completion, and Mathematics. Independent tests of S.A.T. series performance
show a mean total increase of 70 points in students' scores. Price $229.95

GRADUATE RECORD EXAM Series — Educator Edition includes 28 programs covering Vocabulary, Word Relation-

ships, Reading Comprehension, Sentence Completion, Mathematics, Analytical Reasoning and Logical Diagrams.

Price $289.95

COMPETENCY PROFICIENCY EXAM PREP SERIES
This comprehensive set of programs consists of simulated exam modules, a thorough diagnostic package, and a

complete set of instructional programs. It is designed to teach concepts and operations, provide drill and practice and

assess achievement levels through pre and post testing. The Competency Exam Preparation Series provides a struc-

tured, sequential, curriculum encompassing mathematical, reading and writing instruction.

This program is designed for individual student use or use in a classroom setting. Programs provide optional printer

capability covering worksheet generation and performance monitoring. C.E.P.S. are available in three software formats.

Special editions available for California Proficiency Assessment Test and New York Regents Competency Tests. Call

for Prices.

M.I.T. Logo for Apple $1 79.95
Odyssey In Time

This spectacular adventure game adds a

new dimension of excitement and complex-

ity to Tim* Traveler.

Odyssey In Time includes all the chal-

lenges of Time Traveler plus 10 additional

eras. Each game is different and may be in-

terrupted and saved at any point for later

play. $39.95

Time Traveler
The best of the adventure games. Confronts

the player with complex decision situations

and the demand for real time action. Using

the Time Machine, players face a challeng-

ing series of historical environments. To
succeed you must build alliances and

struggle with the ruling power. Each game
is unique. $24.95

Isaac Newton +
Perhaps the most fascinating and valuable

educational game ever devised - ISAAC
NEWTON challenges the players (1-4) to

assemble evidence and discern the under-

lying "Laws of Nature" that have produced

this evidence. ISAAC NEWTON Is an induc-

tive game that allows players to intervene

actively by proposing experiments to deter-

mine If new data conform to the "Laws of

Nature" in question. Players may set the

level of difficulty from simple to fiendishly

complex.

F.G. Newton
Full Graphics Newton. This

version of Isaac Newton pre-

sents all data in graphic form.

Because data is graphic rather

than symbolic, this game is

suitable for very young child-

ren. Players may select diffi-

culty levels challenging to the

most skilled adults.

$49.95

&MICRO-DEUTSCH*
Micro-Deutsch set includes 24 grammar les-

sons, covering all material of an introductory

German course. Four test units also included.

Grammar lessons use substitution transformation

drills, item ordering, translations and verb drills.

Drill vocabulary based on frequency lists. Suit-

able for use with any high school or college text-

book. Extensively field tested at SUNY Stony

Brook. Available lor Apple II and PET/CBM (PET version

includes a special foreign language character chip.) Also

available soon: MICRO-FRANCAIS. MICR0-ESPAN0L.

MICRO-IVRIT. MICRO-YIDDISH, MICRO-CHINESE. MICRO-

JAPANESE. $179.95

ir wfirVir

^Pythagoras and The Dragons
Mathematics in a fantasy game context. Based

on The Sword of Zedek, Pythagoras and The
Dragon introduces Pythagoras as a mentor to

the player. When called on for aid, Pythagoras

poses math questions, and depending on the

speed and accuracy of the player response, con-

fers secret information. With Pythagoras as an

ally, the quest to overthrow Ra, The Master of

Evil, assumes a new dimension of complexity.

Depending on the level chosen, problems range

from arithmetic through plane geometry.

32K $39.95

Free Bonus with purchase of $300.00 or more: Applesoft Tutor Series

Krell Software Corp. has no official ties with the

College Entrance Examination Board or the

Educational Testing Service. Krrll is. however, a

pplier ofproducts to the E. T.S.

PROGRAMS AVAILABLE FOR
TRS-M. APPLE II. PET A ATARI

N. Y.S. midcnls add Ml« lu.

Alt programs require I6K • TRS-90 programs require

LEVEL II BASIC • APPLE programs require Apple-

soft BASIC

tSJj.lt.«o»
"The State of the Art in Educational Computing"

21 Millbrook Drive, Stony Brook, N.Y. 11790 (516) 751-5139
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Celestial Music

Leo Christopherson

In my most recent programs. Duel-N-

Droidsand Voyage of the Valkyrie. I have
used a musical sound effect which has

attracted a great ileal of attention. 1 call it

a "celeste" sound. This article will show
you how to use the musical sound effect in

yourown programs on the TRS-hO. Models
1 or HI. on the Apple II Plus, and on the

Atari.

Before learning the details, you might

be interested in hearing how this technique

came about.

In the Beginning...

In the beginning, there was the TRS-KO
Model I (at least that's where I started l.

This machine seemed to be unable to output

sound effects. But then, along came the

tape output, machine level routines, anil

string packing, which combined to provide

a way to create sound effects. These ideas

led to "one-note-at-a-time" music. I'll call

this first musical routine. "Number One."
But. I found myself wishing to be able to

output two (or more) music notes simul-

taneously. In other words. I wanted at

least two-part harmony.
The first musical routine begat a second.

Number Two was really just the first one
used twice. The routine sent out one note

followed immediately by another, and then

repeated this several times to give the notes

duration. Depending on how the timing

loops were set. the sound varied from a

warbling, up and down kind of thing, to

the effect of a base (fundamental) note
with an overtone.

Leo Chrittophenon, 179 East 129th. Taconu. w \

9N4-45.

5 CLS: PRINT "CELESTE !*USIC DEMO"

10

11

SS = "

S1 = PI:EK(VARPTR<S$)+1): S2=PEEK(VARPTR(S$)+2) : S0-S1+S2*256

12 POKE 16422, SI: POKE 16423, S2

21

21

A$-"

A1«PI

M

:EK(VARPTH(AS)+1) : A2 = PEEK(VARPTR(A$)+2>: At! =Al+A2 '256

25 GOSUB 60

30 POKE S0+1.A1: POKE S0+2.A2: LPRINT: STOP

50 DATA 33,1,1,24 3,62,1,8,6 2,35,61,190,32,2,251

51 DATA 201,126,35,86,94,29,14,10,6,225,21,32,14,87

52 DATA 62,120,190,40,6,8,238,3,211,255,8,122,86,29

53 DATA 32,15,95,62,120,190,40,6,8,238,3,211,255.8

54 DATA 123,94,29,16,219,13,32,214,61,32,209,35,24,193

55 DATA 32,149,32,74,16,79,8,99,8,88,16,79,12,7 4,4,120

56 DATA 32,149,32,88,48,99,16,120,32,177,32,111,16,118

57 DATA 8,149,8,133,16,118.12,111,4,120,16,133,8,158

58 DATA 8,149,16,133,16,118,64,149

60 RESTORE: FOR N=0TO69: READ D: POKE SC+N.D: NEXT N

65 FOR t> -0TO51: READ D: POKE A0+N,D: NEXT N: RETURN

( 'elestg Program for the TRS-HO. Models I and III.
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SOFTWARE OF THE MONTH CLUB 1
Software of the Month Club™ a revolutionary new Store. Choose from these front-line products at 10% to

way to buy name brand software. Available only 33% discounts and purchase two more over the next

through Microcon SoftwareCenters, the "Unhardware" six months at similar savings.

APPLE SOFTWARE OF THE MONTH FEATURE PRODUCTS FOR FEBRUARY
MEMBER MEMBER MEMBER

ENTERTAINMENT RETAIL PRICE RETAIL PRICE RETAIL PRICE

Adventure 4 5.6 3996 SS.SS Sneakers 2995 tB.SO Spellstar ''-'(Cl 24000 1SO.OO
Adventure 7 8 9 3996 2B.BB Gorgon 3995 SS.BB Mailmerge'ViCl 13500 11S.OO
Adventure 10 il 12 3996 »••• StarCruiser 24 95 11.BS Calcstar'M (ci 19500 1TB.oo

Planetoids 19 95 1 B.BS Phantoms Five 29 95 tf.BO Property Management System 325 00 14S.OO

Soltporn Adventure 2995 2S.SO Special Ellects 3995 tt.SB Superscribe II''-' 12995 110.10
Threshold 3995 2B.BB MicroPamter 34 96 tS.SB Basic Compiler (Microsoft) 39500 11B.00
Crossfire 2995 2B.S0 Olympic Decathlon 2995 2S.SS Magic: Wand".'lC> 35000 1BB.00

HiresGoll 2995 2S.SO v.sicalc'M 20000 1T1.00 IOUCATIOH

Shuttleboard 2995 tB.BB VisitrendrVisipli • 26000 Stt.OO SpellingBee 29.95 IS.BO
Outpost 2995 2S.BS Vis: 18000 1*0.00 Statistics 2995 XS.BO
Epoch 3495 tB.BB Wordslar'^lCl 34995 1B0.O0 Empire 1 World Builders 3295 tt.SB

TRS-80 SOFTWARE OF THE MONTH FEATURE PRODUCTS FOR FEBRUARY
MEMBER MEMBER MEMBER

ENTERTAINMENT RETAIL PRICE RETAIL PRICt EDUCATION RETAIL PRICE

Adventure 12.3 $3995 tlS.BS SpaceShuttlefT) J1495 B12.BS Elementary Math 1 |T| $24 95 SXO.SB
Adventure 4 •> 6 3995 St.BS BallTurretGunnerlTi 995 B.BB History And Geography (T) 2495 10.SB

Adventure789 3995 2S.BB Danger In Orbit ITI 1496 1X.BB Science Package I IT) 2495 XO.BB

AdventurelO 11.12 3995 1B.BB Jet Fighter Pilot (Tl 1496 12.SB Junior High Math(TI 2495 XO.BB

Lunar Lander 20 96 1T.SS .Mortons Fork 29 95 24.BB Reading Comprehension

Lunar Lander |T| 14 95 1S.SS .Interlude 2195 1B.BB (Inc STapesI 7900 St.00

.ProiectOmega 2496 21.98 BUSINESS Great Classics line 8 Tapes! 7900 SB.OO

Proiect Omega IT) 1495 12.SB Man Manager 9995 ST.00 USHistoryllnc STapesI 7900 SB.OO
•Slaughter 2995 24.BB Microprool'MlMod III 14950 12B.OO

• Master Reversi 29 96 tB.BB

ATARI SOFTWARE OF THE MONTH FEATURE PRODUCTS FOR FEBRUARY
MEMBER MEMBER MEMBER

ENTERTAINMENT RETAIL PRICE RETAIL PRICE RETAIL PRICE

Adventure I 2 3 $39 95 S2S.SS The Wizard And The Princess $32 95 S27.BS Programming I IKI $19 95 S17.9S

Adventure4 5 6 3995 tB.BB Asteroids'" IKI 3995 tt.SB Educational System Master (K| 2495 11.10

Adventure7 8 9 3995 tB.BB Missile CommandTM |K| 3995 tt.SB General Shop Practices

Adventure 10 11 12 3995 IS.SS BUSINESS (Inc STapes) 7900 SS.00

Savage Island 1 ITI 1995 1B.SS TextWizard 9995 SB.SS Auto Mechanics (Inc 8 Tapes) 7900 SB.OO

Golden Voyage (Ti 1995 1B.SS VisicalcTM 20000 1TS.OO Digital Electronics (Inc 8 Tapes: 7900 SB.OO

GalacticEmi, 1995 1S.BS IOUCATIOH Reading Comprehension

Lunar Lander |T| 14 95 1t.BO US History IK) 2995 tB.BB line 8 Tapes) 7900 SB.OO

Rescue At Rigel(T)D) 2995 tt.SB US Government iKi 2995 tS.SB Vocational Vocabulary

Temple Ot Asphai (T/Dl 3995 tt.SB Physics (K| 29 95 2S.SB (Inc 8 Tapes) 79 00 SB.OO

pyramid Ol Doom (Tl 1995 1S.BB Basic Algebra (K) 2995 tS.SB Construction (Inc 8 Tapes) 7900 SB.OO

Voodoo Castle (T) 19 95 1S.BB

GENERAL BUSINESS SOFTWARE OF THE MONTH FEATURE PRODUCTS FOR FEBRUARY
MEMBER MEMBER MEMBER

RETAIL PRICE RETAIL PRICE RETAIL PRICI
IMS General Ledger $52600 SStO.OO IMS Mlgr Inv Control $190000 SltTt.OO Tarq. : $19500 S1BS.OO

IMS Accounts Payable 72500 4SB.00 IMS Medical/Dental MicroproofM 14950 12S.00

IMSPayroll 52500 ISO.OO Management 130000 STO.OO MagicWand'M 35000 1SB.OO

IMS Payroll W/Labor Wordstar'" 399 95 StO.00 Supercalc'M 295 00 sso.oo

Distribution 72500 4BS.00 Datastai 29500 llt.00 Basic Compiler (Microsoltl 39500 S1I.OO

IMS Balance Forward A/R 650 00 4SB.00 Spellslar'M 240 00 200.00 FMS 80'M 995 00 7BS.OO

IMS Open Item A/R 725 00 4SB.00 Mailmerge"-' 13500 110.00

IMS Job Accounting 57500 1SB.00 CSIcstar'" 295 00 ttS.OO Assume All Require CPIM

IMS Wholesale/Retail DBasell'M 69500 BBS.OO

Distribution 1900 00 ItTS.OO

Key All products on disk unless specified • ROTBU Buy any number of products from the current Hundreds of non featured products also available in

(Cl Requires CP'M* list and order two more within the next six months at our free catalog To loin the Software of the Month

(Tl Tape only discounted prices Members will be informed each Club™, simply call toll tree 1-800-343 6214. except in

(TrDI Tape or disk month ot new products and prices Guaranteed MA call 1 -617 924-3333. or simply send a check with

(K) Cartridge replacement of defective products tor 30 days Substi- your order including $2 00 for shipping to

•CPM is a trademark of Digital Research tutions not permitted Prices valid to March 15. 1962

: J Oar^^A/OraOsO-aiTriEar^ 11*14** Software ol the Month Club'" • 25 Elm Street • Walerlown. MA 02172S-l OUI lWdl vTXxSt?! IU7IO.ll l\**s Or simply call toll free 1-BOO 343 6214
^ - J
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Celestial Music, continued...

10 HOME: PRINT "CELESTE MUSIC DEMO"

15 DATA 1 (81 PERIODS IN .THIS LINE)

20 DATA 2, (53 PERIODS IN THIS LINE)

25 RESTORE: READ DS i SI-PEEK (125) : S2-PEEK (126) : S0»S1+S2*256+1

30 READ D$: READ DS : Al-PEEK (125) : A2-PEEK (126) : A0=A1+A2*25fi+1

35 READ DS: GOSUB 7C

40 POKE 250, Al: POKE 251, A2: CALL SO: STOP

50 DATA 169,1,133,249,164,249,177,253,201,255,208

51 DATA 1,96,133,252,200,177,250,133,253,166,253

52 DATA 164,253,136,169,32,133,254,169,255,133,255,202

53 DATA 203,11,165,253,201,100,240,3,173,48,192,166,253

54 DATA 136,208,12,165,253,201,100,240,3,173,48,192,164

55 DATA 253,136,198,255,208,223,198,254,200,215,198,252

56 DATA 208,207,230,249,230,249,24,144,179

57 DATA 16,215,16,107,8,113,4,143,4,127,8,113,6,107,2

58 DATA 100,16,215,16,127,24,143,8,100,16,254,16,161,8,171

59 DATA 4,215,4,192,8,171,6,161,2,100,8,192,4,229

60 DATA 4,215,8,192,8,171,32,215,255

70 FOR N-0TO80: READ D: POKE S0+N.D: NEXT N

75 FOR N-0TO52: READ D: POKE AO+N.D: NEXT Hi RETURN

Celeste Program for the Apple, using Applesoft Basic.

Celeste Program for the Atari.

10 PRINT "<ESCXCTRLXCLEAR> CELESTE MUSIC DEMO"

50 DATA 16,121,16,60,8,64,4,81,4,72

51 DATA 8,64,6,60,2,100,16,121,16,72

52 DATA 24,81,8,100,16,144,16,91,8,96

53 DATA 4,121,4,108,8,96,6,91,2,100

54 DATA 8,108,4,128,4,121,8,108,8,96

55 DATA 32,121,255

60 RESTORE

65 DISTORTION « 10: READ DURATION

70 IF DURATION • 255 THEN 110

7 5 READ PITCH

00 IF PITCH « 100 THEN DISTORTION - 1

8 5 SOUND 0, PITCH, DISTORTION, 10

90 SOUND 1, PITCH-1, DISTORTION, 5

9 5 FOR DELAY • TO DURATION * 40

100 NEXT DELAY

105 GOTO 65

110 SOUND 0, 0, 0, 0: SOUND 1, 0, 0,

115 STOP

Number Two begat Number Three. It

used three Number Ones, end to end. The
useful result was to give the effect of a

base note with two overtones. These three

music routines. Numbers One. Two, and
Three have been used in most of my
programs.

But, I still didn't have the two-part

harmony I wanted.

And so it came to pass that Number
Three begat Number Four. And Number
Four begat Number five. ..and Number
Twelve begat Number Thirteen. After this

many generations, many mutations had
crept in, however. Most of these monsters
were laid to rest immediately after birth.

Ah, but behold Lucky Number Thirteen.

It did not produce a base note with twelve

overtones. I had finally created a routine

which would output two notes simultan-

eously.

Number Thirteen ties the two pitch delay

loops together with a couple of duration

delay loops. It works. But, as is true with

many offspring, my Number Thirteen has

one major flaw in its character. In the case

of Thirteen, under most circumstances, it

sounds absolutely awful!

Square waves do not add together well.

I found that combining two pitches, such

as a "C and an "E," would produce a

myriad of overtones which clashed. But,

the most serious problem resulted from
beats between the fundamentals of the

two notes. The beat frequency was often a

note lower in pitch than either of the two
original notes. It was also usually not in

harmony with them. It was also very loud.

TRS-80 Celeste Music Scales.

Octave One Ocatve Two Octave Three
Note Decimal Hex Note Decimal Hex Note Decimal Hex

Eb 251 FE Eb 125 7D Eb 62 3E

E 238 EE E 118 76 E 59 3B

F 225 El F 111 6F F 55 37

Cb 211 D3 Gb 105 69 Gb 52 34

G 199 C7 G 99 63 G 49 31

Ab

A

188

177

LC

Bl

Ab

A

93

88

5D

58

Bb 168 AS Bb 83 53 Rest - 120 7E

B 158 9E B 79 4F

c 149 95 C 74 4A

Db 141 8D Db 70 46

D 133 85 D 66 42
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ALF Music
Synthesizer

The ALF Apple Music Synthesizer (AMS) is an easy to

use peripheral which allows you to program music Into

an Apple II computer using standard musical notation.

The ALF kit includes the synthesizer board (plugs into any

peripheral slot), exceptional quality software, and an

extensive user manual.

Sophisticated Music Entry Program

Sheet music is easily entered using the Apple game

paddles. The high-resolution ENTRY program features the

familiar music staff with a "menu" of musical items listed

beneath it (note lengths, rests, edit commands, acciden-

tals, etc.). One game paddle moves a cursor up and down

the music staff and is used to select the note pitch; the

second paddle chooses from the menu items (note length,

etc.) With the ALF hi-res ENTRY program, you won't have

to use cryptic codes to select note parameters.

As you program sheet music with ENTRY, measure bars

are inserted automatically (and note values are tied over

the bar where necessary). Key signatures are also

automatic—you don't have to keep writing in every sharp

or flat!

Three monophonic, individual parts can be programmed

with each ALF Music Synthesizer. Two boards are

required for stereo. A total of three synthesizers can be

used simultaneously for a maximum of nine voices. By

controling the envelope (or shape) of each voice, many

different instrumental sounds can be simulated.

Eight-octave Range

The ALF Music Synthesizer has a pitch range of eight

octaves—a wider range than a grand piano. The ALF can

also play semitones— "blues notes" or the pitches in

between the keyboard notes of a piano. (The pitch range is

from 27.5 to 55,000 Hertz, well beyond the limits of human

hearing.) Tuning accurancy is virtually perfect within

two cents of pitch value.

Every parameter of the ENTRY program can be changed

again and again during a musical piece. For example, you

can make changes in key, time signature, volume, and

timbre (envelope). Parts can be edited at any time, also.

Notes can be added or deleted, note length can be

changed, as well as pitch, volume, etc.

You can save songs on either cassette or disk, and play

them back using either ENTRY or PLAY. The playback

speed is adjusted with one of the game paddles, and can

be varied during the playback, if you wish to change the

overall tempo.

Colorful Playback Display

The ALF Music Synthesizer features a 16-color low-res

graphic display during song playback. Each musical part

is represented on a stylized piano "keyboard"—the

intensity of the note determines the color, and the pitch is

shown In relation to "middle C".

The ALF Music Synthesizer requires the use of an

external audio amplifier. Stereo programming is possible

with the use of two or three synthesizer boards.

The ALF software includes the ENTRY and PLAY
programs, sample songs, an introduction to "envelope

shaping", and demonstrations of advanced uses of the

synthesizer.

With the ALF software, entry ot music is easy,

fast and accurate.

Nine Voices for only $198

The new ALF "AM-II" music synthesizer offers an

unbeatable value for the Apple owner who is a music
hobbyist. With nine voices on a single music board for

$198.00, the AM-II is the most economical device for

creating music with the Apple.
The AM-II uses the same excellent ENTRY and PLAY

programs as the more sophisticated ALF Music Synthe-

sizer (AMS); the same hi-res graphic display from which
notes are selected with the Apple game paddles (not typed

with cryptic codes). All of the conveniences of the ENTRY
program apply—easy editing, playback with low-res

display, ability to save songs on cassette or disk, etc.

The AM-II has stereo output (3 voices in left, 3 voices in

the middle, 3 voices in the right).

How can the AM-II offer so much for only $198.00? The
two basic differences between the AM-II and the ALF
Apple Music Synthesizer (AMS) are pitch accuracy and
dynamic range. The AM-II has an accurate pitch range of

about six octaves. Pitch values above the treble staff

become increasingly inaccurate. Also, the AM-II has a

dynamic range of 28db, with 16 different volume levels,

(the AMS has a dynamic range of 78db).

The AM-II is manufactured with the same high quality

standards as other products from the ALF Corporation.

No sacrifice has been made in reliability; the new AM-II is

simply a great bargain.

Professional musicians will still want to use the original

Apple Music Synthesizer (AMS) for its extended range and

volume controls (the AMS has a range of 8 octaves). But

for the Apple owner who is interested in music as a hobby,

the AM-II is the best music peripheral value available

today.

Requires : 16K Apple II or Apple II Plus, cassette or Disk

II, and an external audio amplifier (all necessary patch

cords are included).

AM-II ALF/Apple Synthesizer $198 00

AMS ALF/Apple Synthesizer 248 00

To order, send payment plus $3.00 shipping and handling

to Peripherals Plus. 39 E. Hanover Ave. Morris Plains. NJ

07950. Credit card customers should include card number
and expiration date of Visa. MasterCard or American

Express. Credit card customers may also order toll-free:

800-631-8112
(In NJ call 201-540-0445)

Peripherals Plus
39 E Hanover Avenue. Morris Plains. NJ 07950
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Celestial Music, continued.

Octave One
Note Decimal Hex

Ocatve Two
Note Decimal Hex

Octave Three
Note Decimal Hex

A 254 FE A 127 7F A 63 3F

Bb 241 Fl Bb 120 8 Bb 60 3C

B 229 E5 B 113 71 B 56 38

C 21S D7 C 107 6B C 53 35

Db 203 CB Db 101 65 Db 50 32

D 192 C0 D 95 5F D 47 2F

Bb 181 B5 Bb 90 5A Eb 44 2C

E 171 AB E 85 55 E 42 2A

F 161

151

Al

97

F

Gb

80

75

50

4BGb

G 143 8F G 71 47 Rest • 100 64

Ab 135 87 Ab 67 43

Data End ' 255 FF

Apple Celeste Music Scales.

TRS-80 Celeste Music Data, (Decimal Values).

Notei Duration pitch Note} Duration fitch

1 32 149 C 14 32 111 I

2 32 74 C 15 16 118 E

3 16 79 B 16 p 149 C

4 8 99 G 17 S 133 D

5 8 88 A 18 16 113 E

6 16 79 B 19 12 111 F

7 12 74 C 20 4 120 Rest

8 4 120 Rest 21 16 133 D

9 32 149 C 22 8 158 B

10 32 88 A 23 8 149 C

11 48 99 G 24 16 133 D

12 16 120 Rest 25 16 118 E

13 32 177 A 26 64 149 C

There was only one combination of
pitches that actually did sound very good.
That occurred when the frequency of the

one note was almost the same as that of
the other. This is the "celeste" sound.

I think the name, celeste, comet from
the pipe organ people. Organs often have
a stop consisting of two ranks of pipes that

are slightly out of tune with each other.

It's called a celeste stop (from the word
"celestial"), because it gives a very sweet
and heavenly sound as the two frequencies
slowly beat with each other. The mandolin
produces this sort of sweet sound by using
two strings at each pitch.

But. now let's get down to earth about
this whole celestial business. As you're
exorcizing those devilish little bugs from
your next program, you may want to add a
little heavenly music to soothe the savage
beast.

The Word For TRS-80 and Apple Users
To get the celeste music routine working.

all you have to do is type in and RUN the
Basic program for your machine. Of course,
every number of each DATA line has to

be correct! Were dealing with machine
level here, and once your program has
jumped into the routine, the usual Basic
error traps probably will not work. You
may lose the whole program. I strongly

suggest that the program be SAVEd before
it is RUN.
The TRS-80 program uses string packing,

while the Apple program uses DATA
packing. These techniques allow the
machine level routines to be saved as part
of the Basic program. There doesn't need
to be a separate machine level load. This
can be important for tape users, for whom
loading a separate binary program can be
a pain.

The TRS-80 program uses VARPTR to
find the absolute memory addresses of the
music routine and the musical data.

The Apple program uses DATA. READ,
and RESTORE to find the absolute memory
addresses for the machine level material.
It makes use of zero page addresses 125
and 126. These addresses contain the low
and high bytes of the absolute address of
the next DATA which will be read.
TRS-80 people will need to connect an

amplifier to the tape AUX out plug.

Once the program is running correctly.
TRS-80 programmers may DELETE line

25 and lines 50-65 and then SAVE the
program again. After the first time through,
lines 10 and 20 have been packed and
there is no need to pack them again.

Apple programmers may DEL line 35,
and then DEL lines 50 and 75. Do this

after the program has been tested and

"As every thread of gold is valuable, so is

every minute of time."

Mason
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NEECO

WHY BUY FROM THE BEST?
Service... Support...

Software . .

.

MULTI-CLUSTER
For Commodore Systems allows 3

CPU s (Expandable to 81 to access a

single Commodore Disk

MULTI-CLUSTER (3 CPU si $ 795

Each Additional CPU (up to 8) . . . S 199

16K BO6KRAM-40 Column) - Lim. Qty $995
32K B (32K RAM-40 Clm.) - Lim. Qty $1295
4016 (16K RAM 4.0 Basic-40Clm.) $ 995
4032 (32K RAM 4 Basic-40 Clm.) $1295
8032 (32K RAM 4 Baslc-80 Clm.) $1495
8050 Dual Disk |1 Meg Storage) $1795
4040 Dual Disk (343K Storage) . . $1295
8010 IEEE Modem $280
C2N Cassette Drive $ 95
CBM - IEEE Interlace Cable $ 40
IEEE - IEEE Interface Cable $ 50
VIC 20 Home/Personal Computer $ 295

EPSON PRINTERS
MX-80 PRINTER $ 645

MX-80 FT $ 745

MX-100 $ 945
MX-70 $ 459
INTERFACE CARDS
8141 (RS-232) $ 75

8150 (2K Buffered RS-232) $ 150

8161 (IEEE 488)

8131 (Apple Card) .

8230 (Apple Card) ..

8220 (TRS-80 Cable).

DIARLO 630 PRINTER
DIABLO 630 - Serial - RS-232 $2710
Tractor Option $ 250

CALL NEECO FOR
ANY OF YOUR

COMMODORE COMPUTER NEEDS

NEC SPINWRITER PRINTERS
5530 (Parallel) $3055
5510 (Serial) $3055
5520 (KSR-Serial) $3415
Tractor Option $ 225

APPLE
16K APPLE II* $1330
32K APPLE II* $1430
48K APPLE II* $1530
APPLE DISK w/3 3 DOS $ 650
APPLE DRIVE Only $ 490
APPLE III 128K - In Stock!

w/Monitor*
Info Analystpak $4740

AMDEK MONITORS INTERTEC COMPUTERS
Video 100 12" B*W $ 179
Video 300 12" Green $ 249
Color 1

13" Low Res $ 449
Color I1 13" High Res $ 999

64K Superbrain

(360 Disk Storage). CP/M™ . . . $3495
64K OD Superbrain

(700K Disk Storage). CP/M™. . $3995

*CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research

ATARI COMPUTERS
Atari 400 (16K RAM) $ 399
Atari 800 (32K RAM) - good thru 8/31 $1060
Atari 410 RECORDER $ 89.95

Atari 810 DISK DRIVE $ 599 95

NEECO carries all available ATARI Software and Peripherals

PROFESSIONAL
SOFTWARE

WordPro 1 8K $ 29.95

WordPro 3 (40 Clm)16K ....$ 199 95
WordPro 3* $295
WordPro 4 (80 Clm.) 32K . . . . $ 375

WordPro 4* $ 450

JUST A SAMPLE OF THE MANY PRODUCTS WE CARRY. CALL US FOR OUR NEW 60-PAGE CATALOG WE WILL
MATCH SOME ADVERTISED PRICES ON CERTAIN PRODUCTS LISTED UNDER SIMILAR IN STOCK CONDITIONS.

NEECO
679 HIGHLAND AVE.
NEEDHAM. MA 02194

(617) 449-1760
Telex: 951021

MON-FRI 9:00 - 5:00

MMterCharg* ami VISA Accepted
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Celestial Music, continued..

Notel Duration Pitch

1 16 215 C

2 16 107 C

3 8 113 B

4 4 143 G

5 4 127 A

6 8 113 b

7 6 107 C

8 2 100 Rest

9 16 215 C

10 16 127 A

11 24 143 G

Notel Duration Pitch

14 16 161 F

15 8 171 E

16 4 215 C

17 4 192 D

18 8 171 E

19 6 161 F

20 2 100 Rest

21 8 192 D

22 4 229 B

23 4 215 C

24 8 192 D

25 8 171 E

26 32 215 C

27 255 (End By t«)

Apple Celeste Music Data, (Decimal Values).

Atari Celeste Music Data, (Decimal Values).

Note* Duration Pitch Notel Durati on Pitch

1 16 121 C 14 16 91 F

2 16 60 C 15 8 96 E

3 8 54 8 16 4 121 C

4 4 81 G 17 4 108 D

5 4 72 A 18 8 96 E

6 8 64 B 19 6 91 F

7 6 60 C 20 2 100 Rest

8 2 100 Rest 21 8 108 D

9 16 121 C 22 4 128 B

10 16 72 A 23 4 121 C

11 24 81 G 24 8 108 D

12 8 100 Rest 25 8 96 E

13 16 144 A 26 32 121 C

27 255 (End Byte)

found to be OK. then SAVE it again.

Once DATA lines 1 5 and 20 are packed,

there is no need to pack them again.

The Word For Atari Users

You Atari people are indeed the fortunate

folk in this case. Since you can output up

to four simultaneous musical notes directly

from Basic, the celeste effect, using two

notes, is quite easy to achieve. Just enter

and RUN the Basic program for your

machine to hear the celeste sounds.

Dancing To A Different Tune
It is likely that you will now want to try

out a tune of your own choosing. The
following instructions will help you create

your own celestial music.

The music data for all three machines

consists of a series of two-byte groups.

The first byte of the pair is the duration of

the note, and the second byte is the pitch

of the note. Apple and TRS-80 programmers

may use only about 1 20 of these note pairs

since the notes are packed into Basic lines

which have a maximum length of 255 bytes.

The Atari programmer is limited only by
the size of the memory in his machine.

To change the music data, you must

first refer to the table of Celeste Music

Scales for your machine. Using this table,

you must write out pairs of bytes for each

note of your music: the first byte is the

duration and the second is the pitch from

the table. Atari owners should use the

table of pitches provided in the Basic

Reference Manual which came with the

machine. Programmers may also wish to

refer to the table showing the Celeste Music

Data from the original program.

All three versions use an "end byte" to

tell the routine that the music is done. On
the TRS-80, the quotation mark at the end

of AS is used. For the Apple and the Atari,

a single byte of 255 must be placed at the

end of your data pairs.

TRS-80
The data you have prepared must now

be packed into line 20. Count how many
separate items of data you have and then

enter a new line 20 with AS equal to a

series of periods equal in number to the

data count. Enclose the periods in quotation

marks.

140

"I'll have the computer fixed in no lime, sir."
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RLTBOTKIfl
Do you like thinking games?
Do you like fast-action

spectator sports?

Want to have fun learning

more about computers
and programming?

Think you can program
better than your friends?

If you answered YES to any of these questions,

RobotWdr is for you. Agame of the future you

can play today . .

.

Create a robot by writing a special Battle

Language program. This program gives your

robot its unique fighting personality.

Debug your robot on the Test Bench,

a cybernetic window into your Robot's

mind. Is it really checking its

damage level to consider evasive

action? Does it increment its radar

and lasar cannon aim while search-

ing for enemies? If all checks out.

it's on to . .

.

The Battlefield . . Challenge up to four competitors from the Robot Ready Room on your disk.

Your robot will meet them in the arena where you have a bird's eye view of the mechanical

carnage. Robots scurry about, radars flash, lasar shots fly and explode and only one sur-

vives. You're the witness to a futuristic Gladiator spectacle.

Available on disk for the Apple computer with 48K and Applesoft ROM. at computer stores

everywhere.

from the leader in quality'software

MUSESOFTWARE'"

Apoe ii >\ a troaenxy* d *ec*
Compu'w Cop
Mmo Software mc

347 N.CHARLES STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21201

,(301)659-7212

Call or wtile lex information and

the name of your neatest MUSE dealer
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Celestial Music, continued.

Apple/6502 Celeste Music Subroutine.

Step} Decimal Hex Statement Step! Decimal Hex Statement

C 33 21 LDHL.NN 35 3 03 N
1

2

1 01 N 36 211 D3 OUT(N) ,A
1 01 N 37 255 FF N

3 243 F3 DI 38 8 08 EXAF.AF'
4 62 3E LDA,N 39 122 7A LDA.D
5 1 01 N 40 86 56 LDD, (HL)
6 8 08 EXAF,AF' 41 29 ID DEC.D
7 62 31 LDA.N 42 32 20 JRNZ
e 35 23 N 43 15 0F e
9 61 3D DEC, A 44 95 5F LDE, A

10 190 BE CP, (HL) 45 62 3E LDA.N
11 32 20 JRNZ 46 120 78 N
12 2 02 e 47 190 BE CP, (HL)13 251 FB EI 48 40 28 JRZ
14 201 C9 RET 49 6 06 e
15 126 7E LDA, (HL) 50 8 08 EXAF,AF*
16 35 23 INC.HL 51 238 EE XOR.N
17 86 56 LDD, (HL) 52 3 03 N
18 94 5E LDE, (HL) 53 211 D3 OUT(N) ,A
19 29 ID DEC.E 54 255 FF M20 14 0E LDC,N 55 8 08 EXAF.AF'
21 10 0A N 56 123 7B LDA,E
22 6 06 LDB,N 57 94 5E LDE, (HL)
23 255 FF M 58 29 ID DEC.E
24 21 15 DEC.D 59 16 10 DJNZ
25 32 20 JRNZ 60 219 DB e
26 14 0E e 61 13 0D DEC.C
27
28

87
62

57
3E

LDD, A
LDA,N

62
63

32
214

20
D6

JRNZ
e

29 120 78 N 64 61 3D DEC, A
30 190 BE CP,(HL) 65 32 20 JRNZ
31 40 28 JRZ 66 209 Dl e
32 6 06 e 67 35 23 INC,HL
33 8 08 EXAF.AF' 68 24 18 JR
34 238 EE XOR.N 69 193 CI e

TRS-80/Z-80 Celeste Music Subroutine.

Step# Decima L Hex Statement Step! Decimal Hex Statement

169 A9 LDA 41 3 03 e
1 1 01 01 42 173 AD LDA
2 133 85 STA 43 48 30 30
3 249 F9 F9 44 192 C0 C0
4 164 A4 LDY 45 166 A6 LDX
5 249 F9 F9 46 253 FD FD
6 177 Bl LDA.Y 47 136 88 DEY
7 250 FA FA 48 208 D0 BNE
8 201 C9 CMP 49 12 0C e
9 255 FF FF SO 165 A5 LDA

10 208 D0 Ml 51 253 FD FD
11 1 01 e 52 201 CI CMP
12 96 60 RTS 53 100 64 64
13 133 85 STA 54 240 F0 BEQ
14 252 FC FC 55 3 03 e
15 200 C8 I NY 56 173 AD LDA
16 177 Bl LDA,Y 57 48 30 38
17 250 FA FA 58 192 CO ce
18 133 85 STA 59 164 A4 LDY
19 253 FD FD 60 253 FD FD
20 1C6 A6 LDX 61 136 88 DEY
21 253 FD FD 62 198 C6 DEC
22 164 A4 LDY 63 255 FF FF
23 253 FD FD 64 208 D0 HNE
24 136 88 DEY 65 223 DF e
25 169 A9 LDA 66 198 C6 DEC
26 32 20 20 67 254 FE FE
27 133 ES STA 68 208 D0 BNE
28 254 FE FE 69 215 D7 e
29 169 A9 LDA 70 190 C6 DEC
30 255 FF FF 71 252 FC FC
31 133 85 STA 72 208 D0 BNE
32 255 FF FF 73 207 CF e
33 202 CA DEX 74 230 E6 INC
34 208 D0 BHE 75 249 F9 F9
35 11 0B e 76 230 E6 INC
36 165 A5 LDA 77 249 F9 F9
37 253 FD FD 78 24 18 CLC
38 201 C9 CMP 79 144 90 BCC
39 100 64 54 80 179 B3 e
40 240 F0 BEQ

If you haven't DELETEd lines 50-65
yet, do so now. Have line 25 as shown in

the original program. Put your new data
into DATA lines from 50 to 59. Then add
a line 60 as follows:

60 FOR N=0TOX: READ D: POKE
A0+N.D: NEXT N: RETURN
The "X" is to be replaced by a number

which is one less than your data count.
When you RUN the program, you should
hear your new musical data played. If all is

well, you may DELETE line 25 and lines

50^0.

Apple
We must now pack line 20 with your

new music data. Count the number of
items of data you have, including the "end
byte." Retype line 20 as follows:

20 DATA 2.....(number of periods is

same as data count)....

If you haven't deleted lines 50 through
75, do so now. Have line 35 as shown in the
original program. Put your new data into
DATA lines from 50 to 69. Then type a
line 70toTead:
70 FOR N=0TOX: READ D: POKE

A0+N.D: NEXT N: RETURN
The "X" is to be replaced by the number

you get by subtracting one from your data
count. When you RUN the program, you
should hear your new musical selection.

You may now wish to delete line 35 and
the lines from 50 through 70.

Atari

The data lines 50 to 55 are the music
data. Just replace these lines with your
new data and run the program to hear the
new music you've made. A table of the
original Celeste Music Data is included as
an example.

...The Last Words
I have included the machine code listings

for the Z-80 and 6502 celeste music sub-
routines. You more ambitious programmers
may want to go through them and modify
and improve upon them to suit your own
purposes. You may find an especially
valuable pot of gold somewhere over your
own rainbow!
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Gain instant access to over 1,200
information and communication services

for as little as H.25 an hour.

They're all at your fingertips

when you join The Source,SM

America's Information Utility.

The Source can improve your effi-

ciency, speed your work, and reduce

expenses in your organization by giving

you access to personal and business ser-

vices that run the gamut. From electronic

mail and discount buying services to

stock reports and hotel reservations.

And in most cases, you can reach The
Source with a local phone call using any

standard microcomputer, communicat-
ing word processor, or data terminal.

SourceMail SM . . . faster than
U.S. Mail, cheaper than most

long distance calls.

SourceMail is an electronic mail

system that lets you send messages to

other Source subscribers, anywhere in

the country. Use it to

communicate with

your field offices or
traveling sales

representatives.

Create your own
network to clients,

associates, outlets

or suppliers. Store

information for

later retrieval

when needed. The Source can even cor-

rect spelling errors.

Best of all, communicating through

The Source can be cheaper than any
other method . . . including long-distance

phone. Telex, facsimile, express mail, or

messenger.

Streamline your business operations.
Just feed The Source your figures

and it will calculate your taxes, cash
flows, equity capital, lease vs. equip-

ment purchase, loan amortizations,

annual interest rate on installment loans,

depreciation schedules. Use its Model 1

service for financial planning, simula-

tion, and analysis.

You can use The Source's powerful

mainframe computers to write and store

your own programs, with computer lan-

guages like BASIC, COBOL, FOR-
TRAN, RPGI1 and assembly language.

Naturally, we give you a private access

code so your programs and data inputs

are secure.

Your electronic travel agent.

Plan your trips with instant national

and international flight schedule infor-

mation. Use The Source Travel Club5"

to arrange airline

tickets, rent a car.

and make hotel res-

ervations. Use The
Source to check the

weather ahead or find

the best place to eat using our electronic

Mobil Restaurant Guide.

Instant access to the stock market.
Whatever your investments —

stocks, bonds, mutual funds, T-bills,

commodities, futures or others — The
Source will give you
updated investment

information 22
hours a day. We
go beyond mere
market quotes to

add economic,
business, and
financial commen-
tary by noted econo-
mists and securities

analysts.

Get news, hot off the UPI wire.

Around the world or around
the corner, find out about the latest

news straight from
United Press

International.

You can select

only the news, busi-

ness reports, sports

or features you want . .

.

geographically, by date,

or subject matter. Get the

latest update within Vh minutes'
1

of a filed report, or go back to

earlier coverage.

That's just the beginning.
There's so much more. The Source

has an electronic personnel search net-

work. It lets you barter your goods and
services with other businesses. Orders
hard-to-find technical and business

books direct from the publisher. Gives
you a daily review of Washington ac-

tivities. Lets you order thousands of busi-

ness and consumer items at discount

prices. Maintains your stock portfolio.

And we're improving and adding to our
subscriber services every day.

Anyone can use The Source.
You don't have to know computer

languages or have programming skills.

The Source operates on simple, logical

English commands. It comes with a
complete user's manual, categorized

directory, and private sign-on codes.

The Source isn't limited to your

office. You can access it from home, or

on the road, 22 hours a day. Use it to

catch up with office work, or for self-

improvement and family fun. The
Source will play bridge with you, coach
your children in foreign languages,

help select dinner wines, give you the

latest movie reviews, and more. It's

amazingly versatile.

The value with the guarantee.
For all the communications and in-

formation services, you pay only a $100,

one-time subscription fee and $18 per
hour during the business day when you
are actually using it. From 6 P.M. to

midnight and on weekends and holidays

The Source is just $5.75 an hour. From
midnight to 7 A.M. the rate drops to

$4.25. Minimum monthly
usage charge is only $10.

What's more, we're so
sure you'll find The Source

just what you need, we offer a

30-day money-back guarantee.

f you're not completely satisfied,

write us and cancel. We'll refund

your $100 hookup fee in full, with-

out question. You pay only for time
actually used.

See your dealer, or mail card
for free brochure

lb learn more about The Source,
visit one of the more than 800 computer
stores that offer The Source. Or rush the

postage-paid card to get your 16-page
color brochure and index of over 1,200
Source services.

Find out how much The Source can
do for you.

SOURCE
AHCMCA t mrOMMATtON t/TWTV

Department M68
1616 Anderson Road
McLean, VA 22102

Please send me your free 16-page

color brochure without obligation.

(name) (Please Print)

(telephone)

(Company if for business use)

(address)

(city/state/zip)

Do you own a microcomputer,
terminal or communicating word pro-

cessor?

If yes:

(make/model)

The Source is a servicemark of Source
Telecomputing Corporation, a subsidiary of
The Reader's Digest Association, Inc.



NOWTWO LOCATION
SAVE TIME* SAVE SHIPPING

Jll Computers

ATART
forpeopk:

800 TM
s699'IM

410 Recorder
810 Due Drive

822 Printer

825 Prime'
830 Modem
820 Printer

860 interlace

New DOS 2 System
CX30 Paddle
CX40 Joy Stick

CX853 16K RAM
Microtek 16K RAM
Microtek 32K RAM
On* year amended warranty .

$59 00
$444 00
$359 00
S629 00
$159 00
$269 00

$159 00
$21 00

$1800
$18 00
$89 00
$75 00
$15900

- $50.00

ATARI 400

16K....$329

j| 32K. . . . $478
^-48K.... $555

ATARI SOFTWARE
CX404 Word Processor
CX404 PILOT
CX4 13 Microsoft Basic
CX4101 Invitation To Programing I

CX4102 Kingdom
CX4103 Statistics

CX4104 Mialing List

CX4105 Biackiack
CX4106 Invitation to Programing 2

CX4107 Biorythm
CX4108 Hangman
CX4109 Graph It

CX41 10 Touch Typmq
CX4008 SPACE INVADERS
CX41 <2 Slates & Capitals

CX41 u European Countries & Capitals

CX41 15 Mortgage A Loan Analysis

CX41 16 Personal Fitness Program
CX4117 Invitation To Programing 3

CX4118 20 Conversational Languages lea l

CX412I Energy Czar

Cxi 4001 Educational Master

CX6001 1 7 Talk A Teacn Senes tea I

CX8106 Bond Analysis

CX8I07 Stock Analysis

CX810I Stock Charting

CXL4002 Basic Computing Language
CXL4003 Assembler Editor

CXL4O04 BasketDan
CXL40O5 Video Easel

CXL4006 Super Breakout

CXL4007 Music Composer
CXL4009 Cness
CXL4010 3D Tic Tac Toe

CLS401 1 STAR RAIDERS
CXL4012 MISSLE COMMAND
CXL4013 ASTEROIOS
CXL4015 TeieLmk
Visicaic

Letter Perfect iWord Processor!

Source
CX481
CX482 *'09

CX483 $5400
CX484 $31900

$11900
$68 00
$68 00
$1700
$1300
$1700
$1700
$1300
$20 00
$1300
$1300
$1700
$20 00
$32 00
$1300
$1300
$1300
$59 00
$20 00
$45 00
$1300
$21 00
$23 00
$20 00
$20 00
$20 00
$46 00
$46 00
$24 00
$24 00
$30 00
$45 00
$30 00
$24 00
$39 00
$32 00
$32 00
$20 00
$149 00
$109 00
$89 00

$7500
00

PRINTERS
Centronics 739 1 $64900

|

Diablo 630 Special $179900

Epson
MX70 $359 00

MXBO **6900

MX80FT Call

MX100 Call

NEC
8023 S63900
7730 Call

7720 Call

7710 Call
|

Oidaia
82A $49900

83A $76900

84 $112900

Citoh Starwnter
25 CPS-P $132900
45 CPS-P $169900

Paper Tiger

445G $69900

460G $89900

560G $112900

Talley

8024 7 $1399 00

8024 L $162900
|

Xero« 820
System 15V, $245000
System II 8 $2950 00

CPM5'. $169 00

Word Processing $429 00

Super Calc $26900

^_
Atari

Microtek 16K $64 00
32K $129 00

Intec 32K $13900
4HK $219.00

Ramcrom 128K $51900
Apple

Microtek 16K $94 00
32K $12900

Commodore .

64K upgrade $38900
Hewlett Packard

16K upgrade $249

RAM
SALE*

32K Expansion
PHP Printer Solid State

$32900
$319 00

TI-99/4A $379
PHC 004 Tl 99/4 Home Computer $399
PHP 1600 Telephone Coupler $169
PHP 1 700 RS 232 Accessories interlace $169
PHP 1800 Disk Drive Controller $239
PHP 1850 Disk Memory Drive $389
PHP 2200 Memory Enpansion (32K. RAMI $319
PHA 2100 R F Modulator $43
PHP 1 100 Wired Remote Controiiers(Pan| $31

PHM
PHM
PHD
PHD
PHM
PHM
PHM
PHM
PHM
PHM
PHM
PHM
PHM
PHM
PHM
PHM
PHM
PHM
PHM
PHM
PHM

Texas Instruments
3006 Home Financial Decisions $261
301 3 Personal Record Keeping $43 I

5001 Mailing List $60 I

5021 Checkbook Manager $18

1

3008 Video Chess $60 I

3010 Physical Fitness $26

1

3009 Football $26
\

3018 Video Games I $26 t]

3024 Indoor Soccer $26
j

3025 Mind Challengers $22 I

3031 The Attack $35 i

3032 Blasto $22
3033 Biackiack and Poker $22
3034 Hustle \22 i

3036 Zero Zap $18
3037 Hangman $18
3038 Connect Four $18 i

3039 Yantiee \22 (

3017 Terminal Emulator I $39 C

3026 Entended Basic $88 C

3035 Terminal Em,,l*rn. II $45 (

HOW TO ORDER: Phone orders invited or send check or money order and receive tree shipping in the continental United Slates PA residents add 6% sales tan

computer mail order west
800-648-3351

IN NEVADA, CALL (702) 588-5654

P.O. BOX 6689, STATE LINE, NEVADA 89449



TO SAVE YOU MORE!
COSTS* SAVE SALES TAX

HEWLETT NEW HP»!25 $2999 00
HP«83 $169900
HP»85 16K Memory Module $249 00
5' 4 Dual Master Disc Drive $2129 00
Graphics Plotter (7225B> $2079 00

NOW IN STOCK!
The new HP41CV Calculator

$259
Call tor HP Software Prices & information

Call tor Calculator prices

HP»85 $2479

Terminals
I Televideo

910 $579 00

912C $699 00

920C S749 00

950 $93900
Call lor computers

I Zenith 719 S749 00
$54900

Monitors
Amde»12B&W $149 00

12" Green $169 00

13 Color $349 00

I Sanyo 12 B&W $259 00

12 Green $269 00
13' Color $44900

I Tl 10 Color $34900
' Modems

Novation Auto *239 00

Cat $169 00

Cat $159 00

HAyes
Smart S23900

Pioneer Lazer Disk S599 00

BSRX 10 Systems
PK5O0 $84 00
LM 501 $16 00

AM611 $1700
AM286 $1700

CBM 8032

$1069

ricomnfiodoPB wo.dP. 3Pius^^^*»**» •***** ** WordPro4 Plus

Commodore Ta» Parfcaqe

8032 $1069 00 Visicalc

4032 $969 00 BPI General Ledger

4016 $76900 OZZ Intormation System
80% $156900 Do* Jones Portfolio

Super Pet $159900 Pascal

2031 $52900 Legal Time Accounlinq
8050 $129900 Word Cratt 80
4022 $59900 Power
C2N $6300 Socket 2 Me

Jinsam
Word Pro 4 Plus $299 00 MAGIC
Word Pro 3 Plus $199 00 The Manager

Soflrom .

$299 00
$329 00
$399 00
$149 00
$329 00
$28900
$129 00
$239 00
$449 00
$289 00
$89 00
$20 00
$Call

$Caii
$209 00
$12900

VIC 20 $259 COMPLETE
VicTVModuai $19 00
Vic Cassette $69 00
Vic 6 Pack Program $44 00
VIC1530 Commodore Oatassette $6900
VIC1540 Disk Dnve $499 00
VIC1516 VIC Graphic Printer $399 00
VIC1210 3K Memory Eipander $32 00
VIC 1 1 10 8K Memory E -pander $53 00
VIC 1011 RS232C Terminal Interlace $43 00
VIC1 112 VIC IEEE 488 Interlace $86 00
VIC12H VlC 20 Super Eipander $53 00

VIC 1212 Programmers Aid Cartridge

VIC1213 ViCMON Machine Language Monitor
VIC1901 VIC AVENGERS
VIC1904SUPERSLOT
VIC1906 SUPER ALIEN
VIC1907 SUPER LANDER
VIC1908 DRAW POKER
VIC1909 MIDNIGHT DRIVE
VTI06A Recreation Pack A
VT107A Heme Calculation Pack A
VT164 Programmable CharactenGramegraphics
VT232 viCTerm I Term.na' Emulator

$45 00
$45 00
$23 00
$23 00
$19 00
$23 00
$23 00
$23 00
$44 00
$44 00
$12 00
$9 00.,

lAdd 3°
'. tor VISA or MC Equipment subiect to price change and availability without notice

computer mail order
800-233-8950

IN PA. CALL (717) 327-9575

501 E. THIRD ST., WILLIAMSPORT, PA 17701



In-Pro-Physe: Interactive

Programming For The
Physically Limited

Russel IV. Van Norman, M.D.

I have always wanted to play with a

computer. A summer course in Fortran at

our local university only whetted my
appetite. Then home computers became
available. This gave me a chance to learn

about machine language for the HOMO central

processing unit on a single board Computer-
in-a-Book. But still I had trouble justifying

the expense of a real computer.

Avidly I pored over the computer maga-

Isolation transformer

Actuating device

to ground

Figure I. A standard A tart Joystick has had the "fire " button disconnected and the leads

connected to an isolation transformer to electrically isolate the user.

Position sensitive

joystick

Figure 2. Alternative "fire " buttons include pressure sensitive switches activated by
blown breath or bite. An alternative for keyboard control could be a position-sensitive

joystick held by a head harness.

zines looking for reasons to spend money.

A couple of runthroughs and most games
bored me, so an expensive game player

certainly was not my thing. My wife seldom

used recipes and hardly ever needs to know
how to cut a recipe for one hundred down
to a meal for six. so that justification was
out. too.

Then one day about two-and-a-half years

ago. I stood beside the bed of a young man
paralyzed from the neck down due to an

auto accident— a young man who a year

earlier had been a varsity football player

on the team for which I was a doctor.

Having already operated so that his

broken neck could not cause him further

damage. I tried to find somthing more that

I could do for him. And it hit me that the

computer offered the means by which he

could be independent of constant attention.

He could control his surroundings and help

himself, communicate and interreact with

others, and he could enhance his own quality

of life.

And there were others called handi-

capped who could be helped, too. People

with poor use of their limbs— those with

cerebral palsy or multiple sclerosis or other

types of paralysis— would benefit by being

able, at least in part, to set their own life

style.

Having formed a tax exempt, charitable

organization called Fulcrum Foundation.

Inc., whose motto, borrowed for the

handicapped, is "give me a lever and I'll

move the world." several of us explored

the means by which those unable to make
the fine movements involved in typing on

a computer terminal could effectively

control and interact with these machines.

We found that there were two standard

"interfaces'* presently being used by people

with poor extremity use. One approach is

through software programs with progressing

alphabets or word lists whose letters are

chosen by pressing a switch as the proper
selection becomes available. Other handi-

capped people use a rod secured to the

head to push specially mounted keyboards.

Russcl W. Van Norman. M.I).. AsvK'iate Profcsvir.

Orthopaedic Suruery. Texas Tech University Health

Sciences Center. Rexional Academic Health Center

at El Paso School of Medicine. 4*00 Alberta Ave..

El Paso. TX 7W0.S.
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commodore
SPECTACULAR

8032-32K 80 COL CRT
REG $1495

$^Q95
64K ADD-ON MEMORY

REG $500
$395

9000 134K SUPER PET
REG $1995

$1795
4032 32K 40 COL CRT

REG $1295

i?95
40 1 6 16K 40 COL CRT™ S995

$795
_8Q50-DUAL DISK 950K

EG $1795
$1395

4040-DUAL DISK 343K
REG $1295

$995
2031 -SINGLE DISK 170K

REG $695
$555

C2N-CASSETTE DRIVE
REG $75

$65
4022-80 COL PRINTER

REG $795
$649

I023P-136 COL PRINTER

$849
REG $995

8300P-40CPS LTR QLTY
REG$225° J1995
8024-MANNESMAN TALLEY

REG $1995

REG $2495
8024L-LETTER TALLE

$1995 f=
REG $1895

25CPS-STARWRITER

$1445
REG $279

CBM-IEEE MODEM
$229

VO ICE SYNTHESIZER
REG $395

$329

PET TO IEEE CABLE
REG $39.95 t^A

IEEE TO IEEE CABLE
REG $49 95 fcOft

VIC 20
REG $299

$269
VIC 1540 DISK 170K

REG $599 ^^
VIC 1515 30CPS PRINTER

REG $395
$349

VIC 1011 RS 232 INTER
REG $49 95 a qq

VIC 1112 IEEE INTER
REG $99 95

$79

SOFTWARE

OZZ- The Information Wizard

LIST

S395

YOU
PAY

$299

Wordcraft 80 S395 $299

IRMA-lnfo

Retrieval & Mgmt Aid $495 $399

Dow Jones Portfolio Mgmt. $149 $119

Pascal Development Pkg $295 $229

EBSRecelvables. Inventory $750 $579
BPI-General Ledger $395 $299

Word Pro 3-40 Column $250 $179

Word Pro 4-80 Column $375 $269

Word Pro 4 Plus $450 $329

PHILADELPHIA COMPUTER DISCOUNT©
P.O. Box 170 St. Davids, PA 19087 (215)687-8540

MAIL ORDER PHONE 1-800-345-1289
CIRCLE 191 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PREPAID ORDERS SHIPPED FREE

VISA 81 MASTERCARD ADD 3%
COD • UPS

PA RESIDENTS ADD 6% SALES TAX



In-Pro-Physe, continued...

Each of these ways is slowed by waiting
for the proper selection to reach a certain

screen position or limited by the speed of

poking with the head rod.

This article presents another idea in a

preliminary form upon which I hope others

will expand. This interface and associated

software gives the handicapped person more
variety in actively selecting program purpose

and allows a faster interaction.

A practical computer would require some
portability and certainly a reasonable cost,

so our choice was limited to the home
sized machines. All those commercially
available were considered before the Atari

was chosen. Being a newer computer,
available software programs are limited

when compared with the Apple or the

Radio Shack TRS-80. But to make a

program available for use. any software
would have to be modified to this proposed
system.

It would be great if a user-modifiable

cartridge, such as an erasable programmable
read only memory (EPROM) device, could

be developed for the Atari which could
then contain permanently this control

system and allow standard commercially
available programs to be used. Well, that

is for the future.

One particular advantage of the Atari is

its two models which allow program devel-

opment on the more expensive and versatile

800 but provide the handicapped person
with the option of buying the less expensive

400 for use. Programming by keyboard
would be a minimal activity for them, so

the less responsive keyless keyboard of

the 400 would not be a disadvantage.

The size of the program selection in any
computer is limited by its storage device.

In this case a cassette player is sufficient

to load the I2K program in a reasonable
length of time. By using multiple statements

on one line and removing program explana-

tions, it could be compacted further. A
disk system would allow much more variety

including adapted games. The Exatron
Stringy Floppy, when available for the Atari,

will offer an intriguing possibility of quick
access to extensive storage without the

expense or complications of a multiple

disk system.

The principle in this scheme is applicable

to all computers for which a joystick is

available. My proposed interface (Figure

1) is a standard Atari joystick modified so
that the red lead of the fire button and the

black ground line are wired through a

pressure actuated switch which could be
secured to a wheelchair for operation by

knee pressure or a chin control, fixed in a

bite block to be actuated by jaw pressure,

or terminated in a diaphragm switch tripped

by blowing.

Separating the user from the computer
by an isolation transformer would guard
against the danger of electrical shock. The
joystick could be modified by a strap or an

extension, for example, to offer the user a
better grip.

Another possibility is the new. position-

sensitive Le Stick from Datasoft. Inc.. a

joystick which could be secured by a head
harness and the firing trigger modified to

a bit block or a breath-sensitive diaphragm
(Figure 2).

Essential to the interface is a menu for

selection of program choices and an on-

screen keyboard. The joystick controls a

cursor confined to the selection area. In

each available subroutine a standard
"escape" symbol (I use a diamond) would
allow the user to return to the basic menu.
Storage arrays can be provided in each so
that the need to interrupt a program, for

example to answer the telephone or turn

on a light, will not destroy the project or
game underway and it can be resumed
after the interruption.

The software listing offers a selection

menu suggesting telephone/modem and
light control, and illustrates the ability to

transmit a message by printing it on the

screen rather than sending it to a printer.

In actual use this subroutine would be
designed for use with a particular printer.

A complete Message Preparation Pro-

gram is included to allow writing a letter,

report, or composition. A 1000-byte storage

array retains the message for work or
transmission until it is cleared for a new
message.

Program Description

Initially, after loading the program and
typing RUN. a menu of choices is presented

(Figure 3). The numeral indicating the

cursor position blinks. The joystick may
be moved either forward or back to reposi-

tion the cursor. Left or right will not work.
The cursor "wraps around" going from
bottom to top, or top to bottom, so either

direction is all right. Pushing the button
makes the selection.

I'll I'HONI

,1 PRFPrtPAT ION
.1 T M.1MSMI SSIOM

Figure .1. The menu offers four choices

with the cursor position indicated by a
blinking numeral there. 3).

Telephone and light possibilities are

indicated, but are left for future devel-

opment. If selected, an "out of service"

message is printed and the menu is again

flashed on the screen. If Message Trans-

mission is chosen no message will be

displayed unless there is one in storage.

When Message Preparation is selected,

the screen is cleared and a keyboard is

printed on the bottom five lines of the

screen (Figure 4). The keyboard cursor

r
18 lines

V
H I I 3 4 5 6 ;

I j I. h i j k 1 m

Tnopqrsluvwxvz
.,.?!;:'& S / Z ( >

TV screen

keyboard

S
H 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 — + =

1 a b c d e f g h i
•

J k 1 m

X n O p q r s t u V w X y z

H , •
? I
• •

•

>

•
•

?

& $ / % ( )

Figure 4. The on-screen keyboard occupying the lowerfive lines of the screen leaves 18

lines for message preparation.
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Now contractors
can have the
bottom line

on every job
at their fingertips

This Contractor's Job Cost Program Series was
developed and perfected by a contractor with over
1 5 years experience in all levels of the construction

industry —

The program is specifically designed to work
flexibly with any construction project, job costing

project or departmental accounting.

Job Cost Ledger
• Automatically posts income and expense for each job.

• Gives listing for budgeted expense and income.
• Compares budget amount to actual expense.
• Provides percentage differential between budget amount
and actual expense.

• Calls out problem areas with a special "arrowhead."

Job Cost Ledger Detail
Automatically produces a detailed listing of all activity on

job/job items:

• Improves the contractor's ability to estimate a job.

• Aids in making on-the-job decisions by having up-to-date
cost information.

• Lists amounts paid to subcontractors.

Financial Statements
To obtain a complete set of financial statements, the

Contractor's Job Cost Program generates an in-depth, up-to-

date report in less than an hour instead of days needed using

a manual system. This saves time . . . and time is money for

contractors.

Series

Series II

$119500
$179500

For the Apple II+ with48K memory.

KLEINHAMMER BUSINESS SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 1065. Morro Bay. CA 93442 805/772-2766
Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

Introducing
the total

job costing
program

Now you can effectively manage
dozens of jobs simultaneously with
accuracy and confidence. You'll be
able to plan, track and report every

cost on every job — from start to

finish. Detailed in-progress job
reports allow you to zero in on
problems and eliminate them —
before they cut into profits.
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Job Cost Ledger
• Automatically posts income and expense for each job.

• Gives listing for budgeted expense and income.
• Compares budget amount to actual expense.
• Provides percentage differential between budget amount
and actual expense.

• Calls out problem areas with a special "arrowhead."

Financial Statements
To obtain a complete set of financial statements, the

Contractor's Job Cost Program generates an in-depth, up-to-
date report in less than an hour instead of days needed using
a manual system. This saves time . . . and time is money for

contractors.
• Automatic balance sheets
• Automatic income statements.
• Automatic accounts receivable journal.

• Automatic accounts payable journal.

• Vendor cheque writer system
• For the Apple 11+ with 48K memory.

Series I .

Series II

$119500

$179500

KLEINHAMMER BUSINESS SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 1065, Morro Bay. CA 93442 805/772-2766
Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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In-Pro-Physe, continued.

position again is indicated by the blinking

letter. The top of the screen displays the

number of spaces remaining in the 1000-

space storage, and asks if the message to

follow is a new one or a continuation of

one underway. The keyboard cursor
defaults to the "no" position to prevent

accidental erasure of material being pre-

pared (Figure 5). New parameters have
been set for movement of the joystick

allowing it to cover the keyboard.

If a message is being prepared, an
opportunity is given to review either the

entire stored message or only the last twenty

bytes.

It takes about 1 5 seconds to prepare the

storage area for a new message by filling it

with blanks. This prevents extraneous
characters from creeping in. and provides

the blanks to fill out a line at the end of a

paragraph.

When everything has been set up, move-
ment of the joystick allows selection of

the next character to be printed. Pressing

the fire button causes the character to

appear in the proper position on the eighteen

lines available on the screen for the message.

The nineteenth line of the message again

begins at the top of the screen. After 975
characters have been stored, a warning is

*i u mi . SAGI Cy OP nl 1

'UWIIM P H I > I H I

1 REM ** MENU WITH MESSAGE GENERATION
2 REM
3 REM **» A FULCRUM FOUNDATION, INC. PROGRAM **»
4 REM * Russel W. Van Norman, M.D.
5 REM * EL PASO, TEXAS
6 REM REVISION OF JULY 4, 1981
7 REM
8 REM
1 MENU- 1 00 1 WA I T-230 : PST-280 1 CURSOR-400 1 CAP=470 1 DELAY=570:

W I PE-feOO : SK IP-70OI KEYB0ARD= 1 600
20 DIM ANS»(1> ,M<1000> ,B*<40>
30 OPEN #3,4,0, "St " : PK=PEEK (83) -1 » ND=PEEK (83) -At TM-0
35 REM
40 REM ** ESTABLISH LINE BLANKER
50 FOR Z-l TO 39:B«<Z)=" ":NEXT Z

55 REM
lOO REM *« ENTIRE PROGRAM MENU ***
105 REM
110 GRAPHICS 0:P0KE 752, 1 «CR«3i CRL=2: CL=1 :CRR-2: CD«7iCDU«3i

CU-2«CUD=&
' MENU "

•1. TELEPHONE"
"2. LIGHTS"
'3. MESSAGE PREPARATION"
'4. MESSAGE TRANSMISSION'

120 POSITION 7, li?
130 POSITION 2,3«?
140 POSITION 2,4i?
150 POSITION 2,5l?
l&O POSITION 2,&«?
170 C»2«R=5
180 GOSUB PST
190 V=STRIG(CD i TF VOO THEN 180
200 IF L=49 THEN 3000
210 IF L-50 THEN 5000
220 IF L-51 THEN lOOO
230 IF L=52 THEN 2000
240 GOTO 18CUREM * IGNORES OTHER INPUTS
245 REM
250 REM DELAY FOR VISUALIZING LETTER BLINK AND TO TURN OFF

SOUND GENERATED BY CURSOR MOVE

260 FOR D-l TO 10: NEXT D
270 SOUND 1,0,0,0» RETURN
275 REM
280 REM ** POSITIONS KEYBOARD CURSOR
290 U-STICK(O)
300 POSITION C,R
310 GET #3,L
320 POSITION C,R:? " " i GOSUB WAIT
330 POSITION CR:^ CHR*<L)
340 IF UOIS THEN SOUND 1 , INT (RND (0) *30) +L, 10, 8: GOSUB WAIT
350 IF U=7 THEN C-C+llIF C=CR THEN C«=CRL
360 IF U=U THEN C=C-1»IF C=CL THEN C=CRR
370 IF U-13 THEN R»R+1:IF R-CD THEN R=CDU
3BO IF U=14 THEN R=R-lsIF R-CU THEN R=CUD
390 RETURN
395 REM
400 REM ** POSITIONS MESSAGE CURSOR
410 POKE 77,0iX-X+l

40&2 t*56759»
i iU.lft9hi

Figure 5. Upon selection of Message
Preparation, the number ofspaces occupied
in the Message Storage area is shown. The
first question, whether a new message or

not, isflashed. The keyboard cursor blinks

at "n. " If an old message, all or part of it

may be reviewed.

given, and when the message is 1000

characters long, the prompt to return to

the menu and transmit the message is printed

(Figure 6). Moving the keyboard cursor to

the diamond automatically restores the

menu to the screen.

Several control characters are provided.

The diamond is the "escape" allowing return

to the menu at any time. Since I could find

no arrows in the Atari character set. four

"T's" oriented to the cardinal directions

allow message editing. A properly oriented

"T," that is, with the stem down, has two
functions. The first push alerts the program
to expect to skip the next line. The second
push sends the cursor to the beginning of

the next line without affecting the total

character count in storage. This allows

jumping forward after you have gone up a

line or more to correct an error. Pressing

any other key will move the cursor to the

next line, place the intervening spaces in

storage, and cause the program to print a

character or prepare to print a capital

letter.

i*Hm*i

Figure 6. When all spaces in the Message
Storage Area have been used, a screen
prompt prints. Moving the keyboard cursor
to the diamond automatically clears the

screen and returns the Menu.
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HUNTINGTON COMPUTING
!! ONE OF THE WORLD'S LARGEST INVENTORIES

Now Selling Atari®, PET®, TRS-80® Software
Atari

Poker SoMaire [cats )

Gomoku icass )

Revers. (cass )

Cypher Bowl icass )

Rescue a! Rigai (cass )

Star Warrior (cast

)

Invasion Orion (cass )

Oaiestones of Ryn icass I

Conflict 2500 (cass )

Empire Of the Overmino (cass )

Tanktics (cass )

Alan' Mailing List (disk)

Alan * Character Generator (Asm
Ten Wizard (disk)

Alan * Character Gen (cass i

Le Slick

Checker King (cass I

MicroChess icass i

Survival/ Adventure (disk)

3D Supero<aph.cs (disk)

3D Supergraphics (cass

)

Mind Boggiefs I icksk)

Mmd Boggiers I (cass )

VersaWnter Graphics Tablet
Hidden Words
Spatial Relations
Word Scramble
Preschool Fun
Fastgammon icass )

Assembler icass )

6502 Disassembler icass )

6502 Disassembler (dak)
Tank Trap (cass )

Tank Trap idisk)

Tan Trek icass I

OS Forth (disk)

Starbase Hyperion (disk)

Name That Song (cass )

Ja« Breaker (disk)

Pornopoly (disk)

The Broker (CCI) (disk)

Super Modem Pak (CCI) (Disk)

Alan' Snutt (CCI) (disk)

Utility Man (CCI) (disk)

Tanktics (cass)
Fantasyiand idisk)

Empire ot the Overmmd (cass)
Bridge 2 Icass)
Nominoes Jigsaw icass) Dynacomp
intruder Alert (cass)
Alpha Fighter (disk)

Compu read (disk)

Letter Perfect (disk)

Sammy Sea Serpent (Cass) POI
Cnbbage (Thesis) (Cass)
Visicaic

Kross N Quotes PDl
ICass i

Star Raiders (cat)
Slock Charting
Adventure International

Alan- Satan (CDS) (disk)

Alan- Satan (CDS) (cassi
Typing Tutor (IMAGE) (Cassi
t6K Ram i

Atan-I
Compulation i Thesis) (cass)

514 95no-
$19 95 no.
S19 95no.
S29 95no-
S29 9Snow
S39 95now
S24 95now
$19 95 no.
S1500now
$35 00 no.
$24 00 no.
S24 95no.
SI9 95 mm
$99 95 now
515 95 no.
$39 95 now
S19 95now
St9 95now
S24 95now
$39 95 no.
$39 95 no.
$19 95 no.
515 95 no.

$300 00 now
St 7 50 now
$1750 now
$15 00 now
$15 00 now
$19 95 now
S24 9Sno-
$11 95 now
$14 95 now
S1 1 95 now
$14 95 now
$11 95 now
$79 95 now
$22 95 no.
$14 95 now
$29 95 now
$29 95 no.
$99 95 no.
$49 95 no.
$29 95 no.
$99 95 now
$24 00 now
$59 95 now
$30 00 no.
$17 95 no.
$16 95 no.
$16 95 no.

now
$29 95 no.

$150 00 now
$16 95 no.
$1500 now

$200 00 no.
$16 95 now
$39 95 now
$24 95 now

10%- 15% oft

SIS 00.

• 11-74
• 14.44
• 14.44

•11.4)4
•11.44DIM
• 14.44
• 11.14)

•14.4*
114.4*
•a i.iai

114.44

• 11.14)

•11.44
• 14.44
»i».*a
• 1 1.141

•11.44
•11.44
• 14.44
• 11.141

11V4.44
• 11.44
• 11.44
• 11.S4
• 11.14)

• 14.44
•11. 14
tie. 14)

• 11.44)

• 14. 14
• 11.44
• 14.14
•47.44
• 14.44
• 11.44)

•11.44
•11-44
•4*.44
•41.4*
• 11-4V4
••4-44)

•14.44
•14.44
•11.4*
• 11.14
• 14.14
• 14.14
• 14.44
$11.44

• I17.4V4
• 14.14
• 11.14

• 14*.44
• 14.14
•11.44
•11.14)

•ug retail

•11.44
11144

• 11.44

Call Toil-Free

800-344-41 1

1

(Outside California)

Pet 1

AVALOM HILL GAME COMPANY
B l Nuclear Bomber icass i $15 00 no.
Midway Campaign (cass ) $15 00 new
No Atlantic Convoy Raider (cass ) SI5 aew
Nukewar (cass ) $15 00 now
Conflict 2500 icass I S15 00 now
Planet Miners icass ) St 5 00 no.
Computer Acquire (C4SS ) $20 00 new
Lords ol Karma icass I $20 00 no.

AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS
Introductory 3 Pack (disk) S49 95 now

(Rescue. Mortoc s and Datestones)
Rescue at Rige) (cass I S29 95 now
Temple ot Apsnai icass ) $39 95 now
Helll.re Warrior IcaSS ) $39 95 no.
Slarlleel Orion (cass ) $24 95 no.
Invasion Orion (cass ) $24 95 no.
Morloc s Tower (cass ) $19 95 now
Datestones ot Ryn icass ) $19 95 mm

PERSONAL SOFTWARE
VisiCalc (diski $199 95 no.
Checker King (cass I $19 95 now
Gammon Gambler (cass ) $19 95 no.
MicroCness icass i $19 95 no.
Bridge Partner (cass I $19 96 no.
Time Trek (cass ) St9 96 no.

UNITEO SOFTWARE OF AMERICA

TRS-80
•ia.tr
•ta.tr
»ia.»t
• ii.il
• 11.17
• 11.77
• 14.41
• 14.41

•14.41

•1141
• 11.41
• 11.41
•11.11
•at.at
• 14.41
• 14.47

•141.11
• 14.47
• 14.47
• 14.47
• 14.47
• 14.47

BIG FIVE SOFTWARE
Super Nova (cass I SIS 95
Galaxy Invasion (cass I $15 95 i

Attam Force icass I Si 5 95 i

Cosmic Fighter Icass I SIS 96 i

Meteor Mission || (cass ) $i5 95i

BROOERBUNO SOFTWARE
Galactic Trilogy (disk) S39 95 «

Galactic Empire icass ) S14 95 <i

Galactic Trader icass I
$14 95 «

Galactic Revolution (cass J $14 95 n

Tawaia s Last Redoubt icass ) $19 95 n

OATASOFT
lagoidiski $24 95 >

FoolDdULIdbS.i.sidiski $24 95.
Arcade 80 (disk) $24 95
laooicassl S19 95.
Football Classics icass ) St9 95>
Arcade SO Icass I Sl9 96 »

Siomon (COLOR) icass ) $29 95 •

SECS (COLOR) (cass I 529 96.

•n.st
• list
•ta.M
• 11.U

•3J.BS
• 11.44)

»11.44t
•12.Mitm

Ml. IB
•21.14
•21.14
• 14.44
• 14.44)
• 14.44
•2S.M
•21.

M

KRAMldisk) $99 96
Super KRAM (disk) SI 75 00
Request idiski S225 00
Thinker idisk) S496 00
Space intruders (cass i $19 95
All MICRO ED
All Microcomputer Workshops

VIC SOFTWARE
Addcom Missile Commander
Channel Vic Data Logger
MMA Star Command
TIS Basic Programming I

•44.47
•o. « 144.77
<o» tl41.ll
•o. t414.Il
•o. t!4.4!
ltNeHLI.1
1SN4H1IH

• 14.44
11.14
•4.44

•1144

VISICALC
Special for Pet, Atari & Apple

Regular $200.00 List

$149.00

Invaders From Space idisk)

Duel N DtokJs (disk)

Pmbaii (disk)

Pigskin (disk)

Ouad(disk)
Basketball idiski

Gammon Challenger (disk)

Everes) Explorer (disk)

Superscript (disk)

System Savers (cass )

Invaders From Space Icass )

Duel N Droids (cass I

Pmbaii icass i

Pigskin (cass I

Quad (cass )

Basketball icass I

Gammon Challenger (cass )

Everest Explorer icass i

All Adventure International

All Automated Simulations
All A valon Hill

All Hayden
All Microsoft

ACORN SOFTWARE
S20 95
S20 9S
S20 95
$20 95
$20 95
$20 95.
$20 96.
S20 95.
S29 95.
S14 95 i

S14 95,
S14 96.
$14 95.
$14 95.
$14 96.
$14 95,
$14 95.
SI4 95,
1«%*4
IIS*
IS**t4
IB***4
IB%*4

no. tll.lt
no. tll.lt
now tl 1.11
WW tll.lt
low tlt.tt
•o. tl 1.14
«• tll.lt
•o. tll.lt
<ow (11.14
•o. » 11.44
•o. •11.44)
•ow •1144)
•ow »11.*4
<ow •11.441
•o. » 11.44
•ow •11441
•ow • 1 1.44
•ow • 11.44
1 !«»> •»» LI.1
lt%4>NU4t
I1HMLWimMUN
lltktMtiJai

Apple R

See full page of Apple products elsewhere in this

magazine.

Word Star
Mail Merge
Super Sort
VisiCalc 3 3
Wurst Of Huntington Computing
Nibble Express
Sort Porn Adventure
Time Lord
French Hangman
Alicia Sp bilingual re

HAH SlOCk Track

Grow (ClAl
All Edu Ware

$39 95i
$375 00.
$125 00i
$200 00'
$200 001

$12 95.
$29 95.
$29 95.
S29 95.
S29 9S.

$190 00.
S36 00.

m I144.44
m 1144.14
•• 144.44
- » 1 44.44

• 14.44
m 1 11.44
m til.14
>w til.14
•w 111.14
>w «11.14
m *I4I.44
m »>»-*»
l\4»lllt

VersaCaK $100 00 now 44M.44
Hebrew SIX) 00 now tM.4*
All Serendipity ltSHI1S4NUrl
All Sinus mwiuu
All Sybex Courses iistoiiseNUii
Win at the Races $39 95 no. tll.44
Disk Prep $25 00 no. tai.it
PLE Chip StOOOne. MB.**
We maintain a huge inventory ot software for Apple- and
hardware Call us icji tree loutsde Caiit

i lor me latest prog
rams We also stock a large
in person al our new 3300

upptyoi compute. books Vnvtus
square loot store at 1945 South

Dairy m Corcoran Call!

APPLE is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.

HUNTINGTON COMPUTING
Post Office Box 1235
Corcoran California 93212

Order by Phone 800-344-41 1

1

In California (209) 992-541

1

Call us for any Software
not listed here. Most Prices are

15% Off List
IS! . A ,V " r,Z»Z7» .-#-—...—.. ^ ^ ..Ssub-Ktlo Change
fM In California (209) 992-5411 ^PtaWm tan Include %? 00 for i

rnd ra'd»va'#* eura Seno
la'a'oc. P'<e$ wDjeci 10 change
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'ro-Physe, continue

420 IF X=ND THEN ? ">"
43C> IF X»PK THEN X«2iY«Y+l
440 IF Y=1B THEN Y=0
450 IF X-2 THEN POSITION 0,Y:? B«
460 POSITION X,Y|"> CHR» < 147) : RETURN
465 REM
470 REM ** REVERT ONE LINE OR CAPITAL
4B0 FOR TIME=1 TO 20iNEXT TIME
490 GOSUB PST
500 V«STRIG<0)
510 IF VOO THEN 490
520 IF L«24 THEN POSITION X,Yi? CHR« (M<N> ) I Y=Y-1 iN«N-36i IF

Y—l THEN Y=0:N=N+36
530 IF L=24 THEN POSITION X,Y:? CHR* ( 147) : RETURN
540 L=L-32lREM * CONVERTS LETTER TO CAPITAL
550 IF L<65 OR L>90 THEN GOTO 490
560 RETURN
565 REM
570 REM ** DELAY
580 FOR DL-1 TO lOOOjNEXT DLlRETURN
585 REM
600 REM ** ERASES MESSAGE PART OF SCREEN
610 FOR Q=0 TO 17|P0SITI0N 0,0l? B«
620 NEXT 0: RETURN
625 REM
700 REM ** SKIP FOR SPACING
705 REM
710 FOR TIME=1 TO 20tNEXT TIME
720 GOSUB PST
730 V-STRIG(O)
740 IF VOO THEN 720
750 REM * NEXT LINE FROM EDIT
760 IF L-23 THEN POSITION X,Y:7 CHR« (M <N) > : N-N+36: Y=Y+1 : IF

Y-1B THEN Y=0

770 IF L=23 THEN POSITION X,Y:~> CHR* < 147) : RETURN
780 REM * NEXT LINE FOR MESSAGE
790 POSITION X,Y«? CHR» (M <N) ) : N=N+PK-X : TM=TM+PK-Xi X=2: Y=Y+1 : IF

Y«1B THEN Y=0
BOO RETURN
lOOO REM MESSAGE GENERATION PROGRAM
1010 POKE 752, liCR=29iCRL«13:CL=12:CRR=28:CD»23:CDU=18:CU=17:

CUD=22
1015 REM
1020 REM **» MAIN PROGRAM **»
1025 REM
1030 REM ** CHECK IF MESSAGE IN PROGRESS
1040 GRAPHICS OiREM * CLEARS SCREEN
1050 GOSUB KEYBOARD
1060 POSITION 5,11"' TM; " SPACES USED IN STORAGE. " : POSITION

6.3:? "NEW MESSAGE (v OR n>?"

1070 GOSUB PST:V=STRIG(0> : IF VOO THEN 1070
1080 IF LOHO AND L0121 THEN 1070
1090 ANS»=CHR*<L)iPOSITION 28, 3i? ANS«:POKE 763,155
llOO IF ANS*«"y" THEN 1300
1110 POSITION 4,5:'' "WANT TO REVIEW PRESENT MESSAGE" ;: POSITION

6,6:^ " (y or n)''"

112o GOSUB PSTiV=STRIG(0) : IF VOO THEN 1120
1130 IF LOHO AND L0121 THEN 1120
1140 ANS»»CHR*<L) : POSIT ION 16, 6i? ANS«:POKE 763,155
1150 IF ANS»="n" THEN GOSUB WIPE: GOTO 1200
1160 GOSUB WIPEiY-OiIF TM<20 THEN 1200
1170 X=2
1180 FOR T«l TO TM-20: POSIT ION X,Y:7 CHR»(M(T>)
1190 GOSUB CURSOR:NEXT T
1195 REM
1200 REM ** PRINTS LAST 20 BYTES IN MESSAGE STORAGE
1210 BG=TM-20: IF TM<20 THEN BG=1:REM *» BG = BEGINNING
1220 X=TM-(INT(TM/36)*36+19) I IF TM<20 THEN X=2: GOSUB WIPE
1230 IF X<2 THEN X=X+36:REM ASSURES X POSITION ON THE LINE
1240 FOR T =BG TO TM:POSITION X,Yi~' CHR*<M(T>>
125C) GOSUB CURSOR: NEXT T
1260 GOTO 1350
1265 REM
1300 REM »* FOR PRINTING NEW MESSAGE
1310 X-2lY»0:N=liTM=0

A "T" with its stem pointing to the left

allows backing up a space at a time, or
continuously if the button is held down, to

the beginning of the line. Similarly, a "T"
with its stem to the right advances the

cursor. Neither of these records in the

message storage area, however, so to

indicate a space forward, the keyboard
cursor is moved to a point outside of the

character area, which makes it invisible,

and the button is pushed.

An upside down "T" has two functions,

depending on the second character entered.

If the same character is indicated by pressing

the fire button, the message cursor will

move to the corresponding position one
line up. On the other hand, if a letter is

selected for the second character, the letter

is printed as a capital. Numerals and
punctuation will not work.

If an interruption is necessary, moving
the keyboard cursor to the diamond and
pushing the button puts the menu back to

the screen so that the interim task can be
accomplished before returning to the

message.
That's the skeleton. Shortly, perhaps

with your help. I hope to flesh out this

program so that my football player can
begin exploring all the exciting possibilities

his own computer can offer.

Explanation Of Listing

Lines 10-20: Locate subroutines, define

arrays.

Line 30: Allows screen to receive input.

PK controls overscan and can be adjusted

for the particular television screen. ND
allows a warning five spaces before end of

line.

Lines 100-240: Present the entire menu
program. ATASCII does not require the

Basic statement GOTO in an IF...THEN
statement.

Line 260: This part of the WAIT sub-

routine determines the speed of response

to the fire button. While learning, the upper

limit of D could be increased. With profi-

ciency it could be reduced to five or less.

Lines 280-390: The PST or keyboard
cursor uses symbols in 300 and 350-380 to

allow use in any menu routine. Parameters
must be inserted peculiar to the particular

routine. The cursor wraps around above
and below, left and right to allow movement
in any direction.

Line 410: POKE 77.0 turns off the Atari

attract mode (which changes screen colors

to prevent permanent screen marking by

programs left on too long). Being placed

in a subroutine only blocks the mode if the

computer is being used.

Line 420: Indicates five spaces left on
the line by ringing a bell. The Atari requires

typing ESCAPE then CTRL and 2 for

program use of the bell. In the listing it is

represented by a "squiggly" in quotation

marks.
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TAX
PREPARER
by HowardSoft

KM tl» SDBOUS Ptnim: Compute UMI

This year, let your personal computer do the time-consuming tax preparing. Use your

accountant for his expert advice, but save him from the manual labor of preparing returns.

The TAX PREPARER by HowardSoft™ is a professional software package that turns your

computer into an error-free tax machine bypassing the aggravation and human error that

usually come at tax filing time. The broad acceptance of our package has allowed us to

keep the price within reach of the individual and the small businessman.

But don't be fooled by the low price. Our package is recognized by experts as the best tax

package available for personal computers. On-screen previewing, year-long record-

keeping, year to year updating, printouts for direct filing, and easy error correction are just

a few of the features. See for yourself at your local computer store why numerous tax

practitioners have put their trust in our product.

$150 for the basic Federal package with 20 popular forms and schedules
(1040,A,B,C,D,E,F,G,R,RP,SE, 2210, 2106, 3468, 4562, 4726, 4797, 5695, 2119, 4625 and 6251)

* • Howard Software Services
. for the SERIOUS Personal Computer User

8008 Giiard Ave., Suite 310
|
La Jolla CA 92037

1
(714) 464-5079
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In-Pro-Physe, continued...

1320 POSITION 3,9i? "ESTABLISHING MESSAGE STORAGE AREA'!
POSITION 7,11:? "(take* about 15 seconds)

"

1330 FOR A-l TO lOOOi M (A) =ASC (
" ">|NEXT A

1340 GOSUB WIPE
1350 C=19:R-20
1355 REM
1360 REM ** INTERPRETATION OF LETTER VALUE
1365 REM
1370 GOSUB PST
1380 V-STRIG(O) : IF VOO THEN 1370
1390 IF L-96 THEN GOTO MENU
1400 IF L-l THEN POSITION X,Y:^ CHR* (M (N) ) I X-X + l iN«N+l i IF X-38

THEN X-37:N=N-1

1410 IF L-l THEN POSITION X,Y:? CHR* < 147) i GOTO 1360
1420 IF L-4 THEN POSITION X,Y:? CHR* <M (N) > I X-X-l : N=N-1 1 IF X-l

THEN X-2:N=N+1
1430 IF L-4 THEN POSITION X,Yi? CHR* < 147) I GOTO 1360
i440 IF L»23 THEN GOSUB SKIP
1450 IF L-23 THEN 1060
i460 IF L=24 THEN GOSUB CAP
1470 IF L-24 THEN 1360
1480 POSITION X,Yi? CHR* (L) iGOSUB CURSOR: M <N) -=L: N-N+l : TM-TM+1
1485 REM
1500 REM ** FILLED MESSAGE STORAGE ROUTINES
1510 IF TM>-975 THEN TMPY-Y: Y-Y+l I IF Y-18 THEN Y-O
1520 IF TM>-975 THEN SL-1000-TM: IF SL<0 THEN SL-0
1530 IF TM>-975 THEN POSITION 2,Yi? "MESSAGE STORAGE HAS

";SL;" SPACES LEFT":Y=TMPY

1540 IF TM>-1000 THEN TMPY-Y: Y-Y+2: IF Y-16 THEN Y-O
1550 IF TM>-1000 THEN POSITION 0,Vl? B»: POSITION 3,Yi?

"MESSAGE STORAGE IS FULL. "

1560 IF TM>-1000 THEN Y-Y+l t POSITION 0,Yi? B*:POSITION 4,Y:?
"GO TO MENU AND PRINT MESSAGE" : Y-TMPY: TM-IOOO

1570 IF TM-IOOQ THEN GOSUB PST: IF L<>96 THEN 1570
1580 IF TM-IOOO AND L-96 THEN GOTO MENU
1590 GOTO 1360
1595 REM
1600 REM »* KEYBOARD SUBROUTINE
1610 RESTORE
1620 FOR R0W=1 TO 4: FOR COLUMN- 1 TO 14
1630 READ VALUE
1640 POSITION 12+COLUMN, 18+ROW:? CHR*(VALUE)
1650 NEXT COLUMN: NEXT ROW
1660 POKE 752, 1:P0SITI0N 28,19:? CHR* (96) :C= 14: R-21 : RETURN
1670 DATA 4,48,49,50,51,52,53,54,55,56,57,43,45,61
1680 DATA 24,97,98,99,100,101,102,103,104,105,106,107,108,109
1690 DATA 23,110,111,112,113,114,115,116,117,118,119,120,121,

122

1700 DATA 1,44,46,63,33,59,58,39,38,36,47,37,40,41
1705 REM
2000 REM »** TO PRINT MESSAGE ***
2010 GRAPHICS OiPOKE 752,1
2020 IF TM-0 THEN POSITION 4,2:? "THERE IS NO MESSAGE IN

STORAGE. RETURNING TO MENU":GOSUB DELAY:GOTO MENU

2030 X-2:Y-0
2040 FOR T-l TO TM
2050 POSITION X,Y:? CHR*(M(T)>
2060 X-X+l
2070 IF X-PK THEN X»2iY-Y+l
2080 IF Y-18 THEN Y-0
2090 NEXT T i GOSUB DELAY
2095 REM
2100 GOTO MENU
3000 REM *»* TELEPHONE/MODEM CONNECTION ***
3010 GRAPHICS O: POSIT ION 4,2:? "TELEPHONE IS AT PRESENT

INOPERABLE. RETURNING TO MENU" : GOSUB DELAY: GOTO MENU

3015 REM
5000 REM *»* ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS ***
5010 GRAPHICS O: POSITION 4,2:? "LIGHTS HAVE NOT BEEN CONNECTED

RETURNING TO MENU": GOSUB DELAY: GOTO MENU

Lines 430450: Position the cursor through

18 36-character lines of message erasing

each successively occupied line (Line 450:

PRINT BS).

Line 460: ATASCII 147 is a cross symbol

used as the message cursor.

Lines 470-560: The CAP subroutine uses

the same symbol either to move the message

cursor up one line or to capitalize the next

letter.

Lines 700-800: The Skip for Spacing

subroutine 1 ) allows the cursor to be moved
to the next line without affecting the total

number of characters in storage for editing

purposes, or 2) allows the intervening spaces

in storage during message preparation.

Line 1010: POKE 752.1 turns off the

Atari cursor. The keyboard cursor limits

are dimensioned.

Lines 1040-1 260: Check to see if a message

is in progress or if a new program is desired.

POKE 763.155 (Lines 1090 and 1140)

automatically cause a RETURN, and the

program progresses after an answer is

entered. If a program is in preparation it

can be reviewed in its entirety (beginning

Lines 1 180-1 190) or for only the last twenty

bytes (Lines 1210-1260).

Lines 1300-1340: If a new message is

desired, the message array is filled with

blanks (Line 1330) and the screen cleared

(Line 1340) of previous contents except

for the keyboard. Line 1320 gives something

to stare at for what seems a lot longer than

15 seconds.

Line 1350: When ready for use. the

keyboard cursor is centered on letter "f"

and blinks its location, "f" is in the middle

of everything.

Lines 1370-1470: Check to see if a

keyboard selection has been made (Line

1380) and check for a control character.

Line 1480: If not a control character,

the selection is printed and the length of

the message (TM) and the next letter array

(N) and cursor position (X) increased.

Lines 1500-1580: Handle filling of the

message storage array by "counting down"
the last 25 letters, then indicating the need
to print the message.

Lines 1600-1700: Produce the on-screen

keyboard. The small letters are the default

position. ATASCII 86 (Line 1660) prints a

diamond, the escape symbol. ATASCII 4,

24, 23, 1 (Lines 1670-1700) present a "T"
with the vertical portion turned left, up.

down and right to represent backspace,

revert one line or capitalize, advance to

the beginning of the next line and move
forward one space respectively. They are

made transparent by lines 1400-1460 so

they do not effect the already established

character on the screen or in storage.

Lines 2000-2090: Print the message on
the television screen.

Lines 3000-5010: Program areas are

established for future telephone and lights

control.
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Professional Software

forTRS-80 computers

Investment Analysis
CS 3305 Cassette 1 32K I $24 95

This program was originally

developed for personal use by
an investment specialist Crea-
tive Computing Software now
makes this package available

for you to analyze your invest-

ments and investment decisions

Programs in this package include

regression analysis, stock market

simulations, market/stock values,

risk analysis, time related invest-

ments, and tax analysis

Graphic Package

CS-3301 Cassette <16K) $19 95
CS-3B01 Diskette (32K) $24.95

This package provides a

variety of interesting and useful

graphing routines Graphing
Package combines text and
TRS-80 graphics to plot a variety

of functions and other graphs

1. Bar Graph

Bar Graph plots graphs for up
to six different categories An
optional display does con-

version to a line graph

Cartesian Coordinate
Graphing

This program plots a standard

X. Y graph from a user entered

function A special feature of

this program automatically

scales of the Y-axis

3. Polar Coordinate
Graphing

Rarely
graphing

found in

packages.
computer
this polar

graphing program provides
plots of polar functions The
program labels all axes, features

automatic scaling, and lets you
input the range and increment of

the plot A unique and valuable
program

4. Parametric Graphing

Parametric functions are
functions in which both x and y
are expressed in terms of an
independent variable t The
resulting graph is X vs Y This

program allows the user to input

two parametric functions and
produces a graph

5. Linear and Parabolic
Regression

These two programs are used
for data analysis which can later

be entered into the graphing

routines Regression routines

analyze how well a series of

points fit on a linear or quadratic

function

Advanced Statistics

CS-3303 Cassette 1 18KI $24 95

This package may be the
ultimate in statisical applications

for the TRS-80 Advanced Stat-

istics will provide you with the

ability to perform statistical tests

never before available on small

computers. Its cassette based
data file system allows you to

store, retrive and transform data
files for use in several different

tests

1

.

File Manager
File Manager, the heart of

the statistical file management,
allows you to create, edit, and
transform data files. Unique to

this program are features that

allow the user to perform
transformations on variables,

extract and create subfiles, and
selectively copy records Up to

twenty variables and an un-

limited number of cases can be
processed

2. Descriptive Statistics

Descriptive Statistics com-
putes the mean, standard devi-

ation, standard error of esti-

mate, variance, skewness. kur-

tosis, range, median, and quar-
tiles for a variable and con-
structs a histogram for each
value. A test scoring option for

conversion of raw scores into

percentiles is included.

3. Two Variable

Statistics
This program calculates de-

scriptive statistics for each
variable. It performs a t-test for

the difference of means, com-
puting the product-moment
correlation coefficient and its

associated significance level In

addition, it performs linear

regression and computes stand-

ard error of estimate for Y

4. Crosstabulation
This program constructs con-

tingency tables for displaying

frequencies, column percentages
and table-wide percentages for

each cell It computes the Chi-

square. the level of significance

and gamma statistics Tables as

large as 10x10 may be evaluated

CS-3505 Disk (32K) $24 95

5. Regression-Trend
Analysis

This program computes least-

squares regression coefficients

from time-series or paired data for

best-fit equations (linear, para-

bolic, hyperbolic, logarithmic,

power, exponential and cubic

types) Calculates standard error

of estimate for each equation and
more

6. Multiple Linear
Regression

Performs multiple linear regres-

sion using up to ten independent
variables. The program computes
both unstandardized and normal-
ized coefficients, covanance.
multiple correlation coefficient,

and the standard error of estimate
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7. Correlation Analysis
Computes product-moment cor-

relation matnces. multiple cor-

relation coefficients and partial

correlation coefficients with their

associated significance levels

8. Analysis of Variance
This program performs one-way

and two-way analysis of variance

for a maximum of ten groups in

each control variable Statistics

include the mean and standard
deviation for each group, sum of the
squares, degrees of freedom, mean
square. F-ratios. and significance

level

Order Today
To order any ot these software packages

send payment plus $3 00 postage and
handling per order to Creative Computing
Morris Plains NJ 07950 Visa MasterCard
and American E « press orders may be called

m toll-Ire*

Order today at no risk It you are not
completely satisfied your money will be
promptly and courteously refunded

Creative Computing Software
Morris Plains NJ 07950
Toll-free 800 431 -81 12
InNJ 201-540-0445

creative computing software
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Bob Reese

For Apple Basic users, the fact that the

monitor program, which contains all the

keyboard and screen routines, is cast in

concrete in the form of read-only memory
can be irritating at times. However, for

Apple Pascal users, this is not the case.

The Apple Pascal monitor can be patched

or modified in any manner desired, or

even discarded and a new one provided

by the user. Why one would want to modify

the Pascal monitor and how to do it is the

subject of this article.

In Apple Pascal, all input/output sub-

routines, written in 6502 assembly language,

are contained in the file SYSTEM.APPLE
on the disk APPLE1. Collectively, these

routines are called the Pascal Basic I/O
Subsystem (BIOS). The BIOS not only

contains routines for the keyboard and
screen but also for printer, serial and
communication interface cards.

Thus far, there have been two instances

where I found it necessary to change the

BIOS to fit my particular needs. Several

months ago, I bought a printer and con-

Bob Reese, 1815D Welsh. College Station. TX
77840.

structed a parallel interface card for it. In

the Pascal system, a printer interface card

can only be located in slot 1 and must

have the hex value 4B in memory locations

SC105 and $C107. Because my interface

card did not have read-only memory it

failed this test and was not recognized by

Pascal as being online. To remedy this. I

simply altered the BIOS so that the printer

tests were skipped. Also, the BIOS printer

routines were altered as they were not

compatible with the interface. When I

bought a lower-case adapter for my Apple.

I had to alter the BIOS screen and keyboard

subroutines so that they would accept

lower-case letters. As the routines stood,

they would intercept all lower-case letters

and convert them to upper case.

To make modifications to the BIOS, an
assembled listing of BIOS, which can be

obtained from Apple free of charge, is a

necessity. This listing gives the starting

locations, by block number and byte

number, of all the input/output drivers

(screen, board, printer, etc.) located in

the file SYSTEM.APPLE. The routines

are well commented and easy to follow.

I wrote two programs to aid me in

modifying the BIOS. The first program.

Look (Listing 1), opens the file SYSTEM.
APPLE to the specified block number
and starting byte and reads to the given

stop byte, outputting each byte in hex

format. I used this program to check the

contents of SYSTEM.APPLE before and
after patching. Listing 2 contains the pro-

gram BiosPatch which was used to accom-

plish the patching to the BIOS. To use

BiosPatch, assemble the code you wish to

patch into SYSTEM.APPLE using the

Pascal 6502 Assembler. Upon execution

of BiosPatch it will ask for the code file to

be patched into SYSTEM.APPLE, the

length in bytes of the patch, and the starting

position (block number, byte number) of

the patch in SYSTEM.APPLE. The byte

length of the patch is the last value of the

program counter in the assembled listing

of the patch. Listing 3 gives an assembled

printer subroutine to be patched into the

BIOS. Listing 4 shows the execution of

BiosPatch to accomplish the patching of

the printer subroutine into SYSTEM.
APPLE. Verification that the patch was
entered correctly in SYSTEM.APPLE is

accomplished by using program Look.
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Listing 1.

program look!
var bufferipacked arrayco. .511 10f char!

stop. start. blocknumber.i: integer!
hex:strince21!c0:char>c:filef

procedure convert}
war i,j:ihteger;

(( converts ascii character to hex forhat i)

KCIN
l!=ORD(CO) NOD 16i

j:«ord<co> div it;

IF J>? THEN HEXm:*CHR(3StJ>
ELSE HExr.n: = CHR<484J>;

IF I>9 THEN HEXt2JS=CHRl554I)
ELSE HEXC2i:»CHR<48tIW

DM

KCIN
hex:«' >
WRITE! Enter blocknuater ' )l

READLWBLOCKNIH1BER);
NRITE! 'Enter start I stop built (x.y) ' )l

REAIK START >i

reaixcoi;
ream stop h
reset! c.'systeh.apple' )i

1 1 »blockread< c t buffer 1 1 . blocknunber ) i

for i s 'start to stop do

BEGIN
COi'BUFFERCm
CONVERT.
HRITELW HEX )*

EMI
EN*.

Listing 3.

ME- »

Cerrent ngrt wiilablt: 10142

(Punter Mint rwtu* to t» patched into STSTEH.APPLE it

.block 4. byte 48

(Enter routine «ith character to be sent U pr inter in

(accuWUtor

2 blorts for prorederi rode Mfj uordt lift

MX - 1 PRINT FILE!

o*w: ,rac print

Cerrent eetory available: »6I7

oooo: C30i PIAtMT ,EW 0CIO1

0*00: C3K HNDS* .1*1 OCJOC

etws

om: » oiC3 SDB) STA PIAPORT

otoi: » oic3 LOOP LM PIAPORT

o*m: kf! M LOOP

mm: »i LM HC
MM! BB0CC3 STA IMMFlM

MM: A2 00 LM M
mcf: a L0OP2 M
mm: MFD BX LO0P2

0012: M (E LM Mt
mm: m oca STA MBSHK

Ml/: M ITS

(Address far PIA rarl

(Address for PIA handshake line

iPyl character it PIA output port

iCneci hSI. if hi* printer not re**
ilooe until printer rtedi

ILomt handshake line

iBilw loop U> fore neutin handshake pulse

ileiie handshake line

Mil! .EM
PAtt - 2 PRUT FILE: STNMLIAHE DUP

M - Absolute LI - Label M - Undefined

RF Hef BF -Bff Pl-Prac
PI - Peblic PV - Print* CS - Casts

ht - tare

FC - Fine

Listing 2.

prograh biospatchi
var f.c:file;

CURRENTBLOCK.BLKCNT.NUrlBLKtBYTEBECIN.BTELEN.LENfByTEfBTTECOUNTlINTEGER.
OLDBI0S:PACKED ARRAYCO. .511I0F char)

NEMBI0S1PACKED ARRATCO. .511 10F CHAR;

MMTICHMtt
PATCHtSTRIHCi

BEGIN
URITELW Enter code file to be Pitched to SYSTEM. APPLE' II

READLN( PATCH);
PATCH^CONCATiPATCH.'.CODE' II

WUTELNC Enter byte lenath of .PATCH);

READLNtBTELEN).
NRITELN! 'Enter sUrtint blocknu»ber » byte nueber of patch' )»

WtlTEl'in SYSTEM. APPLE ' )!

READ! CURRENTBLOCK)!
READ! DUMMY)!
READUKBYTEBEGINIi
NtMBLKI-BTELEN DIV 512!

RESET! C.PATCH)!
RESEKFf' SYSTEM. APPLE' >!

LEMt-3121
byte : » blockreadl f .oldbios. 1 • currentblock )

i

byte:«bytebecin;
for blkcnt;=o to nunblk do
begin
if blkcnt=nuhblk then len:=btelen hod 5121

ytecount :*blockread! g .nlubios.

i

. i+blkcnt >;

for bytlcount:=o to len-i do
BEGIN
0ldbioscbyte]:=nembi0scbytec0untd!
»yte:=byteti;
if byte-s12 then
BEGIN
BYTE!=BLOCKl(RITE<F. OLDBIOS. 1. CURRENTBLOCK);
CURRENTBLOCK ! =CURRENT BLOCK 1 1

i

BYTE S»BLOCKREAD!F. OLDBIOS. 1. CURRENTBLOCK)!
byte: >o>

end;
end:

end;
byte: -bldckwriteif. oldbios. 1. currentblock);
close! f.normal >!

close! c. normal) i

END.

mm m cjoc: lMp u mu: loop2 li mof: piapwt m cjoi: print n
PAtE- J PRINT FILE!

Camel nuiean met it ?J44 uords

iW coiPlelt: 24 lines

• Errors flailed • this AsseabW

SENS LB 0000:
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Listing 4.

Enter code file to be pitched to SYSTEM. APPLE
IStPRINTPATCH

E»ter byte length of ISIPRINTPATCH.CODE
24

Enter starting blocknuatoer > byte nueber of patch
in SYSTEM.APPLE 4. 48

Enter blocknuabor 4

Enter Start I slop bytes (X.Y) 48.71

SB
01

a
m
01

C3
30
F»
m
oc
8D
OC
C3
A2
00
E8
BO
Fl
m
OE
80
OC

a
60



Vol. 3. No. 6-Nov/Dec 1977
Programming Techniques; File Structures:

CAI; Multiple Problem Types: Computer
History Quiz: Final F.xams by Computer:
Dwyer: 8 Hour Course in Basic — Part 3.

Mastermind II. Othello, and Inorganic
Chemistry Programs. Evaluations: Nine
Microcomputer-based Toys. Comp IV, S-

100 Compatible Kits. TDL Xitan. and Three
HOMO hK Basics.

Vol. 4, No. 4-July/Aug 1978
Features on Business Computing and Word
Processing: Special Section on Interfacing

Your Computer to the Outside World; Three
Perspectives on Video Games: ROM Sec-

tion: High Resolution Graphics tot Apple

II: GAMMON and EVILK Motor Cycle

Jump Game Programs. I valuations: Pet.

Apple II. Atari Video Pinhall. Atari Video
Computer.

Vol. 4, No. 5 Sept/Oct 1978
Educational Features: 4 Simulation Articles:

Accounts Receivable Systems: Real World
Games: A Real-Time Clock You Can Build:

All about PASCAL: Intelligent Videodiscs;

40 Programming Ideas: ROM Section: Hex
and Star War Games. Evaluations Exidy
Sorcerer. Radio Shack TRS-80. Bally

Arcade. Speak & Spell and Spelling B.

Computalker Speech Synthesizer. Peninsula

Pet Cassettes. Merlin Video Interface.

Vol. 4. No. 6-Nov/Dec 1978
Consumer Computers Buying Guide: Critical

Path Analysis: Experiment in Teaching
Strategic Thinking: ROM Section: Subject

Index and File Index in Basic. Program!
for Mail Lists. Patterns. Plotting. Corral.

Joust. Puzzle, and I Christmas Letter.

Evaluations: CP M Disk Operating Systems.

NorthStar Horizon. Backgammon Com-
puters. Smart Electronic Games and Video
Games.

Vol. 5. No. 1 -January 1979
Computers and Robots in Fiction: Guidance
Counselor System: Survey of Educators

Attitudes: How to Hide Your Basic Proitram.

A Program to Calculate Depreciation for

Taxes, and the Space Maze Game. Counter-

feit Cursor and Speed Reading for the PET.
Evaluations: Microsoft Fortran 80. Struc-

tured Programming with Tiny c. Smoke
Signal's Texi 1 dilor. I xidy Sorcerer. Ohio
Scientific Superboard II.

Vol. 5, No. 2-February 1979
Multiple Regression Analysis Simplified:

Budget Management: Sports Predictions:

PEEKing and POKFing for Video Displays:

Interview with Michael Shraycr: Computers
and Education — Questions of Value: Game
Programs for Gold Mine and Atom 20.

Evaluations: Heathkit H-8. Thinker low
Floppy Disk. Electric Pencil. Western Digital

Pascal Chip Set. Four Computer Music-

Records.

Vol. 5, No. 3-March 1979
Six Articles on Data Base Management:
Sports Judging on a Microcomputer: Shop-
ping for a Payroll System; Programming
the Game of Go; Business Computing with

the Sorcerer; Social Science Survey Program.
Evaluations: Terrapin Turtle. VideoBrain.
PET Monitor. TRS 80 Floppy Disk. Apple
Floppy Disk.

Vol. 5. No. 4-April 1979
Safeguarding Your Computer; Interpretive

Programming: Elements of a Good Com-
puter Game: Music Composition: Marin
Computer Center. Programs for an Intelli-

gent Calendar. Vertical Graphs and Bar
Graphs. Flowers for the PET. Evaluations:

Checker Challenger. Video Checkers.
Checkbook Maintenance System. Whatsit

Daia Base Management Program.

Vol. 5. No. 5-May 1979
Word Processing Systems; Pilot Tutorial:

Writing User-Oriented Programs: Amortiza-

tion Schedules. Reading and Comprehension
Exams: Hiding Your Basic Program: Crib-

bage and Mille Bornes Game Programs.
Evaluations: WP Daisy Word Processing.

Wordmaster Text Editor. PDI IQ Builder

Malihu 160 Line Printer.

Vol. 5, No. 6-June 1979
Eight Articles on Computer Graphics and
Plotting: Using Basic Strings: Micro-
computers in the Hospital: Billing Program
for the Sorcerer. Inkblot and Greed Game
Programs. Evaluations: TRS-80 Voice
Synthesizer. H1PLOT Digital Plotter. Struc-

tured Systems. Name and Address Program.

ALF/ Apple Music Synthesizer.

Vol. 5, No. 7-July 1979
Four Features on Sorting, Files and Data
Bases: Creativity Test; World Power
Systems: Personal Finance Model: Two
Ecological Simulations: Programs for an
Ecological Game, Niche. Brain Teaser, and
Zone X Fvaluations: BrighterWriler.

SWTPC CT-82 Graphics Terminal: APF
PeCoa One; Heuristics Speechlab: Micro
Pro Super Sort: Diagnostic Programs for

the PET

Vol. 5. No. 8-August 1979
Can Computers Think'.': S Basic Language
Programming Techniques: The Law and
Your Computer; muMath: Image Proces-

sing: Manipulating Pencil Files: Adventure:

a new type of computer game simulation.

The Games HVOLT and FORT. Evalua-

tions: Texas Inslruments W 4; Radio Shack
TRS-80 Model II: SWTPC PR-40 for the

Pet: IMSAI VIO

Vol. 5, No. 11-November 1979
Adventure: Complete Listing in Basic
Controlling Household IX-vices; Car Pooling;

Mumps Language; Computer Art Exhibition:

Build Your Own Joysticks; Telephone Diak'r

for TRS-80 or NorthStar; Teacher-Made
Icsis. fvaluations: Comparison Chart of

6 Popular Personal Computers; Comparison
of 26 Single Board Computers; Electronic

Games & Toys: Quick Printer II: Interact

Computer: User-Definable Character Gen-
erators: TRS-80 Level III Basic: I'l I

Software from Creative Software: Word
Processor; Introl X-10 Home Control
System.

Vol. 5. No. 12-December 1979
Controlling Household Devices: Part 2;

LOGO: Computerized Biofeedback: Com-
puters at the Rodeo: Creating Digitised

Video Images. Programs for using the
Microcomputer as an Investment Tool;
Animation on the Apple: Magic Tricks;
"Turn-Key" CP M System. Fvaluations:
More Electronic Games: Language Trans-
lators; API MP1000 Video Game System:
6 Word Processing Printers: Satellite Track-
ing Software: SysKit for the 8080: Assent
biers: CP/M vs. TSC; Statistics for the TRS-
80.
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Vol. 6, No. 1-January 1980
Interviews with Donald E. Knuth and
William Wulf: Six Features on Artificial

Intelliijence: Air Traffic Controller: Com-
puterized Resume: GROW: A Program that

Learns; Evaluations: Six Basics; NEWDOS
and TRSDOS; Auto Scribe: Micro Music.

Vol. 6, No. 2-February 1980
Six Articles on Investment Analysis: David
Levy: Intelligent Computer Games: Pro
grams: Geneology. Graphing. Genetics.

Evaluations: Word Star vs Electric Pencil:

Pascal for the TRS-80: Micro Composer:
Data Dubber: Sorcerer Word Processing

Pac; Trivia Contest Results.

Vol. 6. No. 4 April 1980
Dr. KiloBYTES's Creative Popular Personal

Recreational Microcomputer Data Interface

World Journal — the Famous 73 page April

Fool parody. 8 Articles on Reading and

Language: Interview with Gordon Bell:

Evaluations: Heath WH-89: Atari 800 vs

PET: Chatsworth Mark Sense Card Reader:
Adventure.

Vol. 6. No. 6-June 1980
Fourteen Graphics Articles: Polar Plots.

3-D Graphics. Animation. Graphic Mazes.
Motion Simulation. Inside Space Invaders.

7 Music Articles: Digital Audio, Computer-
Aided Sight Reading. Design of a Synthe-

sizer. Digital Enhancement of Old Record
ings. Comparison of Printers; Evaluations:

The Atari Machine. Neelco's Music Box
for the PET. HeathKit-Thomas Electronic-

Organ Kit.

Vol. 6, No. 7-July 1980
Four Articles on Adventure Games Dragon.
Dungeon. How to Fit a Large Program into

a Small Machine. How to Write an Adven-
ture. 6 Simulation Features: Genetics.
Electric Management. Medical. Ecological,
Sports. Self-Reproducing Programs: Man-
Machine Dialogs: Selecting a Computer
Dealer. Evaluations: Super-Text vs. Easy
Writer; Mountain Hardware ROM PLUS+

:

Toolkit for the PET: Chart Comparing Basics

of 8 Popular Computers.

Vol. 6, No. 8-August 1980
Games Features: Computer Bismarck.
Knight's Tour. Guess My Animal. Turna-
block Game. Fifteen and Hot. Mind Exer-

ciser. Marketing Your Own Program:
Computer Graphic Design: Robotics Con-
ference: Insertion Sort: Stocks ami Listed

Options. Evaluations: Magic Wand. VisiCak-.

Beta-Ht). Asteroids in Space.

Vol. 6, No. 9-September 1980
Twenty Educational Applications and
Features: Language ArtsCAI Development.
Grading Program. Computers in the Class-

room. Asimov: Point of View: How to

Heaspsort: New Consumer Electronics Prod-

ucts; TRS-80 Shopping List for Schools

Evaluations: Milliken Math Sequences:
I xatron Stringy Floppy: EDS Videotape
Series "Little Computers — See How They
Run": 8 Apple II Software Packages;
Educational Packages.

Vol. 6, No. 10 October 1980
Symposium on Actor Languages ami Small-

talk. Linked Merge Sort; How to Solve It:

9 New Applications and Games: Election
Prediction. The Presidential Campaign.
Computer Division Evaluations: OSI C2-
4P Computer. TRS-80 Voxbox. Two Text
Editors. Five Music Systems. 15 Software
Packages. BASEX.

Vol. 7, No. 2-February 1981
Comparison of Music Editors: Artificial

Intelligence: Are Computers Alive?:
Genetics Simulation in Pascal: National
Programming Contest: Monster Combat:
Introduction to Computer Control.

Vol. 7, No. 3-March 1981
Education; MECC In-Depth: Selecting a

Computer: CAI: Prize-Winning Simulation:

Commercial Software Evaluations: Fantasy

Games; Show and Spell: Cutting Your
Taxes: PET Word Processor; Space Invaders

Championship: Microcomputers and Hyper-
active Children: Realistic Simulations: 25
New Products.

Vol. 7. No. 4-April 1981
Networks and Telecommunication: Home
Banking: Osborne I: ABM: New Horizons
for the Apple: Column Board Comparison:
Computerized Writer: Space Games; Small
Computers in Big Business

Vol. 7. No. 5-May 1981
Buyer's Guide to Small Business Computers:
Bombproof Data Entry; Personal Finance:
Home Accounting: Programs for the
Investor: Financial Programming Language:
Short-Range Forecasting: Fuel Economy
Comparison Program: Music Synthesis I'.isi

and Future.

Vol. 7, No. 6-June 1981
Graphics and Animation; Interview with
Leo Christopherson; Alien: OSI: Computers
of Hollywood: Colored Tapestries: Computer
Warfare; Digital Music Synthesis: Hi-Res
Graphics for the TRS-80; Fantasy Games
Old and New; Funny Numbers: Spider-
man.

Vol. 7. No. 7-July 1981
Printers and Word Processing: Scripsit vs.

Electric Pencil. Microline 82. Lazywriter.
Paper Mate. Epson MX-80. Dynatyper:
Computer Othello Tournament: Digital
Music Synthesis; Atari Graphics; Computer-
Assisted Proofreading.

Vol. 7, No. 8-August 1981
The Origin of Spacewar; Microcomputer
Chess Tournament: Nuclear Power Plant
Simulation: Evaluations: Apple Silcntype
Printer. Tl 99 4 Music Maker. Hi-Res
Crlbbage, Apple-oids.

Vol. 7, No. 9-Buyer's Guide
Buyer's Guide: Personal Computers. Video
and Electronic Games, Consumer Elec-
tronics. Which Computer Is For You'.'. What
To Buy Under 1 1000, V1C-20, Xerox Per-
sonal Computer. Printers. Monitors.
Memory. Music Synthesizers. Plotters, Voice
Synthesis. Home Computer vs. Video Game.
New Games for Atari VCS. Learning Aids.
Video Products.

Vol. 7, No. 10-October 1981
Educational Applications: Computer Tutor;
Educational Software: Preschool Games:
Xymec Printer; Cardreaders: Hi-Res Soccer:
Nursery Rhymes to Shakespeare: Computers
in Britain: PLATO; Simulations in the
Classroom: Speed Reading: Aircraft Rescue:
Wombats.

Vol. 7. No. 12-December 1981
Chen in Basic: 1 valuation of IBM Personal
Computer; VisiPlot and VisiTrend; Chil-

dren's Computers; Tl Logo Language: Diet
Programs: Odyssey: Seeing I- ye Computers:
Arrays and Matrices: Model of a Solar
System: Murphy's Eleventh Law; Seymour
Pa pert.



TaWe
Lookup

David Lubar

Despite rumors to the contrary, it is

possible to write a slow machine language

program. How? There are many ways, but

the most common is to force the program
to do large amounts of calculation. Take,
for example, a program that makes use of

square roots of numbers from one to one
hundred. This is the sort of calculation

that brings everything to a grinding crawl.

A Basic programmer, faced with this

problem, might store the values in an array.

Then, if he wanted the square root of 76.

he would simply use the value in A(76).

This approach eats up RAM. but also

speeds up execution. There is a similar

approach in machine language. It is easy,

fast, and powerful. It also can eat RAM.
but RAM is cheap. Let's take an intro-

ductory stroll through table lookup. The
examples that follow assume some famil-

iarity with 6502 code, but anything beyond
the basic concepts will be explained.

The 6502 contains several instructions

that allow an index. For instance, while

the command LDA $800 will load the

accumulator with the value found in

memory location $800. the command LDA
$800.X uses the X register as an index.

This means that the actual address for

the load is used by taking the value in X
and going that far beyond the base address.

If X contains $5 then LDA $800,X will

load from location $805. Just as array

elements can be grabbed in Basic, values

can be obtained through an indexed com-
mand. In Basic, to get the Nth element of

an array, you would use "LET X = A(N)."

In 6502 code, the commands would be

160

1 LDX #$N
2 LDA TABLE,

X

:PR#0

Figure 1.

where the label TABLE stands for the

starting address of the table. A nice aspect

of such tables is that they need not be

contiguous with the program, but can be

March 1982 - Creative Computing
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Some things are still cheaper by the dozen.
When you subscribe to Creative Computing, you get 12 issues for just $24.95. The same 12

issues would cost you $35 at the newsstand.
Why not enjoy Creative Computing all year long and save $10 at the same time.

To subscribe, call toll-free from 9 AM to 6 PM 800-631-8112. In New Jersey, call

201-540-0445. Or write to Creative Computing, PO Box 5214, Boulder CO 80321. We accept Visa,

MasterCard and American Express.

Creative Computing is the leading magazine of small computer applications and software. It

has in-depth reviews of new systems, peripherals and software. Also articles for both
beginners and experts; columns about popular computers, programming techniques and new
products; and complete program listings for your computer.

Alvin Toffler says, "I read Creative Computing not only for information about how to make
the most of my own equipment but to keep an eye on how the whole field is emerging."

Why not join over 160,000 subscribers and save money at the same time? Remember,
they're cheaper by the dozen.
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Lookup, continued.

placed in any free area of RAM. Since

the value of X is limited to values from
zero to $FF. this particular example works
only with tables restricted to 256 or fewer
values. Also, the example deals with an
index where each entry is only one byte.

To deal with larger entries, the index value

must be manipulated. For instance, suppose
the index contains a series of two-byte

entries. The program in Figure 2 would
get the Nth entry (assuming N is less than

S7F).

Taking the routine step by step, the

number of the desired entry is first put in

the accumulator. Since each entry is two
bytes, its location in the table will be twice

the index value. The first entry is indexed
with zero and occupies the first two bytes

of the table, the second entry begins two
bytes from the start, the third begins four

bytes from the start, and so on. The ASL
shifts the accumulator byte to the left,

thus multiplying the value by two. When
this value is transferred to the X register,

the program can make an indexed load

from the table containing the required

data.

Generally, table lookup increases speed
and decreases program size, though it also

usually increases RAM usage. Lets look

at a concrete example, such as placing a

letter on the text screen of the Apple.

49234 49234 49235 49235
SC052 $C052 SC053 $C053

49232 *
$C050J

49232 A
SC050T

49233 ^
SC051 W

49233 4
SC051 W

Full Screen

Page 1

Lo-res

Full Screen

Page 1

Hi-res

Split Screen

Page 1

Lo-res

Split Screen

Page 1

Hi-res

A 49236

$C054

A 49237
SC055

* 49236

^$C054

M 49237

SC055

Full Screen
Page 2

Lo-res

Full Screen

Page 2

Hi-res

Split Screen*

Page 2

Lo-res

Split Screen*

Page 2

Hi-res

Page 1

Text
Page 1

Text
Pagel
Text

Page 1

Text

Page 2

Text

Page 2

Text
Page 2

Text

Page 2

Text

49238 49239 49238 49239
SC056 SC057 SC056 $C057

Chart IA. Each side of the chart represents one pair ofswitches. The sixteen divisions

contain the results of combining members from the four pairs. Values are shown in

decimal and hexadecimal.

'Split screen graphics with page 2 displays four lines from the 2nd text screen. Since
this area is usually occupied by Applesoft programs, the text will resemble garbage.

' -s^cO*

o*^> ft <e< »** *«*\S\

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

X^vJotCc^

"THE SOURCE" For.
P»rtonti Compufr Software.

floo*j Qtmts &
Accmssorms

OCPT Ct K>W MOUttniAL OK MNSCNVIllE IL «Oi06 '7*7

CIRCLE 168 ON READER SERVICE CARD

fwara.

oe i»r I

Display fSCOSO, 49232 -

|_$C051. 49233 -
- Graphics Mixle

Type - Text Mode

Display r$C052, 49234 -

L$C053, 49235 -
Full Screen / no effect \

Format Split Screen \when in text mode
J

Page [$0)54. 49236

|_$0)55. 49237 -
Page 1 ($2(XX) for hi-res $4<X) for lores or text!

Selection Page 2 ($4000 for hi-res

$80() for low-res or text)

Graphics [$0)56. 49238 -

L$C057, 49239 -
Lo-res/ no effect whcrn

Type Hi-rcs lin text mode
J

Chart IB. The addresses for the four pairs of switches. One of each pair is always on.

the other other always off. even when a pair has no visible effect. For example, an
Apple in the Text mode, when switched to the Graphics mode, will display the
Graphics type (hi-res or lo-res) that was previously enabled.

:L

1 LDA #$N ;GET THE ENTRY NUMBER
2 ASL ; MULTIPLY BY TWO
3 TAX ;MOVE THE INDEX NUMBER TO X
4 LDA TABLE, X ;GET THE FIRST ENTRY
5 STA TEMP ;SAVE IT SOMEWHERE
6 INX ; POINT TO NEXT LOCATION IN INDEX
7 LDA TABLE, X ;GET SECOND BYTE

:PR#0

Figure 2.
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DISK with CONTROLLER
NEW DOS 3.3 $529
without . . . $445
Nearly Everything

for Apple

ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR
APPLE

Alkemstone by Level 10 34

Asteroid Field by Cavalier 19

Business Pkgs by Continental 199

Cosmo Mission by Astar 19

DB Master III by Stoneware 199

DB Master Utility Pkg 89

Desktop Plan II by Personal Software 159

Epoch by Sirius 29

Flight Simulator by Sub-Logic 34

Fortran by Microsoft 179

Gorgon by Sirius 35

Home Money Minder by Continental 29
Hungry Boy by Astar 21

Magic Window by Art-Sci 89
Personal Filing System 84

PFS: Report 84

Robot Wars by Muse 31

Sargon II Chess Game by Hayden 29

Space Eggs by Sirius 25

Spellstar by Micropro 229

Super Stellar Trek by Rainbow 33

Supertext II by Muse 129

Tax Preparer by Howardsoft 139

Thunderbirds by Astar 19

Typing Tutor II by Microsoft 21

Visicalc II by Personal Software 169

Visitrend/Visiplot by Personal Software 199

Visifile by Personal Software 199

Wordstar by Micropro 329

LARGE SELECTION
OF SOFTWARE IN STOCK

CALL FOR FREE BROCHURE

64k

$1249
WE WILL

MEET OR BEAT
ANY ADVERTISED PRICES

ON MOST ITEMS IF MERCHANDISE
IN STOCK

SOFTWARE FOR YOUR
APPLE

16K Ramcard by MPC 99
Analog to Digital Converter by CCS #7470A 99
Asynchronous Serial Card by CCS #7710A 129

Centronics Printer Card by CCS #7728A 99
Clock/Calendar Module by CCS #71 14A 69
CPS Multifunction Card by Mtn Comp 199
Expansion Chassis by Mtn. Comp 649
IEEE/Cable by CCS #7490A 129

Joystick by TG 47
Keyboard Enhancer by Videx 115

Lower Case Adapter by MPC 35
Micromodem II by Hayes 299
Paddles by TG 32
Parallel Card by CCS #7720A 99
Programmable Timer Module by CCS #7440A 99
Smartmodem by Hayes 239
Versa-Writer Digitizer Drawing Sys. by Versa Comp 209
Videoterm (80 Column Card) by Videx 269
Z-80 Softcard by Microsoft 299
Numeric Keypad by Keyboard Co 119

Joyport by Sirius 69
Joystick by Keyboard Co 47
Keyboard Enhancer II 129

CALL 1 -800-854-2833
PHONE ORDERS MON.-SAT. 8 TO 6 P.S.T.

TO ORDER Phone or mail orders invited using VISA, MASTERCARD.
AMERICAN EXPRESS, cashier sor certified check, money order or personal

check (allow 10 business days for personal or company checks to clear)

We accept POs from Fortune 500 companies & U S Gov Agencies COD s

accepted Include 5% for UPS shipping, handling and insurance on all

orders not prepaid with cash Mm $5 shipping APO A FPO include 5% ($15

mm ) for postage Shipping in CA add 6% sales tax FOREIGN ORDERS
include 1% handling ($5 mm > shipped air freight collect only Credit card.

CODs & POs not accepted on foreign orders Please include phone number
on all orders All equipment is in factory cartons with manufacturer s war-

ranty Open products not returnable Restocking fee charge for returned

merchandise Equipment subiect to price change & availability WE SHIP
THE SAME DAY ON MOST ORDERS'

CIRCLE 134 ON READER SERVICE CARD

(714) 579-0330 • MAIL TO: 1251 BROADWAY, EL CAJON, CA 92021



Computer Information Exchange
Box 159 (714) 757-4849
San Luis Rey CA 92068

Shack-80 Model-1 Users:
Restore Reliability

Tired of spontaneous re-booting, "loss" of
memory, UL ERROR on programs that are
correct, "BAD RAM" or ROM that is good and
other symptoms of dirty edge connectors?
CIECramolincleaningkit lets you quickly,

safely strip away coatings of high -resistance
oxide films built upon S 80s non-gold-
plated edge fingers, and coat them to reduce
further buildup. Contains one bottle cleaner,
one lubricant/sealer.

CIE Cramolin $S 95 ($9.49 CA)

Silver Solder Rejuvinates
Shack-80 Edge Connectors

Ratty Radio Shack edge fingers require
frequent Cramolin cleaning for system
reliability. Tandy did not gold plate them, but
after you silver them you can tug cables and
jar computer without system reboot!

Kit contains special high-quality flux and
16" (about 1.5 oz) of solder. 5-6* silver,

balance tin (contains no cadmium, zinc, or
lead). Caution: do not resolder fingers with
ordinary solder, or system will be totally

unusable!
CIE $4.50 ($4.77 CA)

Media Buys:

Diskettes
5" Unbranded, single-density. 10, in

envelopes, fully guaranteed $19 95*
5" Memorex sngl dens., box 10 $24.75*
5" Memorex dbl. dens., box 10 $26.55*
5" Dysan, plastic box of 10, double-density

ultra- reliable $44 95*
5" Wabash SSSO with hub ring $26 55*
5" Wabash DSDD with hub ring $$38 98*
Reinforcements, 50 rings for 5" $7.75*
Ring tools- -apply reinforcements $4 95*
Cleaning kits, 3M or FD. 2 disks $22 46*

GUARANTEE
All CIE disks guaranteed

If you get a bad disk, CIE will replace it

Hardware:
Percom, LNDoubler Savings

DOUBLE DENSITY attachments
$153 50/$157.5O/$207*

Double disk storage with either Percom or
LNW Research plug-in adapters. No
soldering. Percom Doubter 2 comes with
DoubleDOS TRSDOS varient, is $153 50*

LNDoubler 1 includes DOS-plus deluxe
operating system. LNDoubler 5/8, with
operating system, allows use of double
density with either 5" or 8" drives!, just

$207*

Lowest Prices
On Disk Drives!

TE AC 40 -track single/double density, single
headed (writes, reads on one side of disk),

with incredible 1-yr. factory guarantee!
Cased, with power supply, ready to plug in and
run. Exclusive: no extender cable needed!
$275*
•0-TRACK. 1-HEADED $395*
•0-TRACK. 2-HEADED (dbl sided) $550*
Bare 40-track, unpowered $215*
Bare-SO-track $225*

SOFTWARE to 50% off

Leading brands including Acorn, Allen
Gelder, Alternate Source, Apparat,
Blechman Enterprises, Breeze Computing,
CIE. Data Soft. Dorsett. Edu Ware. Ellis
Computing, Hexagon Systems, Micro Clinic,

Micro Works, Microsoft, Modular Software,
Nepenthe, Personal Computer Service,
ProSoft, and Ramware.
BOOKS, leading publishers, 10% off

Discounts:
•prices CIE net. including 10% discount

(or S50 or more total order, 3 or more iter

nominal shipping charge on all but books a

softwre

CIRCLE 122 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Lookup, continue

The mapping of the screen is somewhat
complex. The memory location of the Nth

line can be found through a series of

calculations, but it is much easier to store

the screen values in a table. Keeping the

example simple, here's how a letter would
be placed on the first column of the Nth
screen row.

where speed isn't essential, it could be

used for text animation. For instance, the

routine in Listing I moves a letter around

the screen under paddle control.

While not the most elegant code for

the job. the program demonstrates a way
to use tables. In this case, calculating the

address would not substantially increase

:L

1 LDX #ROW ;GET VERTICAL LOCATION
2 LDA SCREENLO.X ; GET LO BYTE FROM TABLE OF

SCREEN LOCATIONS
3 STA $0 ;SET UP ZERO PAGE POINTER
4 LDA SCREENHI.X ;GET HI BYTE
5 STA $01 ; COMPLETE ZERO PAGE POINTER
6 LDA #$ASCII ; ASCI I VALUE TO PUT ON SCREEN
7 LDY #$0 ;ZERO THE Y REGISTER
8 STA ( $0 ) , Y ; PUT THE LETTER ON THE SCREEN

:PR#0

I if>ure .?.

The program uses two tables, one for

the lo byte of the screen address, the other
for the hi byte. Since the total number of

entries is small, the tables could have been
combined into pairs of bytes and accessed
in the manner shown in Figure 2. To keep
the example more general, two tables are

accessed. The value in X is used to gel

the appropriate bytes from the table, and
these bytes are stored in the zero page.

The last command combines indexing and
an indirect address. Indirect commands
can be recognized by parentheses around
the operand. Rather than use the address
in the parentheses, the command uses the

address contained by the location in the

parentheses. In this example, locations zero

and one contain the value of a screen
address. The command shown lakes the

byte from the accumulator and transfers

it into the location pointed to by zero and
one. plus the offset indicated by Y (in this

case, an offset of zero I. While a technique
such as this wouldn't be used for putting

messages on the screen or in other cases

Listirifi I.

the delay. The calculation could be done
instead of using a delay between paddle
reads. But in large programs, where many
calculations are required, tables can make
a vast difference. An analogous procedure
is used for putting values on the hi-res

screen. In such cases, the table has 192

entries each for the lo and hi bytes of the

screen lines.

As an addendum to this, tables can he

stuffed with cyclical values. Rather than

have a screen table with 2-4 entries, they

can be repeated until 2>b bytes are filled.

This would allow wraparound. < )n the other

hand, entries beyond 24 could point to an
unused area of RAM, thus making anything

vanish when it moved off the screen.

Note: Due lo the specialized nature of

articles on machine language, we need
feedback from you. Do vou want more
articles in (his area'.' Specifics would be

nice. Do you want general code techniques

or machine-specific routines? Please let

us know.

3
•

S

6
7

*

S1U00
8 EQU ;OUD
9 SO 3

10 $04
1 1

1? KEY
1 ( EQU
14 ;PADti!

IS EQU
DELAY ; HON I TOR VtA 1
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DISCOUNT
DATA PRODUCTS

GAMES

presents

APPLE SOFTWARE
••• UTILITIES **• BUSINESS

Software at Affordable Prices for the budget minded individual

APPLE LIST OUR
PRICE PRICE

* ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL

* ASTAR INTERNATIONAL COMPANY

ARTSCI
Magic Window D
Basic Mailer D
Magic Spell D

AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS
Helllire Warrior O 39 95
Star Warrior D 39 95
Chomp O 29 95
The Upper Reaches ol ApshaiO 1995
The Keys of Acheron D 19 95
Richochet O
Sorcerer ol Siva D
Jabberlakly

99 95

69 95
55 95

19 95
29 95
29 95

AVALON MILL GAME COMPANY

D 24 95

D 24 95

29 95

32 95
29 95
29 95
29 95
34 95
44 95

29 95

69 95*
55 95
47 95

31 95
31 95
23 95
15 95
15 95
15 95

23 95
23 95

27 95
23 95

23 95
11 95
23 95

19 95
19 95

23 95

25 95
23 95
23 95
23 95

27 95
35 95
23 95

O 29 95 23 95

D 39 95 31 95

O 24 95 19 95

O 29 95 23 95

Empire Owermind D 35 00

Mai Lea Baseball D 30 00
Tanktics O 29 00

Conlhc12500 C 15 00
Empire Overmind C 30 00

BRODERBUND SOFTWARE
Alien Rain
Alien Typhoon
Apple Panic

Snoqqle

Space Quarks
Genetic Drift

Red Alert

David's Midnight Magic
Arcade Machine
Track Attack

BUDCECO
Raster Blaster

CALIFORNIA PACIFIC
Bill Budge s 3D

CAVALIER COMPUTER
Aster Field

Bug Attack

* CONTEXT

CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE
Home Accountant D 74 95 59"95

CPA Module II Gen Led D 250 00 187 50

CPA Module »2 Ace Rec D 250 00 187 50

CPA Module «3 Ace Pay D 250 00 187 50

CPA Module «4 Payroll D 250 00 187 50

CPA Module »5 Pro Mgl D 175 00 187 50

DAKIN 5/LEVEL 10

Programming Aids D90 00 7195

* OATAMOST
* DATASOFT

* DELTA SOFTWARE

DENVER SOFTWARE
Pascal Tutor

Pascal Programmer
Financial Partner

* EDU-WARE

* GEBELLI SOFTWARE
HAVOEN SOFTWARE
Sargon II

Applesoft Compiler

* HIGHLANDS COMPUTER SERVICES

D 125 00 99 95

O 125 00 99 95
D 175 00 139 95

D 34 95 27 95
D 200 00 159 95

LIST OUR
PRICE PRICE

HOWARO SOFTWARE
Tax Preparer D 99 00 79 95

Real Estate Analyser D 150 00 119 95
Creative Financing 150 00 119 95

INNOVATIVE OESIGN SOFTWARE
Pool 15 O 34 95 27 95
Shuttleboard O 29 95 23 95

INFOCOM
Zork I D 39 95 3t 95
Zork II O 39 95 27 95*

* ISA * LAZER SYSTEMS * IUS

* LJK ENTERPRISES * MICRO LAB

MICRO PRO INTERNATIONAL
WordStar O 375 00 262 50*

SpellStar D 250 00 175 00*

MICROSOFT
Typing Tutor

TASC Compiler
ALDS
SoltCard
RAMCard

* MICROSOFTWARE SYSTEMS

* MUSE

ONLINE SYSTEMS
•2 Wi* & Princess

•3 Cranston Manor
•4 ulysess 4 Golden Fleece

Threshold
Pegasus II

Superscribe ll

Expeditor II Applesoft Com
Jawbreaker

19 95

175 00
125 00

399 00
195 00

* MAR

15 95
139 95

99 95

279 30*

154 95

D 32 95

D 34 95
D 34 95
D 39 95
D 29 95
D 129 95 103 20
D 99 95 79 95
D 29 95

25 95
27 95
27 95
31 95
23 95

20 95'

PERSONAL BUSINESS SYSTEM
E«ec Secretary D 250 00 195 95

PERSONAL SOFTWARE
Visiplol O 179 95 157 95

Visitrend'Visiplot D 259 95 18195*
Visidex D 199 95 159 95

Visiterm D 149 95 119 95

Visicalc33 D 199 95 15995
Visifile D 25000 17500*

PICCADILLY
Falcons O 29 95 20 95*
Suicide O 29 95 24 95

* PHOENIX SOFTWARE
* QUALITY SOFTWARE
* RIVERBANK SOFTWARE

SENSIBLE SOFTWARE
Super Disk Copy III D 30 00 23 95
Mult. Disk Cata III D 25 00 19 95

Disk Recovery D 30 00 23 95
Applesoft- Plus D 25 00 19 95
Applesoft Pro Opt D 20 00 15 95
Disk Org II D 30 00 23 95

DOS Plus D 25 00 19 95
Ouickloader D 25 00 19 95
Apple Speller D 75 00 59 95
Image Printer D 40 00 3195

SENTIENT SOFTWARE
Oo-TOPOS D 32 95 25 95

LIST
PRICE

SIRIUS SOFTWARE
Space Eggs D
Gamma Goblins I)

Gorgon O
Sneakers D
Epoch D
Cops & Robbers D
Outpost O
Beer Run D
Dark Forest . .

Borg D

SIR-TECH SOFTWARE
Wizardry

29 95
29 95
39 95

29 95
34 95
34 95
29 95
34 95
29 95
29 95

23 95
23 95
31 95
20 95
24 50
27 95
23 95
27 95
23 95
23 95

D 49 95 39 95

SOFTAPE
Apple Lis net D 29 95 23 95
Apple Talker D 29 95 23 95

* SOFTWARE EMPORIUM

SOFTWARE PUBLISHING CORP
PFS D 95 00 7195
PFS Report D 95 00 7195

SOUTHEASTERN
Data Capture D 64 95
Superterm 80 col 90 00
Smart term 80 col D 90 00
Video 80 col D 90 00

52 95
69 95
69 95
69 95

63 95
31 95
51 95
107 95
47 95
79 95

119 95

179 95

79 95

SIERRA SOFTWARE
Retro-Ball

SOUTHWESTERN DATA SYSTEMS
Ascii Express II D 79 95
Listmaster D 39 95
Merlin D 65 00
Speed Star D 134 95
The Correspondent D 59 95

Z Term D 99 95

Z Term The Pro D15000

STONEWARE PRODUCTS
D B Master D 229 00

DB Mas Utly Pak I D 99 00

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS
Torpedo Fire D 59 95

Warp Factor D 39 95

Com Quarterback (2nd Ed I D 39 95
President Elect D 39 95
Batlle of Shiloh O 39 95
Tigers in Snow D 39 95

* SUBLOGIC
SYNERGISTIC SOFTWARE
Higher Text II D 40 00
Higher Graphics II D 35 00

TO PRODUCTS
Game Paddles A 39 95
Joystick . . . A 59 95
Expand-a-Port A 59 95

UNITED SOFTWARE OF AMERICA
Appleworld D 59 95 47 95

3-D Supergraphics D 39 95 3195
Super KRAM D 1 75 00 139 95
Request O 225 00 179 95

VERSA COMPUTING
VersaWril Exp Pact
VersaWnt Gra Tab
EZ Port

47 95
3195
31 95
31 95
31 95
31 95

31 95
27 95

31 95
47 95
47 95

29 95 23 95

D 39 95 32 95
A 299 00 249 95
D 24 95 20 95

* VIOEX INC. * VOYAGER SOFTWARE

* SEND FOR OUR PRICE SHEET FOR SPECIFIC PROGRAMS AND PRICES

CALL FOR WEEKLY SPECIALS

PLEASE CHECK FOR SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS BEFORE ORDERING
INCLUDE PUBLISHER AND PRODUCT NAME
FOREIGN INQUIRIES INVITED ADO 10% SHIPPING

All Orders Prepaid by Personal Check. Money Order. Cashier Check

For Faster Delivery Service COD- Cash Only/Master Charge - Visa

Mastercharge Visa add 3V and California Residents Add 6% Sales Tax
include expiration date on card Prices Valid Through This Month's Issue

Please Add $2 50 lor Shipping Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

Please Specify Tape or Disk

DIRECT ORDER INQUIRIES TO:
DISCOUNT DATA PRODUCTS

P.O. BOX 19674-AC
SAN DIEGO, CA 92119
PHONE 714-287-0190
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ELCOMP BOOKS and

SOFTWARE
For ATARI - PET/CBM -OSI 6502

8K Microsoft BASIC Ret.

Authoritative reference for the

original Microsoft 4K 8K
BASIC developed tor Altair

and later computers including

OSI.PETandTRS-80.
Order No. 141 S9.95

E xpension Handbook for

6502 and 6802
S-44 Card Manual describes all

of the 4 5 * 6 5 44 pin S-44

cards incl. schematics A
MUST tor every KIM . SYM-
and AIM-owner.
OfdtfNo. 152 «9 95

Reprint ot Intel's most im-

portant application notes in-

cluding 2706. 8066. 8255,
6251 chips. Very necessary for

the hardware buff

Order No. 153 S9 95
Complex Sound Generation

New revised applications

manual for the Texas Instru

ments SN 76477 Complex
Sound Generator. Circuit

Board available (S6 95)
154 M.96

Complete listings for the busi

nee* user. Inventory. Invoice

Writing. Mailing List and much
more. Introduction to Bust

ness Applications.

Order-No. 1S6 S14.90
The First Book of Ohio
Scientific

Introduction to OSI com-
puters. Diagrams, Hardware
and software information not

previously available in one
compact source. 192 pages

Order No. 157 S7.9S

The Second Book of Ohio
Scientific

Very valuable information

about OSi microcomputer sy-

stems. Introduction to OS-65
and OS-65U Networking.

Hardware and Software hints

and tips. Systems spec it i

cations Business applications

Order No. 158 S7 95
The Fourth Book of OHIO
Very Important Programs
Many interesting programs tor

OSI computers. Sorting (Bi-

nary Tree), Differential Equi-

tation, Statistics. Astrology.

Gas Consumption, Games aso
Order No. 160 «9 95
VpP Package - Above book
plus a cassette with the pro-

grams
Order No. 160 A S19.95

Invoice Writing Program tor

0SIC1PMF. C4P. Disk and
Cassette . 8K RAM
Order No. 8234 $28.80

Mailing List tor C1PMF or

C4PMF 24 K RAM
250 addresses incl phone
number and parameters on
one 5 1/4 Disk)

Order No. 8240 828.80

S>
Programs for the Challenger

C1/C2 8K
Order-No. 2004 "Bare Bones'*

Wordprocesior 88.86

Order-No. 2006, Bare Bones"

Mailing List

Important Software for CBM
16K/32K
Most powerful Editor/As-

sembler for Commodore CBM
16/32K on cassette. Assembler

can be started directly from

editor or from the TIM Mo
nitor. Translates in three

passes. If an error is encoun-

tered, automatic return to the

editor. Cassette with DEMO
Order No 3276 839.00

MONJANA/1 I

In every Commodore CBM
there is a spare ROM socket

waiting for its MONJANA/1
The new MONJANA/1 Ma
chine Language Monitor in

ROM offers more user

guidance and debugging aids

than any other monitor

available today . Comprehen-
sive manual included.

Order No. 2001
SPECIAL PRICE 846.00

JANA Monitor on Cassette for

the PET. Similar to MON-
JANA/1. Very powerful

Order-No. 2002 819.95

Programming in

dorePCT
This book includes EDITOR/
ASSEMBLER. MONJANA.
JANA. EDITOR. ASSEM-
BLER, LINKER and OISAS
SEMBLER. HEXDUMP and
complete descriptions of the

programs.

Order No. 165 $18.86

BLANK CASSETTES
Highest Quality C 10 cassettes

Blank Cassettes (Quantity 101

Order-No. 8086G $4 99
ATARI OWNERS TAKE

NOTE

.

EPROM BURNER fur ATARI
400/800. Bare boards only
with description, schematic •

software (2716.2732)
Order-No. 7041 $89.00
Invoice Writing tor very small

business with ATARI 400/800
16K RAM
Order No. 7022. cess. 828.86
Order No 7200. disc. $39.99
ATARI-BASIC - Learning by
Using
A new book with programs
and learning exercises Many
ot the programs are appro-
priate for beginners as well
as experienced computer
users (Screen Drawings. Spe-
cial Sounds. Keys. Paddles *

Joysticks Specialized Screen
Routines. Graphics and Sound.
Peeks and Pokes and special
stuff).

Order No. 164 $9 95
ATMONA 1 Machine

Language Monitor tor the

ATARI 400/800
This powerful monitor pro-

vides you with the firmware

support that you need to get

the most out of your powerful

system. ATMONA-1 comes on

a bootable cassette No car-

tridges required. Disassemble.

Memory Dump HEX ASCII.

(Change Memory Locations,

Blocktrenster. Fill memory
block. Save and Load Ma-

chine Language Programs.

Start Mach Lang Progr. (Prin-

ter Options))

Order No 7022 $ 19.86

ATMONA 2 Superstepper

A very powerful Tracer to ex-

plore the ATARI ROM/RAM
area Stop at previously selec-

ted address. Opcode or

operand (cassette)

Order-No. 7049 (includes AT
MONAD $49.95

EDITOR/ASSEMBLER for

ATARI 800, 32K RAM
Extremely fast and powerful

Editor/Assembler (8K Source

code in about 5 seconds!

includes ATMONA-1 (cass.l

Order No 7098 84995
MACRO-Assembler tor

ATARI 800. 48 K RAM (cess >

Order -No. 7099 $89.00

Care and Feeding of the Com-
modore PET
Eight chapters exploring PET
hardware. Includes repair and
interfacing information Pro
gremming tricks and sche-

matics

Order No. 150 89.96

ELCOMP Publishing, Inc.

53 Redrock Lane, Pomona, CA 91766

Phone: (714) 623-8314
Payment: Check. Money Oroer. VISA. Mastercharge, Euroschock
POSTPAID or PREPAID in USA S 500 handling fee for CO 0.
All orders outside USA: AO0 15 % shipping. CA add 6 % sales tax
ATARI is a registered trademark ot ATARI INC
.fET/CBMis^eojsWredtraojmarlLfl^
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Lookup, continued.

1 7

1000: 20 sa PC 1H

1003: A2 DC 14

1005: 86 0i 20

1007: AO 1 4 21

1009: 84 02 22

100B: A9 CI 23

100D: 20 •->[) 10 .'4

1010: AD on CO 2S

1013: 10 04 Sb

1015: 2C 10 CO n
1018: 60 jb
1019: A9 BO 29
101B: 20 AH PC to

101E: A2 00 it

1020: 20 II FH (2

1023: 98 33

1024: 4A (4

1025: 4A IS

1026: 4A 16

1027: 85 (14 37

1029: A9 HU 38

102B: 20 AM re 19

102E: A2 01 40

1030: 20 IC FH 41

1033: 98 4.'

1034: 4A 4i

1035: 4A 44

1036: 4A 4',

1037: 4A 46
1038: 85 m 4 /

103A: C5 0J 4H

103C: DO 00 4'.

I03E: A5 02 SO

1040: C5 (14 SI

1042: F0 (•<• 52

1044: A6 03 Si

1046: A4 0? 54
1048: A9 A0 ss

104A: 20 50 10 SO

104D: A6 OS 57
1041": 86 Oi SH
1051 : A4 04 59
1053: 84 02 60
1055: A9 CI (,i

1057: 20 su 10 62

105A: 4C 10 10 63
105D: 48 (4

105E: BD H4 10 OS

1061 : 85 00 00

1063: BD 10 07

1066: 85 01 OH

1068: 68 69
1069: 91 oo 70

106B: 60 M
72

73

1 06C

:

04 U4 M
1 OOF.

:

05 OS 75
1070: 06 oo 76
1072: 07 1 77

1074: 04 04 IH

1070: 05 os 19

1078: 06 IK, HII

107A: 07 7 HI

107C: 04 (14 82

107F: 05 OS Ht

1080: 06 06 M4

1082: 07 7 MS

1084: 00 M(l HO

1086: 00 M0 87
1088: 00 HO MH

10BA: 00 M0 H4

1 08C

:

28 AM 90
108E: 28 AH •n

1090: 2B AM

109*: 28 AH 93
1094: 50 DO <4

1096: 50 ixi

1098: 50 DO 96
I09A: DO 97

NEXT

DRAW

JSR
LDX
STX
LDY
STY
LDA
JSR
LDA
BPL
BIT
RTS
LDA
JSR
LDX
JSR
TYA
LSR
LSR
LSR
STA
LDA
JSR
LDX
JSR
TYA
LSR
LSR
LSR
LSR
STA
CMP
BNE
LDA

BEQ
LDX
LDY
LDA
JSR
LDX
STX
LDY
STY
LDA
JSR
JMP
PHA
LDA
STA
LDA
STA
PLA
STA
RTS

HOMF.

*S0C
OLDV
• SI 4

OLDH
• SCI

DRAW
KEY
LOOP
STROBE

»S80
DELAY
•SO
PREAD

NEWH
»$d0
DELAY
•$01

PREAD

CLEAR THE SCREEN
FIRST STEP BEFORE
LOOP IS TO
PUT THE LETTER ON
THE SCREEN
X«ROW,Y=COLUMN,A ASCII CHARACTER
SUBROUTINE FOR DISPLAY
READ KEYBOARD
NO KEYPRESS
KEY PRESSED. CLEAR STROBE

AND GO HOME
;MUST DELAY BETWEEN PDL READS
:OR READING WILL BE WRONG
,'READ PDL

PUT PDL VALUE IN A AND
DIVIDE BY 8

TO FIT SCREEN WIDTH

;SAVE IT AS NEW HORIZONTAL LOC.
; DELAY AGAIN

;READ PDL 1

NEWV
OLDV
NEXT
OLDH
NEWH
CHECK
OLDV
OLDH
•SAO
DRAW
NEWV
OLDV
NEWH
OLDH
• SCI
DRAW

CHECK

;DIVIDE BY 16

;TO FIT SCREEN

SAVE NEW VERTICAL LOC.

CHECK FOR CHANGE
YES, THERE WAS A CHANGE
CHECK FOR CHANCE IN OTHER READING

;NO CHANGE. GO BACK.
;AT LEAST ONE PDL CHANGED
;MUST ERASE OLD LOC.
:A0 ASCII FOR SPACE
;GO TO IT.

; UPDATE OLD I.OCATIONS
;AND PREPARE TO DRAW
; THE LETTER AT THE
;NEW LOCATION
; CI -ASCII FOR A
:DO IT

;GO BACK FOR MORE
;SAVK THE DESIRED CHARACTER

SCLO.X ;GET LO BYTE OF LINE LOCATION
500 ;PUT IT IN ZERO PAGE

| GET HI HYTF.

501 ; POINTER NOW READY
; RESTORE DESIRED CHARACTER

(SO).Y iON THE SCREEN AT LAST
.HACK FOR MORE

•TABLE OF SCREEN LOCATIONS LISTED BELOW
•HI BYTES FIRST, THEN LO BYTES
SCHI HEX 04,04

HEX 05,05
HEX 06,06
HEX 07,07
HEX 04,04
HEX 05,05
HEX 06,06
HE.'. 07,07
HEX 04,04
HEX 05,05
HEX 06,06
HEX 07,07

SCLO HEX 00,80
HEX 00,80
HEX 00,80
HEX 00,80
HEX 28, A8
HEX 211, A8
HEX 28, A8
HEX 28, A8
HEX 50, DO
HEX SO , IXI

HEX 50, DO
HEX SO, DO

EMBLY

TOTAL ERROR

NBLY
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Power Tools
for Programmers

Shape Master

This powerful utility allows you to rapidly create, combine
display, edit, save and print out high resolution shapes
for use in your Apple programs Two separate, convenient
entry methods on five user-selected grid sizes ranging

from 13 by 23 to 39 by 69 allow for easy definition of

many different shapes A built in character set in three

different sizes makes it easy to mix text and graphics in

your displays The smart printout routines allow you to

make a hard copy of your shapes, even with a non-
graphics printer A reverse command allows a quick mirror

Disk Doctor

image of any one of your shapes The edit commands
allow you to edit shapes and shape tables, thus you can

create, load, merge and delete individual shapes from ^ _
your shape table The illustrated comprehensive manual \JTOGT I OOdy
includes tips on using shapes in your programs Four

games and two graphics demos are included on the

diskette to illustrate what you can do with this program

This package was reviewed in Creative Computing June

1981. page 44
Requires 48K Apple II Plus or Applesoft in ROM Diskette

CS-4805 $24 95

Read and modify Apple diskettes with this easy-to-use

diskette track-and-sector editor, whether they were created

by DOS 3 2. DOS 3 3. the Pascal system or Apple CP/M
Simple editing commands allow you to display any sector

and freely edit it on screen, entering changes either as

hex or character data Special commands allow you to

print a hard copy of the sector in either 40- or 80-column
format Disk Doctor will also test your diskettes, verifying

every sector, whether vacant or filled with data You can
also format and verify a disk in one operation

This powerful tool should be in your library Whether
you need to verify the reliability of your diskettes, patch

DOS. edit a data file in place, or repair a damaged sector,

you can t afford to be without Disk Doctor
32K or larger Apple II or Apple II Plus, diskette CS-

4806 S 19 95

To order these software packages, send payment plus

$2 00 postage and handling (per order) to the address
given Visa. MasterCard, and American Express orders
may be called in toll free Order today at no risk If you
are not completely satisfied, your money will be promptly
and courteously refunded

creative
conepatiRg
software

Creative Computing Software
Morris Plains New Jersey 07950
Toll-free 800-631 -81 12
In N J 201-540-0445

mast»i cnjroi

i

Why you need The Inspector.

If you're serious about programming, you need

to set all your utilities together in one place—
inside your Apple. The Inspector comes on an

Eprom that simply plugs into the D8 socket, or on

a disk ready to merge with Integer Basic for

automatic loading on boot. Either way, it stays at

your fingertips, ready to call without disturbing

your current program.

The Inspector puts you in total control ofboth

memory and disks. You can search forward

and backwards, edit, read nibbles,

map disk space, dump the screen

to a printer, examine every secret

of your Apple. Use The Inspector

to repair blown disks, undelete

files, input "illegal" commands,

read and alter files, locate strings in memory or on

disk. The uses are endless. The manual, alone, is an

education. And it's always there when you need it.

You need the most powerful disk and memory

utility available for your Apple. You need the

Inspector.

See your local dealer, or order direct for just

$4995. Mastercard and Visa holders order

toll-free, 1-800-835-2246.

OAAEGA AAICROWAREJNC.

222 SO. RIVERSIDE PLAZA
CHICAGO. IL 60606

312-648-1944

Apple » a fi-uisim-d indrnurk >4 typlr < nmputrr Iik
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Have you ever rearranged the furniture

in a room only to discover you didn*t like

it that way? Or have your ever made a

"model" of a room with pieces of paper
to represent pieces of furniture and tried

to arrange them?
I moved recently and wanted to know

what pieces of furniture were going to be
in which room before the movers arrived.

I was about to cut out the little pieces of
paper when I remembered the graphics
capability of my Apple II. The following
program helped me decide where to place
each piece.

How It Works
Several shapes are created to represent

the room and each piece of furniture using

a scale of one dot per inch. The shape
can be as complex as desired. My example
table uses simple rectangles to represent
each piece. The program also creates two
shapes (shapes 1 and 2) to be used as
"markers" for measuring distances. The
actual creation of the "user's shapes" is

left to the user. They may be created
with a shape-drawing program or by hand,
following the directions in the Apple
manuals.

The shapes created may be placed
anywhere in memory that does not interfere

with the program or the system. My
example places the shapes at 4096 ( 1000
hex). The user must put the starting pointers

for each shape in the shape table. The
program initiates the shape table at 768
(300 hex) and creates the first two shapes.
These are small squares and start at 950
(3B6 hex) and 963 (3C3 hex). The program
also puts the starting location of the shape
table at 232 and 233 (E8 and E9 hex).

Don Opedal. 9550 Cove Dr. D-19. North Royalton.
OH 44 1.VI.

Don Opedal

Running the Program
The program first asks for the number

of user shapes. This is the number of

shapes you have created: the room and
each piece of furniture. The example has
six user shapes.

The program will then draw the first

user shape and the outline of the room,
and ask for the next shape to draw. The
program will not accept shapes 1 . 2 or 3
nor any number greater than the total

number of shapes. Remember, the first

shape representing a piece of furniture is

shape 4. Entering a zero allows various

functions to be used.

Drawing Shapes
Entering the number of your shape will

cause it to be drawn on the screen.
Remember, shapes 1 and 2 are reserved
and shape 3 is the room, so your first

shape is shape 4.

Functions

The following functions are available:

1) ERASE. This allows any shape to be
erased by shape number, and allows the
user to remove any shape not desired.

2) MEASURE. This allows the user to

measure distances.

3) CLEAR. Occasionally random
"garbage" will remain in the drawing.
CLEAR erases any points not desired and
redraws the room and any other shape
that has been selected.

4) END. Exits the program.

Once the shape is displayed it may be
positioned with the paddles. Paddle will

move it left and right, paddle I moves it

up and down. The shape may be rotated

90 degrees by pressing the button on paddle

I . Repeatedly pushing the button will rotate

the shape 360 degrees.

Smaller angles are not feasible as the

display will distort the shape to the point

that it will look much larger than it really

is. The vertical and horizontal scales on
the display are different, but since each
shape is equally distorted the relative

positions are the same.
Once the shape is positioned as desired,

pressing the button on paddle causes it

to remain in place, and the program asks
for another shape to draw. A shape may
be moved by using the erase function or
by reselecting a previously drawn shape.
If any garbage remains on the screen it

may be erased by selecting the clear func-

tion.

After the shapes are drawn you may
want to know the distance between one
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THE ORIGINAL MAGAZINE FOR
OWNERS OF THE TRS-80™* MICROCOMPUTER

* IKsmi-ISA I KA1 H MARK c )l lANUVCOid'

SOFTWARE
pOR TRS-80"

OVVMI RS CQIYIPUTHQI^ICS
MIIMIII >

|| NtWSMAGA/INI
I OK IRS-80-

c. OWMKS

MONTHLY NEWSMAGAZINE
Practical Support For Model I, II & III

• PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
• BUSINESS
• GAMBLING • GAMES
• EDUCATION
• PERSONAL FINANCE
• BEGINNERS CORNER
• NEW PRODUCTS
• SOFTWARE EXCHANGE
• MARKET PLACE
• QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
• PROGRAM PRINTOUTS

AND MORE
All PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJE< I rOCHANGI

NOW IN OUR 4th YEAR
PROGRAMS AND ARTK I I s I'l hi Ism I) l\ HI ( I M ISSI i s

INC I UDE THE FOLLOWING
• FINCALC ACOMPLI II FINANCIAI APPLICATIONS PACKAGE
• INFORMATION SYSTEM REVIEW
• MAIISIICAI COMBINATH H

• PASCAI S rRIANGI I

• ASSEMBI V I ANGUAGI FOR BEGINNI Rs
• DISK III ES
• MOD III REVIEW
• KEYBOARD IHUNDER AND LIGHTING EXPLAINED
• DOS COMMANDS IN LEVEI II

• PROBABILITY CURVI GENERATOR
• CAI i HI ATOR SIMULATIONS
• IHI Ml GABYTI GAP
• STOCKS AND BONDS
• HI -DOM ANALYSIS (FOR BUSINESS AND HOME I

• IEWDOS 80 REVIEW
• DUTCHING llll IIORsI sys MM I HA I (AN I I osl

IMI I All D OOI 1 (.AMI

• CONTINUOUS I ORM sol IRCI S

• I AX SAVI H Rl VII W
ANI ) M( )RI

**&
»»»^»»»»' V»»^»»»»»%*»»*

FINCAI C\W~ %0^ i *. . ....» .!V.^ ^T..T^J A Complete Financial Analysis Package Used

„c;G^ To Calculate Markup, Margin, Annuities, Compound Interest, Nominal

9&
O^ And Effective Rales, Sinking Funds, Mortgage Calculations, Future Value,

t^V^^ Savings and Insurance, Percentage Difference Between Two Numbers,
Amortization Schedule and More

SEND FOR OUR NEW 64 PAGI sol rWARE CATALOG (INCLUDING LISTINGS Ol HUNDREDS CH IRS 80" I'Koc.RAMS AVAII AIM ION
CASSI III AND DISKI llli y'lK'OR I REE Willi EACH SI 'BsCKII'l IONS OR SAMI'I I ISSUI

All proqrdms .ire supplied on i.isselte (.iclcl S i Inr Disketle Version - add $5 lor modified Mod-ll Version)

•CQmPlJTRQNICS
\M"^W1'IA A»»^f

SO N. PASCACK ROAO
SPRING VALLEY. NEW YORK 10977

( INI Yl AR SUBSCRIPTION

rWOYEAR SUBSCRIPTION S48

SAMP1 I Ol I All si ism 'I S 1

sIARI MY SUBSCRIPTION Willi ISSI 1

t»l Jury 1978 •« 12 Jun«19?9«"24 July 1980 •30 Januai

NEW SUBSCRIPTION Rl NEWAI

CRIDII CARD NUMBI R

SIGNATURI

NEW TOLL-FREE

ORDER LINE
(OUTSIDE OF NY. STATE)

(800) 431-2818

NEW!!!
MOD-II NEWSLETTER
$1 8/y*ar Cor 12 Issues)

_ _ HOUR 4*mjT
24 ORDER <^J

LINE

§£ (914) 425-1535

EXP DA 1

1

NAMI

AI )| >RI ss CITY STATI /IP
*** ADD S12 YEAR (CANADA. MEXICO) - ADD $24 YEAR AIR MAIL - OUTSIDE OE USA. CANADA & MEXK (

)
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iture Mover, continue

piece of furniture and another. Selecting

the measure function causes a small square

to be displayed. Using the paddles, position

the center of the square at the first point

and push the button on paddle 0. The
square remains at this point and another
square may be moved to the point at the

end of the distance to be measured. The
distance between squares, in feet and
inches, will be displayed. Pushing the button
on paddle 1 will cause the measure function

to end.

Conclusion

Each section of the program is marked
and is fairly straight forward. I have not
used any "secret" memory locations and
the use of the shape tables is well docu-
mented in the Apple manuals. The program
helped me to make decisions in advance
of the moving day so I knew where 1

wanted the furniture to go. It would also

be possible to use the program for other
applications, such as laying out a garden.
Once the shapes are drawn and entered
the program is easy to use.

Example table. Shows the shape table

at .100 hex and the shapes at 1000 hex.

Listing I.

0300-
0308-
0310-
1000-
1008-
1010-
1018-
1020-
1028-
1030-
1038-
1040-
1048-
1050-
1058-
1060-
1068-
1070-
1078-
1080-
1088-
1090-
1098-
10A0-
10A8-
10B0-
10B8-
1X0-
10C8-
10D0-
10D8-
10EO-
10E8-
10F0-
10F8-
1100-
1108-
1110-
1118-
1120-
1128-
1130-
1138-
1140-
1148-
1150-
1158-
1160-

08 00
6A 0E
7C OF
CD CB
0B OB
DB OB
DB OB
DB DB
OB DB
36 36

36 36
36 36
92 92
92 2A
2D 2D
2D 25
2D 2D
2D 2D
2D 2D
2D 2D
2D 2D
2D 2D
2D 2D
24 24
24 24
24 24
25 24
24 24
24 24
3F 3F
36 36
36 36
36 2E
24 24
24 24
24 24
24 24
3F 3F
3F 3F
3F 3F
3F 3F
3F 3F
3F 3F
3F 3F
3F 3F
3F 3F
36 36
36 36

B6 00 C3 00 00 0D
FB 0E 21 OF 47 OF

DB DB DB
DB DB DB
DB OB DB
DB DB DB
DB DB DB
DB DB DB
36 36 36
36 36 36
36 36 36
92 92 92
2D 2D 2D
2D 2D 2D
2C 2D 2D
20 2D 2D
2D 2D 2D
2D 2D 2D
2D 2D 2D
2D 2D 2D
2D 2D 2D
2D 25 24
24 24 24
24 24 24
24 24 24
24 24 24
24 24 24
24 24 24
36 36 36
36 36 36
36 36 36
3D 27 24
24 24 24
24 24 24
24 2D 24
24 24 3C
3F 3F 3F
3F 3F 3F
3F 3F 3F
3F 3F
3F 3F
3F 3F

3F 3F

3F 3F
3F 3F
36 36 36
36 36 36

3F

3F

3F

3F

3F

37

DB DB DB
DB DB DB
DB DB DB
DB DB DB
DB DB DB
DB 33 36
36 36 36

36 36 36

36 36 96
92 92 92
2D 2D 2D
2D 2D 2D
2D 2D 2D
2D 2D 2D
2D 2D 2D
2D 2D 2D
2D 36 2D
2D 2D 2D
2D 2D 2D
24 24 24
24 24 24
24 24 24
24 24 2C
24 24 24
24 24 24
24 24 24
36 36 36
36 36 36
36 36 36
24 24 24

24 24 24
24 24 24
24 24 24
3F 3F 3F
3F 3F 3F
3F 3F 3F

3F 3F 3F
3F 3F 3F
3F 3F 3F
3F 3F 3F
3F 3F 3F
3F 3F 3F

36 36 36
36 36 36
36 36 36

1168-
1170-
1178-
1180-
1188-
1190-
1103-

11A0-
11A8-
11B0-
11B8-
11C0-
11C8-
11D0-
11D8-
11E0-
1U:8-
11F0-
11F8-
1200-
1208-
1210-
1218-
1220-
1228-
1230-
1238-
1240-
1248-
1250-
1258-
1260-
1268-
1270-
1278-
1280-
1288-
1290-
1298-
12A0-
12AB-
12B0-
12B8-
12C0-
12C8-
12D0-
12D8-

06 00 3F
3F 3F 3F
3F 3F 3F
3F 3F 3F
3F 3F 3F
3F 3F 3F

36 3f. 36

36 36 36
36 36 36
36 36 2D
2D 2D 2D
2D 2D 2D
2D 2D 2D
2D 2D 2D
2D 2D 2D
24 24 24
24 24 24
24 24 24
24 24 00
3F 3F 3F
36 36 36
2D 2D 2D
2D 24 24
00 3F 3F
3F 3F 3F
36 36 36
2D 2D 2D
24 24 24
3F 3F 3F
3F 3F 3F
36 36 36
36 2D 2D
2D 2D 2D
2D 2D 24
24 24 24
3F 3F 3F
3F 3F 3F
3F 3F 3F
3F 3F 37
36 36 36
2D 2D 2D
2D 2D 2D
2D 2D 2D
2D 2D 24
24 24 24
3F 24 24
36 3F 3F

3F 3F 3F
3F 3F 3F
3F 3T 3F
3F 3F 3F
3F 3F 3F
3F 36 3C

36 36 36

36 36 36
36 36 36
2D 2D 2D
2D 2D 2D
2D 2D 2D
2D 2D 2D
2D 2D 2D
2D 24 24
24 24 24

24 24 24
24 24 24
3F 3F 3F
3F 3F 3F
36 36 2F.

2D 2D 2D
24 24 24
3F 3F 3F
3F 37 36

2E 2D 2D
2D 2D 2D
24 24 24
3F 3F 3F
3F 3F 3F
36 36 36
2D 2D 2D
2D 2D 2D
24 24 24
00 3F 3F
3F 3F 3F
3F 3F 3F
3F 3F 3F
36 36 36

2E 2D 2D
2D 2D 2D
2D 2D 2D
2D 2D 2D
24 24 24
00 2D 36
2D 05 00
24 24 2D

3F 3F
3T IF
3F 3F
3F 3F
3F 3F
36 36

36 36
36 36
36 36

2D 2D
2D 2D
2D 2D
2D 2D
2D 2D
24 24

24 24

24 24

24 24
3F 3F
37 36
2D 2D
2D 2D
24 24
3F 3F
36 36

2D 2D
2D 24
00 3F
3F 3F

3F 3F
36 36
2D 2D
2D 2D
24 24
3F 3F
3F 3F
3F 3F
3F 3F
36 36

2D 2D
2D 2D
2D 2D
2D 2D
24 24
36 3F
2D 36
05 00

60

70
80

110
120
130
140
150

10 REM ***** INITIALIZE •***

20 LCMEM: 5000
30 FOR I - 950 TO 975
40 READ J: PCKE I,J: NEXT I
50 DATA 54,54,54,63,63,63,36,36,36,45,45,45,00,

54,54,54,63,63,63,36,36,36,45,45,45,00
POKE 232,45,00: POKE 233,03: PCKE 769,00: POKE 770,182:
POKE 771,00: POKE 772,195: PCKE 773,00
HOME : INPUT "HOW MANY USER SHAPES? ";S: PCKE 768,S + 2
HCOIOR= 3: SCALE- 1: ROT- 0: HGR

90 Z(3) - 1:X(3) - 139:Y(3) - 79
100 GOSUB 690

1K>E : VERB 23: JfEAB 1: PRINT "O^UJCTIONS"
VTAB 23: HTAB 17: INPUT "ITEM NUMBER TO DRAW? ";I
IF I - THEN 250
IF I<4 THEN 120
IF I>S 2 THEN 120

160 Z(I) - 1: HOME
170 R(0) - R<I)
180 VTAB 22: HTAB It PRINT "PADDLE 0";: HTAB 15: PRINT "PUSH";:

irTAB 25: PRINT "PADDLE 1";
190 VTAB 23: HTAB 2: PRINI "P06ITICN" ; :irTAB16:PRDn"FOR";:

HTAB 26: PRINT "ROTATE"
200 X(I) - PDL (0):Y(I) - PDL (1) :Y(I) - PDL (1)
210 IF Y(I)> 191 THEN Y(I)-191
220 GCSUB 610: IF PEEK ( - 16384)> 127 THEN Z(I) - 0: GOTO 410
230 IF PEEK ( - 16287)<128 THEN 200
240 R(0) - 0: GOTO 110
250 REM ***** FUNCTIONS *****

HOM
VTAB 21: HTAB 1: PRINT "1-ERASE";
VTAB 22: HTAB It PRINT "2-MEASURE";
VTAB 23: HTAB It PRINT "3«CLEAR";
VTAB 24: MM 1: PRINT "4-END";
VTAB 23: irTAB 20: INPUT "FUNCTION? ";F
ON F GOTO 340,430,410,770
GOTO 310
REM ***** ERASE ITEMS *****

HOME : VTAB 23: IfTAB It INPUT
IF Z(I) - OR I<4 THEN 110
ROT- R(I)tZ(I)=0
XDRAW I AT X(I),Y(I)

390 R(I) -
400 GOSUB 690: GOTO110

REM ***** CLEAR SCREEN *****

HGR : GOSUB 690: GOTO 110
REM ***** MEASURE *****

HOME

260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380

"ITEN NUMBER TO ERASE? ";I

410
420
430
440
450 Z(l) - ltl - 1

460 IF PEEK ( - 16286) > 127 THEN 600
470 X(I) - PDL (0)tY(I) = PDL (1):Y(I) - PDL (1)
480 IF Y(I)> 191 THEN Y(I) - 191
490 IF PEEK ( - 16287)<128 THEN 550
500 IF Z (2) - THEN 520
510 XDRAW 2 AT XM,YM
520 X(2) = X(0):Y(2) - Y(0):Z(2) - 1
530 XM - X(0):YM - Y{0)
540 DRAW 2 AT XM,YM
550 IF XM - AND YM - GOTO 580
560 D - SQR (((XM - X(D) * 2) + ( (YM - Y(I))a 2))
570 Dl - INT (D / 12) :D2 - INT ( (D / 12 - INT (Dl)

)

* 12 + .05)

580 VTAB 24: HTAB 1 : PRINT "DISTANCE- ";D1;"
FEET ";D2;" INCUTS ";

590 GOSUB 640: GOTO 460
600 Z(l) - 0:Z(2) - Ot HGR : GOSUB 690: GOTO 110
610 REM ***** PLOT NEW SHAPES »**««

620 IF PEEK ( - 16286) > 127 THEN R(I) - R(I) + 16
630 IF R(I) - 64 THEN R(I) -
640 IF X(I) - X(0) AND Yd) = Y(0) AND R(I) - R(0) THEN 690
650 D? X(0) - AND Y(0) = THEN 670
660 ROT- R(0): XDRAW I AT X(0),Y(0)
670 ROT- R(I): DRAW I AT X(I),Y(I)
680 R(0) - R(I):X(0) - X(I) :Y(0) - Y(I)
690 REM ***** PLOT OLD SHAPES *****

700 FOR N - 1 TO S + 2
710 IF Z(N) = GOTO 50
720 IF XW) AND Y(N) - THEN 750
730 ROT- R(N)
740 DRAW N AT X(N),Y(N)
750 NEXT N
760 RETURN
770 END
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CQIYIPUTHQWICSi
EVERYTHING FOR YOUR TRS-80* • ATARI* • APPLE* • PET*
•IKS-M » • tf<a>«Mit ol Ml* rtadio UvkI Oivmoti oi Tindy Corp. • 'AtA«l a J lr*orm«k ol Aliri Inc. - 'Apple k J ItJoVnurk ol Apph- Corp. -'htlii lijdrourii ol Commodore

BUSINESS PAC 100
100 Ready-To-Run
Business Programs

(ON CASSETTE OR DISKETTE) Includes 110 Page Users Manual 5 Cassettes (Or Diskettes)

Inventory Control Payroll Bookkeeping System Stock Calculations.—
Checkbook Maintenance.....Accounts Receivable....Accounts Payable

BUSINESS 100 PROGRAM LIST

1 RULE78 Interest Apportionment by Rule of the 78s

2 ANNU1 Annuity computation program

3 DATE Time between dales

4 DAYYEAR Day of year a particular dale falls on

5 leasejnt Interest rate on lease

6 BREAKEVN Breakeven analysis

7 DEPRSL Straight"ne depreciation

8 DEPRSY Sum of the digits depreciation

9 DEPRDB Declining balance depreciation

10 DEPRDDB Double declining balance depreciation

II TAXDEP Cash flow vs depreciation tables

12 CHECK2 PHrKs NEBS checks along with dairy register

13 CHECKBKI Checkbook maintenance program

14 MORTGAGE/A Mortgage amortization table

15 MULTMON Computes time needed for money to double, triple.

16 SALVAGE Determines salvage value of an investment

17 RRVARIN Rate of return on investment with variable inflows

IB RRCONST Rate of return on investment with constant inflows

19 EFFECT Effecove interest rate of a loan

20 FVAL Future value of an investment (compound interest)

21 PVAL Present value of a future amount

22 LOANPAY Amount of payment on a loan

23 REGWTTH Equal withdrawals from investment to leave over

24 SIMPWSK Simple discount analysis

25 DATEVAL Equivalent & nonequivalent dated values for obkg

26 ANNUDEF Present value of deferred annuities

27 MARKUP % Markup analysis for items

28 SINKFUND Sinking fund amortization program

29 BONDVAL Value of a bond

30 DEPLETE Depletion analysis

31 BLACKSH Black Scholes options analysis

32 STOCVAL1 Expected return on stock via discounts dividends

33 WARVAL Value of a warrant

34 BONDVAL2 Value of a bond

35 EPSEST Estimate of future earnings per share for company

36 BETAALPH Computes alpha and beta variables for stock

37 SHARPE1 Portfolio selection model ce what stocks to hold

38 OPTWRfTE Option writing computations

39 RTVAL Value of a right

40 EXPVAL Expected value analysis

41 BAYES Bayesian decisions

42 VALPRINF Value of perfect information

43 VALADINF Value of additional information

44 UTILiTY Derives utiMy function

45 SIMPLEX Linear programming solution by simplex method

46 TRANS Transportation method for linear programming

47 EOU Economic order quantity Inventory model

48 QUEUE! Single server queueing (waiting line) model

49 CVP Costvokimeprofit analysis

50 COMDPROF Conditional profit tables

51 OPTLOSS Opportunity loss tables

52 FQUOQ Fixed quantity economic order quantity model

NAME DESCRIPTION

53 FQEOWSH As above but with shortages permitted

54 FQEOQPB As above but with quantity price break*

55QUEUECB Cost-benefit waiting line analysis

56 NCFANAL Net cash-flow analysis for simple investment

57 PROFIND ProfHabitty index of a protect

58 CAP1 Cap. Asset Pr. Model analysis of project

59 WACC Weighted average cost of capital

60 COMPBAL True rate on loan with compensating bal required

61 DISCBAL True rate on discounted loan

62 MERGANAL Merger analysis computations

63 RNRAT Financial ratios for a firm

64 NPV Net present value of protect

65 PRINDLAS Laspeyres price index

66 PRINDPA Paasche price index

67 SEASIND Constructs seasonal quantity indices for company

68 TIMETR Time series analysis linear trend

69 T1MEMOV Time series analysis moving average trend

70 FUPRNF Future price estimation with inflation

71 MAILPAC Mailing list system

72 LETWRT Letter writing system-links with MAILPAC

73 SORT3 Sorts list of names

74 LABEL1 Shipping label maker

75 LABEL2 Name label maker

76 BUSBUD DOME business bookkeeping system

77 TTMECLCK Computes weeks total hours from timectock info

78 ACCTPAY In memory accounts payable system storage permitted

79 MVOICE Generate invoice on screen and print on printer

80 INVENT2 In memory inventory control system

81 TELDIR Computerized telephone directory

82 TTMUSAN Time use analysis

83 ASSIGN Use of assignment algorithm for optimal job assign

84 ACCTREC In memory accounts receivable system storage ok

85 TERMSPAY Compares 3 methods of repayment of loans

86 PAYNET Computes gross pay required for given net

87 SELLPR Computes selling price for given after tax amount

88 ARBCOMP Arbitrage computations

89 DEPRSF Sinking fund depreciation

90 UPSZONE Finds UPS zones from zip code

91 ENVELOPE Types envelope including return address

92 AUTOEXP Automobile expense analysis

93 INSFIE Insurance policy We
94 PAYROLL2 In memory payroll system

95 DILANAL Dilution analysis

96 LOANAFFD Loan amount a borrower can afford

97 RENTPRCH Purchase price for rental property

98 SALELEAS Sale-leaseback analysis

99 RRCONVBD Investor's rate of return on convertible bond

100 PORTVAL9 Stock market portfolio storage-valuation program

D CASSETTE VERSION $99.95
D DISKETTE VERSION 899.95

D TRS-80* MODEL II VERSION 8149.95

ADD $2.00 FOR SHIPPING IN UPS AREAS

ADD $3.00 FOR C.O.O. OR NON-UPS AREAS

ADO $4.00 OUTSIDE U.S.A, CANADA * MEXICO

•CDMPIJTHQMICSi«Mn*WCA •miJl'IT* SC(*/CZ

50 N. PASCACK ROAD
SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977

HOUR
OA oRDER.** UNE

V̂ (914)
425-1535
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the tftite

David Block

The security of data banks in computers
is important. In the good old days of the

IBM 704. part of the core memory was
literally kept under lock and key. Every
installation came equipped with a service

engineer. The service engineer had a key.

This key unlocked one of the bits in the

program status word and made it possible

to access otherwise forbidden memory.
Unauthorized tampering with the system
program was possible only with the help
of the engineer. The console operator
was unable to mess up the system as the

programmers were.

The bigger and better systems we have
today seem to rely on passwords and other
feeble dodges. Users naively use their

names or initials as passwords and feel

secure. Students learn how to access
systems from any telephone and how to

get into the operating systems; data files

must be encoded in order to make them
secure.

A small system such as that described
by Charles Noah in the March 1981 issue

of Creative Computing is particularly

vulnerable. If school records are in the

system, students will find them. So they

must be protected. But the security of the

system Mr. Noah presented is illusory. It

David Block. P.O. Box I247.V Gainesville. FL
.12604.

took me only a couple of hours to decode
his message, and a competent student

could probably do it in less time than

that. I shall explain how I did it and present

an alternate method.
There are two kinds of secret writing,

codes and ciphers. In a code meanings
are given to arbitrary symbols. For example,
in 6800 assembly language the symbol
TAB means copy the value found in register

A into register B. If you don't know 6800
assembly language you can"t interpret the

symbols without a code book. That is the

weakness of codes: somewhere there is a
code book, retrieved from a Japanese
submarine or stolen from an embassy safe

in Italy, which compromises the code.

Substitution Ciphers
There are two kinds of ciphers: trans-

position and substitution. A transposition

cipher moves the letters of a message

172

around (transposes them) in accordance
with a set pattern. A substitution cipher

replaces letters with other letters or with

symbols, again with a set pattern. It is

clear that both of these methods are made
for computers; it is perhaps not as clear

that simple substitution ciphers are quite

vulnerable to solution by computers.
In the sixteenth century a man named

Porta published a hook on natural magic
and included in his work a section on
secret writing. The example in Figure 1

shows how one of his methods, now named
Vigenere after a later writer, works. As
you see, a key word is written repeatedly

above the message and each letter in the

message is changed to its equal in the key
alphabet. That is, the cipher letter is taken

from the intersection of the message letter

row and the key letter column.
Now, I have chosen a short keyword

and a message limited to the first letters

March 1982 : Creative Computing



MACRO-MONITOR
...THE SHADOW

What secrets lurk deep
within the heart of your

microprocessor? Only THE
SHADOW knows. Advanced

Operating Systems shines the

light on the intricate workings
of your *TRS-80 Model I or

Model III microcomputer.
MACRO-MONITOR, THE
SHADOW, is a machine

language program by Jake

Commander which allows you

to disassemble and examine
program instructions from any

part of your computer's

memory. THE SHADOW even
enables you to single-step

through your computer's ROM.

With THE SHADOW, you can

load a machine language
program from disk or tape and

begin execution at a user-

specified breakpoint, one
instruction at a time, with a

user-defined time delay

between instructions. It will

disassemble each instruction as

it is being executed and route

it along with all current

register values to your video

screen or printer. The user may
also search through memory
for a specific character string

(ASCII or Hex) up to 16 bytes

in length.

THE SHADOW permits machine
language programs to be

relocated within memory with

all internal calls and jumps
changed to execute in the new

location. The program also

provides a visual display of

tape LOADS and SAVES.

THE SHADOW is completely
user-relocatable in RAM
making it an extremely

valuable tool for all

programmers. This

MACRO-MONITOR program
works with any compatible

DOS.

Now available at your local

software retailer, or call (800)

348-8558 to order. (Indiana

residents, call (219) 879-4693)

MasterCard and VISA accepted.

ADVANCED
OPERATING
SYSTEMS
450 St. John Road

Michigan City, IN 46360

A*-'

registered trademark of Radio Shack, a division of Tandy Corp
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tode, contini

of the alphabet to keep the table short.

You will understand that the table ean be
extended both ways to make it practical.

Notice that you don't need to keep a
copy of the cipher. Whenever you need
it. you simply reconstruct the table using

the keyword or phrase agreed upon with
the CIA. encipher your message, then
burn the table and worksheet.

Given the cipher, how do you break it?

First you determine the key length. Count
the spacing between duplicate letters. In

this short example we find that "V follows

"I" five letters later and "E" follows I

'

five letters later. "B" follows "B" eight

letters later. The odds are that the key is

five letters long. In a longer example of

this cipher we could find that repeated
letters come more often ten or 15 letters

later; the rule is that duplications are
separated by a multiple of the key length.

Noah"s method is a vigenere cipher,

you examine his message you find thai

the repetitions show the kcv to be live

units long. Using the method found in

Helen Pouche Gaines' Elementary ( 'rypt-

analysis, arrange the message in live

columns:

key [BR R ft

a had deed
cipher 2 I B U D P I i: B ! 1

Figure I.

000 253 200 115 214

o;s 235 121 213
027 229 195

012 235 203

255 195 108 217
227 209 211

006 228 213 112 217
239 107 203

OJl 239 112

025 255 118

014 109

001 239 199 118

026
026 213
014 194

012 174 201 118 201

004 239 108

014

.i : i

d (' II I II H

e |i 1 I VI

Notice the gratifying occurrence of

duplicates in columns and particularlv thai

every number in column one has veto as

its first digit. We have been told that

these numbers resulted from exclusive

ORing decimal ASCII letter codes with

key bytes. We know that the letters in

each column were treated alike. The
relative frequencies of the letters in English

is dealt with in Poe's "The Gold Bug" and

Sherlock Holmes story. "The Adventure
of the Dancing Men." Since 239 occurs

five times in column two. il is almost

certainly "I ." In decimal ASCII. I is

M. If 69 XOR KEY is 2». then 239 \<>R
64isKI-Y:

I
o 1

I 1 I I 1 | |

1 II 1 I 1 (I

The regularity of (he key looks promising.

At this point in the process I made an
educated land lucky I guess. I had written

the following short program:

",C

40 (WTO 10

When I gave trie key 10101010 i
= I7()l

to the program and plugged in the numlx-rs

from column two I found that the second
letter of the message was ' V\ "

I guessed
that this was the first letter of a verb. If

the CP/M* and S-100 user's journal

Finally, there s a magazine with up-to-date, informative articles
for the serious microcomputer user! MICROSYSTEMS foucuses
on CP/M*. Pascal, and related software, on North Star and
S-100 bus hardware (including 16-bit systems). You. II find
applications, tutorials, hardware and software reviews, and a
software directory. No longer will you have to hunt through
magazines to find the articles you.ve been waiting for. Now
you can find them all in MICROSYSTEMS!
Keep up with the latest developments in the SIOO

and CP/M world with MICROSYSTEMS!
MICROSYSTEMS. 39 E Hanover Ave.. Morris Plains. NJ 07950

Sign me up"
Send a sample copy ($2 enclosed)

Name
Address .

•TMK
Digital

Research

.88*

-**•—>^i4 >N

City

State/Zip

Canada
Mexico
I : $38
D $27
a $is

Foreign
(Air|

: $69
: : $48
a $25

Term USA
3YR|18i5Suesl : $24
2YR| 12 issues) D $18
1YR|6issuesl " $10

D Payment enclosed
Visa MasterCard American Express Exp Date:

Card Number:
.Signature:

D Bill me (S1 charge)

p*SJTT**e

Edited by Sol Libes
Published every other month
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ADVERTISEMENT

The Newest, Easiest to Use,
Low-Cost Word Processor

Available for the Apple II

The word processor you choose should be

powerful, yet simple to use. It should have the

features of expensive word processors, and still

be reasonably priced. And it should be able to

run on any Apple II computer without requiring

you to spend a few hundred dollars to buy addi-

tional hardware to make the program compat-

ible with the computer.

The word processor that best meets these

requirements is Hayden's new PIE Writer:

Word Processing System. Here's what John

Martellaro of Peelings II magazine (the only

independent magazine devoted solely to the

evaluation of Apple software) has to say about

an earlier version of PIE Writer,

'*.
. .one of the best Word Processors available

for the money. It has an abundance of user-

oriented features ... is very fast and has a pow-

erful editor. . has to be considered a best-buy

word processor. For the money spent, it cannot

be beat. The aesthetics of the input, the power

of the editor and formatter and the flexibility

are impressive."

PROPORTIONAL AND INCREMENTAL
SPACING ADDED
And now PIE Writer is even better. We've

added the ability to do incremental spacing so

that fractions of a space can be added between

words when justifying text. This makes the

distribution of the space required to fill out a

justified line more uniform and less noticeable.

In addition, with its optional proportional

spacing formatter program, PIE Writer be-

comes the ONLY word processor that can print

true proportionally spaced documents. Even
Word Star (tm) at almost 3 times the price, can't

do that. PIE Writer can also save the final for-

matted text on a disk for printing at a later time.

PIE Writer WordStar tm

Incremental spacing (microspacing) Yes Yes

Proportional spacing Yes* No
Split and glue Yes Yes

Word Wrap Around Yes Yes

Page scrolling (forward & backward) Yes Yes

Supports upper & lower case adapters Yes Yes

Automatic centering Yes Yes

Custom form letters Yes Yes

Saves text or binary Tiles Yes No
Flexible formatting Yes Yes

Supressed & continued page numbering Yes Yes
Hyphenation No Yes

Save text segment to a new file Yes Yes

Insert text from another file Yes Yes
Underlining Yes Yes

Automatic search & replace Yes Yes

Edits page breaks Yes Yes
Status display Yes Yes

80-column board versions for the Apple 6 3

Price of software $149.93 $375.00

Total installed price $149.95 $724.00*

•

•Optional
••Includes $349 for a Z80 card.

Available at your local computer store or call 800-63 1 -0856

Available from Hayden Book Co. 50 Essex Street Rochelle Park. NJ 07662

PIE WRITER IS EASY TO USE
Because it is so simple to learn, PIE Writer

can be used by anyone who can use a typewriter.

The new, simplified manual and interactive tu-

torial will have even the inexperienced user up
and running quickly. In just a matter of minutes

you will Uarn how to enter and delete text,

modify what has already been entered and for-

mat your information so that it is printed ex-

actly the way you want it.

PIE WRITER IS VERSATILE
Versatility and compatibility are two impor-

tant features of PIE Writer. While some word
processors for the Apple II computer will only

work with specific accessories, such as

80-column display boards, lowercase adapters

and printers. PIE Writer is versatile enough to

work with almost any combination of these.

For example, the standard version is available

for use on standard Apple II computers with a

40-column display. However, if you have any of

the commonly available 80-column display

boards, such as the Videx Video Term, Sup'r

Term, Smarterm or Double Vision, we have a

version of PIE Writer for you. Specify the

version you want when ordering.

While the standard Apple computer does not

permit the user to enter lowercase characters

from the keyboard, PIE Writer does. Even

more, PIE Writer supports a wide variety of

lowercase adapters that are available, such as

those that are available from Dan Paymar,
Lazer Sytems and Videx.

In addition, PIE Writer permits the user to

display and print lines as long as 1 32 characters

(for the 80-column version of PIE Writer). If

you want to sec what your text will look like on
the printed page before it gets there, you can

preview the final page 24 lines at a time and
check for page breaks and even get a final page

count before the document is printed.

So why settle for less than the best. Get PIE
Writer today. A comparison with the other

leading word processor ought to convince you.

Available at your

local computer store

or call 800-631-0856
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Code, continued.

AISC DIAOLFT IINNNTA GOGANNDOANEFT EOEC IRE R HHNHOYWHOCALEFSE AE SCD

NPOES TOHRO ASNDG SS AELP RCTNNLOV SCICT HEIHD IOOOOUDH SEPESREIAS NTA.

WVNE ND -UATB TTLHSHIBEVNECRUKOETN IFAORES L -JEHUE TILHAEERNN TTE TODV

AFEON VMDN P TE1IND ELEAE RP DETSEPM YE TA NTEARNESA SIAEIGNFNODR EM T H

FSIESNV.EAOYTE-T HR H OEIHS SHDRANOE SSROER FKT WLDOTS RPCII PISAHGCNEE

RSUNIOE RGENND. ED TTEF.KMIAGGND OMR ODK I IDBINRNEGHHEITL S1AT HTR ES;IR P

HT NC .DENS BKESLUIEISNSCSEANNAST ETGHE OEEtKO N BOFLE IDNE-L Q OFUTAE

LE DLHD EIIVAE N HAERANAN HKO SSHMORE KETTOAAOET

Figure 2.

that was so, then the 000 of column one
was an "I." I XOR 000 is 73. This key
would explain why all of the numbers in

column one begin with 0. since it is

001 10001 as all ASCII codes are less than
10000000.

10 OPEN "LCODE" AS 1

20 FIELD I, 84'3 AS Z$
30 FOR 1 = 1 TO 84: PRINT I

40 INPUT AS
SO BS=BS»AS
60 NEXT I

70 LSET Z$=B$
80 PUT 1, RECORD 1

90 CLOSE 1

100 END

Listing L

At this point I created a file of the
cipher numbers so I wouldn't have to
enter them more than once while working
on the problem. See Listing 1.

This is TSC's disk Basic. It created a

disk file holding the first 252 digits of the

message, to be handled by the program.
See Listing 2.

Line 70, with the loop, picks out suc-

cessive triplets of the requested column.

20 OPEN "l.CODE" as 1

.10 GET 1, RECORD 1

40 INPUT "Kev",k
SO INPUT "Column",

L

60 POR 1=0 TO 16
"0 HELD 1, L»I*1S AS ZJ.3 AS AS
80 S=VAL(AS)
90 M»S AND NOT K OR K AND NOT S
100 IF M)63 AND M(128 THEN PRINT CHR$(M);

ELSE PRINT " ";

1 10 NEXT I

120 GOTO 40

Listing 2.

The triplet, which had been stored as a
character string, is converted to a number
by 80, XORed with the chosen key by 90,
then printed by 100 if the result is a
printable character. Running the first

column with the key of 73 yielded the
string IPRESRORVPGHSSGE. If the key

had been wrong, we would likely have
obtained a few blanks here. The result at

this point. IWOOOPAOO. suggests "I WILL
P..." and led me to try 129 for column
three, 31 for column four, and 154 for

column five.

The cipher was broken. If it had not
yielded at this point, I would have altered
the last program to discard all keys for a
column which resulted in any unprintable
character. The relatively few possibilities

which remained would not have taken
long to assess. Combinations which gave
the most pairs of TH. HE. and AN, along
with the common triplets THE. AND,
THA, and ENT, would have been looked
for. See the book by Gaines for details.

Transposition Ciphers
Transposition ciphers are something else.

If the letters of a common word are mixed
up. resulting in EAPCITNE. some people
will never discover what the word is. If a
computer program is used to scramble
the letters of a message in a prearranged
way, the problem of deciphering looks
formidable. The key is an agreed upon
word or phrase:

key SECURITY
order 52174 3-68

EAPCITNE
I S I T V A R U
SPESSOES
FDEH1E

The message has been written in eight-
letter rows, putting the first letter under
one, the second under two, etc. The
message is recovered by reading in groups
of eight letters, in the order indicated by
the numbers derived from the key. So the
first letter is P. the second A. etc. In

practice, a longer key is used and the
transmitted message is divided into five-

Jetter groups to guard against letters lost

in transmission making the rest of the
message garbage.

The program in Listing 3 will accept a
key and encipher a message. The main
feature is the Shell sort, lines 90 to 230,
which determines the order of the letters

in the key. Line 60 has tagged each letter
with its ordinal. The sort carries the ordinals

along with the letters. Line 260 strips off

the ordered ordinals and puts them into

array B. If the ENCODE? of line 270 is

answered with YES, the program deter-

mines the proper sequence for enciphering

and requests a message. If the answer

was NO. the program requests a cipher

and will dicipher it.

In this simple program the key and
message must be the same length. Strange

things will happen if they are not. So
choose a key shorter than the message
and repeat it enough times that the two
lengths match.

You are invited to alter the program to

make the key repeat automatically, using

something like

A=I-INT(I/NrN+1
This simple transposition cipher is not

secure. Again. Gaines explains how to

attack the type. The keylength is deter-

mined by considering the distribution of

the vowels and repetition of common two
and three letter sequences. Another power-

ful tool is a search for probable words.

You may like to try your hand on the

example given in Figure 2. Be warned
that the key is long and that spaces are

significant.

Finally, a suggestion. Mr. Noah's method
and mine may be combined. The resulting

cipher would pose an interesting puzzle,

although not an insoluble one.

10 INPUT"TYPE KEYPHRASE AND PRESS RETURN. ",KS
20 N-LEN(KS)
30 DIM X$(N),B(N),C(N)
40 FOR 1=1 TO N
50 X$(I)=MID$(K$,I,1)*STR$(I)
60 NEXT I

70 L-N
80 L=INT(L/2)
90 IF L=0 THEN 240
100 J-l
110 K=N-L
120 I=J

130 M=I»L
140 IF X$(I)<XJ(M) THEN 210
ISO T$=X$(I)
160 X$(I)-X$(M)
170 X$(M)=T$
180 I-I-L
190 IF Kl THEN 210
200 GOTO 130
210 J.J«1
220 IF J<-K THEN 120
230 GOTO 80
240 FOR 1=1 TO N
250 B(I)=VAL(MID$(X$(I),2))
260 NEXT I

270 INPUT "ENCODE", E$
280 IF LEFTS (E$,1)="Y" THEN GOTO 350
290 INPUT "TYPE CIPHER AND PRESS RETURN", A$
300 FOR 1=1 TO LEN(AS)
310 F=B(I)
320 PRINT MID$(A$,F,1);
330 NEXT I

340 END
350 FOR 1=1 TO N
360 C(B(I))=I
370 NEXT I

380 INPUT "TYPE MESSAGE AND PRESS RETURN", A$
390 FOR 1=1 TO LEN(AJ)
400 PRINT MID$(A$,C(I),1);
410 IF I/5=INT(I/S) THEN PRINT " ";

420 NEXT I

430 END

Listing 3.
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Generating Pseudorandom Numbers

fKft

atari,

Any Card
How can a computer simulate the roll

of a die, the toss of a coin, or the spin of
the roulette-wheel? Many computer appli-

cations require the simulation of these

types of events, also known as random
events or random observances. These
applications include games, simulation
models, and statistical analyses.

An efficient algorithm for generating
random numbers is an essential part of

these applications. This article describes
the mixed congruential method for gen-
erating pseudorandom numbers and pre-

sents an implementation of it written in

Z-80 assembler code.
A sequence of numbers is a random

sequence if each successive number in

the sequence has an equal probability of
taking on any one of the possible values
and is statistically independent of the other
numbers in the sequence. An algorithm
that generates a random sequence is called
a random number generator.

Random number generators generate a
sequence of random numbers from an
initial random number called the seed.

Edward Joyce. 460.1 Lyceum Dr.. San Antonio.
TX 78229.

Edward Joyce

Since the sequence is always the same for
a given seed, the numbers generated are
predictable and reproducible. Therefore,
the sequences generated by these
algorithms are more correctly called pseud-
orandom sequences and the algorithm used
is called a pseudorandom number
generator.

The most commonly used pseudorandom
number generator is the mixed congruential

method. It generates a sequence of random
numbers by always calculating the next
random number from the last one obtained
given an initial seed. The formula for the
mixed congruential method is

x(n + 1) = ((a • x(n)) + c) modulo m
where modulo is the remainder function.
In other words. x(n + 1 ) is the remainder
of ((a • x(nt) + c) divided by m. and a. c,

and m are positive integers, a < m. c <
m. The possible values of x(n + 1 ) are 0,

1, ... m - 1, so that m represents the
desired number of different values that
could be generated.
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There are rules for choosing a and c
that will guarantee that each number in

the sequence occurs only once. For a
binary computer with a word size of b
bits, the usual choice for m is m = 2**b
because this is the total number of non-
negative integers that can be expressed
within the capacity of the word size (for a
Z-80. b is 8). With this choice of m. the
above property can be ensured by selecting

any of the values a = I, 5. 9, 13 ... and c
= 1,3,5.7
The definition of random number

generators and the description of the mixed
congruential method is taken from Hillier

and Lieberman. Introduction to Operations

Research (Reference 1).

A property of the mixed congruential
method is that the sequence of random
numbers is repeated after m values art-

generated. Thus a new seed should be
chosen after m values arc generated to

avoid repeating the same sequence.
The remaining question in this algorithm

is the choice of the seed. Requiring the
user to enter a seed to start the pseudo-
random number generator may be incon-

venient. It would be easier if the computer
would choose this seed automatically.
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A simple, direct way of doing this in an

interactive program is to count the number
of time units, say milliseconds, that it

takes the user to answer a question. This

count may then be used for the initial

random seed. If the time unit is small

enough, then the pseudorandom generator

is to be used in a game program. Initially,

the game program displays a set of instruc-

tions and prompts the user to "DEPRESS
ENTER TO CONTINUE." While waiting

for the user to depress enter, the program

continually increments a register or vari-

able. When enter is depressed, then register

or variable may be used as the random
seed.

(Another good source for a random
number seed is the Z-80 refresh register.

Use the command LD A. R to put this in

register A.— Ed.)

Listing 1 shows the mixed congruential

method implemented in Z-W) assembler

code. In higher level languages such as

Pascal and Basic, the formula for the mixed

congruential methcxl may be implemented

in one statement.
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001000

001000 4F

001001 CB 27
001003 CB 27
001005 47

001006 CB 27
001008 CB 27

00100A 80
00100B 81

00100C C6 0D
00100E C9

ORG 1000H
* Generate a pseudorandom number between and 255

using the mixed congruential method,

x(n + 1) - (((a * x(n)) + c) MOD m)

where a = 21, c » 13, and m » 256, thus the formula is

x(n + 1) » (((21 * x(n)) + 13) MOD 256)

Entry:
register A - x(n)

Exit :

register A = x(n 1)

register B = x(n) * 4

register C = x(n)
all other registers unchanged

Calculate 21*x(n) using the identity
21*x(n) = l*x(n) + 4*x(n) + 16*x(n)

GENHAND LD C,A C <- l*x(n)

SLA A B <- 4»x(n)
SLA A
LD B,A

SLA A A <- 16*x(n)
SLA A

ADD A,B A <- 20*x(n)
ADD A,C A <- 21*x(n)

ADD A, 13D A <- <<21*x(
RET
END

Listing 1. Z-80 code for mixed congruential pseudorandom number generator.
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Reading and Writing Sorcerer Strings

Bob Stuckmeyer

My experience with the Sorcerer can
best be described as a bittersweet love

affair. Make no mistake. I am definitely

crazy about the machine— but occasionally

(in an emotional frenzy) I have threatened

to terminate the relationship. In all fairness

to the folks at Exidy I will describe what
is good about their product before discuss-

ing what is not so good and how in one
instance I was able to circumvent a design
flaw.

The hardware quality of the Sorcerer is

excellent; my unit has worked reliably

from day one. The keyboard has a profes-

sional feel and includes a numeric keypad.
The use of plug-in ROM software packs
was an idea, pioneered by Exidy, which
has since been used by Texas Instruments
and Atari. The Sorcerer video display of

30 lines of 64 characters (upper and lower
case) is far better than that offered on
competing systems from Apple, Atari,

Radio Shack or TI.

My major complaints concern the 8K
Microsoft Basic plug-in ROM that is

supplied with the standard Sorcerer. Exidy
has advertised their product as a machine
that is "all business." Unfortunately standard

Basic has several weaknesses which make
it difficult to support a small business

application.

Bob Stuckmeyer. 2.W Cavendish Lane. St. Louis.
MO 6.1129.

One severe weakness is that standard
Basic only supports decimal numbers
having six significant digits. This implies

that dollar amounts greater than $9999.99
cannot be manipulated accurately. The
only advice I can give to get around this

limitation is to write in assembly language
or buy a disk system which comes with
extended Basic.

Only numeric data
can be written to and
read from cassette;

I/O of character strings
is not supported.

Standard Basic is also deficient in its

handling of cassette I/O. Only numeric
data can be written to and read from
cassette; I/O of character strings is not
supported. Moreover, the Basic cassette

I/O routines do not work reliably at the
normal transfer rate of 1200 baud; a slower
transfer rate of 300 baud must be used.
Because my intended uses for the

Sorcerer rely heavily on the manipulation
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and storage of character data, deficiencies
in cassette I/O posed serious problems.
Obvious solutions were to buy a disk system
or to write in assembly language. I rejected
the former due to expense and the latter

because of the programming effort

involved. Another alternative is to convert
character data to its numeric ASCII equiv-
alent prior to writing to cassette and to

perform an inverse transformation when
reading. Because numbers occupy four
bytes of memory while characters occupy
a single byte, this approach increases the
amount of data stored by a factor of four.

As mentioned previously, the transfer rate

must also be reduced from 1200 to 300
baud for this technique to work. Needless
to say this alternative proved to be too
inefficient for my needs— I was writing
four times as much data four times as
slowly.

After much frustration the obvious finally

occurred to me. Why not access the mon-
itor routines for cassette I/O? Unlike their

Basic counterparts these routines work
quite reliably at 1200 baud. Because they
operate based on a range of specified
memory addresses the monitor routines
are oblivious to the type of data contained
in the range; hence, they work equally
well on character or numeric data.

To access the monitor routines from a
Basic program I had to write two short
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Smith-Corona introduces

the onlydaisy wheel printer

for under $900:

You're putting together a desktop computer

system for your office or home. And you want to add a

letter quality printer so you can do word processing,

too. But you don't want to spend a fortune.

Until now, you really had little choice but to

settle for dot matrix printers. True, dot matrix

doesn't produce letter-perfect printing, but daisy

wheel printers just cost too much. That is, they did.

Now, Smith-Corona* offers a daisy wheel

printer at such an incredibly low price, you can't afford

not to get it. (The fact is, you won't find a daisy wheel

printer anywhere at a price so low.)

The Smith-Corona TP-I" printer operates with

microprocessor controlled daisy wheel technology, and

is available with either standard serial or parallel data

interface. It is compatible with most microcomputers

currently on the market. And, unlike many printers,

it's made in America.

Best of all, the TP-I produces results identical to

those of our very finest office typewriters—printing

with real character. So it can be used to send out

letters that have to look perfect. As well as financial

statements, inventory reports, direct mail campaigns,

manuscripts. Even a letter to your son in college!

Anything at all you need printed.

The basic TP-I will handle letter or legal sized

paper. An option that will be available soon will enable

it to handle either fanfold or single sheet paper.

The TP-I is easy-to-use—just turn the power

on, load the paper, and away it goes. There are drop-in

ribbon cassettes and a choice of easy-to-change, snap-

on daisy print wheels for a variety of fonts.

So stop thinking you can't afford a daisy wheel

printer. Because, thanks to Smith-Corona, a printer

with real character is 0_^*x.l_ (~*

no longer expensive. ^ll1lvri~V^OrOri3
i 1

Please send me mora information on the Snath-Corona IT I

daisy wheel printer.

Name
Title—

Company Name

Business Ail

City _ Slate. .Zip-

Mail Cou|K in to:

Dwinht R Newcomer, National Sales Manager—Office Products

Smith-Corona
65 Locust Avenue

New Canaan. Connecticut OtiH-lt

>

'Manufat Hirer's wggetted retail is under $9(10. but pi i
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Sorcerer, continued...

assembler subroutines that could be called

via the Basic USR function. These sub-

routines are contained in Listing I.

Before discussing how these routines

work let's talk about how Basic interfaces

with a machine language subroutine.

Machine language routines are generally

placed in the first 256 bytes of memory
because this is the only area of available

RAM that you can be assured Basic won't
clobber. Prior to calling a machine language
routine from Basic, the routine must be
loaded in memory and the starting address
must be POKEd into decimal addresses

260 and 261 (low order byte, then high

order byte). The routine may then be
called with the USR function.

Listing 1 contains two subroutines: one
for saving data on cassette and one for

loading data from cassette. Both routines

operate under the assumption that the
Sorcerer controls your cassette on/off
motors (Exidy sells a special cable that

allows connection to dual cassettes plus
on/off motor control). The first 170 bytes
of RAM (decimal addresses 0-169) are

used as the cassette data buffer.

Prior to calling the SAVE routine the

Basic program must move the data to be
written into the buffer, then POKE the

Why not access
the monitor routines
for cassette I/O?

number of bytes to be saved into decimal
address 254. The program must also tell

the subroutine which cassette to use by
POKEing the appropriate value into

decimal address 252 (to select cassette I

use 49. to select 2 use 50). The SAVE
routine uses this information to establish

the proper linkage for calling the monitor
routine which writes memory to cassette.

The LOAD routine assumes that data
will be read from cassette 1. Data read
from tape is placed in the buffer. The
Basic program can then move this data to

the appropriate variable(s) for further

processing.

Listing 2 is a Basic program which
demonstrates use of these routines by
writing character strings to cassette and
reading them back. Note that each string

written to tape is followed by at least one
special character (hex zero). This character
is used by the Basic program to determine
where the string ends in the buffer when
data is read.

This approach for cassette I/O has
worked well for me in a word processor I

have written. The routines can also be
used to save multiple strings at a time (i.e.

to save a customer name and address as

one record) if care is taken so that the

Listing 1.

EXIDY Z-80 ASSEMBLER
ADDR OBJECT ST

0001 SORCERER BASIC CASSETTE 1/0 INTERFACE
0002 BY
0003 BOB STUCKHEYER
0004 2347 CAVENDISH LANE
0005 ST. LOUIS. MO 63129
0006 06/20/80
0007 (******»*
0008
0009 EXIDY MONITOR SUBR0UTIN
0010

>E02A 0011 TAPSAV EQU 0E02AH » SAVES MEM ON TAPE
>E02D 0012 TAPL0AD EQU 0E02DH .LOADS A FILE INTO MEM
>E1A2 0013

0014
0015
0016
0017

GETMUA

i

EQU

PSECT
ORG

0E1A2H

ABS
00AAH

(PLACES MUA ADDR IN IY

0018 i SAVE RECORD ON TAPE
0019 1

00AA E5 0020 PUSH HL »UE DESTROY
00AB FDE5 0021 PUSH IY
00AD DS 0022 PUSH DE
00AE CDA2E1 0023 CALL GETMUA
00B1 FD365000 0024 LD (IY+50H).0 (LOAD HUA+50, MUA+51 UI

00BS FD365100 0025 LD < IY+51H>.0 i SAVE START ADDRESS
00B9 21DFO0 0026 LD HL. SAVRET (PUT RETURN ADDR ON STA

00BC E5 0027 PUSH HL
00BD 210000 0028 LD HL.00H .PUT SAVE START ADDR ON
OOCO E5 0029 PUSH HL ( STACK
00C1 ED5BFE00 0030 LD DE»< ENDAD) (LOAD SAVE END ADDRESS
00C5 21FC00 0031 LD HL.CR (POINT HL AT CARR RET
00C8 FD364752 0032 LD < IY+47HWR' SLOAD MUA+47 - MUA+4B
OOCC FD364845 0033 LD ( IY+48H>.'E' i UITH ASCII FILE NAME
00D0 FD364943 0034 LD < IY+49H).'C
O0D4 FD364AS2 0035 LD < IY+4AH).'R'
00D8 FD364B44 0036 LD < IY+4BH)t'D'
00DC C32AE0 0037 JP TAPSAV (URITF RECORD
O0DF Dl 0038 SAVRET POP DE (RESTORE
00E0 FDE1 0039 POP IY
00E2 El 0040 POP HL
00E3 C9 0041

0042 1

RET

0043 1 LOAD RECORD FROM TAPE
0044 1

00E4 E5 0045 PUSH HL IUE DESTROY
00ES FDE5 0046 PUSH IY
00E7 F5 0047 PUSH AF
00E8 CDA2E1 0048 CALL GETMUA
00EB 21F700 0049 LD HL.L0DRET »PUT RETURN ADDR ON STAI

00EE E5 0050 PUSH HL
00EF AF 0051 X0R A (ZERO A
00FO FE01 0052 CP 1H (SET NZ FLAG
00F2 F5 0053 PUSH AF (PUT FLAG ON STACK
OOF 3 AF 0054 X0R A >SET Z FLAG

OOF 4 C32DE0 0055 JP TAPLOAD (READ RECORD
OOF 7 Fl 0056 LODRET POP AF (RESTORE RECISTERS
00F8 FDE1 0057 POP IY
OOFA El 0058 POP HL
OOFB C9 0059

0060
0061
0062

1

f

9

RET

UORK AREAS

OOFC OD 0063 CR DEFB ODH
OOFD OD 0064 DEFB ODH
OOFE 0000 0065 ENDAD DEFU OOH

ERRORS=0000

CR OOFC ENDAD OOFE GETMUA E1A2
LODRET 00F7 SAVRET OODF TAPLOA E02D
TAPSAV E02A

total length of the data to be saved does
not exceed the maximum length of the

buffer and if each string is delimited with
an end-of-string character. Strings and
numeric variables can also be saved on a

single record if the number is first converted
to a string using the STR$ function and
then converted back to a number when it

is read back in using the VAL func-

tion.
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Listing 2.

10 REM ** DEMO PROGRAM FOR READING AND WRITING **
20 REM ** STRING DATA TO CASSETTE **
30 REM ** BY $*
40 REM ** BOB STUCKMEYER **
SO REM ** 2347 CAVENDISH LN **
60 REM ** ST LOUIS' MO 63129 **
70 REM ** 6/20/80 »*
100 CLEAR 500:DIM A«( 7 )

105 REM FOLLOWING TEXT FROM J.R.R. TOLKIEN'S
107 REM THE LORD OF THE RINGS
110 A«< >-" Three Rinds for the Elven-Kinss under the sKw."
120 A« 1 )=" Seven for the Dwarf-lords in their halls of stone."
130 A*(2>="Nine for Mortal Men doomed to diet"
140 A*<3)="One for the Dark Lord on his dark throne"
150 A«(4)="In the Land of Mordor where the Shadows lie."
160 At(5)="0ne Rind to rule then all. One Rind to find theaf"
170 A«(6>="0ne> RinS to brina them all and in the "

175 A«< 6 >=A»( 6 )+"darkness bind them"
180 A«<7>="In the Land of Mordor where the Shadows lie."
190 G0SUB 1000:REM LOAD CASSETTE 1/0 ROUTINES
200 G0SUB 2000! REM WRITE TO CASSETTE
210 GOSUB 3000: REM READ FROM CASSETTE
220 REM DISPLAY TEXT
230 PRINT CHRV12KREM CLEAR SCREEN
240 FOR 1*0 TO 7JPRINT A«< I >!NEXT I

250 END
1000 REM «* THIS ROUTINE LOADS THE MACHINE LANGUAGE »*
1010 REM ** CASSETTE I/O ROUTINES »*
1020 FOR 1=170 TO 255
1030 READ KtPOKE IrK
1040 NEXT I

1045 DATA 229.253.229.213.205.162.225
1050 DATA 253. 54. 80.0.253. 54. 81.0. 33. 223.0
1060 DATA 229.33.0.0.229.237.91.254.0.33.252.0.253.54,71.82
1070 DATA 253.54, 72.69.253. 54. 73.67. 253.54.74.82
1080 DATA 253.54.75.68.195.42.224.209.253.225.225.201
1085 DATA 229. 253. 229.245.205.162. 225. 33. 247.0
1090 DATA 229.175.254.1.245.175.195.45.224.241.253.225
1100 DATA 225.201.13.13.0.0
1110 RETURN
2000 REM ** THIS ROUTINE WRITES STRING DATA TO CASSETTE **
2010 REM

2015 REM SET MAX STRING LENGTH TO 64
2020 POKE 254.65
2022 REM SELECT CASSETTE *1 TO WRITE
2023 POKE 252.49
2025 REM SET UP USR CALL
2030 POKE 260.170: POKE 261.0
2035 REM
2040 PRINT CHR«( 12>!"Read« cassette " fPEEM 252)-48J
2042 PRINT " for recordind."
2050 INPUT "press RETURN to start" SZ«
2060 FOR 1=0 TO 7

2070 REM CLEAR DATA BUFFER
2080 FOR J=0 TO PEEK( 254 >: POKE J. 0: NEXT J
2090 REM LOAD STRING INTO BUFFER A CHARACTER AT A TIME
2100 FOR J=l TO LEN(A»(D)
2110 POKE J-1.ASC(MID*( A«( I >>J.l )>

2120 NEXT J
2130 REM WRITE BUFFER TO TAPE
2140 X=USR(0)
2150 NEXT I

2160 RETURN
3000 REM ** THIS ROUTINE READS DATA FROM CASSETTE •*
3020 REM
3030 REM SET UP USR CALL
3040 POKE 260. 228: POKE 261.0
3050 REM
3060 PRINT CHR«( 12). "Rewind cassette • 1. press Plattr*
3070 INPUT "then press RETURN". Z»
3080 FOR 1=0 TO 7
3090 REM READ RECORD INTO BUFFER
3100 X=USR<0)
3110 REM LOAD STRING FROM BUFFER A CHARACTER AT A TIME
3120 A»( I >«
3130 FOR J=0 TO PEEK< 254 )

3140 REM CHECK FOR END OF STRING CHARACTER (HEX 0)
3150 IF PEEK(J>=0 THEN 3180
3160 A*( I >=A*( I )+CHR*< PEEKC J ) >

3170 NEXT J
3180 NEXT I

3190 RETURN
READY

WHAT EVERY

INTELLIGENT INVESTOR
REALLY NEEDS TO KNOW!*

THFRF IS MOKK TO BEING A SHREWD INVESTOR THAN KNOWING IF YOUR STOCK WENT UP OR DOWN. SHOULD YOU
NOT CONSIDER INVESTMENT ALTERNATIVES? WHAT WOULD THESE ALTERNATIVES HAVE PRODUCED CONSIDERING
THE SAME INVESTED AMOUNTS ON THE SAME DAYS?

.ntki\j..(,t:nt investor™ s«h« i

• Keeps Record ol All

Investments

Cash Additions a Withdrawals

Quarterly Portfolio Valuations

dividends a Interest

Brokerage Commissions

Margin I ipenses

Advisory Fees

• Tells You
Who Made More horn Your

Account You or Your

Stockbroker

Calculates

Time Weighted Rates ol Return

Dollar Weighted Rates ol Return

Portfolio Yields

Traditional 110 year lime spans plus

User Oetintd Specific Periods

Evaluates

Your Investment Decisions

In Terms of Alternatives

Your Investment Recommen
dations & Decisions

Is

Utility

All Investment Media Stocks.

Bonds. Real Estate. Commo
dines. Options. Etc

Tai Deductible

Consult Your Accountant lor

Requiiemenls

Error Tolerant and Tiouble Free

tor Use by the Computer Novice

User Friendly Menu Driven

AVAllABU IOR APPLE COMPUTERS WITH APPLESOFT, 48K. 16 SECTOR. DUAL DISK DRIVES SB9

Telephone Orders Accepted on Visa or Mastercharge

Mail Orders Must be Accompanied By Check or Charge Card

SHIPPING AND HANOI ING 13

CAnromiA wsioinis ado ex saiis iai

Number

I xpuation Date

Cardholders Name

Signature

•» tuum imtnati nmK*non snaiic anus onmouist

umismt is t numtutt m *rru co*ruit*mc
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SOI fWARI I OR

,h, INTELLIGENT INVESTOR
MO CameUiitw Plaza

69(X) I: CamtlbacU Road

SaAtsdaU, AZ 8525

1

(602) 4-4 1 5 il 5

TM
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Computerized Star Map

Andrew Shooman

An astronomer needs a star map just

as a traveler needs a road map. He
must know where to look for celestial

objects and be able to predict their

position in thefuture. Many astronomers
use a star map, consisting of two disks,

which can be rotated to represent any
sky positionfora particular latitude on
earth.

This program is written for the I6K
Level II TRS-M It prints a computerized
star map, which uses various mathema-
ticalformulae for computing the posi-

tions ofthe starsand the moon, andfor
displaying them on the computer ter-

minal.

The Mechanical Star Map
A star map is a mechanical device which

consists of two rotatable concentric disks.

The disk underneath has all the stars ever
visible in your hemisphere printed on it.

while the upper disk has a hole cut out
which represents a view of the sky. One
disk has the dates of the year printed near
the outside rim. while the other has the

time of the day printed in the same position.

When the appropriate date and time are

matched up along the scales, the stars

which appear through the cutout represent

the actual sky.

Andrew Shooman. 12 Broadficld Place. Olen Cove.
NY 11542.

OBJECTS FOI BINOOAAtS

•

f

"

' A

THE NIGHT SKY
SHOWN IN DUAl PERSPECTIVE
FOR REDUCED DISTORTION

38-50

Figure I. Rotatable Star Map.
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NEW SUBSCRIBERS ONLY

Send me one year of

creative
computing

at 20% off!

I want 12 issues of Creative Computing for

only $19.97! (The full one-year subscription
price is $24.97.)

I prefer two years for $36.97.

D Make that three years for $49.97.
Mr.

Mrs.

(pl««M print full name) 5S001

Address Apt

City

State Zip

CHECK ONE: D Payment enclosed. D Bill me later.

49551 Send me one year of Popular
Electronics for $11.97.
(Full subscription price $15.)

Otter valid in U.S. and possessions only Please allow 30 to 60
days for delivery of first issue.
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MARKET
ANALYSIS.

Easy. And Fast.

Programs for your personal computer.

STOCK TRACKER uses our technical

volume analysis to give buy and sell

signals on individual stocks, options

and commodities. Telecommunications
package optional.

MARKET TRACKER is a composite of

six technical indicators which tell when
the Dow turns bullish and bearish. Its

| four-year track record is available.

WIPING CQM&4NY
Post Office Box 5*9
Clayton, CA 94517

415/672-3233
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Pal «4 259.70b
ISO 2

WARNING!
Electric Power Pollution.

Spikes & Lightning

HAZARDOUS to

MICROCOMPUTERS!!
Patented ISOLATORS provide

protection trom . .

.

• Computer errors caused by

power line Interference

• Computer errors due to system

equipment interaction

• Spike damage caused by

copier/elevator/air conditioners

• Lightning caused damage
•• FULLY GUARANTEED"

• ISOLATOR (ISO 1) 3 isolated 3 prong sockets; Spike Suppression;

useful for small offices, laboratories, classrooms $69.95

• ISOLATOR (ISO-2) 2 Isolated 3-prong socket banks: (6 sockets

total); Spike Suppression; useful for multiple equipment installs

lions $69.95
• SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO 3) similar to ISO 1 except double isolation

& oversize Spike Suppression; widely used lor severe electrical

noise situations such as factories or large offices $104.95

• SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO-1 1) similar to ISO-2 except double isolated

socket banks & Oversize Spike Suppression; for the larger system

in severe situations $104.95

• MAGNUM ISOLATOR (ISO 17) 4 Quad Isolated Sockets; Multiple

Spike Suppressors; For ULTRA-SENSITIVE Systems in extremely

Harsh environments $181.95

• CIRCUIT BREAKER, any model (Add CB) Add $9.00

• CKT BRKR/SWITCH/PILOT(-CBS) Add $17.00

AT YOUR DEALERS MasterCard. Visa, American Express

ORDER TOLL FREE 1 800 225 4876 (except AK, HI, PR & Canada)

/^J'Electronic Specialists, Inc.
1*1 South Main Suaat. Nalick Mass 017$0

Technical & Non-800: 1-617-655 1532

CIRCLE 142 ON READER SERVICE CARD

LET YOUR APPLE SEE THE WORLD!
The DS-65 Digisector opens up a whole new world for your Apple II. Your computer
can now be a part of the action, taking pictures to amuse your friends, watching your
house while you're away, taking computer portraits . . . the applications abound! The
DS-65 is a random access video digitizer. It converts a TV camera's output into digital

information your computer can process. The DS-65 features:

• High Resolution — a 256 x 256 picture element scan
• Precision — 64 levels of grey scale

Versatility — Accepts either NTSC or industrial video input

Economy — A professional tool priced for the hobbyist

The DS-65 is an intelligent peripheral card with onboard software in 2708 EPROM.
Check these software features:

• Full screen scans directly to Apple Hi-Res screen
• Easy random access digitizing by Basic programs
• Line-scan digitizing for reading charts or tracking objects
• Utility functions for clearing and copying the Hi-Res screen hires PICTURE USING THE DS-65

AND PICTURE SCANNER SOFTWARE

Use the DS-65 for precision security systems; computer portraiture; robotics; fast to slow scan conversion; moving target indicators;

reading UPC codes, musical scores and paper tape and more! GIVE YOUR APPLE THE GIFT OF SIGHT! DS-65 Price: $349.95 / FSII

Camera Price: $299.00 / Combination Price: $599.00

ADDITIONAL SOFTWARE FOR THE DS-65
— Picture Scanner Provides a variety of different dithering algorithms for compressing the digitized image into the Hi-Res
screen. Available on 13-sector disk. Price; $39.95

— Superscan: Enables you to enhance the DS-65's Hi-Res pictures with colors! Choose from 21 different colors and assign them
to grey scale values, modify pictures, zoom, enhance contrast, etc. Print routines for the Anadex and Paper Tiger* are provided.

Comes on a 13-sector disk. Written for The Micro Works by Magna Soft. Price: $79.95

— Portrait System Software: This program includes captions and a credit line, reverse printing for T-shirt application and the
option to save portraits on disk. Specifically for use with a Malibu 165 printer. Call or write for more information.

T ur r\ r\ n /^ r—v -~~ 'Paper Tiger is a trademark of Integral Data Systems. Inc.

[KM. U vS? Irv^Q) MasterCharge/Visa Accepted

^/©[J^^ P.O. BOX 1110 DEL MAR, CA92014 714-942-2400
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Star Map, continued.

A rotatable star map is needed because
of the apparent westward motion of the

stars due. of course, to the earth's eastward
rotation and revolution. The scales for

date and time, in fact, relate to the motion
of the earth, thereby predicting the position

of the stars.

From a particular location on earth, some
stars will be visible and some will never be
visible. The majority, however, are visible

sometimes. The ones which can always be
seen are called circumpolar. because they

appear to circle the pole. The constellations

which are circumpolar from New York
are: Ursa Major (which includes the Big

Dipper). Ursa Minor (the Little Dipper).

Draco. Cepheus and Cassiopeia. By rotating

a star map through all the possible positions.

one can determine when any given star is

visible.

To understand the program, it will be
necessary to cover some relevant astro-

nomical background and terminology.

Cities on the globe of the world are
located by coordinates of latitude and
longitude. Stars are located in the globe of

the sky by coordinates of right ascension

(heavenly longitude) and declination

(heavenly latitude). Right ascension can
be measured in degrees or hours and
minutes.

The right ascension, or longitude in the

sky, of a star is constantly changing as the

earth turns: but its declination or latitude

in the sky. is always the same (Figure 2).

The hour angle describes star positions

in relation to the meridian. An hour angle

of a star increases by 15 degrees each
hour, while its declination always remains
constant. This coordinate of the star, can
be used to plot the star on a star map. or to

locate its position in a particular sky.

For everyday viewing purposes, we may
think of the globe of the sky as rotating

around the globe of the earth. Each star

has a particular highest moment, its transit.

which is the time that it crosses the

meridian— an imaginary line bisecting the

sky which runs directly from north to

south.

Every star transits about four minutes,

actually three minutes and fifty-five seconds.

This adds up to two hours earlier each
month, and 24 hours earlier the next year.

East w CM

South

Figure 2. Hour Angle and Declination Coordinate System.

For instance, if a star transits at 9:00 p.m.

one night, it will transit at 8:56 p.m. the

next night.

Since 24 hours is one day. the stars cross

the meridian at the same time of day one
year later. (This is because the earth rotates

once more per year with respect to the

stars than it does with respect to the

sun.—Ed.) This program uses a more exact

factor of about 3 minutes and 56 seconds a

day.

Sidereal time is what we call the time

that measures the apparent motion of the

stars. It is measured in slightly shortened

days, hours and minutes. Clock time and
sidereal time are the same on September
23. The next day at arbitrary) ?) or solar

midnight, sidereal time is about 23 hours

and 56 minutes. Sidereal time thus

corresponds to the transit time of the stars.

When sidereal time is the same as the right

ascension of a given star, that star will be

on the meridian.

The program prints the
positions not of

individual stars, but of
the major constellations

with respect to the
meridian.

Sidereal time, like right ascension, can
be expressed either in degrees or from to

24 hours. This program does all compu-
tations in degrees since it is more convenient,

but later converts to hours and minutes,

the more common system among
astronomers.

The program prints the positions not of

individual stars, hut of the major constel-

lations with respect to the meridian: the

star map would be too crowded to print

each individual star.

Phases of The Moon
The phase of the moon— its illuminated

shape as seen from earth —changes as the

moon moves along its orbit around the

earth. This takes about 29 1/2 days to

complete. The moon's age is a number
stating its phase precisely.

Since only the half of the moon which
faces the sun reflects sunlight, the phase

depends on how much of the lighted part

of the moon can be seen from earth. At
one point in its orbit, we can see only the

dark side of the moon (See Figure 3.) This

phase is called "new moon." As the moon
progresses in its orbit we can gradually see

more of the lighted moon, which grows
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The Voice gives

your Aopie the

power of speech
Use the stondora

Voce vocoOuiof v to

speak an endlesscom
pmatton of phrases or

easily record your own
vocabulary and moke your
Apple SOy anything you like

Eoch data disk stores up to 80
words or phrases which con be

sorted for quick reference Whdts
more theVoice oliowsyou to speak
from any Basic prcgrom by using

Prmt Commands Guaranteed
the best and easiest to use
speech software available
For the Apple II or Apple II

Plus with 48K ($39%)

from the leader in quality software

MUSE V 4 1.VAM -

347 N CHARLES STREET
BALTIMORE. MD 21201

,(301)659-7212
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IAS and CP/M "

Out Integrated Accounting System (IAS) has always been a good value, but

wait until you lae the latest version And. it's now available tot the CP M"
operating system, too Some ol the featutes includt:

Custom Chart ol Accounts with a mote flexible numbering system and 25

character account names Improved linancial tapotts. including an Income

Statement with percent-of sales figures An aipanded and more flexible check

register Eipanded account names in AR and AP AR incorporates a modified

open-item, balance forward account system with invoicing end statements

AP has a more flexible check writing program as does the PR subsystem The

GL. AP and PR check writing programs all are formatted for the same NEBS

checks so you don't need three different types of checks The AR invoicing and

statement programs are also formatted for NEBS forms. All programs use our

exclusive Skip- Sequential file structure for improved speed end disk effi-

ciency The user's manual has been expanded end includes sample printouts

from most programs, and is written tor the non programmer

The General Ledger is » 1 50 00 and may ba used as a stand-alone system The

AR. AP end PR subsystems require the Gl subsystem for proper operation GL

plus one subsystem is 1250.00. GL plus two subsystems is S325 00 and the

complete package is '395 00 NOTE: the new IAS requires a 24 80

cursor-addressable tetminel. 48K of memory and one 8 of two 5' < disk

drives. CP M "' users must have the SoHo Group's Matchmaker, which we

will provide free to the first 100 buyers of the complete IAS package (t1 10 00

value) Matchmaker mey otherwise be ordered with any IAS subsystem for

S75 00

The IAS operator's manual may ba purchased for *25 00 (credited towards

purchase) Please specify 8" SD (soft sectored) or 5''«" North Star disk and

CRT type when ordering.

CP M is a rsgisttrtd tridtmirk ol Digilil Risttrch.

taster charge]

V

ECOSOFT
P O Box 68602

Indianapolis. IN 46268
(317) 283 8883

Fantasy for your ATARI

All B^bA
3&<& the forty thieves

IK Stuart Smith

Guide your alter ego, Ah K»Im through thi* thieves mountain
den in an attempt to rescue the beautiful prlnceta Treasure,
magic and great danger awali you! < )nc or more human players
can guide up to seventeen friendl) characters through the many
rooms, halls, ami caves Some characters wander around
randomly, maklngeach adventure a little different

\U BABA VNDTHE FORTY THIEVES la written In high

resolution color graphics and Includes music ami sound effects

Vdventurea can !* saved to disk and resumed at later time
Requires 32K.

On Diskette Only SSLBfi

Graphics for your ATARI

Character3€aaio
Bv Chris Hull

*^

It's easy to create youf own character sets and save them fo

diskette or cassette with CHARACTER MAGIC But this is not just

another character editor CHARACTER MAGC helps you use all the

charocter types that the Atari is capable of. including descending
characters (8 x 10 dots) and two types of five-color character
graphics not supported by Atori's Operating System Documenta-
tion includes examples of display lists that let you use these "secret''

graphics modes Requires 32K

Cassette or Diskette - S29 95

FOR OUR COMPLETE LINE OF ATARI SOFTWARE
PLEASE WRITE FOR OUR CATALOG

ASK FOR QUALITY SOFTWARE products at your favorite computer store II neces-

sary you may order directly from us MasterCard and Visa cardholders may place

orders by calling us at (213) 344-6599 Of mail your check or bankcard number to the

address above California residents add 6S sales tax Shipping Charges Within

North America orders must include St 50 for shipping and handling Outside North

America the charge for airmail shipping and handling is SS 00 Pay in U S currency

QUTiLtry
SOFTW7IR6

6660 Reseda Blvd . Suite 106. Reseda Ca 9)335 1.16599

CIRCLE 154 ON READER SERVICE CARD indicates trademarks of Atari
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Star Map, continued.

Figure .?. Phases of the Moon. (Boxes indicate view of the

moon from earth, numbers represent moon 's age. I

from crescent to gibbous (more than half,

or football shaped), until we can see all of

the lighted part of the moon during the

phase called "full moon."
Then as the moon continues in its orbit,

we can see less of the lighted moon, as the

phase changes from full moon to gibbous

to last quarter to crescent back to new
moon, and the cycle repeats itself. The
moon's age is thus the number of days

since the new moon. The term "waxing"

refers to the period when the moon appears

to grow larger when we gradually see more
of the lighted moon each day. and "waning"

to the other period. (This program repre-

sents each phase of the moon with a picture

printed with a 5 x 5 matrix of X's.l

Because of the cyclical nature of the

star map. this program uses the modulo
function repeatedly. The modulo function

for values A and B assigns a new value to

A in the range from to almost B. by

subtracting all the multiples of B. In the

computer language PL/1, this is a built-in

function. However, in Basic this must be

defined by the following statement:

DEF FNM (A,B)=(A/B-INT(A/B)*B
where DEF announces user-defined func-

tions, FNM is the name we give the modulo
function, and INT is the built-in integer

function (which truncates numbers to

integers).

For example, the modulo of (47.30) is

17, the modulo of (700.360) is 340. and the

modulo of (15.25) is 15. But we often use

this function for non-integer values— for

instance, to furnish values of sidereal time

or right ascension between and 360
degrees.

The following is the formula for the

computation of sidereal time:

S=FNM((D+K)'F+T1.36()l

where FNM is the modulo function, D is

the number of days since the beginning of

the current year. K is a constant which

equals the number of days from the zero

point of sidereal time (September 23) until

the end of the year (99 days). F is the

factor by which sidereal time changes each

day (0.98630137 degrees), and Tl is the

motion of the star since midnight of the

current day. S is given in degrees.

The formula used to compute hour angle

is:

H= FNM(S-R1+K.36()I
where FNM is the modulo function. H is

the hour angle in degrees. S is the sidereal

time in degrees. R I is the right ascension

in degrees, and K is the angular value of

the meridian (270 degrees) in this coordinate

system.

The coordinate system used in this

program is referenced from the north pole

and uses west (the positive X-axis, which is

Odegrees) for the angular reference point.

Cartesian Output from Polar Data
This program must convert polar coordi-

nates to Cartesian coordinate! (see Figure

5) because the positions of the stars are

stored in the polar system, but the average

computer terminal can print only hori-

zontally and vertically. The fact that an

average computer terminal cannot print

upward by reversing the paper poses a

problem, because the constellations must

be printed on the star map from top to

bottom and from left to right.

Back and forth problems are overcome
by storing all of the positions in a matrix,

and then printing out the matrix one row
at a time. The X and Y values obtained

from the coordinate conversions must also

be offset by the values of the radius of the

circle (which is the outline for the star

map) plus 1. to prevent negative values

from entering the matrix, which generates

an error in Basic Plus.

The following formulae convert polar

coordinates to Cartesian coordinates and

offset them for entrance into the matrix:

X=INT(R»COS<T»C)-t-.5)+R2=l
Y= INT(R»SlN(T*C)+.5)+R2+ 1 +

(9OL)/90*R2

where INT is the integer function. R is the

radius of declination circle (in characters).

T is the hour angle (theta value). C is a

correction factor from degrees to radians

(polar coordinates are in degrees, but the

computer performs trigonometric opera-

tions only in radians) which equals

0.0174533: R2 sets the radius of a circle

outlining the star map: and I is the latitude

for the star map (40 degrees for New York I.

(The Y coordinate must be offset to adjust

for the proper latitude.)

Visibility

The positions of the constellations must

be checked and those outside the visible

circle are excluded from the matrix. The
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following inequality will produce only those

points outside the circle:

(X-A)2 + (Y-B)2 > R 2

where (A,B) is the center of the circle, and
R is the radius of the circle. This can be
adapted to our circle and be implemented
in the computer programs as the following

IF statement, which stores the point in the

matrix only if the statement is false:

IF (X-R2-1 ) t 2+( Y-R2-I ) t 2>R2 t 2

where (R2+ 1.R2+ 1) is the center of the

circle, and R2 is the radius.

The circle which is the boundary for the

visible sky is entered into the matrix by

assigning the R value in the polar coordinate

system to the radius of the circle (R2), and
by assigning the T (theta) value to 22.5

degrees ( 16 total) intervals around the circle.

Then these values are passed to the coordi-

nate conversion subroutine and the Y
coordinate is not adjusted for latitude,

since the visible circle remains in the same
matrix location under any conditions.

The Ecliptic

The ecliptic is an imaginary band in the

sky along which the sun, moon, and planets

appear to travel. When the right ascension

24h IXh Uk Mi (Ih

Pote

23.5°

0°Equator
w.-i.p...—

M

-90°
South
Pole

.160° 270°

Figure 4. Definition of the Ecliptic.

IH0° 90° 0°

Figure 5. Conversion from Polar to Cartesian Coordinates.
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of the ecliptic is plotted against the declina-

tion, it forms a sine curve (Figure 4). This
means that when we are given the right

ascension of an object on the ecliptic, we
can find its declination by multiplying the

sine of its right ascension by 23.5 degrees
(the declination of the crest of the sine

curve).

The ecliptic is an
imaginary band in the
skyalong which the sun,

moon, and planets
appear to travel.

Here is the formula for declination of

the ecliptic:

D=SIN(R»C)*23.5
D is the declination, R is the right ascension,

and C is the correction factor (from degrees

to radians).

Position of the Sun
The position of the sun is used to inform

the user that no stars are visible if a daytime
hour is inputted, by printing the sun directly

on the star map. It is also used to find the

position of the moon.
The sun appears to move 360 degrees in

relation to the other stars each year. If we
divide 360 degrees by 365 days, we get the

number of degrees the sun appears to move
each day. From this and other information,

omitted here, we can derive this formula
for the right ascension of the sun:

S1=FNM((D+T1/360)*F+281. 1.360)

where FNM is the modulo function, SI is

the right ascension of the sun. D is the

days since the beginning of the year, Tl is

the fraction of the day which has already

passed (a number between and 360
degrees), and F is the number of degrees
the sun appears to move each day
(0.98630137 degrees).

The Moon's Age
The moon's age is at the beginning of

every month and cycles accordingly. The
moon's age formula, like the others, is

derived from a number of sources and
some calculation. An approximate formula

and table in Earth. Moon, and Planets'

provided the information that the phases
of the moon, (which are directly relative

to the moon's age), repeat on a 19-year

cycle. For example, the moon's age on
January 1, 1976 was the same as it will be
on January 1, 1995.

1. Whipple. Fred, Earth. Moon, and Planets,

Harvard University Press, Cambridge. 1968,

p. 282.
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Star Map, continued.
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Figure 6. Hierarchy Diagram.

I was able to obtain the moon's age for

January I. 1977 (rounded to one decimal
place) from the 1977 edition of the The
Observer's Handbook 1

. This information

led me by various means to the moon's ape
formula given below:

A=FNM(FNM(Y1.19)*
10.875+28.9+d+Tl/360.LO)

where FNM is the modulo function. Yl is

the year. D is the days since the beginning

of the year. Tl is the stars' motion (in

degrees) since midnight of the current day
and L0 is the length of the lunar month
(29.5306 days).

Position of the Moon
The position of the moon relative to

earth is affected by three factors: the

position of the earth in its orbit around the

sun (which can be determined by the sun's

position from earth), the position of the

moon in its orbit around the earth (which
can be determined by the moon's age),

and the nodes of the moon (which cause
approximately a five degree deviation of

the moon from the ecliptic, due to the

eccentricity of its orbit around the earth).

This also has a slight effect on the change
in right ascension of the moon.

2. Percy, John R., ed.. The Observers
Handbook 1977, Royal Astronomical
Society of Canada. Toronto, 1977, p. 36.

I use a lunar formula for the right

ascension of the moon based on the first

two factors. It has an accuracy of about 4

1/6%. The moon's nodes were excluded

from the formula because of the complexity

of Kepler's Laws of Planetary Motion, which

would have had to be considered.

During one lunar month, the moon moves
360 degrees in relation to the sun. If we

"Top-down" design,
emphasizes the use of a
control structure from

the early stages.

divide 360 degrees by 29.5306 days (the

length of a lunar month), we get 12.1907

degrees, the average daily change of

the right ascension of the moon. Given
the right ascension of the sun from the

previous formula, we can devise this formula

for the right ascension of the moon.
R3=FNM(A*I2.1907+S1.360)

where FNM is the modulo function. R3 is

the right ascension of the moon. A is the

moon's age. and SI is the right ascension

of the sun.

Using the formula for declination of the

ecliptic, we can find the declination of the

moon and plot it on the star map just as we
would for a star.

Conversion lo Hours and Minutes

As previously mentioned, right ascension

can be measured in degrees or hours and

minutes. This prcigram calculates in degrees

but later converts to hours and minutes

for the output using these formulae:

HO=FNM(INT(DO/15).24)
MO=INT«DO/15-INT(DO/15))*60)

where FNM is the modulo function. HO is

the right ascension in hours. MO is the

right ascension in minutes, and DO is the

right ascension in degrees.

Top Down Modular Design

When writing a computer program, there

are basically two methods of design. The
first one, called "top-down" design, empha-
si7.es the use of a control structure from
the early stages. Much of the early stage is

devoted to planning and designing the

specifications, and the breaking down of

long processes into smaller ones which
can be tackled more easily. Once these

functions are broken down into small

enough groups, each group is coded (into

computer language) separately.

The second method of design, called

"bottom-up," focuses the priority on the

crucial parts of the program as determined

by the programmer. These are of an
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Star Map, continued.

undefined size and their development is

"played by ear." The control structure

and the less important program functions
are then built to suit the crucial parts of
the program. Whereas top-down design
breaks down large functions into smaller
ones, bottom-up design handles these as
large groups. These large groups are often
difficult to handle and errors are more
frequent in their development than in

smaller groups used in the top-down
method.
Although the coding of the computer

program statements begins earlier in the

bottom-up programming, it may require
drastic changes later if the control structure

is not compatible with the rest of the

program. This can also happen with top-
down design, but it is less likely because
more care is taken in the design of the

control program.

Modular programming involves small
groups, each containing a particular func-

tion, called modules, which are often
subroutines. Each module receives the

information necessary for its function. It

performs its function, and then transfers

the new information back to the control

program. The control program calls each
module in its proper sequence. Modules
can be changed readily without disturbing

the other modules or the other control

structure. Modular programs can be devel-

oped either in top-down or bottom-up
fashion.

The star map program was developed
using top-down modular design. I wrote
the control program first and tested it by

adding test stubs (print statements) at the

beginning of the allotted space for each
module. From these tests I could see that

the control program called the modules in

the proper sequence and correctly

responded to the user input. This resulted

in smooth operation of the program once
the modules were written in their allotted

space. Another advantage of such a design

is that features which are to be added to

an existing design of the program (see

section 7.0) can be added as modules without
upsetting the operation of the other mod-
ules. The HIPO (hierarchy plus /nput

Access Output) diagram can be used instead

of high-level flow charts for documentation

of a software design. The HIPO diagram
shown in Figure 6 portrays the control

structure and modules used in this pro-

gram.
This version of the Star Map program is

written in TRS-80 Level II Basic, whereas
the original version described here is written

in PDP-1 1 DEC Basic-Plus.

The TRS-80 version includes two new
features: first, the user can display a star

map for any latitude between the equator
and the North Pole. Second, the user can
display every star above fifth magnitude
for a selected list of visible constellations.

(This feature is called "Constellation

Enlargement.")

-1.1 Documentation

-1.2 Assignment of

constants

-1.3 Reads data

-1.4 Defines mod ulo

-1.5 Asks user if

instructions

are desired

- 1 .6 Asks user for

month, day.

year, time

-1.7 Checks data

for validity

-1.8 Asks user if

constellation

list desired

-1.9 Initializes

display, matrix.

-1.10 Calls all

other modules

-I. II Asks user if

continuation

desired

-4.1 Computes
moon's age

-4.2 Computes
moon's
position

- 4.3 Tests for

zodiacal

position

-4.5 Converts

coordinates

-2.1 Computes star

motkm due to

earth s rotation

-2.2 Computes sidereal

lime

-2.3 Computes hour

Mgb

-2.4 Converts
coordinates

•2.5 Adjusts for

latitude

-2.6 Tests stars

for visibility

and stores

visible stars

5.1 Computes
sun's position

-5.2 Adjusts for

latitude

-U Converts
coord inates

-5.4 Tests for

visibility

-4.6 Tests for visibility

•4.7 Determines moon phase

-4.8 Stores picture

of moon phase

-6.1 Prints

star matrix

-6.2 Prints

desired date

-6J Prints

sidereal

time

- 6.4 Prints sun
information

-6.5 Prints list

of constelUtio

-6.6 Prints

moon
informal it >n

III 1 Reads
star data

i 10.2 Reads
moon data

Figure 6. Continued.
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*^ SUPER FAN II
FOR YOUR APPLE II COMPUTER*

$69
"COOL IT'

• TAN COLOR

• DURABLE MOTOR
• REPLACEABLE SWITCH

• CLIPS ON—NO HOLES OR SCREWS
• AVAILABLE IN 120V OR 240V AND 50/60HZ
• REDUCES HEAT CAUSED BY EXTRA PLUG-IN CARDS
• INCREASED RELIABILITY—SAVES DOWN TIME AND
REPAIR CHARGES

• LOW NOISE DUE TO DRAWING EFFECT OF AIR THROUGH
YOUR COMPUTER AND SPECIAL FAN AND MOTOR
DESIGN--QUIETEST FAN ON THE MARKET

• EXTRA 120V OUTLET FOR MONITOR OR ACCESSORIES
(NOT AVAILABLE ON 240V MODEL)

• SOLD WORLD WIDE • UNIQUE 1 YEAR WARRANTY

HOW TO HOOK IT UP I) Clip II on your APPLE. 2) Unplug your 120V cable (you won!
need it). 3) Plug short 1 20V cable from Super Fan II to the bark of your computer. 4) Plug the

supply cable from Super Fan II to your 1 20V power source. 5) Turn on the rocker and a built-

in. red. ready light comes on. 6) You are all set to "COOL IT." This switch also turns your

computer "off" and "on
"

DEALER INQUIRY INVITED

SUPER RAM • II
FOR YOUR APPLE II COMPUTER*

$160

Star Map, continued.

• PLUG IN SLOT »T

• GOLD PLATED CONTACTS
• INCLUDES 5 RAM-ROM OPTIONS
• THIS IS SOPHISTICATED FIRMWARE
• ENJOY THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS
• 16K RAM (RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY)
• INCLUDES SELECTABLE DIP SWITCH
• EXPANDS YOUR 48K APPLE TO 64K OF PROGRAMMABLE MEMORY
ELIMINATES THE NEED FOR APPLESOFT OR INTEGER
BASIC ROM CARD

• ALLOWS YOU TO RUN APPLES NEW FORTRAN PACKAGE ALSO
PASCAL AND PILOT—CP/M* - COBALT - INTEGER BASIC
APPLESOFT/BASIC • VISICALC - DOS 3.3

• KEYBOARD CONTROL SELECTION OF RAM OR MOTHER
BOARD ROM LANGUAGE

• INCLUDES: INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS AND
APPLICATIONS NOTES

• THE SOFTWARE DEVELOPED BY VARIOUS VENDORS FOR YOUR
(64 K) SHOULD NOW WORK AS THEY ADVERTISED

• THE MOST VERSATILE RAM EXPANSION ON THE MARKET TODAY
• ROM SOCKETS LETS YOU CREATE YOUR OWN SPECIAL USES-
DESIGN YOUR OWN SOFTWARE PROGRAMS

• LOCKS IN SOFTWARE PROGRAMS SO THEY CAN'T BE COPIED

UNIQUE 1 YEAR WARRANTY!
"When a better product is made, we'll be the one* to make It!"

•APPU It COMPUTER and APPUSOFI * Plus 6% Coll/omJo Sales Tax

jie triOematfc*. o' Apple Compufe' lm and $2.50 shipping charge per Hem.

10000 REM ***STAR MAP PROGRAM BY ANDREW SHOOMAN 3/1/79***

10010 CLS:CLEAR150:DEFINTE,H-J,P,V:PRINTTAB(15);"STAR MAP PR0CRA

M BY ANDREW SHOOMAN" : FOR I - 1 5439T015472: POKEI , 1 31 :NKXTI : PRINT:C-.

0174533:R2-6:El-19:L0-29. 5306: F-. 986301 37:GOSUB 10530

10020 INPUT"DO YOU WANT INSTRUCTIONS";AS: 1FLEFT$(A5, 1 )-"Y"THEN10

380ELSEIFLEFT$(A$.1)-"N"THEN10030ELSEPRINT"TYPE YES OR NO.":G0T0

10020
10030 INPUT"INPUT MONTH NUMBER, DAY, AND YEAR";M,D,Y1 : IFM<10RM>1

20RD<10RD>31THENPRINT"INVAl.ID DATA.": GOTO 10030

10040 INPUT"INPUT TIME IN HOURS AND MINUTES";H 1 ,M1 : IFHK0ORH1 >23

ORM1<OORM1>59THENPR INT" INVALID DATA. ":GOTO I0040ELSED$-STR$(M)+"

/"+STRS(D)+" /"+STRS(Y1)+" AT"+STRS(H1 )+" :"+STR$(Ml)

10050 INPUT"INPUT LATITUDE IN DEGREES";L: IFLc00RL>90THF.NPRINT"NO

RTHERN LATITUDES ONLY (BETWEEN AND 90 DEGREES) .":G0T0 10050ELSE
GOSUB10330:GOSUB10120:GOSUB10100:GOSUB10140:GOSUB102 50

10060 AS-INKF.Y$:IFAS-""THF.N10060'***USER COMMAND***
10070 CLS:PRINTTAB(28);"COMMANDS":FORl-15452T015459:POKEI,131:NF.
XTI:PRINT
10080 PRINT<M43,"1 DISPLAY STAR MAP": PRINT02O7, "2 DISPLAY LIST

F CONSTELLATIONS":PRINTe271,"3 DISPLAY MOON INFORMATION": PRINTP3
35, "4 DISPLAY CONSTELLATION ENLARGEMENT": PRINTM99, "5 CHANGE DAT

K. TIME, AND LATITUDE": PR INT8463, "6 END PROGRAM"

10090 E-0:PRINTP576, "INPUT COMMAND NUMBER"; : INPUTE: IFE<10RE>6THE

N10090ELSEONECOTO10250, 10280, 10300, 10420, 10340, 10960

10100 Tl-IH l-fMl/60)*15:MN-(D2(M)+D+99)*F+Tl:MM-360:GOSUB 10370: S-

MA: FORI -1T040:MN-S-R1 (I )+2 70:MM-360:GOSUB 10370: T-MA:R-(90-D 1(1))

*R2/90:GOSUB 10350: Y-Y+(90-L)/90*R2'***STAR POSITION***
10110 IF(X-R2-1)(2+(Y-R2-1)(2>R2(2THF.NNEXTI:RETURNELSEMS(X,Y)-ST
R$(1):F0RJ-1T0EI:IFI-E(J)THENV(J)-F.(.I>:NEXTJ,I:RETURNELSENEXTJ,I
: RETURN
10120 R-R2:FORT-0TO359STEP22.5:GOSUB10350:IFT-0THENMS(X,Y)-"W"EL
SEIFT-90THENM$(X,Y)-"N"ELSEIFT-180THENM$(X,Y)-"E"ELSEIFT-2 70THEN

MS (X,Y)-"S"ELSEIFT<>0ANDT«90ANDT<>180ANDT<>2 70THENM$(X,Y )-"*"'«

**CIRCLE**»
10130 IFL-90THENMS(X,Y)-"S":NEXTT:RETURNELSENEXTT:RF.TURN
10140 MN-Y1:MM-19:GOSUB10370:MN-MA* 10. 875+28. 9+02 (M)+D+T1/360:MM
-LO:GOSUBI0370:A-MA:GOSUB10240:MN-A*12. 1907+S 1 :MM-360:GOSUB10370
:R3-+IA:MN-S-R 3+2 70:MM-360:GOSUB 10370: T-MA:D3-SIN(R3*C)*23.5:R-(9
0-D3)*R2/90:GOSUB 10350: Y-Y+(90-L)/90*R2****MOON INFO.***

10150 IF(X-R2-1)[2+(Y-R2-1)[2>R2[2THEN10160ELSEMS(X,Y>-"M":V-1
10160 E-INT(R3):IFE>349ANDE<360THENWS-"IN PISCES"
10170 F0RI-1T012:IFE>Z1(I)ANDE<Z2(I)THENW$-"IN "+CS(Z(I))

10180 IFE>Z2(I)-1ANDE<Z3(I)THENWS-"BETWEEN "+CS(Z(I))+" AND "+CS

(ZU+1))
10190 NEXTI:A-INT(A):IFA-0THF.NW$-"TO0 CLOSE TO THE SUN TO SEK":V

-0

10200 IFA>-290RAOlTHENP-8
10210 FORI-1T07:IFA>-P1(I )ANDA<-P2(I )THENP-I

10220 NEXTI:FORI-1T05:1FI-IORI-5THENXS(I)-S$(P3(P))

10230 IFI-20RI-30RI-4THF.NX$(I)-S$(P4(P)):NEXTI:RETURNE1.SENF.XTI:R

F.TURN

10240 MN-(D2(M)+D+T1/360)*F+281. 1 :MM-360:GOSUB10370:S 1-MA:MN-S-S

!+270:MM-360:GOSUB10370:T-MA:R-(90-SIN(Sl*C)*23.5)*R2/90:GOSUBI0
350:Y-Y+(90-L)/9O*R2: IF(X-R2-1 ) [2 + (Y-R2-l ) (2>R2 (2THENRF.TURNELSF.M

$(X,Y)-"0":S2-1 :RETURN'***SUN'S POSITION***

10250 CLS:FORI-2*R2+1T01STEP-1:FORJ-1T02*R2+1:IFM$(J,I)-" "THEN!

0260ELSEPRINTTAB(4*(J+1));MS(J,I);'***STAR MAP DISPLAY***

10260 NEXTJ:PRINT:NF.XTI:PRINTTAB(15);"STAR MAP FOR";DS: PRINTTAB<

15);"FOR";L;"DEGREES NORTH 1>TITUDE.":D0-S :GOSUB 10360: PRINTTAB(

1

5);"SIDEREAL TIME-";H0;":";M0;:IFS2-1THENPRINT(9910,"(THE SUN IS

SHOWN AS '0'—NO STARS VISIBLE).";

10270 PRINTP0, "PRESS ANY KEY"; :PRINTH64,"TO CONTINUE."; :GOTO1006

10280 CLS:PRINTTAB(2I);"LIST OF C0NSTELLATIONS":F0RI-l 54-5T01546

6:P0KEI,131:NEXTI:PRINT:F0RI-1T013:PRINTI;C$(I);TAB(21);I + 13;C$(

1+1 3) ;TAB(42);I+26;C$ (1+26) :NEXTI:PRINTTAB (42 );40;C$(40) ;'***!. IS

T OF CONSTELLATIONS***
10290 PRINT(*960, "(PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE )."; :GOTO 10060

10300 CLS:PRINTTAB(22);"MOON INFORMATION": FORI-1T05: PRINTTAB(28)

;X$(I):NEXTI:PRINTTAB(6);"(PATTF.RN OF X'S REPRESENTS PICTURE OF

MOON'S PHASE). ": IFV-1THENPR INTTAB( 1 1 )

; "(THE MOON IS SHOWN ON THE

STAR MAP AS 'M ' )
. "' ***MOON DISPLAY***

10310 PRINT: PR INTTAB(2 1);"MOON'S AGF.-";A ;"I)AYS.": PR INTTAB(2 I ) ;"M

OON'S PHASE- ";PS(P):D0-R3:GOSUB10360:PRINT:PRINTTAB(10);"MOON*S
POSITION: ";:PRINTTAB(28); "RIGHT ASCENS ION-";H0; ": ";M0: PRINTTAB(
28);"DECLINATION- ";USING"+##. #";D3; : PR INT" DEGREES"

10320 PRINTTAB(28);"THE MOON IS ";WS; : PR INT9979, "PRESS ANY KEY T

CONTINUE." ;:GOTO 10060

10330 V-0:S2-0:CLS:PRINTCHR$(23);:FORt-lTO3:PRINT»4G6,STRINC$(10
,32);:FORJ-1T0200:NEXTJ:PRINT(«466,"-THINKING-":FORJ-1T0500:NEXTJ
,I:RETURN'***THINKING DISPLAY***
10340 F0RI-1T02*R2+1:F0RJ-1T02*R2+1:M$(I, J)-" ":NEXTJ, 1 : FORI-ITO
El:V(I)-0:NEXTI:GOTO10030'***MATRIX INITIALIZATION***
10350 X-INT(R*COS(T*C)+.5)+R2+l:Y-INT(R*SIN(T*C)+.5)+R2+l -.RETURN

'"•COORDINATE CONVERSION***
10360 MN-INT(DO/15):MM-24:GOSUB10370:HO-MA:MO-INT((DO/15-INT(DO/
15))*60):RETURN'***RIGHT ASCENSION CONVERSION***
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Speed Ar ,

Power (Jo I
Efficiency 65D3 SYSTEMS

R-EDIT: Edit any program or text with ease
e FUll CURSOR central Insert delete add anywhere on the screen

• BASIC assembler etc edited without reloadine, RAM imdent edilo

• SVSGIN relocate* R [DIT and tlll—im

SPUL65: Printer Spooler A Virtual Indirect File

e DON T WAIT tar your printer Process words Write programs Put multiple

print |ob\ in the queue Keep worhmq while the printer runs'

• TWO printers accomodated on any ports Multiple cepies with pagination

• SVSGIN relacatos SPUlftb and allows eitensive customization

e VIRTUAL INDIRECT FILES on dish End spate problems when using

temporary dies Nam do eitensive editing ot BASIC with your word processor

XREF: BASIC Cross Referencer

e TABUIATES Referenced line nymhers all variable names and functions

e FAST machine language program

e DISK based lo handle the largest BASIC source tiles on pay drive

FBASIC: BASIC Compiler

FAST machine code now can be written with the ease ot BASIC

SPEED optimized native code compiler An integer subset ol OSI s BASIC
DISK bosed to alios* large source and obiett files

EXTENSIONS la BASIC tar Easy interface lo system hardware software On
access la 650? regtsiets Array initialization and optional absolute location

WHILE and ather structures Interfacing compiler output and interpreter

UTILITIES (plus source) manual and many useful eiamples

CP/M tO OSI Translation

Frustrated by all those good CP M disks

that won l run on your OSI CP M system 1

Sand us yaur disk SIS and wall sand il

bach with an OSI compatible version

Data Resource Corporation Suite 202

1040 tunaai St Ka.lua. HI 96734 (80817612012

Manual eider* applied te software

purchases Pregrewi supphed e»l m
tmgie density nn«i* tided diets

i «s m
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BYTES & PIECES
10644 Garden Grove Blvd. Suite 120. Garden Grove. CA 92643 (714) 9630087

HAAOWAftf ALL ITEMS IN STOCK
wvu JOY STIC* A? 00
»pp» II 4"." • ' moo reiNKOM
D«e* Bi 993 00
£>*» D'nrU * o Contr SOT 00

ADVAMCEDBUt TECH b'ao*>" • •0 00
10 "ev Pert •««•* VtOCM

AfrJOCK 90 C
Vidawinri t? t\\ w 138 00

M Mon

ANAD€ 1*901
CALIF COM* SYS

sorrwAirc
CONTINTfNTAl

Motne**oa»<J

4*0 70
>4* 4"!

9t 00

'-

<4 A. I.

PA A/|

INNOVATIVE DESIGN

NCSA MS
MICRO **X>

. 4

•juuuja al anMuj
COaamiTf N STATION

I tMrionue- ii * Ca<*wa
DANA IND

Ma M
MICROSOFT

resoN
*c»0*e ' 1

DC MAY!

S

Sam II

lan s-iqo
?80«S
J1AOO *«RSONAL SO*TWARf

MK1M TEC • ••

LAZf"
l we Cat* Adapt*" sow
KayM P>uS

MAN
fMOO

1 dMptOJ
00 Col i'*cC|i(l 296 SO

• Data Mgt

Mtcnoso *ROCRAMMA Word Rrocoeuor*

ao D M '

40 D M
roOmi
roouja

micro ttorT Dowbw •

ZMOO SOFTWARE SORCERY
44

MOUNTAIN COM*
SOUTMEA1TERN
SOUTHWESTERNM
STONCWARt

DAN *AVHA* sua LOGIC
mM iw ndOJpMr *•**

SANYO

SOLID STATE MUSIC SYNERGISTIC

it f ' .i •OS 00
< 'abas*

STPJfCT fLfCT M<X1i>.et) r

1*0 00
GAME *AOOLES IW

Money Orders & Cert Cks. Imm Del /Per Ch » allow 2 weeks NoCODs Add 3% Frt A
Hdi Calif add6% Tax All Mtg warranties apply All orders must include NAME. ADDRESS
& PHONE Prices subiec

:
to change

'1

CIRCLE 125 ON READER SERVICE CARD

* 6 * * * ************************** *********************
4MHZ, DOUBLE DENSITY.COLOR&B/W
GRAPHICS . .THE LNW80 COMPUTER

COMPARE THE FEATURES AND PERFORMANCE

often you've compared the features of an LNW80 Computer, you'll quickly
understand why the LNW80 is tree ultlaute TRS80 software compatible system.

LNU RESEARCH offers the anst complete mtcrocomputer system at an outstand-

ing low price.
Ue back up our product with an unconventional 6 month warranty and a 10

days full refund policy, less shipping charges.

LNW80 Computer SI ,450.00
LNU80 Computer w/B&W Monitor A one 5" Drive $1,914.00
All orders must be prepaid. CA residents please Include 6 sales tax.

Contact us for shipping charges

• TRS80 Product of Tandy Corporation.
** PMC Product of Personal Microcomputer, Inc.

LNW RESEARCH
C OR PORA T ION

2620 WALNUT
TUSTIN CA. 92680

ORDERS* INFO. NO. 714-544-5744
SERVICE NO 714-641-8850

FEATURES INM80 PHC-80"
TRS-80*

MODEL III

PROCESSOR 4.0 MHZ 1,8 MHZ 2.0 MHZ

LEVEL II BASIC INTERP. YES YES LEVEL III

BASIC

TRSaO MODEL 1 LEVEL II COMPATIBLE YES YES M
48K BYTES RAM YFS YES YES

CASSETTE BAUD RATE 500/1000 500 500/1 SCO
F10PPY DISK CONTROLLER SINGLE/

DOUBLE
SINGLE SINGLE/

mail
SERIAL RS232 PORT YES YES YES

PRINTER PORT YES YES YES

REAL TIME CLOCK YES YES YES

?4 X 80 CHARACTERS YES H i:i

VIDEO MONITOR YES YES YES

UPPER AND LOUER CASE YES OPTIONAL YES

REVERSE VIDEO YES M HO

KEYBOARD 63 KEY 53 KEY 53 KEY

NUMERIC KEY PAO YES •11 YES

B/W GRAPHICS, 128 X 48 YES YES YES

HI-RESOLUTION B/H GRAPHICS. 480 X 192 YES •,'i Hi

HI-RESOLUTION COLOR GRAPHICS
128 X 192 IN 8 COLORS

(NTSC).
YES •in NO

HI-RESOLUTION COLOR GRAPHICS (RGB).
384 X 192 IN 8 COLORS OPTIONAL NO M

WARRANTY 6 MONTHS 90 DAYS 90 DAYS

TOTAL SYSTEM PRICE SI ,914.00 51,840.00 $2,187.00

LESS MONITOR ANO DISK DRIVE SI ,450.00 51,375.00 ...

VISA MASTER CHARGE unless noted

ACCEPTED
v' r"",v,c ADO S3 FOR SHIPPING
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luy with Confidence starMap ' continued-

from the best
GREAT PRICES, GREAT SERVICE, GUARANTEED

COMPUTERS, PRINTERS, TERMINALS > 52O

Appl

IEEMM
catd now
available

800
A2V

computer

Apple Computers
Disk drives, accessories
software, graphics tablets

CALL FOR BEST PRICES

HEWLETT
PACKARD

Whether you want their great

computer or a wide selection ol

computer calculators-we have them
HP-85 - Retail $3250

Only $2475

MONITORS
BMC A NEC Green Screen
NOW IN STOCK

We have the CORVUS
systems to hook up several

Apple computers at once!

NEC 4 DIABLO PRINTERS
Anadex, Paper
Tiger. CALL
for latest prices

Call us for great prices:

Allot, Atari, NEC,
Zenith and other

computers

NEW
~

MX 100 &
> MX80F/T

The new 136
column Epson

printer with graphics and the

Friction/tractor MX 80 are in

stock WE HAVE THE GRAPHIC
PACKAGE FOR MX 80 call.

SILENTYPE PRINTER
ONLYS29S00

SOFTWARE

Amazing Mountain Hardware
CPS Multi-function card

ALL IN ONE:
Parallel Serial/Clock /Calen

Visicalc 3 3 $175/Reg $199
BPI GL/INV/AR/etc 299/Reg 399 PLOTTERS
Tax Preparer by Howardsoft ... 1 25 / Reg

.

Real Estate Analyzer.Howardsott 125/Reg
Creative Financing. Howardsoft 125/Reg
ASCII Express II by SDS 55 Reg
Z-TERM (CPM) (16 sector) .... 85/Reg
TRS 80 & ATARI SOFTWARE TOO

MICROSOFT 16K

Ramcard$139

150
150

150

65
100

Bausch&Lomb plotters

tor your computer by
Houston Instruments

CALL'

Visit our retail store:

Net Profit Computers
521 W. Chapman Ave
Anaheim. Cal 92802
714 750-7318

5''

Mail orders ONLY:
NET PROFIT COMPUTERS
2908 Oregon Court, Bid G1
Torrance. Ca 90503 ^
1(800)421-1520
in Cal: 213 320-4772

Cal rasldanla add as ••!•• tai. Minimum shipping and handling chargaa ara
S3 00 Match. Vlaa. Amu pricaa nightly highar on aala llami Stora pneaa dlttar
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10370 MA-(MN/MM-INT(MN/MM))*MM:RETURN****MODULO FUNCTION***

10380 '""INSTRUCTIONS***
10390 PRINT:PRINTTAB(5);"THE STAR MAP PROGRAM PRINTS A MAP OF TH

E SKY
ALONG WITH THE PHASE AND POSITION OF THE MOON AND CONSTELLATION

ENLARGEMENTS, FOR ANYWHERE IN THE NORTHERN HEMISPHERE, ON ANY

GIVEN DATE, AT ANY GIVEN TIME. THE DATE AND TIME MUST BE"

10400 PRINT'INPUTTED IN THIS FORMAT: THE DATE AS MONTH NUMBER,

DAY,
YEAR, (FOR EXAMPLE, MARCH 16, 1979 WOULD BE INPUTTED AS

'J, lb, 1979'), AND THE TIME IN HOURS AND MINUTES ON THE

24-HOUR CLOCK, (FOR EXAMPLE, 3:30 A.M. WOULD BE INPUTTED"

10410 PRINT"AS '3,30' BUT 9:30 P.M. WOULD BE *2 1, 30' ) .":PRINT:G0

TO 100 30

10420 CLS:PRINT"CONSTF.LLATION ENLARGEMENTS ARE AVAILABLE F0R:":E
-1 : FORI -1TOE1:MN-E:MM-10:GOSUB 10370: IFMA-OTHENMA-10****CONSTELLA
TION ENLARGEMENT***
10430 IFV(I)«OTHENPRINT0MA*64+INT((E-1)/1O)*21,V(I);C$(V(I));:E
-E+l :NEXTIKLSENEXTI
10440 PRINT(3768,"";:E-0:INPUT"WHICH CONSTELLATION (ENTER NUMBER)

DO YOU WANT TO ENLARGE" ;E :FOR I-1T0E 1 : IFE-V(I )THENE-I :GOTO 10450E

LSENEXTI:PRINT"CONSTELLATION #";E;"1S NOT ON THE LIST. ":COTO 1044

10450 GOSUB 10330: RESTORE: FORI-lTOP0(E):READA$:NEXTI: FOR I -1TOSO(E

):READR4(l),D4(I),M4(I):NF.XTI:XO-360:Y0-360:X9-0:Y9-0:FORI-lTOS0
(E):MN-S-R4(I)+270:MH-360:GOSUB10370:T*1A:R-(90-D4(I))*R2/90:X3(
l)-R*COS(T*C)+R2+l:Y3(I)-R*SIN(T*C)+R2+l
10460 IFX3(I)<XOTHENXO-X3(I)
10470 IFY3(I)<YOTHENY0-Y3(I)
10480 IFX3(I)>X9THENX9-X3(l)
10490 IFY3(I)>Y9THENY9-Y3(I)
10500 NEXTI:CLS:FORI-lTOSO(E):X5-INT((X3(I)-X0)*44/(X9-X0)):Y5-I
NT((Y3(I)-YO)*13/(Y9-YO)):POKE15424+64*(13-Y5)+X5,B(M4(I)):NEXTI
:: PR INT(3982-LEN(CS(E(E)))/2-LEN(DS)/2,C$(E(E));"~";D$;: FOR 1-154

06T016366STEP64:POKEl, 191:NEXTI
10510 PRINT@309,"KEY TO"; : PRINT0371 ."MAGNITUDES"; : FORI-1 5795T015

804: POKE 1, 131:NKXTl:PRINT@501,CHR$(143);" - 0"; : PRINTI8565,"* - 1

";:PRINT(3629,"0 - 2"; :PRINTt»693,"+ - 3";: PRINT0757,". - 4";

10520 PRINT@0,"DO YOU WANT ANOTHER CONSTELLATION ENLARGEMENT"; :

I

NPUTA$:CLS:IFLEFT$(A$,1)-"Y"THENI0420ELSEIFLEFT$(A$, 1 )-"N"THEN10

070ELSEPRINT(?64,"TYPE YES OR NO. ":GOTO 10520

10530 DIMM$(13,13),D2(12),C$(40),R1(40),D1(40),Z(13),Z1(12),Z2(1
2),Z3(12),S$(11).E(E1),PO(E1),SO(E1),V(E1),R4(33),D4(33),M4(33),
X3(33),Y3(33)'***DATA***

10540 FORI«lTO12:READD2(I):NEXTI:FORI-lTO40:READC$(I ),R1(I),D1(I

):NEXTI:FORI-1T012:READZ(I),Z1(I),Z2(I),Z3(I):NEXTI:Z(13)-40'***
STAR DATA***
10550 DATA0, 31.59,90,120, 151,181,212,24 3,273,304,334
10560 DATAPERSEUS,54.9,44.9,ERIDANUS,68.5,-30. 7, TAURUS, 75, 22. 6,

A

URIGA,81.7,39,I.EPUS,82.4,-19.3,ORION,83.8,-1.2,CANIS MAJOR, 102.8

,-22. 8, GEM INI, 105, 23. 7.CANIS MINOR, 113. 1 ,6. 8, PUPPIS, 1 14.9,-38. 5,

CANCER, 130. 5, 18. 3. LEO. 160, 16. 3, URSA MAJOR, 165. 1 , 56.

5

10570 DATAHYDRA, 1 76. 5,-1 7. 7, CORVUS, 186,-20. 4, CENTAURUS, 199. 4,-48

.VIRGO, 201, -1.3, LIBRA, 2 19. 9, -17. 2, BOOTES, 22 1,27. 2, URSA MINOR, 230

.2, 81. 3, CORONA BOREALIS,235.1,27.6,SCORPIUS,249.6,-30.3,HERCm,F.S
,253,29.2,DRACO,257.2,65.7,OPHIUCHUS/SERPENS,257.3,-2.9
10580 DATASAGITTARIUS.278.4,-30. 7.LYRA, 281 . 8, 35. 7.AQUILA, 291 . 1 ,

3

.1,CYCNUS,305.4,40.2,DELPHINUS,308.8,14.4,CAPRICORNUS,314.9,-19.
1,AQUARIUS,332.4,-7.3,CRUS,334.3,-42.3,CEPHEUS,337.1,70,PISCIS A

USTRI WIS, 344. 1,-29. 7, ANDROMEDA/PEGASUS, 1.8, 29, CASSIOPEIA, 13. 9, 60

.6

10590 DATAPISCES, 16. 4, 8. 8, CETUS, 27. 3,-10. 6, ARIES, 31. 5, 23.

4

10600 DATA40, 3 1,48, 64, 3, 63, 85, 90, 8, 89, 11 4, 123, 11, 122, 133, 135, 12,

134,171,173,17,172,220,224,18,223,240,242,22,241,269,271,26,270,
289, 303, 31, 302, 319, 321,32, 320, 346, 350, 38,-1 , 28, 32

10610 FORI-1T0 11:READSS(I):NEXTI:FORI-1T07:READP1(I),P2(I):NEXTI
:F0RI-1T08:READP$(I),P3(I ),P4(I):NEXTI'***MOON DATA***

10620 DATA" X X X","X XXX X"," X X"," X X"," X X

","X X X X","X X"," XXX X"," X X","X X","X X"

10630 DATA2, 5, 6, 9, 10,13,14,16,17,20,21,24,25,28
10640 DATAWAXING CRESCENT, 3, 4, FIRST QUARTER, 3, 5, WAXING GIBBOUS,

6

,7, FULL MOON, 1,7, WANING GIBBOUS, 8, 7, LAST QUARTER, 9, 1 1 .WANING CRF.

SCENT, 9, 10, NEW MOON, 1,2
10650 FORI-OT04:READB(I):NEXTI:FORI-1TOE1:READE(I),POU),SO(I):N
EXTI: RETURN '***CONSTELLATION DATA***
10660 DATA143,42,79,43,46

10670 DATA 1,291, 23, 3, 360, 28, 4, 444, 10, 6, 474, 25, 7, 549, 19, 8, 606, 19,

12,663,18,13,717,22,17,783,15,19,828,14,20,870,8,22,894,24,26,96
6,19,2 7,1023,10,28,1053,12,29,1089,22,34,1155,12.36,1191,33,37,1
290,10
10680 DATA25. 6, 50. 6, 4, 40. 7, 49. 1,4, 42. 3, 55. 8, 4, 42. 3. 38. 2, 4, 43. 2,

5

2.7,4,45.8,53.4,3,46,38.8,3,46.7,40.9,2,46.9,49.5,4,47,44.8,4,50
.7,49.8,2,52.3,47.9,4,53.8,48.1,4,55.4,4 7.7,3,55.8,32.2,4,56,42.
5,4,58.2,31.8,3,59.1,40,3,59.4,35.7,4,61.3,50.3,4,61.8,47.7,4
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sensational
software

creative
compatii*g
software

CAI Programs Vol I
Cassette CS-4201 $11 95

US

Requires 16K Apple II or Apple II Plus

RIGHT WRONG 6RB0E
51 9 B.

HINT
carburetor

corburetor"
PER'
RES? ONV >EV FOR MEXT WORD

PRESS S- TO STOP

Ecology Simulations - /

Identitystatesandtheircapitals Spewing Study aid with your list of trouble-
some words

HdO HITH CflRRv

657

225;

RfiOE OF 0-

Math OrHI Arithmetic drill and practice with Add With Carry Drill and practice on sums
large or small display requiring numbers to be carried

CAI Programs Vol II
Cassette CS-4202 $ 1 1 95 Requires 16K Apple II or Apple II Plus

DiskCS-4706$24 95

Cassette CS-3201 $24 95
Disk CS-3501 $24 95

Sterl

STERL allows you to investigate the
effectiveness of two different methods of

pest control - the use of pesticides and the
release of sterile males into a screw-worm
fly population The concept of a more
environmentally sound approach versus
traditional chemical methods is introduced
In addition. STERL demonstrates the effec-

tiveness of an integrated approach over
either alternative by itself

Requires 48K Applesoft in ROM
or Apple II Plus
Requires 16K TRS-80
Requires 32K TRS-80

Pop
The POP series of models examines three

different methods of population projection,
including exponential. S-shaped or logistical,

and logistical with low density effects At
the same time the programs introduce the
concept of successive refinement of a model,
since each POP model adds more details
than the previous one.

Tag
TAG simulates the tagging and recovery

method that is used by scientists to estimate
animal populations You attempt to estimate
the bass population in a warm-water, bass-
bluegill farm pond Tagged fish are released
in the pond and samples are recovered at

timed intervals By presenting a detailed
simulation of real sampling by tagging and
recovery, TAG helps you to understand
this process

Buffalo

BUFFALO simulates the yearly cycle of

buffalo population growth and decline, and
allows you to investigate the effects of
different heard management policies Simu-
lations such as BUFFALO allow you to
explore what if questions and experiment
with approaches that might be disatrous in

real life

Ecology Simulations - //

European Map Identity countries and
their capitals

Music Composing Aid Make and play
your own music on the Apple No addi-

tional hardware required Includes a
sample from Bach's Tocatta & Fugue in

D minor

r Math Learn math skills by destroy-
ing menacing meteors

CAI Programs I and II Stock & Options Analysis
DlSkCS-4701. $24 95
Requires 32K Integer Basic

This disk contains all 7 programs from cas-
settes CS-4201 and CS-4202

Note The ecology simulations programs
are not available on cassette

Stock & Options
OiskCS-4801 $99 95
Requires 32K Applesoft or Apple II Plus
DiskCS-3801 $99 95
Requires 32K TRS-80

This is a comprehensive set of four programs
for the investment strategy of hedging listed

optionsagainstcommon stocks A complete
descnption is in the TRS-80 sectxjn

Disk CS-4707 $24 95
Cassette CS-3202 $24 95
Disk CS-3502 $24 95

Pollute

POLLUTE focuses on one part of the water
pollution problem, the accumulation of certain

waste materials in waterways and their effect

on dissolved oxygen levels in the water
You can use the computer to investigate
the effects of different variables such as
the body of water, temperature, and the
rate of dumping waste material Various types
of primary and secondary waste treatment,
as well as the impact of scientific and
economic decisions can be examined

Rats

Requires 48K Applet '• in ROM
or Apple II Plus

Requires 16K TRS-80
Requires 32K TRS-80

In RATS, you play the role of a Health
Department official devising an effective,

pratical plan to control rats The plan may
combine the use of sanitation and slow kill

and quick kill poisons to eliminate a rat

population It is also possible to change the
initial population size, growth rate, and
whether the simulation will take place in an
apartment building or an eintire city

Malaria
With MALARIA, you are a Health Official

trying to control a malaria epidemic while
taking into account financial considerations
in setting up a program The budgeted use
of field hospitals, drugs lor the ill. three
types of pesticides, and preventative medxa-
lion. must be properly combined for an
effective control program

DM
DIET is designed to explore the effect of

four base substances, protein lipids, calories
and carbohydrates, on your diet You enter
a list of the types and amounts of food eaten
in a typical day. as well as your age. weight.
sex. health and a physical activity factor
DIET is particularly valuable in indicating
how a diet can be changed to raise or lower
body weights and provide proper nutrition

Order Today
To order any of these software packages

send payment plus $2 00 postage and
handling per order to Creative Computing
Morris Plains NJ 07950 Visa MasterCard
and American E xpress orders may be called
in toll-free

Order today at no risk II you are not
completely satisfied your money will be
promptly and courteously refunded

Creative Computing Software
Morris Plains NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631-81 12
InNJ 201-540-0445

creative coiRpufciRg sort,whit,



Star Map, continued.

10690 DATA63.4,48.4,4,68.8,41.2,4
10700 DATA 50. 9, 9, 4, 51. 5, 9. 7, 4, 52. 4, 12. 9, 4, 54,. 3, 4, 55. 9, 24. 1,4, 56

,24.4,4,56.2,24.3,4,56.3,23.9,4,56.6,24,3,57,24,4,59.9,12.4,4,60
.5,5.9 4,60.9,22,4,63.6,8.8,4,64.7,15.6,4,65.4,17.5,4,66,22.2,4,
66.1,17.9,4,66.3,22.8,4,66.9,15.9,4,66.9,19.1,4
10710 DATA66. 9, 15. 8, 4, 68. 7, 16. 5, 1,69. 3, 12.5,4,70.3,22.9,4,81.3,2

8.6,2,84.1,21.1,3,88,27.6,4
10720 DATA73. 9, 33. 1,3, 75. 1,43. 8, 3, 75. 3, 41, 4, 76. 3, 41. 2, 3, 78. 8, 46,

0,87.5,39.1,4,89.5.54.3,4,89.5,44.9,2,89.6,37.2,3.93.5,29.5,4
10730 DATA72. 2, 6. 9, 3, 72. 4, 8. 9, 4, 72. 5, 5. 6, 4, 73. 3, 2. 4, 4, 73. 8, 13.5,

4,79.2,-6.9,4,78.4,-8.2,0,80.7,-7.8,4,80.9,-2.4,3,81,6.3,2,82.4,

5. 9, 4, 82. 7, -.3, 2, 83. 4, 9. 5, 4, 83. 5, 9. 9, 4, 83. 6, -5. 9, 3, 83. 8, -1.2, 2,

8

4,9.3,4,84.4,-2.6,4,84.5,4.1,4,84.9,-2,2
10740 DATA86. 7, -9. 7, 2, 88. 5, 7. 4, 0,90. 3, 9. 6, 4, 91. 6, 14.8,4,92.7,14.

2,4
10750 DATA94. 9, -30. 1,3,95.5,-17.9,2,96.9,-32.6,4,97.8,-23.4,4,98
.6,-22.9,4,99,-19.2,4,101.1,-16.7,0,102.3,-32.5,4,103.3,-12,4,10
3.3,-24.2,4,103.8,-17,4,104.5,-28.9,2,105.2,-2 7.9,4,105.5,-2 3.8,

3,105.7,-15.6,4,106.9,-26.4,2,108.5,-26.7,4
10760 DATA 109. 5,-24.9,4,110.8,-29.3,2

10770 DATA90. 7, 23. 3, 4, 93. 4, 22. 5, 3,95. 4, 22. 5, 3, 96. 9, 20. 2, 4, 99. 1,1

6.4,2,100.7,25.2,3,101,12.9,3,102.9,34,4,105.7,20.6,4.107.5,30.3
,4,109.2.16.6,4,109.7,22,4,111.1,27.8.4,112,31.8,4,113.3,31.9,2,
113.7,26.9,4,115.5,28.9,4,115.8,24.4,4,116,28.1,1

10780 DATA142.6.23.1.4,
16.9,4,151.8,12.1,1,153
24.9,4,165.3,20.3,4,168
.6, 4, 174, -.7, 4, 176. 7, 20

10790 DATA127.2,60.8,3,
6.9,51.7,4,142.5,63.2,4
54,43,3,155.3,41.6,3,16
3,31.6,4,169.4,33.2,4,1
10800 DATA183.6.57.1.3,
10810 DATA 176. 2. 6. 6, 4,1

.3,3,193.6,3.5,4,195.3,
,3,210.2,1.6,4,213,-10.
10820 DATA206. 6, 17.6,4,
3.9,46.2,4,216.1,51.9,4
20,13.8,4,221,27.2,3,22

145,10,4,146.2,23.9,3,147.9,26.1,4,151.6,
.9,23.5,4,154.7,19.9,3,157.9,9.4,4,163.6,
.3,20.6,3,168.3,15.5,3,170,6.1,4,170.7,10
.3,4,177,14.7,2
134.5,48.1,3,134.8,41.9,4,135.6,47.2,4,13

, 142.9,51.8,3, 147.4,59. 1,4,147.7,54.2,4,1

5.2,56.5,2,165.6,61.9,2,167.1,44.6,3,169.
76.2,47.9,4,178.2,53.8,2
193.3,56.1,2,200.8,55,2,206.7,49.4,2
7 7. 4, 1.9, 4, 181, 8. 8, 4, 184. 7, -.6, 4, 190. 2,-1

11. 1,3, 197. 2, -5. 4, 4, 20 1,-1 1.1, 1,203. 4, -.5

2,4,213.7,-5.9,4,220.5,-5.6,4,221.3,2,4
207.1,15.9,4,208.4,18.5,3,213.7,19.3,0,21
,217.7,30.5,4,217.8.38.4,3,218.5,29.8,4,2
5.3,40.5,4,228.7,33.4,3,230.9,37.4,4

10830 DATA31. 9, 89. 2, 2, 2 16.9, 75. 8, 4, 222. 7, 74. 2, 2, 230. 2, 71. 9, 3, 236

.2,77.9,4,244.1,76.1,4,252,82.1,4,264.7,86.6,4
10840 DATA238. 9,-29. 2, 4, 239.4, -26. 1,3,239.8.-22.6,2,240.8,-11.3,

4,241.1,-19.8,3,241.4,-20.6,4,242.7,-19.4,4,245,-25.5,3,24 7,-26.

4,1,24 7.5,-34.7,4,248.7,-28.2,3,248.8,-35.2,4,252.2,-34.3,2,252.
6,-38,3.252.7,-38,4,253.3,-42.3,4
10850 DATA257. 7, -43. 2, 3,262. 4, -37. 3, 3, 263. 1,-37.1.2.263.8,-38.6,

4.264,-43,2,265.3,-39,2,266.5,-40.1,3,267.1,-37,3
10860 DATA271. 1,-30. 4, 3, 273. 1,-2 1.1, 4, 274. 1,-36. 8, 3,274.9,-29.8,
3,275.7,-34.4,2,276.7.-25.4,3,281.1,-27,3,283.5,-26.3.2,284.1,-2
1.1,4,285.3.-29.9,3,285.9,-21.8,4,286.4,-2 7.7,3,287.1,-21.1,3,29
0.1,-17.9,4,290.3,-44.5,4,290.4,-44.8,4,290.6,-40.7,4,298.5,-41.

*.*
10870 l)ATA299.6,-35.3,4

10880 DATA274. 8, 36. 1,4, 279. I, 38.8, 0.280. 9, 39.6, 4, 281. 37. 6. 4, 282.

3,33.3,4,283.5,36.9,4,283.7,4 3.9,4,284.5,32.7,3,288.3,39.1,4,288

.9,38. 1,4
10890 DATA284. 7, 15. 4, 285. 2, -5. 8, 4, 286. 1,13.8,3,286.3,-4.9,3,291.

1,3.1,3,293.9,-1.3.4,296.3,10.6.3,297.5,8.8,1,297.9,1,4,298.6,6.

4, 4, 302. 6. -.9, 3, 309. 3, -1.2,

4

10900 DATA289. 2, 53. 3, 4, 292. 3, 51. 7, 4, 292. 5, 27. 9, 3, 296. 1,45.1,3,29

8.9,35,4,303.2,56.5,4,303.3,46.7,4,303.7,47.7,4,305.4,40.2,2,307
.1,30.3,4,310.2,45.2,1,311.2,30.6,4,311.4,33.9,3,311.7,36.4,4,31
4.1,41.1,4,316.1,43.8,4,318,30.1,3,318.5,38,4,319.2,39.3,4
10910 DATA31 9. 3,34.8,4,323.3,45.5,4,326.5,49.2,4

10920 DATA 302.4,77.7,4,307.3,62.9.4,311.2,61.8,4,319.5,62.5,3,3
22.1,70.5,3,326.2,61,4,332.5,58.1,4,333.6,56.9,4,337.1,58.3,4,34
2.2,66.1,4,354.6,77.5,3,16.4,86.2,4

10930 DATA320.3,I9.7,4,325.8,9.8,2,325.9,17.3,
.5,25.2,4,332.3,33.1,4,332.3,6.1,4,340.1,10.7,
.4,23.5,4,341.4,12.1,4,342.3,24.5,4,345.2,42.2
9,15.1,3,354.1,46.3,4,354.3,43.2,4,354.9,44.2,
10940 DATA 1.8, 29, 2, 3. 1,1 5. 1,3, 4, 38. 6, 4, 4. 3, 36.

9.2,4,9.6,30.8,3,11.6,24.2,4,12.2,41,4,13.9,38
7.2,35.5,2,23.9,41.3,4,24.2,48.5,4,30.7,42.2,2
10950 DATA2, 59, 2, 8, 62. 8, 4, 9, 53. 8, 4, 9. 8, 56. 4, 2,

6,2,17.5,55,4,21.1,60.1,3,28.2,63.6,3,30.4,72.
10960 KND

RKADY

4,325
4,340
4,345

4

7,4,9,
.4,4,

1

12,57.

3.4

9,25.
5,30.
.7,28

7. 1,4

6,4,331
1,3,341
3,345.

4,9.4,2
7.1,4,1

7,4,13.9,60.

rATA^RI
from

$729.00

SOFTWARE STREET

We carry a wide variety of

hardware and software to

accomodate all ATARI needs.

Call or write for FREE catalog

)

$65.00

SOFTWARE STREET

3392 Clipper Dr.

Chino, CA 91710
(714)591-3091

call for shipping charges

$429.00

A
ATARI

A Mam** GoTMTHfxcaiiont Co*np*r« \~"
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STAR HAP PROGRAM BY ANDREW SHOOMAN

DO YOU WANT INSTRUCTIONS? Y

THE STAR MAP PROGRAM PRINTS A MAP OF THE SKY
ALONG WITH THE PHASE AND POSITION OF THE MOON AND CONSTELLATION
ENLARGEMENTS, FOR ANYWHERE IN THE NORTHERN HEMISPHERE, ON ANY
GIVEN DATE, AT ANY GIVEN TIME. THE DATE AND TIME MUST BE
INPUTTED IN THIS FORMAT: THE DATE AS MONTH NUMBER, DAY,
YEAR, (FOR EXAMPLE, MARCH 16, 1979 WOULD BE INPUTTED AS
'3,16,1979'), AND THE TIME IN HOURS AND MINUTES ON THE
24-HOUR CLOCK, (FOR EXAMPLE, 3:30 A.M. WOULD BE INPUTTED
AS '3,30' BUT 9:30 P.M. WOULD BE '21,30').

INPUT MONTH NUMBER, DAY, AND YEAR? 8,20,1980
INPUT TIME IN HOURS AND MINUTES? 21,0_
INPUT LATITUDE IN DEGREES? 40

PRESS ANY KEY

TO CONTINUE.

* N *

13 *

36

32

37 20

34 24

29 21

30 27 23

19

COMMANDS

1 DISPLAY STAR MAP
2 DISPLAY LIST OF CONSTELLATIONS
3 DISPLAY MOON INFORMATION
4 DISPLAY CONSTELLATION ENLARGEMENT
5 CHANGE DATE, TIME, AND LATITUDE
6 END PROGRAM

INPUT COMMAND NUMBER? _
LIST OF CONSTELLATIONS

1 PERSEUS 14 HYDRA 27 LYRA
2 ERIDANUS 15 CORVUS 28 AQUILA
3 TAURUS 16 CENTAURUS 29 CYCNUS
4 AURIGA 17 VIRGO 30 DELPHINUS
5 LEPUS 18 LIBRA 31 CAPRICORNUS
6 ORION 19 BOOTES 32 AQUARIUS
7 CAN IS MAJOR 20 URSA MINOR 33 GRUS
8 GEMINI 21 CORONA BOREALIS 34 CEPHEUS
9 CANIS MINOR 22 SCORPIUS 35 PISCIS AUSTRINUS
10 PUPPIS 23 HERCULES 36 ANDROMEDA/PEGASUS
11 CANCER 24 DRACO 37 CASSIOPEIA
12 LEO 25 OPHIUCHUS/SERPENS 38 PISCES
13 URSA MAJOR 26 SAGITTARIUS 39 CETUS

(PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE). 40 ARIES

MOON INFORMATION
X X

X X
X X

X X

X X

REPRESENTS PICTURE C(PATTERN OF VI F MOON'S PHASE).
(THE MOON IS SHOWN ON THE STAR MAP AS 'M').

31 28 25

22

26

STAR MAP FOR 8 / 20 / 1980 AT 21 :

FOR 40 DECREES NORTH LATITUDE.

SIDEREAL TIME- 18 : 45

2

"By Golly. Sims, when it gels to vibrating like thai

I do believe it's laughing at us.

"

March 1982 Creative Computing

MOON'S ACE- 9 DAYS.
MOON'S PHASE- FIRST QUARTER

MOON'S POSITION: RIGHT ASCENSION- 18 : 9
DECLINATION- -23.5 DEGREES
THE MOON IS IN SAGITTARIUS

PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE.

CONSTELLATION ENLARGEMENTS ARE AVAILABLE FOR:
36 ANDROMEDA/PEGASUS
37 CASSIOPEIA

1 PERSEUS
13 URSA MAJOR
19 BOOTES
20 URSA MINOR
22 SCORPIUS
26 SAGITTARIUS
27 LYRA
28 AQUILA
29 CYGNUS
34 CEPHEUS

WHICH CONSTELLATION (ENTER NUMBER) DO YOU WANT TO ENLARCE?

DO YOU WANT ANOTHER CONSTELLATION ENLARGEMENT?

URSA MAJOR— 8 / 20 / 1980 AT 21

KEY TO

MAGNITUDES

-

* 1

- 2

+ - 3

. . 4
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Stephen B. Gray

rings...tPS-80 strings...tps-8l

On the 38th turn of the TRS-80 wheel,

we look into how this column is now being

prepared on disk, how Creative's photo-

typesetting system operates, the advantages

of disk, how to move up in the world of

disk, a note on software etiquette. The
Alternate Source magazine, the TASMON
monitor/disassembler, the death of <W

Software Critique, a short program for

target-bombers, and a maxim of no relation

to hirarn percy.

Column on Disk

Last year I was asked to start submitting

my book reviews and TRS-80 column on
disk, because several hours of key boarding

time can be saved if the material can be

input directly to the typesetting system,

and errors are minimized.

There are very few typewriters at Creative

Computing, because just about every

keyboard in the company is part of a

computer or a terminal . which saves much
time in editorial, circulation, accounting

and all the other departments.

With editorial material submitted on disk,

all corrections and changes can be made
on the disk system, without all the retyping

so common to publishing in pre-computer

days.

So, after some kinks were ironed out in

the system that allows me to submit my
column and reviews on a single Scripsil

disk instead of about two dozen sheets of

paper every month. I sent in this first disk.

(Although I thought 1 was the first

contributing columnist to do so. it seems
the Atari column was sent in on disk by

George Blank when he was writing it.)

From Disk to Type
The Scripsit disk is run through a program

written by George, which automatically

inserts typesetting symbols that indicate

indentations and the ends of paragraphs,

removes extra spaces, etc., and which
changes the Scripsit control characters to

the Electric Pencil control characters used

by the typesetter.

Figure /. A 4«K TRSSO Model 111 with

two drives permits maximum use of disk

and of Disk Basic-

George's assistant Diane Feller makes a

printout of the disk, which is then edited

by Betsy Staples. Creative s editor.

Jean Vokoun or Maureen Welsh, in the

typesetting department, makes the editorial

corrections on the original text. Then Jean

or Maureen loads the text file into an

LNW80 computer (electronically identical

to the TRS-80 Model I), and types a brief

code that outputs the file to the AlphaComp
phototypesetting machine.

The AlphaComp. using a spinning photo-

graphic disk that contains all the characters

for one type size, in regular, italic and
boldface fonts, projects the text file, one

character at a time, onto photographic

film, to create lines of print.

The film is developed, and the finished

product, for this TRS-80 column, is a column

of type 13.5 picas (2.25") wide.

Disk

The move from cassette up to disk is.

for most of us. a radical and difficult change.

Aside from the cost of a disk drive, which

is much more than a cassette recorder.

there is the shift from the familiar Philips

audio cassette to the somewhat mysterious

spinning disk.

Just how the computer manages to put

information on this thin sheet of plastic,

whirling at high speed, and then take it off

again, borders on magic for those of us

who still don't quite understand how a

computer can put all those bits and bytes

on a skinny little strip of tape.

But for those who can afford the step

up, and who are interested in learning a

whole bunch of new concepts and com-
mands (although you can get along without

most of them), the rewards can be con-

siderable.

Disk Advantages

A 13,000-byte program that takes 3^2

minutes to load from Model I (Level-ID

cassette tape will load in less than eight

seconds from Model 111 disk (Figure 11.

And you don't have to spend time searching

for the program, in comparison with often

having to take many minutes searching a

long tape for the program you want.

File-handling just isn't practical with tape,

and although many programs are available

for doing it. they are rather awkward to

use. With disk, you have many commands
that allow you to do a great variety of

things with files.

More and more software companies are

moving toward disk, especially for the

complex game and business programs that

just can't be written for tape-based systems

without having to cut corners and leave

out features, if. indeed, they can be written

at all for tape systems.

The TRS-80. and most other personal

computers, can read tapes made with almost

any cassette recorder, from $25 cheapies

to the most expensive Nakamichi or Vector

Research machine. But you sometimes have

loading problems; if you have bought tapes

from a wide variety of sources, you have

probably found at least one that requires

much fiddling with the volume control to

make it load, if it loads at all.

Disk drives are all fairly similar in design.

and a disk very seldom fails to load. Also,

you know fairly soon if one won't, whereas

with tape you usually have to wait, some-
times many minutes, until the end of the

attempted load, to get the error messages

signalling a bad load.
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PACKER Machine language program that edits all or
part ol your Basic program to run taster, save memory
or ease editing The 5 options include UNPACK-
unpecks multiple statement lines into single statements
maintaining logic inserts spaces and renumbers lines
SHORT -deletes unnecessary words spaces, and REM
statements PACK -packs lines into maximum multiple
statement lines, maintaining program logic RENUM —
renumbers lines, including all branches MOVE -moves
line or blocks ol lines to any new location in program
On 2 cassettes tor 16K. 32K. & 48K For TRS-80 1"
Mod I or III Level II or Disk Basic $29 95
SYSTEM TAPE DUPLICATOR Copy your SYSTEM
format tapes Includes verity routines The Model III

version allows use of both 500 and 1 500 baud cassette
speeds
For TRS-80™" Model I or III level II $1595
CASSETTE LABEL MAKER A mini word processor
to print cassette labels on a line printer. Includes 50
peel-and-stick labels on tractor teed paper
For TRS-80™ Model I or III Level II a Printer $ 1 7 95
PRINT TO LPRINT TO PRINT Edits your Basic program
in seconds to change all Prints to LPrints (except
Prints or Printt) or LPrints to Prints Save edited
version
For TRS-80™ Model I or III Level II » 1 ? 95
FAST SORTING ROUTINES For use with Radio
Shacks Accounts Receivable inventory Control I

and Disk Mailing List Systems lor Model I Level II

Sorts in SECONDS' You II be amazed at the time they
can save Supplied on data diskette with complete
instructions
FAST SORT lor Accounts Receivable $19 95
FAST SORT lor Inventory Control I $19 95
FAST SORT lor Disk Mailing List (specify data diskette
cassette lor 1 drive system) $ 1 4 95

ALL THREE ROUTINES $44 95
Prices subiect to change without notice Call or write
lor complete catalog Dealer inquiries invited VISA
and MasterCard accepted Foreign orders in US
currency only Kansas residents add 3% sales tax
On-line catalog on Wichita FORUM-80 316-682-21 13
Or call our 24 hour phone 316-683-481 1 or write

COTTAGE SOFTWARE
614 N Harding Wichita. KS 67208

TRS-80 is a trademark ol Tandy Corporation
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x NEW 1982
kX DISCOUNT

ELECTRONIC
CATALOGS

JOIN THE PAK!

For only $1 you can become a member of

our exclusive Pak and receive 5 exciting

catalogs throughout » A
1982! In addition you
can become eligible to

receive our Galaxie
catalogs! As a leader

in the industry We offer -

Penny Sales, Free
Premiums and Low.
Low Prices on a wide
variety of Electronic Products such as
Computer Peripherals, Integrated Cir-

cuits, Speakers, Audio Equipment,
Rechargeable Batteries, Solar Products,
Semiconductors, and much, much more!
Take advantage of our 25 years
experience as America's foremost •"
Supplier of discount electronics. V"*

ENCLOSED IS $1 FOR MY
SUBSCRIPTION OF 5 CATALOGS.

NAME:

ADDRESS:

CITY:

STATE: ZIP-

Has your TRS-80 Model I, Model III,

or Color Computer

READ A GOOD TAPE LATELY?
SOFTWARE CLASSICS ON TAPE EACH MONTH

(nearly as cheap as a library card).

Is your TRS-80 tired of lookins at the
same ol' programs? Is software senility

setting in? CLOAD Magazine is just

what your computer needs to stimu-

late those RAM chips and keep its

memory fresh.

CLOAD Magazine is a cassette tape
with 6 to 8 programs on it, which your
computer will receive, by First Class

Mail, every month! Just CLOAD and
RUN. Games, tutorials, practical pro-
grams, and utilities to keep your TRS-

80's video bright and alive.

Put more culture and variety in your
computer's life. Get a subscription to
CLOAD Magazine.

The Floe Print

'.vues ate sent fnv C i*v, i\A*l

An 'SSof.l'O" (>1 7g o" «v4'idO*r - «4 re* hit

(94 irveit *wet#K>)
Program* *p fo» 16k Level II 6* Model mi *nd
OCCMlOntfry for d*fc%

C«Morti« revdentt add 6% tc s"»q»ecop*i
0*^41 - *od StOtowbw ptiom «ndfl tO

v'xrW <Op«e* Sen! AO r«e

Tiwioooniim
l y**s(t?>tvwes) 149 00
6 month* (6 »***) 193 00
Vnqtecotfcei - lax* «**«e\ 14 SO
GoodG*me% #1 SI9 00
ACht*r*ur*\ #' 11300

wLUHU MAGAZINE INC.
ikh :.i.«»mMoi tmc«c pO Box 1448. Santa Barbara. CA 93102

!'Vw*/Oo«*iowflf»i» IHd'.l <tf, / t*)l\
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CLIP AND MAIL COUPON TO:

POLY PAKS. INC.
P.O. Bo« MS. CC-3 • S. LYNNFIELD. MA. 01B40

Trying to educate your CoCo can be a trying experience. Pounding
on the keyboard is not the positive reinforcement your computer
needs. CHROMASETTE Magazine is the civilized way to introduce
your computer to the world of good software.

With CHROMASETTE Maga-
zine, CoCo gets both quantity

and quality. Every month, 6 to

8 programs arrive by First Class

Mail. No need to type them in

— CHROMASETTE Magazine
is a cassette tape with educa-
tional, practical, utility, and
game programs on it. Just load
and run. Ah, the life of luxury!

Give your computer a cultural

lesson. Get a subscription to

CHROMASETTE Magazine

J4S00
tesoo
1500

The Bottom line

1 year (12 issue-,)

6 months (6 issues)

Single copies

Calif residents add 6% to single copies

Overseas - add $10 to subscriptions, and $1 to

single copies Sent AO rate

MasterCard/Visa welcome'

The Fine Print

Issues are sent Fust C to

All issues Irom July 81 oo available - ask for list

Programs are for the Emended BASIC model only

Magazine
PO Bo» 1087 Santa Barbara, CA 93109 (805)963 1066
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TRS-80, continued...

Levels of Disk Sophistication

As with some other complex devices,

you can use a TRS-80 Model III disk system

at several different levels. At the lowest

level, you can simply load games and/or

application programs via tape or disk,

without having to know much about tape

or disk or Basic or computers. Many
programs are user-oriented, meaning they

assume little or no knowledge on your

part, and guide you through every step of

loading and running the program. Then,

as you gain confidence and experience,

you can get into the higher, more compli-

cated, levels of computing.

At the next level up, you can get into

Disk Basic without disk drives in your Model

III. As the Radio Shack manual puts it,

"Disk Basic adds many features which are

not disk-related."

Surfing Slow: III Without Disk

If you want to start slowly, at minimum
cost, and sneak up on disk, you can get a

4K Level I Model III for $699 or a 16K

Model 111 with Model III Basic for $999

(at this writing).

Without disk, but with Model III Basic,

you have many features that aren't available

in a Model I

:

• Upper and lower case letters are pro-

vided.

• Every key will repeat when held down
for one second.

• The cursor can be a solid block or any

character you wish, blinking or non-

blinking.

• Up to seven of the top display lines

can be protected from scrolling, so that

column headings, for example, won't be

lost.

• % special characters are available,

including vowels with accent marks (for

foreign languages), full Greek alphabet,

smiling face, frowning face. Copyright and

Registered symbols, and math symbols for

pi, infinity, not-equal, etc.

• If you are interested in the Japanese

language, you can display the phonetic

katakana characters.

• You can transfer cassette data at the

500-baud Level-II rate, or save time LOAD-
ingorSAVEingbydoingitat 1,500 baud.

• A screen-print function prints whatever

MWOTOJM
£flOTJA3«

.OMI

^
'

"We're looking for something in a moderate size

breeder reactor.
"

is on display, except special or graphics

characters (displayed as periods).

• A real-time clock can be displayed at

the top right of the screen.

• Hex or octal constants can be used

instead of their decimal counterparts in

your programs.
• REM lines or spaces can be auto-

matically deleted from your programs.

• Arrays can be sorted.

• Program lines can be cross-refer-

enced.
• A string can be searched to see if it

contains another string.

• Program lines can be automatically

renumbered.
Other special features are of interest

mainly to those really into programming.

One Disk Drive

You can do a great deal with only one

disk drive, but there are some problems.

On the TRS-80, you can't use program

disks that don't have the operating system

written on them, unless you have something

like LDOS ($139from Lobo International,

354 South Fairview Ave., Goleta,CA 931 17),

which has a single-drive load program called

XFER among its many fine features.

A great deal of business software requires

two disks. Backing up disks (making copies

so you can put the originals aside for

safekeeping) is much slower if you have

only one disk drive. With only one drive,

George Blank says "you have to be inno-

vative."

With Disk

Once you have a disk drive, you can

move one level higher and use the disk-

related features of Disk Basic, such as

KILL (delete a program or data file from

the disk), MERGE programs, OPEN and

CLOSE files, DEBUG machine-language

programs, and two dozen others.

At the top level, you can dig into

TRSDOS, the disk operating system that

takes care of all the housekeeping tasks

involved with running the system efficiently.

If you like complexity, you can delve into

TRSDOS for many months, perhaps years,

before you can say you understand it

thoroughly, especially all the little details

involving files.

Proper Courtesy

A Missouri P.E. writes that a program

published in the Radio Shack Micro-

computer Newsletter in early 1980 is, "with

very minor changes. ..identical to one
published" late last year in this column,

sent in by another reader.

He adds, "While 1 realize that you cannot

afford the time to check each program for

originality, it might be a good thing to

devote a portion of your column to the

subject of proper courtesy. While not

actually pointing the finger at a particular

person, it might just bring the point

home."
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The cores of the two programs are

identical, line for line, far beyond the

possibility of simple coincidence.

If you borrow, how about giving credit?

The Alternate Source

Billed as "The magazine for advanced

applications and software for the TRS-
80," The Alternate Source ($18 for twelve

monthly issues, 1806 Ada St., Lansing, MI
48910) is published by a company of the

same name that also offers the bimonthly

Between The Issues "tidbit" that is "an

extension of TAS" ($7 for six issues), original

software such as TRAKCESS, ISAR.
VARKEEP, Schoolmaster, KBE (keyboard

and screen editor) and TASMON (monitor/

disassembler), plus several game programs,

and games and utilities from other

sources.

The latest issue I have of TAS is a 68-

page booklet with 13 software articles,

including a machine-language program for

relocating Basic programs, a regular column

of solutions to readers' problems, enhance-

ments to NEWDOS/80, correlation analysis

with VisiCalc, how to write your own disk

routines, Shell-Metzner sort in machine

language (using only 200 bytes), and a

continuing series on basic statistics and

the microcomputer.

TAS is obviously for the assemblernik

and diskophile. Other articles in earlier

issues look at, mainly from a software

viewpoint, the Pocket Computer, Color

Computer, and Model III, plus undocu-

mented Z-80 opcodes, speeding up

sequential search, and data packing, and

provide dozens of machine-language pro-

grams.

Volume I, the first six issues of TAS, is

available as a bound volume at $14.95.

High-Resolution Color in 4K
As an example of the TAS style, consider

a paragraph from Dennis Kitsz's 1 1 '/rpage

article on the Color Computer in Vol. II.

No. 1 , titled "In Popular Decorator Colors,"

in which he reported several items of

"misinformation" resulting from a call to a

Radio Shack repair center. One item:

"Repair also reported that there was no

way of accessing the high-resolution mode
without the Extended Basic. How about

machine language? Nope, ya gotta have

the Extended Basic. Well, folks, try this:

10 POKE 65473.0
20 FOR X=1024 TO 1535
30 POKE X, RND(255)
40 NEXT
50 FOR X=2000 TO 4000
60 POKE Xf RND(255)
70 NEXT

Watch that screen fill up with graphics

dots in high resolution. Sure, you can make
out that they are bits and pieces of char-

acters, but this is just a crude access to

show it can be done. (The spaces between

1535 and 2000 are left so as not to blow

any Basic pointers.)"
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DISCOUNT
TRS-80
TRS-80 MODEL III

48-K2100 s850
2 DISK RS 232 (ALL RADIO SHACK EQUIPMENT)

TRS-80 MODEL II $'
M-K

TRS-80 8 4 MEGABYTE HARD DISKS (PRIMARY UNIT)

3350
$4040

TRssocotoR
4»3i5 1g,«495 32 ?635

WE HAVE COLOR DISK DRIVES — *509 1 -2-3 — *339

FREE OUT-OF-STATE TAXES AND SHIPPING COSTS

WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE OF PRINTERS, COMPUTERS
AND ACCESSORIES
WARRANTIES HONORED BY ALL COMPANY OWNED RADIO
SHACK STORES OR COMPUTER CENTERS T M TANOY CORP

PERRY OIL & GAS INC.
DEALERSHIP R162>

I
WE ACCEPT CERTIFIED CI

CASHIERS CHECKS
AND MONEY ORDERS

37NORTH MAIN ST PERRY MICHIGAN 48872
- PHONE (517) 625-4161 MICH

FOR OUR PRICES,
PLEASE CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-248-3823

CIRCLE 235 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Biggest
Discounts
Ever On

TRS-80
Computers & Accessories

• FREE SHIPPING in 48 continental con-

tigious states.

• NO SALES TAX collected on out-of-state

orders.

• FREE COMFLETE PRICE LIST available

upon request.

TOLL FREE ORDER NO. 800-531-7466

Texas & Principle No. 512-581-2766

Fort Worth No. 817-625-6333

Telex Number 767339

Pan American Electronics
Dept. 23 • 1117 Conway Avenue

Mission, Texas 78572
Fort Worth Branch

Dept. 23 • 2912 N. Main St.

Fort Worth, Texas 76106

TRS-80 is a Trademark ot Tandy Corp.

CIRCLE 205 ON READER SERVICE CARD

HelpWanted
Be an indendenl trucker or manage a city transportation ^

department with these two award winning simulations! \
^>V v*. . _ •X A. .A ~ J

Driver Wanted Tired of being told what to do9 Be an
independent trucker and manage your own life' Haul

oranges frieght, or mail from California to New York
Healthy, safe driver desired, able to cope with bad
weather, road construction, flat tires fatigue, and the

highway patrol Contact Trucker for details

Transportation manager for city of Grand Rapids.

Michigan Are you the dynamic executive we need to

construct and maintain our streets and operate the

city bus company9 Experience desired in planning,

budgeting, finance, labor negotiations, poitical Mason,

and tax policy Apply to Streets of the City

creative
computing

TRUCKER AND
STREETS OF THE CITY

CS4710
32K Applesoft Disk

CS 7707 40K Atari Disk

CS 3703
32K TRS-80 Disk

CS 1 204 32K PET tape

$ $24.95

Order Today
To order any ot these software packages

send payment plus S2 00 postage and
handling per order to Creative Computing
Morris Plains NJ 07950 Visa MasterCard
and American E »press orders may be called

in toll tree

Order today at no risk If you are not

completely satisfied your money will he
promptly and courteously retunded

Creative Computing Software
Morns Plains NJ 07950
Toll free 800-631 81 1

2

In NJ ?01 -540-0445

creative
computing
software



TRS-80, continued...

Has anybody figured out how to access
the high-resoution mode fully without
Extended Basic?

TASMON
The Alternate Source's TASMON moni-

tor/disassembler, for "Level II. a disk system
or a Model III with 32K recommended," is

$29.95 for tape or disk.

Some of the many features of TASMON
are: examine/modify memory and Z-80
registers, execute machine-language pro-

grams (in real time, single-step or slow
motion), display any of three different

memory dumps at screen left while execut-

ing any TASMON command at screen

right, disassemble memory and route to

disk or tape as an Editor/Assembler source
file, find one to four consecutive bytes,

relocate system programs, load or write a

system tape or /CMD disk file, set or display

or clear breakpoints, and trace at eight

speeds.

Operation of TASMON is simple. Once
you have entered it, you get a register

display at top-right screen. You enter

commands just below this display.

To get a hex dump, simply type H 5200
to start at address 5200, and 15 lines will

display memory contents from 5200 to

5277. Press the space bar to get the next 1

5

lines, or Break to exit the command.
For an ASCII dump, use A F0OC. for

example, and for a disassembled dump, D
0000. On all these dumps, there is no need
to press Enter, because TASMON counts

the digits.

Among the leading features of TASMON
is the ability to single-step the Basic

interpreter written by Microsoft. You enter

a Basic program from the keyboard and
RUN it; TASMON steps through the ROM
routines of the Basic interpreter to perform

these tasks.

The TASMON manual goes beyond most
manuals by providing seven "sample ses-

sions" that show exactly how the utility is

used, in relocating programs, single-stepping

a machine-language file loaded from disk,

using the TRACE command to step through

the startup procedure forROM and execute

a Basic program, etc.

TASMON has 46 commands, from A
for ASCII dump to Z SS EE h, for "set

memory from SS to EE equal to h." If

you're into machine language, you should

check out this highly useful and ingenious

file-oriented utility.

80 Software Critique Ends
With its fifth issue, the quarterly 80

Software Critique suspended publication

last year. The first issue was dated Oct/Dec
1979; the last was undated but published

in late Jan. 1981.

The issues contained reviews of about

50 programs or collections of programs:

40 games and simulations, plus ten practical

and educational.

The letter sent by publisher Richard W.
Clope to subscribers said, in part, "The
reason for stopping publication is simple.

Only 30 percent of our original subscribers

renewed their subscriptions. There are not

enough of you remaining to publish even
on a breakeven basis."

The letter also provided "recommenda-
tions to receive the best programs and
fastest service," including:

• All new vendors that offer a variety of

programs should be treated with caution.

Buy only one program from his selection

and check it out for quality before you
spend more money.

• Buy from companies that have an 800
telephone (no-charge) number.

• Watch the fine print for shipping
charges and restrictions on returning

defective tapes and disks.

• Buy from companies that offer guaran-

tees.

• Insist on good service. If it takes more
than two weeks to get delivery on an order
placed over the phone using a credit card,

take your business elsewhere.

The letter gives an overall rating of

excellent to programs from Adventure
International, Automated Simulations,

Lance Micklus, Acorn, Basics & Beyond,
Synergistic Solar, and Big Five. High-quality

ratings went to Personal Software, Dyna-
comp. Innovative Penguin, and Steketee

Educational Software. Uneven quality was
the word for programs from Hayden Book
Co., Instant Software, and Krell Software.

Clope noted that "these are only my opinions

and reflect only on the quality of the product

and not the quality of service."

The ratings were based on six categories:

fun or utility (30 points), originality (20),

bugs (20), instructions ( 10), technique ( 10)

and dollar value ( 10).

The reviews described what each pro-

gram does, mentioned its good and bad
points, gave it a rating and a short summary.

In issue #1, George Blank's Clipper got a

91 rating, and was described as "an excellent

program and highly recommended." Sargon
got an 87 rating, better than the 82 for

Microchess 1.5. Kentucky Derby from TSE
Hardside was "not recommended."

In issue 5, Startrek 3.2 from Dynacomp
got an 88 rating, and was called "a good
Trek program." Six Micro-Stories from
Interactive Fiction are "lots of fun," and
rated 93. Acorn's Structured Basic Trans-

lator is "a good package, easy to use."

The reviews were often extensive, often

taking several pages to cover a complex
program. Although this was a publication

for the person who buys a lot of software,

nevertheless, as Clope said in his letter to

me, "A real need exists for a publication

like this, but maybe in a different format."

He continued. "I am satisfied with the

job I did. I feel the reviews were thorough
and fair, both to the vendor and the
purchaser. I have a supply of about 100

copies of issues 3. 4 and 5 left, and a few of

issue 2 remain."

Presumably they are $7 each, which was
the original single-copy price. If you'd like

to read the reviews, which are, indeed,

thorough and fair, SO Software Critique is

(or was) at P.O. Box 134, Waukegan. IL
60085.

Meanwhile, the banner has been taken

up by Software Critic (Dec. 1981. p. 322).

born in New Mexico five months after the

demise of the Illinois publication.

Short Program #27: Bomb The Target
Paul A. Robinson of East Liverpool,

OH, sent this:

"Here's a very short program for a simple

game I thought up. The object is to 'drop'

a bomb on a randomly selected target at

the bottom of the screen.

"You 'fire' when directly over the target

by hitting the F key. The program keeps
track of how many times you fire, and
prints it at the end."

Note that the target doesn't appear until

the second bombing run.

If you're wondering what the I-loop in

line 10 does, try deleting it and see what
happens. You may need a little longer to

figure out what the second CLS is for; the

game works without it. but becomes a

slightly different game.

Launegayer's Maxim
All the world's an analog stage, and

digital circuits play only bit parts. D

" You see doctor. I was very unhappy as a proto-

type.
"

5 CLS J ' BOMB THE TARGET
10 FOR C-l TO 1Z0: SET(Ct5>: FOR 1-1 TO 10: RESET(CfS)
20 A«=INKEY»: IF M-'F' THEN COSUB 30 ELSE NEXT C: CLS
25 L=RND<120>: SETCL.tOK GOTO 10
30 P-P+1J FOR K»l TO 40t SET(C»K>
*0 IF POINT (L. 39) THEN PRINT *Y0U COT IT ! I AND IT ONLY

TOOK YOU' I PI •TIMES" ELSE RESET(C.K): NEXT: GOTO 10
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HELP IS COMING
FOR ALL PERSONAL
COMPUTER OWNERS:

Stop going broke buying software
and hardware to find out it's not
what you want!

Enter your name and vital

information into the: PERSONAL
COMPUTER OWNERS
DIRECTORY. Be aware of others in

your area and nationally who have
the same interest as you — AND —
let them know who you are. so you
can trade information. Find out
what is worth buying before
spending your $$$$.

The directory will be listed by
interest and cities.

To have your information listed and
place your order for the Directory.

SEND $19.95 ppd (check or money
order) plus the following
information:

Name. Address, Zip Code,
Computer Type, Interests, will you
help others, are you willing to trade
information? Plus any other vital

information.

If you want your name entered, but
do not wish to receive a directory,

send only $1 00 and the above
info.

Consultants may obtain extra
space. Send for information.

MASS residents add 5% sales tax.

PERSONAL
COMPUTER OWNERS,
INC.
P O BOX 426
FEEDING HILLS, MASS 01030
(413) 789-1555

TRS-80
Has the computer made

Chess obsolete?

Has the computer made Chess obsolete?
Chess offers an excellent example of the

misuse of the power of the computer. Every
month someone makes a claim that their

computer chess program is the new champ-
ion Right now, no computer program can
beat the world champion, but it will happen
some day. The problem is that the computer
is being used to destroy a human pastime
and turn it over to machines, not to enhance
the pastime. Instead of getting a computer
to play a better game of chess, we should
use the computer to make chess a better
game.
Chess is a clever imitation of war, but it

has one serious tactical flaw. In war, you
seldom fully know the movements of your
enemy. The answer was to invent a form of

chess in which you did not know where
your enemy s pieces were until you made
contact with each piece.

E ighty years ago, a set of rules was invented
for blind chess, and the result was Krieg-
spiel The game is popular in chess clubs,
but, unfortunately. Kriegspiel requires a
skilled referee. The referee has to know
chess well, and must be extremely careful
One mistake by the referee and the game
becomes total confusion. Yet the job of a
Kriegspiel referee is very boring He can
only watch and interpret the game to each
of the players, not play The perfect solution
is to let a computer be the referee.
When Kriegspiel was first automated, on

a programmable calculator, the calculations
took several minutes for each move. A
variation was created that took only a few
seconds per move, and was named Phantom
Chess. The computer is much faster, and
calculation time is no longer a problem, but

many players thought Phantom Chess was
more fun than even Kriegspiel. We are not
going to take sides in the debate Instead,
we offer both games in one package Play
them both, and make up your own mind.
Why play an obsolete, easily mechanized

game like chess, when you can play an
infinitely more subtle game"? In Kriegspiel
and Phantom Chess, you must guess what
your opponent is doing, prepare subtle traps,
and still use all the skill and craft of chess
These are two player games Since Krieg-

spiel and Phantom Chess use the computer
only as a referee, you must find a human
opponent

Kriegspiel and Phantom Chess
is available on cassette for a TRS-80' Model
I or Model III with 1 6K of memory. Cassette
CS-3016S19 95

Order Today
To order this software package, send

payment plus $3 00 postage and handling
per order to Creative Computing. 39 E
Hanover Avenue. Morris Plains. NJ 07950.
Visa. MasterCard, and American Express
orders may be called in toll-free.

Order today at no risk If you are not
completely satified. your money will be
promptly and courteously refunded.

Toll free 800 «3l 8112
(in NJ 201-540-04451

39 E Hanover Avenue
Morris Plains. NJ 07950

creative
compattRg
software

•TRS-80 is a registered trademark of Radio
Shack
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Will Fastie

I'm not a person easily driven to ranting

and raving and tearing my hair out. I try

not to scream and yell. Although it is

sometimes measured in milliseconds with

my son of six. 1 count patience as one of

my virtues. That is why there is no "Photo
1" this month.
Ah. You've guessed. 1 see. And you're

right, of course — 1 don't have my own

personal IBM Personal Computer yet. I'm

quite sure I'll have it by the time you read

this (haven't 1 heard that somewhere
before?), but I think I might make (have

made) a liar out of myself in the January

column. It may be (have been?) the case

that when you read it I didn't have my
system. Sigh. Let's talk about something

happier before I lose total control of my
tenses.

This month I've put together a set of

brief discussions of more or less separate

topics. A program, promised last month,

is here. I've found some books that might

be of interest, and I'm inaugurating a section

devoted to my mistakes. I have a quick

note about operating systems. First, though.

I have some news from IBM.

IBM Announcements
In time for Christmas. IBM announced

a number of important software packages.

The press release did not arrive before my
deadline so I don't have as much detail as

you deserve. The three most important

announcements were for USCD Pascal.

Fortran, and a Macro Assembler. The rest

of the announcement involved an

accounting package and some educational

programs.
The IBM Fortran compiler and the IBM

Macro Assembler are from Microsoft, and

were scheduled to be available in March

and February, respectively. The Macro
Assembler is priced at $100 and Fortran is

$350. The USCD P-system from SofTech

Microsystems was pre-announced when
the Personal Computer was announced.

W. H. Fastie. 71 10 Sheffield Road. Baltimore. MU
21212.

and is scheduled for availability in April

with a price of $625. There are two versions.

One comes with Pascal and the other with

Fortran. You can add the other compiler

for an additional $175.

The accounting package is called General

Accounting and is from BPI. It was sched-

uled for availability in February with a

price of $425. It is designed for very small

businesses or professional offices and

includes general ledger, accounts receivable/

payable, payroll, and inventory.

There are four educational programs,

available in December (1981). They are:

Fact Truck from SRA, at $90; Arithmetic

Games set 1 and 2 also from SRA. each

$60: and Tvping Tutor from Microsoft, at

$25.

By the way, prices I quote are IBM's

prices, what you would pay if you bought

the product in an IBM Product Center.

Computerland and Sears prices may differ,

either up or down. Also. Computerland

and Sears may sell the product direct from

the manufacturer, with a different packaging

and price. Check around for the best deal,

if possible.

Operating Systems

You'll recall that IBM offers their own
operating system for the IBM Personal

Computer, called DOS, supplied to IBM
by Microsoft. Microsoft calls the system

MS-DOS. and plans to market it themselves.

Lifeboat Associates has also recently

announced a product called SB-86 for the

Personal Computer. Each of these products

will probably be priced differently and

have different things on the diskette. The
important fact to remember is that the

operating system in each ofthese environ-

ments is identical. A program that runs in

the IBM DOS will run in SB-86 with no

changes, and the same is true for MS-
DOS.

I haven't gotten detailed information

on either the Lifeboat or Microsoft offerings
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yet. I've been very interested in SB-86 but

Lifeboat has not been very helpful so far.

SB-86 is supposed to be delivered with

utility programs, including one for con-

version of 8080 assembly language source

code into 8086 source code. Such a program

has been available for some time from

Intel, but I don't know if this is the same

one or a new product.

In any event, the availability of this

program is important for CP/M software

vendors who are interested in converting

to the IBM system. The only firm piece of

information I've gotten is that SB-86 is

currently an OEM product, but that it will

eventually be offered at the retail level.

Getting at ROM and Others

Last month I talked about accessing

memory anywhere in the physical address

space of the machine through the use of

Basic statements. As promised. I have

produced a small program to demonstrate

this feature.

Before we can get to that, however. 1

need to correct a typo (of mine) from last

month. I said that the address used in a

DEF SEG statement had to be evenly

divisible by 16. This is not true. What I

should have said was that segments in the

8088 have to begin on address boundaries

which are evenly divisible by 16.

The address in a DEF SEG statement

can be any value from &HOO0O (0) to

&HFFFF (65535). For PEEK. POKE, and

the other statements I listed last month.

Basic takes the DEF SEG value, multiplies

it bv 16. and adds it to the offset provided

in the PEEK. POKE, or other statement to

form a 20-bit physical address. The act of

multiplying the value by 16 obviously

ensures that it will be evenly divisible by

16.

The 8088 processor supports one million

(actually 1 .048.576) bytes of memory. The
processor has an instruction set which allow*

it to access this memory directly . How ever,

since the registers in the CPU are only 16

bits wide, there is a problem constructing

the longer 20-bit address. The problem is

solved in a manner similar to that used in
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Plain Talk About Business Computers

Can a Small Computer
Really Save You Time?

Time is Money
Theophrastus said time was the most

valuable thing a man could spend. Fifteen

centuries later Haliburton agreed saying,

we reckon hours and minutes to be dollars

and cents. Today, time is more valuable
than ever— and more fleeting.

About the only way to gain time is to use
it more efficiently and effectively That s

where we come in.

Small Business Computers— by the way.
the "small refers to computers, not to busi-

ness—will dramatically increase your effec-

tiveness and help save you time and money.
How so?
You get flagrantly honest evaluations and

reviews of computers and software. We
don t just tell you what a program can do.
we tell you what it doesn t do. what it does
poorly, and what it should do for the price
If advertisers don t like that, we don t want
their business, and you re better off without
them. Fortunately, most companies appre-
ciate our honesty. In fact, one of our
reviewers has gained a reputation because
of the many software houses that have
incorporated his suggestions into their

products We re proud of that

Plain Talk

Small Business Computers explains the
complexity of today s computerized business
world without the technical jargon and
doubletalk that may have held you back
before In its easily comprehensible how-
to style. Small Business Computers answers
your questions while providing the infor-

mation you need to make some tough
decisions. As you select, purchase, and
install your computer system. Small Business
Computers will guide you through each
step calmly and comfortably— helping you
to evaluate your computer needs and avoid
unnecessary pitfalls As you use your
computer, be it mini or micro. Small Business
Computers will be there to help you do so
efficiently and with confidence while inform-

ing you of the latest developments and
future possibilities of computers in busi-
ness.

For Example

You have just purchased a mailing list

program Everything is fine until the file

has to be sorted by zip code If the program
has that capability, all is well If not. you
have a big problem If you had just invested

a few hours reading Small Business Com-
puters, you would have known what func-
tions to look for before buying the program;
you would have known how to plan for

future needs That s just one example.
Expand this concept into other areas, other

programs and systems, and you can see
what you get for your investment

Added Expertise

As the newest member of the Creative
Computing family of fine computer publi-

cations. Small Business Computers will be
expanding to offer subscribers more valuable
information than ever before Creative
Computing editors and contributors will be
unleashing their business expertise in Small
Business Computers through articles, eval-

uations and applications of particular interest

to the business person Creative Computing
has a reputation of editorial excellence and
integrity built on unbiased, in-depth product
evaluations; articles by top thinkers in the
field; and pragmatic, innovative applica-
tions

One management consulting firm, for

example, used the Shell-Metzner sort
described in Creative, and saved $3000 a
month, and we still receive letters thanking
us for the hardhitting, candid, evaluation
of word processing printers we published
over a year ago. and which, incidentally,

cost us several advertisers
All this knowledge and experience will

now be available to business people in

Small Business Computers
So. don t let anyone give you that old

story about how complicated and difficult

computers are We don t buy that Our
magazine—our whole philosophy— revolves
around the sharing of honest information
If you don t know where to start, we II put
you on the right track If you re already on
the road, we II show you the best route

For Any Size Business

Whatever your business— manufacturing
or banking, retail or research - Small Busi-
ness Computers will increase your efficiency
and help save you time and money

Subscribe today; Small Business Com-
puters is the best consultant your business
will ever have.

Order Today

To order your subscription to Small Business
Computers send $ 1 2 00 for 1 year (6 issues)
If you prefer, call our toll free number 800-
631-8112 (in N.J 201-540-0445) to put
your subscription on your Master Card. Visa,
or American Express card Canadian and
other foreign surface subscriptions are
$18 00 per year and must be pre-oaid We
guarantee that you will be completely
satisfied or we will refund the remaining
portion of your subscription
Send orders to:

Small

Business Computers
Magazine

39 E Hanover Ave
Morris Plains. NJ 07950
800-631-8112
(In NJ 201-540-0445)
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IBM, continued...

the IBM 360/370 architecture.

A special set of 16-bit registers is used to

define "segments" of memory. Each
machine instruction denotes both one of

these segment registers and its own "offset."

The CPU creates the physical address by

multiplying the segment register value by

16 and adding the offset given by the

instruction.

Interpreting this is a little tricky. It is

tempting to view the memory of the

computer as a scries of 65536 segments,

each 16 bytes long, since this most accurately

models the way the CPU forms addresses.

However. 16 byte segments are pretty small.

I prefer to view the memory as 16 segments

(numbered to F) of 65536 bytes each.

For one thing, this makes the hexadecimal

represention of the segment addresses for

Basic programs simple, in that they range

from &HO0O0 to &HFO00 in &H1000 incre-

ments.

The physical address calculation is so

simple you can do it in your head without

even adding. For example, offset &HFA6E
in segment &HF000 has physical address

FFA6E (FOOOO + FA6El-the most signi-

ficant digit is the segment number and the

other digits are the offset.

Sometimes it won't be possible to use

such "clean" segment addresses. Suppose

you wanted to POKE something directly

into the Color Graphics Adapter memory

.

which begins at physical address IWtXX).

Now it's just not intuitive to set the segment

to &HB000 and then POKE at &H8000+
&Hxxxx. where xxxx is the actual offset in

the adapter memory. In this case, it makes
better sense to set the segment to &HBK(X)

and then use actual offsets.

In any event. I've prepared a program

that reads the pattern for a given character

from the ROM BIOS and draws it on the

screen with block characters. The program

is shown in Listing 1. It will run using

either the monochrome display or the color

adapter. In the case of the color adapter,

you should change line 1310 to make the

width of the screen 40 instead of SO.

The program defines all variable names
to be integers I line SO). This is not necessary,

but it makes the program run a little faster.

The "dot" is defined to be a character

(line 60). in this case a solid block. In line

100 I've selected the highest segment and

in line 110 I've indicated that the base

address of the character pattern table is

&HFA6E. Each character is displayed in

an N x N pixel box. so 8 bytes are used to

store the patterns I line 120).

In lines 2<X) to 230. the screen is cleared

and the program awaits a single key
depression which is used as an index into

the character table. In line 240 the actual

address in segment &HF000 is calculated.

On Hexadecimal Numbers and Notations

In this month's column I have made use of hexadecimal

numbers and some notations which represent them. I want to

be sure you all understand what it's all about.

Everyone is familiar with the decimal numbering system.

That's what we use every day for everything, like how many
dollars it took to buy how many gallons of gasoline. The
system is called decimal because there are ten unique digits.

However, this is only one representation of numbers. You
probably know that computers speak binary, a numbering
system with only two digits. Binary is very cumbersome to use

in most cases. For example, the representation of the physical

address of the character table in the ROM BIOS is 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10

1001101110.

It's a lot easier to use a more compact representation, such

as decimal. Programmers, however, often need to know or

understand the placement of bits in the numbers they work

with. The hexadecimal numbering system, with sixteen unique

digits, solves the problem elegantly. Since each hexadecimal

digit can lake on one of 16 values, exactly four bits can be

represented by each digit. This allows the bit patterns of

numbers represented in hexadecimal to be rapidly determined.

The digits used are through 9, to represent their decimal

equivalents, and A through F. to represent the values 10

through 15. respectively.

Let's work this backwards. Taking the binary address from

above, we can organize it into groups of four bits. These four

bit numbers can be converted to a hexadecimal digit. The
result is a hexadecimal number.

1111 1111 1010 0110 1110

F FA6 E

In this column, and in practice, the hexadecimal representation

will normally be used only for addresses, machine language

instructions, or bit patterns.

There is one problem to overcome. How can you tell what I

mean by the number 4567? Is it decimal, or is it hexadecimal?

Or is it something else entirely? Unless it is obvious through

context, I will use the notation of the programming language

under discussion. If it is not a programming issue, then I will

use the Basic notation, as I have done in this column. In Basic,

hexadecimal numbers are denoted by the prefix "&.H" and all

digits which follow with no intervening spaces are taken to be

hexadecimal digits.
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Software for Apple
and Apple II plus

Robot Tank Invasion by Jay Crafferty

Tired of dots, dashes and two dimensial ani-

mation? Attack and destroy enemy tanks that are
programmed to destroy your tank High resolution

graphics and sound effects add to the excitement
of this fast machine language program. Runs on
any Apple with Applesoft, and at least 48K of RAM.
Diskette $29.95

Amber Software
^ 1 70 Parsippany Rd . Parsippany NJ

(201) 887-6474

CIRCLE 101 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CONTINUOUS TAX FORMS

New 1981 Tax Forms
NOW AVAILABLE

IRS Approved Formats

• W-2 Forms - 4 pt - 6 pt - 8 pt

-1 wide - 2 wide - Mailers

- carbon interleaved or carbonless

• 1099s • 1087s • 1040s

• 941A • 941 - 940 • DE 3B

• Calif. Sate 540s and 540 ES

Call or write for Free Tax Forms Catalog

1981 Programming Guide included with Catalog

RLPttB CQMPJTJttG SUPPLY, JMC.

9625 Mason Avenue
Chatsworth, CA 91311

(213) 882-9818

CIRCLE 114 ON READER SERVICE CARD

How will personal computers change our
lives in the future? How will the equipment
and its applications evolve in the coming
years? What roles will personal computers
have in society?

The world s leading authorities on personal

computers provided some insightful answers
at The Boston Computer Society second
annual Forum on the Future of Personal
Computers. October 15. 1981.

• Philip D. Estridge. Director. Entry Systems
Business. International Business Machines.
Boca Raton. Florida. Mr. Estridge— the
creator of IBM s new personal computer-
looked into the near future and The Next
Steps for Personal Computers.

• HE. James Finke President. Commodore
International. Ltd.. Norristown. Pennsylvania.

Mr. Finke gave his perspective on the
explosive growth of microcomputers with

"The Mass Market Micro: The Future Ain't

What It Used to Be.

• William H. Gates. President. Microsoft.

Bellevue. Washington. Mr. Gates— the father

of microcomputer software— provided an
inside look at "Things to Come in Personal
Computer Software.

• A.C. (Mike) Markkula President. Apple
Computer Inc.. Cupertino, California. Mr.

Markkula examined forthcoming break-
throughs in personal computer technology
in his talk "Making Computers Easier to

Use: Trends in the User Interface."

• Peter Rosenthal. Marketing Manager. Atari

Computer Division. Sunnyvale. California.

Mr. Rosenthal offered a vision of The Home
Computer of the Future" and its impact on
our homes.

Shirley Vice President. Radio Shack
Computer Merchandising. Fort Worth. Texas.

Mr. Shirley explored the business applica-
tions of future computers with Personal
Computers in the Office of the Future.

• Nigel Searle Vice President. Sinclair

Research Ltd.. Cambridge. England. Mr.

Searle considered the impact of personal
computers on consumers in his talk "The
Consumer Marketplace for Future Personal
Computers.

Moderated by Jonathan Rotenberg. Presi-

dent. The Boston Computer Society

All seven presentations along with ques-
tions and answers are available on two C-
90 tape cassettes (2-1/2 hours) for $25
postpaid. If you would also like to subscribe
to Small Business Computers, add $12 to

your order ($37 total). Or, to subscribe to

Creative Computing, add $20 ($45 total).

Send payment or credit card number and
expiration date (Visa. MasterCard. American
Express) to the address below or call our
toll-free number

creative
GOIRpattRg

39 E. Hanover Avenue
Morris Plains. NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631 -61 12
In NJ 201-540-0445



IBM, continued...

The screen is cleared ( line 230). a posit ion

for display is selected (3(X). 310), and (he

character is displayed (line 320). Then the

whole thing is done again.

The character display subroutine at line

1000 simply reads the bit patterns from
memory using PEEK statements and, one
bit at a time, looks for bits that are set.

Every time it sees one. it calls the subroutine

at line I2(X) to move to the proper screen

position and display a dot.

I had some fun with this program by
changing line 60 to ask for a value instead

of just using 219. This let me display the

patterns using arbitrary characters for the

"dot" There were some interesting results.

I enjoyed the little smiling face, character

code 1. It actually builds a reasonably

attractive character, even up close.

If you want to fool around with this

program, try modifying it to act like a big

typewriter: that is. put the first character

in the upper left hand corner of the display,

the second right next to it. etc.. until you
fill a line, and then begin the next line.

You can get three lines of 5 or 10 characters,

depending on the display you have.

Another idea is to speed up the display

subroutine by creating a table of column
masks instead of calculating them every
time. In line 1030, the exponentiation is

done 64 times for each character. You"ll

see a noticeable difference in speed.

By the way. I want to thank Bob Roswell

and Maury Weinstein of the Baltimore

Computerland store for letting me use their

IBM demonstrator to write the program
and test it out. Remember Photo 11

Books
If you intend to do any serious program-

ming (other than Basic) for the IBM Personal

Computer, you'll have to become more
intimate with the processor. I've come
across some books that may help you.
Here's the list.

The 8086 Book by Russell Rector and
George Alexy. 1980. Osborne/McGraw-
Hill. Berkeley, CA.
The 8086 Primer: An Introduction to

Its Architecture. System Design, and
Programming by Stephen P. Morse. 1980.

Hayden Book Company. Rochelle Park.
NJ.

The 8086 Family User's Manual. October
1979, Intel Corporation. Santa Clara. CA.
iAPX 88 Book. July 1981 . Intel Corpor-

ation. Santa Clara. CA.
Technical Reference. IBM Personal

Computer Hardware Reference Library.

November 1981. IBM Corporation. Boca
Raton. FL.

Ifyou're very experienced and understand
Intel assembly languages already , you can
make do with either Intel publication. If

you are starting from ground zero, you'll

want one of the first two books above. 1

personally like the Rector/Alexy book
because it explains very carefully and clearly

how the CPU works and how each individual

instruction works. The explanation given

for each instruction is excellent— the best

treatment I have seen. There are many
tables and charts showing how the instruc-

tions group together in various ways.

Neither the Rector/Alexy book nor the

Morse book does a very good job relating

the instruction set to the assembly language

syntax, but I'd give a slight edge to Morse.
You'll need to supplement either book
with the assembler reference manual for

the IBM Macro Assembler or whatever
assembler you happen to buy.

If you are going to program "outside"

the DOS or Basic environments, you really

should have a copy of IBM's Technical
Reference Manual. It contains needed
information about what's where in memory
and how all the devices work, particularly

the Color Graphics Adapter. It lists for

$36 from IBM or a dealer.

If you have the Technical Reference
and the Rector/Alexy book, you'll be in

good shape.

Reports

I was fortunate to have an opportunity

to read a rather large report about the

impact of the IBM Personal Computer. It

is titled "IBM's Billion Dollar Baby: The
Personal Computer" and was written by

Dr. Portia Isaacson and Dr. Egil Juliussen

of Future Computing. Inc. 1 found the

report interesting and informative in a

number of dimensions. It was certainly

interesting to note Future Computing's
prediction of IBM's market share by 1985

(almost 30% to IBM. in the teens for Apple
and Radio Shack), their forecast (almost

100.000 sold by the end of 1982. 860,000

by the end of 1985). and their comparison
of the IBM system with others, most notably

Apple.

There are two parts of the report which
I think are particularly significant. The
first is the excellent discussion of software

compatibility and why the IBM system
falls in the CP/M category. The other is

Chapter 6. entitled "How IBM Will Change
the Personal Computer Industry." Each
section in this chapter describes the impact

of the Personal Computer on a particular

segment of the industry, such as word
processing manufacturers, personal com-
puter manufacturers, third-party software

firms, etc. There is also a section describing

the impact of the machine on large corpor-
ations.

There are many reasons to read this

report. One of the most compelling is the

background information which describes
the personal computer industry. If you are

just getting your feet wet with small systems,

the report might help to sort things out.

Future Computing can be reached at

634 S. Central Expressway, Richardson.

TX 75080. The report costs $450.

My Face is Red Department
I'm human. I hope you can be divine

about these errors I've already made, and
those I'll probably make in the future.

In my evaluation article I said that the

BIOS did not have diskette support. It

does— it has the I/O driver software. This
is very low level stuff and does not appear
to include any knowledge of file systems

or DOS.
In my evaluation article I complained

about the lack of DATE$ and TIME$ in

cassette Basic. There is a reason for

this— the same clock that the system uses

to maintain the time of day is needed to

operate the cassette recorder. Therefore,

if you were running a time-of-day clock

and read the cassette, the time would end
up wrong.

In my evaluation article 1 mentioned
that multiple pages of text could be stored

in the Color Graphics Adapter. This is

true, but I was wrong by a factor of 2: in 25

x 40 mode there are eight pages, not four,

and in 25 x 80 mode there are four pages,

not two. I'll have more on the guts of this

adapter in a future column.
Also, in my evaluation article I said that

any circle or ellipse could be drawn with

the CIRCLE statement in Basic. In fact,

ellipses are created by specifying an "aspect-

parameter in the statement. This affects

the ratio between the x-radius and the y-

radius. and is used to offset the fact that in

various resolutions on various display

devices the dots may not have the same
vertical and horizontal dimensions.

CowpuTe-R- cap. //vc.

"in thi.\ business. Bosworlh. we do nut let the

chips fall where they may.
"
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Thus, if you draw a circle that looks
squished, you can change the aspect ratio
to make it look rounder. It also means that
an ellipse cannot be drawn in any direction,

but only with its major axis perfectly vertical

or horizontal. If you read the Basic manual
and play with the CIRCLE statement, you'll

see what I mean.
Next month. I'll tell you some things I

don't like about the IBM Personal Com-
puter, and why. Until then. Happy St.

Patrick's Day!

Listing I.

10 REM Program to display dot
matrix characters trom RON
patterns

20 REH Will Fasti* — 19 Nov 81
50 DEFINT A-Z
60 DOTCHAR-219
70 DOTSIZE-1
BO DOTS-STRINGS ( DOTS I ZE.DOTCHAR)
90 BOSUB 130O
lOO DEF SEB-tHFOOO
110 BASEADR-fcHFAoE
120 BYTESPERCHAR-8
130 KEY OFF
200 CLS
210 CHAR9-INKEYSI IF CHAR*-""

THEN 210
213 IF CHAR*-" " THEN STOP
220 CODE-ASC<CHAR*>
230 IF CODE >- 12B THEN BEEPi

GOTO 200
240 ADR - BASEADR*

(CODE•BVTESPERCHAR

)

250 CLS
300 X-8
310 V-<8CREENWIDTH-(8*D0TSIZE)>/2
320 BOSUB lOOO
330 SOTO 210
lOOO FOR ROW-1 TO 8
1010 ROWVAL-PEEK<ADR+(ROM-l>>
1020 FOR COL-1 TO 8
1030 C0LMASK-2~(7-<COL-l> )

1040 IF (ROHVAL AND COLHASK)
<>0 THEN GOSUB 1200

1050 NEXT COL
lOAO NEXT RON
1070 LOCATE 1,1
IOBO RETURN
1200 REH Locate to bit position

and display giant pixel'
1210 LOCATE X* (ROM- 1),Y* <COL-l>

(DOTSIZE
1220 PRINT LEFTS (DOTS. DOTSIZE)

1

1230 RETURN
1300 REH Initialise display
1310 SCREENUIDTH-eO
1320 RETURN

** Renew*.™
subscription is the

sincerest form
To* flattery!
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IDUfil
#22 SOFTWARE

ULTIMATE SOFTWARE PLAN
We'll match any advertised price on any
item that we carry And it you find a lower
price on what you bought within 30 days of

buying it. just show us the ad and well
refund the difference
Its that simple

Combine our price protection with the
availability of full professional support and
our automatic update service and you have
the Ultimate Software Plan

It's a convenient, uncomplicated, logical
way to get your software

DISK WITH /
MANUAL /

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
MedicallPAS-3 1849 $40
Dental PAS-3 $849 $40
ASYST DESIGN
Prof Time Accounting S 549 $40
General Subroutine $269. $40
Application Utilities $439/140
COMPLETE BUS SYSTEMS
Creator $269/$25
Reporter $169 $20
Both $399/145
COMPUTER CONTROL
FabsiB-tree) 1159/120
UltraSortll 1159/125
COMPUTER PATHWAYS
Pearl {level 11 1 99/125
Pearl (level 21 1299/140
Pearl (level 31 1549/150
DIGITAL RESEARCH
CP/M2 2
NorthStar 1149/125
TRS-80 Model II (P*T) 1159/135

MANUAL
ONLY

iS (New items or new prices)
CP/M users
specify disk systems and formats Most formats available

MICROTAX
Individual $250 na
Professiona I 1 1 000/na
Partnership $750 na
Package $1500/na

ORGANIC SOFTWARE

WHITESMITHS
C Compiler
Pascal 'incl C I

WORD PROCESSING

$600/$30
$850/$45

Micropolis
Cromemco
PL/1-80
BT-80
Mac
Sid
Z-Sid
Ten
DeSpool
CB-80
CBasic-2
DMA.
Ascom
Formula

GRAHAM-DORIAN
General Ledger
Acct Receivable
Acct Payable
Job Costing
Payroll II

Inventory II

Payroll
Inventory
Cash Register
Apartment Mgt

MICRO-AP
S- Basic

*• Selector IV

• Selector V

$169 $26
$189/125
1459/135
1179/130
1 85/115
1 65/115
I 90/115
1 90/115
1 50/110
1459/135
1 98/120

1149/115
1539/145

1729/140
1729/140
1729/140
1729/140
1729/140
1729/140
1493/140
1493/140
1493/140
1493/140

1269/125
1295/135
1495/150

TextWriter III

DateBook II

Milestone

OSBORNE
General Ledger
Acct Rec/Acct Pay
Payroll w Cost
All 3
All 3 • CBASIC-2
Enhanced Osborne
With C Basic

PEACHTREE

-

General Ledger
Acct Receivable
Acct Payable
Payroll
Inventory
Surveyor
Property Mgt
CPA Client Write-up

•* Order entry (Coboll
• Mlg Address

P5 Version

SOFTWARE WORKS
AdaptiCDOStoCP Ml
Ratfor

SOHO GROUP
MatchMaker
worksheet

lit 1,125
1269/125
1269/130

1 59/120
1 59/120
1 59/120
$129 $60
$199 $76
$269/160
$349/175

$399/140
$399/140
1399/140
1399/140
1399/140
1399/140
1799/140
1799/140
1900
1349
Add 11 29

1 69/lna
$ 86 tni

$ 97/$20
$177/120

STRUCTURED SYSTEMS
GL or AR or AP or Pay Call

MICRO DATA BASE SYSTEMS
HDBS 1269/135
MDBS 1795/140
DRSorORSorRTL 1269/110
MDBSPKG 11295/160

MICROPRO
WordStar 1319/160
Customization Notes $429/lna
Mail-Merge 1109/125
WordStar/Mail-Merge 1419/185
DataStar 1249/160
WbrdMaster 1119/140

Inventory Control
Analyst
LetterKJht
OSort
NAD
Order Entry

SUPERSOFT
Diagnostic I

Diagnostic 11

Disk Doctor
Forth (8080 or Z80)
Fortran
Fortran w/Ratfor
C Compiler
Star Edit
Other

Call
Call

Call

Call

Call

Call

1 49/120
1 84/120
1 84/120
1149/130
1219/130
1289/135
1174/120
1189/130
less 10%

• Corrector
WordSearch
SpellGuard
VTS/80
Magic Wand
Spell Binder
Sl-lKCl

OTHER GOODIES
Forecaster
Micro Plan
Plan 80
SuperCalc
Target

*• BSTAM
* BSTMS

Tiny C
Tiny C Compiler
Nevada Coboi
MicroStat

yVMN
MiniModel
StatPak
Micro B
Raid
String 80
Slnng/80 (source)
ISIS CP/M Utility

Lynx

INFO UNLIMITED
EasyWriter
Dsndn
EasyMailer
Other

$109 Sna
$179/$50
$229/125
$259/$65
$289/145
$349 $45
$495/$na

$ 1 99 Sna
$419 $na
$269/$30
1269/1 na
1189/130
1149/lna
$149/$na
$ 89 $50
$229/150
1129/125
1224/125
1130/115
1449/150
1449/140
1229/120
1224/135
1 84/120
1279/tna
$199/150
1199/120

1199
1249
1128
l.-SS IS

MICROSOFT
Softcard (Z-80 CP/MI 1298
Fortran
Cobol
Tasc

MICROPRO
Wordstar
MailMerge
Wordataj MajHMwm
SuperSon I

Spellstar

1179
1499
1139

1269
1 99
1349
1159
1129

PERSONAL SOFTWARE

TCS
GL or AR or AP or Pay I 79/125
All 4
Complied each
Inventory

UNICORN
Mince
Scribble
Both

CalcSlar 1259/tna
MICROSOFT
Basic-80 1298
Basic Compiler $329
Fortran-80 1349
Cobol-80 1629
M-Sort 1124
Macro-80 $144

s Macro-86 1259
Edit-80 • 84
MuSimp/MuMath •224
MuLisp-80 1174

• Multi Plan Call
•* Manager Series Call

Pkg
PASCAL

• Pascal/MT*
.'Compiler
^SpProg

Pascal'Z
Pascal/UCSD 4

* Pascal/M

DATA BASE
FMS-80
dBASE II

Condor II

Access 80 Level 1

Access 80 Level 2
Access 80 Level 3
Optimum

1269199
1 99/125
1 99/125

1149/125
1149/125
1249/150

1429/130
1315
1175
1349/130
1429/150
1355/120

1649/145
1595/150
1899/150
1249
1429
1679
1749/150

Visicalc 3 3
Desktop/Plan II

Visiterm
Visidex
Visiplot

Visitri.-nd Visiplot

Visitile

PEACHTREE
Gi'm-ral li-dqi'r

Acct Receivable
Acct Payable
Payroll
Inventory

OTHER GOODIES
dBASE II

VU »3R
(usew/Visicalcl

Context Connector
(usew/Viscaic)

Micro Courier
TCS Apple
(complete business) 1269/199

Super-Text II 1127
Data Factory 1134
OB Master 1184
Charles Mann less 1 5%
STC less 1 5%

1159
1159
1129
1159
1149
1229
1199

1224/140
1224/140
1224/140
1224/140
1224/140

1595/150

1 79

1129
1219

ORDERS ONLY-CALL TOLL FREE VISA • MASTERCHARGE
1 800-854 2003 ext 823 • Calif 1 800-522 1500 ext B23

Overseas— add 110 plus additional postage • Add 12 50 postage and handling per each item • California
residents add 6% sales tax • Allow 2 weeks on checks. COD ok • Prices subject to change without notice
All items subiect to availability • » — Mfgs Trademark

THE DISCOUNT SOFTWARE GROUP
6520 Selma Ave Suite 309 • Los Angeles. Ca 90028 • (213) 837-5141
Int I TELEX 499-0446 DISCSOFT LSA . USA TELEX 194-634 (Attn 499-0448]

TWX 910-321-3597 (Attn 499-0446)
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outpost : atari

First came the TRS-80. Model 1. It

provided character-oriented graphics.

Next came the Apple. It provided both

character and line graphics lone or the

other).

Now we have the Atari. It provides 14

graphics modes, some character-oriented,

some line-oriented.

"Fourteen modes?" you say. "The Basic-

manual lists nine." Well, that's because

Basic only allows you to access nine directly.

However, there are others lurking within

the machine waiting for a programmer to

find them. All are variations on the available

modes, some quite useful. One is so useful

that this article will be devoted to discussing

its use.

All character-line graphics on the Atari

("playfield graphics") are generated by the

close co-operation of two chips. Antic and

CTIA. Antic fetches data for 3.7 million

points per second (320 per line x 192 lines

x 60 per second) and feeds it to CTIA
which generates the TV picture from that

data. To determine what sort of image

should be generated (character, line, pixel

size. etc.). Antic looks to his program, the

display list. This program coexists in memory
with all the usual Basic and 6502 programs.

Anyway, his program, composed of indi-

vidual instruction codes, tells him what

sort of image to generate.

There are 14 image-generating codes in

Antic's program. Now when Basic was
designed, for some reason it was decided

to allow access to only nine of these codes.

rather than the full 14. And in particular,

the highest resolution four-color mode was

David anil Sandy Small. I l314Yucca Drive. Austin,

TX 78750.

ft"

Graphics Seven Plus

David and Sandy Small

left out. This is "graphics 7
+

" (also known
as "graphics seven-and-a-half.")

We got a great deal of mail from people

asking how to use this graphics mode when
we documented its existence back in the

July 1981 Creative. (If you wish to see a

tutorial on the Atari for the Basic pro-

grammer, go back to the June issue and

read the "Outpost" columns to date. Sadly,

we can't explain how Antic and such work

in each article because the explanation is

so long, but we can refer you to previous

issues to get a background.)

It takes a bit of work and a fair grasp of

what goes on inside the Atari, but the

results are well worth it: in the highest

four-color mode, we can get double the

resolution of graphics 7 using graphics

7+.
Graphics 7, you will recall, gives us 96

vertical x 160 horizontal pixels in four

colors. Graphics 8 gives us 192 vertical x

320 horizontal, but only in one color.

Graphics 7+ gives us 192 vertical x 160

horizontal in four colors.

This is an extremely useful mode.
Graphics 8 has several disadvantages; single

dots sometimes become red or blue when
white was intended because of "artifacting."

and candy-stripes tend to appear on all

near-vertical lines. Graphics 7 has pixels

the size of 2 x 2 graphics 8 dots, and is too

"chunky" for really accurate graphics.

Graphics 7+. with double the vertical

resolution, brings us close to the limits of

most monitors in terms of color resolution,

with 2 x 1 graphics 8 dots. No artifacting.

no funny stripes, just nice colors in truly

high resolution.

I should also mention that the graphics

7+ resolution is equal to the resolution of

IS.*
,7

212

a player or missile at size x l

.

Here at Houston Instruments, where I

work, we have a project going to interface

a plotter, capable of eight colors, to a

digitizer. The image to be plotted must be

displayed on the TV. Graphics 7 resolution

is unacceptable; the individual pixel is too

large for a quality display. But graphics

7+ provides twice the resolution while

retaining the four colors of data. (Now,

you'd like to know how I plan to get eight

colors, right? I must confess to having a

few sneaky ideas how to do so. and I

promise to document the method should I

succeed.) However, for now, four colors

at 160 x 192 will do nicely.

A Look at Graphics 7 and 8

Graphics 7+ is midway between 7 and

8, so let's look at 7 and 8 to help understand

how to generate 7+.
Graphics 7 is a "four color" mode. This

means that for every point on screen, two

bits of information are saved in memory.
Depending on which of the four numbers
possible is saved in those two bits, one of

four color registers is selected to display

color. (Actual color information is not saved

in the display memory; rather, a color

register number is saved, with the actual

color being stored in the register.) Hence,
one byte (eight bits) in graphics 7 display

memory, looks like this:

ww xx yy zz

where w, x. y, and z are the information

for a given point on screen.

The memory is mapped starting from

the upper lefthand corner of the screen,

from the beginning of display memory,
across the screen, down one line, and so
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RAM
For ATARI

48K RAM BOARD FOR THE 400

• Increases memory capacity

• Reduces power consumption

• Reduces heat

48K Board <4oo) $299

32K Board (8oo> $150

Intec

Peripherals
Corp

3389 Del. Rosa Avenue
San Bernardino, CA 92404

(714) 864-5269
ATARI. 400, 800 ara Trademarks of ATARI, Inc.

m

o

.— j/ Savin*. Special package • Including

T•« and binder

-

SA9 M -pes and
- B versatile

I
rngram that will

ceils (he day Y°u

l~V&iuinui Oui checks and ac-

I \f^ art guaranteed to please

. and guaranteed compatible
' bank In fact if you order a

special package and aren t satisfied for any
reason, simply return it for a full refund
(Including postage) and you can keep the
checkboofc-chcckwriter ' program

SYNERGETIC SOLUTIONS
0€PT C32« 4715 SH6PHEBD RD • MUIKKKY. FL 33*60 • PHOrt (813)646*557

CIRCLE 243 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CIRCLE 160 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Its time Your Computer
stopped just playing games
and started doing some work around the house!

Let Creative Software's home programs turn your ATARI® or VIC® into

a really useful household appliance—the results may well amaze you!

TITLE ATARI 400/800

VIC

(cassette only)

• Household

Finance

34 95 cassette

3995 disk

34 95

• Home
Inventory

19 95 cassette

2495 disk

1495

• Car Costs 19 95 cassette

2495 disk

1495

CREATIVE
SOFTWARE

201 San Antonio Circle. «270

Mountain View. CA 94040

(415) 948-9595

Ask about our many other recreational and home applications.'

ro ORDER: vis\ MasterCard, check or mone) order accepted. Il

charge, please include expiration date ol card. Add SI. 50 lor shipping and

handling. Calif, residents add sales tav



Atari, continued...

on. Hence, since we have % x 160, or
15,360 points, and four points stored per
byte, we use 3840 bytes of data.

When Antic generates graphics 7 he
does two scan lines of the same data. Hence,

each Antic instruction generates two scan

lines, and % of these instructions generate

192 lines— the height of the screen.

In graphics 8, we only save one bit of

information per point. That bit is used to

determine at what intensity a point is plotted,

and where the background color and
intensity and foreground intensity are stored

in color registers. Since only one bit is

saved per point, a graphics 8 display memory
byte looks like this:

abcdefgh
where each letter represents one point.

There are 320 x 192 points. 8 to a byte,

which comes out to 7680 bytes of data.

Each graphics 8 Antic instruction gen-

erates one scan line, so there are 192 of

them to a full screen.

Now graphics 7+ has the same vertical

resolution as graphics 8—one line per Antic

instruction. It also has the same horizontal

resolution as graphics 7 ( 160), and the four

colors. Do you begin to see why it is such a

useful mode?
Note that different information must be

written into display memory to draw a line

in a different mode. In particular, in graphics

7 or 7+ two bits must be written for each
pixel, whereas in graphics 8 one bit must
be written. This will be very important
shortly. An operating system routine, stored

in the ROM plug-in cartridge, handles all

of the bit-shifting and masking to write the

required bits into memory, based on what
graphics mode it thinks it is in.

Time for some sample programs: The
first generates a simple graphics 7 display.

The next generates a simple graphics 8

display. This is to allow you to compare
the resolutions. See Programs 1 and 2.

Program 1.

10 REM PROGRAM 1 — DAVE SHALL
20 REM PROGRAM TO GENERATE CR.7
30 REM SAMPLE DISPLAY
40 REM
50 REM 8K BASIC VERSION
60 REM
70 GRAPHICS 7
80 COLOR 1

90 PLOT 1,1
100 DRAHTO 159,1
110 COLOR Z
120 DRAHTO 159,80
130 COLOR 3
140 DRAHTO 1,1
HI FOR Z-l TO 20
142 COLOR <INT(RND(0>*3>+1 >

143 PLOT <INT(RND<0>*159) )

,

<INT<RND(0>*80>>
144 NEXT 2
150 PRINT "NOTE EACH GRAPHICS

7 PIXEL"
160 PRINT "USES THO SCAN LINES."
170 GOTO 170

Program 2.

10 REM PROGRAM 2 — DAVE SMALL
20 REM PROGRAM TO GENERATE GR.8
30 REM SAMPLE DISPLAY
40 REM
50 REM 8K BASIC VERSION
60 REM
70 GRAPHICS 8
75 SETCOLOR 2,0,0
80 COLOR 1

90 PLOT 1,1
100 DRAHTO 159,1
120 DRAHTO 159,80
140 DRAHTO 1,1
141 FOR Z-l TO 20
142 COLOR (INT(RND<0>*3>+1>
143 PLOT <INT(RND(0)«1S9>),

<INT<RND<0>*80>)
144 NEXT Z
150 PRINT "NOTE EACH GRAPHICS

8 PIXEL"
160 PRINT "USES ONE SCAN LINE."
170 GOTO 170

Program .?.

10 REM PROGRAM 3
20 REM
30 REM CONVFRT GR.7 TO GR.7*
40 REM DAVE SMALL
50 REM 8K BASIC VERSION
60 REM
70 REM CREATE IMAGE
530 REM "in iiiiiiiiiiimi
540 REM « FROM

CREATIVE COMPUTING..
545 REM «* GENERATES MULTICOLOR

SPIRAL
550 GRAPHICS 7:DEG !DIM C(3)
555 PRINT "CREATING IMAGE."
590 R =20: COLOR UC-1
600 XO =79U0-47
610 FOR K=0 TO 3 :C(K ) -K+1*Z SNEXT K
620 FOR K-l TO 3
630 x=xo*R«cos<360) :y-yo:plot X,Y
640 FOR 1-0 TO 5*360 STEP 75
650 X =XO+R«COS(D:Y = YO +R*SIN<I)
660 DRAHTO X,Y
665 C-C+1SIF C>3 THEN C-l
667 COLOR C
670 NEXT ItR-R+12
680 NEXT K
690 Z8=l
700 PRINT "MODIFYING DL."
1000 REM GR.7 TO GR.7*
1010 START-PEEK < 560 > + Z56*PEEK < 561

>

1020 POKE START+3,14+64:REM LMS
1030 FOR Z=START+6 TO START+6+96
1040 IF PEEK(Z>*13 THEN POKE Z.14
1050 NEXT Z
1059 REM REMOVE THIS STOP

FOR LOOP..
1060 STOP
1100 REM GR.7+ TO GR.7
1110 FOR Z-START+6+96 TO START+6

STEP -1
1140 IF PEEK<Z)-14 THEN POKE Z,13
1150 NEXT Z
1155 POKE START+3,13+641REM LMS
1160 GOTO 1020

Next, we will take a graphics 7 display

and convert it to graphics 7+.
What will happen? Well, first, since we

have % instructions in graphics 7, each

generating two scan lines, we get a total of

192 scan lines. If each of those 96 instruc-

tions generates only one scan line, as in

graphics 7+, the screen will only be half

filled (only the top % scan lines). The
same display that graphics 7 had in it will

be retained, it will just shrink vertically.

So for our third program, let's take a

graphics 7 display, and convert it to graphics

7+. You'll see the effect of doubling your
vertical resolution, and won't believe how
fine a line can be drawn in four colors. All

we'll do is take the % bytes of Antic's

program, when he's in graphics 7, and
convert them from an Antic code 13

(graphics 7) to a 14 (graphics 7+). See

Program 3.

Pretty neat, right? Nice resolution. Now
if we could only get the whole screen in

that resolution.

Well, we can. We could go the tough

way, where we allocate memory, build

192 graphics 7(14) instructions, set memory
pointers to display memory, ad infinitum.

Were we working in assembly language,

we would have to do it that way. But

there's an easier way : take an existing display

list and convert it. That way Basic has

already allocated memory space and so

forth, and we don't need to worry about

fooling it into leaving memory alone.

We can take a graphics 8 display list,

already 192 instructions long, and convert

the 1 5's (Antic code for graphics 8) to 1 4's.

That part is easy, just a FOR-NEXT loop

to convert every 15 to a 14. The only

slightly tricky part is catching the LMS
instructions (64 + 15 or 79), changing them
to 78, and leaving the display memory
data bytes alone. (See August 1981 for a

discussion of LMS). This way, the right

amount of screen memory is already

reserved for us, the display list is set up,

pointers and all, and we've saved a great

deal of work.

Next, since graphics 8 uses a different

bit pattern to display material, we'll have

to fool the operating system into thinking

we're really in graphics 7 so it uses the

graphics 7 bit/shift routines. This is a matter

of one POKE to the low memory location

where the operating system looks each

time it does a line draw to determine what

graphics mode it is in. The location contains

the graphics number currently in effect.

We will, thus, POKE a 7 in there: it should

currently contain an 8 from when graphics

8 was set up.

Well, here we go. (See Program 4.) We
set up graphics 8, change the display list to

graphics 7+, and do a three-color draw at

the top of the screen. No problem, works
fine. But when we try to draw anywhere in

the lower half of the screen, we get an
ERROR #141 —cursor out of range.
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• Any area of the Hi-Res screen can be printed as

large or small as you like.

• Zoom "Window" feature allows you to frame and

see the specific area of the Hi-Res screen to be

printed.

• Picture can be printed horizontally or vertically.

• Margins can be completely adjusted for custom

placement of picture.

• Form feed and line feed can be controlled from the

keyboard.
• Prints either Hi Res screen 1 or 2.

• Prints charts, graphs or pictures.

• Menu driven . . . extremely easy to use.

TERMINALS FROM TRANSNET
[
PURCHASE PLAN • 12-24 MONTH FULL OWNERSHIP PLAN • 36 MONTH LEASE PLAN

rtMKMUt ft* mm*
MIOMffMM MCI ttaOS U MM M MM
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\
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920 CRT Terminal 195 M 41 32
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Finally you can realize the

FULL graphic capabilities

of your printer.

ZOOM GRAFIX WORKS WITH ALL
THESE PRINTERS:
• Apple Silentype
• NEC 8023
• Spinwriter
• Diablo
• Qume
• All Epsons

• Pro-Writer
• Starwriter
• All IDS
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• Xerox

Only $39.95. Vis.t and MasterCard anepted
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PHOENIX
SOFTWARE, INC.

64 Lake Zurich Drive

Lake Zurich, IL 60047
(312) 438-4850

Copyright 1981 Phoenix Software, Inc.

Apple II. II- and are registered trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc.
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Atari, continued.

Program 4.

10 REM PROGRAM 1
2 REM
30 REM CONVERT GR.8 TO GR.7 +
10 REM DAVE SMALL
50 REM 8K BASIC VERSION
60 REM
65 DIM CO)
70 REM DISPLAY LIST MODS
80 GRAPHICS 8
90 PRINT "CONVERTING DL

FROM 8 TO 7+."
100 start«peek<560)+256*peek<561>
110 poke start+3, 11*61
120 for z-start+6 to start+6+192+6
130 if peek(z) = 15 then poke z.11
m0 if peek<z>=15+61 then poke z,

h+6i:z=z+2:rem
(skip lms data bytes)

150 NEXT Z
200 REM
210 REM LET OS THINK HERE IN GR.7..
220 POKE 87,7
390 PRINT "CREATING UPPER

HALF IMAGE"
100 YADD>1
110 GOSUB 500
120 PRINT "CREATING LONER

HALF IMAGE"
125 YADD-30
130 GOSUB 500
110 STOP
500 REM
530 REM «»« iiiumim
510 REM *« FROM CREATIVE COMPUTING.
515 REM mm GENERATES

MULTICOLOR SPIRAL
550 DEC
590 R-lOtCOLOR 1IC-1
600 X0-79tY0=17
610 FOR K=0 TO 3:c<k>-k+i»2:next K
620 FOR KM TO 3
630 x-xo+rxcos<360>:y«yo:plot

X.Y+YADD
610 FOR 1=0 TO 5»360 STEP 75
650 x=xo+r«cos<i>:y=yo+r»sin<i>
660 drahto x.y+yadd
665 C=C+i:iF C>3 THEN C-l
667 COLOR C
670 NEXT i:R=R+12
680 NEXT K
690 Z8=l
700 RETURN

Many, many people have tried the above
routine to get into graphics 7+. All of
them have run into this problem. You see.
the operating system, while drawing a line,

constantly checks to see if the line is going
off of the visible area. Should it do so. an
ERROR 144 is returned and the line drawing
process stops. The OS thinks were in

graphics 7 i% x 160). so when we try to
draw below line 96. it thinks it is at the
bottom of the screen and terminates the
draw. In computercse this is known as
"bounds checking "— and anyone who has
watched football knows what "out of
bounds'" means. (See. these computer snob
words really do have humble beginnings).

What Do We Do?
We can't POKE an 8 into the OS location,

because then the draw routine will use the
wrong bit shifting routine and we'll gel all

sorts of crazy bit patterns and colors! I Feel
free to try it— there are many interesting

effects obtainable this way. Just delete the
POKE 87.7 in Program 3.) And we cant
get by with a POKE 7...because then the
OS thinks we're going out of bounds.
Because both bounds checks and draw
routine selection are based on the same
location, we're stuck. (The memory location
is called DINDEX and is located at 57 hex
or 87 decimal).

The problem resides in the extreme care
taken to avoid out-of-bounds conditions.
If we could draw out of bounds, and have
the Atari blindly do the draw instead of
telling us we were wrong, then graphics
7+ would work. Even though the operating
system might conclude that we were out
of our minds and drawing off the bottom
edge of the screen, it would continue to
draw in the right places for our graphics
7+ to work. (Screen memory, by the way.
is 3780 bytes in graphics 7 and 7680 in

graphics 7+. Graphics 7+ and graphics 8
use the same memory size.)

Well, the OS routine is in ROM and
cannot be modified, short of pulling the
chips out and putting new ones in. As I am
no hardware expert this solution isn't

acceptable. Besides, if 1 did. my programs
would run only on my machine. However,
it did bring to mind an analogy which
solved the problem. Character sets are
stored in ROM. also, and are unmodifiable.
unless they are copied into RAM first. So
why not copy the OS draw routine into
RAM. zap the bounds check, and use it

for graphics 7+?
To make a long story even longer, that's

what I did. The rest of the article describes
this process. The first time through. I did
it all in Basic, but that was tix> slow, so 1

recoded the slow parts in 6502 assembler.
Those routines I used in the graphics 7+
driver. (They should be usable in any
graphics mode; they just ignore all bounds
checks. However, the Atari caution extends
beyond overprotecting the user: a line drawn
out of bounds could go sailing straight
through memory reserved for other things.

and crash the Atari. Just be careful: don't
try to draw from 1.1 to 3000.6700.)
The final result is three assembly routines.

They are fast and efficient and both fit

into page 6 in memory (600-700 hex). 256
bytes set off by Atari for a user's own
purposes and left untouched by Atari
routines. The first modifies the graphics 8
display list to a graphics 7+. The second
copies the OS draw routine into free RAM
for modification. I use Basic for the small
amount of POKEing that must be done in

the OS routine to make it work properly in
its new memory location (it involves relocat-
ing a few addresses) and to DRAW a line-

using the OS routine (it just takes arguments
from the Basic USR call and feeds them to
the draw routine).

To use graphics 7+ . one does a graphics
8 call, calls the first USR routine to set up
the 7+ display list, calls the second routine

to fetch the draw routine in RAM and
modify it. and then all is ready. Line draws
are made in one of two forms:

X=USR(third routine.X coordinate. Y
coordinate, color #) or X = USR(third.Xl.
Y1.X2.Y2.COLOR)
The first performs a DRAWTO from

the old cursor location to the specified X
and Y coordinates. The second performs
a line draw between the specified points
(equivalent to PLOT XI.Yl. : DRAWTO
X2.Y2). Both routines perform the draw
in the specified color, not the color of the
current COLOR statement.

Alas, the OS draw routine is too long to

fit into the small page 6. So it must be
stored elsewhere in RAM. Finding a free

space in RAM isn't too hard. However,
finding a space that is free on everyone 't

Atari is pretty hard. Memory sizes range
from 8K to 48K (40K with Basic cartridge ).

I decided to tailor the routine for my 40K
system and let users do relocation as
necessary for theirown systems. Nowadays
there is so much player-missile memory
being reserved, charset arrays, and so forth

that a general solution is very difficult.

For Advanced Programmers
The following is a bit technical but is

intended for assembly programmers. The
OS routines start at SFCFC and end at

SFE44 (inclusive). They are copied to

S7CFC through S7E44. Several JMPs inside

are relocated back to the RAM routine,
making this a non-relocatable routine. (The
fact that I am copying it down an even
$8000 makes it quite easy to relocate.) It

should be simple to do this for other size

memories; the calculations are self-docu-

menting in the OS and assembly listings.

Just make sure the JMPs are changed to

JMP to the point in RAM where the

/****"

Relax. Hal. Ii won/ replace you. It's not simple
\

enough.
"
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Trucker

Air Traffic Controller
In this popular, fast-moving simulation

you must successfully control the flight paths

of 27 aircraft as they take off, land and fly

over your airspace. You give orders to

change altitude, turn, maintain a holding

pattern, approach and land at two airports.

With five different airport configurations

and variable skill levels, you won't easily

tire of this absorbing and instructive

simulation. Cassette CS-7004 $14 95.

Original Adventure
Only the brave enter the Colossal Cave,

and only the clever survive. The entire evil

cast of this classic game, from deadly dragon

to nasty dwarf, will try to stop your quest

for treasures. Using English commands,
you explore the cave, travel through more
than 100 locations, gather treasures, and

attempt to think your way out of dangerous
situations. Every aspect of the game is

faithfully reproduced from the Original Ad-

venture born on large computer systems.

For weary travelers, there is even a SAVE
GAME feature. Add this classic to your

software collection. Order CS-7504 for disk

$24.95. CS-7009 for cassette $ 1 9.95.

Dominoes
Take on your computer at a game of

draw dominoes. With options for repeating

or alternating draw. Dominoes gives the

game player a tough opponent who's always

ready. From Thorn/EMI Order cassette CS-
7007. $11.95.

Cribbage
Can you be the first to peg twice around

the board? Your computer will put up a

tough fight in this head-to-head game of

cribbage. A graphic display of board and
cards highlight this game of skill. From
Thorn/EMI. Order cassette CS-7008.
$11.95.

*Tilt
A favorite craze for years, the familiar

wood labyrinth that tilts in all directions

has entered the computer age. One or two

players attempt to navigate balls through a

maze and into scoring holes. With nine

skill levels and nine speeds. Tilt will provide

hours of fun. And. since each player can

use a different skill level, Tilt is ideal for

family play From Thorn/EMI Order cassette

CS-7013 $11.95.

*Pool
Put a games room in your computer. Old

pros and beginners alike will thrill to the

challenge and realism of Pool. From the

satisfying click of a tough combination shot

to the acccuracy required for a three-cushion

bank. Pool has it all. You control the angle

and force of your stroke, then watch the

object ball speed toward the pocket. It's so

real you can almost feel the felt.

There is a practice mode for one player,

and 8-Ball and Tournament Pool for two

Take a break with Pool today. From
Thorn/EMI. Order cassette CS-7010
$14.95.

This program simulates coast-to-coast

trips by an independent trucker hauling

various cargos
If all goes well, you can obey the speed

limits, stop for eight hours of sleep each
night and still meet the schedule. Bad
weather, road construction or flat tires

may put you behind schedule. You may try

to increase your profit by skimping on
sleep, driving fast or carrying an overweight

load. Not available on cassette.

Streets of the City
During your tenure, you must construct

streets and Interstate highways, repair

existing streets, and improve traffic safety.

For the Transit Authority you have to up-
grade and replace a delapidated bus fleet,

increase ridership. reduce maintenance
downtime and improve on-schedule perfor-

mance. Not available on cassette.

Outdoor Games
Fight a raging inferno in Forest Fire. User

options allow for endless variety and skill

levels When the fire is out. relax with Fishing

Trip, but watch out for sharks. The brave
may wish to trek through the wilderness in

Treasure Island I and II Beware the senti-

nels—they're after you. Order cassette CS-
7002 $11.95

Haunted House
You are trapped in a mansion, alone

except for the spirits that haunt the place
eternally. Can you find the exit before
midnight? This ever-changing game, com-
plete with sound effects, is a perfect com-
panion for dark evenings and rainy days.
Order cassette CS-7003 $1 1 95.

Darts
Enter the pub. grab a pint of lager and a

handful of darts, then try for a bull's eye in

this amazing graphic game. One or two
players can go at it. testing their aim at ten

skill levels. Whether you want to throw a

few, or just show your friends what the

Atari computer can do. Darts is an ideal

addition to your software library. This is

Britain's most popular Atari game from
Thorn/EMI. Order cassette CS-701 1 $14 95.

Billiards
This captivating British game is played

with three balls on a standard pool table.

Each player attempts to score by sinking a
shot or hitting two balls with his cueball.

From Thorn/EMI. Order cassette CS-701

2

$14.95.

*Snooker
A tough British Game using 26 balls requir-

ing the eye of sharpshooter and the strategy

of a chess master. From Thorn/EMI. Not
available on cassette.

$24.95
$24.95
$19.95
$19.95

Disk Packages
Pool, Snooker Billiards CS-7509
Darts and Tilt CS-7506
Dominoes and Cribbage CS-7507
Outdoor Games and CS-7502

Haunted House
Trucker and Streets CS-7707$24 95

Order Today
To order any of these software packages

send payment plus $2.00 postage and
handling per order to Creative Computing,
Morris Plains, NJ 07950. Visa, MasterCard
and American Express orders may be called

in toll-free.

Order today at no risk. If you are not

completely satisfied, your money will be
promptly and courteously refunded.

Atari

Inc.

is a registered trademark of Atari.

GPeafcive
computing
software

Morris Plains, NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631-8112
(in NJ 201-540-0445)

# Licensed from Thorn/EMI Video Programmes Ltd. Available in North America only



Atari, continued-

corresponding statement to the ROM
statement is. Note that S7E44 is just below
the DL/DM in a 40K or 48K (same thing
with a Basic cartridge) machine. Hence it

is in a relatively "safe" area.

The bounds check is a simple JSR. This
is changed to NOP I no-operation) with
three NOP codes.

Programs 5, 6. 7. and 8 are listings of
four assembly/Basic routines. (The Atari
OS listing is copyrighted and doesn't appear
here, but you can easily look up the
addresses specified to find where I am
copying from yourself.)

Program 5 is the page 6 assembly listing.

Program 6 is the assembly program con-
verted to DATA statements. This program
is appended to your code to load the
assembly routine. Program 7 is the "Sunset"
multiple color spiral run in graphics 7+,
using an already loaded assembly routine,
and provides an example of using graphics
7+ when the routines are loaded. Finally.

Program H is an example of using the DATA
statements of Program 6 to load and draw
a pretty figure using graphics 7+.

Feel free to delete the REM statements:

I document the code heavily in order to

make it easy to understand, but the docu-
mentation isn't needed in the final copy. (I

also break up all hex opcodes for clarity:

these could be calculated to save the
machine the work each runthrough.i

On using AUTORUN.SYS: This is a

handy way for disk users to load these
routines. Boot up DOS (2.0S). and run
Program 6. Next, go to DOS. Do the binarv

save (K). from SWX) to $6FF:

K
AUTORUN.SYS.600.6FF (return)

and thereafter when you boot up with that

disk, the graphics 7+, routines will be
loaded automatically.

Generally DOS and Basic will leave these

routines alone once loaded unless you re-

boot the system or have a particularly

nasty crash. Hence, even users without
disks may not have to reload the data each
program run.

Conclusion

Well, there you have it. graphics 7+. I

hope to see more and more use of it!

These routines can easily be copied into a

AUTORUN.SYS file and automatically

loaded along with Basic, or POKEd into

memory when needed. Enjoy the world of
double resolution graphics 7.

• ERADICATE
UNCREATIVE
COMPUTING
subscribe!

^

Program 5.

0Z50 $0680
02FB 1390 ATACHR = »2FB
05A 1340 OLDROM »5A
06FD 4CFC7C 1790 JHP «7CFC
10 ;

PROGRAH 5 LISTING..
1100 ICCOMZ - »22

Z0
ZZ
30
to
50
54
55
56
57
60

COLOR DATA
FROM Y

O.S.. .MUST MOD

CIO DRAW FLAG

} THREE ASSEMBLY ROUTINES FOR
; PAGE 6'.

1370 ROHCRS «54
1360 COLCRSL- *55
1350 COLCRSH* *56
13B0 DINDEX *57

855C 1500 STA OLDCOLH

TO
TO
TO

LO
HI

68D 8D9706 0330
69E D005 0SZ0

STA
BNE

IF GR.
HAS A

70 ;

so ;

90 ;

0100
0110
oizo
0130
0140
0150
0160
0170
0180
0190
0Z00
0210
0ZZ0
0Z3O
0240
0Z70
0310
0350
0370
0380
0390
0400
0440
0450
0460
0470
0500
0SS0
0590
0660
0680 68
0681 AD300Z
0684 8D9606
0687 8DAC06
0690 ;

0693 AZ00
0695 BD341Z
0696
0697
0698 C942
0720
0740
07S0
0760
0770
0780
0790
0800
0810
0820
0830
0840
0850
0860
0870
0880
0890
0900
0910
0920
0930
1010
1020
1100

FETCHH
N0T15

CURR GR. MODE

(FETCH STMT)

CONVERTS DL FROM GR.B - GR7.5.
COPIER FROM OS ROM TO RAM.
GR7.+ DRAMTO. FULL SCREEN

GR.7 + DRAW ROUTINE.

COPYRIGHT 1981 BY DAVID M. SMALL

7 .*

ROUTINE II
ASSEMBLY ROUTINE TO CONVERT
A GR.8 DISPLAY LIST TO A GR
DISPLAY LIST.
CONVERTS ALL 15'S TO 14'S
CONVERTS ALL (64+15) TO (64*14)
(BUT MILL SKIP LMS DATA BYTES)

PLACED IN PAGE 6.

LOOP 202 TIMES. CHANGE 15 TO
15, 79 TO 78, SKIP LMS DATA.

2 ENCOUNTERED, OUIT
TEXT MINDOH.

0260
0Z80
0Z90
0300

0360
0430
0410
04Z0
0480

PLA
LDA
STA
STA

LDX
LOOP LDA
FETCHL
FETCHH =

CMP

560
FETCHL
STOREL

•
1Z34,X
• + l

» + Z
•66

SATISFY BASIC

(FETCH STMT)
(STORE STMT)

INIT X
GET DL BYTE

ROUTINE Zt

COPIES O.S. ROM TO RAM (DRAH
ROUTINES) TO ALLOH BOUNDS
CHECK REMOVAL.

COPIES »FCFC
TO *7CFC

TO
TO

FE44
7E44

(THIS IS QUITE EASY TO CHANGE
TO CUSTOMIZE FOR YOUR ATARI

j

ON A 40K-48K MACHINE THIS
IS RIGHT BELOW THE DL/DM.)

(65092-64764- 3Z8
3Z8 - Z56 - 7Z >

— »FCFC TO «FDFB («FF BYTES)
t— »FDFC TO »FE44
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NEWSLETTER
35 Old State Road, Oxford, CT 06483

»

A NEWSLETTER FOR POCKET COMPUTER USERS
This timely, compact publication provides up to the minute informa-

tion on pocket computers, including models such as the Radio Shack

TRS-80 Pocket Computer, Sharp Electronics' PC-1211, the Casio

FX-702P, Panasonic's RL-H1000, and others as they are announced.

We only cover pocket computers that are capable of executing a high

level language such as BASIC. We also report on attachments and

software (programs) as they are made available for these devices.

Strictly for Busy People

This is a newsletter. // ft not a magazine. Ten times a year we deliver

a highly compact 4 - 8 pages of condensed, relevant, timely infor-

mation of value to users of pocket computers. This vital data is pro-

vided in a format that can be readily digested by the busy, important

executive, engineer or professional in just a few minutes of brisk, in-

teresting, informative reading. If you have hours to dawdle away each

month, there are lots of magazines you can browse through. Yet, even

if you were to read a dozen magazines a month, you would be unlikely

to find all the relevant pocket computer information contained in each

issue of The POCKET COMPUTER NEWSLETTER.

Up to the Minute News
If it has to do with pocket computers, we tell you about it. New pro-

duct releases. Current prices. Industry speculation even an occasional

rumor. Since we are a newsletter you get news fresh, not months after

it happens as occurs with magazines. Our material is sent directly to

you by first class mail!

Product and Equipment Reviews

As new models of pocket computers and related equipment become
available we publish professional, forthright reviews as reported to us

by actual purchasers and users. Books, software packages and related

materials are similarly reviewed by actual users or our professional

staff.

Important Operating Tips

Every computing device has its strengths and weaknesses, its ins and

outs. Our publication quickly compiles information and tidbits from

users and passes this on to you. How to save keystrokes, better capi-

talize on a capability, uncover hidden talents; this type of valuable

information is regularly reported on by The POCKET COMPUTER
NEWSLETTER.
Practical Programs

Approximately one-half of each issue consists of actual programs and
routines for pocket computers. Practical, useful programs that enhance
the value of your personal unit. In previous issues we have published:

a payroll tax program, a production estimating and billing program,
hexadecimal-to-decimal/decimal-to-hexadecimal conversion routines,

linear equations (to 12 simultaneous) solver, year-day calendar, simple

interest calculator, memo pad program, plotter (for printer units), sort

routines, roots of polynomials, fractions and decimals converter,

numerical integration routines, probability functions, alarm clock rou-

tine, selected high quality entertainment programs, and many more.
We are constantly reviewing and selecting choice programs and routines

for pocket computer users and publishing them in a compact, no-

nonsense format; ready for you to use.

Your Eyes and Ears

We tell you where to find more information about products and pro-

grams having to do with pocket computers. Who is selling, current

prices, addresses and phone numbers of suppliers. And, we point you
to relevant articles, books, and other sources of information.

By Subscription Only

We consider the production of The POCKET COMPUTER NEWS-
LETTER to be an ongoing service to our subscribers. Subscriptions

are for a calendar year period (January December) and you get

all issues published to date for the calendar year in which you sub-

scribe, at the time you subscribe. Each issue thereafter, during your
subscription term, is sent directly to you by first class mail (or air-

mail if you are an overseas subscriber). We do not sell single issues

(except for a one-time sample offer where we select a representa-

tive issue) and we do not market our timely publication through
retail outlets.

Our Guarantee of Quality

If, at any time, you become disatisfied with our service, you may
simply cancel your subscription and receive a refund for unmailed
issues.

MASTER CARD and VISA credit card holders may subscribe by phoning: (2031 888-1946
1

FREE PREMIUM!
1982 subscribers will

receive the special

MATH1 package of

PC programs. You
qualify to receive

this valuable free

gift if you check

either box 2 or 3 at

right. Don't delay!

Get started learning

how to enjoy your
pocket computer to-

day. Use this handy
subscription form!

Mail this form directly to:

POCKET COMPUTER NEWSLETTER
35 Old State Rd, Oxford, CT 06483

1981 Charter Subscriber (Issues 1 - 10). $20.00 for U.S.

delivery. (U.S. $24.00 to Canada. U.S. $30.00 elsewhere.)

1981/82 Charter Subscriber (Issues 1 - 20). $40.00 in

U.S. (U.S. $48.00 to Canada. U.S. $60.00 elsewhere.)

1982 Regular Subscriber (Issues 11 - 20). $30.00 in U.S.

(U.S. $36.00 to Canada. U.S. $45.00 elsewhere.)

D Sample issue. $3.00 in U.S. (U.S. $4.00 elsewhere.) 'Due

to credit card minimum, this item cannot be charged.

Orders must be accompanied by payment in full. We do not

issue invoices for the POCKET COMPUTER NEWSLETTER.
Thank you for your remittance.

Name:

Addr:

City: State: Zip:

MC/VISA # Expires:

Signature:

CIRCLE 220 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Atari, continued.

Program 5, continued

1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
1160
1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1410
1480
1560
1610
1650
1690
1700
1710
1760
1770
1780
1800
6000
0600

ROUTINE 3t

THIS ROUTINE IS CALLED FROM
BASIC TO PERFORM A DRAHTO
FUNCTION IN GR 7.5. THERE ARE
TWO POSSIBLE calls:

D=USR( XI ,Y1,X2,Y2, COLOR)
D=USR(X2,Y2, COLOR)

FIRST HILL DRAH A LINE BETHEEN
THE SPECIFIED COORDINATES IN
SPECIFIEDCOLOR. SECOND HILL
"DRAHTO" FROM OLD LOCATION TO
SPECIFIED COORDINATES.

THIS ROUTINE REQUIRES THE O.S.
DRAH ROUTINE BE COPIED INTO
RAM AND MODIFIED. SEE ARTICLE.

PULL OFF AND STORE ARCS

SETUP IS DONE. OTHER MISC:

CALL DRAH RAM ROUTINE

END
68 1510

00 855B 1520
PLA GET FROM X LO

STA OLDCOLL

Program 6.

90 REM LOADER
9010 Z-6«256+8xl6
9020 READ Zl
9030 IF Zl— 1 THEN RETURN
9040 POKE Z,Z1
9050 Z = Z + 1

9060 GOTO 9020
10000 DATA 104,173,48,2,141,150,6,141,172,6,173,49,2,

141,151
10010 DATA 6,141,173,6,162,0,189,52,18,201,66,240,29,

201,15
10020 DATA 208,5,169,14,76,171,6,201,79,208,2,169,78,

157,52
10030 DATA 18,232,201,79,208,2,232,232,224,203,144,220,

96,162,0
10040 DATA 104,189,252,252,157,252,124,232,224,0,208,

245,162,0,189
10050 DATA 252,253,157,252,125,232,224,75,208,245,96,

104,201,3,240
10060 DATA 15,201,5,240,1,96,104,133,92,104,133,91,

104,104,133
10070 DATA 90,104,133,86,104,133,85,104,104,133,84,

104,104.141,251
10080 DATA 2,169,17,133,34,76,252,124
11000 DATA -1

"( 'omc to any conclusions on Murphy 's Law yet?"

Program 7.

10 REM PROGRAM — ASSEMBLY VERSION
15 REM REQUIRES AUTORUN.SYS OR LOAD
20 REM
40 REM DAVE SMALL
50 REM 8K BASIC VERSION
55 REM
56 IF PEEK< 1536+128)0104 THEN PRINT "ASSEMBLY

NOT LOADED. ."tSTOP
60 REM DEFINES
61 C0NVERT-6«256+B«16:REM *0680
62 COPY=6«256+11«16+10:REM »06BA
63 DRAH*6*256+13«16+6:REM *06D6
65 DIM C(3>
67 REM
70 REM DISPLAY LIST MODS
80 GRAPHICS 8
90 X-USRC CONVERT)
97 REM
20 REM
210 REM LET OS THINK WE'RE IN GR.7..
220 POKE 87,7
230 REM
300 PRINT "PERFORMING OS COPY."
310 X=USR<COPY)
320 REM RELOCATION
321 POKE (7«4096+13*256+9*16+8>, (7*16+14) :REM FD98,

FE TO 7E
322 POKE (7*4096+14*256+2*16+6), (7*16+14) :REM FE26,

FE TU 7E
323 POKE (7*4096+14*256+4*16+l),(7*16+13>:REM FE41,

FD TO 7D
324 REM NOP OUT BOUNDS CHECKS
325 L-7*4096+13*256+15*16+6
326 FOR Z=L TO L + 2
327 POKE Z, 234: REM NOP
328 NEXT Z
350 REM
390 PRINT "CREATING FULLSCREEN IMAGE"
500 REM
530 REM iiiiimiii
510 REM ** FROM CREATIVE COMPUTING..
545 REM ** GENERATES MULTICOLOR SPIRAL
550 DEC
590 r=2o:color i:c=i
600 X0=79:Y0=B5
610 FOR K*0 TO 3:c(k>-k+i*2:next K
620 FOR K=l TO 3
630 x*x0+r*cos(360>:y-y0+r*sin(360>
636 z-usr(drah,x,y,x,y,0>:rem (plot)
640 for 1=0 to 5*360 step 75
650 x-xo+r*cos(i>:y=yo+r*sin(i>
662 z«usr(drah,x,y,0:rem (drahto)
665 C«C+i:iF C>3 THEN C-l
670 NEXT i:R=R+20
680 NEXT K
690 Z8«l
700 STOP

Program 8.

10 REM PROGRAM 8 — DEMOS LOAD THRU
15 REM DATA STATEMENTS.
20 REM
40 REM DAVE SMALL
50 REM 8K BASIC VERSION
54 GOSUB 9000
55 REM
56 IF PEEK( 1536+128)0104 THEN PRINT "ASSEMBLY

NOT LOADED. .":STOP
60 REM DEFINES
61 C0NVERT-6*256+8*16:REM $0680
62 COPY=6*256+11«16+10:REM *06BA
63 DRAH=6*256+13*16+6:REM *06D6
65 DIM C(3>
67 REM
70 REM DISPLAY LIST MODS
80 CRAPHICS 8+16
95 X-USR( CONVERT)
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f
Program 8. continued

96 GOTO 200
97 REM
200 REM
210 REM LET OS THINK WE'RE IN

GR . 7 .

.

220 POKE 87,7
230 REM
300 REM
310 X-USR<COPY>
320 REM RELOCATION
321 POKE <7*4096+13«256+9«16+B>,

<7«16+14>:REM FD9B, FE TO 7E

322 POKE <7«4096+14»256*2*16+6>,
<7»16+14>:REH FE26, FE TO 7E

323 POKE <7»4096+14»256+4«16+l>,
(7»16+13>:REM FE41, FD TO 70

324 REM NOP OUT BOUNDS CHECKS
325 L=7*4096+13«256+15«16+6
326 FOR Z=L TO L+2
327 POKE Z, 234: REM NOP
328 NEXT Z
350 REM
390 REM
400 SETCOLOR 0,Z,4:REM RED
410 SETCOLOR 1,7,4:REM BLUE
420 SETCOLOR 2, 13, 4: REM GREEN
500 DEC
505 X2-SIN<0>*70+70:Y2-COS<0>

*80+80
507 z-usr(drah,xz,y2,x2,y2,0>

:rem plot
508 C=l
510 FOR X»0 TO 360 STEP 4
520 Xl»SIN<X»1.5>«70+70
530 Y1=COS(X«2)k80+80
531 X2=SIN<X+120>«40+60
532 Y2=COS(X-40>«50+60
540 Z«USR<DRAM,X1,Y1,X2,Y2,C>
545 C-C+ltlF C«4 THEN C-l
550 NEXT X
560 GOTO 560
9000 REM LOADER
9010 Z-6*256+8*16
9020 READ Zl
9030 IF Zl— 1 THEN RETURN
9040 POKE Z,Z1
9050 Z-Z+l
9060 GOTO 9020
9999 REM DATA FOR GR 7* DRIVER
10000 DATA 104,173,48,2,141,150,6,

141,172,6,173,49,2,141,151
10010 DATA 6,141,173,6,162,0,189,

52,18,201,66,240,29,201,15
10020 DATA 208,5,169,14,76,171,6,

201,79,208,2,169,78,157,52
10030 DATA 18,232,201,79,208,2,

232,232,224,203,144,220,96,
162,0

10040 DATA 104,189,252,252,157,
252 ,124, 232 ,224,0,208, 245

,

162,0,189
10050 DATA 252,253,157,252,125,

232,224,75,208,245,96,104,
201,3,240

10060 DATA 15.201,5,240,1,96,104,
133,92,104,133,91,104,
104.133

10070 DATA 90,104,133,86,104,133,
85, 104, 104, 133,84, 1U4, 104,
141, 25l

100B0 DATA 2,169,17.133.34,76,
252,124

11000 DATA -1

Why would anyone spend $59.95 for a joystick?

Super
Joystick

Star Wars. Rayed with paddles, its difficult

at best and frustrating at worst. But with

a joystick it becomes an entirely new
experience. It's still challenging. Its also

fun. And very addictive.

Have you ever used a drawing program
in which one paddle controls the horizontal

movement of the "brush" and the other
paddle the vertical? It's slow, tedious work.
But with a joystick, drawing is an absolute
joy.

Exceptional Precision

The Apple high-resolution screen is divided

into a matrix of 160 by 280 pixels. To do
precise work on this screen, you need a
precise device. Most potentiometers used
in paddle controls are not quite linear. If

you rotate a paddle control at a constant
speed, you'll notice that the cursor speeds
up slightly at the beginning and end of the

paddle rotation.

The Super Joystick has a pure resistive

circuit which is absolutely linear within one
tenth of one percent. In other words it would
give you precise control over an image of

1000 by 1000 pixels, were such resolution

available. Thus it is suitable for high precision

professional applications as well as educa-
tional and hobbyist ones.

Matched to your application

The Super Joystick also has two external

trim adjustments, one for each direction.

This allows you to perfectly match the unit

to your application and computer. Say you
want to work in a square area instead of the

rectangular screen. Just reduce the horizontal

size with the trim control.

How many times have you played Space
Invader and had your thumb ache for hours

from the repeated button pressing? This

won't happen with the Super Joystick. It's

two pushbuttons are big. Moreover, they

use massive contact surfaces with a life of

well over 1 ,000,000 contacts. A few games
of Super Invader using these big buttons

will justify the purchase of the Super Joy-
stick.

The Super Joystick is self-centering in

both directions. That means when you take

your hand off it, the control will return to the

center. However, if you want it to stay where
you leave it, self-centering may be easily

disabled.

The Super Joystick plugs right into the

paddle control socket and doesn't require

an I/O slot.

High-quality construction

The sturdy high-impact molded plastic

case of the Super Joystick matches that of

the Apple computer. Every component used
is the very highest quality available.

We invite your comparison of the Super
Joystick with any other unit available. Order
it and use it for 30 days. If you're not
completely satisfied, return it for a prompt
and courteous refund plus your return

postage. You can t lose

By removing two springs, self-centering

can be defeated.

The Super Joystick consists of a self-

centering, linear joystick, two trim controls,

and two pushbuttons mounted in an attrac-

tive case. It comes complete with instructions

and a 90-day limited warranty. Cost is

$59.95

Order Today

To order the Super Joystick send $59.95
plus $2.00 postage and handling (NJ
residentsadd $3.00 sales tax) to ouraddress
below.

Experience the joys of using the world's

finest joystick. Order your Super Joystick

at no obligation today.

I^?fffljB]T^!l
39 East Hanover Ave.
Morris Plains. NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631 -81 12
(In NJ 201-540-0445)
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Chuck Carpenter

Over the past months. I have received a

few Pascal programs and comments. Some
of the input was relative to previous items
in the column (randomizing strings). One
letter asked about how to print from a

Pascal program. It seemed like it ought to

be easy to do— it wasn't. Along with a

variety of other Apple info, this column
will include the semi-sometimes offerings

from Rosa Pascal.

Rosa Pascal Sez
Printing from a Pascal program. For us

mostly Basic programmers, that seems like

it should be simple. Just use the equivalent

of PR# 1 or LPR1NT or whatever works in

the version of Basic you use. The question

was asked by Jim Pittman. And. after much
searching in the Apple manuals, no easily

recognized way to print was found. By this

time, there didn't seem to be an easy way
to answer Jim's question. Then I started

searching through the other manuals I have
on Pascal programming. Nothing there

either. The closest was a mention of the

use of the write-in command with input/

output routines. It was mentioned briefly

in the Pascal Primer by David Fox and
Mitchell Waite.

By this time I was almost desparate
enough to call some of the local Pascal

programmers. But not quite. Looking
through several magazines for Pascal
programs produced the answer. The pro-

grams found were documented well enough
for me to understand how printing in Pascal

is accomplished. So the techniques were
sent along to Jim in hopes the question
was answered. It was. and Jim returned a

sample routine shown in Listing 1 . Observe
the last few lines of the program. These
lines include the main program. This is

how Pascal calls the various sub programs.

Chuck Carpenter, 222K Moniclair PI., Carrollton,

TX 75007.

Listing I.

James C. Pittman Jr.

Write out a table of ASCII characters to a printer

This is a sample Pascal program to demonstrate printing input and
output from within a program. See article in NIBBLE, Vol 2, Nr 5,
(1981) page 119, and the Apple Pascal Language Reference Manual,
pages 26-29 on REWRITE, RESET, and CLOSE procedures. Thanks to
Chuck Carpenter for his suggestions. 18 October 1981

program
var

procedure
begin

printest (input, output)

;

x,y,z : integer;
output : string(8) ;

fid : interactive;

data; (*

(*
Get "line width* input;
try "15" for example.

writeln(fid) ; (* "fileid" or identifier of a previously declared file
writeln (fid, 'Enter an integer between 7 and 26, or to stop. •);
readln(z); write(fid,' (•.z,')')

end;

(* Write some output

(* Initialize "line width"

(* Print all the ASCII characters

y + 1;

(* Start new line *)

procedure display;
begin

y :- 0;
writeln (fid)

;

for x :« 32 to 127 do
begin

write(fid,' ' ,chr(x),' '); y
if y > z then
begin

y :- 0;
writeln(f id)

end;
end

end;

begin
z :- 1;
while z <> do
begin
writeln;
writelnCSelect either <console;> or <printer:> ');
readln(output);

,
(» Don't make a typing mistake herel

reset (fid, output >

;

*??ta; „ „ ^ <* Do the first "subroutine"
if z <> then
display;
close (fid)

;

end
end.

(* Main part of program

(* Stop if z » zero

(* Do the second "subroutine"
(* Must close the file so can go back and select again

(* End, z zero

*)
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IF YOU EN|OY MUSIC. WHY |UST LISTEN?

You .Hid youi Ai>i>le < ould !»• making
beautiful musk together!

loin the thousands ol Apple owners who are

making tnusk without the years >>i or,

needed ter conventional instruments Vou can

quM kK .Hid easily enter .1 ••""« from sheet musi<

lust lollow the detailed examples and instrui lions

prxn ided

IHt PRODUCT. All s economical 9-voice Musk

( .ird \u I is in-t H95 the gourmet l-voi< e Musk
( ,ird Ml 16 1- >.'4 r

> disc 2 tor < I"" es or i lot 'l|

Both come with detailed manual, complete soil

ware and cable lor connection to \(>ui stereo

system

THt SOFTWARE. We re 1 onvint ed oui produi 1 is

h\ far the easiest to use and most versatile system

tor tlie Apple You gel m.inv features not available

in other systems, plus ,1 very large note capai it\

And no customei li.is ever reported .» "bug"

or error

THE HARDWARE. Al I strives lor the best quality

possible No \U I (.lid has evel Ik-cm returned

yyith .1 ni.inut.n turutfc; dete< t

THE COMPANY. Al I h.is heen making ( ompuier

controlled synthesizers since 1975 We made the

iirst musH peripheral for the Apple and it's still

one ot the most populai

Available through Apple dealers or write tor

more information

WANT TO DUPLICATE DISKS QUICKLY?

All s disk duplication service h.is heen .1 majoi

source of quality reproduction lor Apple

compatible software houses since 1980 No« you

i ,111 use the same te< hniques tor fasl and » ( urate

reproduction yourself, with All s Copv system

Why spend oyer $10,000 tor ,1 duplil ation system

when tor idst i595 you c ,111 , oruiei 1 the Al I ( op\

System to your own A|)t>le' ( opying time ts about

17 to 17. t sei onds. depending on number ot drives

used that's oyer l.bOO disks in K hours from .1

Single system Are you ( ompletely i ontident of

your present copying methods? At All. accurate

reproduction is more important than speed Ihe

Al I < opy system is designed to produi e perfei 1

( opies every time

Special hardware and software copies .my stan

d.ud 1 1 or 16 se( tor Apple toim.it disk Hardware

pluijs e.isily into i omputer no permanent

( hanges required It you wish to do your own drive

maintenance, the manual tells hoyy to use start

d.ud Shugart procedures and accessories, and -ill

nc( ess.uy software is included

too husy to net into disk copying? You can still

counl on All s convenient copying service Ask

about our copy-resistant and double I I

servu es too'

v\ rite tor i omplete details

.

NEED CONVENIENT
FLOPPY DISK PROTECTION!

Al I s I loppv Boxes .ire spei i.ilU designed to offer

greal proteclion with more convenient use than

other methods ihe\ re designed with two Livers

ot t orrugated t ardboard with .. sow id I t ros-.

grain construction t<" extra strength fhe stan

dard square st/»- holds l » mm.floppies tor mailing

or p.i< king in produi ts ! In- largei re< langulai size

holds minifloppies plus «» standard

booklet iH l

. \ 1 1 folded in half) Available with an

adhesive i losure tab tor use .is .1 mailer (jusl seal

with tab address other side, and mail) Software

houses write tor details on .itti.it live, ,»<>'

pai kaging tof youi produi t\

Small quantitv price is 7
r
»c tor standard box

Available smulv ,it computet dealers, in large

quantities from Ml (New dealer inquiries

invited I Vl« HI

A L F PRODUCTS INC 1448ESTES DENVER, CO 80215

The A2-3D1
Graphics Family.

professional graphics
foryou

and yourApple II.

©nofeLOGIC
Communications Corp.

713 Edgebrook Drive

Champaign, I L 61820
(21T) 359-8482
1 ' Apple ,s trie registered trademark ot Apple Comouler ir

Telex: 206995

HiUk^liS^b^H

V

M

Law^^^^^

Map of the University of Illinois campus
constructed with A2-GE 1 and A2-3D2-
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Apple Cart, continued...

In the main program Jim has included a

way to select the console: (Apple keyboard
and monitor) or the printer. A sample run
of the program is included in Figure 1.

In the May '81 column, a short program
by Ron DeGroat was included showing a
way to randomize a string of characters.

Two programs were received showing how
to do similar things. Listing 2, submitted
by Ronald A. Thisted, included a detailed

discussion. (Much too long to include here,

however.) The program itself is well

annotated and experienced programmers
should be able to understand the routine.

Another program, shown in Listing 3, was
contributed by Fred W. Hansen. Again,

the program is well annotated. Since my
Pascal skill is limited, the programs are

included for your interest without explana-

tion.

Listing 2.

Figure I.

Enter an integer between 7 and 26, or to stop.
(15)

1

1

A

Q
a

q

/

?

o

Enter an integer between 7 and 26, or to stop.
(7)

I

)

1

9

A
I

Y
a

i

q
y

/
7

?

G

W

g
o
w

Enter an integer between 7 and 26, or to stop.
(0)

PROGRAM JUnBLt (UUTPUI ):

UKIIltN J0-APKIL-B1
KY KUNALU f.. IHiilEU

IHIS FRUGRAH ILLUSIRAIES A GENERAL SHUFFLING ALGORITHM IHAI CAN BE
USED 10 GENERATE RANDUH PERHU1AU0NS UP ARSIIRARY SETS OF OBJECIS. It

IS ILLUSTRATED HERE ON THE CHARACTERS OF THE ROHAN ALPHABET.

IN GENERAL. THE N OBJECIS 10 REARRANGE RESIDE I

N; THE POINT IS 10 SHUFFLE THE HEMS IN THE ARRAT.
ITEH IS SELECTED TO OCCUPY THE LASI POSITION IN THE
SELECTED ITEH IS THEN EXCHANGED U1TH UHAIEVER ITEH
LAST P0SI1I0N. AT THIS POINT. I TEn NUMBER N IS IN
PLACE. AND ALL OF THE REST OF THE HENS OCCUPY THE
OF THE ARRAY. STEP NUMBER 2 SELECTS A RANDUM ITEH
TO OCCUPY THE NEXT TO LASI POSITION. AND THE CHOSEN
THERE. AFTER STEP 2, THE LAST TUO IIEHS ARE IN IHE
FIRST N-2 1TEHS REHAIN TO HE ASSIGNED A PLACE. THI
ITEMS HAVE HEN ASSIGNED.

N AN ARRAY OF LENGTH
A! SlEP I, A RANDOM
ARRAY. THIS

UAS ALREADY IN IHE

I IS FINAL REST ING

FIRST N-l P0SII10NS
FROM THOSE REMAINING
ITEH IS THEN PLACED

IP HONES. AND IHE

S CONTINUES UNTIL ALL

IHE ALGUKITHH IS DUE IU NOSES AND UAKFURD liABltS 01 KANUOfl
PERMUTATIONS, SIANFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS, l?63). IHIS ALGURIIHH AND
UTHERS RELATED TO IT ARE DISCUSSED IN KNUIH, THE ART OF COMPUTER
PROGRAMMING: SEMINUNERICAL ALG0R1IHMS, VOLUME 2, SECOND EDITION (1780),
ADDISON-UESLEY. t)

USES APPLESTUFF;
CONST

SETSIZE *

VM
26; (• SIZE OF ROHAN ALPHABET •)

I : 1.. SETSIZE; <» LOOP COUNTER •)

P0S ! I. .SETSIZE; (• POSITION OF SELECTED ITEH •)
CH I CHAR; (• HOLDS AN HEM TEMPORARILY •)
OBJECTS : PACKED ARRAY II. .SETSIZE] OF CHAR;

BEGIN <• MAIN PROGRAM •)

(• FIRST, INITIALIZE OUR SET OF OBJECTS AND GIVE THE APPLE RANDOM
NUMBER 6F.NERAT0R A RANDOM STARTING POINT. «)

OBJECTS • "ABCBEF6HIJKLHN0P0RSTUVUXYZ ; RANDOMIZE;

(• NEXT, UE SHUFFLE. ORDINARILY THE INSTRUCTIONS THAT FOLLOU
UOULD RESIDE IN A PROCEDURE UHICH UE UOULD CALL HERE. »l

FOR Ii- SETSIZE DOUNTO 2 DO
BEGIN
pos !' i random hod setsize;
ch • objectsuj:
objects!!] • objectstpos);
objectsipos] • ch
end;

(» finally, print out the shuffled set to convince the skeptics. »)

uritelniobjectsi
END.

I* SELECT LUCKY ITEM GOING TO BIN I >)

(• SAVE PRESENT OCCUPANT OF BIN I »)

l« HOVE LUCKY ITEH TO ITS FINAL HOME •)

(• THEN RE-USE THE VACATED BIN t)

224

More Info

Apple owners can find information about
their systems from a new source. A summary
of over 100 books and magazine* about
the Apple and the Apple 6502 micro-
processor is included in the Apple Owners
Book List. If you're looking for information

about the Apple, you should be able to

find much of it here. The uncopyrighted
list is $200 per copy and is updated monthly

.

Use and dissemination of the list is encour-
aged, according to its editor. Get your
copy from Bob Broedel. P.O. Box 20049.

Tallahassee. FL 32304.

String Art

For those who are just gelling started

with graphics, here's a program you will

find interesting. The program, called "String

Art" was written by Daniel Rice. Listing 4
is the program. According to Daniel, this

is how it works: "Here is a small Applesoft
program that draws interesting "String Art"

patterns. It actually draws consecutive ovals,

each differing slightly in angle and location.

Thus, with a large scale, interweaving
straight-line effects are created. Typing
CTRL-C during execution returns the

program to line 1 10. Any other character
temporarily stops the program until another
key is pressed. A negative response to the

question in line 160 ends the program. On
an Apple II Plus, or an Apple II with

Applesoft card or language system, line

200 may be changed to HGR:HCOLOR=7.
Line 270 contains an invisible CTRL-G
between the quotes. Occasionally, the

program may refuse' to draw a certain

pattern. The solution is merely to re-run

the program, and try again."

There are a couple of interesting features

in Daniel's program. In lines 120 and 130
are included a series of POKEs. Line 120
POKES 6 bytes of data into consecutive
addresses starting at 768 decimal or $0300
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HOT POWER

DATA PLOT
Eosv editing features allow vcxi to create and modify a wide variety of full

color graphic representations of numerical information Bar charts including

additive bars as well as single and multiple line charts may be plotted

individually or cumulatively Pie charts are easily sliced All figures may be
output to a graphics printer or saved as hires "ptctures for dramatic full color

recall as visual aids during presentations Basic statistics are displayed

automatically On disk reguires48k and Applesoft ROM ($5995)

from the leader in quality software

MUSE_
Apple II H J trjdrimrk. ot Apple
Computer Corp.

347 N CHARLES STREET
BALTIMORE. MD 21201

^_(301) 669-7212

OH or write lor information and

the rume of vour nearest MUSE dealer

CIRCLE 227 ON READER SERVICE CARD

IhTBER
^f SOFTWARE^/

Software for Apple
and Apple II plus

Galaxy Rocks* by Jay Crafferty

With Galaxy Rocks you explore space while trying

to avoid the menancing 3-D asteroids that are
capable of destroying your ship on contact.

Paddles control your position in space and your

Phaser cannon. A fast machine language
approach to this classic space game. Runs on any
Apple with Applesoft and at least 48K of RAM
Diskette $29.95

Amber Software
1 70 Parsippany Rd., Parsippany NJ
(201) 887-6474

CIRCLE 1 13 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Super Poddle

Are the paddle controllers on your Apple wearing out? Or did

you get a new Apple without paddles9

We ve got good news for you! Super Paddles. Each paddle

control consists of a high-precision linear potentiometer and a

big (1/2 D) industrial-quality pushbutton mounted in a sturdy
4" x 2" x 1" high-impact molded plastic case. Each of the two
paddles is connected with a long 5-foot cable to the Apple

paddle socket.

Every component in a set of Super Paddles is the very finest

quality available The set is backed by a 90-day limited warranty

from the manufacturer as well as Peripherals Plus moneyback
guarantee of satisfaction

To order, send $39 95 plus $2 00 postage and handling (NJ
residents add $2 00 sales tax) to the address below Credit card

customers may call orders to our toll-free number.

Peripherals Plus

WE ACCEPT
TAX REFUNDS

SPEND YOUR TAX DOLLARS WITH US. WE SPE-

CIALIZE IN QUALITY APPLE SOFTWARE FOR THE:

A Doctor G Attorney

B Dentist H Stock Broker

C Student & Teacher I Accountant

D School Administrator J For novice programmets.

E Secretary try our teaching programs

F Construction Worker in BASIC

Toll-free 800-631-8112
(in NJ 201-540-0445)

39 E. Hanover Avenue
Morris Plains. NJ 07050

We also accept checks. Visa and Mastercard.

Call TOLL FREE for Complimentary Brochure:

|800| 854-0561 In CA (800) 432-7257 Ext 802

For further information call |714) 365-6668

[COMPUTER SERVICE
Village Data Center - P Box 603 - Joshua Tree. CA 92252
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Apple Cart, continued...

hex. (Remember that the $ symbol means
hex in 6502 microprocessor notation.) The
two POKES in line 130 are to addresses

232 and 233 decimal or $E8 and $E9. These
two addresses are the pointer to the

beginning of a shape table for hi-res graphics.

The shape table is included in the data

starting at address $0300. So. the pointer

at address $E8-$E9 will be used by this

graphics program to point to the shape
table needed to draw the consecutive ovals.

You can find out more about creating and
using shape tables on pages 92 to 100 in

the Applesoft Reference manual.
Daniel's use of the shape table is novel

and creative. The use of POKEs to enter

the table ensures that it is loaded each
time the program runs. It is not described

this way in the pages mentioned above.

Since page 3 of the Apple memory usually

is free, it is ideal for storage of small

programs and data. Apple DOS uses

memory from S03D0 to S03F0 or so.

Anyway, you can use the memory up to

S030F for your own purposes such as the

shape table in this program. For testing of

keyboard input, line 240 looks for the

carriage return. Decimal 141 is $8D. the

ASCII value of a carriage return. Note
that in the Apple II. the high bit is set on
all normal video characters. Other video
attributes are invoked when this bit is

changed. Line 270 then resets the strobe

with the POKE and rings the bell. In line

280 the program is halted until any key is

pressed. The keyboard strobe is reset again

in line 290 and the program continues

back at line 250. Typing a CTRL-G invokes

an error condition which is trapped by the

ONERR command in line 100. As you can
see. lots of things happen, even in small

programs.

Listing 3.

(* PROCEDURE RANDOMIZES THE CONTENTS OF ANY STRING PASSED TO 1 1 .

« IT REQUIRES "USES APPLESTUFF" AND -RANDOMIZE" IN THE MAIN PROGRAM
** BLOCK

.

**
** AUTHOR: FRED U. HANSEN
»* DATE t 05/27/81
**
** notes:
**
**
**
**
**
*»
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
*>
PROCEDURE SCRAMBLE ( WAR SOURCEISTRING >;

1. BYPASS PROCESSING IF THE INPUT SOURCE STRING IS NULL OR ONLY
ONE CHARACTER LONG;

2. INITIALIZE THE U0RK STRING TO NULL.
3. RANDOMLY SELECT A CHARACTER (BY POSITION) FROM THE INPUT SOURCE

STRING!
4. PLACE THE SELECTED CHARACTER ON THE END OF THE DESTINATION

STRING;
5. REMOVE THE SELECTED CHARACTER FROM THE SOURCE STRING;
6. REPEAT THE PROCESS UNTIL THERE ARE NO MORE CHARACTERS LEFT

IN THE SOURCE STRING;
7. THE SOURCE STRING BECOMES THE NOW-RANDOMIZED DESTINATION

STRING.

WAR
SELECTEDCHAR
DESTINATION

BEGIN

integer;
string;

(* l *>

(t 2 *)

<* 3 *)
(* 4 *>

(* 5 *)
(< 6 *>

(* 7 <)

IF LENGTH (SOURCE) < 1 THEN
EXIT (SCRAMBLE);

DESTINATION t* " i

REPEAT
selectedchar '.= (random hod length (source)) + ii
destination := concat ( destination.

copy (source. selectedchar. 1 ) >i
delete (source. selectedchar. 1 >;

until length (source) os

source : = destination;

end; (* scramble *)

Listing 4.

100 ONERR GOTO 110
110 text : Hour
120 POKE 768, It POKE 769

770,4! POKE 771, 0t Pf

4! POKE 773,0
11.

130 POKE 232,0! POKE 233 3
140 POKE - 16368,0
ISO ROT=
160 TNF-UT "STRING DESIGN I

170 POKE - 16368,0
180 IF A < THEN END
190 SCAl 1

200 HGR2 ! HCOLOR= 7
210 XDRAW 1 AT 140,95
220 FOR A = 1 TO 255

POKE

'!A

230 ROT= A! DRAW 1

240 IF PEEK ( - 16384) = 141 THEN
270

250 NEXT A
260 GOTO 220
270 POKE - 16368,0! PRINT ""',

280 IF PEEK ( - 16384) < 128 THEN
280

290 POKE - 16368,0! GOTO 250
300 REM BY DANIEL RICE
310 REM "STRING ART"
]SA<JH«#0

Big Letters— Small Letters

My Apple II now has the Keyboard
Enhancer in place of the Paymar Adapter.
As an enhancement to the basic Apple II.

you still need software to make the lower-

case characters appear in your text. With
the Videoterm 80-column board, you have
instant upper-lower case capability. And
it works without special control characters.

If you are also using the Z-80 Softcard.

you can have the equivalent of two com-
puters in the same case. You can do any of

the regular Apple II things, or you can
boot-up the CP/M disk and use the 80
column capability with the expanded
capability of the Z-80 board. Next time.

I'll give a more comprehensive review of

the Videx Keyboard Enhancer.
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Secondary
Educational
Software

creative
computing
software

Disk MECC-704 Mathematics, Volume 1 Senior High

Bagels Snark ICBM and Radar will leach students

logic while reinforcing the concepts ot plotting points or

angle measurements Algebra provides drill and practice

in solving equations Slope Polygraph and Polar

can all be used m plotting equations on a grid $24 95

Disk MECC-709 Science. Volume 2 Senior High

Pest deals with the use ot pesticides and Cell

Membrane in which the user takes the part ot a cell

membrane can be used in biology classes Snell plots

light retraction demonstrating Snell s law while Collide

simulates the collision between two bodies Diffusion

deals with the diffusion rates of various gasses Nuclear

Simulation shows radioactive decay of nine different

radioisotopes. ICBM and Radar teach angles and

protections on a coordinate system $24 95

Disk MECC-707 Science. Volume 3 Senior High

The Fish program uses graphics to show the circulatory

system of a fish Odell Lake is used to explore food

chains Ursa teaches about constellations and Quakes

simulates earthquakes Minerals can be used in the

area of earth science to identify 29 minerals by having

students perform simple tests $24 95

Disk MECC-716Aeslheometry. Volume 1

Aestheometry deals with the topic of curve sketching

by introducing and demonstrating the space concepts

of elliptical parabolic and hyperbolic curves Curve

sketching designs are developed to provide an aesthetic

view of geometric shapes $24 95

I

Disk CS-4708 Social and Economic Simulations

Limits is a microcomputer version ot the well known

Limits to Growth protect done by the Club of Rome It

contains a model ot a world that is built ot live subsystems

(population pollution food supply industrial output and

resource usage! linked together by six variables birth

rate death rate, pollution generation resource usage

rate, industrial output growth rate and food production

rate Market allows two or more people to play the

roles of companies who are competing for the market for

a particular product Each player makes marketing decisions

quarterly including the production level, the advertising

budget and the unit price of the product for his company

USPOP allows the user to study many aspects of the

United States human demography (population changel

including population growth, age and sex distribution

USPOP makes population protections and investigates

the consequences of many different demographx; changes

Requires 48K Applesoft or Apple II Plus $24 95 (Also

available lor PET/CBM and TRS-80 )

Disk CS-4706 Ecology Simulations I

POP demonstrates the strengths and the weaknesses

ot population protection by showing how three simple

population-growth models give vastly different protections

tor a sample population s growth At the same time students

are introduced to the concept of successive refinement

of a model since each successive POP model adds details

that the previous model lacked Effectiveness of two

different methods ot pest control can be explored in

STERL These are I the use of pesticides and 2 the

release of sterile mates TAG simulates one technique

I tagging and recovery ) that is used by scientists to

estimate the animal population in a designated area

BUFFALO allows the exploration of what if questions

and experimentation with ecological policies that might

prove disastrous in real life, as students lormulate harvesting

policies Requires 48K Applesoft or Apple II Plus $24 95

(Also available for PET/CBM and TRS-80 I

Disk CS -4707 Ecology Simulations II

Pollute demonstrates the base scientific and economic

factors involved in the water pollution problem The student

uses the computer to investigate the effects ol dillerent

variables such as water temperature and rate ol dumping

waste material In Rats the student is a health department

official devising a plan to control rats in a given area The

plan can be varied to determine the most effective strategy

for controlling the rat population With Malaria the

student plays the role of a health official trying to control

a malaria epidemx; while simultaneously taking into account

financial considerations Diet is a computer program

designed to let the student explore the quality of a diet

ol tour basic substances calories protein lipids, and

carbohydrates Requires 48K Applesoft in ROM or Apple

II Plus $24 95 (Also available lor PET/CBM and TRS-

80)

Disk CS-4710 Streets ot the City & Trucker

Streets of the City is a simulation modeled on Grand

Rapids. Michigan a metropolitan area with a population

of 550.000 The budgeting, cost and work standard bases

are derived Irom actual experiences of the city over the

past five years The obtective of the simulation is to

complete a ten-year plan of street and transit improvements

while retaining the support of a matority ol the City

Commission Trucker simulates coast-to-coast trips by

an independent trucker hauling various cargos The goal

ol the game is to keep on schedule while avoiding bad

weather, road construction speeding tickets and Hat

tires 48K Applesoft or Apple II Plus $24 95 (also available

lor TRS-80. Atari and PETI

Disk CS-4704 Hail to the Chief

The object in this simulation is to be elected president

In the campaign the player sets his strategy and carries it

out week by week He may run TV or magazine ads
travel to different states hold news conferences and
participate in a debate The package includes tour models
ot varying complexity each can be used at ten levels of

difficulty The more complex models introduce the

influences of incumbency, campaign finance and spending

limits Hail to the Chief has been used as a teaching aid

in Political Science Voting Behavior and Computer Science

at the University level since 1976 It is a well proven
package which includes a comprehensive manual Requires

48K Apple II Plus or Applesoft $24 95

Order Today
To order any ot these software packages

send payment plus $2 00 postage and

handling per order to Creative Computing

Morris Plains NJ 07950 Visa MasterCard

and American E xpress orders may be called

in toll-free

Order today at no risk It you are not

completely satistied your money will be

promptly and courteously refunded

Creative Computing Software

Morris Plains NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631-8112
InNJ 201-540-0445

creative. corapatlRg software



David Levy

DOMINOES

This month sees the final article in the
present series on computer games, in
which I have tried to cover a wide cross-
section of games that require some
measure of intellectual ability, and have
attempted to include a number of
general principles that might be of use
in programming an even wider variety
of games. In this month's article I shall
describe how to write a program to play
dominoes, using principles encountered
earlier in the series.

At first sight, dominoes is not a
particularly demanding game, but to
play really well requires a combination
of deep calculation and a certain
measure of memory. In one respect the
game is very similar to backgammon —
luck plays a big part, but the skilled
player can play with the odds and come
out on top in a long series of
encounters.

How to Play a Simple

Version of Dominoes

A set of dominoes may be compared to
a deck of cards, with "suits' and 'de-
nominations'. In most countries the
domino set comprises 28 dominoes,
each of which has two numbers painted
on it. The numbers lie in the range
through 6, and no two dominoes have
the same two numbers. Thus, the com-
plete set comprises:

6-6 6-5

5-5

6-4

5-4

4-4

6-3

5-3
4-3

3-3

6-2

5-2

4-2

3-2

2-2

6-1

5-1

4-1

3-1

2-1

1-1

6-0

5-0
4-0

3-0

2-0

1-0
0-0

The concept of a suit is somewhat
strange in dominoes: we may refer to all
the dominoes containing a 6 as the 6-
suit, but of course this suit will also
contain a domino which may be found
in the 5-suit, one which may be found
in the 4-suit, etc.

Countless games may be played with
the set of dominoes. Here I shall des-
cribe a very simple game which I used to
play as a child.

All dominoes are turned face down
and shuffled, and each player picks
seven dominoes at random, which he
then looks at. The game may be played
with two, three or four players, but I

always found the game with two players

was the most challenging and the most
enjoyable. There is some method for
deciding who goes first - this may be
done by the toss of a coin, or it may
alternate from one game to the next, or
it can be the player who holds the
highest double (in which case this
double must be played on the first

move). Once a domino has been placed
on the table, face up, the players take
it in turns to move.

In order to make a move a player
must put down a domino which has, as
one of its numbers, the same number
as one of the ends of the chain of
dominoes already on the table. The new

domino is put on the table in such a
way that the matching parts of the two
dominoes are next to each other. The
other end of the new domino then
forms a new end to the chain. Whenever
a double domino is placed on the tablp
it is put at right-angles to the end of the
chain whose number matches the
double. The following example illus-

trates the first few moves of a game.

Thus the game progresses, until the
player whose turn it is to move cannot
put a domino from his own hand at
either end of the chain. He must then
pick up dominoes from the shuffled set
one at a time until he gets one which
may legally be played at one end of the
chain. The first player to get rid of all

his dominoes wins the hand, and his
opponent is debited by the number of
points showing on all the dominoes
remaining in his hand. It is customary

The first player (who won the toss)
puts down the 5-4:

The second player puts the 4-2:

The first player puts the 2-2

The second player adds the 5-1:

i
The first player places the 2-6:
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40 INCOME TAX
PROGRAMS

For TRS-80 Mod. I/Ill

On Formatted Disks
• Run on 16K or Larger DOS systems
• Documentation Included.

• Must be converted lor Mod. Ill

• Various program Methods tor study

• Check inputs; if OK. print, else easy to

correct before printing

• Our Third Year of Tax Service

• Try ONE disk. If OK. 40 other Tax

Programs are available

FIRST DISK contains Form 1040. and
Schedules A. B. C. D. SE and TC.

CAT. NO. TR #1 Price $24.75 PPD

~
GOOTH SOFTWARE <

931 S. Bemiston St. Louis. Mo 63105

CIRCLE 130 ON READER SERVICE CARD

\ferbatim
flexible disks
Call Free (800) 235-4137 for

prices and information. Dealer

inquiries invited. C.O.D. and

charge cards accepted.

visa-

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd

San Luis Obispo. CA
93401 InCal call

(800) 592-5935 or

(805) 543-1037.

CIRCLE 169 ON READER SERVICE CARD

You can pay more —
But you can't get more!

i^vwxwt^aa^r*

Model III 16K

$839
Model III 48K
2 disc & RS232C

$2059

Color Computer 4K

$310
w/16KExt. Basic

$459
BUY DIRECT. These ire just a lew of our greet

oilers which include Printers. Modems. Com-

puters. Peripherals. Disc Drives. Software and

more. call toll free 1-80O-S«l-812«

We have the lowest COmM/rCT
possible 1ully ' rJltS"
warranteed prices

Wflle '°7°ur |
Jwi»

and a lull complement
uee^°l^ aoo0

ol Radio Shack Software. lltti»ion MA 01440

CIRCLE 124 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CompuServe Update

The CompuServe Information Service is the largest and
fastest growing videotex system in North America. Our
customer base has increased a dramatic 300% over the

past 12 months. And there's a reason:

our broad base means more communications between

users a wide variety of high-value data bases games
to excite any aficionado up-to-date financial

information to give you a competitive edge on the market
new services like electronic shopping free

subscription to our informative TODAY magazine
easy-to-follow instructions for the novice and powerful

services for the experienced user

Ask for a demonstration at a Radio Shack * Computer
Center. Videotex software is available for various brands
of personal computers. CompuServe Information Service,

5000 Arlington Centre Blvd., Columbus, Ohio 43220.

(614)457-8600.

CompuServe

CIRCLE 139 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Fast interactive debugging
of Applesoft™ programs

SOFT-STEP™ — a new easy-to-use debugger for the expert and beginner

alike. Some of its outstanding features:

STEP— single-step thru your programs

BREAK— set breakpoint at any line

LIST— I'st next line to be executed

TRACE— trace all or only chosen lines

EXAMINE— see the values of variables or memory

DEFINE—change values of variables or memory

Requires 32K APPLE (only 2.7 kbytes long). No modification to your source pro-

gram needed Fast Assembly language. $39 95. See your dealer today

LOOP-HOLE™-a
fast. fun. hires action game for

two (your partner is not left

out) You win by trapping your

opponent in your trail— if his

bullets don*t get you. Play with

game paddles or keyboard com-

mands $29.95

ACCU-SHAPES7
the ultimate shape-

building program. Shapes are constructed on the lo-res

screen with simple keyboard commands to unparalleled

accuracy. Save tables to disk. Add, delete, insert, edit,

move. etc.. at will. Construct on lo-res. view on hi-res.

Fast 8K Assembly language. 48K APPLE required

$39.95. See your dealer today.

APPLESOFT and APPLE are trademarks ot Appfc Computer

ACCENT
Software
3750 Wright Place
Palo Alto, CA 94306
(415)856-6505

CIRCLE 106 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Intelligent Games, continued...

to play until one player's total reaches a
certain threshold, say 101, and he loses
the game.

Playing Strategy

The game may conveniently be split up
into two distinct phases and we shall
briefly consider the second phase first.

Once all the dominoes from the shuffled
set have been taken into the players'
hands, it is easy for the players to deter-

mine exactly which dominoes are held
by his opponent. (Of course, in a three
or four-handed game it is usually not
possible to determine where the re-
maining dominoes lie until later in the
game, when each player has only two or
three dominoes left. Then it will usually
be possible to deduce which players
have which dominoes from a knowledge
of which players 'passed', ie, indicated
that they had no legal move.)

In a two-handed game, once you
know which dominoes remain in your
opponent's hand, it is relatively easy to
search the game tree that includes every
possible way in which the remaining
dominoes can be played by each side.
Since the average number of legal moves
at the closing stage of the game is

roughly two, the size of the whole of
the game tree will be roughly 2

14

terminal nodes, and so using the alpha-
beta algorithm will enable the program
to search this tree while examining only
100-200 terminal nodes. The evaluation
function should reflect the method of
scoring by assigning to each terminal
node the number of pips on the re-
maining dominoes in the hand of the
player who loses. Thus pips in the user's

hand will be measured on the scale of
positive integers, those in the com-
puter's hand will be negative integers.
Since your computer will be able to
calculate and search the game tree more
quickly and more accurately than
human players, there is considerable
scope for your program to defeat a
human from a theoretically losing
position, since the program will always
play the endgame perfectly, whereas a
human will cometimes miscalculate.

The program can increase its advan-
tage in the endgame in certain situations
where it has more than one move which
will, with best play, lead to the same
result. It can choose the move which, in

some sense maximises the probability
that its opponent will make a mistake.
The simplest way to do this is to choose
whichever move will lead to the best
score if the user makes the smallest
mistake possible during the remainder
of the game. If the moves still appear to
be of equal merit, assume that the user
will make the second smallest mistake
possible, and so on. This optimistic
modification to the traditional method
of searching the game tree is not dis-

similar to Donald Michie's technique for
assuming imperfect play on the part of
the opponent, which was mentioned in

an earlier article.

A more difficult problem to solve is

how to decide what move to make in a
pre-endgame situation, when the pro-
gram does not know exactly which
dominoes are held by its opponent. The
strategy here is similar to the one em-
ployed in some of the card games
discussed earlier. The program begins

the game with the knowledge that each
unseen domino has the same probability
of being in the user's hand and then
these probabilities are adjusted in the
light of experience (ie, which dominoes
are played by the user and in which
situations the user is forced to take
dominoes from the shuffled set). Let us
see how this method works by
examining the first few moves of a
sample game. We shall assume that we
are playing the version in which the
player holding the highest double makes
the first move.

The program is dealt the following
seven dominoes:
6-4 6-1 5-3 5-0 3-3 3-0 2-1

The user does not have the double
6, and so asks the program 'Do you
have the 6-6?' When the program
replies 'No', the user puts down the
5-5. Immediately the program assigns

a probability of zero to the 6-6, since it

is certain that the 6-6 is not in the
user's hand, and all the remaining un-
seen dominoes have a probability of 0.3
(6/20), since the user now has six

dominoes and there are 20 unseen
dominoes, excluding the 6-6 which
the program knows is not in the user's

hand.
The program must now decide

between playing the 5-3 and the 5-0,

and it is here that we must employ some
sort of evaluation function. What are
the features that we should consider
for such a function?

It is clear that one important aspect
of dominoes lies in trying to prevent
your opponent from putting down one
of the dominoes in his hand, thereby
forcing him to pick up from the
shuffled set and putting off the time
when he will have got rid of all his

dominoes. So one feature must relate
to the probability that the user will be
able to put down a domino from his
hand on the next turn. If the program
now plays the 5-3, the user will have to
play a 5 or a 3. The program can cal-

culate the expected number of 5s and
3s in the user's hand simply by adding
together the probabilities for the 5s
and 3s. Similarly, the program can
calculate the expected number of 5s and
0s (in case the program decides to play
the 5-0). We shall call the expected
number of moves by the opponent E.

Another important feature is the
probability that after the user has
moved the computer will have a legal
move at its disposal and this feature
should reflect the fact that the pro-
gram would like to have as wide a

choice as possible. This feature can also
take advantage of the probabilities,
albeit in a more complicated manner,
as can be seen 1 from the following dis-

cussion.

If the program plays a 5-3, the user
has a number of theoretically feasible
plays at his disposal. If we denote the
dominoes assumed to be playable by
Da Db He Dd- • • etc, and the proba-
bility of the user having each of these
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riGRAPHICS
FOR LABS

BY PAUL K. WARME

SCIENTIFIC
PLOTTER
48K APPLE II + , $24.95

Draws professional-looking graphs of your data EASIER.

FASTER, NEATER and more ACCURATE than hand-

plotting. You choose data format, length and position of

axes. 20 symbols, error bars, labels anywhere in 4 orienta-

tions etc Includes 5 DEMOS on disk with 30-PAGE
MANUAL

CURVE FITTER
48K APPLE II + , $34.95

. ,v

Selects the best curve to fit your data SCALE. TRANS-
FORM. AVERAGE. SMOOTH. INTERPOLATE (3 types).

LEAST SQUARES FIT (3 types). EVALUATE UNKNOWNS
from fitted curve Includes 5 DEMOS on disk with 33-

PAGE MANUAL.

Order Today
To order any of these software packages

send payment plus $2 00 postage and
handling per order to Creative Computing
Morns Piams NJ 07950 Visa MasterCard

and American b "press orders may be ca'*ed

in tolMree

Order today at no risk if you are not

completely satisfied your money Mill be
promptly and courteously refunded

creative
compnttRfj
software

Morns Plains NJ 079S0
Toll-free 800-431 -81 12

In NJ 201 5400445

Riverbank Software inc.

PROUDLY INTRODUCES

INTERNATIONAL GRAN PRIX
an arcade-Ilk* race car simulation

by RICHARD ORBAN
author of THREE MILE ISLAND'

REQUIRES
APPLE II • • OR
APPLE II PLUS. e

4*K. IS OR 1ft

SECTOR DISK.

PADDLE CONTROL

VISAiMAStERCMAftGE
iNOtaMfS ANO
ORDERS 301-4lf>131>

sasrth* landing noao
post office box <m
denton mo ?1«i9

• SPECIAL FEATURES •

Five GRAND PRIXstyle road circuits, including: Oulton Park, War-

wick Farm, Karlskoga. and Monaco • Five speed manual or

automatic transmission (with or without cruise control) • Eight

levels of difficulty.

• ADDITIONAL FEATURES •

Speeds to 196 MPH • controlled skidi • spmouts • spectacular crashes • hair pin turns •

narrow corners • obstacles • Identified circuit features • number of laps selection •

Hashing last lap indicator • Christmas tree controlled start • switch for silent operation •

blue post marks 300" intervals • best lap/best 'ace times posted • fully instrumented control

panel lap timer • race timer • indicator lights • edge detectors • position indicator •
steering indicator • moving speed tape e Isp counter • gear and RPM indicators • operating

•u-i gauor

fttvf RRANK Wilt REPLACE DAMAGED DISKS W1TMN 1 YEAH OF PURCHASE RETURN DISK WITH PROOF OF
PURCHASE PLUS FIVE DOLLARS POSTAGE AND HANOI INO FOR IMMEDIATE R«Pl»
(TEN DOLLARS OVERSEA*

CIRCLE 303 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Why you need Locksmith.
fou've invested some money and a lot of time in a

commercial software program for your Apple. It works

well, to the point that you are dependent on its day-to-day

functioning But the disks are copy -protected. So you are

also dependent on the vendor's back-up (if furnished), on

his living up to vague promises of support, even on his

abilitv to stav in business.

software that is traceable back to the purchaser)

I oc

JLil

N computer user can live with that. So until the

situation changes (and it will), you need Locksmith

tocksmith (new 4.0 version) will copy almost all

J "protected" diskettes for the Apple It is the mctst reliable

nibble-copy program you can buy. locksmith is suitable
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and protection features of the
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again. 2. Disk-drive speed calibration— the most frequent
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used and unused tracks.

All for just (99-95 at your local dealer or direct. You

.don't just need Locksmith You can't afford to be without

it Mastercard and Visa

holders order toll-free.

1-800-835-2246.

CIRCLE 201 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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CHICAGO. IL 60606
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Intelligent Games, continued...

dominoes in his hand is denoted by
P(Da ), P(Db ), P(DC ), P(Dd ) . . . etc,

then by making the approximation that
the user is equally likely to make any of
the legal moves at his disposal, we can
derive the following measure for the
expected number of legal moves at the
program's disposal after the user's next
move if the program chooses 5-3 at this

move:
P(Da) x Na + P(Db ) x Nb + P(DC) x Nc
+ P(Dd ) x Nd + . . . etc,

where Na , Nb . . . etc, are the number of
moves at the program's disposal should
the user choose to play domino a, b . .

.

etc. (Note that in certain circumstances
one domino can be played at either end
of the chain, for example if the ends of
the chain are a 6 and a 1, then the 6-1
domino can be played either way round.
Each of these plays should be counted
as a separate play for the purpose of
counting the values of the Na , Nb . . .

etc.) We shall call this expected number
of legal moves for the program EP.

One other feature which is useful to
take into consideration is the number of
pips on each of the dominoes that the
program can play in a given situation.

Since the losing player in a hand is

penalised to the extent of the pips on
his remaining dominoes, it is obviously a

useful generalisation to play the domino
with the highest pip count, all other
factors being equal. But since this

heuristic would result in very pre-

dictable play on the part of the pro-

gram, in a way which an intelligent

human opponent could use to his advan-
tage, it would be wise to vary the play

of the computer slightly by ensuring
that a measure of randomness was used
in the decision-making process. I would
suggest that when the computer was
ahead in the hand, ie, when the user had
picked up more dominoes from the
shuffled set than had the computer,
then weighting for this pip feature

should be small, so that the program
might play less predictably. When the
program was doing badly, the weight-
ing for this feature should be relatively

large, so that if the user won the hand
(as might seem likely) the program's loss

on that hand would be minimised. When
neither side seemed to have any advan-
tage in a hand, the weighting should be
somewhere between the two. We shall

call the number of pips played PP.

Our evaluation function now looks
like this:

(W, x opponent's expected number of
legal moves) + (W 2 x computer's ex-
pected number of legal replies) + (W 3 x
number of pips played on this move)
or, more symbolically:
W, x E + Wj x EP + W, x PP

Adjusting the Probability Table

After each play by the user it will be
necessary to adjust the table of pro-

babilities for all the remaining unseen
dominoes. Obviously we gain the

greatest amount of information when
the user cannot make a move without
picking up from the shuffled set,

because at that time we know that he
does not hold any of the dominoes
which can legally be played. We there-
fore set the probability for each of these
legal dominoes to zero, and normalise
the probabilities for the remaining
dominoes. We also learn a certain
amount when the user actually plays a
domino — he no longer has any like-

lihood of holding that domino in his

hand since it is now on the table, so its

probability is set to zero and again the
remaining probabilities are normalised.
In addition to these rather obvious
situations, there are other occasions
when the program can derive useful in-

formation from the user's choice of
which domino to play.

Let us assume, for example, that the
ends of the chain show a 3 and a 1, and
that the program has previously shown
itself to be out of Is (having picked up
from the shuffled set at a time when
both ends of the chain showed a 1).

Then, if the user does not play the 3-1

on the 3, which would be sure to
deprive the program of a move and
compel it to pick up dominoes ad
nauseam, then it is safe to assume that
the user does not hold the 3-1 (unless he
is an idiot). The probability for the 3-1

can therefore be set at zero and the
remaining probabilities normalised.
When considering such situations, the
program should ensure that a play such
as the 3-1 will not deprive the user of
any legal moves, unless the user would
then have many fewer dominoes than
the program, in which case, with neither
side being able to move, the computer
would lose the hand.

For those readers who feel that the
strategy described so far is lacking in

real sophistication, there is one further
refinement which would make the pro-
gram outstandingly strong, but for the
move execution time to be realistic your
program would need to be written in

assembler language. When the user has
made a move, if the program has a
choice of reply it should perform the
following calculations.

For each and every possible combi-
nation of dominoes in its opponent's
hand (of which there will never be
more than about 39,000), the program
should compute the scores which it will

assign to each of the user's legal moves,
and convert these scores into pro-
babilities, by normalising them. It will

then have, for each possible user
holding, the probability with which
each move would be made. The pro-

gram then looks at the move actually

made by the user, and uses Baysian
probability to determine the pro-

bability that the move actually came
from each of the possible holdings.

Finally, knowing the probability that

the user actually holds each of the pos-

sible holdings, the program can cal-

culate a much more accurate estimate
for the user holding each of the unseen

dominoes that could be in his hand.

This series of calculations can be done
when the user makes his first free choice

of play (ie, ignoring situations in which
the user moves first), and can retain this

information throughout the hand. After

the user's second free choice move, the
program can combine the results of the

two sets of calculations by determining
the mean probability for each card from
the two calculations. The third time the

program would weight the old and new
calculations in the ratio of 2:1, to take

into account the fact that the old cal-

culations were made on the basis of two
moves, while the new ones were made
solely on the basis of the last move. The
fourth time would see weightings of 3:1
and so on. This level of sophistication
would probably produce a program of
World Championship calibre!

Bibliography

Many books provide descriptions of
different variants on the game of
dominoes. For the serious student I

would recommend: Armanino, Dominic
C: Dominoes: Popular Games, Rules &
Strategy, Cornerstone Library, New
York, 1977. This book describes the
game of 'Five-Up' which is extremely
popular in the USA, and it provides
material for playing heuristics which
can be used in an evaluation function.

In closing the present series of articles

I would like to say how much I have
enjoyed writing them and I would like

to thank the publishers of this maga-
zine for enabling me to enthuse readers
with an interest in computer games. I
very much hope that many ofyou have
been busily writing your own programs
to play games on your personal com-
puters, and that you have had and will
have many enjoyable hours of play
with your electronic opponent. In the
future I shall write occasional articles,

whenever I find something to interest
you in the field of computer games.

What kind of computer error'"
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Wedareyou.
t We dare you to ship out on our tall ships to the Caribbean

We dare you to take the helm ol our 258' Polynesia or our 198' Yankee Clipper.

Sleek sailing ships out of another age once owned by Onassis,

V 1
v VanderbUt. and the Duke ol Wsstmlnster.

We dare you to set loot on small, far away Islands like Saba. Carrlacou.

Anegada.Andwe dare you to walk the footsteps of Captain Bligh.

Columbus and Nelson on uninhabited tropic beaches.

We dare you to get down to your bikini and shorts and have
a love affair with the sun.lb take each day as it comes,

sip Bloody Marys in the morning and take your ration o'grog
v when the sun slips down the mast.

V

We dare you to step out with the moon. Feel the throbbing of

the steel drums We dare you to Umbo, calypso and goombay
Andwe dare you to fall asleep under a star-filled sky.

We dare you to snorkel amidst a rainbow
of tropical fish, and to swim in waters so clear

you can see 20 feet down

We dare you to ship out with an
adventurous group of guys and gals

for6orl4days.
\bur share from $400

W» dare you to set sail

to another time, another land,

lb do all the things

you have alwayswanted to do.

Thenwe dare you to tell us

that Wlndlammiri was
something besides the

v greatest vacation

^r tnyourlite.

«**

£ Windjammci DarcfoofCfui/cs

Capn Mike
Wlndiammer'Baretoot Cruises

PO Boxl20.Dept 199. Miami Beach. Florida 33139

For Reservations Call TOLL FREE 1-800-327-2600

Might take your dare
Send my free lull color Greal Adventure Booklet on the 6 and 14 day cruises to the Caribbean and West Indies

Ciy'Stato'Zip



ns...puzzles& ppoblems...pu

Mr. Puff's Puzzle
Puff has an interesting little puzzle for us. Lay out twelve coins

in the form of a square, four coins to a side. Now rearrange the

twelve coins so that there are five coins on each side of the square.
(Editor's note: Please don't ask nie who Mr. Puff is. When I

arrived in the moming, there was a note on 01) desk. "I sc this puzzle '. I think he's one
of Merlin's relatives. I iFrom the book Merlin's Puzzler 2 by Charles Barry Townsend.
published by Hammond. Inc.)

A "Star'' Attraction
ere's a solitaire puzzle Merlin showed me with coins the other day. I 'sing

the diagram pictured below place a coin on each numbered circle in the
star except number H. Now. just as you would in checkers, jump one coin
over another along one of the straight lines to an empty circle beyond.

Remove the coin you jumped over from the hoard. The object is to end up with just one
coin left on the board. Remember, you can only jump coins over one another, you
cannot move coins from one circle to another.

p I G

s T Y

I
The Pig To Sty Puzzle

t's time for a change-the-word puzzle. In our problem you have to change the word PIG into
the word STY in 5 moves. (During each move the puzzler must change one letter in the
previous word so that a new word is formed.)

The Misplaced Decimal
ere's a quick puzzle from Mr. John Mann, of Liverpix>l. New York. Mr. Mann
writes:

"The decimal point in a decimal numeral was mistaken for a multiplication

sign, thereby increasing the number which the numeral was intended to represent

b) 13.7. What was the numeral'.'"

Mr. Mann will receive one of Merlin's puzzle books for his contribution.
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A Problem In Acreage
lippery Sidney, a dealer in underwater acreage, is trying to close a fast deal on a piece of sight-
unseen land.

"Youll love this lot." he said. "It has a beautiful view of the ocean. And. it will only cost you
S25.IXX) for all these acres of shore front property."

That's what I want to know", replied Gullible George. "Just how many acres of land am I

getting for my money. Let me see that map again. First I have to figure out how many square
feet of land is in the lot

. and then 111 have to divide this amount into the number of square feet
in an acre. By the way Sidney, how many square feet are there in an acre?"

"Well. ahem, there are 4.1,560 square feet in an acre, but why bother figuring it out. Take my word for it
you re going to make out like a bandit on this deal."
Do you think George is getting a "square deal" or a "raw deal" from Sidney? Check the map of the lot below

and see just how many acres he would get for his money

A Simple Substitution
s it stands the subtraction pictured
at right is false. If however, you
substitute a number (0 through 9)

for each letter you can come up
with several correct solutions. The
same number must be used for like

letters. Your problem is to find the
solution that allows each letter to

have the highest value possible.

FOUR
-TWO

So.'

V
/OOO '

TEN
he following puzzle, circa 1900. is

from the dean of American puzzle

inventors, Sam Loyd. See if you
can find a solution shorter than
the one Mr. Loyd gives us.

'To show how g<xid puzzle ideas

may be picked up from time to

time "as we journey by the way," I

will give a little problem that I was
called upon to tackle the other day.

I found an electrician, who had
invented some kind of switchboard, trying to work out

the most economical method of stringing a fine copper
wire through all the contact points on his board. The
board was an elaborate affair, consisting of several

hundred points, but since 64 is sufficient to illustrate

our problem, only an eight-by -eight section of the board
is shown above."

'The problem is to find the shortest length of wire

that will go from point B to the center of the little

square marked A . The wire must touch the centers of

all 64 little squares. Each square is one inch wide, and
they are paced so their centers are three inches apart.

Each time a wire turns a corner, ii is necessary to wind it around a corner of the square, an operation
that used two inches of wire. No diagonal connections are permitted."

"Assuming that two inches of wire are used in going from B to the center of the nearest little

square, can you determine the shortest length of wire required to go from B to A '!"

tJF^

The Touring Knight
ur last problem presents the puzzler with a pretty and perplexing problem
pertaining to perambulating pieces. Make up a facsimile of the 20-square gameboard
shown here. Place a chess knight in the upper left-hand square (the one marked

St. The object is to move the knight from square .9 to square F. You can only use knight's
moves. The knight must land within every square on the board. Each square must be
landed on onl\ once. The last move must find the knight sitting in square F. (This puzzle is

from the book Merlin !v Puzzler by Charles Barry Townsend and published by Hammond.
Inc. I

Answers on page 256.

I hope you have enjoyed this month's problems. Keep the puzzles coming in. Remember,
if Merlin uses your puzzle he will send you one of his famous books. Until next month.

Your editor.

^L^&^-
Charles Barry Townsend

s_

r
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im...scftware legal FcRW.-.st

It has been brought to my attention by

the regular proprietor of this space, that

the first part of this series on Contract

Law and Personal Computers assumes that

the sale of a computer program is a sale of

personal property which is governed by

Article 2 of the Uniform Commercial Code
("UCC") with respect to the Sale of Goods.

"Where." I was asked "was your authority

that a program is 'goods
-
'.'" As I must plead

guilty to this charge of 'assuming' without

clearly stating my assumptions, (if not of

the greater sin of inadequate analysis of

the problem). 1 must preface Part 2 of

these remarks with the consideration of a

most confusing legal question which, to

my knowledge, has not been answered in

any reported Court opinion:

"Is a mass marketed computer program
'goods' or a 'service'?"

The really nice thing about the Uniform
Commercial Code is that it was designed

to be a fully integrated embodiment of the

law, complete with large numbers of

definitions. (That is not to say that the

UCC is always clear. More than 30 1500+
page volumes of a series called the UCC
Reporter Service recording court decisions

interpreting the UCC in courts throughout

the country since it was first adopted in

Pennsylvania in 1953. tend to indicate the

contrary.) But the first thing to do when
using the UCC is always to check for any
applicable definitions. Section 2-103 (in

the beginning of Article 2) states:

"Unless the context otherwise requires,

this Article applies to transactions in goods:

"Goods." we are told in Section 2-105

"means all things (including specially

manufactured goods) which are movable
at the time ofidentification to the contract

for sale other than the money in which the

price is to be paid, investment securities

(Article 8) and things in action.
"

Barry D. Baver. 2842 Walnut Rd.. Homewood. IL

60430.

Barry D. Bayer

Now one of the other nice things about the

UCC is that Official Comments appear

after each section of the Code. If a defini-

tion, or any other part of the law is unclear,

we can go to the "Official Comment" for

that section and learn what the authors of

the Code intended the section to mean.

(Unfortunately, these "Official Comments"

are not "Official" in the sense that they

were adopted by the state legislature as

part of the Code. Nonetheless, they provide

a useful guide.) Unfortunately, the Official

Comments to Section 2-105 provide us

with little learning applicable to our

problem.

Interestingly, the term "transaction" is

not defined, but Section 1-2011 1 1 ). in the

"global" definition section applicable to

the entire UCC. defines "contract" to be

"... the total legal obligation which

resultsfrom the parties 'agreement as affect

by this Act and any other rules of law.

(Compare 'Agreement. ')

"

"Agreement." Section 1-201(3) tells us

"means the bargain ofthe parties in fact

asfound in their language or by implication

from othercircumstances including course

of dealing or usage of trade or course of

performance as provided in this Act (Sec-

tions 1-205 and 2-208). Whether an agree-

ment has legal consequences is determined

by the provisions of this Act. ifapplicable:

otherwise by the law ofcontracts (Section

1-103). (Compare Contract. "I

"

Finally. Section 2-106( 1 ) gives a definition

applicable only to Article 2 (sort of like a

locally defined variable) which states in

part

"In this Article unless the context other-

wise requires 'contract ' and 'agreement

'

are limited to those relating to the present

orfuture sale ofgoods.
"

So we know that Article 2 governs the

sales of goods, but this doesn't really help

us much, and the balance of the text of the

UCC. itself (and Comments) doesn't really

help any further.

As an important step in analyzing legal

problems, lawyers attempt to find reported

decisions by judges who have encountered

similar problems. Taking a look at cases

involving computer programs and the UCC.
we find only a couple of situations, all

involving not "computer programs" but

"programming of computers."

In a very real sense this is the difference

between what computers used to be— the

large main frames— and what computers

are today (or will be soon)— mass market

(or personal, if you like) computing. In

"the old days." you bought or rented a

computer, one of hundreds, or maybe
thousands of a particular model. Sometimes

software came with the machine. More
often software had to be purchased. And
even more often computer programmers

had to be purchased (in house staff) or

rented (consultant and free lance pro-

grammers). Even when more or less off-

the-shelf software was purchased it was

probably "licensed"* rather than "sold." The
software supplier often sent representatives

to install and customize the program for

each customer's particular configuration

and particular uses. Such representatives

also assisted in bringing the application on

line. These programs might have cost

thousands or tens of thousands of dollars,

and probably included required additional

monthly or annual fees for "mainte-

nance."

Contrast the "good old days" with the

present world of the microcomputer.

Machines are measured by the hundreds

of thousands, and software is procured

not through a custom programming firm,

but purchased from local computer stores.

or ordered through the mail. This is similar

to buying a book. True, a couple of software

organizations do offer "update service";

and many make efforts to answer user

questions about their software. Also, some
software is purportedly sold by means of

license agreements; and it is also true that

it is what the program does that makes it

valuable rather than the tangible disk and
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.

SPECTACULAR
OFFERS

BASF W WABASH

MAXELL OPUS
We stock the complete line ot BASF diskettes,

reel-to-reel tapes, mag cards, disk packs and

cartridges. We also carry MAXELL, OPUS and

WABASH products All are 100% certified and

tulty guaranteed.

Box ot 10 diskettes: »<*' *"

OPUSss/sd *20 $21

BASF ss/sd 23 24

WABASH ss/sd 23 2*

MAXELL . TOO LOW TO QUOTE. CALL
5</4"-10 sector-now available

Sectoring must be apecilied

5V«'or8" Vinyl Storage Pages 10/$5

LIBRARY CASES _Bf
8" Kas-setteMO $2.99 lf^»
5V4"MinlKas-sette/10 . . *2.49 aH»^^

HARDHOLE DISK PROTECTORS

Reinforcing rings ot tough mylar

protect disk hole edge from

damaae
5V4" 8"

Applicators *3 $4
Hardhole Rings (SO) $6 $8

DISK DRIVE HEAD
CLEANING KITS ^>t.

Prevent head crashes and *4bbM
ensure error-free operation. ^5^
SV»-or8" $19.50

SFDC-10 CASSETTES 10/$7

(All cassettes include box ana labels.)

PGet 8 cassettes, C-10
Sonic, and Cassette/8

Library-Album, as illustrated,

for only $8

SNAP-IT POWER CENTER ^"^av
^

Turns 1 outlet into 6. Wall ^^ '

mount or portable. Circuit
<i-)T #

breaker, lighted switch and W*
UL approved. ^

4"x3'x2" $19.95

We also offer printer ribbons, prmtwheels.

type elements, equipment covers, power con-

soles, paper supplies, storage and filing equip-

ment, furniture and many other accessories

for word and data processing systems. Write

for our free catalog.

VISA • MASTERCHARGE • MONEY
ORDERS • CERTIFIED CHECK • FOR

PERSONAL CHECKS ALLOW TWO WEEKS
• COD REQUIRES A 10% DEPOSIT • CAL.

RES. ADD 6% SALES TAX • MIN $2
SHIPPING & HANDLING • MINIMUM

ORDER $10 • SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
OR FULL REFUND

PRODUCTS
8868 CLAIREMONT MESA BLV0
SAN DIEGO. CALIFORNIA 92123

Toll Free 800-854 1555 Ord«i Only

For Information or California Order*

(7141 268 3537

GRIDLOCK
Recently a malfunction of

traffic lights in midtown Man-
hattan created a classic case
of gridlock on several one-way
streets and avenues In other
words, vehicles entered inter-

sections without being able to

get across thus blocking traffic

in other directions

Dodgem is a game based on
a gridlock In the game, two
players try to maneuver from
three to eight vehicles across
an intersection, one south to

north, the other west to east
Each player attempts to keep
his lanes open while blocking
his opponent
Sound easy9 It s not Dodgem

can be played against the com-
puter or a human opponent
Dodgem is one of nine games

in the Apple Games Pac. a
collection of strategy and action

games Other games on the disk

include Nuclear Reaction la

challenging high-tech version
of Roman checkers). Brickoul
(knock down a wall — four skill

levels). Blockade (two players

each build a trail of walls). ^

Torpedo Alley ( destroy enemy
ships with torpedoes from your

submarine). StarWars (zap the

TIE fighters-a joystick helps').

Rocket Pilot (land in rough
terrain). Saucer Invasion (your

SAM missiles against the devi-

ous saucers) and Genius (a fast-

paced, timed trivia quiz)

Requires 32K Apple, disk.

DOS 3 3 and paddles and/or
joystick Disk CS-4507. $19 95
Send payment plus $2 for ship-

ping and handling to the

address below Credit card
orders may be called to our
toll-free number Add $39 95
for our Super Paddles with

massive firing button Or add
$59 95 for our sensational joy-

stick

creative
computing
software

39 E. Hanover Avenue
Morris Piains. NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631 -8112
In NJ 201-540-0445

RESTAURANT
#1

MAGAZINE
With More Restaurant News and Information Than Any Other

Magazine Page after Page of Restaurant Reviews with Photo-
graphs Menu Selections. Prices. House Specialties. And The

Reviewers Impartial Opinions Plus Many Letters From The Dining Out Public

About Their All Time Favorites And New Discoveries A One Of A Kind

Publication That Has No Peers

SAVE 50% OFF
COVER PRICE OF $1.75

12 ISSUES FOR $10.00

PLUS FREE
MASTERCHEFS
COOKBOOK

R*uu Value 1 1 2 50

LEARN THE
TECHNIQUES OF WORLD

FAMOUS CHEFS

YES, PLEASE SEND ME 12 MONTHLY ISSUES OF
RESTAURANT MAGAZINE AND THE MASTER CHEFS
COOKBOOK—BOTH FOR ONLY $10.00.

Address

Oty State. Zip-

Mail this card and enclose $10 00 to

RESTAURANT MAGAZINE. 806 S. Robertson. LA.. CA 90035

CIRCLE 166 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CIRCLE 105 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Legal Forum, continued...
manual. But it seems to me that the purchase
of software for microcomputers these days
is more a purchase of a "movable thing"
than the purchase of a "service." (Each
reader is, of course, entitled to render his

or her own opinion about this question.
Ultimately some court will probably have
to make such a determination, and then
we will know what the answer is, unless of
course, some other court renders a different

decision.)

Sometimes the easiest way of learning

about an area of the law is to search the
"Law Reviews"— respected journals of legal

analysis and opinion published by law
schools, and usually edited by law students.

In 1979 The University of Michigan Law
Review published a short article, (Volume
77. Page 1 149), written by a student, entitled

"Computer Programs as Goods Under the

U.C.C." The author begins the article with

the statement that "Computer programs
frustrate the law's traditional categories:

they exhibit characteristics of both concrete

property and abstract knowledge." It

concludes with the thought that if UCC
Article 2 does not apply to computer
programs, it should; but if a Court should
find that Article 2 did not apply, it would
likely use the concepts of Article 2 by
analogy in analyzing the situation.

And that's really a pretty good thought.

Let us assume, for a moment, that Article

2 does not apply. Let us assume that as I

visit my computer store, and walk out with

Applewriter. I am purchasing a service,

rather than goods. Article 2 would not be
applicable, and we would be left to non-
Uniform contract law regarding the sale

and purchase of services. But courts often

like the structure and scheme of the UCC.
They sometimes find that Contract rules

as brought together in the Code make a

great deal ofcommon sense. For that reason

.

courts have often held with respect to

transactions in real estate (not movable),

automobile rental (not a sale) and the like,

that although not controlled by Article 2,

its provisions would be used as a guide.

Should a seller's warranty obligations under

the UCC be substantially different than a
lessor of the same item under a long term
lease? Even if a house is not goods, shouldn't

a home builder be required to build a

home without an immediate roof leak? In

other words, even if Article 2 doesn't apply

to a software transaction, because supplying

of software is the supplying of a service, it

is likely that a judge considering a difficult

software warranty problem, would draw
on the Article 2 warranty provisions in

making his decision.

Finally, if I erred in assuming that Article

2 applied to the sale of microcomputer
software, it is obvious from reading the

warranty disclaimers that come with so
many of these programs, that I have a lot

of company. Most of these documents can
only be understood in the context of the

UCC. For that reason, alone, a little bit of

learning about the UCC might come in

handy some day.

One other confession. My discussion

thus far, has assumed that the obligations

and rights of the Seller and the Manufacturer
are the same. This is not necessarily so.

and some of the differences will be discussed

in a later column. In the meantime, please

keep in mind that it is quite possible that a
Seller may be liable to you, and not the

software Publisher, or vice versa.

After the above long introduction, you
may recall that we were discussing, in the

November "Software Legal Forum." a

situation in which a product (it could be a

program, hardware, or even a ROM which
is both program and hardware) was sold

with a long document called a warranty.

Actually the document should be called a

disclaimer of warranty. In that piece of

paper the Seller told the buyer that neither

he, the manufacturer, or anyone else in

the distribution chain would be liable for

anything, whether or not the product failed

to work in 30 days, or even never worked
at all. I won't bother to reprint the language

here because you've probably seen these

things on 90 percent of the equipment and
programs that you own, but let's give it a

rough outline.

First of all, the Seller says that he makes
no warranties, either express (specific

promises, advertising claims, models, and
the like) or implied (warranties of merchant-
ability and fitness for a particular purpose ).

To back this up. the Seller continues that

the goods (services?) are sold "as-is." "As-

is" is really another way of saying "no
warranties."

Second, the Seller tells you that any risk

that the program works well, or works at

all belongs to you, and not to the Seller.

You. and not the Seller, will have to fix it if

something goes wrong (or is wrong from
the beginning.)

Next, the Seller discusses damages. He
attempts to make you responsible for

damages which are direct, indirect, inci-

dental or consequential. Direct damages
are usually measured by the cost of the

product and perhaps the cost of repair.

Consequential damages are the damages
that you incur because of the defect. In a

software context, the loss from uncollected

accounts receivable due to a bug destroying

your files (and perhaps the cost of recon-

structing those files) might be considered
consequential damages. Incidental damages
might include phone calls made to ascertain

the difficulty, shipping charges in trying to

get a new part, and the cost of aspirin

taken to alleviate the headaches occurring

when dealing with the defect. However, in

all cases, the UCC requires the Buyer to

"cover." Cover means that the Buyer must
try to purchase a replacement product so

as to minimize his or her losses.

Finally, the last sentence of the "War-
ranty" states that all of this might not apply

to the particular transaction, because your
state legislature might have decided not to

permit such broad disclaimers. This is a

nice thought, which is required by Federal

law. Unfortunately , you will probably find

that your state legislature hasn't found
these disclaimers particularly evil, and has

not outlawed them.

In the next discussion of Buyer's rights,

I will discuss the legal and practical effects

of a breach of the Seller's warranty.

Bit Pit Chas Andres
80*. JAKE, i suet coot Oust you
AT m/o«k I'LL ol r you
could no My job in '/too
rue timi

izs:
and i could xi lax, put mr
feet on my desk sip my
COflEE, xt ad mi comics..

T
TMIM, I t/UOULR CO /K)tt//V
TO THL SLCPE rAg/AL POOL
and ftm i ci my pickup
TECHNIQUE •

... mi otn m/ 7i«vcmd
Coueci Mr PArCHt r*

Jack, mu Techno Plmant!
rt/Lr mwi A/t i r> a wnnn
COMPUTEK ro etPiN-E you:
JUST A LOUDSPEAKEK AND
A couple or oiimur lights'
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The Best Boards
SD Prices Slashed !!!

Single User System
SBCMO, UK KxpmnaaRAM II Vtnmflapp) II. i V HI I

$995.00
4 MHz Z-80A CPU, 64K KAM. serial I () port,

parallel I <) port, double density disk controller,

CP M 2.2 disk and manuals, system monitor,
control and diagnostic software

-All boards are assemble/I and tented-

ExpandoRAM III
<i IK to 25HK expandable KAM hoard

SI) Systems has duplicated the famous
reliability of their ExpandoRAM I and II hoards

in the new KxpandoKAM III, a Iwiard capable of

containing 2 r
it>K ofhighspeed RAM. Utilizingthe

new B4K x 1 dymanic KAM chips, you can
configure a memory of 64K, 12HK. Ht2K. or 2.

ri«K.

all on one S 1(H) board. Memory address decoding

is done by a programmed bipolar KOM so that the

memory map may Ih' dip-switch configured to

work with either COSMOS M I'M type systems or

with OASIS type systems.

Extensive application notes concerning how to

operate the KxpandoKAM III with Cromemco,
Inlcrsystcms. and other popular 4 MHz /.Mil

systems are contained in the manual.

MKM -6506-1A MX A&T $495.04)

MKM-65128A I2HK AS T §688.88
MKM-65192A I92K A& T $769.95
MKM-65256A 25f>K A& T 8879.95

Versafloppy II
Double density controller with CIVM 2.2

• S-l(K) boa compatible • I MM .174(1 compatible

soft sectored format • ( 'ontrols single and double-

sided drives, single or double density, 6 i" and B"

drives in any combination of four simultaneously

• Drive select and side select circuitry • Analog
phase-locked loop data separator • Vectored

interrupt operation optional • CP/ M 2.2 disk and

manual set included • Control diagnostic

software PROM included

The Versafloppy II is faster, more stable and more

tolerant of bit shift and "jitter" than most

controllers CI' M 2.2 and all necessary control

and diagnostic software are included.

IOD- 1 IKOA A& T with CP M 2.2 $370.00

SBC-200
2 or 4 MHz single hoard computer

• 8-100 bus compatible • Powerful imHz/.koa
CPU • Synchronous asynchronous serial I O
port with R8-232 interface and software
programmable baud rates up to (M>(>0 baud •

Parallel input and parallel output port • Four

channel counter timer • Knur maskable, vectored

interrupt inputs and a non-maskable interrupt •

IK of on board KAM • Up to :!2K of onboard
ROM • System monitor I'KOM included

The SBC-200 isan excellentCPU board tobases
microcomputer system around With onboard
KAM. KOM, and I 0, the SBC-200 allows you to

build a powerful three board system that has the

same features found in most five board

microcomputers. The SBC-200 is compatible with

Isith (ingle-user and multiuser systems.

CPU-30800A A & T with monitor $299.95

ExpandoRAM II
KSK to 64K expandable KAM hoard

Multi-User System
SBC-tOO. .'•UK ExpandoRAM III. Vmmfloppy II tlPC-4
cosmos Mull, V*» Oamtint Sytem CBASK II

$1995.00
Two Z S(IA ( T'l 's (4 MH/i. 268K KAM. 5serial I

ports with independently programmable baud
ratios and vectored interrupts, parallel input port.

parallel output port. H counter timer channels,
real time clock, single and double sided single or
double density disk controller for .V i" and H"
drives, up to :WiK of on board KOM. CP M 2.2

compatible COSMOS interrupt driven multi-user
disk operating system, allows up to k users to run
independent jobs concurrently, C BASIC II.

control and diagnostic software in I'KOM
included.

-All boards are assembled and tested-

MPC-4
Intelligent communications interface

• SI (HI bus compatible • Upto 1MHz operation •

Kxpandahle from 16K to 64K • Uses Hi x I 4116

memory chips • Pagemodeoperation allows upto

H memory boards on the bus • Phantom output

disable • Invisible onboard refresh

The ExpandoRAM II is compatible with most S-

KM! CPUs When other SI) System series II

boards are combined with the KxpandoKAM II.

I hey create a microcomputer system with

exceptional capabilities and features

MKM- 16630A IUK A & T $325.0oH
MEM-SM81A :)2KA&T $345.0OBJ
MKM-4H632A ISK A&T $365.09H
MKM-64633A G4K A&T $385.0oH

COSMOS
Multi-user operating; system

• Multi-user disk operating system • Allows up to pj
8 users to run independent jobs concurrently • |
Bach user has a separate file directory

• Kour buffered serial I O por(s • On-board /,-

HOA processor • Four CTC channels •

Independently programmable baud rates •

Vectored interrupt capability • Up to 4K of on-

board PROM • Up to 2K of on hoard RAM e On-
board firmware

This is not just another four-port serial

I/O hoard! The on board processorand firmware

provide sufficient intelligence to allow the MPC-4
to handle time consuming I ( ) (asks, rather than
loading down your CPU. To increase overall

efficiency, each serial channel has an BOcharacter

input buffer and a 128 character output buffer.

The on hoard firmware can he modified to make
the board SDI.C or BISYNC compatible In

combination with SD's COSMOS operating

system (which is included with the MPC 4>, this

board makes a perfect building block for a multi

user system.

IOI-1504A A & Twith COSMOS 8488.00

Place Orders Toll Free
Continental I '.S.

800-42 1-5500
Inside California

800-262-1710
For /. < hnnnl Itu/mris »>r Vunttmwr Sen

213-973-7707

COMOS supports all the file structures ofCP/M I

2.2. and is compatible at the applications program I

level with CP M 2.2, so that most programs'
written to run under CP M 2.2 or Sl)( >S will alsoH
run under COSMOS
SKC-55009039K COSMOS on 8" dish $395.<Mt|

Computer Products
I'kii IK Rasttruiu, Hawthorne, Co 9OU0

TKRM8 of BALK: Cash checks, rrfdil cards, "r

Purchase ' )idcia lr<.m qualified firms sod institutions.

Minimum Order SI.YIM1. Califiirnia resident* ar(,( t;

lai Minitnutn ahippins ^ handlins charai

I't-ieiiig A a\ uilihilil\ »iih|ecl lo change
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Computer Products
Printers Accessories for Apple Single Board Computer

BETTER THAN EPSON ! - Okidata

Microline 82A hii 133 column, 120 CPS. 9 x 9 dot

matrix, friction feed, pin feed, adjustable traitor feed

trtmot ablet, handles I part forms up to <l ,'i" tittle, rear &
bottom feed, paper War bar. IIKI duty cycle 100.000.000

character print head, bi directional tonic seeking, both

serial & parallel interfaces included, front panel sn itch &
program control of 111 different form lengths,

inexpensive spool type ribbons, double utdth A condensed
characters, true totter case dcstentlers A graphics

PRM-43082 with FKKK tractor $539.95

Microline SUA I3S 133 column. IX CPS, handles

forms up to l.V it tile, plus all the features of if/.

PRM-43083 With FREE tractor $749.95

PRA-27081A Apple card $39.95
PKA-27082A Apple cable $19.95
PRA-27087A TKS Ml cable $24.95
PRA-43080 Extra ribbons pkg. of 2 $9.95

INEXPENSIVE PRINTERS - Epson
MX-70 ft) column. Hll CPS. .i t 7 dot matrix, adjustable

tractor feed. & graphics

PRM-27070 List $-169 $399.95

MX-NO Mil column. HO CPS. hi directional tonic scekmu
printmn. ** X V dot matrix, adjustable tractor feed. A 84
graphics characters

PRM-27080 List $6-15 $469.95

MX-HOFT same as MX HO with friction feed added

PRM-27082 List $745 $559.95

MX'tOO 1-I'J column, correspondent-equality, graphics,

up to IS" paper, friction feed A- adjustable tractor feed . 9j H

dot matrix .
sll ( 7\S

PRM-27100 List $946 $759.95

PRA-27084 S,-rial interface $69.95
PRA-27088 Serial tntf & >K buffer .. $144.95
PRA-27081 Apple card $74.90
PRA-27082 Apple cable $22.95
PRA-27086 IEEE IHR card $52.95
PRA-27087 TKS HO cable $32.95
PKA-27085 Qraflrax II $95.00
PRA-27083 Extra ribbon $14.95

NEC 7700 & 3500
NEC Spinwriter w/Intelligent Controller

Standard serial, ( 'entronics parallel, and current

liHip interfaces • Selectable baud ratesf>0to 19.2(H)

• Automatic bidirectional printing • Ix>t;ic

Making • 650 character buffer with optional 1HK
buffer • 55 characters per second print speed •

Comes with vertical forms tractor, ribbon, thimble

and cable • Diablo compatible software •

Available with or without optional front panel

PKD-55511 IK no front panel $2795.00
PHD-55512 16K no front pan. I $2895.00
PHD-55515 IK ti front panel $2995.00
PRD-55516 1HK it front panel $3095.00

Intersell SEC 3S0OQ
New from NKC - the 3600 series Spinwriters.

Incorporates all the features and reliability of the
5500 and 7700 series Spinwriters into an
inexpensive 30 CPS letter quality printer with an
optional hi directional tractor assembly.

PR 1 1-55351 3S00Q IK $1995.00
PRD-55352 3SO0Q 1SK $2095.oo
PRA-55100 Deluxe tractor option . $300.00

1«K MEMORY UPGRADE
Add IbK ol BAM to your IRS sn. Apple, or Kxufy in just

minutes H. i I *>>ld tliottsunils of these ItiK HA\t
upgrades tt Inch include the appropriate memory chips las

specified by the manufacturer/, all necessary jumper
it proof instructions, and our 1 year guarantee.

MKX-I6100K IKS HI) kit $25.00
MKX-16101 K Apple kit $25.00
MKX-16102K Exidy kit $25.00

16K RAM CARD - for Apple II

Expand xour Apple to btK. I year warranty

Mr:X-16500A Save $70.1)0 !!! $129.95

Z-80* CARD for APPLE
In o t ompttters m one. 7. SO A 8602, more than doubles the

power A potential of your Apple, includes Z SO' CI 1 !'
< tint.

CI' M L'J. A BASH
CPX-30800A A&T $299.95

8" DISK CONTROLLER
Sen from Vista Computer, single or double sided, tingle or

double density, compatible it ith DOSM >>. Pascal. & CPM
22. Shunart & Qume compatible

IOD-2700A A&T $499.95

2 MEGABYTES for Apple II

Complete packauc includes Tim S" double density disk

Ota double density H" disk controller, cabinet, poller

supply. & cables. DOS .12 :U. CI' It 2.2. & Pascal

compatible

1 McgaByte Package (Kit) $1495.00
1 McgaByte Package (A&T) $1695.00
2 McgaByte Package (Kit) $1795.00
2 McgaByte Package (A&T) $19.95

CPS MULTICARD - Mtn. Computer
rd» m one' Heal time ciock calendar, aerialinterface,

A- parallel interface all on one rani.

IOX-2300A A AT $199.95

AIO, ASIO, APIO - S.S.M.
Parallel & serial interface for xour Apple foot Byte pg 11)

1OI-2050K Par & Ser kit $139.95
IOI-2050A Par & Ser A & T $169.95
IOI-2052K Serial kit $89.95
IOI-2052A Serial A&T $99.95
IOI-2054K Parallel kit $69.95
IOI-2054A Parallel A&T $89.95

A488 - S.S.M.
Ir'.b'.r'. #88 controller, uses simple basic commands.
intitule* firmware and cahlt; I year guarantee (see April

Byte fig lit

IOX-7488A A&T $399.95

Modem;
CAT MODEMS - Novation

('AT 300 hand, acoustic, ansuer ordinate

IOM-A200A List $189.96 $149.95

/)-( 'A T 300 haud direct connect, answer orginate

IOM-5201A List $199.96 $189.95

At 'TO-CAT Auto ansucr orginmts, direct connect

[OM-5280A List $299.95 $239.95

Apple-CAT - Novation
Software *, latuhle 1200 >,r .'UHthaud. direct connect, OUtO
anawer autodial, auxiliary :i tare RS232C aerial port foe
printer

IOM-5232A Save $5O.Q0!X $325.00

SMARTMODKM - Hayes
Sophisticated direct-connect autrtsntirtr autinlud moAm.
tnucb tune or pulse dtaltnu. RS J.'i'Jl ' interface, programmable

IOM-54(K)A Smartmtxlem $269.95

AIM-65 - Rockwell
computer mill alphanumeric display, iirur

keyboard, and complete inutructional manuals

CPK-50160 IK.MM $424.95
CPK-S046S IK AIM $474.95
S KK- 7 1600008 K 8K BASIC ROM $64.95
8FK-64600004E IK assembler ROM $43.95
P8X-030A Pouter supply $64.95

ENX-O000O3 Enclosure $54.95

IK AIM. *b BASIC, is'ttcr supply A

Special package price $649.95

Z-80 STARTER KIT - SD Systems
Complete 7,su tnitneomputm with RAM. ROM. I ().

keyhtsird. display, kludge area, manual. & u-orkbook

( PS-30100K KIT $299.95
( PS-30100A A&T $469.95

SYM-1 - Synertek Systems
Single hoard computer nith IK ofRAM. IK o) ROM. key pad.

l.hD display. L'limu A cassette interface on fssird

< PK-50020A A A I $249.95

Video Monitors

Hl-RES 12" GREEN - Zenith

U Mil. haildicidlh, TlHI lines inch, I'll grmm phosphor,

sit /lettable 111 or sn tojurnns. small, light weight & nortaMs,

VDM-201201 List prict $160.00 .... $118.95

Leedex / Amdek
RcttsontiNy priced I tdeo monitors

VDM-801210 Video 100 12" BAW . . $139.95
VDM-801230 Video 1(H) HO 12" H& W $179.95
VII.M-801250 IS" Creen Phospor $169.95
VUC-801310 13" Color I $379.95

12" COLOR MONITOR - NEC
Hi res monitor it tilt attdto A sculptured

VIM -651212 Color Monitor $479.95

12" GREEN SCREEN - NEC
2(1 MHz. f'-ii phosphor vidso monitor with audio,

exceptionally ht$}h resotututn A fantastic monitor at a

i try reasonable price

VDM-651200 Special Sale Price $199.95

Video Terminals
AMBER SCREEN - Volker Craig

Ihtnt huhte kevbottrti amber on black display

matrix. 10program function keys. It hey numeric pad. 12"

non glare wcrsen, SO to l.*.2int baud, direct cursor control,

auxiliary bi directional serial port

VDT-361200 List $7»».t>() $645.00

VIEWPIONT - ADDS
Ihlat habit keyhoard. serial RS2II2C interface, baud rales

from lluto I93O0. tntxiliarx serial output port.24 j Mdisptay.

VDT-501210 Stile Priced $639.95

TELEVIDEO 950
VDT-901250 List $1195.00 $995.00

DIALOGUE 80 - Ampex
VI1T-230080 List SU9f>.(H) $895.00



Computer Products
S-1(M> C'l'l Hoards S-l(M) KAM Hoards

THE BIG Z*- Jade
I or 4 Mil: suitchable /sn- CPU uith serial I ().

accomodate* 27tiH. 27IK. or 27.12 EPROM. baud rales from
7.5 In MilHI

CPU-30201K Kit $139.95
CPU-30201A A & T ... $189.95
CPU-302O0B Hare board $35.00

2810 Z-80* CPU • Cal Comp Sys
2 I Mil. /. so,\- irimih ks 2:i2(senal I Oport andon
biiarii MOSS i - monitor I'ROM. /runt panel compatible.

( IPU-3O4O0A A & T ... $269.95

CB-2 Z-80 CPU - S.S.M.
2 or J MHt '/. HII (IT hiiard with prm islon fur up In SKof
ROM or 4K ,if RAM on hoard, extended addressing. IEEE
8 loo. front panel compatible.

CPU-303OOK Kit $239.95
CPU-30300A A&T $299.95

S-KM) PROM Hoards

PROM- 100 - SD Systems
270M. 271K. 27.(2 El'ROM programmer n softuare

MKM-99520K Kit $189.95
MEM-99520A A&T $249.95

PB-1 - S.S.M.
1716 El'ROM hoard uith built in programmer

MEM-99510K Kit $154.95
MEM-99510A A&T $219.95

EPROM BOARD - Jade
IKK or S2K uses 270Hs or 2716': IK boundary

MEM-16230K Kit $79.95
MKM-16230A A&T $119.95

S-KM) Video Boards
VB-3 - S.S.M.

Sill hliraeter.s x 2 I hnesexpandahle toSU x IH for a fullpage

'I rex I. upfur A- Ion ff iil.se. L'Mi user itejtiled symbols. IKOx

192 graphics matrix, memory mapped, has key hoard

input.

IOV- 1095K 4 MHz kit $349.95
IOV-1095A 4 MHz A&T $439.95
IOV- 1096K HOx 4H upgrade $39.95

VDB-8024 - SD Systems
'/ / O mapped video hoard tilth keyboard I O. and

on hoard ZHOA'.

IOV-1020A A&T $459.95

VIDEO BOARD - S.S.M.
til i harm lers x Iti lines, 12s 1 48 matrix for graphics, full

upper loner ease ASCII ehuraeler set. numbers, symbols.

noil greek letters, normal reverse blinking video. S list

IOV-1051K Kit $149.95
IOV-I051A A&T $219.95
IOV- 1051 B Hare hoard $34.95

S-KM) Motherlxmrds
ISO-BUS - Jade

Silent, simple, and on sale • a better motherboard

6 Slot (5'f x 8*"t
MBS-061B Hare board $19.95
MBS-061K Kit $39.95
MBS-061A A&T $49.95

1-2 Slot (WxSH")
MBS-121 B Hare board $29.95
MBS-11IK Kit $69.95
MBS-121A A&T $89.95

IH Slot (14V," x8%">
MBS-181 B Hare board $49.95
MBS-181K Kit $99.95
MBS- 181 A A&T $139.95

MEMORY BANK - Jade
1 MHt, S IIHI. bank seleelnhle. expandable from IKK to '• IK

MEM-99730B Hare Hoard $49.95
MEM-99730K Kit no RAM $199.95
MKM-32731 K 32K Kit $239.95
MKM-64733K S4K Kit $279.95
Assembled & Tested add $50.00

64K RAM - Calif Computer Sys
/ Mlh hank port bank byte setertahle. extended

addressing. itiK hank selectable. PHANTOM tltu allows

memor\ oterlax. 9080 Z SO front panel compatible.

MKM-64565A A&T. $575.00

64K STATIC RAM - Mem Merchant
« IX statu- S WO RAM card. I IUK fianks, up to SMIL

MEM-64400A A&T $789.95

32K STATIC RAM - Jade
2 or I Mil; expandable statu RAM hoard uses 21 I If s

MKM-16151K I6K 4 MHz kit $169.95
M EM-32 1 5 1 K .I2K 4 MHz kit $299.95
Assembled & tested add $50.00

16K STATIC RAM - Mem Merchant
/ Mil; IKK static RAM hoard. IEEE SIIKt. bank selectable.

Phantom ea/iahitily. addrcssaNc in 4K blocks, "disable able'

in IK segments, extended addressing. Ion potter

MEM-16171A A&T $164.95

S-KM) Disk Controllers

DOUBLE-D - Jade
Doubt* density eontroiUrwUH the inside track, on boardZ

pnntvr port, IEEE S UH). can function on an
interrupt driven buss

IOI)- 1200K Kit $299.95
1OD-1200A A&T $375.00
IOD-1200B Hare board $59.95

DOUBLE DENSITY - Cal Comp Sys
liish < •"ifrolter. single or double density, uith

onboard boot loader ROM. and free CP U :' -" and
ntamw
KID- 1 :« MIA A & 7 $374.95

S-KM) I/O Boards

S.P.I.C. - Jade
Our neti I O card tilth 2 SIOs. I CTCs. and I I'll)

IOI-1045K 2 CTCs. 1 SIO. 1 PIO .. $179.95
IOM045A A&T $239.95
IOI-1046K I CTCs. 2 SIOs, I PIO $219.95
IOI-1046A A&T $299.95
IOI- 10 loll Hare board w manual $49.95

1/0-4 - S.S.M.
2 serial I () ports plus 2 parallel I O ports

IOI-1010K Kit $179.95
IO1-1010A A&T $249.95
IOI-1010B Hare hoard $35.00

S-KM) Mainframes
MAINFRAME - Cal Comp Sys

12 slot SUM) mainframe uilh 20 amp pouer supply

ENC-1 12105 Kit $329.95
ENC-1 12106 A& T $399.95

DISK MAINFRAME - N.P.C.
Hold* J V dm es and a /:' mlot S I'M *\*tem Attrw tire

metai cabinet uith 12 slot motherboard M) emrdcafte.

p

ower
sufi/>!\ thiol fans, lighted suiteh. and other professional

features

ENS-1 12325 with 2& amp p.8. $«H9.95
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Disk Drives

•i_

Handsome metal cabinet with proportionally

balanced air flow system • Rugged dual drive

power supply • Power cable kit • Power switch,

line cord, fuse holder, cooling fan • Never-Mar
rubber feet • All necessary hardware to mount 2-

s' <li>k drives, power supply, and fan • I loes not

include signal cable

Dual S" Subannvmbly Cabin*!
BND-000420 Hun- cabinet $88.98
BND-000421 Cabinet kit $228.00
END-000481 A&T $359.95

H" Dish Drive Subsystems
Single Sided. Double Density

BND-0Q042S Kit w/S FDlOOSDi $924.95
END-000424 A \ T ie 2 FDlOOSDt $1124.95
END-000433 Kit u 2 SA 801Rt $999.95
KM)-(MMII.tl A A I t, i'SAsniKs $1195.IMI

S" Dish Drive Subsystems
Double Sided, Double Density

END-O0O426 Kit ui 2 DT-8i $1224.95
END-000427 A d> T u J DT-St $1424.95
END-000438 Kit u tSASSIRt $1498.00
END-000437 A & Tw/2 sahmRs $1695.00

QUME DT-8
B" DouWe-Sided, Double Density Disk Drive

1 Drive •. . . $524.95 each
2 Drives . $499.95 each
10 Drives $479.95 each

.lade Part Number MSK- 750080

Shugart 801R
8" Single-Sided, Double Density Disk Drive

1 Drive . . . $394.95 each
2 Drives . $389.95 each

.lade Part Number MSK I0601R

SIEMENS 8"
*> Single-Sided, Double-Density Disk Drive

1 Drive . . . $384.95 each
2 Drives . $349.95 each
10 Drives $324.95 each

lade Part Number MSK 201 120

MPI B-51
3ingle-8ided, Double Density Disk Drive

1 Drive . . . $234.95 each
2 Drives . $224.95 each
10 Drives $219.95 each

.Jade Part Number M8M-16S100

BND-00021S Cam & power supply $74.95
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COMPUTERS

Micro Workstation

WICAT Systems, Inc. has announced
the WICAT System 150 Micro Work-
station.

The system has an MC68000 processor

which runs at 8MHz. and although it has a

16-bit external data path, the processor

has 32 internal bit registers and supports

32-bit operations. Memory sizes range from

256KB of dynamic RAM up to 1.5 MB.
Mass storage includes a 10MB 5 1/4"

Winchester-based drive and a 5 1 /4" floppy

disk drive for back-up purposes. The
standard system has two RS-232C serial

interfaces and a parallel interface to support

peripherals.

The System 150 also supports UNIX/V7
and CP/M emulator optional operating

systems, and Pascal. C, APL. Ada. Cobol.
Fortran, Lisp, WBasic and Assembler.
WICAT Systems. 1875 South State St..

Orem. UT 84057. (801)224-6400.
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PERIPHERALS

New Computer-To-Videodisc
Interface

Symtec has announced three Videodisc

Control Cards for optical videodisc users.

All three control cards are configured for

Apple computer control.

The Pioneer Control Card is a one way
communication device that plugs into the

remote control jack in the back of the

player. It will obey any and all commands
built into the player.

The DVA Control Card will interface

with the DVA-2, DiscoVision player, for

8-bit parallel bi-directional communica-
tion.

The Sony Control Card interfaces with

an RS-232 serial format on the back of the

player and is bi-directional. This card will

also interface to other RS232 devices like

the 7820-1 and -3 Videodisc players.

All three cards have a built-in software

controlled video switch to switch from the

Apple monitor to the viewing screen which
will allow you to operate with one moni-
tor.

Symtec. Inc.. P.O. Box 462, Farmington.
MI 48024.
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Apple Paddle Port Expansion

The Joyport from Sirius Software pro-

vides expansion of the Apple game paddle
port to allow the use of four paddles (with

all buttons functional) or two Atari-type

joysticks.

Two 16-pin sockets to accept standard

Apple style paddles, joysticks or other

devices are designed to operate from the

Apple game port.

Sirius Software Inc.. Joyport 2011 Arden
Way. #2. Sacramento. CA 95825.
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TERMINALS & I/O

Printer Interface for

IBM Typewriter

The ELF 2 Interface unit from Ipex

International allows the use of IBM elec-

tronic typewriter Models 50, 60, and 75 as

letter quality printers by providing an RS-
232C serial or Centronics-compatible
parallel printer interface which can be
connected to the user's computer.

All electrical connections between the
interface and the typewriter are made with

IBM-compatible plug-in connectors, and
complete, illustrated, step-by-step instruc-

tions are provided.

The ELF 2 Interface accepts standard

ASCII data from the user's computer.

$495.

Ipex International Inc.. 5115 Douglas
Fir Rd.. Calabasas. CA 91302. (213)710-

1444.
CIRCLE 354 ON REAOER SERVICE CARD
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T^ It
hotdeot monsters bar your way Eaclitroyoij

matenlo medungeon ityousuvrve gams you

experience and mage—makrng you stronger

allowng you to go deeper btviging you closer

tolhetauukxisOrb

QUEST is a simulation game that pre

sents you with ever changng situations and

the aMity ol your character to survive de

pends upon its intrinsic and acquired abilities,

and your playing ski

ORBQUEST has been extensively play-

tested, and will offer you many hours of dial-

lengrig enjoyment

ORBQUEST requires 56K CP/M and a 24 x

80 cursor-addressable terminal Now avail-

able on the following CPIM media: 8" single
1

density, 5" NorthStar. 5" Xerox. 5" Osborne

ORBQUEST
S35 for diskette * and manual from

1

,

ALTERNATE WORLD SIMULATIONS
PO Hon 941 Mrtpitas Calitonna 95035
CMKTH* HSUKK ' •

CM* 6 * RKJSn W UWXMAW [» DOW BfSf »*><

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
TRS-80. COLOR COMPUTER. PET

& APPLE II

ELEMENTARY
8CIENCE
GEOGRAPHY
ECONOMICS

MATH
HISTORY
ACCOUNTING
BUSINESS ED.

FOREIGN LANG. COIN INVENTORY
GRAMMAR FARM RECORDS

Write for FREE Catalogue:

MICRO LEARNINGWARE, Box
2134, N Mankato, MN 56001

(507) 625-2205
VISA A MASTER CARD ACCEPTED

We pay 15% royalty for Educational
Programs listed with us
TRS-80 is a registered trademark of
TANDY CORP.
PET is a trademark of COMMO-
DORE BUS MACHINES.
APPLE is a trademark of APPLE
COMPUTER CO
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TRS-80**
COLOR GAME
LIMITED OFFER!

FREE
Wt 11 SCND VOU Oil" MMUS GAME Of THE MONTH
*M|N VOU SINOUS A Sll» AODfttSSCO STAMPfO
ENVtlOPC FOMOUN 'ME COLOR MKKjKAM 1 1ST

mTAM KM

16KS?;?;MOHI-RESOLUTION GAMES"

STARBASE ATTACK
s,ws

||Vtl2.95
f $ 12.95

rforiorioraraszfrararazarara
HIGH SeMfDARCAOr MM

KQ5N1C fflwms 18.95
JOYSTICKS REO'D ""ML"^? "

Ctftltf itOCMCCKS OR MONCV onOtMS ONLv

•Hustr-ated mtmory banks
P.O.BOX 289
WILLIAMSTOWN. MA 01267-028*

EXPIRES 12-15-81 "CASSETTE

> '
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iAk..
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TM TANDY CORPORATION
FREE COPY OF WARRANTY

UPON REQUEST

TRS-80

DISCOUNT

DIRECT

PRICES

WRITE FOR
FREE

CATALOG

1-800-841-0860 Toll Free

YOUR TRS 80

COMPUTER
Headquarters

Leorn To

"Do It Yourself"

And Save Money

MICRO MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS, INC.

DEPT NO. 3
Downtown Plaia Shopping. Center

1 1 5C Second Ave SW • Cairo Georgia 31726

917 377 7130 Go Phone No
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Scotch' Diskettes
Rely on Scotch* diskettes to keep your valu-

able data safe Dependable Scotch diskettes
are tested and guaranteed error-tree The low
abrasivity saves your read/write heads
The/ re compatible with most diskette drives

(800)235-4137

Osslsr Inquirw*
invttsd

FOR YOUR APPLE
34£>i&E£iLsJ[And][+
Tlanguage systems

APPLESOFT: 30.3 MIN.
MICROSPEED H: 3.9 MIN.
MICROSPEED K>: 2.4 MIN.

FASTEST

MOST POWERFUL:

EXPANDABLF

P.RFATIVFonc« i ivc

USER-FRIENDLY

REQUIRES APPLE . SINGLE DISK
U SPEED X USES 2mHz PROCESSOR
U SPEED ][ USES 4mHz PROCESSOR

SEE YOUR DEALER OR CONTACT

ntorpora,Wl
S910BrookhdoeDr. Sum 50 1. Upper Marlboro. Md 20870

(301) 627-6650

I'm Interested Please Send

U SPEED I '496 160 page Manual '35

O p SPEED !• <645 O Detailed Information

Name

Address „
City

State Zip
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We will meet or
beat any price
in the U.S.A. on

MICROCOMPUTERS
In fact, no matter what price

you see advertised by Micro

Management, Perry Oil, Pan

American, or any authorized

Radio Shack dealer for TRS-

80 Computers with pure fac-

tory installed memory and

full warranty, we'll beat it!

ATARI
MICROCOMPUTERS /

We have consistently offered

the complete TRS-80, ATARI,

EPSON, APPLE, and MAXELL
lines at the best prices in the

U.S.A. And we offer the best

delivery from the largest

inventory in the Northeast.

If you're looking for the best

prices in the U.S.A., check

the others but call Computer

Discount of America.
TRS-80 and Radio Shack ate trademarks ol Tandy Co

CALL TOLL FREE:

800-526-5313

Computer
Discount
of America

COMPUTER DISCOUNT OF AMERICA. INC.

15 Marshall Hill Road. West Milford Mall
West Milford. New Jersey 07480-2198
In New Jersey Call 201-728-8080
CIRCLE 133 ON READER SERVICE CARD

New Products, continued...

Voice Entry for Apple

Scott Instruments announces Shadow/
VET, a voice entry terminal which inter-

faces directly with any Apple II computer.

It enables the user to run Integer Basic.

Applesoft, machine-code and Pascal pro-

grams by voice input with no modifications

to the programs.

The Shadow/VET is supplied with pre-

processor, interface board with 16K on-

board RAM memory, software, noise-

cancelling headset microphone, and
operator's manual. $995.

Scott Instruments. 1 1 1 1 Willow Springs

Dr., Denton. TX 76201. (817)387-9514.
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New Dot Matrix Printer

By Heath

NEC Introduces

Dot Matrix Printer

A dot matrix line printer— the H-25— has

been added to the Heath/Zenith line of

microcomputer peripherals.

The bi-directional H-25 prints at speeds

in excess of 150 characters per second.

and up to 300 lines per minute. It interfaces

with most standard microcomputer systems

using an RS-232C Serial Interface, or a 20

mA current loop.

The character set of the printer has all

95 ASCII characters, upper and lowercase,

and 33 graphics characters. Character width,

or pitch, may be selected by the operator

from 10, 12, 13.2 or 16.5 characters per

inch. The printer forms characters with a

9 x9dot matrix. $1095.

Heath Company. Dept. 350-315. Benton

Harbor. MI 49022.
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I/O Subsystem for Atari

California Microlink Corporation
announces Easy I/O. a product designed

to eliminate the cumbersome interfacing

of parallel and serial I/O to the Atari 800

computer.
Cabling and software handlers are avail-

able for popular line printers. The software

handlers (in the form of AUTORUN.SYS
files) are user transparent and compatible

with Atari language cartridges. $175.

California Microlink Corp., 2078-C Walsh

Ave., Santa Clara, CA 95050. (408)988-

6437.
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NEC Home Electronics, USA, announces

a dot matrix printer with a standard parallel

interface. Although the printer rounds out

NEC's PC-8000 Series Microcomputer
System as an integrated component, com-
pany officials say that other computer
systems will constitute a significant portion

of its market.

At 100 characters per second, the PC-

8023A printer can bidirectionally print the

upper and lower case ASC 1 1 . plus numerous

Greek, mathematical and graphic symbols.

In addition, a special feature of (he printer

is its ability to print dot graphic screens on

paper. The unit uses either cartridge or

ribbon spools. $795.

NEC Home Electronics USA. Personal

Computer Division. 1401 Estes Ave., Elk

Grove Village. IL 60007. (312)228-5900.
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Touch Panel Color Monitor

The International Institute of Applied

Technology, Inc. announces an integrated

Touch Panel and Color Monitor for use

on the Apple II.

HAT will offer the integrated Touch
Panel, Color Monitor, and Apple II Inter-

face Card for $ 1 ,399. An optional Interface

for a DiscoVision Associates Model II Player

is available for $150. The interface includes

software drivers and a video switch for

selecting the Apple II graphics output or

the videodisc for display on the Color

Monitor. The Videodisc Controller is

available separately for $400.

International Institute of Applied Tech-

nology. Inc.. 20010 Century Blvd.. German-
town. MD 20767. (301 1428-9010.
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Seven-Color Printer

D.N. Computer Services Ltd. announces
the CX80 Color Printer, a seven-color dot
matrix printer.

A software instruction is used to call up
each of the seven colors as required. The
CX80 Color Printer has built in % ASCII
plus 64 graphic characters as standard and
the user can program up to 15 of his own
characters. The CX80 does not require

special paper; normal white tractor feed
paper is used.

A special Dump Card has been developed
which enables the Apple computer to
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Make Your Dreams
Come True With
Computer Shopper
Now you can expand your system or

get a new one at prices you had never
dreamed possible by taking advantage
of the thousands of bargains each
month in COMPUTER SHOPPER
COMPUTER SHOPPER is THE

publication for buying, selling and
trading new and used micro and mini-
computer equipment, accessories and
software.
• Buy, Sell or Trade
• Over 60 Big (11" x 14") pages
• Over 20,000 readers nationwide
• Classified ad only 12* a word
• Hundreds of ads from individuals
• Money back guarantee

New subscribers are entitled to a FREE
50 word classified ad to use for soft-

ware or used equipment plus a FREE
ISSUE all for the low subscription price
of ONLY $10.00.

SAVE OVER 50% OFF the single copy
price of $1.50, Add it up:

12 issues (n $1.50 $18.00
One free issue $1.50
Free 50 word classified ad$5.00

TOTAL VALUE $24.50

NOW ONLY $10.00. You save $14.50.

MasterCard or VISA subscription orders only
Call TOLL FREE 1-800-327-9920

icammjTBR shianpsR
P.O. BoxF14 • Tilusville, FL 32780

305-269-3211

Yes. I want to save money with Computer
Shopper It I'm not 100% satisfied with my
first issue my money will be refunded in tull

and I get to keep the first issue FREE

3 1 yr (3rd class) $10 00

I am a new subscriber - send me a
certificate tor a tree classified ad

NAMl

L—__ i
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"Attention Computar Oman"
If you own mini or micro...you could

be on your way to fantastic riches Put
your computar to a new uaa by monitor-
ing these Investments. Set up your own
office In your home.. .never work for the
other guy again. It Is the moat ingenious
method ever devised. Make six digits
annually.
First time offered. Complete package-

$25.00. We pay postage & handling. Send
check or M.O. to:

C.B.A.S.
P.O. Box 163

Ontario, OH 44862

© Dysan
•/CORPORATION

i -oca. .**, 24 hows. Cal to* FREE
I 23V4137 far prim and a,*, math, l
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SAVE
1150.00 for a i-MHi Z80A ayataa with
64-KB of aeaory plua a raal front panal

OR
^

1200.00 for a 24x80 full function CRT I I

you can roll your own technology, aave
a bundle and ba running BASIC, FORTRAN.

COBOL on your own coaputar ayataa bafora
you know ltl T H I t B £ 7 A I L S I
DICATFK CORP., Zlii Seat Butler Ortve,
Suite 30, Phoenix AZ 8J021
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PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 I ooth.ll Blvd
San Luis Obispo i.."A
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Protect Your Software Investment

COPY ][PLUS
YOUR MOST COST EFFECTIVE INSURANCE
With Copy II Plus you can make back-up copies of many currently avail-
able diskettes, even those that cannot be copied with standard programs.

SO RELAX
Copy II Plus ends your worries about accidental damage to valuable
diskettes. You can make back-up copies for normal use and keep your
originals safely locked away—away from spills or stray magnetic fields,

or just the wear and tear of everyday use.

$39.95IT'S FAST
You can copy diskettes
in less than 35 seconds! That
includes BASIC, PASCAL, FORTRAN,
CP/M ' and nonstandard formats. Copy II Plus
reads and writes five tracks at a time. For single disk
drive users, this kind of efficiency means an immense savings
in time and convenience. Only a 48K Apple II with one disk drive
and DOS 3.3 is required.

AND IT EASILY PAYS FOR ITSELF
While some software companies offer replacement of expensive
damaged diskettes, many ^gaajsjjsa.

do not. With Copy II Plus^k ^k cp/m® is a registered

you eliminate the time, -ffl ^k trademark ot Digital

expense and worry of

costly accidental damage.

'

IDEAL FOR NEW USERS ^•ejj jar-

Copy II Plus is ideal for offices or institutions where inexperienced
users have access to valuable software. Why risk your expensive
original diskettes when they could be easily copied and safely '

tucked away?

GIVE YOURSELF PERMANENT INSURANCE NOW
Please send payment by check or credit card. NoC.O.D.'s.

Master Card or VISA accepted. Just include name of
card, card number and expiration date.

Address payment to:

immm mm
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

P.O. Box 3958
^Central Point, OR. 97502
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NEW!
Advanced Disk Version

TRAFFIC
CONTROLLER

In Air Traffic Controller you assume
the responsibility for the safe flow of air

traffic over a 400 square mile territory

During your shift in charge of this air-

space. 26 aircraft come under your con-

trol. Jets and prop planes must be guided

to and from airports, navigational becons

and entry/exit fixes. The aircraft enter

your airspace at various altitudes and

headings whether or not you are ready

You need the same steady nerves

under pressure and almost instinctive

analyses of complex emergencies which

are demanded of a professional air

traffic controller But Air Traffic Con-
troller adds the excitement and well-

defined goals of a game
Your goal is to get all of the aircraft to

their assigned destination before the

shift is completed At your disposal are

radar display of the aircraft positions in

the control area, coded information giving

aircraft heading, destination and fuel

supply, navaids enabling you to hold

aircraft or assign them automatic

approaches, and commands to alter the

altitude and heading of the aircraft Work-

ing against you are altitude and heading

requirements, and. of course, the

clock.

No two games, even at the same clock

setting, are the same.
The advanced disk version allows more

aircraft, and gives you four additional

area maps, each with its own special

challenges.

Air Traffic Controller is now available

for the 16K TRS-80 (3006). for the 16K
Apple II and Apple II plus (4008). and
the 8K Sorcerer (5008) All are on cas-

sette for $11.95
Advanced Air Traffic Controller is avail-

able on diskette for the 32K TRS-80
(3518). the 16K Atari (7503). and the

32KApple Hand Apple II plus(4517)for

81 9.95. and on cassette for the 1 6K Atari

(7004) and the 16K PET (called Sector

3) (1302) for $14.95

To order Air Traffic Controller, please

send a check or money order to:

creative conepafciRfJ
software

39 E . Hanover Avenue
Morris Plains. NJ 07950
For credit card order call

Toll-free 800-631-6112
(in NJ 201-540-0445)

New Products, continued...

transfer direct from color screen to the

printer. Interfaces are available for Apple

and TRS-80.
D.N. Computer Services Ltd.. West Croft

Industrial Estate. Manchester Old Rd..

Rhodes. Middleton. Greater Manchester

M24 4PJ. England.

Card Readers for TRS-80
Model III

KSR Printer Terminal

Chatsworth Data Corporation has

announced a special interface to the TRS-

80 Model 111 for its MR 500 and OMR
500 card readers. The interface plugs into

the I/O bus jack of the Model III.

The card data can be in either the

ASCII equivalent code or the image of

the data. The MR500 uses an electric-

current technique for reading and. thus,

can read only a soft pencil mark ($750),

while the OMR 500 is an optical reader

that not only reads marks made by many
different pencils and pens, but can scan

cards containing punches, pre-printed and

mark sense data ($1095).

Chatsworth Data Corp., 20710 Lassen

St., Chatsworth. CA 91311. (213) 341-

9200.
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Numeric Keypad For Apple

The Keyboard Companys Numeric-

Keypad allows Apple users to enter

numbers, carry out arithmetic operations

and input VisiCalc commands on a key-

pad.

In addition to the standard keypad with

double zero and decimal point, the product

has a full set of operator keys, complete

with parentheses, print, return and four

basic arithmetic functions. The VisiCalc

section of the keypad uses three keys to

control cursor movement. $149.95.

The Keyboard Company. 7151 Patterson

Dr., Garden Grove. CA 92641. (714)891-

5831.
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Qume Corporation has introduced a

daisywheel data terminal.

The Sprint 9/35 keyboard send-receive

(KSR) and receive only (RO) terminal prints

at a speed of 35 cps.

The Sprint 9/35 offers the following

features: universal linear power supply,

selectable to permit operation in any inter-

national environment: "Clean Hands"

Quickload cartridge system, and automatic

proportional spacing, switch-selectable.

$2100.

Qume. 2350 Qume Dr.. San Jose, CA
95131.(408)942-4000.
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Memory and Video
Modules for TRS-80
The Compactor I is a Memory Manage-

ment Module that plugs into the TRS-80

Model III. It provides the capability of

running the CP/M (2.2) operating system

and zero origin stand-alone CP/M appli-

cations programs while still preserving the

environment to run TRS-Basic and

TRSDOS.
The Compactor IV is a dual purpose

Video Display Module for the Model III.

This module serves as an 80 x 24 video

display and EIA Standard RS-232 serial

interface. All necessary cables and instruc-

tions are included.

Compactors I and IV are priced at $450

and $475.

Hurricane Laboratories. Inc.. P.O. Box

63 1 . Cupertino, CA 9501 5. (408)4464)777.
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DISK SYSTEMS

5 MB Winchester Drive for $3195

Konan Corporation has announced a 5

1/4" Winchester drive to the personal

computer market.

Using the Seagate ST 506 the David

Subsystem provides 5 megabytes of for-

matted storage in a box that measures

4.75" x 5.9" x 11.25".

The subsystem is now available with the

host adapters for the Apple and S-100

Systems. $3195.

Konan Corporation, 1448 North 27th

Ave., Phoenix. AZ 85021. (800)528-4563.

CIRCLE 365 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Complete 6-year Index

Find it Fast!

Our new 6-year cumulative index lists

every article, program and review that has
appeared in Creative Computing from its

inception in November 1974 to December
1980 The index lists not only the issue in
which an article appeared but a cross
reference to The Best of Creative Computing,
Volumes 1 . 2 and 3. It also lists all the articles
in ROM magazine.

Articles are classified by subject area and
listed by title and author Over 3500 separate
items are included. Note: the index does
not include a cross reference to author.
Looking for information on computers in

education
-

' You II find 76 articles and 155
application programs How about art and
graphics? You II find 44 entries. In the market
for a computer? You find 82 hardware
evaluations and 94 of software

Price of this huge index is just $2.00.
Even if you ve been a reader for only a year
or two you II find the index of great value
Orders yours today

creative
computing
Morris Plains. NJ 07950

!t5MERRY BEE
ABC Ages 5-6 $29.95

Word Games 8 to Adult $24.95

Early Words Ages 5-7 $19.95

Motes Music Drill $19.95

Each disk includes 3 12

separate programs.

Tor fun and educational too.

lull use of graphics and sound.
Apple 11+ 48K. Specify 3.2 or 3.3.

Add $2.00 shipping per order.

MERRY BEE
COMMUNICATIONS

815 CREST DRIVE
OMAHA. ME 68046
(402) 592-3479

Specializing in Apple software.

Consultants in interactive video.

i

i

i

i Apple Is a trademark of Apple Computer Co.

I-
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OMEGA MICRO
NUMERIC KEYPAD FOR APPLE II

J&*
APPLE OWNERS

Add the Omega Micro 18-Key
Numeric Keypad now for easier and
faster number entry.

• No soldering: Plug-In installation

• Seven popular function keys
• Uses no I/O expansion slots

• Fully hardware & software
compatible — even with Vlsicalc

AVAILABLE NOW - sugg. list $199.

SEE IT AT YOUR DEALER
OR WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE

OMEGA 215 W. 1st.. Ste. 105-61
A / Tustin, CA 92680y MICRO 714-730-1463
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.flPPL€ nppi€ RPPL€ flPPl€
if you didn't buy from CPI . . . you paid too much!

We'd meet onv nationoUv advertised software prices
even 45 doys after uour order. (Just send a copu of the od.)

LOWEST SOFTWARE PRICES We won't be undersold.
Adventure Time

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL
*d»rntutc«l. ?. 3 d 32.00

Ad.enture #4, 5. 6 d 32.00

Adventuie* 7,1.9 d 32.00

MvenhiirtflO. II. 12 4 32.00

Stone ol Sisyphus d 24.00

Kid Ad.entuie « I c 12.00

Ad. Hint Book d 6 SO

trots WARE
The Prisoner d 24.00

Tenons! 4 24.00

HIGHLANDS COMPUTER
Oldoils Revenge d 16 00

Tailunan d 20.00

Creature Ventuie d 20 00

ON LINE SYSTEMS
Hi Res Adi «0 d 16 00

Hi Res Ad. Hi d 2000
Hi Res Ad. *7 d 26 SO

HiResAdv»3 d 2SO0
Softpotn Adi |i laledl d 24 00

PERSONAL SOFTWARE
2ork d 34.00

Gammon Gambler
. d 21.00

Monty Monopoly d 29 00
Monty Stubble d 29.00

Mitio Chess d 2100
Budge Pailnei d 2100

Apples = BUSINESS
CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE

«1 General ledger d 200.00

#2 Aids Ret d 200 00
«3 Accts. Pat 4 TOO 00
»4 Payroll d 200.00

DENVER SOFTWARE
I manual Paitnei d 140.00

HOWARD SOFTWARE
In Preparer d 80 00
Real Estate Analyzer d 120.00

Creative Financing d 1 20.00

PERSONAL SOFTWARE
Desk Top Plan II d 16600
Visit alt 3 3 d 166 00
K'siplol d 15100
Kisiliend Visiplol d 219.00

Visider d 16600
•isiteim d 12700

SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
PfS If iling Srs» d 76.00

PfS: Report d 76.00

MICRO PRO ICP/M)
Spell Sort I d 195.00

WoidSlai d 290 00
Data Stai d 290 00
Mall Meier d 95 00

'Requires Z80SOFTCARO.

Programmer Helpers
DENVER SOFTWARE

Pascal Piojiammei d 10000
Pascal Tutor d 100 00

HAYDEN SOFTWARE
Assembly Dei Sirs d 32.00

Applesoft Compilei d 160 00

IUS
FORTH OevSys d 112 00

MICROSOFT
fortian 10 d 156 00
»L0S d 10000
Basic Compilei d 316 00
Cobol B0 d 600 00
SOFT Card d 335.00
RAM Caid d 165 00

Olympic Decathlon d 24 00

SVNERGfSTrC SOFTWARE
Piof. line Editor d 32.00

Hi|hei fonts d 12 00
Hi|heiTeitll d 32.00

Higher Giaphics d 2B.00
Piot tine Editor IROM I 48 00

STO/VElrVAHE
DBMastei d 184 00

SENSIBLE SOFTWARE
Supei Disk Copy III d 24 00
Multi Disk Catalog d 20 00

ftACRDC in the Home
BRODERBUND SOFTWARE

Apple Panic d 24.00

Space Waiirar d 20.00

Snoulelloyshckl d 26.50

BUDGECO
Raster Blastei d 24 00

CAVALIER COMPUTER
Astioid field d 20 00
Stai Thiel d 24.00

INNOVATIVE DESIGN
Pool 1

5

d 2100
Shuttleboaid d 24 00

MUSE
3 Mile Island d 32 00
ABM d 2000
Robot War d 32 00

SENTIENT SOFTWARE
OoTopus d 2650

SIRIUS SOFTWARE
Spate Eggs d 24.00

Autobahn a 24.00
Gamma Goblins A ?4 oo
Goreon d 3200
Sneakers d 24 00

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS
Kaipfatlo. d 32 00
Computer Baseball d 32 00

OMiV* Hnd U? Send for o Cotolog of over 600 Uomi. (tnd. ATARI, P€T ft TRS 80)
To insure correct shipment indicate computer make/model and il you desire disk or

cassette Personal checks accepted please allow 14 days lor processing For lasler service
make payment By Money Order Cashier Check COD Master Charge or VISA Card For
charge card indicate card type and dale expiralion dale and phone number California
residents add 6% sales tax Include $? 50 shipping charge per order

Puces subiett lo cnange without
notice An products luiiy guaranteed

Computer Products
International
P.O Box 56
Arcadia. California 91006

CAVALIER CONTEXT CONTINENTAL DATAMOST DATASOFT DELTA DENVER EDU WARE HATDEN HIGHLANDS HOWARDSOfT
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New Products, continued..

Winchester Disk for Zenith

a parallel printer port (Centronics and Epson

standard), a serial port (RS-232C), two

interval timers, a real time clock/calendar,

and a BSR X-10 interface to a 48K Apple

II or Apple II Plus. It is compatible with

Pascal. Fortran. CP/M. Pilot and VisiCalc.

The Synergy-Card with 16K RAm and

instruction manual retails for $195. Option

An 8" Winchester disk drive with floppy

disk back-up has been introduced by Zenith

Data Systems for its business microcomputer

systems.

The non-removable Winchester in the

Z-67 increases the storage capacity of Zenith

microcomputers to almost 10 million bytes,

with the 8" floppy diskette back-up providing

an additional million bytes. $5995.

Zenith Data Systems, 100 Milwaukee

Ave.. Glenview. IL 60025. (312)391-8181.
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MEMORY

Synergy Card for Apple

The Synergy-Card from Spies Labora-

tories is a 16K RAM card capable of adding

1 adds the parallel port, serial port, and

two interval timers with software (on disk)

for $59. Parallel cable $30, serial cable

$20. Option 2 requires option 1 and adds

the real time clock/calendar for $49. Option

3 requires options 1 and 2. adding the BSR
X-10 interface for $39.

Spies Laboratories, P.O. Box 336, Lawn-

dale. CA 90260. (213)644-0056.
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16K RAM Card for Apple

Mountain Computer has released a new

dual 16K RAM card for the Apple 11. Two
banks of 16K selectable RAM expand the

Apple to 80K of available memory. The
second bank of 16K RAM is controlled by

user-supplied software. Hardware and/or

software selection of each 16K bank of

Computer Games!
How can we tell you about 400

computer games in one advertisement?

We ve got the worlds largest line of

computer games Over 400 in all

They re on cassette and disk for eight

popular personal computers: Atari.

Apple. Tl 99/4. PET. TRS-80. Sorcerer.

Sol and CP/M.
From A to Z. Action Games to Z-Chess

II. we ve got loads of best-sellers inclu-

ding Super Invader for the Apple, a
complete line of six Adventure games.
Backgammon. Milestones and Cycle
Jump.
Not only that, we publish the best-

selling books. Basic Computer Games
and More Basic Computer Games with

over 500.000 copies in print

We ve also got a nifty board game.
Computer Rage . sets of three binary dice,

acrobatic toy robots. T-shirts and lots of

other goodies
You II find comprehensive descriptions

of all of our software, books, games and
peripherals in our huge 48-page catalog

It s unique in the small computer field For

your free copy, write or call us today or

circle our number on the reader service

card

Super Invader features superb high-

resolution graphics, nail-biting tension

and hilarious antics by the moon crea-

tures

creative
compatiRg
39 East Hanover Ave.

Morris Plains. NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631 -81 12
InNJ 201-540-0445
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RAM is controlled by the user. The card

also provides its own refresh circuitry.

The card is supplied with 16K of installed

RAM for $189. The additional 16K of plug-

in RAM costs $24.95. RAM diagnostics

have been developed (on diskette) and are

supplied with the product.

Mountain Computer Inc.. 300 El Pueblo

Rd.. Scotts Valley. CA 95066. (408)438-

6650.
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32K RAM Card for Apple

Computer Technology Associates

announces a 32K Apple II Memory Expan-

sion Card.

The AXP-32K Apple memory card

provides the Apple user with an additional

32K bytes of RAM organized in two pages

of 16K.

The AXP-32K is compatible with Basic,

Applesoft. Pascal. Microsoft Z80 Softcard.

VisiCalc. Fortran, and Lisa Version 2.0.

$274.95.

Computer Technology Associates. 118

Castellano, El Paso. TX 79912. (915)533-

2108.
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Color Computer Memory

Computerware has introduced a board

that expands the memory of the Radio

Shack Color Computer from 16K to 32K.

The 16 Plus is designed to allow the

graphics display to reside anywhere within

the 32K of memory. No software modifi-

cations are required for existing software

and the 1 6 Plus makes the Color Computer

completely compatible with anticipated

disk systems. $84.95.

Computerware, Box 668, 1472 Encinitas

Blvd., Encinitas, CA 92024. (714)436-

3512.
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MISCELLANEOUS

Apple Storage/Security System

With an Apple II inside and a monitor

and disk drives on top. Station II from

Trace Systems creates an integrated system

which allows the user to get inside the

Apple without unstacking and restacking

peripherals. It also clears the work station

of electrical cords and cables, because the

Apple, monitor and another peripheral

plug into built-in power outlets. One cord

and one wall plug power the system.

^ '
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Ml ICC Brine

You State-of-the-Art
Language & Printer Cards'
At LOW Direct-to-You Prices!

16K RAM Card

$149.00
Includes selectable dip

switch • Works with

Pascal, CP/M\ Visicalc,

DOS 3.3 • The most
versatile RAM expansion
on the market today •
Turns your apple into a

64 K system

Parallel Printer Card

$114.00
Works with most printers

with a parallel port •
Comes with on-board
firmware and complete

documentation • Interface

cables available for $25
for Epson, NEC, MPI, IDS
& Centronics printers-

specify type

Both cards are fully guaranteed for one year.

Add $2.00 for shipping and handling, California

residents add 6% sales tax.

Send Check or Money
Order to: MITEC

7433 San Bergamo
Goleta, CA93117

innovations in computers
(805) 685-4870

•APPLE II is the trademark ol Apple Computers, Inc.
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Unwrap
the Crypto
Mystery
f^"l"rt Thanks to the Western

Digital CryptoPrimer"*

$^J^aa* aaaa,
Development Kit,

^\ C cryptography is no

aa-L^l^^ longer a deep,

|^a#Wa9« ^dr^ secret m fact
.

the kit is specially

designed for personal computer owners
and is based on the National Bureau
of Standards' data encryption algorithm.

Included in the kit are. a
CryptoPrimer'" manual,
a cryptographic sys-

tem built around our
WD 2001/2 data

encryption

chip, a con-

venient RS
232 con-

nector and
a special

hardware manual. All for just $495. Best
of all, you'll end up with more than a clue
on how to implement all the benefits of

data encryption. So send your check or
money order (including $9.00 for ship-

ping and 6% sales tax if you're a Califor-

nia resident) to: Western Digital, 2445
McCabe Way, Irvine, CA 92714. Please
also specify your computer s make and
model number.
We think keeping cryptography a

mystery is a crime.

***n9th,ei.
•••fine e*^*£:

you.

WESTERN DiGJTALCORPORA r I O A/

Telecommunications Division

2445 McCabe Way, Irvine, CA 92714
(714)557-3550
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CANADIANS
1981 PERSONAL INCOME TAX PROGRAM FOR THE
NON PROFESSIONAL

Do t»« reiurns lor friends and family

Northtax '81 automatically calculates:
Employment etpense deduction minmum medical
expense deduction, all personal exemption!, age
esemptton to* those qualifying detailed tai calculation

dividend ta» credit Federal and Provincial ta« payable
and much more

Directs the user on a line by Una basis indicating where
amounts are filled m on the return and where attach
ment* are required

Written by a Chartered Accountant the program was
tested on personal te> returns prepared in a public
accounting office

Available on cassette for TRS 00 Mode) I Level II 16K
and Model ill Disk add IS 00

Standard Program S 19 96

Se<f employment Program »29 96

Alia . Sash Man residents add *S 00
Postage and handling $2 9S
Add Provincial Sales Ta» where applicable

indicate province of residence on December 31 19B1

Too'dei send cheque or money order to

SPECIALIZED SOFTWARE INC
POBo. 401ft

Station X"
London Ontario NSW 5G9 *TMof Tandy Corporation
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• : 3MEM(
FLEXIBLE DISCS

WE WILL NOT BE UNDER
SOLDR Call Free (800)235-4137

for pnees and information Dealer

inqumes invited and CO.D.'s

accepted

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd

San Luis Obispo. CA
93401 In Oil call

(800)592-5935 or

805)543- 1037
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NEW23K
PERSONAL COMPUTER

$239.00 FACTORY SALE
PRICE

You get the NEW APF IM-1 Full Size
Powerful Computer: Includes 14K ROM
with Level II BASIC built in, 9K user
RAM, Color, Sound, Professional 53
keyboard. Two Controllers. Two 10 key
numeric pads, High speed cassette, AC
Adapter, RF Modulator, TV Switchbox
Accepts TAPE-DISK-PLUG IN CAR-
TRIDGES. It is PLUG IN EXPANDABLE
at low cost. 90 day parts and labor
warranty, owner s guide, BASIC language
manual. All this in a beautiful black and
white console case for only $239.00.
15 DAY FREE TRIAL Return within 15
days complete and undamaged for refund
of purchase price.

PROTECTO ENTERPRIZES
BOX 550, BARRINGTON, IL 60010
TO ORDER PHONE 312/382-2192
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New Products, continued.

With Station II secured to a desk, the

Apple can be locked inside with a key.

With this key. the Apple, monitor, and

another peripheral can be powered up at

once, and locked on or off.

Trace Systems, 1928 Old Middlefield

Way, Mountain View, CA 94043. (415)964-

3115.

CIRCLE 371 ON READER SERVICE CARD

TRS-80 Cabinet

The Organizer places TRS-80 Model 1

components into one desktop package to

hide wires and cables.

The Organizer consists of two wood
grain cabinets: Cabinet one holds the

monitor, expansion interface, power
supplies, line filters, cables, power strip

and fan.

Cabinet two holds up to four disk drives,

a tape recorder, fan. diskettes and cassettes.

587.50.

Designatron. 2794 Hume Rd., Malibu.

CA 90265. (213)456-9023.

CIRCLE 372 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Video Selector

Radio Shack offers a pushbutton video

switching and control center, designed to

eliminate the bother of repeatedly changing

cable connections.

The Archer Video Selector simplifies

signal routing with complex home video

systems. The banks of pushbuttons provide

all necessary switching and signal routing

between four 75 Ohm coax inputs and one

phono jack to three 75 Ohm coax outputs.

$79.95.

Available at Radio Shack stores and

participating dealers.

Meter Monitors Cassette
Loading

Dynametric Newport has developed the

AVM-1 Loadstat for assuring the successful

loading and saving of cassette tape

programs.

The AVM-1 features both an audio-VU
meter and an internal speaker. The unit

draws its power from the CTR-80A and

CTR-41 recorders and patches the recorder

to the computer.

The AVM- 1 displays the audio level from

any cassette program, regardless of manu-
facturer and quality of original recordings

so the user can adjust the record/play-

back level for program loading or record-

ing.

Dynametric Newport. 524 Seaward Rd.,

Corona Del Mar. CA 92625.

CIRCLE 373 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Reserve Power Supply for Apple

The APS-5 Reserve Power Supply pro-

vides back-up power for the Apple II

during prolonged power outages and
brownouts. When the power fails, visual,

audible and electronic signals alert the

user while the unit provides instantaneous

back-up power.

In addition to providing one hour and
forty-five minutes of support time, the

APS-5 has automatic turn-on, automatic

recharging of its batteries, automatic cut-

off to prevent deep battery discharge,

low battery indicator, and a steel case for

improved RFI/EMI suppression. $389.95.

Also available with the APS-5 is an
optional APS-5DC adapter which allows

connection of the computer through the

APS-5DC to any external 12v DC power
source (i.e. car cigarette lighter, batteries,

etc.)

Control Technology, Inc., 8200 N. Clas-

sen Blvd., Suite 101, Oklahoma City, OK
73114.(405)840-3163.
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istep. . . retail pcstep. . . pslsi

CALIFORNIA

Advance Data Concepts— 2280 Diamond
Blvd., Concord 94520. (41 5) 671-901 6 9-5

Mon.-Fri. Vector-Graphic, CP/M Software
Headquarters-User's Group.

D.E.S. Data Equipment Supply — 8315 Fire-

stone, Downey 90241. (213) 923-9361 7

days. Commodore PET specialists. Hardware.
Software, Books, Mags. Supplies, In House
Maintenance.

CONNECTICUT

Computerworks- 1 439 Post Rd., East West-
port 06880; (203) 255-9096 12-6 Tues-
Fri.. 12-9 Thu. 10-5 Sat

GEORGIA

Atlanta Computer Mart- 5091 Buford Hwy
Atlanta 30340; (404)455-0647 10-6 Mon-
Sat

ILLINOIS

Computer Land/Downers Grove— 136
Ogden Ave., Downers Plaza 60515; (312)
964-7762. 10-6 Mon.-Sat, 1 0-8 Tue, Thurs
Apple. Atari. Osborne. Xerox. Vector.

Data Domain of Schaumburg— 1612 E.

Algonquin Rd . Schaumburg 60195; (312)
397-8700. 12-9Tues.-Fri., 11-5 Sat. Apple.
Alpha Micro, Hewlett-Packard Calculators.

Largest book and magazine selection.

Farncworth Computer Center— 1891 N.

Farnsworth Ave., Aurora 60505; (31 2) 851-

3888. 10-8 Mon.-Fri., 10-5 Sat Apple,
Hewlett-Packard series 80 systems, HP
Calculators. IDS Printers

Gavin Computers-5935 W Addison St..

Chicago 60634; (312) 286-4232 Mon.-Thurs.
9-8 30. Tues -Sat 9-6 Apple B & H, Atari &
Commodore Systems.

Lillipute Computer Mart, Inc.—4446 Oakton.
Skokie 60076; (312)674-1383. M-F 10:30-

8pm. Sat. 10-6 We sell Cromemco, Gimix,
Bell & Howell. North Star and others. Starting

our fifth year in business

Video Etc.—465 Lake Cook Plaza. Deerfield

60015; (312) 498-9669; Open every day
Strong software support for Apple. Atari

The Video Station -872 So Milwaukee Ave ..

Libertyville 60048; (312) 367-8600 Open
7 days. Atari Computers. Hardware and Soft-

ware.

MASSACHUSETTS

Neeco-679 Highland Ave.. Needham
02194; (617) 449-1760. 9-5:30 Mon.-Fri.
Commodore, Apple. Superbrain, Atari.

Science Fantasy Bookstore- 18 Eliot St..

Harvard Sq.. Cambridge 02138; (617) 547-
5917. 11-8 Thur. Apple, Atari & TRS-80
games; Epyx. Microsoft, Creative Com-
puting.

MICHIGAN

Computer Center—Garden City; (313) 425-
2470 & West Bloomfield; (313) 855-4220;
Books, Magazines. Hardware and Software
for Apple, North Star, TRS-80 & PET.

NEVADA

Home Computers— 1775 E Tropicana #6.
Las Vegas 891 09 (702) 798- 1022 10-7 Mon-
Sat. Apple. Commodore. Atari. AIM 65,

(Books) Sales & Service.

NEW JERSEY

Computernook— Rt 46. Pine Brook Plaza.

Pine Brook 07058; (201 ) 575-9468 10-6:30

MTWS, 10-8 Thurs., Fri Apple/Commodore
Authorized dealer.

The Computer Universe— 1 55 Route 1 78.,

Paramus 07652; (201) 262-0960-347-
9006 Mon; Wed; Fri, and Sat. 10-6. Tues,
and Thurs; 12—9. Specializing in Apple
Computers.

Silent Partner— 2050 CenterAve
.

. Fort Lee
07024; (201) 947-9400; Mon -Sat 10-6
Apple/Atari/Commodore/Vector/Malibu.

Software Mart-352 Bloomfield Ave., Cald-
well 07006; (201) 228-4949. Software for

Apple. Atari. TRS-80 and PET always 10-

20% off list,

Software City, Pine Brook- 101 Rt. 46 East.

07058; (201) 575-4574. Bus/Rec Utility/

Home Programs for TRS-80, Atari, Apple
and IBM. Up to 20% off list

Software City, River Edge-1 11 Grand Ave.
07661; (201) 342-8788 Bus/Rec/Utility
Home programs for TRS-80. Atari, Apple
and IBM. Up to 20% off list.

Software City, Armonk- 146 Bedford Rd,
10504. (914) 273-3677. Bus/Rec/Utility
Home programs for TRS-80, Atari. Apple
and IBM. Up to 20% off list

NEW YORK

Programs Unlimited - 20 Jericho Turnpike,
Jericho, 11 753; (51 6) 333-2266. 10-8 Mon

-

Sat. The largest microcomputer software
selection available

The Computer Center- 31 East 31st St.,

New York 10016;(212)889-8130 10-7 Mon

-

Fri., 1 1-6 Sat , 10-8 Thur

Upstate Computer Shop 629 French Rd..

Campus Plaza. New Hartford 13413; (315)
733-9139 10-6 Mon.-Fri, 11-5 Sat Apple-
Commodore— Data General.

OHIO

Abacus 11—1417 Bernath Pkwy . Toledo
43615; (419) 865-1099 10-6. 10-7 Thurs.
Apple. Osborne. Adds, NEC, Atari. Epson &
IDS Printers.

Barnhart Stores -Urbana; (513)653-7257.
8am-5pm Atari Computers at MAIL ORDER
prices/Authorized Atari Service Center.

Micro Mini Computer World— 74 Robinwood
Ave., Columbus 43213; (614) 235-5813/
6058. 11-7 Tues.-Sat. Authorized Apple/
Commodore dealer Sales, Service. Business
Software

North Coast Computers—626 Dover Center.
Bay Village 44140; (216) 835-4345. 10-6
Mon. -Sat.. 10-8 Tue., Thur. Apple/Atari/
Vector Graphic/Data General.

WISCONSIN

Petted-4265 W Looms Rd.. (l-894-Hwy.
36. Milwaukee 53221; (4 14) 282-4181. 12-

8 Mon.-Fri., 10-4 Sat. Authorized Commodore
PET, CBM, VIC dealer. Books. Magazines.
Chips, etc.

To include your store in Creative Computing s

Retail Roster, call the Advertising Depart-
ment at (201 ) 540-0446.
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No
Place
Left
To Go

Hey. isntthata PET?
The gamekeeper sighed

With the resigned boredom of

a tour guide, he droned. Yeah,
it's an early PET Original ROMs.
Pre-CBM. 8K 6550 RAMs. too.

From way before bubble chips
I haven t seen one of these

years I learned on a PET just

like this. Same dinky keypad
and everything

For the rest of the story, read
No Place Left To Go. one of

35 stories of computing
included in Tales of the Mar-
velous Machine.
The fiction in this 272-page

book is fun to read; authors
such as Fredick Pohl. Charles
Mosmann. M V Mathews. Carol

Cail and George Chesbro pro-

vide a glimpse of the future—as
we may or may not want it to

be
To order Tales of the Mar-

velous Machine for yourself or
a friend, send $7.95 plus $2.00
for postage and handling to

Creative Computing. 39 E Han-
over Ave.. Morris Plains. NJ
07950. Credit card buyers call

toll-free. (800)631-81 12; in New
Jersey. (201)540-0445

creative
computing

Morris Plains. NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631 -81 12
(InNJ 201-540-0445)

sviews iii

Getting Acquainted
With Your VIC20

Getting Acquainted With Your VIC20 by Tim Hartnell leads
the reader, step by simple step, from the absolute basics of

programming the VIC to writing complex, sophisticated
programs It thoroughly describes use of the sound, music
and color graphics capabilities and illustrates the use of

these functions in over 60 programs and games.
By following the comprehensive explanation given for

each program and computer function, the reader will learn a
great deal about the VIC. the Basic language and micro-
computers in general.

Parents and teachers will find the section VIC as a Teacher

a valuable aid in making the most effective use of the computer

in the teaching/learning process.

This book is a worthwhile resource and will help the reader

make the most of his computer. The reader will never feel

quite the same about it after surviving a round of FRENZY,
or listening to the VIC20 compose a symphony .

Softbound. 132 pages. 5 1/2 x 8". $8.95; add $1.50 for

shipping and handling.

creative GompuhlnQ
39 E. Hanover Avenue
Morris Plains, NJ 07950

Toll-free 800431-8112
InNJ 201-540-0445

Stephen B. Gray

Nailing Jelly To a Tree by Jerrv Willis and William Danley Jr.

Dilithium Press. Box 606, Beaverton. OR 97075. 250 pages.

paperback SI 2.93. I9K1.

The odd title, which gives no clue that this is a book about

software, was chosen because "learning about software is a

lot like nailing jelly to a tree." according to the preface.

"Software is nebulous, and difficult to get a firm grasp on."

The first two chapters cover an introduction and computer

numbering systems. A chapter on monitors and operating

systems is followed by two on machine language and TRS-W)

assembly language. Three chapters on Basic include two on

the language and one on converting from one Basic to another.

The last chapter provides a glossary and specifics on converting

various Basic statements.

The emphasis is not on learning to write programs, according

to the back cover, hut "on learning to use the thousands of

available programs that have already been written. " More
specifically, according to the first chapter, the book helps

you use the programs you may find "in a magazine, or anywhere

else for that matter. ..written for a particular computer, often

not youis. That means it will require some mollifications

before it works at your house. Being able to modify, enhance,

change and experiment with all the free and inexpensive

programs now available requires a significant amount of software

expertise.... Using someone else's programs lets you have the

enjoyment of working with the computer without all the

brain-warping drudgery involved in writing a lengthy pro-

gram."
Although most computerniks will argue that such "drudgery"

enchants and enhances the brain rather than warps it. this

book should be useful to beginners needing a guide through

the often mystifying world of software. The book is packed

with valuable information and is very well written.

Problem-Solving Principles For Basic Programmers: Applied

Logic, Psychology, and Grit by William E. Lewis. Hayden
Book Company. Rochelle Park. NJ. 173 pages, paperback

$9.95. 1981.

This book, which also comes in Fortran. Pascal and Interlingua

versions at the same price, "consists of three interwoven

conceptual threads: general problem-solving, program problem-

solving, and the influences of psychology on the overall

problem-solving process." according to the back cover.

The first chapter provides a Framework for Problem Solving

by introducing the basic building blocks and some of the

psychological influences involved. The next two consist of

basic and advanced problem-solving prescriptions, such as

"step back and view the forest" and "beware of anxiety — it's

heavy."

Chapter Four, on Solving Larger Problems, looks into tree

structures and the top-down process. Chapter Five, on

Debugging, applies many of the problem-solving techniques

discussed in previous chapters, and provides 16 more
prescriptions, such as "determine if the bug is consistent" and

"fish for the bug with hooks."
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Lewis, a systems programmer for IBM in Arizona, has
written a most helpful book that also teaches how to solve a
few non-programming problems along the way. Although
some of the prescriptions are exhortations to get your head
straight, such as "beware of anxiety" ami thus not as simple to
apply as the concrete examples provided, they're all necessary
to the authors principle of providing all the help he can. in a
book that seems to be unique.

If you believe that programmers are born, not made, vou'll
be pleasantly surprised to find out just how much can be
learned, especially from somebody who knows the score, and
who knows how to teach.

'-SSSJft

Programs for Beginners on the TRS-80 bv Fred Blechman.
Hayden Book Co.. Rochelle Park. NJ. 158 pages, paperback
$8.95. 1981.

The title is somewhat misleading, even though the author
"assumes you've had no past experience in either computers
or programming but that you have a TRS-80 and the ...manual."
In the next sentence, he says he's not going to teach you what
Basic is. but how to use its essentials, and adds. "If Basic were
a foreign language, this might be considered as a course in
conversational Basic, not in Basic vocabulary, syntax, and
grammar." On that basis, you'd be learning by rote, memorizing
without fully understanding.
Anyway, the reader may be dead by page 4. so the author's

assumptions may not matter. The first of the 21 programs is

for Display Alignment. The display includes a border of
graphic blocks, and page 4 says if' you cant see all four
corners, "remove the back of the display. ..leave the micro-
computer on." and adjust the picture-lube centering tabs.
Any TV repairman reading that would turn white, because
even he would have to be very careful, and a beginner poking
around a hot chassis is just asking for trouble.
Even though the 36-line first program has 14 RAM lines, the

two-page explanation somehow gets into loops, print formats
and blanking, which if not v<x-abulary . syntax or grammar, are
what?

Perhaps this book is best considered as a collection of
programs of some use to the advanced beginner. Well, a very
advanced beginner, because the programs are fairly long, and
not all that simple. There's a five-dog race. Bingo, and an on-
screen digital clock, plus business programs such as creating
an order form, light b»x>kkeeping. and calculating loan interest.
Other programs calculate long-distance phone charges, devise
magic-square numbers, print a table of piano-keyboard
frequencies, etc.

Hayden also offers a $10.95 cassette of all 21 programs,
although you may find only a few useful, such as Bingo,
phone toll-charge, interest calculation, invest or save, mortgage
loan, and pay now or monthly. But you may not need them
more than once or twice a year at most.

Granted, the point of the programs may be to teach specific-

statements and principles: each program description begins
with a listing of what "you'll learn." These could be taught
with much shorter and simpler programs, and more of them,
and the title could be changed to truly reflect the nature of
the book.

If you're an advanced beginner, or quite bright, there's
much you can learn from this book, as long as you don't
expect more than a couple of the programs to be of real use.
and as long as you skip page 4.
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Having trouble

learning to use

your computer?
Reference manuals don't teach Most BASIC
texts don't cover specific personal computers.

TIS solves these problems
with step-by-step books

tailored for your machine.

For PET/CBM
Understanding Your PET/CBM $16.95
Vol 1: Basic Programming
PET Graphics $ 6 95

For OSI CIP/C4P

Understanding Your C1P/C4P $ 9.95
A Workbook of BASIC Exercises

For VIC

Understanding Your VIC $13.95
Vol. 1: Basic Programming

Money Back Guarantee VISA MC accepted
All prices include UPS or 1st Class postage

TIS inc /^/~^\
Total Information Services. Inc [ r .S?- \\>
Box 921 . Dept CC V V^*JL/ f
Los Alamos. NM 87544 f
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The Root of All Evil
Playing with money can get

you into trouble, all right. But
it can also teach you and your
children what happens inside

a computer
By sliding and flipping pen-

nies (affluent readers can use
dimes) you learn exactly how
simple computer circuits work.

The first half of Computer
Coin Games provides directions

and diagrams for a variety of

games which can be played by
anyone—computer enthusiast

or not. The second half of the

book explains how the games
relate to computers
Computer Coin Games is an

inexpensive, entertaining way

to introduce children and adults

to binary numbers, flip flops

and counters Order your copy
today
Send $3 95 plus $2 00 for

postage and handling to

Creative Computing, 39 E. Han-
over Ave.. Morris Plains. NJ
07950 Credit card buyers call

toll-free. (800)631-81 12; in New
Jersey. (201)540-0445.

creative
computing

Morns Plains NJ 07950
TolMreeMO-«31-ai12
(In NJ 201-S4O-O4.4SI

zviews iii •

*ANNOUNCING!

The Competitive Edge

For Your Students

The practical knowledge for successful job readiness is

now available in an educationally sound microcomputer
program/from MCE. Features include: automatic branching

to individual reading levels and high interest for special

needs audiences. Provides knowledge necessary for filling

out applications, locating job placement agencies and tips

for a successful job interview. Attitude assessment results

are available on either screen or printer. This is a cost

efficient teaching aid. Yet with all of its sophistication. Its

simple to use.

For a free catalog, full of information about |ob Readiness
and other MCE programs and the name of your nearest

MCE. dealer, write or call collect (616) 345-8681

.

Programs available for Apple II'

A company o( educators tor educators

Hi

MICROCOMPUTER
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

INTtRPRtTIVl
IDUCATION INC

Depl I6M

IS7S KrilrimriiOoMrill

Kril.im.uoo. Ml 49O0?
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Business Svslem Buver's GuMe by Adam Osborne with Steven

Cook. OsbomeMcGraw-Hill. Berkeley, CA. 173 pages,

paperback $7.95. 1981.

Unlike any other book written to help a businessman select

a small computer, this one starts out with several horror

stories. The first is about a man who bought a bargain computer,

only to be told later he'd need 1.00() floppy disks to store his

data.

This and four similar stories start off a book full of the

helpful, outspoken information for which Adam Osborne has

become famous, telling in a non-technical way how to acquire

a small computer.

After the opening chapter with the horror stories come

chapters on defining the problem, understanding computer

systems, how to buy a computer (selecting vendors, looking

for canned application programs, installing the system, etc.).

after-sales support, and a summary of products.

That last chapter includes systems such as Apple. Atari.

Commodore. Radio Shack. Altos. Cromemco. North Star.

Pertec and Vector Graphics. A chart of comparative system

prices shows the least expensive to be the Osborne 1. However,

the book doesn't tout this machine anywhere near what it

might; there are only two sentences on it in the text

Cunique...size of a briefcase...very inexpensive. ..lot of free

canned software") and four items in the nine-page table of

applications software. However, two of the horror stories

mention Osborne books.

None of which is meant to detract, however from a fine

book that presents what may be the frankest discussion yet of

exactly what small computer systems will and won't do for

the small business. The style, unlike all those Osborne technical

books, is very readable, and the book is easily understood by

anyone with a little business experience.
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How to Get the Most From Your Chess Computer by Julio

Kaplan. R.H.M. Press. 417 Northern Blvd., Great Neck. NY
1 1021. 148 pages, paperback $8.95. 1980.

Published by a company that specializes in books for the

chess player and written by an international master, this slim

volume first describes how chess computers work, then how

they can help you learn to play better, and ends with

representative games.

Part I has six chapters, including three brief, slightly technical

pages on the circuitry, twice that much on how the computer

represents board positions, a discussion of tree-searching and

such in How Computers Choose Good Moves, a look at The

Various Types of Chess Programs in which several tree-

searching strategies are examined, ending with two chapters

on the strength (consistency) and weaknesses (inability to see

beyond the horizonl of computer play.

The nine chapters of Part II deal with Learning Chess With

the Computer, Beyond the Basics. Strategy. Tactics. Opening

Traps, Endgame Play. Attacking the King. Giving Odds, and

How to Beat the Computer. The advice in that last chapter

includes: be on the alert for tactical tricks, keep the game

quiet; when in difficulties try to trade pieces; and develop

your attack slowly.

Part III consists of a single chapter that presents 1 5 computer

games, with players such as Sargon 3, Mychess. Blitz. 6.9,

Belle. Chess 4.9, Kaplan, and other humans and machines.

The notation used is not the descriptive system (P-K4) used
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for so many years, but algebraic: a grid-reference system.
Rather than use the long algebraic form (e2-e4), the book
uses the short form (e4l. which names only the arrival square.
Computerniks should have no trouble.

This book is highly informative, written in an informal yet

authoritative style: if you're into computer chess, buy it.

The Basic Handbook: An Encyclopedia of the Basic Computer
Language by David A. Lien. CompuSoft Publishing. 1050-E
Pioneer Way, El Cajon. CA 42020. 480 pages, paperback
$19.95. Second edition. 1981.

First published in 1978. the second edition of this book is

exactly one-third longer (and costs one-third more) than the
first, and introduces 236 additional words, "bringing the total

to almost .500." as the back cover put it, adding. "Virtually
every significant Basic word used by virtually even, Basic-
speaking computer in the world is explained."

The preface to the first edition said it addressed the problem
of transporting programs between different computers by
"discussing in detail even, commonly used Basic Statement.
Function. Operator and Command." The preface to the second
says "special attention was given to documenting the diverse
Basics implemented on the many new computers introduced
(and about to be introduced) from Europe and Asia."

The format is the same: for every word, a description is

given, along with a test program and sample run using the
word, variations (if anyl in usage of the word, and a list of
related words. Again, many words have a section on "If your
computer doesn't have it." which "gives alternate ways to
accomplish the same objective using other Basic words, when
possible. ..and it isn't always possible."

The second edition now includes five pages on what this

book may be most helpful for: converting programs from one
computer to another. Also new arc 40 pages on the non-
standard Basic used in the British Acorn Atom, on the special

Basic words used by the Atari 400 and 8(X). Tektronix 4050
series. TRS-80 Color Computer, and Disk Basic, and an 18-

page "index," which is also a "scorecard" for your computer.
It lists the several hundred words for you to test, to find if the
word is accepted by your machine.

This book, which is still the only one available to help
software fans convert "foreign" programs for use on their

own computers, is a remarkable achievement that surely

nobody else will try to imitate.

Introducing a
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- '
n;" l (,;iVt
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NormStaffr
HORIZON II COMPUTERS

Shop around find your best price then call

us COLLECT*we'll match the price plus

ship it direct to you by A R

ABSOLUTELY FREE!*

WORRY FREE WARRANTY - This
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puzzle answers
<D <D

Mr. Puff's Puzzle:

<D O <D
A "Star" Attraction: 1 1 1 Jump 5 to N. remove 7.

(2i Jump 2 to 5, remove 4. (3) Jump ° to 2.

remove ft. i4i Jump 10 to 6, remove S. IM Jump
I to 4. remove 2. 161 Jump .1 to 7. remove 4.(7)

Jump 5 10 K. remove 7. (Si Jump ft l<> 10,

remove H.

The sides have to be longer lhan 2M) feet or

there would he no distance between the MX)

fool side and the WOO foot side.

IS6.S

A Simple Substitution: . t) w
427

The Switchboard Puzzle: The diagram below

shows how the hoard maj be wired from B to

A with 2.V inches of wire.

PIG. WIG, WAG.The Pin To Stv Puzzle:

WAY. SAY. STY.

The Misplaced Decimal: l.X

A Problem In Acreage: George would yet nothing

for his money. Using the dimensions given there

are zero square feet in the plot. The drawing is

obviously out of proportion to the dimensions.

5oo'

The Touring

Knight:

U< Soo

'
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Elephant™ floppies.

They're guaranteed to meet or beat every indus-
try standard for quality. They come standard with
reinforced hub rings at no extra cost. They come
in every popular 5'A'model, in both hard and

soft sector. And they sell at some of the lowest
prices in the business.

Elephant Flexible Disks.

They're heavy duty. They work for peanuts.
They never forget. Get yourself a trunkf ul.

HEAVY DUTY DISKS.
Distributed Exclusively by Loading Edge Products, Inc., 225 Turnpike Street, Canton, Massachusetts 02021

Call: toll-free 1-800-343-6833; or in Massachusetts call collect (617) 828-8150. Telex 951-624.
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